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Preface to ”Frontiers and Best Practices in Bio,

Circular, and Green Growth and Eco-Innovation”

This book project accommodates a substantial number of contributions on the novel business

models, technology advances and public regulations that are favorable for the development of a

circular economy and green economic growth in the developing and transition economies, and in the

structurally challenged areas within the industrialized world. The positive examples make clear that

the frontiers of circular and bio-economy development, and green growth are by no means confined

to economically advanced countries. This means that developing economies do not have to repeat the

inverted U-shaped income–environment relationship and enter the carbon-saving sustainable growth

and development track commencing from the initial phases of economic modernization. The positive

examples in this book project show that the pathways to sustainable development in the Global South

are real. There is, however, no guarantee that developing countries would join them. To assure

this, advanced countries must rethink their international development cooperation and enhanced

development policies in the realm of international climate action.

Elkhan Richard Sadik-Zada and Andrea Gatto

Editors
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Grow First, Clean Up Later? Dropping Old Paradigms and
Opening Up New Horizons of Sustainable Development

Elkhan Richard Sadik-Zada 1,3,* and Andrea Gatto 2,3,4,*

1 Institute of Development Research and Development Policy, Ruhr-University Bochum,
44801 Bochum, Germany

2 Faculty of Economics, Wenzhou-Kean University, Wenzhou 325015, China
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* Correspondence: elkhan.r.sadik-zada@ruhr-uni-bochum.de (E.R.S.-Z.); agatto@kean.edu (A.G.)

Abstract: After almost two decades of continuous development in bio, circular, and green economy,
it is time to assess the major achievements and challenges that private and public enterprises face
today for further enhancing global sustainability concepts. To this end, the present thematic issue
accommodates twenty articles on different topics related to circular economy development and
green growth, proposing a contribution to the field of environmental economics and policy. The
central feature of this Special Issue is the focus on the best practices and challenges in terms of
green growth and eco-innovation in developing and transitioning structurally challenged areas.
Hence, the study elaborates on the pathways of bio, circular, and green growth and eco-innovation in
the context of countries with relatively low per capita income. By doing this, the collection shows
that the empirically established environmental Kuznets curve—i.e., the inverted U-shaped income-
environment nexus—can and must be critically questioned, at least in the contexts mentioned within
the framework of our Special Issue. Hence, the geographic frontiers of environmental upgrading,
carbon-saving bioeconomic development, and green growth are not limited to the economically
advanced areas.

Keywords: circular economy; bioeconomy; green growth; eco-innovation; developing countries;
environmental Kuznets curve; EKC; environmental economics and policy; ecological economics;
resource management; energy policy; sustainable development

1. Introduction: Grow & Perish?

Five decades have passed since the publications of the Limits to Growth of the Club of
Rome and the “Only the Earth” in Stockholm—the first UN Conference on the limitations
in the absorptive capacity of the global environment [1]. Both events marked the start of
the discussion of global environmentalism and putting the environment on the political
agenda of the dialogue between industrialized and developing countries [2].

The 1972 UN Conference on the Environment in Stockholm was the first truly global
conference on the environment that, for the first time in history, elevated environmental
protection to the top of the global political agenda. Twenty years later, the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 was an important caesura in understanding the importance of
developing countries in protecting the global environment. The Paris Agreement of 2015
was probably the greatest milestone and the first truly global treaty on climate action.
Despite generous nationally-determined pledges within the agreement, there have been
plenty of drawbacks [3]. The undertaken climate action is nowhere near enough to achieve
the set climate targets [4].

Despite increasing environmental awareness in developing, transitioning, and emerg-
ing economies and impressive nationally determined pledges within the Paris Agreement,
economic growth, job creation, and poverty alleviation have been the central focus of the

Sustainability 2023, 15, 3595. https://doi.org/10.3390/su15043595 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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public policies in these countries [5]. The Global North has not been taking sufficient
responsibility for the development of carbon-saving technology solutions in the Global
South. This explains why fifty years after the publication of The Limits to Growth we do
not only have an empirical validation of its pessimism regarding the doubling of global
resource use, but also the evidence that the business-as-usual rushes human civilization to
its own destruction. Fifty years later, mankind is on the brink of the socioeconomic abyss
and climate catastrophe [4]. Hence, mankind can no longer afford the “grow first, clean up
later” model, which continues to dominate the growth and development patterns in the
developing, transitioning, and structurally challenged areas worldwide [6].

The inverted U-shaped relationship between per capita income (PCI) and per capita
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, i.e., the environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) hypothesis
is probably empirically the most established regularity within the framework of environ-
mental macroeconomics. It has been validated for advanced, developing, and transitional
economies [7,8]. The EKC is nothing but a regularity of growing first and cleaning up later
and it is at odds with the ongoing climate crisis and the related climate targets within the
framework of the Paris Agreement [9].

The augmentation of the income-environment perspective by the pollution haven
hypothesis, which has been also empirically validated in a number of recent studies,
shows that even the progress in terms of environmental upgrading in OECD countries are
attributed to the relocation of the dirty industries to the countries of the Global South [9].
Hence, following the empirically validated patterns of environmental development is not
congruent with the energy and climate futures we want [9–12].

Does this mean that there are no alternatives to the environmental Kuznets curve and
the pollution haven hypotheses? Is humanity predestined to lose the climate emergency
race? How are grave disruptions such as COVID-19, geopolitical turmoil, and major shocks
affecting our societies, economies, and ecosystems? Shall we accept a grow-and-perish
paradigm, opting for a trade-off between environmental, social, and economic targets [13–37]?

2. Content of the Thematic Issue

The thematic issue accommodates three reviews and sixteen research papers. Breaugh
et al. [37], provide a systematic literature review on innovation scaling and the role of
innovation in overcoming global issues such as climate change, sustainable management
of natural resources, and economic inequality. They outline the ontological differences
between the “diffusion” and “scaling” of innovations and establish a research agenda for
the assessment of innovation scaling and by doing so, frame the present thematic issue
conceptually [37,38]. The rest of the works, including the two review papers, Solaymani [39]
and Abbas et al. [32], address the individual country cases of developing or structurally
challenged areas of Southern Europe [39].

Abbas et al. [32] analyze the effect of COVID-19 on the Pakistani economy and find
that the pandemic severely hit different sectors of the economy and large swaths of the pop-
ulation. However, the poorest in society, especially the daily-wage earners and the runners
of small businesses, were disproportionately hit in Pakistan. Wang and Chen [14] address
an interesting question of the efficiency and effectiveness of the consumption coupons in
China that were introduced in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. They propose an im-
proved minimum-cost maximum flow approach that could optimize consumption coupon
policies both in the Chinese and non-Chinese contexts.

Fernández Luiña et al. [15] elaborate on the issue of the community commitment
to sustainability using the case study of forest protection policies in Guatemala. Here,
the authors illustrate how Guatemala implements forest preservation policies through
community concessions. The research paper contributes to the theoretical literature by
extending the scope of the analysis to modern municipals’ forest preservation practices.
Based on the empirical findings, the authors recommend the government of Guatemala the
employment of decentralized forest policies at the national level.
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Bin-Nashwan et al. [16] conduct a cross-country analysis of the donor responses to
the fundraising appeals for combating the epidemic. The study is based on a quantitative
analysis of 801 donors from Kuwait and Bahrain. The authors find that both in Kuwait and
Bahrain, humanitarian projects, internet technology, social networking sites, and religiosity
are significant determinants of donor attitudes toward online donations.

Mammadli [17] and Zeynalova and Namazova [18] analyze the environmentally
relevant behavior of enterprises and end-consumers in the context of transition economies.
Both research articles focus on the case studies of Azerbaijan. In the former publication, the
environmentally responsible approaches of Azerbaijani companies correspond with the size
of the private firms in terms of sales and the number of their employees [17]. In the latter
of these studies, the willingness to pay for green technology-based products is predicated
on the statistical analysis of 536 structured interviews in the greater area of Baku [18]. In
contrast to [17] which analyzes enterprises and [18] which analyzes consumer behavior,
Montakhabi et al. [19] explore the behavior of the prosumers and their barriers to the
enhancement of sustainable business models in electricity markets. The work contributes to
the theory of the firm by applying the resource-based approach in an entirely novel context
of energy economics [20–22].

Leal Filho et al. [23] analyze the role of renewable energy for fostering energy security
of small island developing states. Their study is based on a comprehensive quantitative
literature review and policy analysis that has been conducted by means of VOSviewer, a
prominent software for bibliometric analyses. The authors also find that renewable energy
contributes in a decisive way to the food security of the small island developing states.

Kennedyd et al. [24] address the question of economic sustainability in China. The
inquiry explores the underlying factors that influence Chinese online consumers’ acceptance
of online shopping platforms. The authors of the study assess 691 interviews of Chinese
online shoppers. Embedding the data into the theoretical model yields interesting results
with regard to the choice patterns of the e-commerce platforms and consumer attitudes.

Marjerison et al. [25] analyze the creation of sustainable organizations through knowl-
edge sharing and organizational agility in China. The study analyzes 720 online ques-
tionnaires and finds that working groups that are more agile have a greater capacity of
harnessing the knowledge-sharing culture. The validity of these findings spans various
classes of businesses. Li et al. [26] complement the investigation of Marjerison et al. [25] in
a meaningful way. They propose a novel multi-factor three-step feature selection and deep
learning framework for regional GDP prediction in the Chinese provinces [26].

Chen [27] compares two panel data sets of developing and advanced economies for a
time frame spanning between 1990 and 2021 and shows that economic competitiveness
and increased commodity prices lead to the increasing adoption of green technologies and
decarbonization of the entire economy. The study of Xu et al. [28] address a similar issue
by investigating the changes in firm innovation in the aftermath of the Sino-U.S. trade
grievance. Their analysis is based on the unique microdata of the Chinese technology
firms. The authors find that Sino-U.S. trade friction has led to a significant increase of the
innovations of Chinese exporters.

Zhao and Chen [29] also address the case of China and examine the effect of family
lifestyle and neighborhood on the willingness of households to sort their waste. The
authors inspect China Labor Force Dynamics Survey for 2016 and show that lifestyle
and neighborhood have a significant impact on households’ waste management patterns.
Abdelsalam et al. [30] also address the problem of waste management, but in a totally
different setting, focusing on the Libyan public hospitals. This publication finds that
organizational culture and structure play a decisive role in the waste management practices
of the Libyan hospitals.

Based on structured interviews of 359 consumers, Civero et al. [40] scrutinize con-
sumer behavior in the city of Naples in Southern Italy. The authors show that also in the
structurally challenged areas, the consumers’ purchasing choices of food staples are not
based only on purely economic but also on ethical and environmental factors. The authors

3
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employ a factor analysis that enables the classification of the consumers in five homogenous
clusters. Selected pathways of using the emerging trend of new social consumption are
predicated for the formulation of better public policies to foster ecological sustainability.

Sadik-Zada [37] analyze the perspectives of green hydrogen rollout from the lens of
both international and development economics. The author shows that the development
of the green hydrogen value chain and the substitution of fossil fuels by green hydrogen
could lead to clean and circular energy systems in a number of countries of the Global
North. In addition, the review of the national and European hydrogen strategies indicates
that fostering of international development cooperation, especially international energy
cooperation of the EU with the solar energy-abundant countries of Africa could accelerate
the green hydrogen take-off in Europe. Furthermore, the study also shows that investing in
the development of green hydrogen production in Africa could also substantially contribute
to socio-economic development and energy transition in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Solaymani [38] analyzes the environmental and energy sustainability problems of
fossil fuels that rich countries are using through the case study of Iran. The research paper is
of particular interest because of the growing significance of petroleum-exporting countries
in the global carbon footprint [7]. There is also empirical evidence that oil-rich developing
and transition economies do not follow the inverted U-shaped, but rather a monotonically
increasing average income-environment relationship [8]. The author employs advanced co-
integration techniques to the data from Iran and detects a unidirectional causality between
non-renewable energy production and the growth of the renewables in the energy mix.
This implies that Iranian growth, which almost entirely relies on petroleum exports, has
substantially contributed to decarbonization of Iranian electricity mix.

3. Concluding Remarks: Striving to Be More Sustainable

Together with the editorial, the present Special Issue accommodated twenty contri-
butions, whereby three of them are literature reviews and sixteen of them are research
papers. Both review and research papers focus on the analysis of developing, transition,
emerging economies, and structurally challenged areas of Southern Europe. “Frontiers and
Best Practices in Bio, Circular, and Green Growth” make clear that geographic frontiers of
environmental upgrading, carbon-saving bioeconomy development, and green growth are
not confined to economically advanced areas and shall be tackled as global ecological and
sustainable development priorities.

The presented positive examples from this group of countries in this thematic issue
do not contest the empirical validity of the environmental Kuznets curve and pollution
haven hypotheses. By showing positive examples, it rather shows that based on novel
management approaches, the mentioned empirical regularities could be successfully obvi-
ated. Economic growth of developing, transition, and emerging economies can be aligned
with environmental sustainability. This confirms that, even in developing, transitioning,
and emerging economies, positive experiences denote a global strive towards sustainabil-
ity. These shreds of evidence also suggest that the economic, environmental, and social
components of development shall not be liable to trade-offs and a holistic and pluralistic
sustainable development purview needs to be enforced globally.

Institutional Review Board Statement: Not applicable.

Informed Consent Statement: Not applicable.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The issuance of consumption coupons during the epidemic period to stimulate the economy
must take full account of the level of probabilistic consumption and inventory optimization. In this
paper, an improved minimum-cost maximum-flow model is constructed to dynamically adjust the
inventory capacity of node enterprises with the change of probabilistic consumption level, and three
scenarios are simulated by numerical assumptions. The results show that: (1) The model can better
solve the problem of consumption coupons, probabilistic consumption and inventory optimization;
(2) Consumer welfare remains unchanged, the largest number of government consumption coupons
is issued, and the number of enterprise inventories reaches the lowest; (3) Enterprise inventories are
minimized with different decisions on consumer probability consumption, and the government’s
issuance of consumption coupons and the satisfaction of consumer demand have reached a dynamic
balance. Corresponding suggestions are put forward, hoping to better help the government to
implement the consumption coupons policy to stimulate the economy.

Keywords: consumption coupons; purchase probability; inventory optimization; minimum-cost
maximum-flow

1. Introduction

Since March 2022, a new round of COVID-19 has broken out in China [1]. Consumption
continues to be sluggish, and downward pressure on the economy is increasing. Provinces
and cities in China have launched their own economic incentive policies in the hopes of
accelerating the expansion of consumption and expanding domestic demand. Consumption
coupons as an economic stimulus have been repeatedly reported in the press. For example, in
April 2022, Shenzhen city issued 500 million yuan of consumption coupons to its consumers,
and Ningbo issued 300 million yuan to consumers [2]. Despite different views [3], the effect
in practice [4,5] has gradually gained widespread attention.

Consumers will be affected by various factors when consuming. The issuance of
consumption coupons by the government to consumers does not mean that they will meet
100 percent of their consumption needs with those coupons [6]. Rational consumers will
selectively use consumption coupons based on their personal preferences, resulting in a
consumers’ probability consumption scenario. The probabilistic selling [7] strategies used
by merchants also strengthen the trend of probabilistic consumer spending. This also urges
the government to fully consider the probability consumption of consumers when using
coupons to incentivize consumer demand.

In the era of commodity economy, the level of inventory management not only af-
fects the cost of enterprises, but also plays a key role in stabilizing and coordinating
consumer demand [8]. The dynamic changes in consumer demand preferences determine
that enterprises must always control their inventory levels, neither out of stock, nor too
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much inventory, resulting in backlogs. Consumer behavior using coupons will inevitably
challenge the traditional level of inventory management.

Therefore, it is of great significance to analyze the probabilistic consumption of con-
sumers and the inventory optimization level of merchants in the process of using consump-
tion coupons, which can provide some reference for the subsequent scientific development
of incentive policies of consumption coupons. In this study, an improved minimum-cost
and maximum-flow model was constructed (see Section 3.1), and the characteristic of the
model was to dynamically adjust the inventory capacity of node enterprises with the level
of probabilistic consumption (see Section 3.2). Through assumptions, the paper simulated
three scenarios and performed calculus (see Section 4.2). The results showed that this study
could better solve the problems of consumption coupons, probabilistic consumption and
inventory optimization (see Section 5).

2. Literature Review

In the face of the global recession and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
economy, the economies of the world are facing enormous challenges. The economic con-
traction [9] has been triggered by the pandemic, and social and economic losses continue to
increase in many countries [10]. The effect of investment pulling is not obvious in the short
term. The pandemic has reduced investments and the fiscal revenues of governments, thus
increasing uncertainty. A demand-side shock was triggered by global and national restric-
tions to limit the spread of COVID-19, such as lockdown measures and travel bans [11].
The revitalization of consumption has become an important tool to stabilize the economic
development. For consumers, coupons mean the increase of their temporary incomes.
Such fiscal policy would increase the demand for consumption and simulate aggregate
demand [12,13]. Stimulating the economy by issuing consumption coupons and activating
market demand can better alleviate market failures, promote economic development in the
short term, and help economic recovery [14].

Consumption coupons are a temporary incentive for the government to stimulate
consumption [15], and are also a special coupon, which can be used exclusively by dividing
the consumption categories of designed products [16]. The government uses consumption
coupons to boost consumer confidence [17], which, in turn, will increase consumers’ will-
ingness to buy more goods and thus stimulate market dynamics, thus stimulating market
vitality. Experts and scholars have various views on the role of consumption coupons,
such as that they can effectively improve consumption, promote economic growth and
increase employment [18]. Coupons can enhance the experience and outcomes for partici-
pants, benefiting more low-income households [19]. Consumption coupons are effective
in stimulating short-term consumption levels. It will reduce the welfare level of society
as a whole if the savings plan is not optimal [20]. The substitution effect of consumption
coupons makes them difficult to pull effective demand for a long time [21]. The multi-
plier brought by consumption coupons in China during the 2020 epidemic is around 5–25,
which has a significant effect on the GDP in the short term [22]. Consumption coupons are
conducive to activating the frozen domestic demand [23] and market dynamics under the
epidemic and make up for the short-term gap in overseas markets due to the global spread
of the epidemic.

The difference in consumer purchasing behavior mainly comes from the difference
in shopping decisions, and there is uncertainty [24] due to the influence of various factors
in the process of purchasing behaviors [25], which is generally expressed by probability.
Uncertainties faced by consumers in their purchase decisions include preference uncer-
tainty and product performance uncertainty [26]. People may be non-indifferent towards
the timing of the resolution of consumption uncertainty [27]. Probability, as an expression
of purchase intention [28], can produce more accurate consumption predictions and may
elicit different responses than standard purchase intention scales. Businesses must pay
attention to consumer dynamics [29] and make appropriate marketing decisions based on
an accurate understanding of consumers. Consumer dynamics are defined as temporal
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changes in consumer attitudes and behaviors. Today, probabilistic selling [30,31] is increas-
ingly becoming a sales strategy for businesses and growing in popularity. Probabilistic
selling could generally increase a firm’s expected profit, and the firm will increase the
price and the order quantity for the component product [32]. From a business perspective,
adequate and controllable inventory can help companies better gain profits while reducing
total costs [33]. Stock-outs will lead directly to lost sales, reduced profits, and the potential
loss of customers [34]. Maintenance of inventories is a significant concern for any business
organization due to decay or deterioration over time [35].

As one of the core problems of network optimization, the minimum-cost maximum-
flow problem has a wide range of applications in reality, and the common special cases
include the shortest path problem, the maximum-flow problem, and the assignment prob-
lem. A prognostic decision-making strategy is proposed to solve in real time the electric
vehicle dynamic stochastic shortest path problem, aiming at the simultaneous utilization of
historical and real-time traffic data [36]. A network is called uncertain if the arc capacities of
the network are uncertain variables. Uncertainty theory is an efficient tool to deal with non-
deterministic information, especially expert data and subjective estimation [37]. Scholars
have conducted multidimensional studies based on different application scenarios [38–40],
combined with the minimum-cost maximum-flow network model, and have achieved
fruitful results.

Compared with existing studies, the main contributions of this study are as follows:
(1) A minimum-cost and maximum-flow model is constructed, in which the capacity
value on each arc will vary with the change of consumption probability value on its own
arc. This helps to more effectively regulate the relationship among coupons, probabilistic
consumption and inventory optimization. (2) On the basis of satisfying the government
to issue sufficient consumption coupons and to stimulate consumer demand, it can help
companies minimize ineffective inventory. (3) With the dynamic change of consumption
probability, the inventory of enterprises will also vary, and the needs of consumers have
been fully satisfied. (4) Based on the model derivation, corresponding countermeasures are
proposed.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. The Improved Idea of a Minimum-Cost and Maximum-Flow Model, in Which the Capacity
Value on Each Arc Would Vary with Its Own Probability Value

In a directed network D = (V, A, C) with only one single source node (Vs) and one
single sink node (Vt), each arc (vi, vj) belonged to the capacity set (C), and the cost per unit
of flow on each arc b(vi, vj) was greater than or equal to 0. Under the premise of finding
a maximum flow f in this network D and minimizing b( f ) = ∑(vi ,vj)εA bij fij, the objective
was to keep the sum of C over each arc in this directed network to be minimum.

First, a table of capacity and probability values on each arc was constructed, as shown
in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. A figure of the capacity and probability values on the arc.
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P1 was the initial probability corresponding to the capacity c1 on an arc. As the
probability value increased from P1 to P2, . . . , Pn, capacity value also synchronously
increased from c1 to c2, . . . , cn. Pn was the maximum probability, and cn represented the
maximum capacity value for the maximum probability. The capacity value under the initial
probability P1 was chosen to generate the directed network under this initial probability.
Based on the cost unit of flow (bij), a shortest path from Vs to Vt was calculated using
Dijkstra’s method to find the corresponding augmented chain. Taking the initial flow f on
this augmented chain as 0, the minimum value of the difference between the capacity value
and the flow value of each arc on this augmented chain was used as the adjustment value to
adjust the flow f. Next, the weighted digraph was constructed. We recalculated the shortest
circuit, found out the corresponding augmented chain, and then adjusted the capacity
value according to the probability value on each arc. We repeated the above steps until you
could not find a shortest path from Vs to Vt, then ended the loop. At this point, the sum of
capacity c on all arcs in the directed network was the minimum, and the maximum flow
and minimum cost were satisfied.

3.2. Calculation Steps to the Model

As shown in Figure 2, the calculation steps could be expressed as:

 

Figure 2. Calculation steps to the model.

Step 1: A table of capacity-probability values on each arc was constructed. Specifically,
the maximum capacity to be controlled on the arc was used as the capacity value correspond-
ing to the maximum probability value. Different probability values were set, and different
probability values correspond to different capacities to form a table of capacity-probability
values. This model assumed that the probability values in the capacity-probability table
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showed a single-term increasing trend, and the capacity value also grew as the probability
value increased.

Step 2: We constructed a directed network where the capacity value on each arc was
the capacity value corresponding to its initial probability value. Depending on the purpose
of the study, we determined the initial probability values corresponding to different arcs.
The corresponding control capacity cij were selected by the probability values, and the
directed network was constructed by combining the cost per unit of flow on each arc b(vi,vj).

Step 3: We calculated the shortest path and found the augmented chain. Using
Dijkstra’s method, a shortest path from Vs to Vt was calculated based on the cost per unit
of flow, b(vi,vj), on each arc, and the corresponding augmented chain was determined.

Step 4: We adjusted the flow value on the augmented chain. If the flow value on
the augmented chain was calculated for the first time, the initial flow value fij on that
augmented chain could be assumed to be 0. The minimum of all capacity values on that
chain was used as the adjustment value θ for flow fij, and then the flow value on each arc
plus θ was used as the new flow value fij. If there was already a flow value fij on an arc on
the augmented chain, the minimum value of the difference between the capacity value and
the flow value on each arc in the incremental chain was used as the adjustment value θ to
adjust the flow fij when calculating the adjustment value, and the flow value on each arc
plus θ was used as the new flow value fij.

Step 5: When the flow value was equal to the capacity value of an arc on the augmented
chain, we determined whether the probability value corresponding to the existing capacity
value on that arc had reached the maximum probability value. If not, we proceeded to step
6. Otherwise, we proceeded to step 7.

Step 6: We looked up the table of capacity-probability values for the corresponding
arc, selected the corresponding capacity values along the probability growth direction, and
adjusted the capacity values for the corresponding arcs on the augmented chain. Because
the probability was one-way increasing, the adjacent probability value could be found, and
we then determined the corresponding capacity control value cij by that adjacent probability
value, replacing the capacity value on the existing arc.

Step 7: We constructed a weighted digraph. On the augmented chain, a weighted
digraph identical to the current cost and flow network graph was constructed, and each arc
in the original network was decomposed into two arcs (vi, vj) and (vj, vi) that were inverse
to each other, and the weights were recorded as ωij and ωji, respectively. The rules were
as follows:

ωij =

{
bij when fij < cij
+∞ when fij = cij

ωji =

{ −bij when fij > 0
+∞ when fij = 0

Step 8: We determined whether the shortest circuit could be found or not. If the
shortest path could be found, it meant that further adjustment was needed, then we went
back to step 3. Otherwise, it meant that the augmented chain at this time was already the
shortest path, there was no need to adjust, optimization was over, and step 9 was entered.

Step 9: Based on the results of step 8, the minimum cost ∑(vi ,vj)εA bij fij was calculated,
while the maximum network flow was determined as the sum of the outgoing flow values
at node vs. The sum of the capacity values on all arcs was then calculated as the minimum
total capacity on that network.

3.3. Feasibility Analysis of an Improved Model for the Application of Consumption Coupons,
Probabilistic Consumption and Inventory Optimization

With the recurrence of COVID-19, it has become imperative for governments to take
different approaches to stimulating their economies. As mentioned earlier, governments
have already started to practice in many countries by issuing consumption coupons to
stimulate the economy. In this scenario, three subjects would be involved, which were
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government, enterprises and consumers. In the minimum-cost maximum-flow graph
shown in Figure 3, node Vs could be viewed as the government, node Vc as the consumer,
and the intermediate nodes as the firms that satisfy the different needs of the consumer. It
was assumed that the government-issued consumer coupons did not restrict consumers
from purchasing any goods. It was only stipulated that only one consumption coupon
could be used on one commodity.

Figure 3. Feasibility analysis of an improved model.

It was assumed that the government-issued consumer coupons did not restrict con-
sumers from purchasing any goods. It was only stipulated that only one consumption
coupon could be used on one commodity. The flow in the network could be regarded as the
consumption coupons issued by the government to purchase goods from node enterprises
to meet the needs of consumers. The use of coupons would not change the price of products
while stimulating consumer demand. Therefore, the cost unit of flow on each arc could
be regarded as the commodity price, and the usage of coupons could be analogous to the
quantity of goods purchased. Even if consumers held enough consumer coupons, there
was a probabilistic purchase problem when faced with a specific demand. It did not exactly
follow the individual’s real demand to purchase the maximum goods, so the capacity on the
arc also needed to change with the probability of consumer purchase. For node enterprises
in the network, the capacity on the arc could be compared to the stock quantities of the
enterprise. Only adequate inventory could ensure that the enterprise met the needs of
consumers. Excessive inventory would inevitably increase the cost of enterprises and was
not conducive to competition, which would inevitably drive enterprises to seek minimum
inventory. For the government, what was needed was that the coupons paid out met the
consumer demand to the greatest extent. For consumers, what was needed was to meet
the maximum consumption on the basis of the minimum cost, that is, to be able to find the
shortest path from node vs to node vt. In the specific calculation, the connection between
node vt and node vc could be deleted, and the improved minimum-cost maximum-flow
model could be directly used for calculation. According to the above analysis, it could be
seen that the improved minimum-cost maximum-flow model could better complete the
research and had a strong practical guidance.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Simulation Problem and Data Descriptions

It was supposed that the government agency (node vs) in a region was ready to issue
a number of consumption coupons to stimulate consumer demand, and consumers needed
to satisfy four demands during that incentive period, which were borne by four different
enterprises (four nodes, v1, v2, v3 and vt, as shown in Figure 4). When purchasing goods,
consumers could only use one consumption coupon per product, and the consumption
coupon would not change the original price of the product. Enterprises needed to prepare
the maximum inventory according to the maximum number of coupons issued to cope with
the consumer’s purchase. There were various strategies for consumers to use consumer
coupons to purchase goods;; for example, the arc (v2, v1) indicated that the consumer used
the consumer coupon to purchase goods from the node enterprise v1 after passing through
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node enterprise v2. The weight group value (2, 50) on the arc, where 2 indicated that
the unit price of commodities purchased by consumers from node v1 with coupons is 2;
50 represented the maximum amount of inventory prepared by node enterprise v1 to cope
with the consumption demand coming from node v2 is 50.

Figure 4. Directed graphs for simulation problem.

The problem now was to find out what was the maximum number of consumption
coupons that the government could issue, so that consumers could obtain the maximum
consumption satisfaction with the minimum cost, and the inventory of enterprises could
reach the minimum.

4.2. Simulation Scenario Calculations
4.2.1. Scenario 1: Calculation Using the Traditional Minimum-Cost Maximum-Flow Model

In the first step, the Dijkstra method was used to solve the shortest path from vs to vt,
and the augmented chain u = (vs, v2, v1, vt) was obtained. In the second step, the flow value
on the augmented chain u was adjusted, and the adjusted flow figure I shown in Figure 5
was obtained.

Figure 5. The adjusted flow figure in scenario 1.

In the third step, a weighted directed graph was constructed to obtain the weighted
digraph I shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The weighted digraph in the third step.

Repeating the above steps, the final shortest path obtained was shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The shortest path of scenario 1.

The maximum number of coupons issued from node Vs was: 30 + 80 = 110.
The total cost for consumers to satisfy their own consumption was: 4 × 30 + 1 × 80 +

2 × 40 + 3 × 40 + 6 × 0 + 1 × 70 + 2 × 40 = 550.
The total inventory of enterprise stock was: 100 + 80 + 70 + 50 + 100 + 20 + 40 = 460.

4.2.2. Scenario 2: Improved Model Calculation with Probability Change from 50% to 100%

Step 1: A table of capacity-probability values on each arc was constructed. The capacity
on each arc in Scenario 1 was taken as the capacity value corresponding to the maximum
probability value of 100% for each arc, while the capacity value corresponding to each prob-
ability value was assumed to be the maximum capacity multiplied by the corresponding
probability value. We took the probability values of 50% and 80%, respectively, to obtain
the capacity-probability value table shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The capacity-probability value I.

arc
Probability Value

50% 80% 100%

(vs, v1) 50 80 100
(vs, v2) 40 64 80
(v2, v1) 25 40 50
(v2, v3) 50 80 100
(v1, vt) 35 56 70
(v1, v3) 10 16 20
(v3, vt) 20 32 40

Step 2: The capacity value corresponding to 50% of the initial probability on each arc
was chosen to construct the directed network graph, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The directed graph corresponding to an initial probability of 50%.

Step 3: Using Dijkstra’s method, the shortest path from vs to vt was solved to obtain
the augmented chain u = (vs, v2, v1, vt).
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Step 4: We adjusted the flow value on the augmented chain to obtain the adjusted flow
figure II shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The adjusted flow figure in step 4.

Step 5: The flow and capacity values on arc (v2, v1) were both equal to 25, the current
probability value was 50% and the maximum 100% was not reached. We then went to step
6; otherwise, to step 7.

Step 6: The flow value and capacity value on the arc (v2, v1) were equal, so from
Table 1, it could be found that the next probability value was 80%, and the corresponding
capacity value was 40. We replaced the existing capacity value with 40.

Step 7: We constructed the weighted directed graph, and according to the weighted
rules, obtained the weighted digraph shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The weighted digraph in step 7.

Step 8: From Figure 10, a shortest path could be found with the Dijkstra method, so
we went back to step 3 and repeated the above steps, until the directed graph could not
find a shortest path; at this point it could indicate that the optimization is complete and we
could go to step 9.

Step 9: By looping multiple times, the final shortest path was shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The shortest path of scenario 2.
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The maximum number of coupons issued from node Vs was: 30 + 80 = 110.
The total cost for consumers to satisfy their own consumption was: 4 × 30 + 1 × 80 +

2 × 40 + 3 × 40 + 6 × 0 + 1 × 70 + 2 × 40 = 550.
The total inventory of enterprise stock was: 50 + 80 + 70 + 50 + 50 + 10 + 40 = 350.

4.2.3. Scenario 3: Improved Model Calculation with Probability Value on Part of the Arc
Not Reaching 100%

The capacity on each arc in Scenario 1 was taken as the capacity value corresponding
to the maximum probability value of 100% for each arc, while the capacity value corre-
sponding to each probability value was assumed to be the maximum capacity multiplied
by the corresponding probability value. Take the probability values of 50% and 80%, respec-
tively, to obtain the capacity-probability value table shown in Table 2, where the maximum
probability value s of arc (v2, v1) and arc (v1, vt) were taken as 80%.

Table 2. The capacity-probability value II.

arc
Probability Value

50% 80% 100%

(vs, v1) 50 80 100
(vs, v2) 40 64 80
(v2, v1) 25 40 -
(v2, v3) 50 80 100
(v1, vt) 35 56 -
(v1, v3) 10 16 20
(v3, vt) 20 32 40

Note: “-” meant that the probability value in this cell did not need to be set according to the study, that was, the
probability value on the corresponding arc could not reach 100%.

By following the steps shown in Figure 2, through multiple loops, the final shortest
path is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. The shortest path of scenario 3.

The maximum number of coupons issued from node Vs was: 36 + 60 = 96.
The total cost for consumers to satisfy their own consumption was: 4 × 36 + 1 × 60 +

2 × 20 + 3 × 40 + 6 × 0 + 1 × 56 + 2 × 40 = 500.
The total inventory of enterprise stock was: 50 + 64 + 40 + 56 + 50 + 10 + 40 = 310.

4.3. Improved Simulation Results

From the contents of Section 4, it could be seen that the algorithm of the improved
minimum-cost maximum-flow model was effective and feasible in solving the above
problem, as demonstrated by the derivation steps and results in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Consumer welfare remained unchanged, the largest number of government consump-
tion coupons was issued, and the number of enterprise inventories reached the lowest. In
Section 4.2.1, the minimum-cost maximum-flow model was used to obtain that the maxi-
mum number of consumption coupons issued by the government was 110 and the mini-
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mum total cost for consumers to satisfy their own consumption was 550. In Section 4.2.2,
the maximum number of government-issued consumption coupons using the improved
minimum-cost maximum-flow model was 110, and the minimum total cost of consumers to
meet their own consumption is 550. Comparing these results, it was found that the number
of consumption coupons issued by the government and the total cost spent by consumers
remained unchanged. In Section 4.2.1, the total inventory was 460; in Section 4.2.2, the total
inventory was 350, which was lower than the inventory in Section 4.2.1. It could be con-
cluded that the use of the improved minimum-cost maximum-flow model could effectively
help enterprises reduce the amount of ineffective inventory stocked to respond to consumer
demand and brought it to a minimum, while keeping the number of government-issued
consumption coupons and the total cost spent by consumers constant.

Enterprise inventories were minimized with different decisions on consumer probabil-
ity consumption, and the government’s issuance of consumption coupons and the satisfac-
tion of consumer demand have reached a dynamic balance. The improved minimum-cost
maximum-flow model worked equally well when different node enterprises used different
values of termination probability. In Section 4.2.3, there were two arcs with a termination
probability value of 80% each, the maximum number of consumption coupons issued by the
government was 96, the minimum total cost of consumers to meet their own consumption
was 500, and the total inventory of enterprises was 310. Compared with the equal termi-
nation probability value of enterprises at different nodes in Section 4.2.2, the number of
consumption coupons issued by the government, the minimum cost of consumers and the
inventory of enterprises to prepare goods have shown a downward trend. This suggested
that, as consumption probability decreased, the minimum total cost spent by the consumer
decreased, and the number of government-issued consumption coupons and enterprise
inventories would also drop. In this process, according to the consumer’s consumption
intention, the needs of consumers at all nodes have been met. From the model point of view,
that was to say, the shortest path has not changed, but the flow value and inventory on the
arc connecting the various node enterprises has changed dynamically with the probability
value. From the perspective of practical practice, it was more realistic for enterprises at
different nodes to take different consumption probabilities for inventory control.

5. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

In this paper, an improved minimum-cost maximum-flow model was constructed to
study the optimization problems of consumption coupons, probabilistic consumption and
inventory. With the objectives of maximizing the number of coupons issued and minimiz-
ing the enterprises’ inventory, different results of consumers’ probabilistic consumption
were studied. Simulation study showed that enterprise inventories were minimized with
different decisions on consumer probability consumption, and the government’s issuance
of consumption coupons and the satisfaction of consumer demand have reached a dynamic
balance. From the perspective of consumer demand, consumer demand is satisfied at each
node by using different probabilistic consumption. From the perspective of enterprise in-
ventory control, the optimal amount of inventory can be achieved by dynamically changing
the enterprise inventory with the value of probabilistic consumption. From the perspective
of government issuance of coupons to stimulate the economy, consumer welfare remains
unchanged, the largest number of government consumption coupons can be issued, and
the number of enterprise inventories reaches the lowest.

In order to better promote consumers’ probabilistic consumption and enterprises’
inventory optimization level in the process of using consumption coupons, the follow-
ing policy recommendations are made at three levels: government-issued consumption
coupons, enterprise inventory optimization and probabilistic consumption.

First, keeping a close eye on consumer demand, the government should strictly control
the issuance of consumption coupons. When adopting consumer coupons to stimulate the
economy, the government should not simply aim to issue the maximum number of coupons.
What should be more of a concern is whether these consumption coupons can really
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stimulate consumers’ potential demand desire and promote consumption. Increasingly
rational consumers, in the face of the uncertainty of the future brought about by the
epidemic, will inevitably pursue consumption decisions at the lowest cost of consumption
when consuming. Therefore, the government needs to prudently design consumption
coupons so that consumers are clear about the strength of the cost discount brought by
the coupons. Second, the government should fully cooperate with third-party market
research companies to investigate the potential consumption needs of the target group, and
determine the optimal number of consumption coupons with the help of the minimum-cost
maximum-flow model, rather than issuing consumption coupons arbitrarily according to
personal wishes.

Next, to help enterprises minimize inventory to the maximum extent. Supply and
demand are the two ends of the economy, and only when both are smooth can we ensure
sustainable economic development. In most cases, enterprises will prepare more inven-
tory to cope with consumption and avoid losses caused by out-of-stocks. When there
is a stimulus policy acting on the consumption side, this extra inventory preparation by
supply-side enterprises is artificially amplified. When the stimulus ends, the growth in
inventory to cope with consumption increases the cost of the business. Therefore, helping
enterprises minimize inventory is a factor that must be considered when the government
adopts incentive policies. The minimum inventory can be determined with the help of
the minimum-cost maximum-flow models in the paper, which is not only effective but
also feasible.

Last, to track consumer demand in real time and dynamically adjust consumption
probability, consumers, as a fickle population, will involve a variety of factors when
satisfying their own consumption. In the face of the consumption of a certain product,
consumers will inevitably have a probability consumption tendency. This determines that,
when launching consumption coupons to stimulate the economy, it is necessary to use
modern scientific and technological means and consumption big data to track consumers’
purchase demand in real time and dynamically push the consumption probability to
enterprises in real time, so as to ensure that enterprises adjust their inventory according to
the purchase probability in time, thus ensuring that the inventory reaches the lowest level
while meeting the consumption demand.

In the future, this paper will conduct further research on the following scenarios. First
is the application of different types of consumption coupons to different goods. The second
is the impact on inventories of cooperation between competing companies in the supply
of goods. In the follow-up study, further cooperation will be carried out with relevant
institutions such as the government, and the model will be empirically explored using
real-life examples.
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Abstract: This article covers the current research vacuum on how Guatemala partially conducts
forest preservation through community concessions. Our paper starts its analysis by synthesizing the
private property-rights approach environmentalist theory and the community concession theory. It is
argued that the shared common private property as a community arrangement can turn conflicts
into potential opportunities for the involved parties to solve the existing environmental problems by
win-win games. Based on the above theoretical views, our study extends the scope to the modern
and democratic municipals’ forest preservation in Guatemala, as previous research mainly focused
on how the Guatemalan traditional indigenous communities have conducted forest preservation.
Our empirical results show that the in-force forest concessions in the Maya Biosphere Reserve have
achieved the Guatemalan government’s forest conservation target in recent years. However, as
the Guatemalan forest concession arrangements are just usufructs and the state still owns forest
titles, the current Guatemalan forest concession could reverse the result of the limited, decentralized
forest reform. In this regard, we suggest that Guatemala state should privatize all these forests to
the concessions’ communities and firms. If the results are positive, we propose the Guatemalan
government further apply the decentralization forest policy to the whole country.

Keywords: Guatemala; forest; property rights; community concession; entrepreneurship; forest
sustainability; economic development; free-market environmentalism; economic development;
Latin America

1. Introduction

As a third-wave democracy, Guatemala has suffered an internal armed conflict of
considerable magnitude like other republics in Latin America [1]. Since its democratization,
the country has been unable to find a clear direction toward the long-awaited economic
development [2,3]. Despite the above problems, Guatemala still has highlights in environ-
mental protection affairs. Although it lacks economic growth [4], the community-based
rural, peripheral, and indigenous world conducts successful forest conservation and pro-
vides highly qualified agricultural and forest exportations [5]. The community identity
plays a vital role in Guatemala’s environmental protection issues [6,7].

This article aims to cover the current research vacuum on how Guatemala partially
conducts forest preservation through community concessions, as previous empirical re-
search mainly focused on how the Guatemalan traditional indigenous communities have
conducted forest preservation. We consider that the in-force forest concessions in the Maya
Biosphere Reserve (RBM, for its acronym “Reserva de la Biósfera Maya” in Spanish) have
achieved the Guatemalan government’s forest conservation target. It shows how forest
concessions as community arrangements help local communities and local firms not only
protect the forests, but also make their economy competitive.
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Our paper starts its analysis by combining the private property-rights approach envi-
ronmentalist (PAE) theory and the community concession (CC) theory. Wang et al. argued
that the traditional top-down environmental policy assumes that central planning possesses
or can acquire the relevant knowledge and prices to design a prosperous economy [8]. They
considered that this assumption was initially challenged one hundred years ago by Ludwig
von Mises [9] and later by the 1974 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences winner Fredrich A.
Hayek [10]. He contended that a central body such as the government could not concentrate
the relevant knowledge for economic success and the use of resources. In fact, knowledge
is scattered among agents in society due to its very local, tacit, subjective, exclusive, and
personal nature [11]. Additionally, prices and production are coordinated in the decentral-
ized market economy [9]. This reasoning breaks with any top-down and centralized policy
program, advocating a bottom-up and decentralized view of policymaking, respecting the
latter initiative’s role in providing environmental protection and sustainability. Moreover,
Wang et al. argued that many authors had approached the study of environmental issues
based on this Hayekian approach [12–17]. Both theory and empirical evidence have shown
how decentralized alternatives achieve environmental transformations and, conversely,
how centralized policies fail to attain the expected and planned policy objectives.

The PAE theory defines environmentalism as the science that studies human beings’
relations with each other and their environment [15]. The PAE theory considers that
the existing decentralized and spontaneous market process propelled by the creative
entrepreneurship coordinates better with and adjusts better for the rest of the species and
elements of the natural environment than the centralized planned economy [15].

The CC theory was developed during the second half of the 20th century by Vincent
Ostrom [18] and the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences winner Elinor Ostrom [19].
The CC theory sees community concession as a polycentric reality and the third way be-
tween nationalization and privatization [18]. Elinor Ostrom’s work has been interpreted
as a reaction to Garret Hardin’s The Tragedy of the Commons [20]. The latter’s work rec-
ommended privatization as an easy, viable, and quick solution to the famous tragedy
of the commons. Vincent and Elinor Ostrom react against this claim, arguing that, in
some situations, community property management may be more effective—and more
beneficial and legitimate—than simply privatization itself. Based on the contribution of
the community concession approach, this paper discusses concessions as usufructs for
community use. Although the Ostroms did not consent that the community arrangement
could be a potential private property, we consider that the CC theory can cooperate with
the PAE criteria if the concession is treated as a transition towards a shared private property.
Moreover, we reckon that as the state still owns forest titles, the current Guatemalan forest
concession could reverse the result of the limited, decentralized forest reform.

The article is organized in the following structure. Section 2 provides our research
methodology and background. Section 3 studies the modern forest concession institutions
in the Maya Biosphere Reserve (RBM). Section 4 shows our research results. Section 5 is
our discussion of future research proposals. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Research Methodology and Background

This section introduces our research methodology and background. Section 2.1 pro-
vides the fundamental theoretical tools we use in this research: the private property-rights
approach environmentalist theory and the community concession theory. Section 2.2
provides the fundamental concepts involving forest conservation. Section 2.3 reviews pre-
vious research on the Guatemalan communities’ forest management. Section 2.4 illustrates
Guatemala’s centralized political institution and its failed rationalization of land policy.
Section 2.5 reviews Guatemala’s traditional indigenous communities’ forest arrangements.
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2.1. Property-Rights Approach Environmentalist Theory and the Community Concession Theory
2.1.1. Private Property-Rights Approach Environmentalist Theory

The PAE theory, also named free-market environmentalism, has been continuously
developed by the Austrian school economists represented by Ludwig von Mises, Fredrich
von Hayek, and Jesús Huerta de Soto since the early 20th century. It defines environ-
mentalism as the science that studies human beings’ relations with each other and their
environment [15]. The PAE theory considers that the entrepreneurship-based market pro-
cess coordinates better with and adjusts better for the rest of the species and elements of
the natural environment than the centralized planned economy [15].

The PAE theory considers three fundamental problems with any centrally planned
environmental policy. The first is the impossibility of economic calculation through central
planning. The exact identification of private property rights gives the property owner the
incentive to protect the environment in which he lives and sue anyone who violates his
property’s environment. In contrast, the lack of private property generates the tragedy of
the commons, and the environment is polluted without the incentive to protect it [13,21–27].
When property rights are violated, human beings cannot act as they want because the
necessary information and price signals are disturbed. Therefore, even the most radical
environmentalists cannot ensure that their centrally planned proposals would not cause
even more environmental damage [15].

Secondly, nationalizing natural resources as public property prevents economic calcula-
tion and undermines entrepreneurship [15]. As the market economy’s driving force [28,29],
based on price signals, the entrepreneurs make better decisions and allocate resources more
efficiently to protect the environment than the central planning of governments. However,
when natural resources are nationalized, it becomes impossible for entrepreneurs to make
economic calculations. Therefore, the related environmental-friendly products might not
be produced due to the missing role of entrepreneurship.

Thirdly, zero-sum games are created through public policies and legislative decisions,
while the market might solve these problems. Governmental orders substitute voluntary
contracts and actions [15,30–32]. Conflicts might be solved by voluntary negotiations.
However, state legislation might cause the unexpected “one party wins, and the other
loses” consequence. Furthermore, incomprehensible legislation could cause the inefficiency
of resource allocation through interventionism and regulation. Then, there is no way
for the consumers and producers to internalize the costs and benefits of environmental
protection-related production, and a zero-sum game is created by state legislation.

2.1.2. The Community Concession Theory

The CC theory sees community concession as a polycentric reality and a third way
between complete nationalization of the resource and privatization [18]. It was developed
during the second half of the 20th century by the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics winner
Elinor Ostrom [19] and her husband Vincent Ostrom [18]. Their works have been inter-
preted as a reaction to Garret Hardin’s The Tragedy of the Commons [20]. The latter’s work
recommended privatization as an easy, viable, and quick solution to the famous tragedy
of the commons. Vincent and Elinor Ostrom challenged this claim by pointing out that,
in some situations, common-pool resources (CPR) management may be more effective,
beneficial, and legitimate than privatization itself.

The CC theory considers that the rules of local governance and institutions could turn
potential conflicts into opportunities by applying the 1974 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences
winner Fredrich A. Hayek’s insight on the function of local knowledge [33,34]. E. Ostrom
argued that any scientific knowledge has its limitation as any constricted model cannot
fully explain the diversity of CPR problems [19] (p. 24). Therefore, it is essential to study
how different local and self-organizations solve conflicts without top-down planning [19]
(pp. 24–25).

Furthermore, the CC theory emphasizes the importance of empirical studies on how
the community arrangements solve environmental-related problems [19,34]. E. Ostrom
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herself stressed the importance of community arrangements in developing countries [35,36].
Peter Boettke contended that E. Ostrom “has demonstrated in a variety of historical cir-
cumstances and within a diversity of institutional environments how individuals can craft
rules so that they can live better together in their communities and realize the gains from
social cooperation under the division of labor” [33]. Some excellent and widely cited cases
of E. Ostrom’s studies include the mountain grazing in Switzerland and irrigation systems
in Spain. She argued that it was local internal rules and monitoring arrangements that
disciplined temptations to violate community rules, ensuring robust conformity to those
rules of governing the CPR [19] (pp. 58–102, cited by Boettke [33]).

Therefore, it is the community arrangements that turn conflicts into potential opportu-
nities for both parties to solve the existing environmental problems by win-win games. The
Hardinian “tragedy of the commons” then could be solved. Interestingly, in his later work,
Hardin changed his mind, recognizing that the tragedy of the commons could be managed
and avoided [37]. Although he did not mention the role of private property or the concept of
local knowledge directly, he recognized that the common pool could be managed well by its
group owners if there is an advance in the scientific capacity of common good management.

2.1.3. The Common Grounds of the Two Norms

Although the CC theory treats the common good criteria as a third way to solve the
dilemma between the government solution and the pure private-property approach, it
is still considered that the CC theory cooperates with the PAE criteria. In the first place,
private ownership is the first common ground between the above two norms. The private-
property approach economist Ludwig von Mises defined private ownership as “full control
of the services that can be derived from a good” [28] (p. 678). Hence, once a person can
fully restrain on a particular property, he is the de facto owner of this property. Walter Block
reckoned that private property right does not mean that only a single individual has control
over a definite resource [38]. He argued that if a common good is fully controlled by a group
of the pool users, it is considered a jointly owned private property by these users. Boettke
further emphasized that E. Ostrom’s common-pool resources theory cooperates with the
private property approach [33]. He argued that what Ostrom has demonstrated [39] is:
the rules in use determine practice rather than the rules in form. Therefore, the function of
private property could be served by different forms of rules. Furthermore, although some
types of common-pool resources are owned by the state as the so-called “public goods,” if
in practice, the group of users of this property has full control of the services derived from it,
this common-pool good is the de facto private property. In this regard, we consider that
both the PAE criteria and the CC theory cooperate with each once the common-pool joint
users have full control of this common property.

Secondly, in environmental protection teams, both the PAE and CC recognize the
role of decentralized political institutions and oppose the nationalization of natural re-
sources and the conflicts caused by legislative decision-making. The PAE criteria shown in
Section 2.1.1 above implies that central planning institutions cannot acquire the relevant
knowledge and prices to design a prosperous economy. If the central planning bodies
cannot coordinate knowledge and prices, it might create discoordination or even zero-sum
games among the involved parties as the conflicts could have been solved by them without
the central government’s intervention. The above argumentation discontents with any
top-down and centralized policy program, advocating a bottom-up and decentralized view
of policymaking. Therefore, both theories opposed the economic inefficiency caused by
nationalizing natural resources and precluding the zero-sum games created by legislative
bodies. Hence, the above insights cooperate with the CC’s proposal on decentralization
and community arrangements.
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2.1.4. The Guatemalan Community Concession: A Step towards a Jointly Owned
Private Property

Our above analysis has shown that the CC theory and the PAE criteria can cooperate
with each other if the community has full control of this jointly owned property. However,
as we have illustrated above, E. Ostrom’s proposal does not exclude another scenario of
CC: the community can only make some limited decisions for the common good, if the
state still regards the common property as its “public good”. The Guatemalan CC case
that we analyze in this paper matches the traditional public-good scenario CC. Due to
the Guatemalan Forest Law [40], the forest concession is defined as a usufruct through
which the state authorizes the use of its partial territories to an individual, a company, or a
community. This usufruct arrangement does not refer to the privatization of property to an
individual or an enterprise, but a kind of rent for the local community to manage the natural
resource in a sustainable way. In this regard, we consider that the current Guatemalan
forest concession is a transitional step towards a jointly owned private property.

2.2. Key Concepts Involving Forest Conservation

This section provides some key concepts related to forest conservation. Forest conser-
vation (forest preservation) is defined as “the practice of planting and maintaining forested
areas for the benefit and sustainability of future generations” [41]. The concept also aims
at a quick shift in the composition of tree species and age distribution. In forestry, forest
protection is defined as a concept “concerned with the prevention and control of damage
to forests arising from the action of people or livestock, of pests and abiotic agents” [42].
Therefore, forests can be preserved sustainably for future generations by preventing and
controlling forest damage. In our case, although the Guatemalan state’s National Council
of Protected Areas (CONAP) did not provide a clear definition of what is reforestation or
the improvement of forest condition, it can be assumed from the same document that the
concept refers to the natural regeneration of forests to the places that did not have it before
the regrowth process [43]. Forest degradation (forest loss or deforestation) is defined as
a condition “when forest ecosystems lose their capacity to provide important goods and
services to people and nature” [44].

2.3. Previous Research on the Guatemalan Communities Forest Management

Previous research has studied Guatemala’s communities’ forest management, provid-
ing a substantial base for further analysis. Pacheco et al. pointed out that spontaneous
indigenous societies had started to protect forests in the later 19th century in Latin Ameri-
can countries [45]. Veblen argued that Guatemala’s forest degradation accelerated in the
1930s and the 1940s due to planned development projects and colonization [46]. On the
other hand, he argued that the indigenous communities conducted forest preservation
better as they were far from cities, and the forest was in inaccessible areas. Hess studied
Guatemala’s traditional indigenous forest conservation, arguing the venerability and forest
degradation of these institutional arrangements [47]. He discussed that the overuse of car-
pentry livelihoods, the state regulations, and the lack of management capacity prevent the
aboriginal communities from efficiently managing their forest conservation. He proposed
the necessity of educating the indigenous communities on how to allocate natural resources
in an eco-friendly way. Although the author cited two of E. Ostrom’s works on ecological
protection [35,36], he did not apply Ostrom’s CC theory to the case of Guatemalan forest
preservation.

By applying Ostrom’s CC theory [19], Elias and Wittman argued that local institu-
tions (including NGOs) played an important role in the management and administration
of communal forest resources inside the indigenous communities [48]. However, they
discovered that the lack of funding and the unclearness of property titles had impeded
forest conservation. On the other hand, they criticized Guatemala’s centralized political
institutions, since the 1996 Forest Laws [40] provide very limited space for decentraliza-
tion. They reckoned that the Law only assigns responsibilities to municipalities, but is
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not linked to other decentralization initiatives, such as the more general decentralization
laws (The Decentralization Law [49] and The Municipal Code [50]) passed in 2002. These
laws require the implementation of urban and rural development councils. In another
paper, Elias reckoned that the indigenous peoples have the right to control the collective
natural resource management, proposing to create new governance policies to respect the
collective groups [51]. Wittman and Geisler further warned that the current Guatemalan
political decentralization actually centralized political power at the local level, generating
corruption and weakening successful village-level forest governance structures and local
livelihoods [52]. By using the quantitative method, Priebe et al. discovered [53] that in
some higher population and road densities areas, deforestation and reforestation rates
increased with a net forest cover growth after the forest management decentralization since
1996. They also argued that the number of employees dedicated to forestry activities is the
most significant social variable in reforestation efforts during the post-decentralization era.
Reddy claimed that the local indigenous forest management is the de facto common private
property [54]. While the above literature provides us with many insightful observations on
the local indigenous arrangements of forest and natural resource protection in Guatemala,
there is still a lack of relevant research on modern communities’ arrangements for forest
preservation. This affair then becomes the focus of our paper.

2.4. Guatemala’s Centralized Political Institution with a Failed Forest Nationalization

Guatemala is considered a highly centralized presidential republic. Its constitution
has defined its centralist and unitary political features since its democratization in 1985 [55].
For fiscal policy, the Guatemalan central government has an important decision-making
role. Article 257 of the Constitution requests its central government’s executive branch
to distribute only 10% of its annual general budget to its 340 municipalities [55]. In other
words, 90% of the state income is consumed by the central government [56].

Guatemala’s forest policy also reflects the country’s centralist political institutions.
It has a high degree of forest nationalization and concentration [56]. Its 2002-03 National
Forest Inventory estimated that the possession of Guatemala’s forests was: 34% of national
property, 8% of municipal property, 38% of private property, 15% of communal property,
and 5% not determined [57]. Furthermore, 77% of smallholders (with less than 7 hectares
per person) work on only 15% of productive land [57]. Therefore, the smallholders only
own around 30% of the country’s whole land.

The above forest policy features are deeply embedded in its long-standing history
of the interventionist natural-resource policy. The model can even be traced back to the
19th century after its independence in 1821. The Guatemalan ecologist Prado-Córdova
considered that the country’s land policy was being shaped by the decision-making of
the country’s ruling vested interest groups at the beginning of the Guatemalan indepen-
dence [56]. In the name of privatization during the last quarter of the 19th century, these
groups acquired the aboriginals’ lands by forces and political mandate, confiscating them
as their private properties [41]. The Catholic Church accumulated and expropriated lands
through legislative justification, utilizing the lands by forced peasant labors. Among them,
most laborers were the indigenous people [56]. Therefore, Guatemala’s land policy results
from state-interventionist policy and power games, not the normative privatization. The
latter standard should be executed based on voluntary actions instead of state coercion [11].

However, Guatemala continued its state-interventionist land reform, no matter whether
in the name of privatization or nationalization. In 1952, President Jacobo Árbenz and his
government carried out the famous Guatemalan Agrarian Reform (Decree 900). The re-
form planned to favor a more equitable land distribution to local farmers (mostly the
indigenous people) through a state coercive land redistribution policy. Due to Decree 900,
any uncultivated land larger than 673 acres (2.72 km2) was taken by the government. If
the estate was between 672 acres (2.72 km2) and 224 acres (0.91 km2) in size, only those
with less than two-thirds of the cultivated area would be confiscated [58] (pp. 149–164).
Landlords would receive government bonds (equal to the values of the confiscated land
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calculated through the landowner’s tax return in 1952) as compensation (pp. 149–164).
The local governments would set up a government committee to decide the redistribution
to laborers (pp. 149–164). Of the nearly 350,000 pieces of private land, only 1,710 were
confiscated (pp. 149–164). However, not only did Decree 900 spark domestic discontent
in Guatemala, but it also eventually led to the CIA’s involvement as the U.S. government
worried about the consequence of the communism-based land reform (pp. 222–225). The
Árbenz government was overthrown in 1954 by a U.S.-led coup, while Decree 900 and the
land reform were canceled.

It is argued that the 1952 Agrarian Reform caused conflicts between Guatemalan social
classes and has caused long-run consequences for the country till today, influencing its
environmental policies. Guatemalan sociologist Torres-Rivas argued that land reform was
one of the triggers for the 30-year Civil War (1960–1996) [59]. The World Bank considered
that the 19th land reform, Decree 900, and the upcoming Civil War created barriers for a
large party of the Guatemalan citizens to receive the benefits of globalization: they could
not use natural capital and resources that existed in their communities as both the state
and a small group of elites have controlled the majority of land resources [60]. Therefore,
most Guatemalans did not participate in the decision-making regarding the use of natural
capital and did not receive the benefits of the ecological protection goal proposed by the
Guatemalan government [60]. To get more opinions, we interviewed two Guatemalan
specialists who thoroughly studied the country’s land policy. Historian Rodrigo Fernández
reckoned that the above policies have led to unclear land ownership, increasing social
conflict, and political instability. As property titles are not settled, different individuals
and interest groups have been contesting to obtain the titles, causing a zero-sum game
due to public legislative decision-making. Ecologist Óscar Rojas believed the conflicting
land policies have ecological consequences. Deforestation in Guatemala has been ramped
up because of the tragedy of the commons or the transformation of the rural sector (from
agriculture to extensive livestock farming), resulting in uncontrolled resource use.

2.5. The Traditional Indigenous Communities’ Forest Arrangements

Apart from the above unsuccessful land nationalization, as we have mentioned in
Section 2.3, several traditional indigenous communities conduced forest conservation even
before the independence of Guatemala. To better compare the conventional indigenous
forest preservation model and the modern communities’ arrangements, this section in-
troduces the well-studied case of Totonicapán shortly, an executive department in the
west of the country [46–48,51–54]. Totonicapán is one of the Guatemalan departments
with the lowest territorial extension in the country (1061 km2), the highest population
density (256 inhabitants/km2), and the highest rate of smallholding [61]. Furthermore, it is
a department with the highest percentage of forest cover (60%), respecting its territorial
extension [61].

Totonicapán had become a bottom-up forest preservation case even when it was still
a part of the Spanish Crown. In the era of the Spanish Conquest, it was one of the most
densely settled areas in Middle America [46] The local cantons bought the exploitation and
conservation rights from the Spanish Kingdom in 1811, ten years before the Guatemalan
independence. Since that time, instead of the central authority, it is the cantons (through
a Board of Directors) that control sustainability and regulate the exploitation of the re-
source [62]. The whole forest consisted of more than 220 km2 [63], being considered a
well-protected forest area compared with many regions in Middle America [46]. Since
1985, Guatemala’s democratic constitution (see its Articles 66, 67, 68, and 69 [55]) also
recognizes the indigenous people’s autonomy inside their settled executive departments.
This recognition protects the indigenous heritage from a legal perspective.

Four factors are considered the most important reasons why Totonicapán has been
conducting forest conservation more efficiently [46]. First, interpersonal relationships
are face-to-face there. As the indigenous people generally recognize one another or each
family, the absence of anonymity has incentivized the locals’ respect for the established
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communal forest boundaries. Second, as a powerful special interest group, the carpenters
acknowledged that if all of the forests in Totonicapán were transformed into pasture or
agricultural land, there would be no other local natural resource as an alternative. Therefore,
they encourage the indigenous communities to maintain vigilance over the communal forest
use and punish those who cut wood illegally. Third, in general, the Totonicapán indigenous
population is willing to retain its independent identity and control the local affairs as much
as possible. The motivation for self-sufficiency encourages the maintenance of traditional
forest resource exploitation. Fourth, the decision-making in the Totonicapán department
is decentralized. This structure helps the local indigenous communities negotiate their
common interest more efficiently.

The forest management structure of the Baquiax faction of Totonicapán is an excel-
lent example. The Guatemalan State has recognized the Baquiax faction as a form of
autonomous community organization since 1953. Unlike other democratic administrative
divisions in Guatemala, family lineages (with paternal kinship ties) make the decision-
making of forest conservation in Baquiax. Their governing roles include: (1) the use and
defense of forests; (2) strengthening forestry administration; and (3) monitoring forestry ac-
tivities [61]. Furthermore, the Baquiax faction has only a few members who make executive
decisions on the Board of Natural Resources Directors (Junta de Condueños in Spanish).
The Board aims to protect forest resources and construct sustainable forest exploitation that
benefits the 48 cantons in Totonicapán. As of 2007, there were 44 members of the Board,
including 14 women and 30 men [61]. The limited members in the Board have shortened
the policymaking process with fewer arguments and more efficiency [61].

Women play important roles in the community decision-making process. In the case
above, the proportion of female Board members was almost half of the male ones. Moreover,
in the Baquiax faction, 14 of the 44 community owners of the forest are women [61]. Some of
them have become the top leaders of the indigenous environmental protection organizations
in the last 20 years. In 2012, Andrea Ixíu, an indigenous activist and communicator, was
elected as the Board’s first female president. The above facts have shown clearly that the
Baquiax faction, as a traditional indigenous institution, respects the female leadership even
though it does not implement the modern concept of gender equality.

As we have discussed above, the social-political organizations of Totonicapán are
the result of an indigenous institutional evolution through three centuries [48,64]. They
have conducted forest preservation in an efficient way inside the indigenous communities.
However, their success is not reproducible for the rest of Guatemala’s Hispanic population
who live in the modern democratic institutions. These institutions are hardly exportable
as the indigenous world enjoys a particular evolution and institutions that have favored
their community’s natural resources management. More applicable institutional arrange-
ments should be discussed to solve the forest conservation matter in Guatemala’s modern
democratic institutions.

3. The Modern Forest Concession Institutions: The Case of Maya Biosphere Reserve

Compared with the traditional indigenous forest preservation arrangements discussed
above, it is necessary to pay attention to the modern forest concession institutions in
Guatemala. As they are based on constitutional and democratic mechanisms, their model
could be applied to other Guatemalan executive departments and even other Latin Amer-
ican countries who are facing similar forest conservation challenges. This section dis-
cusses RBM as Guatemala’s modern forest concession institution. Section 3.1 introduces
Guatemala’s state regulations on forest concessions. Section 3.2 shows the active and
inactive concessions within the RBM. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 separately deal with RBM’s
forest degradation and conservation. This section provides some essential and previously
undisclosed official data related to the RBM forest that the official CONAP provided to us
in October 2019.
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3.1. Guatemala’s State Regulations on Forest Concessions

This subsection introduces Guatemala’s state regulations on its forest preservation
purposes, its regulated forest types, and its state regulatory body. As we have discussed
in Section 2.3, as a result of a decentralization movement, two laws were passed in 2002
to authorize the decentralized use of land: (1) The Decentralization Law [49] and (2) The
Municipal Code [50]. Even though the decentration of power is limited, as we have
shown above, these regulations still allow Guatemala’s local communities to conduct forest
preservation with their autonomy.

Our research also considers that Forest Law (1996) [40] addresses more legal clauses re-
lated to forest concessions. As the Law is strongly connected with the current communities’
roles in forest preservation, it is crucial to provide a detailed introduction. Article 3 of the
Law defines forest concession as “a political power that the State grants to the Guatemalans,
individual or juridical, so that—at their own risk—they carry out forest exploitation in
state-owned forests, with the rights and obligations agreed upon in their granting” [40].
Therefore, this concession arrangement is a usufruct that the Guatemalan state authorizes
the use of state lands to a specific individual, company, or community.

The Forest Law also defines the purpose of forest concession as the following [40]:

1. Reduce forest degradation and advance the agricultural frontier by increasing land use
due to its vocation without omitting the characteristics of soil, topography, and climate.

2. Promote reforestation and provide the forest products that the Guatemalan state requires.
3. Increase the productivity of existing forests, subject them to rational and sustained

management according to their biological and economic potential; promote the use of
industrial systems and equipment that help reach the most significant added value to
forest products.

4. Support, promote, and encourage public and private investment in forestry activities
to increase forest resources’ production, marketing, diversification, industrialization,
and conservation.

5. Conserve the country’s forest ecosystems by developing programs and strategies that
promote compliance with the respective legislation.

6. Improve the communities’ living standards by increasing the provision of goods and
services from the forest to meet the needs of firewood, housing, rural infrastructure,
and food.

Moreover, the Forest Law regulates two types of communities’ forest exploitation in Article
1 [40]. The first type is the commercial use of the forest. The Law allows this wood category
to obtain monetary benefits by selling the communities’ forest products. The second type
is non-commercial use. The Law classifies the non-commercial use of the forest as (a) for
scientific research and technological development purposes and (b) for families’ energy
consumption (i.e., fuel, fence posts, and constructions). The regulation will determine the
maximum permissible volumes. The maximum volumes are five cubic meters of standing
wood, while the volumes can be increased if the regulations are modified.

Article 5 and Article 30 of the Law indicate that the National Forest Institute (INAB)
is a governmental regulatory body that grants concessions, monitors their operation, and
suppresses the forest concessions if the communities’ contracts are not fulfilled. Due to the
Articles, the Guatemalans can get the concessions through the following three ways: (1) the
community that they live in, (2) their enterprises, and (3) as an individual who wishes to
obtain it [40]. The above institutions must request concessions from the National Forest
Institute (INAB). Once the INAB approves the concession request, the above identities can
obtain the usufruct of the forest.

The concession monitoring period carried out by INAB will take place at least once a
year. Furthermore, due to Article 30, the concessions will last between 25 and 50 years [40].
The same article also indicates that the Guatemalan state should send inspectors to the
communities to review whether the concessions’ forests are well protected each year. If the
communities do not match the state regulations, their usufruct will be canceled.
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As can be seen, due to the bottom-up and decentralized nature of the legal architecture
in force, the concessions provide the local communities initiatives to manage their forest as
the communities’ members could receive the economic and non-economic benefits from
their own working from the woods. However, it should be noticed that, as the communities’
members do not have full control of forests due to the usufruct nature of the concessions,
we consider that the current Guatemalan forest concessions are a transitional step towards
a pure common private property approach for forest preservation. This affair will be
discussed more in Section 4.

3.2. The Active and Inactive Concessions within RBM

Table 1 shows the active and inactive concessions within the RBM. As of 2022, there
have been 14 concessions in Guatemala. Each management unit (MU) belongs to its specific
and unique concessionary organization. According to the Forest Law (see Section 3.2) and
our field interview in the RBM, two groups of actors play essential roles in forest conser-
vation, management, and timber harvest. The first group is the communities committed
to the concessions. They are responsible for exploiting the forest and, at the same time,
ensuring its sustainability. Among them, both local autonomous communities and private
firms have the right to use the forest concessions. The second group is the Guatemalan
government. It monitors the above communities every two years due to the concession
regulations that we mentioned above.

Table 1. Active and inactive concessions within the Mayan Biosphere Reserve.

No.
Management

Unit
Concessionary Organization

Total Area
(ha)

Number of
Partners

Year of
Contract

Type of
Concession

Situation

1 Carmelita Cooperativa Carmelita 53.797 160 1997 Community In force

2 Chosquitán Sociedad Civil Laborantes del
Bosque 19.39 73 2000 Community In force

3 La Unión Sociedad Civil Custodios de la
Selva 21.176 85 2002 Community In force

4 Las Ventanas Sociedad Civil Árbol Verde 64.973 340 2001 Community In force

5 Río Chanchich Sociedad Civil Impulsores
Suchitecos 12.217 21 1998 Community In force

6 San Andrés Asociación Forestal Integral San
Andrés 51.94 169 2000 Community In force

7 Uaxactún Sociedad Civil Organización,
Manejo y Conservación 83.558 210 2000 Community In force

8 Yaloch Sociedad Civil El Esfuerzo 25.386 30 2002 Community In force

9 Cruce a La
Colorada

Asociación Forestal Integral
Cruce a la Colorada 20.469 87 2001 Community In force

10 La Pasadita Asociación de Productores la
Pasadita 18.817 137 1997 Community

Management
plan

suspended

11 San Miguel Asociación Agroforestal de San
Miguel 7.039 - 1994 Community Canceled

12 La Colorada Asociación Forestal Integral La
Colorada 22.067 - 2001 Community Canceled

13 La Gloria BAREN Comercial, S.A. 66.548 - 1999 Industrial In force

14 Paxbán GIBOR, S.A. 65.755 - 1999 Industrial In force

Source: Own translation from CONAP [43] (p. 24).

The current general condition of each MU diversifies. Uaxactún has the largest total
area of 83,558 hectares, while the MU San Miguel has the lowest total area of 7.039 hectares.
La Ventanas has the biggest number of partners (the number of individuals who have
participated in the concession unit), 340, and the management unit Río Chanchich has the
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least partners, which has a total of 21. The partner numbers of the MUs San Miguel, La
Colorada, La Gloria, and Paxbán are not available.

Due to various reasons, such as the willingness to cooperate and economic factors,
three MUs are not running currently. The management plan of La Pasadita was suspended,
and the projects of San Miguel and La Colorada were canceled due to a breach of contract.
The remaining 11 MUs are still running as of 2022. This result shows the success and
effectiveness of the concession policy in general.

Among all of the MUs, the first contract started in 1997, and the last was initiated in
2002. As of 2022, all of the 14 MUs have been under the concession for at least 20 years.
There are, in total, two types of concessions. In total, 12 of the 14 MUs belong to the
community type, while only two belong to the industrial type. They are La Gloria of
the BAREN Comercialand Paxbán of GIBOR. It is worth mentioning that both BAREN
Comercial and Paxbán are private enterprises. In other words, both local communities,
and private firms have the right to use forest lands. This dynamic shows the diversity of
Guatemalan concessionary organizations. We argue that this is positive for the further
development of the concessionary organizations.

3.3. The Control of Deforestation in the RBM

Table 2 shows the control of deforestation in the RBM from 1989 to 2017. The data
show that the concessions granted have served to control deforestation in the RMB. It is
calculated that during the period 2000–2010, deforestation in Guatemala took place at a
rate of 1.2% of the forest mass, while in the RBM, it was 1.4% [65]. The deforestation rate in
the RBM concession areas is less than the rest of the country. The average deforestation rate
in the concession area forests has been only 0.024% [65]. Due to the Forest Law [40] and
the CONAP report [66], this deforestation rate shows that these concessions, compared
with the general forest condition in Guatemala and other areas of the RBM, have reached
the Guatemalan state’s requirements of reducing forest degradation and conserving the
country’s forest ecosystems. However, due to the lack of data, there have been no other
quantitative method to show the specific economic benefits that the Forest Law requires.
We consider this vacancy should be the scope analysis of further research.

Table 2. Deforestation suffered in the RBM, 1989–2017.

Year Forest Coverage (H) Difference %

1989 477,864 -

2001 477,466 −0.08%

2002 477,370 −0.02%

2003 477,182 −0.03%

2004 477,139 −0.009%

2010 477,165 0.005%

2013 476,905 −0.05%

2014 476,819 −0.01%

2015 476,582 −0.04%

2016 476,555 −0.005%

2017 476,537 −0.003%

Average −0.024%

Total deforestation 1327 0.27%
Source: Own elaboration through CONAP [66].

As we have argued above, although the Guatemalan state monitors the forest con-
cessions, the local communities play an essential role in forest conservation, management,
and timber harvest. They are responsible for exploiting the forest and, at the same time,
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ensuring its sustainability. Among them, both local autonomous communities and private
firms have the right to use the forest concessions. As Section 3.1 has shown, due to the
Forest Law [40], the communities can use the wood to obtain monetary benefits by selling the
communities’ forest products. Furthermore, they are also allowed to use the forest for scientific
research, technological development, and families’ energy consumption (i.e., fuel, fence posts,
and constructions). As autonomous communities and private enterprises have the above
economic and non-economic incentives, they pay special attention to forest preservation.

3.4. Forest Conservation and its Economic Impacts in the RBM

Figures 1–3 show the forest conservation flux in the RBM from 2000 to 2017. The
three maps include both the areas controlled by the concession units and the destruction
of the other regions where concession policy is not applied. The concessions include the
abovementioned MUs: Carmelita, Choquistán, La Unión, Las Ventanas, Chanchich River,
San Andrés, Uaxactún, Yaloch, and Cruce de la Colorada. As the three maps in the three
Figures show together, the official CONAP marked the above concessions as medium-high
broadleaved forest (in green color). Due to the Forest Law [40] and the CONAP report [66],
these concessions have reached the forest conservation target by the CONAP. These result
show that these concessions have effectively conserved the existing forest mass in the area;
therefore generalizing the future increasing economic opportunities for the citizens that
inhabit there.

Figure 1. Map 1: Forest cover in the Maya Biosphere Reserve in 2000. Source: Forest cover in the
Maya Biosphere Reserve in 2016–2017. Source: Own translation from CONAP [43] (p. 44).
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Figure 2. Map 2: Forest cover in the Maya Biosphere Reserve in 2016–2017. Source: Own translation
from CONAP [43] (p. 46).

Figure 3. Map 3: Forest cover in the period 2016–2017. Source: Forest cover in the Maya Biosphere
Reserve in 2016–2017. Source: Own translation from CONAP [43] (p. 46).

As indicated, due to the Forest Law [40] and the CONAP report [66], these concessions
have reached the Guatemalan state’s requirements of reducing forest degradation and
conserving the country’s forest ecosystems, compared to the deforestation rate in other
areas of the country. Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2, when considered together, show that
deforestation in the concession areas is almost invisible. The image shows a very different
reality in the adjacent regions, which suffer the problems related to the land use, being
victims, in some cases, of the tragedy of the commons. Together, the three maps show
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that other areas where concession policy is not applied have a growing tendency of forest
destruction. In Figures 2 and 3, the CONAP marked them as forest degradation areas (red color).
The forest degradation areas also include the abovementioned two concessions, San Miguel and
La Colorada, as concession policy has been canceled for breaching the usufruct contract.

Apart from the two canceled concessions that did not fulfill forest conservation tar-
gets, the rest have been conducting forest conservation efficiently and effectively. As the
above data shows, community co-responsibility in resource management and the bottom-
up dynamics promoted by the Guatemalan government have worked to fulfill its forest
environmental protection objectives.

Furthermore, as we have indicated, the success of the concessions is not limited to
forest preservation itself, but benefits the inhabitants there in general. As a result of the
concession arrangements, inhabitants have created community forestry companies (EFC).
These EFCs have gained importance by exploiting the forests responsibly. In addition to the
wood exploitation to produce goods of high added value (for the manufacture of soils, etc.),
the EFCs have diversified their activities by participating in active tourism and adventure.

Furthermore, the concessions also bring about incomes for the inhabitants living there.
As of 2010, the income resulting from the forest community management represented
between 11 and 63% of the revenue generated by the families living in the concessions. The
average earnings that came directly from the forest represent 38% of the family income in
the 292 owners in the area [65]. In this regard, the concession arrangements have positively
helped the local inhabitants take their own initiative and responsibility to protect the forest
area and make their own resource allocation.

As a result of the concession policy, the business and sustainable use of the forest—has
also increased. It has generated some 58 million USD through 111 small and medium
companies employing 8800 individuals [65]. This result shows that the concession policy
not only helps to conserve forests but also is profitable. We consider that this outcome
indicates that a more market-based institutional arrangement brings a better result than
the traditional state planning that Guatemala has adopted since the 19th century. In this
regard, we encourage the Guatemalan state to take action to expand the concession policy
to the rest of the territories of the country.

In short, compared to other realities in Guatemalan territory, the current concession
model in RBM has been conducted effectively. In addition, unlike the traditional, consue-
tudinary, and ancestral system that Totonicapán adopts (see Section 2.5), the RBM model
allows both community and private firms to rule the forests. As mentioned in Section 2.4,
the RBM is a system resulting from the Forest Law and the other relevant state regulations.
As the institutional concession arrangements have been written as state statutes, they can
be easier implemented throughout the country than any system that lacks the rule of law.
The above institutional arrangements aim to promote community participation in public
policy, enhance economic activities, and protect and even generate an asset in the rich
natural territory in Guatemala.

4. Results

This article aims to cover the current research vacuum on how Guatemala partially
conducts forest preservation through community concessions. Our paper starts its analysis
with the synthesis of the private property-rights approach environmentalist (PAE) theory
and the community concession (CC) theory. The PAE argues that as private ownership is
the full control of a property, it provides the good’s owner with incentives to protect the
environment. Therefore, the shared common property could also be a type of private property.

On the other hand, the CC theory emphasizes the importance of empirical studies
on how the community arrangements solve environmental-related problems [19,34]. Due
to CC theory, community arrangements can turn conflicts into potential opportunities for
both parties to solve the existing environmental issues by win-win games. The Hardinian
“tragedy of the commons” could be solved.
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The Guatemalan CC case that we have analyzed in this paper matches the traditional
public-good scenario CC. Due to the Guatemalan state Forest Law [40], the forest concession
is defined as an usufruct through which the state authorizes the use of its partial territories
to an individual, a company, or a community, part of its territory. Therefore, in our paper,
forest concessions are considered usufructs for community use. It is not the traditional
privatization to an individual or an enterprise, but a kind of rent for the local community,
aiming to include the community in the sustainable management of the resource. In
this regard, we consider that the current Guatemalan forest concession is a transitional
step towards a jointly owned private property. Table 3 below summarizes the political
institutions, forest policies, and communities’ wood arrangements in Guatemala. It shows
that both the traditional indigenous settled department Totonicapán and the modern
community concessions in RBM have efficiently conducted forest preservation.

Table 3. Political institutions, forest policies, and communities’ forest arrangements in Guatemala.

Political Institutions Forest Policies Community Arrangements

A highly centralized presidential
republic with unitary political

features since its democratization
in 1985 [55]. In the example of its

fiscal policy, the central
government’s executive branch

distributes only 10% of its annual
general budget to the country’s

340 municipalities [55,56].
Historically, the country’s ruling

vested interest groups confiscated
the indigenous people’s private

lands in 1821 by political mandate,
causing ethnic conflicts till now

[41,56].
Guatemala’s land policy results
from state-interventionist policy

and power games, not the
normative privatization, as the

latter standard should be executed
based on voluntary actions

instead of state coercion [11].

Due to centralized policies, both
the state and the traditional

private property owners process
at least one-third of their forest

lands. In contrast, the
smallholders (less than 7 hectares
per person, work on only 15% of
productive land) only own the

rest, 30% altogether [57].
The decentralized use of land

started in 2002 due to the
Decentralization Law [49] and the

Municipal Code [50].
Limited forest decentralization

still allows communities to
conduct forest preservation with

their own autonomy.
The Forest Law (1996) [40]

addressed more legal clauses
related to forest concessions.

The Guatemalan state is still the
owner of the forest concessions
while the communities have the

usufruct of them.

Totonicapán, as a traditional
indigenous settled department,
has the highest percentage of

forest cover (60%), respecting its
territorial extension [61].
The state INAB grants

concessions, monitors their
operation, and suppresses the

forest concessions after the local
communities signed the contracts.

The Guatemalans can get the
concessions through (1) the

community that they live in, (2)
their enterprises, and (3) as an

individual who wishes to obtain it
[40].

As of 2010, the deforestation in
Guatemala was at a rate of 1.2% of

the forest mass, while in the
RBM’s 11 in-force concessions, it

was only 0.024%, the lowest in the
whole country [65].

As a result of the concession
policy, the business and

sustainable use of the forest has
also increased. It has generated

some 58 million USD through 111
small and medium companies

employing 8800 individuals [65].

5. Discussion and Proposals

The above analysis has shown the successful application of the community concession
in protecting the Guatemalan forest and its sustainability. However, we consider that
several aspects should be discussed and could be applied for further theoretical and
empirical studies.

First, it is necessary to synthesize further the PAE criteria and the CC theory to make
their application clear. Some of the traditional private property rights theories criticize the
community concession approach as it seems the latter one is not a pure private property
solution [12]. It is admitted that the CC criteria do not conduct traditional privatization
when environmental issues are considered. However, given that entrepreneurship is the
driving force of the market economy, both the communities and firms could take more
initiatives when making decisions for the benefit or profit of their own organization under the
community concession solution. The theoretical proposal also cooperates with the empirical
results that our paper deal with, as two firms have participated in the concessions successfully.
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We consider that the CC theory can help create a better community or firm-level
decision-making process by respecting private property rights. In contrast, a further release
of property titles to the community and firms in the mid-run would improve forest and
environmental protection. This argumentation is based on the three principles of PAE theory
that we have shown in Section 2.1, as Wang et al. argued [8]. The first is the impossibility of
economic calculation through centrally planned government policy. The exact identification
of private property rights gives the property owner the incentive to protect the environment
in which he lives and sue anyone who violates his property’s environment. In contrast,
the lack of private property generates the tragedy of the commons, and the environment
is polluted without the incentive to protect it [13,21–27]. Therefore, as the state still holds
the property titles of the forest or the land, they can legitimately intervene in the decision-
making of the local communities and firms, making economic calculation impossible and
revere the current result of forest and land preservation. Furthermore, as the state owns
property titles, they could nationalize the woods or the land easier than conducting the
policy under a pure private property right criterion. This result could prevent economic
calculation and undermines entrepreneurship [15]. State ownership could still create a
zero-sum scenario when the state wants to intervene in the local arrangements [15,30–32].
Conflicts might be solved by voluntary negotiations. However, state legislation might
cause the unexpected “one party wins, and the other loses” consequence.

Secondly, based on the PAE principles, community arrangements could also be pri-
vately owned under a pure private property scenario. Furthermore, full protection and
respect for private property rights will allow communities to compete with each other fairly
and avoid cronyism, providing better forest protection and output mechanisms through
market mechanisms. In this regard, further privatization of the existing state-title-based
concession does not change the right of use but strengthens the private ownership. There-
fore, the theoretical research needs to be further deepened, as the conflict between existing
theories (the PAE and the CC) is not enough to provide better theoretical support for the
announcement policy.

Thirdly, relevant empirical research should also be strengthened. We believe that
further empirical research is reflected in the following aspects. (1) Our paper shows that
the community concession policy has helped Guatemala conduct better forest conservation
since the middle 1990s when the policy was adopted. However, the policy has not been
applied in the rest of the country’s territories. The research on related policies should be
deepened for the current community concessions. These policies should include a detailed
analysis of state-interventionist policies and the community concessions. Our study only
proposes a preliminary direction for policy research related to Guatemala, and the specific
content must be deepened in future research. (2) The relevant empirical research should be
extended to a broader range of countries, especially developing regions. Given the different
economic conditions faced by developing countries and the characteristics of developing
countries, it is necessary to examine the specific economic conditions of various developing
countries and their gains and losses in forest and land protection policies separately.

Finally, it is both theoretically and empirically important to discuss how to understand
the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) from the PAE-CC criteria, as it is an essential
theoretical foundation for much previous mainstream environmental research [67–69]. The
EKC argues that economic development initially detorts the environment while the society
later perceives the importance of ecological protection, stating to reduce environmental
degradation [70]. Although it is unnecessary to start protecting the environment after it
has been polluted by human beings, whether the PAE-CC criteria could contribute to and
modify the EKC to benefit further environmental economics studies remains a question.
In the cases of Guatemala and other developing countries, it is necessary to study how to
avoid environmental and forest degradation even when these countries start their initial
steps of economic development. In this regard, the PAE-CC criteria can benefit the related
research.
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6. Conclusions

Based on the private property-rights approach environmentalist theory and the com-
munity concession theory, this paper discusses how community concessions (both local
executive communities and private firms) as usufructs in RBM of Guatemala partially
effectively conducted forest preservation. Previously, research studied how the traditional
indigenous communities in Totonicapán have successfully conducted forest preservation.
Our study extends the scope to Guatemala’s modern and democratic municipals’ forest
preservation. Our empirical results show that the 11 in-force concessions in RBM had only
0.024% forest deforestation in recent years, which was the lowest rate in the whole country
(while deforestation in Guatemala was at a rate of 1.2%) [65]. Due to the Forest Law [40]
and the CONAP report [66], this deforestation rate shows that these concessions, compared
with the general forest condition in Guatemala and other areas of the RBM, have reached
the Guatemalan state’s requirements of reducing forest degradation and conserving the
country’s forest ecosystems. However, due to the lack of data, there have been no other
quantitative result to show the specific economic benefits that each concession can bring
about. This vacancy should be the scope analysis of further research.

The concession arrangements also have generated business, and the sustainable use of
the forest has also increased. It has generated some 58 million USD through 111 small and
medium companies employing 8800 individuals [65]. Yet, as the accessible data are limited
currently, we suggest that it is necessary to conduct more detailed quantitative studies on
the Guatemalan forest concession arrangements. In contrast, the Guatemalan government
should provide more transparency on forest data issues.

On the theoretical side, our research reckons that community property as a shared good
could also be treated as a common private property if the owners could have full control
of it. However, the Guatemalan forest concession arrangements are just usufructs, which
means the state still owns the property. Therefore, the current Guatemalan forest concession
arrangement is just a third way: neither traditional private ownership nor the state’s full
planning of forest preservation. We argue that state ownership could reverse the result of
the current and limited decentralized forest reform. As the state still holds the property
titles of the forest or the land, they can legitimately intervene in the decision-making of
the local communities and firms, making economic calculation impossible and revere the
current result of forest and land preservation. Furthermore, as the state owns property titles,
they could nationalize the woods or the land easier than conducting the policy under a pure
private property right criterion. In this regard, we suggest that Guatemala state should
privatize all of these forests to the current concessions’ communities and firms. If the results
are positive, we propose the Guatemalan government further apply the decentralization
forest policy to the whole country.
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Abstract: This research explores the intrinsic and extrinsic motivations driving donors to engage in
fundraising appeals launched through social networking sites (SNSs) to mitigate COVID-19’s impact
on vulnerable communities from a cross-national perspective. The research adopted a quantitative
approach through a web-based survey; a total of 801 donors were obtained from Kuwait and Bahrain
and were useable for the analysis. Smart PLS structural equation modelling was used to validate the
research model and derive significant insights. In the Kuwaiti sample, we found that humanitarian
projects, internet technology, SNSs and religiosity significantly drive donor attitudes towards online
donation. All these relationships are indirectly related to the intention to give via SNS through
the mediating role of attitudes. As for the Bahraini sample, humanitarian projects, non-profit
organizations (NPOs), SNSs, and religiosity significantly influence donors’ attitudes. Attitudes,
on the other hand, have a visible mediating role in the relationships between these predictors and
behavioral intentions. The findings could be useful for the development of appropriate policies
that boost online monetary donations to support emergency aid for communities crushed by the
pandemic. This research differs from the existing literature in that its multi-national study scrutinizes
the incorporation of both internal and external predictors of fundraising activities into a distinctive
related context such as SNSs, particularly in a time of epidemiological crises such as COVID-19.

Keywords: fundraising campaigns; COVID-19; social networking sites; NPO; humanitarian response;
Kuwait; Bahrain

1. Introduction

Although the COVID-19 crisis has led to substantial and unprecedented impacts on all
walks of life, the labour market and socio-economic contexts have garnered a high degree
of interest, as they have been dramatically disrupted. This trend is projected to continue in
the near future, as indicated by the International Labour Organization (ILO) [1]. Within
the labour market context, considering the extraordinary measures taken by governments
worldwide to save humankind from the pandemic, almost all of the workers across the
planet—some 94%—are living in countries that have some kind of strict workplace closure
procedures [1]. In the latest analysis of the ILO on economies and labour impacted by the
pandemic, corporations and employees are facing immense shocks in both industrialised
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and emerging economies. Massive losses in working hours and wages have been reported;
it has been estimated that about 1.25 billion members of the global workforce are threatened
in their livelihoods [2].

Shocked by the pandemic and oil price plunge, the wealthy Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) governments are experiencing the biggest economic challenge in history [3]. Within
this, most, if not all, business activities from different sectors—e.g., hospitality, plumbing,
blacksmithing, health, trade, transportation, construction, and other activities—are facing
massive shift shocks in demand, supply chains, mobility, transportation, and worker
protection. Those worst hit are low-wage expatriate workers, where the GCC hosts some
35 million migrant workers, and a significant number of them have lost their jobs, been
stranded, and been rendered unemployed as a result of the economic lockdown triggered
by the epidemic [1,4]. Kuwait and Bahrain are among the GCC countries which are most
reliant on migrant workers. In 2018, migrant workers made up approximately 70% and
55% of the total population in both countries, respectively [5,6]. It could be surmised that
although the GCC authorities possess financial reserves to maintain the flow of money
to their citizens, the ongoing COVID-19 catastrophe is showing severe and unfortunate
consequences, not only for national economies through sharp contraction and fiscal deficit
in GDP, but also for the welfare of migrant workers and their families [7,8].

In addition to governments’ efforts to fight the pandemic, the humanitarian commu-
nity has a huge role to play in responding to the extraordinary needs that this pandemic is
generating. However, the humanitarian sector worldwide is itself facing a critical threat
from this global crisis as a result of funding constraints, forcing non-profit organisations
(NPOs) to downsize and lay-off their workforce at the precise moment when their work is
becoming vitally important [9]. In normal times, there could be uncertainty about how to
bridge the growing funding gap year-in and year-out (Figure 1). In the wake of COVID-19’s
arrival in the world, securing the necessary funds has become a greater challenge than ever.
The UN has asked for $10.3 billion to fight the virus, which is its biggest-ever fundraising
call, because it is causing a lot of people to go hungry [10].

Figure 1. Humanitarian funding gap over the 2009–2019 period. Source [11].

In a rapid and strategic response to mitigate the impact of the pandemic, some author-
ities worldwide—including GCC like Kuwait and Bahrain—have launched fundraising
campaigns to provide timely and effective assistance to the developmental and human-
itarian sector [5,11]. Within the framework of containment efforts of the pandemic, as
in a collective community, a number of non-profits are promoted into the fundraising
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appeal through online platforms (i.e., social networking sites). In Kuwait, for example,
donations are being solicited, and the total amount raised has surpassed USD30 million,
contributing in response to the crisis of COVID-19 to emergency relief operations [12]. The
funds raised are used to provide immediate needs for those who are deeply affected by
the pandemic, such as migrant workers, health centres and logistical support, frontline
healthcare personnel and quarantine facilities [5,11]. However, in this unprecedented crisis,
given the inevitable exacerbation of existing inequalities and uncertainty about the future,
governments’ efforts to confront the outbreak may be undermined by insufficient funds.
It is important to determine what needs to be done to encourage donors to provide suffi-
cient contributions. Therefore, by conducting a multi-national study of donors’ responses
amid the pandemic, this research strives to discover and provide better insights into the
behavioural intentions of donors with regard to online monetary donations in the time of
COVID-19-related social distancing, through social networking sites (SNSs), in order to
help the most vulnerable populations affected by the crisis. Following the recent breakout
of COVID-19 and the tactical shutdown of cities throughout the world, platforms for social
networking were adopted more intensively and broadly than anticipated. In response to
the pandemic, SNSs have been used to make pressing aid appeals to possible contributors.

Some prior research [13–16] has explored behavioural intentions to give money by
applying the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) as the most predictive and viable theory
for understanding donors’ intentions and behaviours. Within the context of monetary
donations made online, prior research has relied on extrinsic determinants influencing
attitudes towards online donation (e.g., charities or NPOs, charitable activities, technologies,
and SNSs), and specifically on how these factors predict general attitudes of donors towards
online donations, as this will boost their behavioural intention to make a monetary donation
online [15–17]. Nevertheless, intrinsic determinants, such as religious faith, that could drive
attitudes towards the online donation model have been neglected. Given the unique nature
of SNSs (e.g., Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, and Facebook), the current study has practical
importance, in that it investigates both extrinsic and intrinsic drives that influence donor
attitudes towards donating online, fuelling the propensity to donate money, especially
via SNSs.

This study attempts to discover cross-national differences and similarities by under-
taking a multi-national study on fundraising campaigns via SNSs during the COVID-19
outbreak. It is expected that the findings of this research will not only shed light on donors’
motivations for these campaigns, but also investigate the consistency of the findings and
motivations in such countries as Kuwait and Bahrain, which are deemed to be among
the most generous countries in the World Giving Index (see Table 1) by the Charities Aid
Foundation [18]. Although previous research has investigated how SNSs can aid in the
promotion of internet-based donations and how NPOs control the use of SNSs to boost
giving behaviours and humanitarian activities [19,20], the extrinsic and intrinsic drivers
that shape SNS-driven donations to encounter the unavoidable consequences of epidemic
diseases have yet to be fully investigated.
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Table 1. Culture characteristics: Kuwait and Bahrain.

Criteria Kuwait Bahrain

1. Area (capital) 17,818 sq. km (Kuwait City). 760 sq. km (Manama).
2. Population (migrants %) 4.2 million (70%). 1.7 million (55%).
3. Religion (language) Islam (Arabic). Islam (Arabic).

4. Economic status

- A petroleum-based economy.
- GDP (PPP) $289.7 billion, World

rank 58th.
- GDP (nominal) $120. 7 billion,

World rank 57th.
- GPD growth 1.2%.

- The fastest-growing economy in the
Arab world.

- GDP (PPP) $71.17 billion, World
rank 100th.

- GDP (nominal) $$35.33 billion,
World rank 91st.

- GPD growth 1.8%.

5. Internet penetration 99.1%, approximately 4.1 million of the
population.

94.9%, approximately 1.6 million of the
population.

6. SNSs penetration
Social networking penetration 99%
Facebook 79%, Twitter 61%, Instagram
55%, Snapchat 54%.

Social networking penetration 84%
Snapchat 63%, Facebook 60%, Twitter
58%, Instagram 51%.

7. Monetary donation and
giving indices

- World Giving Index 2018 ranking
33rd (43% of the
population donate).

- Helping strangers ranking
3rd (80%).

- Volunteering time ranking
120th (11%).

- World Giving Index 2018 ranking
10th (53% of the
population donate).

- Helping strangers ranking
6th (74%).

- Volunteering time ranking
24th (33%).

Source: Criteria 1–4 [5,6,21]; 5–6 [22,23]; 7 [18].

2. Theoretical Basis

2.1. Cross-National Context: Kuwait and Bahrain

Based on the scenario (people donate money using SNSs in the time of COVID-19-
related social distancing), this study intends to carry out an online survey in order to
explore the differences in donors’ responses to fundraising appeals for the COVID-19 fight
via SNSs between Kuwaitis and Bahrainis. In both countries, Islam and the Arabic language
are dominant and widely used. Kuwait and Bahrain have shown steady economic growth
in the Middle East over the past few years. In terms of internet penetration, they have high
penetration rates of over 90%. Similarly, the rate of SNS penetration across the countries is
high (over 80%). Worldwide, there are some indices which are used to measure and capture
giving behaviour and donating practices. The World Giving Index is arguably the most
prevalent measure of global giving behaviour. As exhibited in Table 1, Bahrain and Kuwait
were ranked, in 2018, among the most generous countries in the world. Of the 144 countries
surveyed, Bahrain and Kuwait were ranked 10th and 33rd in the World Giving Index 2018.
Admirably, Kuwait and Bahrain have occupied the third and sixth positions among the top
10 countries through their participation in helping strangers. However, according to the
proportion of people who volunteer, Bahrain and Kuwait have low scores, with the 24th
and 120th positions, respectively [18].

It could be argued that previous comparative research on online fundraising has been
undertaken between Western countries, such as the comparison of the United States and
Netherlands [24], and East Asian countries, such as the comparison between South Korea
and Malaysia [16]. What has not yet been explored, however, is comparison research on
online fundraising and donating activities between Middle Eastern countries, e.g., Kuwait
and Bahrain. The researchers’ motivation to embark on this study is borne out of the need
for potential meaningful insights into donation intentions via SNSs in countries located in
similar Middle Eastern and Arabian Gulf culture zones, as well as with expected differences
in responses to fundraising appeals to defeat the pandemic.
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2.2. Monetary Donation Intentions via SNSs for the COVID-19 Epidemic Fight

Social responsibility, ethics and social finance innovation play a crucial role in attaining
the wellbeing of all during crises such as COVID-19 [25,26]. In the context of donation,
the burgeoning literature on giving behaviour has identified various forms of donations,
such as blood [27], organs [28], money [17] or alms [8,29]. In order to survive and thrive as
non-profit organisations and their development agendas, financial solutions and funding
from donors (monetary donations) have a crucial role to play in breathing fresh life into
the association between the surplus funds and the funding needs [30]. Donor financial
contributions can be made not only in physical form but also electronically (for example,
through online donation). However, one of the drivers of charitable donation within the
context of online donations is basically the act of collecting monetary donations [16,31].
SNSs, or social networking sites, are regarded as the most effective tool for achieving this.
Because they are viewed as a social venue, through the concept of bridging and bonding,
users can grow networks and retain interactions and social relationships [31]. According
to Kietzmann et al. [32], SNSs are critical interactive tools built on network and mobile
technology that enable societies and individuals to create, modify, share, and analyse
user-generated information.

Previous studies have found that a significant number of funders give priority to the
usage of a range of social media platforms to communicate with humanitarian organisa-
tions [16,31,33,34]. For this reason, humanitarian organisations have successfully exploited
social networking sites (SNSs) to extend their outreach to current and future donors. How-
ever, Lovejoy and Saxton [35] and Kim and Lee [36] indicated that the NPOs are aware that
certain users of their websites may not be compelled to donatee. They regarded SNSs as a
promotional and marketing tool to be used to encourage and increase donation rates.

Previous studies have shown considerable interest in the ways in which social net-
working sites aid and facilitate online fundraising activities, and particularly how hu-
manitarian organisations can leverage and manipulate SNSs to promote their charitable
efforts [19,20,35–37]. However, a small number of studies have explored the behavioural
intentions of people to contribute to charity by using SNSs, particularly for the reduction of
the socioeconomic effects of coronavirus epidemics. The literature puts emphasis on the
extrinsic factors influencing the behavioural intentions to contribute through social media
channels, not taking into consideration the impact of internal predictors (e.g., religious faith)
that might be a compelling reason to donate through the SNSs. Consequently, the current
research seeks to address the intrinsic (religiosity) and the extrinsic (humanitarian activities,
SNS features, NPOs, internet technologies, IT) determinants influencing the attitude of
donors, as well as their intention to give via SNSs in response to the COVID-19 crisis.

2.3. Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivations

In donation research, the TPB is a predictive and unique theory for the assessment
of individuals’ intentions to donate online, relying primarily on extrinsic determinants
influencing donors’ attitudes toward online donation: the internet, the type of project,
and the characteristics of charities. In accordance with Treiblmaier and Pollach’s [17]
recommendations, Sura et al. [16] empirically discovered the influence of extrinsic factors
on attitude and intention to donate online, incorporating social network site features into
the model as an essential aspect of online donations, Users’ profiles are included in social
networking sites, forums for discussion, real-life broadcasting, photos, and videos, closely
associating with the stakeholders (beneficiaries and donors) and the general public. This
can play a major role in the evaluation of the value of stakeholder engagements and online
communications at a time when SNSs continue to increase. Even though researchers
believe that the intrinsic features of donation behaviour are the primary motives to boost
donations and help the disadvantaged [38,39], they have received little attention in prior
research, specifically in the context of internet-based donations using SNSs. Consequently,
this current research aims to uncover new facts about the influence of both internal and
external factors on attitudes and intentions to make online donations using SNSs, mobilising
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financial resources for vulnerable populations who are immediately hit by a reduction in
job income and opportunities.

2.3.1. Humanitarian Projects

The type of humanitarian or charitable activity itself has a crucial role in social work
and the process of donations and fundraising practices [40]. A humanitarian project can be
explained as the charitable cause and event that NPOs support and fund [17,41]. In this
study, humanitarian projects are about the social and charitable activities, events, and causes
undertaken by individuals or organisations in order to improve human welfare and support
those in need. These projects vary among those necessitated by poverty, natural disasters
(e.g., epidemics and earthquakes) and man-made disasters (e.g., crimes, civil disorders,
and wars). The COVID-19 pandemic poses a dire threat to human lives and livelihoods.
In addition to the rapid outbreak of the virus and the alarming number of infected and
dead people, unprecedented restrictive measures adopted by governments worldwide to
contain the outbreak have inevitably triggered social and financial disruption, creating
immense human suffering. In the Gulf region, for instance, there are some 35 million
migrant workers, who form over 10% of all migrants globally [2]. In this climate, millions
of low-wage workers have been affected, and have endured a great deal of pain; they
have been stranded, laid off, and are in need of emergency aid and relief. The GCC
authorities and NPOs have, in response, launched urgent humanitarian projects and
urged donors to contribute to funding these projects, which are geared towards mitigating
COVID-19’s consequences.

Prior research has argued that donors’ feelings towards humanitarian projects may
build their attitudes towards donation, reinforcing the willingness to donate online [16,17,33].
To be clear, the literature has indicated that prior to funding, donors are likely to be inclined
to evaluate the features of humanitarian or charitable projects, such as the project’s location,
type, and connection to and attachment to the humanitarian project itself. Therefore, it
can be assumed that donors would be willing to donate online in order to help people and
families crushed by the pandemic if they feel connected and attached to the humanitarian
projects involved.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Donors’ perceptions of humanitarian projects positively influence their
attitudes towards online monetary donations for COVID-19-affected people.

2.3.2. NPOs

Since the late 1970s, NPOs have played an increasingly vital role in the social, financial,
and development sectors. NPOs are formal entities and foundations that arise when a
group of people organise themselves into a social unit that is established with the express
purpose of achieving certain goals [42]. The goal of NPOs is almost always linked to
development issues, that is, to issues surrounding the social, cultural, and economic order
of a region. For NPOs to survive, they usually seek out funding from existing and potential
donors, with the aim of properly managing the resources and processes involved. However,
NPOs need to maintain a high level of stakeholder confidence, as the voluntary sector’s
unique status depends on the legitimacy granted to it by public interest.

The changed situation of the COVID-19 crisis and coping with travel restrictions and
extraordinary lockdown and health concerns, has triggered an acute funding crisis for
charities and non-profit organisations across the humanitarian community [9]. To help
address such a challenge, this study attempts to provide emerging ideas and insights by
empirically examining donors’ attitudes and perceptions of NPOs, providing a sound
understanding of the level to which donors are inclined to grant financial support to front
the surge in capacity needed to fight this crisis. The literature has claimed that the way
NPOs approach donors can shape their attitudes and propensity to donate online [19,31].
This would lead to good communication and coherent relationships between donors and
non-profit organisations. In order to rapidly respond to humanitarian needs and relief,
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NPOs have mostly harnessed various social networking sites to improve and promote
online fundraising campaigns and funding solutions [16,31]. Previous studies have pointed
out some important characteristics that can positively trigger donors’ attitudes and in-
tentions to give money, such as financial management [17], the affinity and attachment
to donors [30,34], image and reputation [30,43], and the management of donation-related
information [16,44].

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Donors’ perceptions of NPOs positively influence their attitudes towards
online monetary donations for COVID-19-affected people.

2.3.3. IT Features

In recent years, the conditions of the third non-profit sector have changed dramatically
as a result of prevailing social trends. Although NPOs have been considered among the
early adopters of IT, it is, at the same time, relatively unattended by scientific research [16].
Digital technology is being employed to streamline and improve charity activities. A
study by Quinton and Fennemore [20] claimed that donations and fundraising appeals
can be democratized using technological solutions, e.g., SNSs, by gaining mass audience
engagement, while simultaneously connecting audiences on a personal scale. IT can be
extremely beneficial in terms of increasing donations, productivity, and efficiency, as well
as being secure, simple, and time saving [17,31,33,34].

Researchers have indicated that digital technology features (reliability, security, trust-
worthiness, effectiveness, and privacy) have much to offer in boosting donor attitudes
to donating money online [16,34]. According to Sura et al. [16], attitudes towards online
fundraising were positively shaped by IT. Nevertheless, Bandyopadhyay [45] argued that a
donor is more concerned about digital technology-related security and privacy matters than
actual fundraising. As such, this can forge either a positive or negative attitude towards
online fundraising. Thus, overall satisfaction with IT features could strengthen the online
donation processes to be both effective and well-received. Success in grasping donors’
beliefs regarding digital technology is likely to significantly motivate their attitude towards
online fundraising to support the COVID-19 emergency response.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Donors’ perceptions of IT positively influence their attitudes towards online
monetary donations for COVID-19-affected people.

2.3.4. SNS Features

Over the last few years, the application of SNSs (e.g., Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter and
Facebook) has grown in popularity, as many people use these platforms on a daily basis.
Social networking sites (SNSs) are often regarded as the most effective online platforms
for communication and other engagement. They provide one-to-one communication,
and offer content personalization, own interest, customization and sharing. Likewise,
they can accurately describe target information and facilitate communities with the same
interests [46,47]. As reported by Wong and Jusoff [33], the strength of SNSs may be
leveraged to sustain and attract existing and prospective donors. SNSs have been identified
as a positive motivator for strengthening attitudes towards online donations and, as a
result, increasing humanitarian fundraising [47]. Social networking sites can provide a
perceived neutral environment in which humanitarian organisations and donors may
engage, particularly with benefactors and other major stakeholders [20].

Prior research in this area shows that donors are more likely to prefer social media
channels to interact with humanitarian organisations, and are more inclined to donate
in this way to fundraising efforts [20,36]. The audience’s attention cannot be sustained
by communication alone; as such, some elements of social network platforms (sharing
videos and photos in related charity events) are required in order to encourage and attract
prospective donors [33]. Following the recent outbreak of COVID-19 and the tactical shut-
down of cities throughout the world, platforms for social networking were adopted more
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intensively and broadly than anticipated. As claimed by Xiang et al. [48], the SNSs—such
as WeChat, which is used China—were utilised extensively for supervision, administration,
communication and the sharing of information for the purpose of providing additional
advantages to the ecosystem in order to deal with the epidemic. Along the same line, using
donations to mitigate COVID-19’s severe socio-economic impact and enormous public
health consequences, in order to support relief operations and vulnerable communities,
SNSs have been used to make pressing aid appeals to possible contributors. Therefore, the
usage of SNS components is predicted to have an important impact on donor attitudes
regarding monetary donations in these scenarios.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Donors’ perceptions of SNS features positively influences their attitudes
towards online monetary donation for COVID-19 affected people.

2.3.5. Religiosity

The propensity to donate is seen to be a complicated pattern, and religious beliefs
should not be underestimated by scholars when this labyrinthine matter is scrutinized [49].
Charitable practices and religious beliefs can often go hand in hand; in the known main
religions—Islam, Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism—donations are deter-
mined to be a common practice of social behaviours [50,51]. Religious commands have
always stimulated philanthropists to lend a helping hand to the underprivileged through
charitable activities. In Islam, for example, annual charitable donations that stem from
religious teachings [52], such as voluntary charity (Sadgah) and mandatory alms (Zakat),
are imposed on Muslims from all walks of life. Likewise, other religions like Hinduism
and Christianity emphasize the significance of giving and generosity. Therefore, religiosity
has been deemed to be a decisive motive in boosting donors’ inclination to donate, as
religion itself is simply the basis on which the idea of donation is conceived and nur-
tured [49,50,52–54].

Some credible evidence has claimed that religiosity and donation behaviour are posi-
tively related. For instance, Ranganathan and Henley’s [51] research of 214 students in the
United States revealed that religiosity exerts a significant effect on donors’ attitudes towards
helping others and behavioural intentions as well. They showed that an individual with a
high degree of religiosity possesses altruistic behaviour, and consequently would have a
positive attitude toward charitable activities and positive intentions to donate. Similarly,
Abreu et al. [50] conducted a study of 612 charitable donors in Portugal and found that
the religiosity levels of donors positively influence their donation behaviour. However,
despite the abundance of empirical studies on the association between donation practices
and religiosity, research on the effect of religious beliefs on donor attitudes and intentions
to donate online, especially via SNSs, is relatively scarce. In a collective Muslim community
(e.g., Bahrain or Kuwait), we could envisage that religious donors would demonstrate a
robust attitude and intention towards donating money online, especially in light of the
ongoing crisis of COVID-19. That is, the greater the level of religiosity the donors have, the
stronger their attitudes and intentions towards online fundraising.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Donors’ religiosity positively influences their attitudes towards online mone-
tary donations for COVID-19-affected people.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Donors’ religiosity positively influences their monetary donation intentions
via SNS for the COVID-19 epidemic fight.

2.3.6. Attitudes towards Online Monetary Donation

Attitude, in this study, can be labelled as the degree of a donor’s positive feelings to-
wards helping to support and fund the fundraising campaigns to fight the pandemic using
social media-based donation platforms. Prior studies dedicated to behavioural intentions
in general [14,55,56], and the most feasible behavioural model of TPB in particular [57–59],
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have deduced that attitude is an important and vital factor in shaping behavioural inten-
tions. More so, the growing body of studies on social work has highlighted the significance
of attitudes in the identification of positive outcomes of social interaction. It is critical
to foster positive attitudes toward charitable initiatives, which will strengthen donation
behaviour intention [52]. Other findings showed that the views of individuals are directly
related to their intentions to contribute to charity [15,55,56].

In connection with an online donation, a study by Treiblmaier and Pollach [17] claimed
that the degree to which donors are knowledgeable of fundraising websites has a significant
impact on the contribution process. It showed that when there is a favourable attitude
towards online donations, donors’ inclination to make donations online would be stronger,
by administering an online survey to 258 potential contributors from Malaysia and South
Korea. However, Sura et al. [16] argued that attitudes have a crucial role in influencing
people’s behavioural intentions about donating practises through social networking sites.
This conclusion was further confirmed by Mittelman and Rojas-Méndez [41]. As COVID-19
rapidly spreads across the globe, the main battle is around ensuring that social protection
reaches people with low incomes, and around defending their welfare and livelihoods.
Fundraising campaigns are one of the economic support packages and financial interven-
tions implemented by many governments around the world. However, the underlying
issue is not only related to these fundraising appeals; understanding donors’ responses and
attitudes towards these appeals might be the lingering obstacle. We think that donors who
are more set in their minds about giving money online will be more likely to give money
through social networking sites.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). Donors’ attitudes positively affect monetary donation intentions via SNSs for
the COVID-19 epidemic fight.

In addition to the direct effect of extrinsic and intrinsic factors on donors’ inclination to
give money via SNSs, the study investigates the role of attitudes in mediating relationships
between extrinsic factors (i.e., internet technologies, NPOs, humanitarian projects, and
SNSs) and intrinsic motivation (religiosity) and the behavioural intention to donate online
in order to alleviate acute financial strains and provide urgent relief for those affected by
the virus. Attitudes as a mediator may help boost or increase the likelihood that donors
will contribute using SNSs. Scholars [16,51,57] proposed that altruism (the desire to help
others) has a direct impact on behavioural intention, but it also influences attitudes toward
philanthropic endeavours, technology characteristics, and NPOs, where donors are more
enthusiastic and are actively encouraged to make online donations. Therefore, for the
mediation analysis in this research model, the following hypotheses were developed:

Hypothesis 8 (H8). The relationships between humanitarian projects and monetary donation
intentions via SNSs is mediated by online donation attitudes.

Hypothesis 9 (H9). The relationships between NPOs and monetary donation intentions via SNSs
is mediated by online donation attitudes.

Hypothesis 10 (H10). The relationships between internet technologies and monetary donation
intentions via SNSs is mediated by online donation attitudes.

Hypothesis 11 (H11). The relationships between SNSs and monetary donation intentions via
SNSs is mediated by online donation attitudes.

Hypothesis 12 (H12) The relationships between levels of religiosity and monetary donation inten-
tions via SNSs are mediated by online donation attitudes.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Sampling and Data Collection

As there is a pressing need to understand the factors driving donors’ attitudes and
behavioural intentions to donate through SNSs for funding relief efforts aimed at containing
the COVID-19 crisis, the study followed a multi-national perspective among donors in
two of the most generous societies in the world (Kuwait and Bahrain), as indicated by the
World Giving Index of 2018 [18]. Drawing on the back-translation procedure (English vs.
Arabic), the study relied on an online survey [60], and was distributed based on snowball
sampling by sharing and posting its URL via online platforms (SNSs such as Instagram,
Snapchat, Twitter, and Facebook) among potential donors in both countries. The survey
was conducted between 1 May and 31 July 2020. A final set of 801 questionnaires was
retrieved from respondents in Kuwait (565 responses) and Bahrain (236 responses), and
was used for the subsequent analysis, after some incomplete responses were discarded.

The characteristics of the sample indicated that the gender split was fairly even in both
samples, demonstrating that two-thirds (63%) of the respondents from Kuwait were female.
In contrast, 56% of the Bahraini respondents were male. Coincidentally, the age groups in
both samples were similar: 84% of the participants in both samples were aged 20–40 years,
while the rest (16%) were aged 41 years and over (see Table 2). The study found that a
larger proportion of respondents reached a higher level of education (bachelor’s degree
and above) in the Bahrain sample than in the Kuwait sample (82% and 73%, respectively).
Of a total of 801 potential donors, 90% and 70% of Kuwaitis and Bahrainis, respectively,
identified their financial situation as equal to or higher than the average. According to
the World Bank’s [61] statistics, USD2000 and USD1480 are the average monthly incomes
in Kuwait and Bahrain, respectively. In general, we can deduce that both samples from
these two countries appear to be well-diversified with regard to gender, age, educational
background and income level. This could be an indication that the respondents of this
study possess at least a certain level of educational background, and the basic knowledge
to respond appropriately to the research survey.

Table 2. Sample profile.

Variable Categories
Kuwaiti Sample Bahrain Sample

n = 565 % n = 236 %

Gender Male 209 37 133 56
Female 356 63 103 44

Age 20–30 years 330 59 136 57
31–40 years 142 25 63 27
41–50 years 51 9 21 9
51- above 42 7 16 7

Education level Diploma certificate 152 27 43 18
Bachelor’s degree 343 61 124 53
Master’s degree 52 9 38 16
PhD degree 18 3 31 13

Income level Less than average 59 10 68 29
Average * 266 47 81 34
Higher than average 240 43 87 37

Note(s): * The average monthly incomes per capita in Kuwait and Bahrain were KD620 and BD560 (i.e., USD2000
and USD1480, respectively) in July 2020.

3.2. Measurement and Analysis

As elaborated in Section 3.1, the survey instrument began with questions to gather
demographic information from the participants. Parts 2–7 of the survey were designed
for the observable variables (humanitarian projects, NPOs, IT features, SNS features,
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religiosity, attitude, and monetary donation intention). In order to measure these extrinsic
and intrinsic constructs, a 5-point Likert scale for 35-item questions was developed (see all
measurement items in Supplementary Materials). Table 3 summarizes the conceptualization
and operationalization sources of all of the constructs in this study. In order to ensure the
appropriateness of the instrument, we surveyed a pilot study of 30 sampled respondents.
Accordingly, we decided to conduct the main distributions of the survey after the syntax
of sentences was checked and amended, and after we ensured their readability, reliability,
and validity.

Using the SmartPLS variance-based structural modelling equation (PL-SEM), the
research model and hypotheses of this study were built and tested. Unlike covariance-
based SEM, SmartPLS has the advantage that it is a more suitable technique and a more
effective tool for the prediction-oriented strategy that characterises this study. In contrast to
covariance-based-SEM, PLS-SEM performs better and possesses more statistical power for
non-normal data, as reported by Hair et al. [62]. In order to ensure that the most appropriate
data analysis tool was employed, we performed Mardia’s analysis for potential multivariate
normality using online software called Web Power [62,63]. We found that the data in both
samples seem to be non-normally distributed. For the Kuwaiti data, the multivariate
skewness and kurtosis measures were 9.755 and 79.948, respectively, at significance level of
0.000, with similar results for Bahrain (skewness β = 11.505; kurtosis β = 80.351, p = 0.000).
Consequently, as a non-parametric analytical instrument, we continued to use PLS-SEM.

Table 3. Conceptualization and source of the variables.

Variable Conceptualization No. of Item Source

Humanitarian
projects

Humanitarian endeavors and logistical
assistance that provide unique and urgent
responses and activities intended to mitigate
the impact of COVID-19 on the most
vulnerable populations.

5 [17]

NPOss

NPOs or Non-profit organizations set-up by
citizens with the aim of support social
protection services, human welfare, and
seeking out financial generosity from existing
and potential donors as well as
well-managed fundraising.

5 [16,41]

IT-features

Features of digital technology and
information, e.g., effectiveness, privacy,
trustworthiness, reliability, security, that assist
philanthropic activities.

5 [16]

SNS-features

Features of social network sites and platforms,
such as information presented, familiar SNS,
user-friendly, communication and interactive
features, that are harnessed for charity
and donation.

5 [36]

Religiosity

The level to which donors adhere to the
religious teachings, including helping
vulnerable groups and those affected by
the pandemic.

6 [8]

Attitude
Feelings or evaluations of donors, whether
favorable or unfavorable toward online
monetary donation to fight the pandemic.

4 [64]

Monetary donations
intentions via SNSs

Donors’ willingness to donate via SNSs to
financially support relief efforts and respond
positively to the current fundraising appeals.

5 [64]
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4. Results

4.1. Model Evaluation

Reliability and discriminant and convergent validity are the important criteria for
the evaluation of the model’s reflective measurements. The composite reliability (CR)
was tested in order to assess the internal consistency of all of the latent constructs. The
findings of both samples show that the CR values in the online donation model well
exceeded the recommended value of 0.50, affirming the reliable constructs. Most of the
factor-standardized loadings of both samples were above the benchmark of 0.60, and some
loaded in the range of 0.40–0.60, while a few items loaded poorly with values less than
0.40, and were discarded in accordance with Hair et al. [62]. In the data from Kuwait, the
average variance extracted (AVE) values varied from 0.505 to 0.833, whereas in the data
from Bahrain, the values ranged from 0.628 to 0.897. This result establishes the convergent
validity, as all of the values were above 0.50 (see Table 4).

Table 4. Measurement model assessment.

Constructs Items
Kuwaiti Sample n = 565

Items
Bahraini Sample n = 236

Loadings AVE CR Loadings AVE CR

Humanitarian projects
(HUP)

HUP1 0.820 0.556 0.832 HUP3 0.701 0.833 0.628
HUP2 0.700 HUP4 0.900
HUP3 0.816 HUP5 0.763
HUP4 0.630

Non-profit organisations
(NPO)

NPO1 0.782 0.658 0.885 NPO1 0.575 0.505 0.797
NPO2 0.816 NPO2 0.537
NPO3 0.842 NPO4 0.868
NPO4 0.804 NPO5 0.805

IT-features (ITF)

ITF1 0.814 0.767 0.943 ITF1 0.502 0.554 0.857
ITF2 0.908 ITF2 0.663
ITF3 0.919 ITF3 0.852
ITF4 0.879 ITF4 0.820
ITF5 0.854 ITF5 0.824

SNS-features (SNS)

SNS1 0.728 0.533 0.849 SNS1 0.637 0.527 0.846
SNS2 0.852 SNS2 0.688
SNS3 0.796 SNS3 0.803
SNS4 0.647 SNS4 0.660
SNS5 0.596 SNS5 0.822

Religiosity (REL)

REL1 0.584 0.549 0.827 REL1 0.623 0.533 0.850
REL4 0.783 REL3 0.693
REL5 0.852 REL4 0.818
REL6 0.719 REL5 0.768

REL6 0.734

Attitude toward
online monetary
donation (ATT)

ATT1 0.731 0.713 0.908 ATT2 0.654 0.576 0.801
ATT2 0.824 ATT3 0.860
ATT3 0.916 ATT4 0.749
ATT4 0.894

Monetary donation
intentions via SNSs for
COVID-19 epidemic
fight (INT)

INT1 0.889 0.764 0.942 INT1 0.809 0.687 0.897
INT2 0.920 INT2 0.903
INT3 0.885 INT3 0.876
INT4 0.892 INT4 0.716
INT5 0.776

As shown in Table 5, the study also scrutinized the heterotrait–monotrait (HTMT) ratio
to check the discriminant validity. In both samples, we concluded that the HTMT ratios
were considerably less than the indicated 0.85 threshold for all latent constructs [65]. This
shows that the discriminant validity was affirmed. Generally, the results of the measure-
ment model evaluations for the Kuwaiti and Bahraini data confirm that the measurement
scales of the online donation model are satisfactory, valid, and reliable. Thus, we can move
on to the testing of the structural model.
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Table 5. Discriminant validity—HTMT criterion.

Kuwaiti Sample

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. HUP
2. NPO 0.438
3. ITF 0.310 0.460
4. SNS 0.269 0.391 0.133
5. REL 0.280 0.288 0.209 0.109
6. ATT 0.526 0.358 0.470 0.223 0.296
7. INT 0.405 0.208 0.268 0.345 0.214 0.538 –

Bahraini sample

1. HUP
2. NPO 0.411
3. ITF 0.332 0.377
4. SNS 0.317 0.368 0.420
5. REL 0.257 0.142 0.288 0.492
6. ATT 0.539 0.562 0.357 0.507 0.590
7. INT 0.378 0.282 0.230 0.246 0.542 0.425 –

Note(s): HUP = humanitarian projects; NPO = non-profit organizations; ITF = IT features; SNS = social networking
sites; REL = religiosity; ATT = attitude; INT = intention.

4.2. Hypothesis and Significance Tests

To validate the study model, we estimated the coefficient of determination (R2) of
all of the latent variables in order to assess the predictive capability of the model. The
online donation model for both the Kuwaiti and Bahraini data reveals that the endogenous
construct of attitude toward donating online has an adequate R2 value of 0.319 and 0.428,
respectively, implying that the five exogenous variables (humanitarian projects, NPOs,
IT features, SNS features and religiosity) can account for around 32% and 43% of the
difference in the Kuwaiti and Bahraini donor attitude towards online donations for the
most vulnerable individuals affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the second
endogenous construct’s R2 values (monetary donation intention) for both samples were
0.240 and 0.235, showing that religiosity and attitude have the potential to play a criti-
cal role in forecasting both Kuwaiti and Bahraini donors’ intentions to donate via SNSs.
Furthermore, we evaluated the online donation model’s predictive relevance (Q2) using
the blindfolding procedure in PLS-SEM. The findings from the endogenous variable Q2

analysis (attitude and monetary donation intention) in both countries were above zero.
This indicates that the online donation model developed for this study has the ability to
predict the observed values of the items used to measure either endogenous or exogenous
constructs. Hair et al. [62] suggested that a Q2 value above zero implies that the model is
able to predict the original data accurately.

In both samples, bootstrapping—a technique in PLS-SEM that allows the determina-
tion of the significance of direct and indirect proposed hypotheses, was employed with
5000 bootstrap samples. For direct relationships in the Kuwaiti sample (Table 6), the results
show that all of the relationships between independent constructs and dependents are
accepted, except for two paths (NPOATT and RELINT). Therefore, the analysis supports
H1, H3, H4, H5, and H7 as p < 0.05, while it does not support H2 and H6. For Bahrain, all
of the direct relationships are supported (p < 0.05), except for internet technology features
(p > 0.05).
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Table 6. Structural model results.

Kuwaiti Sample Bahraini Sample

Hypothesized Relationship β t p Sig? β t p Sig?

Direct effects
H1 HUP → ATT 0.279 6.388 0.000 Yes 0.168 2.626 0.009 Yes
H2 NPO → ATT 0.019 0.421 0.674 No 0.356 5.704 0.000 Yes
H3 ITF → ATT 0.307 6.925 0.000 Yes 0.014 0.251 0.802 No
H4 SNS → ATT 0.128 3.756 0.000 Yes 0.150 2.081 0.037 Yes
H5 REL → ATT 0.128 3.071 0.002 Yes 0.305 4.666 0.000 Yes
H6 REL → INT 0.073 1.685 0.092 No 0.362 5.881 0.000 Yes
H7 ATT → INT 0.467 12.001 0.000 Yes 0.203 4.022 0.000 Yes
Indirect effects
H8 HUP → ATT → INT 0.130 5.558 0.000 Yes 0.034 2.057 0.040 Yes
H9 NPO → ATT → INT 0.009 0.417 0.676 No 0.072 2.810 0.005 Yes
H10 ITF → ATT → INT 0.143 5.773 0.000 Yes 0.003 0.237 0.812 No
H11 SNS → ATT → INT 0.060 3.430 0.001 Yes 0.030 2.093 0.036 Yes
H12 REL → ATT → INT 0.060 2.901 0.004 Yes 0.062 2.968 0.003 Yes

Note(s): HUP = humanitarian projects; NPO = non- profit organizations; ITF = IT features; SNS = social networking
sites; REL = religiosity; ATT = attitude; INT = intention.

In particular, the attitudes of donors toward donating online are influenced by human-
itarian initiatives. In Bahrain but not in Kuwait, NPOs had a positive effect on attitudes.
In Kuwait, both the SNS and IT features exhibited a strong relationship with the online
attitudes towards donation. Similarly, Bahraini donors’ attitudes were significantly influ-
enced by SNSs, while technology failed to reveal statistical evidence. The religiosity level
and attitude towards online donation in both countries revealed a positive relationship.
Religiosity had a positive relationship with the intentions of Bahraini donors to give via
SNSs to support the humanitarian efforts to fight the pandemic, but not in Kuwait. In both
countries, the willingness to donate through SNSs was found to be linked to how people
felt about online donations.

Given the recommendations made by Rungtusanatham et al. [66] regarding the indirect
(mediation) effects, as shown in Table 6, the current study investigated the mediating
effects of attitudes towards monetary donations on the relationship between the intrinsic
and extrinsic factors, and the intentions of donors to give through SNSs. In Kuwait, the
findings from this study show that the relationships of humanitarian activities → intentions,
internet technology → intentions, SNS features → intentions, and religiosity → intentions
through attitudes were seen to be statistically significant. As a result, H8, H10, H11, and
H12 are supported. On the other hand, attitudes did not mediate the relationship of
NPOs → intentions, rejecting H9. As for Bahrain, all of the indirect relationships (for the
paths HUP→ATT→ INT, NPO→ATT→ INT, SNS →ATT→ INT, and REL→ATT→ INT)
were accepted, with one exception (for the path ITF→ATT→ INT).

5. Discussion

The pandemic has wreaked havoc on the world’s health, social, and economic sys-
tems [67–71]. Within the framework of the contradictory debates about whether extrinsic
or intrinsic determinants influence donor attitudes and behavioural intent to donate online,
a more extensive online fundraising model was empirically tested and adopted in this
study, covering both the extrinsic (the humanitarian initiatives, NPOs, IT features, and
SNS features) and intrinsic (religiosity) factors that drive donor attitudes towards online
monetary donations, and which thus eventually shape the inclination to donate via SNS.

This work is pioneering research on the potential donors of two different markets,
i.e., Kuwaiti and Bahraini. The findings support the conclusions reached by Sura et al. [16]
and Chen et al. [56], demonstrating the influence of attitude in shaping online donation
behaviour, which is among the three main components of TPB theory, and should not
be disregarded. The consistency of the outcomes in this study shows that the model
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established might accurately reflect the donors’ tendencies for donations and fundraising
activities through SNSs. This can eventually be translated into effective financial solutions
to deal with threats like COVID-19.

The outcomes from this research have provided interesting insights into donors’ be-
havioural makeups, especially amid a crisis of uncertainty such as the COVID-19 epidemic.
The nature of humanitarian projects (i.e., project location, type, connection, and attachment
to project) to mitigate the social impact of COVID-19 had a positive and significant effect
on donor attitudes to donation online, according to both Kuwaiti and Bahraini donors.
This outcome is in agreement with the findings of research conducted by Ahn et al. [72],
suggesting that prior to funding humanitarian projects, donors are very concerned about
the features of such projects and obtaining complete and explicit related information.
Bahraini respondents believe that NPOs play an important role in predicting their attitude
towards online donation; however, in Kuwait, donors did not consider that NPOs can
shape their attitudes towards giving money. We could attribute this discovery to the nature
of a collectivist society with a low individualism rate like Kuwait society [73]. Moreover, as
Kuwaitis are wholly Muslims, apart from fundraisers or NPOs, we could argue that donors
are likely to obey and adhere to the Islamic religious guidelines, which to make donations
and help the needy, through legitimate entities such as the government. As for the Kuwaiti
technology features such as privacy, trustworthiness, reliability and security, it was found
that the attitude toward giving money online was positively and significantly related to
these IT features. This finding is in line with those of other researchers [17,34], but Bahrainis
had different views of technology insignificantly related to attitudes. This could be linked
to people’s intense enthusiasm for donations and helping the vulnerable who are greatly
affected by the outbreak; when people are highly willing to participate in fundraising and
donations, this could make them less concerned about the internet features.

Internet-based platforms, such as social networking sites, provide the framework
for NPOs to function and perform properly. Remarkably, the study discovered that the
SNS characteristics—such as the information provided and fully used, interactive, user-
friendly, and familiar features—have a beneficial and critical role across both countries
in determining attitudes towards online donations for less-privileged segments affected
by the pandemic. The effect of these extrinsic factors was also observed in conjunction
with that of the intrinsic perspective of religiosity in positively triggering donors’ attitudes
toward contributing to the COVID-19 fundraising campaigns. As was found in research by
Ranganathan and Henley [51], religious beliefs are an important motive in encouraging
donation behaviour. However, the religiosity level of donors from Kuwait did not show
a strong relationship with the intention to donate using SNS, indicating the robustness
of religious faith in influencing attitudes, as opposed to behavioural intention. Bahraini
respondents showed that the greater the levels of religiosity, the stronger the attitudes as
well as the intent to donate via the SNS.

However, the online donation attitude in the model had the greatest effect on people’s
intentions to donate using SNSs. This corresponds to the findings of the literature [16,56].
From a theoretical point of view, the result is also in line with the TPB model developed
by Ajzen [57], which argues that attitude exerts a strong positive relationship with human
behavioural intention. Moreover, according to the analysis of the Kuwaiti data, attitudes
towards internet-based donations significantly mediate the pathways that connect human-
itarian initiatives, the technology features, SNSs, and religious beliefs to the intention to
donate using SNSs. Even though religious belief had no direct effect on behavioural intent,
we found that when religiosity is coupled with donor attitude, the intention to donate via
social media platforms can be strengthened. As for Bahrain, attitude mediated all of the
relationships between the predictors examined and the intentions to donate via SNS but
failed with the association between IT and intentions. These results can offer important
implications and insights into policy and theory.
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5.1. Theoretical Implications

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, to date, no study has examined online fundrais-
ing and donation behaviours that are driven by internal and external determinants in a
cross-country context, especially among Middle Eastern or Arabian Gulf countries. Thus,
the analysis of similarities and differences between Kuwait and Bahrain in this study sig-
nificantly enriches the extant literature on donation behaviour. The results contribute by
exploring donors’ behaviours and motivations for donating and responding to the rapidly
escalating humanitarian needs caused by the global unprecedented crisis of COVID-19.

The empirical investigations have mainly focused on the extrinsic motivations of
donors to donate online [16,17]. However, it is somewhat surprising that few studies
have been devoted to internal perspectives (e.g., religious beliefs) that encourage online
donations. Therefore, this study adds to the existing body of knowledge by expanding
our understanding of donors’ psychological behavioural makeups by providing a broader
perspective of both intrinsic and extrinsic motives, particularly in a unique and novel
related setting like SNSs. Meanwhile, in contrast to the empirical results provided by
Sura et al. [16] in the Malaysian and South Korean contexts, which failed to discover a
statistically significant relationship between attitude and external variables, some signif-
icant and interesting results emerged in the present work. We conclusively found that
both intrinsic and extrinsic predictors have much to offer in fostering monetary donations
via SNSs among both Kuwaiti and Bahraini donors. The study adds to and expands on
previous research by looking at the mediating effects of online monetary donation attitudes
on pathways from external and internal factors to the donor inclination to donate through
SNSs in order to help poverty-stricken segments and those affected by the pandemic.

5.2. Policy Implications

The pandemic of COVID-19 is seen as an unprecedented event in terms of need and
scope. Almost all nations, sectors, organisations, communities, and households are reeling
from the impacts of this crisis on the economy, society, and health. Although the global
humanitarian community is at the forefront of responding to the extraordinary inequalities
and needs that this catastrophe is generating, this sector is facing acute funding constraints
and threats from the pandemic at the moment when it is needed most. With this in mind,
this study sought to generate better insights into the internal and external makeups of
donor responses to the recent fundraising appeals to alleviate the pandemic impacts on
the welfare of vulnerable groups. Based on the results of this study, some appropriate
proactive strategies could be formulated for the humanitarian community (NPOs and
donors) and governments.

Now more than ever, it is important to bring people together and to help innovate
an effective humanitarian financial model. We need to set up humanitarian projects with
inclusive information and statistics in terms of location and type, and connected to human
welfare, which are geared towards protecting vulnerable populations. Donors could also be
encouraged to donate money via SNSs by their attitudes and perceptions of NPOs, as in the
case of Bahraini respondents. The general views of NPOs may indicate that they are prone to
wasting financial resources [74,75]. It is essential for all local NPOs to carefully manage their
brand image and perception of efficiency. Creating transparency in all related processes
and maintaining consistent communication with current and potential donors could be
vitally important. The results also suggest another fundamental aspect to consider is digital
technology in the charity sector. NPOs have to put in place transformative platforms so that
donors are able to give money easily, and to find out where and how to help those on the
receiving end. SNSs could help to boost donor attitudes towards contributing, which may
help guide policymakers to come up with promotional exposure campaigns using the SNSs
to raise the general public’s attitude toward making online donations. As a crucial internal
driver, the positive religious beliefs of donors are significant in tailoring the policies that
match donors’ attitudes and religious doctrines. Highly religious donors may feel that
helping people affected by the pandemic is their duty, and they would be rewarded with a
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sense of satisfaction. To this end, boosting attitudes towards monetary donations using
digital initiatives, such as SNSs, could serve the humanitarian community as a means of
developing feasible financial solutions at scale to address immediate needs.

6. Conclusions

In the wake of COVID-19, the third non-profit sector is facing a complicated hoard
of unprecedented financial challenges. The humanitarian and NPO communities have
seen a catastrophic drop in liquidity and pressure to rapidly downsize operational capacity.
With the hope of finding and developing all of the available solutions, this study aimed
to develop a clearer understanding of the way in which donors respond to the current
fundraising appeals in order to replenish the financial resources that philanthropic efforts
crave. Based on a cross-national perspective, we found some interesting differences be-
tween donors’ attitudes and perceptions of fundraising campaigns to fight the pandemic
across Kuwait and Bahrain. Overall, there is agreement across the samples that donor’s
attitudes and intentions towards monetary donation via SNSs can be fostered by both
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. Humanitarianism, well-defined projects, transparent
NPOs, advanced IT-based infrastructure, user-friendly and more interactive SNSs, and
favourable religious beliefs can all have an important role in future fundraising prospects
amid COVID-19 and beyond.

Despite the ambitious aspirations of this research, certain limitations are worth noting.
The research time horizon is cross-sectional; as such, changes may be missed in opinions
over time, particularly during the uncertain and rapidly changing times resulting from
the pandemic. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that future studies should use longitu-
dinal data. Finally, future studies based on this model are proposed to take into account
additional external and internal elements, such as significant social media influencers and
knowledge roles in online donation behaviour.
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Abstract: In the study; the eco-entrepreneurship and environmental sensitivity of companies oper-
ating in Azerbaijan were examined within the scope of environmental practices. For this purpose,
companies operating in the country were invited to participate in a survey, and their sensitivity to the
environment was examined from four main dimensions—consumption, production, financial, and
technology. The mentioned dimensions were analyzed according to four aspects; namely, business
field of activity, business size, operating year, and the level of implementation of environmentally
friendly policies. According to the results of a one-way analysis of variance, carried out by field of
activity, operating year, and the level of implementation of eco-friendly policy; it was found that
there was no group that significantly differed from the overall group mean. A difference was found
only in terms of the size of the enterprise. The study found that large businesses were more aware of
environmental sensitivity than small- and medium-sized businesses.

Keywords: green business; consumption dimension; production dimension; financial dimension;
technological dimension

1. Introduction

Today, one of the most fundamental problems of the world we live in is environmental
pollution. Namely, different environmental problems such as acid rain, contamination
of agricultural foods, GMO products, pollution of drinking water, and global warming
problems endanger the lives of both people and all living things. Since the environment is
the interaction of all living organisms with air, water, and soil, problems in the environment
can naturally create different risks in the lives of living organisms [1].

Generally, different factors can be the source of environmental problems. Today, one
of these main factors is business activity. In fact, when business activities and their results
are taken into account, two main market participants should be considered, namely the
consumer and the producer, because one of these two actors’ decisions influence and
shapes the activity of the other. In other words, both consumers and producers have a greater
responsibility to reduce or prevent activities that exacerbate environmental problems [2–5].
Today’s consumers may be more sensitive to environmental issues and may require busi-
nesses to recognize their responsibility and implement practices that will better protect
nature [6–8].

However, this article will only discuss producers and their environmental behav-
ior. Companies’ activities affect not only their owners, managers, and shareholders but
also various communities and other entities with which they have direct and indirect con-
tact [9]. Increasing concern about environmental degradation and its impact on the environment
has encouraged many businesses to adopt sustainable business models and environmental
standards.

Many companies today are trying to solve environmental problems. According to
Antolin-Lopez et al. [10], this is about entrepreneurs’ emotional commitment to environ-
mental issues and their commitment to being involved in sustainable business practices.
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Thus, in the academic literature, there are approaches in which environmental problems
are often associated with entrepreneurial practices [11–13]. The main reason for this is that
enterprises continue their production using various resources obtained from the environ-
ment. Enterprises that attach great importance to environmental responsible activities, that
respect nature and that are sensitive to society have a good image in society [14]. Therefore,
enterprises must strive to meet the expectations and needs of society, while profiting from
the goods or services they put on the market.

Thus, companies should improve resource efficiency and reduce the environmental
impact of waste by focusing on cleaner production. To achieve this goal, companies need
to identify, evaluate, and manage the waste stream at the stage of process design and
production planning before starting their activities [15]. In other words, companies must
first prevent environmental pollution through activities that do not harm the environment.
For such initiatives, companies should use appropriate technologies [16]. Entrepreneurship
can contribute to the implementation of these guiding principles in a variety of ways.
Eco-entrepreneurs can change the environment in a sustainable way by effectively using
innovative skills [17]. Innovation, an important driver of entrepreneurship [18], can be
used to find ways to increase recycling, conserve resources, and minimize waste [19]. Thus,
the obligations of companies to protect the environment have a significant impact on the
management of companies; the use of technology, financial, and consumer decisions; and
other aspects of business [20,21].

In the article, the green management approach is studied using the example of Azerbai-
jani producers, taking into account consumption, production, financial, and technological
aspects. The survey assessed the prospects of companies with different characteristics in
relation to green business.

2. Green Business

Defining green entrepreneurship is a difficult task. The concept itself is relatively new
and has attracted increasing attention since the 1990s [22,23]. Even today, this topic is still
being studied and divided into different branches [24,25]. The reason for this division is
related to the fact that the subject includes urban studies, political economy, sociology,
business ethics, and other different subjects [26,27].

Essentially, entrepreneurs are trying to identify problems in the marketplace, find
visible or invisible needs, and satisfy them through their own efforts. That is why they
have been classified as prime movers of innovation [18,28]. In other words, entrepreneurs
must be aware of gaps in areas that other market participants need and must engage in
activities to fill them.

Entrepreneurs are the driving force behind the next industrial revolution [29]. There-
fore, their impact on the environment must always be monitored. There are many scientific
studies in the literature on the environmental aspect of business [30–41].

Green businesses take a more holistic approach to environmental aspects. In general,
“green” business approaches differ from those of traditional entrepreneurs [42]. The main
goals of environmental entrepreneurs are the planet and profit, and they focus on the
future, while traditional entrepreneurs, on the contrary, are profit-oriented and look to
the present [43]. It should be emphasized that, contrary to traditional opinion, reducing
environmental problems does not decrease the economic benefits of the company. On the
contrary, such behaviors increase enterprise profits [14,44].

Green business covers the entire process of enterprise. Various concepts, such as
green marketing and green management, fall under the scope of green business and
cover all business activities. Thus, green business, also called eco-business, considers the
ecological environment as an important element in decision-making processes. This type
of business is aimed at minimizing or completely eliminating environmental damage in
its activities [45,46]. The activities carried out in this context change the various processes,
from product design to packaging, and seek to instill the philosophy of environmental
protection into the culture of enterprises.
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The concept of eco-entrepreneurship, used in parallel with green business [47], was
considered by Shaper [48] as a new type of entrepreneurship. The concept of eco-entrepreneu
rship embraces eco-entrepreneurship and reflects the market success of businesses with
eco-innovation focused on the talents and skills of entrepreneurs [49]. Simply put, eco-
entrepreneurship includes activities that will provide a positive contribution to society
while realizing the entrepreneurial goals of enterprises and minimizing the negative im-
pact on people and the environment [48]. In other words, eco-entrepreneurship includes
environment-oriented practices that include all stakeholders (customers, suppliers, business
partners, employees, etc.) with whom businesses interact.

In his study “Ecopreneurship: Rationale, Current Issues and Future Challenges”,
Voleri [50] divided business into 2 groups. Firstly, these are “environmentally-conscious
entrepreneurs.” Eco-entrepreneurs included in this category are generally aware of envi-
ronmental issues but do not operate in the environmental market. These entrepreneurs
are taking advantage of business-oriented opportunities while taking into account the
environmental aspect of their activities. In this context, they are trying to produce better
goods and services and use fewer resources [51]. At the same time, they are trying to
achieve eco-efficiency with less environmental impact. We see entrepreneurs included in
this category in all sectors. The type of entrepreneurship known as “green entrepreneur-
ship” falls into the second category. This group becomes aware of environmental issues.
Their business ventures also take place in the environmental market. Green entrepreneurs
are actively looking for eco-centric opportunities that offer good profit prospects.

In addition, green entrepreneurs refrain from activities that cause environmental
problems and increase the social responsibility of the company through these activities.
The main reason why we touched on the topic of social responsibility here is that the
emphasis on social responsibility is a prerequisite for green behavior [52,53]. As is known,
the products that enterprises put on the market, the resources and methods used in the
production of these products [54,55], as well as the social responsibilities of the company,
affect the behavior of consumers in the market [56–59]. Therefore, consumer behavior
affects the determination of the market value of the company, its image, and its continuity.
Society expects social benefits from business. As long as this benefit is produced, companies
will continue their business in the long run and make a profit [60]. On the other hand,
there is a growing understanding that environmental activities reduce corporate risks,
such as waste management fees and fines for accidents [61]. Moreover, a good public
reputation will help companies attract more customers and better employees. The business
of companies that produce the values expected by society has continuity. That is why the
number of studies in the field of sustainable entrepreneurship has increased today [62].

Companies striving for sustainability must also transform in accordance with the
changing values and expectations of society, that is, keep pace with changing socio-cultural
norms [63]. Innovation policies and various practices lead to an increase in shareholder
profits [64,65]. Using their resources more efficiently, enterprises can take on a new role [66]
and develop social and environmental policies due to their existing capabilities. At the
same time, they can find innovative solutions to problems and increase their own profits by
turning crises into opportunities. Finally, prevention is easier than cure. Therefore, it would
be more beneficial for the company to address social and environmental issues before they
arise or escalate.

Thus, there are different factors that push companies to implement environmentally
friendly policies and turn to eco-entrepreneurship. We can generalize these factors as
individual factors [8,67] (customers, employees, shareholders, etc.), institutional factors [67]
(business environment, media, etc.), and legal factors [68] (laws, international agreements,
decisions of local governments, etc.). In fact, these factors are not independent of each other.
For example, social media seriously affect consumers, and they focus on the green activities
of companies on social media. Studies in this area have found that the use of social media
encourages pro-environmental action among consumers [69,70]. In this case, the media
influences the environmental activities of the company through consumers.
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Legal procedures are one of the main factors affecting the environmentally friendly
activities of companies. Sometimes entrepreneurs use environmentally friendly methods
because they are mandatory, i.e., required by the laws or regulatory systems in force in
the country [68,71]. Environmental entrepreneurs want the majority of the population to
support their business vision while enforcing the requirements of laws, regulatory systems,
or financial pressure [72]. Today, the increase in information about the environment
and continuing education has made people more conscious about this issue. People’s
lifestyles began to change positively towards environmentally friendly products [73,74].
As the demand for organic products increased, many new eco-entrepreneurs turned to this
field [75].

Moreover, environmental awareness has affected people’s consumption habits through-
out the world, where everyone is a consumer. For example, environmentally conscious
people avoid the misuse of electricity and oil and conserve resources by using products
that consume less electricity [76]. That is, some consumers have an attitude towards the
environment that we can accept as green purchasing behavior [77,78]. In other words, they
strive for sustainable products and services that cause the least damage to the environment.
All these have increased the importance of the environmental policy of companies in en-
trepreneurship and made it necessary for businesses to make radical changes in their own
fields [79].

In addition, eco-entrepreneurship should use innovative technologies in its business
models while taking into account consumer behavior [8]. Because another important factor
that makes the emergence of green businesses important is related to the effective use of nat-
ural resources. In other words, the scarcity of natural resources makes efficiency important
in the use of resources [80]. Efficiency makes the use of new technologies important. So, the
eco-entrepreneur should realize fair development with the right management of natural
resources in the business world [81] and create economic and social values by applying
technological innovations from an environmental perspective [13]. Such behaviors will
increase the performance of companies.

An empirical study by Zhang and Berhe shows the impact of green marketing and
green investment on business performance. The researchers examined the impact of green
marketing and green investment on the business performance of Ethiopian Chinese textile
companies. Based on the responses of 237 participants, the researchers found that green
marketing and green investment positively affect the firm’s business performance [82].
For this reason, the environmental practices of companies provide them with many ad-
vantages. In other words, by providing access to specific markets, using environmentally
friendly technologies such as pollution control, waste treatment, and reducing energy costs,
companies either increase their revenues or reduce their costs [83] and improve their image.

An empirical study was conducted by Kushwaha and Sharma involving 306 young
entrepreneur candidates. In this study, they found that green marketing factors, changing
consumer behavior towards green products and favorable market conditions, have a signif-
icant and positive effect on ecological entrepreneurship [84]. One of the other important
studies on this topic is the study by Silajic et al. for countries with economies in transition.
According to this study, entrepreneurs in such countries are reluctant to invest in green
activities. The lack of financial support is also one of the most important factors hindering
green entrepreneurship [85]. Based on a survey of 12 nonprofit organizations, Gliedt and
Parker [86] found that green entrepreneurship in an environmentally conscious country like
Canada is driven by two factors. These factors are the loss of external government funding
and the consequent market collapse. Moreover, three main factors contribute to the need
for green entrepreneurship. These include external social capital flows, internal human
capital stocks, and strategic partnerships. Another study by these authors [87] showed that
green entrepreneurship accelerates in environmental organizations when companies face
the risk of funding cuts.

In particular, SMEs face financial problems. According to the empirical results of a
study conducted by Nizayeva and Coskun [88], the size and age of firms have a significant
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impact on the ability of SMEs to obtain financial resources. Other researchers also highlight
the importance of funding green businesses. Noh [89] argues that governments should
especially encourage private investment in green businesses.

In 2020, the European Commission and the OECD conducted a survey to examine
current and planned green budget practices in member states of the two organizations.
The results of the survey provided important information on environmental budgeting
practices in member countries. That is, while about 14 out of 39 countries have a green
budget practice, 9 of them plan to introduce some environmental practices in the future.
The most frequently used tools in evaluating the questionnaire were ex-ante and ex-post
environmental policy assessment, green budget labeling, environmental cost-benefit analy-
sis, and carbon assessment. On the other hand, one of the important results of the study
was that the main reason for the use of “green” budgets in countries was the fulfillment of
international obligations. Many countries seek support from international organizations
for various purposes [90].

3. Hypotheses

This section aims to develop a set of hypotheses to explore companies’ approaches to
eco-entrepreneurship in Azerbaijan from different angles. These parameters are consump-
tion dimension, production dimension, financial dimension, and technological dimension,
and they have been investigated depending on the size of the business, the field of activity,
the duration of the activity, and whether the enterprise is carrying out environmentally
friendly commercial activities. The study has four main hypotheses.

3.1. Responsible Business Varies by Business Size

The first hypothesis was aimed at determining whether a company’s environmental
performance varies depending on the size of the company. Some literature studies have
shown that environmentally friendly activities vary by company size. According to a study
by Wagner [91], there is a positive correlation with firm size and the likelihood of being
classified as an eco-entrepreneur. So, the larger the firm, the more likely it is to become an
eco-entrepreneur.

Thus, the first hypothesis can be derived, stating that:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The dimensions of an environmentally responsible business differ in terms of
business size.

Hypothesis 1a (H1a). The consumption dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of business size.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b). The production dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of business size.

Hypothesis 1c (H1c). The financial dimension of an environmentally responsible business differs
in terms of business size.

Hypothesis 1d (H1d). The technology dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of business size.

3.2. Responsible Business Varies by Business Area

The strategies of successful companies must be compatible with the business envi-
ronment in order to achieve high performance [92]. In other words, companies should
provide eco-activities in accordance with the business environment of the areas they work
in. According to Balatbat et al., this is not easy for construction companies because the
construction sector is more uncertain and risky [93]. Meanwhile, the activities of the com-
panies in the field they work in affect their incomes. For example, Goodwin and Francis
analyzed the tourism industry in the United Kingdom and found that 59% of consumers
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are willing to pay more for some activities [94]. While 35% of consumers reported that
they would support activities aimed at protecting the environment, 29% reported that
employees would pay more to improve their working conditions. On the other hand, 21%
of consumers reported that they want to support activities related to support. Such results
can encourage companies to take more environmentally friendly steps in the field they
work in.

Shin and Cho [95] have looked at the green activities of restaurants from different
perspectives in their empirical research. Researchers have found that some of the restau-
rant’s activities (information sharing and flexibility in arrangement) significantly improve
their environmental performance. Furthermore, in the research conducted by Ceyhan and
Ada [96], it was concluded that environmentally friendly business in Turkey’s Kahraman-
maraş province differed according to the company’s field of activity. As a result, the study
aimed to examine whether the dimensions of an environmentally friendly business differ
according to the field of activity of the business. The hypotheses were developed as follows:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The dimensions of an environmentally responsible business differ in terms of
the field of activity of the enterprise.

Hypothesis 2a (H2a). The consumption dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the field of activity of the enterprise.

Hypothesis 2b (H2b). The production dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the field of activity of the enterprise.

Hypothesis 2c (H2c). The financial dimension of an environmentally responsible business differs
in terms of the field of activity of the enterprise.

Hypothesis 2d (H2d). The technology dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the field of activity of the enterprise.

3.3. Responsible Business Differ in Terms of the Operating Year of the Business

The year of operation of the enterprise is important in many respects. This indicator
affects the financial strength of the company, the formation of its image, the level of
acceptance of risks, and other factors. For example, according to the empirical results of
the research conducted by Nizaeva and Coskun [88], firm age has a significant impact on a
firm’s capacity to obtain financial resources. On the other hand, brand trust and loyalty,
which sometimes takes many years to develop, was described by Lerro et al. as a great
influence on the decision of consumers [97].

Considering that such factors are important in its environmentally friendly practice, a
third hypothesis can be derived, stating that:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The dimensions of an environmentally responsible business differ in terms of
the operating year of the business.

Hypothesis 3a (H3a). The consumption dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the operating year of the business.

Hypothesis 3b (H3b). The production dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the operating year of the business.

Hypothesis 3c (H3c). The financial dimension of an environmentally responsible business differs
in terms of the operating year of the business.

Hypothesis 3d (H3d). The technology dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs in terms of the operating year of the business.
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3.4. Responsible Business Differ in Terms of Whether the Business Is Operating
Environmentally Sensitively

Today, the demand for corporate social responsibility has increased excessively. The
world’s leading companies state that they will not invest in companies that do not engage
in ecological activities or companies that have high climate risks [98]. This means that
investors are reviewing and evaluating companies’ environmentally friendly activities.
That is, if companies want to receive investment, they must have their own business model
with environmentally friendly practices [40]. In relation to this, a second hypothesis can
be formulated:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The dimensions of an environmentally responsible business differs depending
on whether the business is operating environmentally sensitive.

Hypothesis 4a (H4a). The consumption dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs depending on whether the business is operating environmentally sensitive.

Hypothesis 4b (H4b). The production dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs depending on whether the business is operating environmentally sensitive.

Hypothesis 4c (H4c). The financial dimension of an environmentally responsible business differ
depending on whether the business is operating environmentally sensitive.

Hypothesis 4d (H4d). The technology dimension of an environmentally responsible business
differs depending on whether the business is operating environmentally sensitive.

4. Material and Methods

In the study, primary data-collection techniques were used as a scientific research
method. The research was sent to 75 companies operating in Azerbaijan. Owners, partners,
or managers of businesses filled out the questionnaire prepared by us. Businesses operating
in the textile, food, tourism, heavy industry, and other sectors participated in the surveys.
The survey was conducted by the author between September and December 2021.

The IBM SPSS Statistics Version 26 (Baku, Azerbaijan) was used in the analysis and
evaluation of the data. Before performing the ANOVA analysis, it was determined whether
the data showed a normal distribution. One of the general assumptions regarding the
normal distribution is that at least 30 (n ≥ 30) samples are required, to ensure the normal
distribution. This acceptance is based on the central limit theorem [99].

It is possible to evaluate whether a quantitative variable has a normal distribution or
not according to different criteria. In this study, the normal distribution of the variables
according to the skewness and kurtosis coefficients is discussed. Skewness indicates the
degree of symmetry in the distribution of a variable. On the other hand, kurtosis is a
measure that reflects whether the distribution is too high [100]. The fact that the skewness
and kurtosis coefficients are in the range of −1 to +1 indicates that the variable has a
normal distribution.

According to the data presented in Table 1, skewness and kurtosis values ranged
from −1 to +1 for all variables. Since the data shows a normal distribution, we can do the
ANOVA test.

Simple random sampling is used to meet the condition of random sampling. Simple
random sampling is a type of sampling in which several different subjects are randomly
selected so that each unit has an equal chance of being selected [101]. 57 out of 75 survey
participants were randomly selected using a computer.
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Table 1. Skewness and kurtosis coefficients of the variables.

Descriptives

Statistic Std. Error

Consumption dimension Skewness 0.509 0.346
Kurtosis −0.768 0.613

Production dimension Skewness −0.605 0.386
Kurtosis −0.834 0.629

Financial dimension Skewness 0.703 0.416
Kurtosis −0.721 0.643

Technology dimension Skewness 0.703 0.416
Kurtosis −0.721 0.643

4.1. Data Analysis and Findings

In the study, first of all, the reliability of the scales used in the analysis of the variables
was measured with the Cronbach’s alpha method. According to Cronbach’s alpha method,
for a scale to be considered reliable, its alpha value must be at least 0.70. Scales with a
Cronbach value of less than 0.70 are classified as low-reliability or unreliable scales.

Table 2 shows that the reliability values of each variable are greater than the generally
accepted value (0.70).

Table 2. Reliability statistics.

Cronbach’s Alpha
Cronbach’s Alpha Based on

Standardized Items
N of Items

Consumption_dimension 0.927 0.927 4

Production_dimension 0.706 0.719 4

Financial_dimension 0.754 0.754 4

Technology_dimension 0.748 0.759 4

4.2. Findings Regarding the Demographic Characteristics of the Survey Participants

In this section, the data obtained according to demographic variables such as gen-
der, educational status, position in the enterprise, as well as business field, company
scale, operating year, and environmentally friendly business practices of the companies,
are presented.

According to the results presented in Table 3, 30.0% of the enterprises continue their
activities for 1 to 5 years, 46.0% for 5 to 10 years, and 28% for 10 and more years.

Considering the spheres of activity of the surveyed companies, it can be seen that
25.0% operate in the food industry, 33.0% in the textile industry, 12.0% in heavy industry,
18.0% in the tourism industry, and 12.0% in other industries. Looking at the scale of
enterprises, it can be seen that 19.0% of respondents are large companies, that 30.0% are
mid-size enterprise, and that 51.0% are small companies.

When asked whether the surveyed enterprises are green entrepreneurs, 12% of the en-
terprises stated that they are green entrepreneurs, 42% that they are not green entrepreneurs,
and 15% that they have partially worked in this field.
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Table 3. Demographic characteristics.

Number Percent (%)

Business field of activity

Food industry 14 25

Textile industry 19 33

Heavy industry 7 12

Tourism 10 18

Other 7 12

Business size

Large enterprise 11 19

Mid-size enterprise 17 30

Small enterprise 29 51

Operating year

Up to 5 years 17 30

Between 5–10 years 24 42

More than 10 years 16 28

I’m a green entrepreneur

Yes 7 12

No 24 42

Partially 26 46

N = 57

5. Results

The results of the ANOVA analysis of the environmentally friendly business dimen-
sions according to different variables are given, and it is attempted to prove the hypotheses
of the research.

5.1. Verification of Hypothesis 1

In order to prove the hypothesis, one by one, the approaches of the businesses to
eco-entrepreneurship are handled one by one from different dimensions and examined in
terms of business size.

Table 4 shows the ANOVA results related to the size of the firm and the consumption
dimension.

When the ANOVA table is examined, it is seen that the “Sig.” values are less than
0.05 for all components. Based on this result obtained by performing a one-way analysis
of variance, the H1a hypothesis is accepted. In other words, with 95% confidence, it has
been found that the approaches to the consumption dimension according to the size of the
enterprises are different from each other.

The one-way ANOVA test does not show us between which groups the difference is.
In other words, it does not indicate how it changes depending on the size of enterprises.
So, a Tukey post-hoc test is used.

According to the Tukey post-hoc test, there is a difference between the approaches of
participants of large-scale companies and small-scale companies (see Appendix A Table A1).
That is, although the participants of large-scale companies had a more positive view of the
choices given in the consumption dimension, the participants of small-scale companies
did not show the same attitude. This attitude of small businesses has also been observed
for medium-sized companies. Namely, the choice of “The wishes of green consumers
must be heeded” and “Promotions should be carried out to raise consumer awareness of
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eco-friendly products” was not considered favorably by medium-sized companies. Thus,
H1a was accepted depending on the result obtained.

As it can be seen in Table 5, since the values of “Sig.” in the ANOVA analysis were
less than 0.05 in all options, it was found that the production dimension also differed in
terms of the size of the enterprise.

Table 4. ANOVA results regarding consumption dimension and business size.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

The wishes of green consumers
must be heeded.

Between Groups 47.633 2 23.816 14.417 0.000
Within Groups 89.209 54 1.652

Total 136.842 56

Promotions should be carried out
to raise consumer awareness of

eco-friendly products.

Between Groups 27.466 2 13.733 8.577 0.001
Within Groups 86.464 54 1.601

Total 113.930 56

Green labeling method must
be used.

Between Groups 37.329 2 18.664 10.630 0.000
Within Groups 94.812 54 1.756

Total 132.140 56

There should be laws regulating
environmental awareness.

Between Groups 33.135 2 16.567 11.482 0.000
Within Groups 77.918 54 1.443

Total 111.053 56

Table 5. ANOVA results regarding production dimension and business size.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Cooperation should be made with
international and local

organizations on eco-production.

Between Groups 28.594 2 14.297 11.919 0.000
Within Groups 64.774 54 1.200

Total 93.368 56

In the production process,
environmental factors must be

taken into account.

Between Groups 32.710 2 16.355 13.741 0.000
Within Groups 64.273 54 1.190

Total 96.982 56

Renewable energy sources must
be used in production.

Between Groups 30.228 2 15.114 7.846 0.001
Within Groups 104.017 54 1.926

Total 134.246 56

Used products must be recycled.
Between Groups 23.628 2 11.814 6.173 0.004
Within Groups 103.354 54 1.914

Total 126.982 56

According to the results of the Tukey post-hoc test, participants of small-scale compa-
nies generally did not have a positive attitude towards environmentally friendly policies
compared to participants of large-scale companies (see Appendix A Table A2). Participants
of medium-sized companies, on the other hand, approached positively the “Renewable
energy sources must be used in production” and “Used products must be recycled” options,
while they did not show the same reaction to other options. Within the scope of these
results, H1b was accepted.

The next ANOVA analysis was performed in terms of financial dimension to prove
Hypothesis 1c. The obtained results are given in Table 6.
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Table 6. ANOVA results regarding financial dimension and business size.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

The production of eco-friendly
products increases the company’s

revenues in the long run.

Between Groups 39.065 2 19.532 17.634 0.000
Within Groups 59.813 54 1.108

Total 98.877 56

The production of eco-friendly
friendly products increases the

chances of finding new investors.

Between Groups 32.601 2 16.301 14.925 0.000
Within Groups 58.978 54 1.092

Total 91.579 56

Financial support should be
provided by the state for the green

entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 40.874 2 20.437 21.065 0.000
Within Groups 52.389 54 0.970

Total 93.263 56

Green entrepreneurs should
receive cheaper funding.

Between Groups 10.584 2 5.292 6.657 0.003
Within Groups 42.925 54 0.795

Total 53.509 56

As seen in Table 6, the “Sig.” value took values less than 0.05 in all four cases. This
reflects that the size of finance differs in terms of business size.

According to the results of the Tukey post-hoc test used to determine the direction
of the difference, the main difference was observed between large enterprises and small
enterprises (see Appendix A Table A3). The approach of small businesses in terms of
environmental sensitivity has not been positive in general.

Medium-sized businesses, on the other hand, viewed approaches such as “the produc-
tion of eco-friendly friendly products increases the chances of finding new investors”, “the
state should provide financial support for green entrepreneurs”, and “green entrepreneurs
should receive cheaper funding” favorably. H1c was accepted within the scope of these results.

The relationship between technology dimension and business size is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. ANOVA results regarding technology dimension and business size.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Technologies that consume less energy
should be used in production.

Between Groups 14.228 2 7.114 6.940 0.002

Within Groups 55.351 54 1.025

Total 69.579 56

Tax incentives should be provided for
the purchase of green technologies.

Between Groups 20.167 2 10.084 9.275 0.000

Within Groups 58.710 54 1.087

Total 78.877 56

Various supports should be provided
on e-marketing, e-sales and e-payment

for the green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 15.514 2 7.757 7.778 0.001

Within Groups 53.854 54 0.997

Total 69.368 56

Technologies should be used that
prevent the waste of resources.

Between Groups 32.306 2 16.153 11.814 0.000

Within Groups 73.834 54 1.367

Total 106.140 56

As can be seen from Table 7, the “Sig.” value of all of the options took values less than
0.05. This means that any group separated by business size differs significantly from the
overall group average. According to the results of the Tukey post-hoc test, small businesses
treated these options more negatively than large and medium businesses (see Appendix A
Table A4). Thus, H1d was adopted within these results.
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5.2. Verification of Hypothesis 2

The research sought to ascertain whether business approaches had shifted in terms
of the business’s field of activity. In the second hypothesis, the first ANOVA analysis was
conducted in terms of the consumption dimension.

In the ANOVA analysis, it was concluded that the consumption dimension did not
differ in terms of the business field, since the “Sig.” value was greater than 0.05 (Table 8).
Within the scope of this result obtained, H2a was rejected.

Table 8. ANOVA results regarding consumption dimension and business field.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

The wishes of green consumers
must be heeded.

Between Groups 10.186 4 2.547 1.046 0.393
Within Groups 126.656 52 2.436

Total 136.842 56

Promotions should be carried out to
raise consumer awareness of

eco-friendly products.

Between Groups 7.069 4 1.767 0.860 0.494
Within Groups 106.861 52 2.055

Total 113.930 56

Green labeling method must be used.
Between Groups 19.428 4 4.857 2.241 0.077
Within Groups 112.712 52 2.168

Total 132.140 56

There should be laws regulating
environmental awareness.

Between Groups 10.754 4 2.689 1.394 0.249
Within Groups 100.298 52 1.929

Total 111.053 56

A similar result was observed in the approaches of the groups that differed in terms
of business field regarding the production dimension. Namely, in the ANOVA analysis,
the “Sig.” value was greater than 0.05 (Table 9). These values reflect that the responses of
companies to the choices given in terms of business fields do not differ. As a result, H2b
was rejected.

Table 9. ANOVA results regarding production dimension and business field.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Cooperation should be made with
international and local

organizations on eco-production.

Between Groups 2.908 4 0.727 0.418 0.795

Within Groups 90.461 52 1.740

Total 93.368 56

In the production process,
environmental factors must be

taken into account.

Between Groups 7.840 4 1.960 1.143 0.347

Within Groups 89.143 52 1.714

Total 96.982 56

Renewable energy sources must
be used in production.

Between Groups 25.926 4 6.482 3.112 0.023

Within Groups 108.320 52 2.083

Total 134.246 56

Used products must be recycled.

Between Groups 0.849 4 0.212 0.088 0.986

Within Groups 126.133 52 2.426

Total 126.982 56
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The following analysis was performed to test Hypothesis 2c. Table 10 shows the
results of the analysis of variance in terms of financial dimension and the business field
of companies.

Table 10. ANOVA results regarding financial dimension and business field.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

The production of eco-friendly
products increases the company’s

revenues in the long run.

Between Groups 17.307 4 4.327 2.758 0.037

Within Groups 81.570 52 1.569

Total 98.877 56

The production of eco-friendly
friendly products increases the

chances of finding new investors.

Between Groups 4.861 4 1.215 0.729 0.576

Within Groups 86.718 52 1.668

Total 91.579 56

Financial support should be
provided by the state for the

green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 12.656 4 3.164 2.041 0.102

Within Groups 80.607 52 1.550

Total 93.263 56

Green entrepreneurs should
receive cheaper funding.

Between Groups 5.691 4 1.423 1.547 0.202

Within Groups 47.817 52 0.920

Total 53.509 56

The values given in Table 10 reflect that there is no difference in terms of business
outcomes across all four approaches. In other words, there was no significant difference
between the averages of the answers given by the companies grouped according to the
business field. As a result of the ANOVA analysis, H2c is rejected.

The results of the analysis of variance presented in Table 11 show that the attitudes
of participants of companies grouped by business field do not differ according to the
technological dimension. According to the ANOVA results, H2d was rejected.

Table 11. ANOVA results regarding technology dimension and business field.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 3.203 4 0.801 0.627 0.645
Within Groups 66.376 52 1.276

Technologies that consume less
energy should be used in

production. Total 69.579 56

Tax incentives should be provided
for the purchase of green

technologies.

Between Groups 5.188 4 1.297 0.915 0.462
Within Groups 73.689 52 1.417

Total 78.877 56
Various supports should be

provided on e-marketing, e-sales,
and e-payment for the green

entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 4.953 4 1.238 1.000 0.416
Within Groups 64.415 52 1.239

Total 69.368 56

Technologies should be used that
prevent the waste of resources.

Between Groups 2.456 4 0.614 0.308 0.871
Within Groups 103.684 52 1.994

Total 106.140 56

5.3. Verification of Hypothesis 3

In order to prove Hypothesis 3, different dimensions were handled one by one and
analyzed in terms of the operating year of the companies. ANOVA results related to the
operating year of the business and consumption dimensions are shown in Table 12.
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Table 12. ANOVA results regarding consumption dimension and operating year of the business.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

The wishes of green consumers
must be heeded.

Between Groups 0.318 2 0.159 0.063 0.939

Within Groups 136.525 54 2.528

Total 136.842 56

Promotions should be carried out to
raise consumer awareness of

eco-friendly products.

Between Groups 0.522 2 0.261 0.124 0.883

Within Groups 113.408 54 2.100

Total 113.930 56

Green labeling method must
be used.

Between Groups 6.116 2 3.058 1.310 0.278

Within Groups 126.025 54 2.334

Total 132.140 56

There should be laws regulating
environmental awareness.

Between Groups 2.528 2 1.264 0.629 0.537

Within Groups 108.525 54 2.010

Total 111.053 56

The companies that participated in the survey were divided into three groups depend-
ing on the length of their activities. It can be seen that the average values of the attitudes
of the companies in the groups “up to 5 years”, “between 5–10 years”, and “more than 10
years” in terms of the consumption dimension do not differ from each other. Within the
scope of this result obtained, H3a was rejected.

ANOVA results for the production dimension and operating year of the enterprise are
given in Table 13. The data in Table 13 shows that there is no difference between the groups
divided according to the operating year of the enterprise. Thus, H2b was rejected according
to ANOVA results.

Table 13. ANOVA results regarding production dimension and operating year of the business.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Cooperation should be made with
international and local

organizations on eco-production.

Between Groups 2.424 2 1.212 0.720 0.492
Within Groups 90.945 54 1.684

Total 93.368 56

In the production process,
environmental factors must be taken

into account.

Between Groups 0.593 2 0.296 0.166 0.847
Within Groups 96.390 54 1.785

Total 96.982 56

Renewable energy sources must be
used in production.

Between Groups 8.113 2 4.057 1.737 0.186
Within Groups 126.132 54 2.336

Total 134.246 56

Used products must be recycled.

Between Groups 9.594 2 4.797 2.207 0.120
Within Groups 117.388 54 2.174

Total 126.982 56

Another ANOVA analysis was performed to prove H3c. The results obtained are given
in Table 14.
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Table 14. ANOVA results regarding financial dimension and operating year of the business.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

The production of eco-friendly
products increases the company’s

revenues in the long run.

Between Groups 2.364 2 1.182 0.661 0.520

Within Groups 96.513 54 1.787

Total 98.877 56

The production of eco-friendly
friendly products increases the

chances of finding new investors.

Between Groups 3.448 2 1.724 1.056 0.355

Within Groups 88.131 54 1.632

Total 91.579 56

Financial support should be
provided by the state for

green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 7.103 2 3.551 2.226 0.118

Within Groups 86.161 54 1.596

Total 93.263 56

Green entrepreneurs should receive
cheaper funding.

Between Groups 0.709 2 0.354 0.362 0.698

Within Groups 52.800 54 0.978

Total 53.509 56

In ANOVA analysis, the lowest “Sig.” value among the components was “0.118”.
Since this value is greater than 0.05, it is concluded that the financial dimension does not
differ in terms of the operating year of the business. Within the scope of these results, H3c
was rejected.

Table 15 presents companies’ approaches to technological measurement depending on
the year of operation.

Table 15. ANOVA results regarding technology dimension and operating year of the business.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Technologies that consume less energy
should be used in production.

Between Groups 7.259 2 3.630 3.145 0.051
Within Groups 62.320 54 1.154

Total 69.579 56

Tax incentives should be provided for
the purchase of green technologies.

Between Groups 5.381 2 2.690 1.977 0.148
Within Groups 73.496 54 1.361

Total 78.877 56

Various supports should be provided on
e-marketing, e-sales, and e-payment for

green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 4.960 2 2.480 2.079 0.135
Within Groups 64.408 54 1.193

Total 69.368 56

Technologies should be used that
prevent the waste of resources.

Between Groups 5.399 2 2.699 1.447 0.244
Within Groups 100.741 54 1.866

Total 106.140 56

As in other analyses made according to the operating year of the companies, no
significant difference among group means was found in the technological dimension either.
Therefore, H3d is also rejected.

5.4. Verification of Hypothesis 4

The last thesis put forward to measure the environmental awareness of companies
operating in Azerbaijan is Hypothesis 4. Based on this hypothesis, the attitudes of com-
panies towards the environment have been evaluated according to whether they actually
implement an environmentally friendly policy.

In Table 16, the companies’ approaches to consumption vary depending on their green
business practices.
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Table 16. ANOVA results regarding consumption dimension and green entrepreneur.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

The wishes of green consumers
must be heeded.

Between Groups 9.410 2 4.705 1.994 0.146
Within Groups 127.432 54 2.360

Total 136.842 56

Promotions should be carried out to
raise consumer awareness of

eco-friendly products.

Between Groups 10.103 2 5.052 2.627 0.081
Within Groups 103.826 54 1.923

Total 113.930 56

Green labeling method must
be used.

Between Groups 21.378 2 10.689 5.211 0.009
Within Groups 110.762 54 2.051

Total 132.140 56

There should be laws regulating
environmental awareness

Between Groups 12.091 2 6.046 3.299 0.044
Within Groups 98.962 54 1.833

Total 111.053 56

The results of the ANOVA, which are presented in Table 16, show that “Sig.” values are
higher than 0.05 at all options. So, according to the results of one-way analysis of variance,
there is no group that differs significantly from the overall group mean. H4a was rejected.

In the following ANOVA analysis, the production aspects of companies were examined
in terms of their level of compliance with environmentally sensitive policies.

Since the data given in Table 17 shows that the “Sig.” value is greater than 0.05 over
all approaches, it has been concluded that the production size does not differ in terms
of whether the companies are green entrepreneurs or not. As a result, hypothesis H4b
is rejected.

Table 17. ANOVA results regarding production dimension and green entrepreneur.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Cooperation should be made with
international and local

organizations on eco-production.

Between Groups 12.930 2 6.465 4.340 0.018

Within Groups 80.438 54 1.490

Total 93.368 56

In the production process,
environmental factors must be taken

into account.

Between Groups 6.836 2 3.418 2.047 0.139

Within Groups 90.147 54 1.669

Total 96.982 56

Renewable energy sources must be
used in production.

Between Groups 11.594 2 5.797 2.552 0.087

Within Groups 122.652 54 2.271

Total 134.246 56

Used products must be recycled.

Between Groups 6.638 2 3.319 1.489 0.235

Within Groups 120.344 54 2.229

Total 126.982 56

The next ANOVA test was performed to prove H4c in terms of the financial dimension.
The results are given in Table 18.
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Table 18. ANOVA results regarding financial dimension and green entrepreneur.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

The production of eco-friendly
products increases the company’s

revenues in the long run.

Between Groups 12.077 2 2.752 1.531 0.225

Within Groups 86.800 54 1.797

Total 98.877 56

The production of eco-friendly
friendly products increases the

chances of finding new investors.

Between Groups 11.130 2 2.565 3.736 0.992

Within Groups 80.449 54 1.490

Total 91.579 56

Financial support should be
provided by the state for

green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 11.363 2 5.682 3.746 0.136

Within Groups 81.900 54 3.511

Total 93.263 56

Green entrepreneurs should receive
cheaper funding.

Between Groups 3.294 2 3.224 1.771 0.180

Within Groups 50.214 54 1.993

Total 53.509 56

As can be seen from Table 18, the “Sig.” value exceeded 0.05 in all components. This
value, found in the ANOVA analysis, indicates that the financial aspect does not differ
depending on the nature of the business following an environmentally responsible policy.

The final ANOVA analysis of the research aimed to determine whether there is a
differentiation between the responses given to the technological dimension depending on
the green business feature. The connection between these two variables is given in Table 19.

Table 19. ANOVA results regarding technology dimension and green entrepreneur.

ANOVA

Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Technologies that consume less energy
should be used in production.

Between Groups 1.183 2 0.592 0.467 0.629
Within Groups 68.396 54 1.267

Total 69.579 56

Tax incentives should be provided for
the purchase of green technologies.

Between Groups 4.544 2 2.272 1.650 0.201
Within Groups 74.333 54 1.377

Total 78.877 56

Various supports should be provided on
e-marketing, e-sales, and e-payment for

green entrepreneurs.

Between Groups 3.732 2 1.866 1.535 0.225
Within Groups 65.636 54 1.215

Total 69.368 56

Technologies should be used that
prevent the waste of resources.

Between Groups 6.554 2 3.277 1.777 0.179
Within Groups 99.586 54 1.844

Total 106.140 56

The values given in Table 19 reflect that there is no difference between the attitudes of
the companies grouped according to the level of implementation of green policies. This
result, obtained according to the ANOVA test, rejects H4d.

6. Discussion

As a result of the research, it has been determined that there is no difference between
the dimensions of the business according to the fields in which the companies operate.
This result obtained from the research differs from the results of the research conducted
by Ceyhan and Ada [96]. At the same time, there is no difference between the dimensions
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of an environmentally responsible business and the period of activity and the level of
implementation of environmentally friendly policies.

However, it has been found that large enterprises have more awareness of environ-
mental sensitivity compared to small enterprises. Namely, the relevant hypothesis, which
includes only the size of the enterprise, was accepted. This result obtained from the research
is similar to the results of the research conducted by Wagner’s [91].

That is, the participants of large enterprises argued, in comparison with the partici-
pants of other enterprises, that the wishes of green consumers must be heeded; promotions
should be carried out to raise consumer awareness of eco-friendly products; green labeling
method must be used, and there should be laws regulating environmental awareness. In
addition, in the production dimension, cooperation should be made with international and
local organizations on eco-production; environmental factors must be taken into account;
renewable energy sources must be used, and used products must be recycled.

On the financial dimension, large companies believe that, in the long run, the produc-
tion of eco-friendly products increases the company’s revenues in the long run, that the
production of eco-friendly products increases the chances of finding new investors, that
green entrepreneurs should receive cheaper funding, and that financial support should
be provided by the state for green entrepreneurs. The attitudes of large companies are
usually not observed in the approaches of small companies, but they are partially observed
in medium-sized companies.

Medium-sized businesses, on the other hand, viewed approaches such as “the produc-
tion of eco-friendly friendly products increases the chances of finding new investors”, “the
state should provide financial support for green entrepreneurs”, and “green entrepreneurs
should receive cheaper funding” favorably.

Large- and medium-sized businesses also welcomed the use of environmentally
friendly technologies for the implementation of environmentally sensitive policies. In
other words, they argued that technologies that use less energy should be used in produc-
tion; for tax incentives for the purchase of green technologies; for various supports for
e-marketing, e-sales, and e-payment for green entrepreneurs; and that technologies that
prevent resource waste should be used.

7. Conclusions

Today, the expansion of environmentally responsible business is one of the most
important issues. In this context, the approaches to the basic dimensions of business—
consumption, production, finance, and technology—according to some characteristics of
companies operating in Azerbaijan were analyzed.

The findings of the research are as follows: (1) the dimensions of an environmentally
friendly business differ according to the size of the business, (2) the dimensions of an envi-
ronmentally friendly business do not differ according to the field of activity of the business,
(3) the dimensions of an environmentally friendly business do not differ according to the
operating year of the business, and (4) the dimensions of an environmentally responsible
business do not differ depending on whether the business is operating environmentally
sensitively.

The results of the research show the need for various applications for small- and
medium-sized companies in order to increase their environmental responsibility. For
example, projects that include various incentives and grants can be developed by the
government, NGOs, and other international and local organizations, and the environmental
awareness of these companies can be raised.

The results of this article contribute to the development of eco-entrepreneurship in
Azerbaijan, providing an empirical basis. Since there is an important gap in the literature on
this subject in Azerbaijan, it is thought that this research will be beneficial to the literature.
However, we cannot apply the findings to the whole country. With the same analysis,
you can get different results because the environmentally friendly practices of companies
change over time.
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Limitations and future research. There are some limitations regarding the scope of
the study. That is, conducting similar studies with a larger sample would give different
results. Future research in similar areas may provide useful information on environmentally
friendly practices in Azerbaijan by studying the impact on organizational performance.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Tukey HSD Results Regarding Consumption Dimension and Business Size.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent Variable (I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size

Mean
Difference

(I−J)
Std. Error Sig.

95% Confidence Interval
Lower
Bound

Upper Bound

The wishes of green
consumers must
be heeded.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 0.24746 0.39261 0.804 −0.6987 1.1937

large enterprise −2.39185 * 0.45514 0.001 −3.4887 −1.2950

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −0.24746 0.39261 0.804 −1.1937 0.6987

large enterprise −2.14439 * 0.49735 0.001 −3.3430 −0.9458

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.39185 * 0.45514 0.001 1.2950 3.4887

mid-size enterprise 2.14439 * 0.49735 0.001 0.9458 3.3430

Promotions should
be carried out to raise
consumer awareness
of eco-
friendly products.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 0.01623 0.38652 0.999 −0 9153 0.9477

large enterprise −1.76489 * 0.44808 0.001 −2.8448 −0.6850

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −0.01623 0.38652 0.999 −0.9477 0.9153

large enterprise −1.74866 * 0.48964 0.002 −2.9287 −0.5686

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.76489 * 0.44808 0.001 −0.6850 2.8448

mid-size enterprise 1.74866 * 0.48964 0.002 0.5686 2.9287

Green labeling
method must
be used.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 1.05477 0.40475 0.031 −0.0793 2.0302

large enterprise −2.08150 * 0.46921 0.001 −3.2123 −0.9507

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −1.05477 0.40475 0.031 −2.0302 0.0793

large enterprise 1.02674 0.51273 0.121 −0.2089 2.2624

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.08150 * 0.46921 0.001 0.9507 3.2123

mid-size enterprise −1.02674 0.51273 0.121 −2.2624 0.2089

There should be laws
regulating
environmental
awareness.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 0.60446 0.36693 0.235 −0.2798 1.4887

large enterprise −2.03762 * 0.42536 0.001 −3.0627 −1.0125

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −0.60446 0.36693 0.235 −1.4887 0.2798

large enterprise 1.43316 0.46482 0.009 −0.3130 2.5534

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.03762 * 0.42536 0.001 1.0125 3.0627

mid-size enterprise −1.43316 0.46482 0.009 −2.5534 0.3130

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Table A2. Tukey HSD Results Regarding Production Dimension and Business Size.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent
Variable

(I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size

Mean
Difference

(I−J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

95% Confidence Interval
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Cooperation
should be made
with international
and local
organizations on
eco-production.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 0.50304 0.33455 0.297 −0.3032 1.3093

large enterprise −1.89342 * 0.38783 0.001 −2.8281 −0.9588

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −0.50304 0.33455 0.297 −1.3093 0.3032

large enterprise 1.09037 0.42380 0.007 0.3690 2.4117

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.89342 * 0.38783 0.001 0.9588 2.8281

mid-size enterprise −1.09037 0.42380 0.007 −2.4117 −0.3690

In the production
process,
environmental
factors must be
taken into account.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −0.28803 0.33325 0.665 −1.0912 0.5151

large enterprise −1.78683 * 0.38632 0.001 −2.7179 −0.8558

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 0.28803 0.33325 0.665 −0.5151 1.0912

large enterprise 0.07487 0.42216 0.007 −1.0575 3.0923

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.78683 * 0.38632 0.001 0.8558 2.7179

mid-size enterprise −0.07487 0.42216 0.007 −3.0923 1.0575

Renewable energy
sources must be
used in
production.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.86004 * 0.42395 0.003 −2.1617 −0.8817

large enterprise −1.90282 * 0.49146 0.001 −3.0872 −0.7184

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.86004 * 0.42395 0.003 0.8817 2.1617

large enterprise 1.04278 0.53705 0.137 −0.2515 2.3371

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.90282 * 0.49146 0.001 0.7184 3.0872

mid-size enterprise −1.04278 0.53705 0.137 −2.3371 0.2515

Used products
must be recycled.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.44828 * 0.42259 0.001 −2.5702 −0.4667

large enterprise −1.72100 * 0.48989 0.003 −2.9016 −0.5404

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.44828 * 0.42259 0.001 0.4667 2.5702

large enterprise 0.27273 0.53533 0.054 −0.0174 2.5629

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.72100 * 0.48989 0.003 0.5404 2.9016

mid-size enterprise −0.27273 0.53533 0.054 −2.5629 0.0174

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table A3. Tukey HSD Results Regarding Financial Dimension and Business Size.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent
Variable

(I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size
Mean

Difference
(I−J)

Std.
Error

Sig.
95% Confidence Interval

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

The production of
eco-friendly
products increases
the company’s
revenues in the
long run.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise 0.95538 0.32148 0.010 0.1806 1.7301

large enterprise −2.16928 * 0.37268 0.001 −3.0674 −1.2711

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise −0.95538 0.32148 0.010 −1.7301 −0.1806

large enterprise 1.21390 0.40725 0.012 0.2324 2.1954

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.16928 * 0.37268 0.001 1.2711 3.0674

mid-size enterprise −1.21390 * 0.40725 0.012 −2.1954 −0.2324
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Table A3. Cont.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent
Variable

(I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size
Mean

Difference
(I−J)

Std.
Error

Sig.
95% Confidence Interval

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

The production of
eco-friendly
friendly products
increases the
chances of finding
new investors.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.15619 * 0.31923 0.002 −1.9255 −0.3868

large enterprise −1.86207 * 0.37007 0.001 −2.7539 −0.9702

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.15619 * 0.31923 0.002 0.3868 1.9255

large enterprise 0.70588 0.40439 0.198 −0.2687 1.6805

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.86207 * 0.37007 0.001 0.9702 2.7539

mid-size enterprise −0.70588 0.40439 0.198 −1.6805 0.2687

Financial support
should be
provided by the
state for green
entrepreneurs.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.19675 * 0.30087 0.001 −1.9218 −0.4717

large enterprise −2.13793 * 0.34879 0.001 −2.9785 −1.2974

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.19675 * 0.30087 0.001 0.4717 1.9218

large enterprise 0.94118 * 0.38114 0.043 0.0226 1.8597

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.13793 * 0.34879 0.001 1.2974 2.9785

mid-size enterprise −0.94118 * 0.38114 0.043 −1.8597 −0.0226

Green
entrepreneurs
should receive
cheaper funding.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.57404 * 0.27234 0.001 −1.0823 −0.2304

large enterprise −1.90345 * 0.31571 0.003 −1.8643 −0.3426

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.57404 * 0.27234 0.001 0.2304 1.0823

large enterprise 0.52941 0.34500 0.283 0.3020 1.3609

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.90345 * 0.31571 0.003 0.3426 1.8643

mid-size enterprise −0.52941 0.34500 0.283 −1.3609 −0.3020

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table A4. Tukey HSD Results Regarding Technology Dimension and Business Size.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent
Variable

(I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size
Mean

Difference
(I−J)

Std.
Error

Sig.
95% Confidence Interval

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Technologies that
consume less
energy should be
used in
production.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.58201 * 0.30314 0.001 −1.0924 −0.5061

large enterprise −1.68643 * 0.32631 0.001 −2.4178 −0.7458

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.58201 * 0 30314 0.001 0.5061 1.0924

large enterprise 0.5481 0.52846 0.085 1.0977 −0.0972

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.68643 * 0.32631 0.001 0.7458 2.4178

mid-size enterprise −0.05481 0.52846 0.085 0.0972 −1.0977

Tax incentives
should be
provided for the
purchase of green
technologies.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.02637 * 0.31850 0.001 −1.2084 −0.7927

large enterprise −1.37931 * 0.36923 0.001 −1.4895 −0.4691

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.02637 * 0.31850 0.001 0.7927 1.2084

large enterprise 0.35294 0.40348 0.658 −0.6194 1.3253

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.37931 * 0.36923 0.001 0.4691 1.4895

mid-size enterprise −0.35294 0.40348 0.658 −1.3253 0.6194
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Table A4. Cont.

Multiple Comparisons

Tukey HSD

Dependent
Variable

(I) Business
Size

(J) Business Size
Mean

Difference
(I−J)

Std.
Error

Sig.
95% Confidence Interval

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Various supports
should be
provided on
e-marketing,
e-sales, and
e-payment for
green
entrepreneurs.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −1.79108 * 0.30505 0.001 −1.0580 −0.2294

large enterprise −1.28840 * 0.35363 0.002 −1.4362 −0.6406

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 1.79108 * 0.30505 0.001 0.2294 1.0580

large enterprise 0.49733 0.38643 0.409 −0.4340 1.4286

large
enterprise

small enterprise 1.28840 * 0.35363 0.002 0.6406 1.4362

mid-size enterprise −0.49733 0.38643 0.409 −1.4286 0.4340

Technologies
should be used
that prevent the
waste of resources.

small
enterprise

mid-size enterprise −2.01481 * 0.40210 0.001 −1.0953 −0.6595

large enterprise −2.01254 * 0.41406 0.001 −1.0147 −0.4045

mid-size
enterprise

small enterprise 2.01481 * 0.40210 0.001 0.6595 1.0953

large enterprise 1.41850 0.45247 0.007 0.3481 −2.5289

large
enterprise

small enterprise 2.01254 * 0.41406 0.001 0.4045 1.0147

mid-size enterprise −1.41850 * 0.45247 0.007 2.5289 −0.3481

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to determine the relationship between the attitudes and behaviors
of the administrative staff of four Baku universities toward the consumption of environmentally
friendly products. The study used 536 consumer questionnaires belonging to different socio-economic
and demographic consumer groups. The survey evaluated the factors that affected purchasing deci-
sions, purchase intentions, awareness, attitudes and behaviors toward green products of respondents
living in an urban area. The results from the survey were analyzed using one-way MANOVA analysis.
According to the results of the study, the green consumer behaviors of the survey participants differed
according to age, the number of household members, marital status, education level and income. At
the same time, the main indicators that consumers paid attention to were price, brand, appearance,
advertising, expert opinion and label information. The level of importance of these indicators varied
according to the education, income and number of household members of the participants. The
results showed that the participants of the survey were partially sensitive to the environment.

Keywords: green product; green consumer behavior; environmental responsibility; environmental
concern; green purchasing decisions

1. Introduction

Global warming and climate change, the consequences of which have become even
more serious, have contributed to the growth of many environmental problems, such as the
reduction in water resources; the loss of biological diversity; air, water and soil pollution;
and the depletion of natural resources [1,2]. The fact that today, environmental problems
have reached their peak has led to the growth of environmental concerns [3] and made
it necessary to shape consumer behavior more carefully in environmental approaches [4].
Therefore, current consumption patterns need to be shaped correctly in the fight against
climate change [5,6]. On the other hand, rapid population growth and advances in technol-
ogy have led to a further increase in production and consumption. In other words, over the
past two centuries, advances in medicine have increased the average human life expectancy,
which has led to a rapid increase in the world’s population. The world population, which
was 2.5 billion in 1950 and increased to 6.1 billion in 2000 and 7.8 billion in 2020. The world
population will be between 8.5 and 8.6 billion in 2030, between 9.4 and 10.1 billion in 2050,
and between 9.4 and 12.7 billion in 2100 [7]. It is believed that the environmental problems
observed with the growth of the population and the level of consumption will negatively
affect the living standards of future generations [8]. In other words, it is very important to
develop public consciousness on this issue, as the ongoing environmental problems will
grow in the future if they are not prevented [9].

In academic studies, special attention is paid to the responsibility and behavior of the
consumers [10,11]. One of the reasons this point of view needs to be heard is the power of
consumer preferences to influence production [12]. That is, while increasing environmental
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awareness and concern for the environment is driving most people to use green products
in their daily lives, companies are seeing the benefits of green marketing strategies [13–15].

Consumer preferences can have a significant impact on the solution of environmental
problems [16,17]. Consumers’ preference for products that do not harm the environment
and the use of recyclable packaging will make significant contributions to the environment.
In other words, consumers play a key role in product policies for environmentalism [18].
Therefore, responsible consumption behaviors in society should be encouraged and sup-
ported [19].

A growing population should aim for sustainable food consumption [20,21]. Sustain-
able food consumption can be achieved by creating more favorable consumption patterns
rather than reducing the quantity of goods and services [22]. Determining the attitudes of
consumers toward food consumption will contribute to the further development of sustain-
able food consumption [23]. Meanwhile, reducing food waste plays an important role in
sustainable food consumption [24,25]. Data from Eurostat reveals that around 20% of food
production in the EU is wasted [26]. More than half of all food waste in the EU is generated
by households. A total of 70% of all food waste is produced by households and catering
and retail businesses [27].

Reducing waste should be a sense of obligation for consumers and a commitment to
environmental action [28]. Considering that food waste includes natural resources, such
as water, soil and energy used in food production, it can be easily said that it has negative
effects on food safety and the environment. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce food waste
and improve global food and nutrition security, both throughout the food supply chain
and in the consumption process [29,30].

Another environmental problem is caused by plastic packaging products. Plastic
packaging products that are used daily are widely circulated among consumers and these
products cause various environmental problems, such as polluting soil and water [31,32].
Therefore, one of the disadvantages of plastics today is related to their management. How-
ever, chemical recycling makes it possible to liquefy polymer waste and use them as fuel
components, but such technologies are expensive [33]. Despite the fact that the recycling
of plastic waste is increasing every year, more than 27% of plastic is thrown away [34].
Knowing the consumers’ attitudes toward green products enables the preparation of a more
effective information and education policy by both the state and NGOs in society [35]. It
would be possible to add a fiscal policy, especially a tax policy, because taxes imposed by
the government can affect the behavior of consumers [36,37].

For this purpose, on the basis of national policies, consumers should be encouraged
to change their behavior to be more environmentally friendly. In order to transform
consumers into environmentally conscious consumers, it is necessary to recognize them,
identify their distinctive features and develop appropriate strategies. In this regard, an
important research topic is to determine whether there is a significant relationship be-
tween the environmental orientation of consumers and their socio-economic characteristics.
From this perspective, this study attempted to determine whether there were significant
relationships between the general characteristics of consumers and their environmental
orientation and green behavior trends. To this end, the thoughts of various consumers
on environmental orientations and trends in their environmentally friendly behavior in
Azerbaijan were studied.

2. Literature Review

Issues related to the physical environment, such as air, water and soil, can be handled
under the name of green, and environmental awareness associated with consumption can
also be considered a sign of greenness [38,39].

There are many different and similar definitions in the literature on environmental
awareness, which is called the green movement. One of these definitions was stated in the
study named Promoting Environmentalism made by Zelezny and Schultz in 2000. Accord-
ing to Zelezny and Schult, environmental consciousness represents psychological factors
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related to individuals’ attitudes and evaluations toward the natural environment [18].
Therefore, environmental awareness can be defined as the development of an environmen-
tally sensitive attitude and environmentally beneficial behavior for a sustainable life. The
development of environmental awareness of consumers also affects their concerns about
the environment [40–44].

2.1. Green Products

Generally, a green product is known as an ecological product or an environmentally
friendly product [45]. In a broader sense, a green product refers to a product group that has
recycling strategies or recyclable content to reduce its impact on the natural environment,
is energy efficient (does the same job but consumes less energy than others), reduces the
use of packaging or reduces the use of toxic materials [45–50].

The definitions given to green products show that they are environmentally friendly
products. They can be recycled after use. Moisander [51] listed the characteristics of
environmentally friendly products and services as follows:

Should not be dangerous to the health of people and animals;
Should not harm the environment during its production, use and disposal;
Should not consume a disproportionate amount of energy and resources during its
production, use and disposal;
Should not cause waste due to excessive packaging.

According to Blair [52], environmentally friendly products have certain characteristics.
They are:

• Provide an opportunity to reduce global environmental problems;
• Energy saving;
• Do not create pollution;
• Ease of repair;
• Designed to be reused or recycled;
• Produced with minimal packaging;
• Produced from renewable resources;
• Based on the security principle;
• Produced from local sources to reduce distribution costs;
• Designed to meet genuine and sincere human needs;
• Provide sufficient information on the label;
• Harmless to human health;
• Do not contain harmful substances;
• Not tested on animals.

The characteristics given for green products show that consumers should prefer
products with the characteristics shown when they are environmentally friendly and
that they should also adopt a holistic approach in order not to ignore one feature while
supporting the other [53,54].

2.2. Green Consumers

Green consumers or environmental consumers can be defined as people who aim to
protect themselves and the world through the power of their purchasing decisions [55].
In other words, the purchasing, product use and disposal decisions of environmentalist
consumers are based on the desire to protect the ecological balance of nature [56–58].
The green consumer contributes to the protection of the environment by refusing to buy
products that are harmful to the environment [58,59]. Therefore, green consumers avoid
purchasing products that are considered unhealthy; that harm the environment during
production, during use and after use; consume excess energy; are repackaged; or contain
ingredients from endangered habitats or species [60–63]. This means that a green consumer
is generally defined as one who adopts environmentally friendly behaviors and buys green
products rather than standard products [49].
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It is seen that green consumption is used together with various expressions that
are important in terms of an environmental bias, being nature-friendly and engaging
in sustainable consumption [48,64]. However, being sensitive to the environment and
reflecting on consumption practices are different processes. Therefore, green consumers
can be considered in two categories [65]:

• Active green consumers whose purchasing behavior is largely shaped by environmen-
tal concerns;

• Passive green consumers whose purchasing behavior is partly shaped by environmen-
tal concerns.

In order to ensure sustainable consumption in society, it is necessary to transform sen-
sitivities toward nature into a lifestyle and to cover green consumption behavior practices.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the number of active green consumers in society. On
the other hand, it is necessary for consumers to have sufficient information in order to make
conscious choices because a lack of information may prevent consumers from making their
purchasing decisions toward green consumption.

As mentioned earlier, environmentally conscious consumers who are aware of the fact
that the quality of the environment will improve as a result of increased consumption of
green products may tend to become more actively involved in green consumption activities.
Therefore, an accurate determination of consumer behavior ensures that the direction of
consumer needs and desires in society is known correctly.

Since green consumers have a high environmental responsibility, they will not harm
the environment or they will try to minimize damage in their production or consumption
in their daily lives [66]. Focusing on behavior that minimizes environmental damage [67]
is the main goal of environmental consumption behavior.

2.3. Green Consumption Behavior

In studies that take into account the ecological concerns of the consumer, this type of
behavior was examined within the framework of different concepts, such as “ecological
behavior” [68,69], “environmentally friendly behavior” [70,71], “responsible consumer
behavior” [7] and “sustainable consumer behavior” [49,53,72]. Even though they are
handled in different ways, consumers with environmental awareness are not only interested
in the consumption process, but also in the production, scarcity of consumed resources and
post-use processes of products [8,73].

Many studies have examined demographic factors, such as age, gender, educational
and income levels, and location, as well as psychographic variables that include various
values and attitudes, to characterize environmentally sensitive consumers [74–80]. Different
results were reached in the studies on the demographic characteristics of environmentally
sensitive consumers. Studies that identified age as an important factor in consumer behav-
ior showed that younger people engaged in more responsible environmental behaviors
compared to older people. Despite this, a qualitative study by Autio and Heinonen found
that although young people aged 16–19 years are aware of the consumption of organic
products, the image of a green consumer does not seem attractive to them and they do not
buy green products [81,82].

A study by Kreidler and Joseph [83] showed that income and education have a positive
effect on environmental behavior. This effect was defined as a linear effect. However,
Qasim et al. [84] found that consumer income level did not affect Pakistani consumers’
intention to consume organic food.

Roberts and Bacon [44] and Straughan and Roberts [85] determined in their research
that environmentally sensitive consumers are relatively younger, better educated, have
higher incomes and mostly consist of women. There are also studies in the literature that
argue that environmental commitment is higher in women than in men [70,82,86]. Because
women perceive environmental health risks more than men, they are more sensitive to the
environment [87–89]. The study conducted by Chen and Chai in 2010 revealed that there is
no gender-related difference in attitudes toward the environment and green products.
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However, studies by Schwartz [90] and Roper Organization [91] found that environ-
mental consumers do not consist only of high-income, young, educated women. Straughan
and Robert [85] also found that people living in cities are more environmentally aware than
people living in rural areas.

There may be many reasons for differentiating environmental consumption behavior
in studies conducted by different researchers at different times. This may include consumer
hedonic desires [92], such as planting trees, purchasing organic products and achieving
goals, such as saving energy. However, some studies found that there is a weak correlation
between consumers’ positive attitudes toward environmental issues and their conversion
to actual purchasing behavior [93–96].

The complexity of consumer environmental behavior is sometimes related to financial
reasons, such as a lack of affordable green products, as well as a loss of comfort and/or
loss of time, such as sorting waste for recycling and keeping it at home before sending
it to collection points [97–101]. For example, some consumers are reluctant to pay more
for green-packed products because their prices are higher and unaffordable [102–104].
A consumer who cannot afford to buy a product in eco-friendly packaging will choose to
purchase the product in non-ecological packaging because the main motivation for these
actions is need. On the other hand, some consumers are willing to pay more for organic
products because they are of better quality [102,105]. However, if prices are cheaper, most
customers will buy more organic food [106,107]. Even in the EU, about 43 million people
today cannot afford quality food every two days [27].

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Research Technique and Questions

A questionnaire technique was used as the data collection method in the study. The
survey was divided into two parts. The 7 items given in the first subsection of the first
section were designed to understand the general characteristics of the participants. In the
second subsection of the first section, the participants were asked to define green products.

In the second part of the questionnaire, items were given to measure the factors that
affected the decisions of consumers while purchasing products, namely, their purchas-
ing intentions, awareness, attitudes and behaviors toward ecological products. The first
subsection of the second part of the questionnaire aimed to determine the indicators that
consumers paid attention to when purchasing products by using 12 indicators. These indi-
cators included the production and expiry date, being eco-friendly, freshness, ingredients,
brand, expert opinions, appearance, price, label information and advertising.

In the second subsection of the second part, ecological consumer behaviors were eval-
uated. Eighteen statements were presented to measure the ecological consumer behavior
of participants in the research. These expressions are given below:

� I prefer reusable products to disposable ones.
� I prefer to buy the same product in a larger package.
� I use the product until it is completely worn out.
� I buy used goods to reduce unnecessary consumption.
� I separate waste, such as paper, glass, plastic bottles, batteries, etc.
� I want to receive documents by e-mail so as not to use extra paper.
� Instead of buying products that I will use temporarily, I borrow them from my relatives

and friends.
� I don’t use a plastic bag and put groceries in my bag when I’m shopping.
� I donate unused clothes to those who need them.
� I prefer to buy products that blend quickly with nature.
� I buy packaged products made from recycled papers.
� I buy products made from environmentally friendly materials.
� I pay attention to the type of energy I use so as not to increase air pollution.
� Although expensive, I buy lamps that consume less electricity.
� I buy energy-saving electrical appliances.
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� When the weather gets colder, I prefer to wear warm clothes rather than raise
the temperature.

� I turn off unnecessary lights.
� While brushing my teeth, washing dishes, etc., I turn off the faucet.

Consumers stated whether they agreed with these statements or not. These items are
selected from the studies of Barr [108], Pepper et al. [109], Berger and Corbin [110], Gupta
and Agrawal [111], Roberts and Bacon [44], Barbarossa and De Pelsmacker [112], Sütterlin
et al. [50], Straughan and Roberts [85], and Barr and Gilg [113]. To determine the degree of
agreement or disagreement of the participants with a particular statement, a 5-point Likert
scale was used.

Thus, the main research questions in the study are given below:

• “What characteristics do survey participants attribute to environmental products?”
• “What factors do survey participants pay attention to when consuming?”
• “What are the main characteristics of the ecological consumer behavior of the survey participants?”

The consumer behaviors of the respondents were compared using one-way MANOVA
analysis. The data collected in the survey were subjected to the post hoc data-cleaning
technique. IBM SPSS Statistics Version 28 was used for data analysis and evaluation.

3.2. Research Scope

Data were collected from 580 respondents over the age of 18, but due to incorrect
and/or incomplete filling of some questionnaires, 536 of them turned out to be suitable.
The survey was conducted both face-to-face and online. The questionnaire was prepared
using a Google form and distributed via e-mail, Facebook and WhatsApp. In the face-
to-face interview, participants were asked to fill out a paper-based questionnaire. The
study was conducted among the administrative staff of four Baku universities living in
urban areas. Participants from the Azerbaijan State University of Economics, Academy
of Public Administration under the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan
Technical University and Azerbaijan State Pedagogical University were grouped into
different categories, such as age, gender, education, marital status, number of households,
income level and purchase frequency.

Residents of economically developed regions generally have higher education, higher
incomes, etc. [30]. In this context, the respondents were selected from Baku, and universities
are one of the most suitable places for the analysis.

The survey was conducted by the authors between November 2021 and January 2022.

4. Data Analysis and Findings

4.1. General Characteristics of Survey Participants

This section presents the data collected on general variables, such as gender, marital
status, education level, age, number of household members, monthly income and frequency
of purchases.

According to the results presented in Table A1, 47.2% of the study participants were
men and 52.8% were women (see Appendix A). When considering the marital status of
the survey participants, it can be seen that 40.5% were married and 59.5% were single.
Considering the educational status of the participants, it can be seen that 10.8% of them
had a high school diploma, 64.9% had a bachelor’s degree, 18.3% had a master’s degree
and 6.0% had a doctoral degree. These results show that all participants were educated
and the majority of participants had a high level of education.

Looking at the ages of the respondents, it can be seen that 35.3% of participants
were between the ages of 18 and 29, while 18.3% were aged 65 or older. Considering the
number of household members of the interviewed participants, it can be seen that 22.2% of
them lived alone or with another person. A total of 34.5% of them had a family of 3 or
4 people and 26.7% had a family of 5 or 6 people. Only 16.6% of participants had more
than six people in the household. Another difference that members had was to do with
their monthly income. While the majority of respondents (37.1%) earned between 301 and
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600 manats, only 5.04% of them earned more than 1500 manats. Meanwhile, the lowest
salary in Azerbaijan was 250 manats in 2021 and 300 manats in 2022 [114]. Some of the
respondents were paid less than 300 manats as they worked half-days. Approximately
30% of the participants noted that they did shopping every day, 24.8% of participants made
purchases 2–3 times a week, 17.5% made purchases once a week, and 14.6% of participants
made purchases once a month.

4.2. Results for Survey Participants’ Statements on Definition of Green Products

As mentioned earlier, green purchasing decisions provide an opportunity to reduce the
negative impact on the environment through the consumption of green products [115,116].

Therefore, what is the consumer attitude and behavior toward ecological products in
Azerbaijan? To answer this question, consumers were first asked the question, “What is
a green product?” in order to identify consumer awareness.

The distribution of consumer responses about what a green product means is shown
in Figure 1. More than one answer was selected by participants and the largest share (67%)
in the definition of green products was marked as “Environmentally related products”.
Other highly rated responses were “Naturally produced products” with 46% and “Products
that generate less waste” with 39%. The lowest scoring responses were “High value
products”, “Products that protect natural resources”, and “Production of more labor-
intensive products”. The percentages of these options were 13%, 12% and 10%, respectively.
A total of 16% of consumers said that they did not know what green products are.

 

Figure 1. Percentage of Survey Participants’ Statements on Definition of Green Products.
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4.3. Results for Indicators That Consumers Paid Attention To

This study aimed to determine the indicators that consumers pay attention to when
purchasing products by using 12 expressions. Factor analysis was performed on the
correlation matrix of these variables.

The factor was the weighted average of the original variables. With factor analysis, we
aimed to find the factors from which the original correlation matrix could be formed [117].
As is known, the factor load should be at least 0.30 [118,119]. In addition, the difference
between factor loadings given to a variable by more than one factor must be at least
0.1 [118]. However, two indicators—quality and taste—were loaded onto two factors. The
factor loads were 0.417 and 0.431, and 0.523 and 0.554, respectively. These indicators were
excluded from the analysis because the difference between the factor loadings was less
than 0.1.

Before the factors of the variables were given, the KMO and Bartlett’s tests were
performed. KMO and Bartlett’s tests evaluate all data together. A KMO value above 0.5 and
a Bartlett’s test value below 0.05 indicate a significant correlation in the data. Variable
collinearity indicates how strongly a single variable is related to other variables [120].

The KMO and Bartlett’s test outputs are shown in Table A2 (see Appendix B). The
KMO value obtained was 0.813. This value was good and it meant that the sum of partial
correlations was not large in comparison to the sum of the correlations. Therefore, the factor
analysis was appropriate in this case. In other words, reliable and different factors were
obtained from the factor analysis of these data. The approx. chi-square value of Bartlett’s
test of sphericity was 10,216.520. The significance value of Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
less than 0.001. Thus, factor analysis could be applied to the data set of the indicators that
consumers paid attention to.

In the next step of the analysis process, factor analysis was performed on 10 items
using the principal component calculation method and a direct oblimin rotation. The
analysis revealed a three-factor structure that explained 59% of the total variance. It was
observed that the factor loads of the items varied between the lowest at 0.402 and the
highest at 0.891. The pattern matrix and Cronbach’s alpha based on the standardized items
for indicators that consumers pay attention to are presented in Table A3 (see Appendix C).

When the factor structure was examined, it was seen that the “Production and expire
date, Being eco-friendly, Freshness, Ingredients” were combined under a single factor.
“Brand, Expert Opinions, Appearance” were combined under the second factor. Finally,
“Price, Label information and Advertising” were combined in the third factor. “Brand” is
loaded on both second and third factors. However, since the load of this indicator in the
third factor (0.409) was lower than the load in the fourth factor (0.843), it remained in the
second factor. “Advertising” was loaded on both the first and third factors. Since the load
of the “Advertising” in the third factor (0.891) was higher than the load in the first factor
(0.460), it remained in the third factor.

Cronbach’s alpha method was used to measure the reliability of the variables used in
the study. Since the Cronbach’s alpha value for two factors was greater than 0.70, we could
accept the analysis of only two factors as reliable. These factors were component 2 (brand,
expert opinions, appearance) and component 3 (price, label information and advertising).
One-way MANOVA results for the indicators that consumers paid attention to are shown
in Table A4 (see Appendix D).

The p-values of Box’s test of equality of covariance matrices were higher than 0.05 for
income and number of family members in component 2. On the other hand, education,
income and number of family members had a value higher than 0.05 in component 3. This
meant that the assumption of homogeneity of covariance was not violated and the outputs
could be interpreted for these mentioned indicators. Therefore, for the next step, we only
examined the values of these indicators.

To test the assumption of homogeneity of variance, we should look at Levene’s test of
equality of error variances. The p-values for Levene’s test were higher than 0.05 for some
mentioned indicators. This result allowed us to continue the analysis and interpretation
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only for indicators with values higher than 0.05. For Pillai’s trace, the mentioned indicators
had a p-value less than 0.05. This meant that we had evidence of a significant main effect.

Wilks’ lambda sig. determines whether the one-way MANOVA is statistically signifi-
cant. It can be seen from Table A4 that the value of “Sig” was smaller than 0.0005 for the
selected indicators. Therefore, we could say that some examined elements of component
2 and component 3 varied according to the demographic characteristics of consumers.

4.4. Data Analysis and Results for Items Oriented toward Measuring Environmental
Consumer Behavior

Factor analysis was performed on the correlation matrix of the variables. Four items
were excluded from the analysis because the difference between the factor loadings was
less than 0.1. These items and their factor loadings are given below:

- “I donate unused clothes to those who need them.” (0.725 and 0.748);
- “I don’t use a plastic bag and put groceries in my bag when I’m shopping.” (0.580 and 0.593);
- “I use the product until it is completely worn out.” (0.715 and 0.791);
- “Although expensive, I buy lamps that consume less electricity.” (0.814 and 0.863).

Table A5 presents the results of the KMO and Bartlett’s tests for items oriented toward
measuring environmental consumer behavior (see Appendix E).

The KMO value obtained in this analysis was equal to 0.805. Therefore, factor analysis
was appropriate in this case. On the other hand, the approx. chi-square value of Bartlett’s
test of sphericity was 11,317.065. The significance value of Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
less than 0.001. Thus, factor analysis could be applied to the data set of the items oriented
toward measuring environmental consumer behavior.

As a result of the factor analysis, 14 items were gathered under four factors using
the principal components calculation method and direct oblimin rotation. This four-factor
structure explained 62% of the total variance. It was observed that the factor loads of
the items varied between the lowest at 0.405 and the highest at 0.853. The pattern matrix
and Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items for items oriented toward measuring
environmental consumer behavior are given in Table A6 (see Appendix F).

In this analysis, three items were combined under component 1 and the Cronbach’s
alpha value was greater than 0.835. Component 3 and component 4 contained four and
three items, respectively, and had a value greater than 0.07. However, the Cronbach’s alpha
value for component 2 was less than 0.07. This meant that we could only consider the
analysis of three components as reliable.

The item “When the weather gets colder, I prefer to wear warm clothes rather than
raise the temperature” was loaded on both the second and third factors. Since the load of
this item in the second factor (0.827) was higher than the load in the third factor (0.411),
it remained in the second factor. One-way MANOVA results for items oriented toward
measuring environmental consumer behavior are shown in Table A7 (see Appendix G).

The analysis revealed that the p-values of Box’s test of equality of covariance matrices
were higher than 0.05 for the income, number of family members and age groups in
component 1. On the other hand, demographic characteristics, such as marital status,
income and number of family members, had values greater than 0.05 in component 3.
Component 4 had significant values for the income and age groups. This meant that
outputs could be interpreted for specified groups. Therefore, we only examined the values
of these indicators. The p-values for Levene’s test were higher than 0.05 for some indicators
examined. At the same time, some indicators examined had a p-value that was less than
0.05 for Pillai’s trace. This means we had evidence of a significant main effect.

Wilks’ lambda sig. was smaller than 0.0005 value for some indicators examined.
Therefore, we could say that the examined elements of component 1, component 3 and
component 4 varied according to the items oriented toward measuring environmental
consumer behavior.
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5. Discussion

One of the aims of this research was to determine the meaning that the survey par-
ticipants attached to environmental products. The distribution of participant responses
revealed that 16% of consumers had no idea about green products. As stated in the lit-
erature, green products have basic features such as energy savings, benefits for human
health, production from renewable sources, being designed for reuse or recycling, and not
making waste [45–52]. Despite the fact that the majority of respondents, i.e., 67%, said that
green products are related to the environment, they chose only some of the features of these
products. For example, only 39% of respondents believed that green products produced less
waste, while 33% and 19% believed that they reduce global environmental problems and
are made from renewable resources, respectively. Considering the contemporary pollution
challenges our Earth is facing, these indicators highlight that even in universities, the level
of consciousness on organic products is not at a required level and should be increased. On
the other hand, as mentioned earlier, the depletion and waste of natural resources are major
human problems [1,2] and can be reduced through the use of environmentally friendly
products [29,30].

The survey shows that only 12% of respondents considered green products as products
that protect natural resources, and 24% of the survey participants knew that environmen-
tally friendly products had energy-saving features.

One of the main causes of environmental problems is related to the use of plastic
packaged products [31,32]. Solving this problem requires less consumption of plastic
packaging products. However, 24% of the respondents defined green products as products
without plastic packaging. If the interest in ecological products increases among consumers,
then their tendency to consume plastic packaged products may decrease.

The price of green products is usually higher than conventional products [102,103].
Therefore, if consumers accept green products as more labor-intensive, chemical-free and
healthier, they may be willing to pay more for those products. However, only 10%, 27%
and 33% of the respondents considered green products as more labor-intensive, healthy
and chemical-free products, respectively.

In general, the characteristics that participants attributed to green products revealed
that they did not fully perceive what these products are.

The second aim of this study was to determine the differences between the demo-
graphic characteristics of the respondents regarding what they paid attention to when
consuming. The study found that there was a significant difference between the averages of
income groups that were related to certain characteristics, such as price, brand, appearance,
expert opinion and label information. In particular, for consumers in the income group
“1001–1500 manats”, the price was less important than for other groups. At the same
time, low-income groups paid less attention to the brand, appearance, advertising, expert
opinion and label information. For example, the “up to 300 manats” and “301–600 manats”
income groups were basically not interested in label information, in contrast with other
groups.

Another difference lay in the level of education of participants regarding label infor-
mation and advertising. Participants belonging to the “master” group pay more attention
to label information of products than the “high school” and “bachelor” groups. Advertising
was more important for the “bachelor” group than for the “master” group.

Regarding the consumption process, price and brand were some of the indicators
that affected consumers in large households. Households with up to four people were
more nutritionally sensitive to these indicators than others. Participants with five or six
people in the household paid less attention to the ingredients of products than other groups.
However, expert opinion as an indicator was a more important factor for groups of “more
than 6 people” than “up to 2 people”.

These data showed that green product sellers can use price, brand, appearance, expert
opinion and label information to increase the consumption of eco-friendly products. How-
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ever, the study found no statistically significant mean differences between the groups in
terms of product production and expiry date, ingredients, freshness and being eco-friendly.

The third objective of the study was to determine the main characteristics of the
ecological consumer behavior of the survey participants. The results of the one-way
MANOVA analysis showed some differences between age groups. Those included in
the “18–30 ages” group paid more attention to the type of energy to avoid increasing air
pollution than the “65 and over” group. The young group preferred to buy the same
product in a larger package more than others, and people in the “46–65” and “65+” groups
were generally not interested in receiving documents by e-mail compared to other groups.

The findings showed that in order to become responsible consumers, people over the
age of 46 years need to be trained to use less paper and pay attention to the type of energy
in order to not increase air pollution. Meanwhile, the younger group should be encouraged
to buy products in larger packages to generate less waste.

Another difference in the behavior of the respondents was related to the number of
household members. Households with more than six people supported the statement
“While brushing my teeth, washing dishes, etc., I turn off the faucet.” On the other hand,
the “3–4 people” group was more interested in buying energy-saving electrical appliances
than the “more than 6 people” group. Households with less than six members should be
asked to be more sensitive about water use and appropriate policies should be prepared.
Meanwhile, households with more than six members should be motivated to purchase
energy-efficient electrical appliances.

Furthermore, there was a difference between the means of the single and married
groups. Single people had a higher mean value than married people regarding preferring
reusable products to disposable ones. At the same time, single people preferred energy-
saving electrical appliances more than married people. The given data showed that married
couples should be educated to use disposable products less and increase the use of energy-
efficient electrical appliances.

Another difference between variables was observed between the income groups. Most
people from the “up to 300 manats” group tended to buy the same product in a larger
package. People in the income group “601–1000 manats” tended to separate waste, such as
paper, glass, plastic bottles and batteries, more than other groups. Meanwhile, most people
in the “1001–1500 manats” income group disagreed with the statement, “Instead of buying
products that I will use temporarily, I borrow it from my relatives and friends.” This group
was also not interested in turning off unnecessary lights. Among the income groups, the
lowest income group (up to 300 manats) paid less attention to the type of energy that could
increase air pollution. Therefore, in order to maintain personal, environmental and social
benefits [121], consumers should become more responsible and reuse an undamaged prod-
uct instead of buying a new one, as well as prefer reusable products instead of disposables
one. Given the low interest in such behavior patterns in the mentioned groups, the benefits
of such decisions should be explained to them.

This result indicated that consumers in the middle- and high-income groups should be
educated on the use of larger-package products, and consumers in low- and high-income
groups should be motivated to separate waste. In addition, people’s habits of buying
temporary products should be reduced; in contrast, they should increase the habits of
turning off unnecessary lights and paying attention to energy use to prevent pollution.

In addition, the study found no significant differences between the groups compared
for some statements, such as wearing thick clothing instead of raising the temperature,
buying products that biodegrade, buying packaged products made from recycled paper
and purchasing products made from environmentally friendly materials.

6. Conclusions

As a result of the study, important factors were identified that increased the propensity
of survey participants to choose green products in Azerbaijan. It was established that
there was a relationship between the general characteristics of survey participants and
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product features in the decisions made by participants, where the product features of
importance included price, expert opinion, brand, appearance and label information.
This conclusion showed that in order to encourage the consumption of green products
in society, it is necessary to offer consumers these products with appropriate properties.
For example, price is an important factor for some consumer groups. That is, in order
for consumers to choose environmentally friendly products, their prices should be more
affordable. In addition, experts should provide consumers with detailed information about
the importance of environmentally friendly products since some consumers attach great
importance to the opinion of experts. Consumers who care about characteristics such as
appearance and label information should find this feature in organic products. Moreover,
since brands influence consumers, the presence of reliable brands of organic products will
positively influence the consumption of these products because consumer confidence in
well-known brands is high. If this happens, consumers will seek environmentally friendly
products when buying brands they know.

As a result of the data obtained, it is possible to shape the consumption behavior of
consumers and orient them toward more environmental characteristics because identifying
the characteristics of consumers and assessing their behavior will help to find the shortcom-
ings of consumption policies and increase environmental awareness. Studies show that
survey participants in Azerbaijan are partially sensitive to the environment.

The environmental behavior of consumers differed depending on their age, marital
status, education level and income, as well as the number of household members. By
considering differences in consumer environmental attitudes, the right policies can be
identified to increase sensitive consumer behavior.

Groups that do not care about the environment can be offered various aids, such as
certain training, more affordable prices and price incentives. The change in consumers’
attitudes toward a more balanced consumption of green products is one of the driving
forces in ensuring sustainable consumption. Providing information on the importance of
green consumption can reduce excessive consumption, reduce water waste and unnecessary
energy consumption, or prevent paper waste by increasing skills in the use of technological
products because a conscious consumer that is educated will enable the economy and
society to change since this education will help consumers to shape their purchasing
behavior largely with environmental concerns in mind, that is, to turn them into active
green consumers.

In addition to all the above, it should be noted that we cannot generalize these results
to all of Azerbaijan since the sample used in the study was not representative. However,
some results were identified that may be subject to further verification.

There were some limitations in the present study. As an online resource, the survey
was distributed via e-mail, Facebook and WhatsApp. Using other channels, such as
Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter, could lead to additional information being obtained and
the results being slightly changed. At the same time, changing the interrogation group area
from universities to hospitals, schools, business centers or other workplaces could have
produced different results.

In the future, it would be useful to investigate the relationship between technology and
consumption more comprehensively since the rapid change in technology affects consumer
behaviors and attitudes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. General Characteristics of the Survey Participants.

Number Percent (%) Number Percent (%)

Gender Marital Status

Male 253 47.2 Married 217 40.5

Female 283 52.8 Single 319 59.5

Education Level Number of Household Members

High school 58 10.8 Up to 2 people 119 22.2

Bachelor’s 348 64.9 3 or 4 people 185 34.5

Master’s 98 18.3 5 or 6 people 143 26.7

Ph.D 32 6 More than 6 people 89 16.6

Monthly Income Shopping Frequency

Up to 300 manats 123 22.9 Every day 160 29.9

Between 300–600 manats 199 37.1 2–3 times a week 133 24.8

Between 601–1000 manats 89 16.6 Once a week 94 17.5

Between 1001–1500 manats 98 18.3 2–3 times a month 71 13.2

More than 1500 manats 27 5.04 Once a month 78 14.6

Age

18–29 years 189 35.3

30–45 years 155 28.9

46–64 years 94 17.5

65 years and over 98 18.3

N = 535

Appendix B

Table A2. KMO and Bartlett’s test for indicators that consumers paid attention to.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.813

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 10,216.520

Df 351

Sig. <0.001
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Appendix C

Table A3. Pattern matrix and Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items for indicators that
consumers paid attention to.

Pattern Matrix a

Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized ItemsComponent

1 2 3

Production and expiration date −0.709

Being eco-friendly −0.690

Freshness −0.612 0.504

Ingredients −0.402

Brand 0.843
0.849Expert opinions 0.832

Appearance 0.755

Price 0.762
0.813Label information 0.624

Advertising 0.891

Extraction method: principal component analysis. Rotation method: oblimin with Kaiser normalization.
a: rotation converged in 18 iterations.

Appendix D

Table A4. Results of one-way MANOVA for indicators that consumers paid attention to.

Component 2

Box’s Test Sig. Pillai’s Trace Sig. Wilks’ Lambda Sig.
Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

Brand Expert Opinions Appearance

Gender 0.001 0.067 0.000 0.816 0.532 0.970

Marital status 0.005 0.053 0.548 0.589 0.742 0.604

Education level 0.030 0.096 0.513 0.232 0.789 0.563

Income 0.683 0.000 0.000 0.871 0.425 0.386

Number of
household
members

0.542 0.000 0.000 0.140 0.158 0.013

Shopping
frequency 0.025 0.083 0.263 0.708 0.391 0.663

Age 0.014 0.057 0.384 0.047 0.104 0.393

Component 3

Box’s Test Sig. Pillai’s Trace Sig. Wilks’ Lambda Sig.
Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

Price Label Information Advertising

Gender 0.003 0.084 0.156 0.003 0.089 0.367

Marital
Status 0.001 0.091 0.329 0.360 0.419 0.224

Education level 0.136 0.000 0.000 0.037 0.270 0.163

Income 0.762 0.000 0.000 0.896 0.733 0.382

Number of
household
members

0.294 0.001 0.000 0.452 0.046 0.012

Shopping
frequency 0.000 0.065 0.352 0.031 0.014 0.524

Age 0.000 0.043 0.572 0.429 0.603 0.187
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Appendix E

Table A5. KMO and Bartlett’s test for items oriented toward measuring environmental consumer behavior.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.805

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 11,317.065

Df 453

Sig. <0.001

Appendix F

Table A6. Pattern matrix and Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items for items oriented
toward measuring environmental consumer behavior.

Pattern Matrix a

Cronbach’s Alpha Based on
Standardized Items

Component

1 2 3 4

Instead of buying products that I will use
temporarily, I borrow them from my

relatives and friends.
0.679

I prefer to buy the same product in
a larger package. 0.594

I want to receive documents by e-mail so
as not to use extra paper. 0.707 0.835

I buy packaged products made from
recycled paper. −0.853

I buy products made from
environmentally friendly materials. −0.573

I prefer to buy products that blend
quickly with nature. −0.680

When the weather gets colder, I prefer to
wear warm clothes rather than

raise the temperature.
−0.827 0.449

I prefer reusable products to
disposable ones. 0.747

I turn off unnecessary lights. −0.658

I buy energy-saving electrical appliances. −0.635

While brushing my teeth, washing
dishes, etc., I turn off the faucet. −0.623 0.769

I pay attention to the type of energy I use
so as not to increase air pollution. 0.745

I buy used goods to reduce
unnecessary consumption. 0.648

I separate waste such as paper, glass,
plastic bottles, batteries, etc. 0.405 0.803

Extraction method: principal component analysis. Rotation method: oblimin with Kaiser normalization.
a: rotation converged in 23 iterations.
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Appendix G

Table A7. Results of one-way MANOVA for items oriented toward measuring environmental
consumer behavior.

Component 1

Box’s
Test Sig.

Pillai’s
Trace Sig.

Wilks’
Lambda Sig.

Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

Instead of buying
products that I will use
temporarily, I borrow

them from my relatives
and friends.

I prefer to buy the same
product in a larger package.

I want to receive documents
by e-mail so as not to use

extra paper.

Gender 0.020 0.035 0.305 0.325 0.783 0.453

Marital
status 0.001 0.087 0.276 0.275 0.301 0.705

Education
level 0.000 0.029 0.330 0.137 0.436 0.273

Income 0.351 0.001 0.000 0.482 0.120 0.032

Number of
household
members

0.016 0.001 0.0049 0.307 0.644 0.258

Shopping
frequency 0.003 0.169 0.204 0.568 0.432 0.345

Age 0.487 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.638 0.597

Component 3

Box’s
Test Sig.

Pillai’s
Trace Sig.

Wilks’
Lambda Sig.

Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

I prefer reusable
products to

disposable ones.

I turn off
unnecessary lights.

I buy
energy-saving

electrical
appliances.

While brushing
my teeth,

washing dishes,
etc., I turn off

the faucet.

Gender 0.001 0.029 0.000 0.240 0.373 0.544 0.743

Marital
status

0.243 0.000 0.002 0.358 0.011 0.493 0.022

Education
level 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.518 0.407 0.190 0.673

Income 0.825 0.000 0.000 0.792 0.435 0.044 0.763

Number of
household
members

0.810 0.000 0.001 0.027 0.042 0.693 0.521

Shopping
frequency 0.000 0.010 0.761 0.264 0.534 0.324 0.753

Age 0.001 0.000 0.007 0.621 0.614 0.021 0.279

Component 4

Box’s
Test Sig.

Pillai’s
Trace Sig.

Wilks’
Lambda Sig.

Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

I pay attention to the type of
energy I use so as not to

increase air pollution.

I buy used goods to
reduce unnecessary

consumption.

I separate waste such
as paper, glass, plastic
bottles, batteries, etc.

Gender 0.020 0.060 0.000 0.091 0.543 0.274

Marital
status 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.282 0.365 0.327

Education
level 0.000 0.038 0.000 0.438 0.439 0.193

Income 0.404 0.000 0.000 0.228 0.471 0.221

Number of
household
members

0.010 0.000 0.000 0.536 0.126 0.437
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Table A7. Cont.

Component 4

Box’s
Test Sig.

Pillai’s
Trace Sig.

Wilks’
Lambda Sig.

Levene’s Test (Based on Mean)

I pay attention to the type of
energy I use so as not to

increase air pollution.

I buy used goods to
reduce unnecessary

consumption.

I separate waste such
as paper, glass, plastic
bottles, batteries, etc.

Shopping
frequency 0.028 0.074 0.071 0.197 0.098 0.490

Age 0.653 0.000 0.001 0.472 0.019 0.024
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Abstract: This article explores the barriers for open business models in support of sustainability
in electricity markets. It puts forward privacy and data protection concerns about sharing pro-
sumers’ physical assets as well as data due to to their critical role in decentralized modes of elec-
tricity/flexibility trading. In particular, it uses a multiple case study approach to identify actors’
resources, examine other interested actors in each resource, define their objectives, and consider
privacy and data protection concerns of sharing prosumers’ physical assets and data. The findings
yield new insights into sharing opportunities beyond electricity/flexibility trading. In doing so, our
study contributes to theories of the firm by applying the resource-based view in a new context and to
the business model literature by shedding light on barriers in applying open business models.

Keywords: circular business model; open business model; sharing economy; circular economy;
peer-to-peer; electricity trading

1. Introduction

Adverse results of climate change which are increasingly manifesting around the
globe [1] have made combating climate change an international mission [2]. The European
Green Deal [3] and Paris Agreement [4] are two examples of international efforts to fight
climate change. Energy transition as a path from “status quo to the envisioned future” [5]
is said to be one of the most effective preventive acts against climate change [6].

While a considerable share of the extracted energy (from any source), before con-
sumption, is transformed into electricity [7], the electricity industry is experiencing a rapid
change toward more digital and decentralized forms of commercial interactions [8]. The
electricity market is a highly regulated market that has been dominantly controlled by
governments, with a clear division of labor and established roles [9]. In this situation,
innovations do not frequently happen at the level of firms [10]. Nevertheless, digital and
decentralized forms of commercial interactions are said to transform the industry from
the bottom up [11]. Technological breakthroughs in the production of high-capacity bat-
teries and solar panels at low prices, and the prevalence of smart devices, have facilitated
the emergence of new market models (e.g., peer-to-peer, community self-consumption,
and transactive energy models) [12]. Accordingly, electricity markets are witnessing the
emergence of new types of multipolar innovation ecosystems around these models [13,14].
Not only do they innovate the paradigms of value generation and capturing, they also
transcend firms’ boundaries and transform a wide range of established organizations [15].

The wave of the 5D global energy megatrends, namely, decarbonization, decentral-
ization, digital transformation, democratization, and disruption-as-usual, is said to have
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accelerated the shift from the conventional electricity paradigm to a new era of decentral-
ized, distributed, clean, and smart energy systems [16]. The interactions between the urgent
need to tackle climate change, advances in information and communication technologies
(ICTs), and the proliferation of distributed energy resources, batteries, and home energy
management systems, are, to a large extent, the main antecedents for this change [17]. New
market models are said to have the capacity to generate a wide range of economic, social,
and environmental values [14,18].

New market models in the electricity market have attracted scholars’ and practi-
tioners’ attention over the past years [19,20]. Technical challenges of these models, such
as their impacts on the power grid [21], different market and pricing mechanisms [22],
security and data protection aspects [23], and (other) legal requirements [24] have been
extensively studied, generating important insights toward understanding decentralized
electricity/flexibility trading.

However, despite their potential value, other opportunities for sharing in the elec-
tricity market, beyond electricity and/or flexibility trading, have been overlooked in the
literature [25]. Alongside the emergence of new market models, which are based on electric-
ity/flexibility trading [26], the concept of sharing can potentially be applied beyond trading
electricity or flexibility between peers [27]. This gap in the literature gains importance
because some of these opportunities can already be exploited, whereas market models
require several co-innovations and adoptions for emergence [28].

The purpose of this article is to explore the barriers for open business models [29] in
support of sustainability in electricity markets. To do so, we narrow our focus to sharing
phenomenon as a means for manifestation of open business models [30] in the electricity
market and conduct a multiple case study [31] on the P2P, CSC, and TE models. The
study builds upon [32]’s perspective on framing prosumers as rational market actors
(i.e., firms) and therefore utilizes theories of the firm [33], resource-based theory [34] in
particular, to explore opportunities for sharing physical assets as well as data. We winnow
our discussions down to prosumers as one of the main emerging actors [35] in electricity
markets due to their pivotal role in decentralized models. We investigate drawbacks in
implementing prosumers’ open business models from the perspective of privacy and data
protection [36].

The findings yield insights into sharing opportunities beyond electricity/flexibility
trading that have been overlooked so far. In doing so, our study contributes to theories of the
firm by applying the resource-based view [37] in a new context (i.e., the electricity market)
and to the business model literature by shedding light on prosumers’ business models [38]
through identifying barriers in applying open business models (i.e., by examining privacy
and data protection concerns on sharing prosumers’ physical assets and data).

This article extends previous research [39] (the preliminary results of this study were
presented at the 16th IEEE International Conference on Distributed Computing in Sensor
Systems (DCOSS 2020)) by conducting an extensive literature review on the theoretical
and conceptual groundings of the study, improving the methodology by introducing
detailed steps for data gathering and data analysis, providing a privacy discussion on
the opportunities for sharing around prosumers’ physical assets as well as their data, and
providing discussions on prosumers’ open business models [40]. This article adds two new
contributions to our previous research [39] (see the second and third contributions in the
next paragraph).

The novel contributions of this article are three-fold:

• First, it contributes to theory by applying resource-based theory to a relatively new
context—electricity markets—to identify resources with sharing potential held by
different existing and emerging actors. To our knowledge, resource-based theory
has not been used before in the context of the electricity trading to discover sharing
opportunities [41].
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• Second, it introduces new insights on prosumers’ business models [42] based on
possibilities for sharing beyond trading surplus electricity from distributed resources,
or prosumers’ flexibility in future electricity markets [43].

• Third, it analyzes the differences between privacy [44] aspects of sharing physical ob-
jects versus data protection [45] issues related to sharing prosumers’ data in electricity
markets. We contend that physical privacy aspects are too often overlooked, though
they can present critical barriers to prosumer sharing.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature
review on new market models for electricity and/or flexibility trading, open business
models for circularity, and theories of the firm. This is followed by the methodology
section, which introduces boundary conditions, case study selection, data gathering, and
data analysis (Section 3). Section 4 presents the traditional electricity trading paradigm
and introduces three cases: P2P, CSC, and TE. Section 5 presents the findings of the
study. Valuable resources of the different actors in the electricity market with a potential
for sharing, interested actors, and the benefits they can gain by accessing each resource,
are presented in this section. Consequently, opportunities for sharing in the electricity
market are introduced. Section 6 analyzes the findings. First, the current status of sharing
is compared with future opportunities. Secony, privacy and data protection aspects of
prosumers’ sharing opportunities are analyzed. Section 7 critically discusses the findings
and compares the results with others. Furthermore, we outline how our study contributes
to theory. Section 8 discusses the limitations of this study and opportunities for future
research. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

2.1. New Market Models for Electricity or Flexibility Trading

When it comes to new market models for electricity trading, many initiatives can be
detected, including peer-to-peer (P2P) electricity trading, community self-consumption
(CSC), and transactive energy (TE) models [38]. There is not yet a clear distinction between
the three market models, but they promise similar benefits. Although the three models
have their own merits, there is no common understanding about them. Knowing that
they may be self-contradictory in some situations, it becomes important to highlight the
alignments and contradictions between them [22].

There is a rich literature on various market models for electricity transactions. The most
cited models are the P2P, the CSC, the TE, or a combination of them [22]. A common element
of these models is the encouragement of and incentives for prosumers (and consumers) to
take up an active role in electricity markets. This element is usually achieved by allowing
prosumers to trade electricity/flexibility with other market participants, such as other
prosumers and grid operators, in return for some (financial) incentives. However, the
models also have their own specific objectives [32].

2.2. Open Business Models for Circularity

Companies are increasingly exploring and exploiting external resources and knowl-
edge by increasing their openness to innovating their business models, in order to gain a
competitive advantage [46–48]. Yet, research on open business models remains scarce [49].
In our study, we define open business models as “a subclass of business models in which
collaboration of the focal firm with its ecosystem is a decisive or novel element of value
creation and capturing” [49] (p. 175). Through open business models, a company becomes
part of a larger innovation ecosystem consisting of individuals, communities, and other
organizations, which entails simultaneous competition and cooperation between ecosystem
actors [50,51]. Thus, open business models enable an organization to be more effective in
both creating and capturing value [52] by leveraging more ideas through inclusion of a
variety of external concepts. At the same time, open business models allow greater value
capture by utilizing a firm’s key asset, resource, or position, not only in that organiza-
tion’s own operations, but also in other companies’ businesses [40,52]. This resonates very
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well with the ideas of the circular and sharing economy and circular business models.
In understanding why companies engage in open business models, ref. [49] identified
five main antecedents that lead companies to open up their business models: (1) business
model inconsistency, (2) a need to create and capture new value, (3) previous experience
with collaboration, (4) open business model patterns, and (5) industry convergence. Thus,
sharing opportunities for new circular business to create and capture new value are at the
core of open business models for circularity.

The concept of the circular economy has gained attention in the literature by trans-
forming the way resources are applied: by shifting from existing open production systems
to closed production systems, where resources are reused and kept in a loop of production
and consumption [53]. Thus, the circular economy provides large potential for sustain-
ability transformation [54]. Yet, very little is known about the realization of the political
goals and scientific principles attached to a circular economy in business practice [55].
Researchers have recognized that in order to facilitate a circular economy, fundamental
transitions of established business strategies, value chains, and eventually business models
are needed [56]. Hence, the circular economy may be described as a cyclic system that aims
to eliminate waste by turning goods that are at the end of their life cycle into resources
for new goods [57]. Closing material loops in industrial ecosystems can create a continual
use of resources, which is achieved through long-lasting design, proactive maintenance,
recycling, repairing, refurbishment, and re-manufacturing [58].

The concept of circular business models has gained increasing focus (e.g., [59–61])
and may be defined as creating, delivering, and capturing value, while implementing
circular strategies that can prolong the useful life of products and parts and close material
loops [62], p. 187. A circular business should be built on distributed marketplaces or
decentralized networks that create a sense of belonging, collective accountability, and
mutual benefit through the community they build [63]. The market relations between the
circular businesses differ between peer-to-peer (P2P), business-to-consumer (B2C), and
business-to-business (B2B), where ref. [64] emphasizes sharing among peers as the most
innovative and most interesting variant of the sharing economy. Increasingly, the sharing
of products (as a service), specifically through digital sharing platforms, is seen as an
enabler for a circular economy (e.g., [65]). Unlocking the potential of the circular economy
depends on innovative large and complex dynamic data collection and analysis [66]. Thus,
sharing data and opportunities with stakeholders is a critical dimension [67] as the circular
economy depends on developing new business models.

2.3. Theories of the Firm

Theories of the firm are applied to state why firms exist and how they make decisions
to maximize profits, compete, etc. In other words, they are applied to predict behaviors of
firms. For more than four decades, economists, sociologists, and organizational scholars
have extensively examined the theory of the firm’s central question: What determines the
boundaries of the firm? Many alternative theories have emerged and are frequently positioned
as competing explanations, often with no shortage of critique for one another [68]. By building
our study on [32]’s perspective, which considered prosumers as firms, we take the liberty of
applying theories of the firm to discuss prosumers’ open business models. In the following we
provide an overview of three (out of many) theories of the firm—industrial organization theory,
resource-based, and dynamic capabilities—that are mostly applied to tackle the increasing
importance of transcending organizational boundaries through open business models in the
literature [29]. Furthermore, we argue for choosing resource-based theory for this research.

Industrial organization theory considers the strategies that an organization would
devise as a means to relate the firm to its environment. In this view, an organization selects
a position that provides the best competitive conditions. An organization may decide to
maintain this position or, if required, impact rivalry for its own benefit. As an example, we
can mention strategies that hinder any new entry into the market in which the organization
is competing. In this view, external events dictate a firm’s strategies [69].
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By contrast, the resource-based view takes an internal approach and considers strate-
gies of organizations beyond responses to the actions of market forces. It prioritizes the
resource base of an organization. Opportunities and threats (which are out of the control
of organizations) are not the only identifiers of organizations’ strategies [70]. Whether an
organization continues to exist or maintain its superiority depends on whether it builds
idiosyncratic capabilities: capabilities that distinguish it from competitors in changing
markets [71]. In [70]’s view, industrial organization theory and resource-based theory com-
plement each other, and can therefore be combined in the theory of industrial organization
and resources.

Everything that a firm uses to achieve its planned goals is considered to be part of
the firm’s “resource base” [72]. Resources thus are “all assets, capabilities, organizational
processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge, etc. controlled by a firm that enable
the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effective-
ness” [73], p. 101. Resource-based theory considers specific types of firms’ resources (i.e.,
VRIN resources) as potential basis for building competitive advantages.

Firms in competition possess various types of resources, which are mostly immobile.
The immobility of firms’ resources intensifies the variety of their competitive positions in the
long run [74,75]. Value, rarity, inimitability, and non-substitutability are the characteristics
of special resources of organizations, which impact their market selection and increase their
success rate [76]. The possession of special resources is required for the success of a firm.
Furthermore, possession of distinguishing capabilities enables a firm to effectively exploit
its resources [75].

Resource-based theory has been criticized for being too static and for ignoring the
dynamism of markets in recent decades, when competition was fiercer and markets were
more turbulent [77]. Resource-based theory assumes that (a) resources are heterogeneously
persistent, and (b) benefits originating in a lack of competition in gaining complementary
resources are long lasting [74]. Both assumptions lead to a failure of resource-based theory
in explaining the effects of turbulent markets and the evolution of firms. Despite the effec-
tive influence of resource-based theory on strategic management, its validity is disputed
as it cannot answer questions about turbulent market situations, nor transformational
mechanisms that use resources to create market advantages for a firm in competition [78].
For instance, ref. [79] calls resource-based theory into question because it fails to identify
the mechanisms which allow firms to evolve their resources and capabilities, and transform
their resources into competitive advantages.

Subsequently, the concept of “dynamic capabilities” can complement resource-based
theory by considering resources’ developing characteristics as well as developing capa-
bilities of firms [80]. Dynamic capabilities are defined as the ability to build, develop, or
amend the resource base of a firm. They are capabilities that are simultaneously part of the
resource base of a firm. Dynamic capabilities can amend and develop themselves; they have
the capacity to self-modify [72]. The concept of dynamic capabilities also completes the
shortcomings of resource-based theory by justifying the effects of market dynamism [81].
Therefore, the relationship between the concept of dynamic capabilities and resource-based
theory is complementary.

The concept of dynamic capabilities has been effectively used as a theoretical frame-
work in abundant empirical research over the past two decades. It has been continually
improved and now completes resource-based theory by filling its gaps, specifically to
address the natural evolution of organizations’ resources and capabilities under conditions
of market turbulence. The concept of dynamic capabilities makes it possible to identify
processes that are necessary for the evolution of the resources of firms, whether they are
industry- or firm-specific [78].

Considering the purpose of this research, which is to identify sharing opportunities
and consequently to identify barriers to apply prosumers’ open business models, we opt
for the resource-based view [37] for two main reasons. First, the sharing concept is tied
with resources of others that can be deployed by the firm or resources of a firm that could
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be deployed by others [82]. Among the three discussed theories, the resource-based view is
a better fit with the sharing concept. Second, the electricity market is, arguably, not a really
turbulent market [83]. Therefore, between resource-based and dynamic capabilities, the
former is a simpler theory to apply in this context.

3. Methodology

To carry out our study, an exploratory approach [84] was deployed. The overarch-
ing method for data gathering is multiple case study [31]. In the following subsections,
boundary conditions, case study selection, data collection, and analysis are explained
in detail.

3.1. Boundary Conditions

In this study, we apply the resource-based view [37]. Hence, each actor is considered
as a bundle of resources under a common governance [85]. The resource base of a firm can
have various components. Among the common categories of resources are:

1. Physical assets: grid infrastructure, smart meters, batteries, electric vehicles, etc.
2. Digital resources (data): smart meter information, flexibility-related information,

supply and demand information, etc.

The resource base of a firm is not limited to these two categories. Other categories
of resources have also been mentioned in literature, such as human resources, financial
resources, downstream and upstream knowledge, governance-related (administrative)
knowledge, and reputation-related resources, to name a few [85].

The sharing economy is concerned with non-VRIN resources [86]. Therefore, we use
the two categories mentioned above, physical assets and data, to categorize the non-VRIN
resources of different actors in the electricity market to which the sharing concept would apply.

3.2. Case Study Selection

As there is a flurry of initiatives centered on decentralized production and digitally
enabled forms of transactions, we decided on a two-step process to narrow the focus. First, the
empirical study was set to three cases in order to investigate actors and their resources as well
as their motivations. Second, three controversial cases were selected yet with considerable
similarities, that is, based on a decentralized nature, and with a diverse range of capacities in
value generation [32] that affect electricity trading in similar ways, but at different capacities.
The selected cases, arguably, are said to alternate the traditional electricity trading [87].

In doing so, setting market models as cases—thus, P2P, CSC, and TE models—they are
not required to be limited to a specific project, pilot test, geographic region, or study [88],
allowing a broad range of data for each case. While these are three different decentralized
forms of electricity/flexibility trading changing electricity trading in different ways, the
conclusions drawn are comparable.

3.3. Data Collection

In the first step of our study, extensive desk research [89] yielded insights into the iden-
tification of different existing and emerging actors in the electricity market. In particular,
actors’ resources, the objectives they pursue in the market, and other interested actors and
their motivations are identified. This resulted in an overview of several actors in different
market models (traditional, P2P, CSC, and TE models).

Subsequently, semi-structured interviews [90] were planned to validate the findings
from the literature review (Appendix A shows the guideline questions for semi-structured
interviews). For this purpose, the interviewees represent several stakeholder groups (e.g.,
existing actors, prosumers, policy makers, and academics) to provide a comprehensive view
of the electricity market. Interview questions covered a wide range of aspects related to the
current and future electricity markets (actors in the market, their responsibilities, resources,
objectives, etc.). Top levels in management hierarchies were chosen for interviews to have
a broad view on their companies’ business models as well as a good understanding of
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the electricity market. To identify and select the interviewees, a snowball technique was
deployed [13,91]. This helps to approach relevant people that otherwise tend to remain
“under the radar”; this continues until data saturation is reached. A total of 26 interviews
were conducted between October 2019 and March 2020. Interviews were conducted face-to-
face and via Skype. Each interview took forty-five minutes on average.

3.4. Data Analysis

We transcribed interviews, coded the data, synthesized, built narratives, and applied
storytelling techniques [92] to present the findings. Furthermore, in order to identify
opportunities for sharing in the electricity market, a matrix was built on the findings
of the study, which has actors in the electricity markets on its axes. For this study, we
consider an opportunity to be a situation in which new services, products, raw materials,
markets, and in general business models emerge through the formation of new means-ends
combinations [93]. In this article, a sharing opportunity is a combination of a valuable
resource of an actor and another actor interested in gaining access to that resource. The
interested actor pursues one of several benefits by accessing the resource. In other words,
the resource may be utilized for value generation or capturing by the interested actor.

The results of the matrix analysis were validated (i.e., face validity) by two expert
members of the Global Observatory on Peer-to-Peer, Community Self-Consumption and
Transactive Energy Models. We made a database of expert members in different five sub-
tasks of Global Observatory: (i) power systems integration, (ii) hardware, software and data,
(iii) transactions and markets, (iv) economic and social value, and (v) policy and regulation.
Considering our research design, for the purpose of face validity, we opted for experts from
sub-tasks ii and iii.

The next step in our analysis was to focus on the sharing opportunities of prosumers,
and examine aspects of privacy and data protection related to the prosumer resources. To
this end, we disambiguated concerns over privacy from concerns over personal data, based
on a seminal study providing a comprehensive overview of different privacy typologies [94].
Applying these different types of privacy conceptions to the listed prosumer resources
serves to clarify that sharing of physical assets can raise other privacy concerns (and merit
a different type of protection) than merely concerns related to sharing data. Addressing
these concerns will be instrumental to promoting prosumer sharing in electricity markets.
Figure 1 shows a summary of our applied methods.

Figure 1. An overview of the applied methods.
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4. Three Cases

The traditional electricity trading model refers to central electricity production from
non-renewable (fossil-fuel, nuclear, gas, etc.) and renewable (wind, hydroelectric, etc.)
resources in power plants. Electricity, in a one-directional flow, passes through the transmis-
sion grid, is transformed from high to low voltage, and is delivered to consumers through
distribution grids [95]. Figure 2 shows the evolution of power systems during the time. In
the following subsections, three cases (P2P, CSC, and TE) are introduced.

Figure 2. Evolution of power systems [14].

4.1. Case 1: Peer-to-Peer Electricity Trading

P2P market models support trading of electricity between prosumers (directly or
through an intermediary) [39]. A possible future scenario of P2P energy trading is shown in
Figure 3. Apart from prosumers, the scenario also envisions the presence of representatives
who can trade electricity on behalf of citizens and a broker who facilitates and clears the
market [35].

Prosumer
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Figure 3. Peer-to-Peer electricity trading [13].

P2P models enable mutual transactions among different entities to trade electric-
ity [96,97]. Energy traders in the P2P market may be of different sizes, i.e., residential
houses, neighborhoods, microgrids, or local distribution networks [96,98]. These mod-
els are described as ways to allow the grid to take advantage of demand-side, flexible
resources, operationally as well as economically [99]. In P2P models, the objective of the
market mechanism is to incentivize transactions that prioritize maximizing the benefits of
individual prosumers [100]. Such models could involve intermediate parties that facilitate
the trades among prosumers, or support fully decentralized trades among them. The
market mechanisms used in P2P models are usually set to optimize the trading based on
algorithms with objectives of matching the excess supply of prosumers with the demand
of consumers.

P2P electricity trading schemes enable consumers and prosumers in the same region
to trade electricity they have produced with their own renewable energy resources among
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each other [101]. The type of sharing that occurs in these schemes is similar to what happens
in most other sharing concepts that are based on P2P interaction [102–104], such as Airbnb
and Uber.

4.2. Case 2: Community Self-Consumption

Community Self-Consumption (CSC) market models support communities in reducing
their dependence from the electricity grid [105] through collectively utilizing their members’
available resources [106]. Apart from aiming at grid independence, they could also provide
flexibility services to other communities or to grid operators. Typically, a community
manager orchestrates the market and assists members to collectively decides how to
utilize their resources [107]. The assistance could range from having full responsibility
for making decisions on behalf of the community members to only playing the role of
a facilitator and strictly following the instructions given by the community’s members.
The community manager, the rights and privileges he or she holds, the scope of operation
he or she has, and the length of his or her term are chosen by the community members
via consensus mechanisms. Once these choices are made, the community manager’s
responsibility is to ensure that every community member receives a fair share of the
rewards received according to their contribution to the service provided. The distribution
of rewards is typically done via transactions between community members, between the
community manager and community members, and the community manager and other
communities/grid operators.

In CSC models, the overarching goal is independence from centralized electricity
generation through unification of dispersed resources in communities [105]. Community
members operate in a collaborative manner to optimize usage of resources [14,107]. CSC
incentivizes transactions that prioritize maximizing the benefits of the community. CSC
models usually involve a community manager [107] who coordinates transactions within
the community as well as the transactions with other communities or the main grid. The
market mechanisms used in CSC models are set to optimize the trading based on algorithms
with objectives such as minimizing the electricity import by the community from the main
grid and maximizing the revenue for the community. They usually involve sharing the
individual prosumers’ assets among each other or aggregating all the assets within the
community in order to maximize the benefits for the entire community.

4.3. Case 3: Transactive Energy Models

Transactive Energy (TE) market models support grid operators in balancing the grid
at all times [108]. They achieve this by facilitating demand response services provided by
prosumers based on market-based incentives [109]. The key difference between the TE and
P2P/CSC market models is that in TE models there is typically a single buyer—the grid op-
erator or aggregator—who demands a certain amount of flexibility, thus offering financial
incentives to prosumers to engage and provide flexibility. Prosumers are competing with
each other on who would be selected for the service provision. Typically, the flexibility
demanded is substantially larger than the flexibility an individual prosumer could pro-
vide [110]. Hence, typically, a number of prosumers is selected such that their aggregated
flexibility satisfies the needs of the aggregator/grid operator. Similarly to CSC market
models, all selected prosumers are rewarded in proportion to their contributed flexibility.

TE models are based on demand response, where end-user loads are automated and
engaged through market-based interactions [108,110]. They provide market access to
flexibility providers, and a support tool for the grid operators to manage technical compli-
cations [111]. It is a distributed control strategy that uses market mechanisms to engage
self-interested responsive loads to provide services to the grid [112]. The objective of the
market mechanism is to incentive transactions that prioritize and support the stability and
reliability of the grid [108]. As the grid operators are the main actors who are responsible
for maintaining the stability of the grid, they are usually the primary participants in the
market buying electricity/flexibility directly from prosumers or via aggregators [113]. The
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market mechanisms used in TE models are set to optimize trading based on algorithms
with different objectives, such as keeping the grid in balance, reducing grid congestion,
and maintaining the voltage and frequency stability.

5. Findings

5.1. Actors’ Resources and Interested Parties

In this section, actors (existing and emerging) and their market objectives in the
electricity market are briefly introduced. Resources of each of the actors are identified. For
the list of actors in the future electricity market, the study considers the future scenarios
introduced in [114] and actors introduced based on the future scenarios in [35]. Resources
of each actor are categorized under physical and digital groups. An overview of these
resources is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Valuable resources of each actor in the future electricity markets and interested actors in
each resource.

Physical Resources ← Interested Parties Digital Resources (Data)—Interested Parties

RES ← Pro, Rep Smart Meters ← Rep, Ret, DSO, TSO
Home Battery ← Pro, Rep Demand ← Rep, Br, Ret, DSO, TSO
EV ← Pro, Rep Supply ← Rep, Br, Ret, DSO, TSO

Prosumer
(Pro)

EV charging station ← Pro, Rep, DSO Flexibility ← Rep, DSO, TSO

EV battery ← Pro, Rep
HEMS ← Pro, Rep
Smart Appliance ←
Clients’ RES ← Pro, Rep Clients’ Smart Meters ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Clients’ Batteries ← Pro, Rep Clients Demand ← Br, Ret, DSO, TSO

Representative
(Rep)

Clients’ EVs ← Pro, Rep Clients’ Supply ← Br, Ret, DSO, TSO

Clients’ EV Charging Stations ← Pro, Rep, DSO Clients’ Flexibility ← DSO, TSO
Clients’ Batteries of EVs ← Pro, Rep
Clients’ HMS ← Pro, Rep

Sellers’supply information ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Sellers’offered price ← Ret

Broker (Br) Buyers’demand information ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Buyers offered price ← Ret
Clearance price ← Ret
Total traded volume ← Ret, DSO, TSO, Gen

Clients’supply capacity ← TSO
Aggregator
(Agg)

Clients’demand capacity ← TSO

Clients’balancing capacity ← TSO

Retailer (Ret) Customers’demand information ← DSO, TSO
Customers’supply information ← DSO, TSO

Distribution grid infrastructure ← Pro, Rep, Ret Smart meters’ inflow information ← Rep, Ret
DSO Smart meters’ outflow information ← Rep, Ret

Congestion information ← Rep, Ret

Transmission grid Infrastructure ← TSO, Gen, Pro Balancing information ← Agg, Ret, TSO, Gen
TSO Congestion information ← Agg, TSO, Gen

Demand/supply pred. ← Agg, Ret, DSO, TSO, Gen

Generator
(Gen)

Power plants (coal, gas, nuclear, etc.) ← Ret

Note: If the interested actor in a resource is the same as the owner, it indicates other peer actors are interested in
that resource.
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5.1.1. Prosumers

Prosumers are consumers who can also act as producers. In the electricity market,
this means that they can generate electricity and inject it into the grid. To this end, they
are in possession of renewable energy sources (e.g., solar panels) and storage devices
(e.g., batteries). They will most likely also own smart meters, home energy management
systems, and various other smart appliances. Prosumers’ main objectives will be to minimize
cost (specifically, their electricity bills), maximize profit, and mitigate their dependency on the
electricity grid, by maximizing how they use their resources. To summarize, prosumers have
the following valuable resources:

• A renewable energy source (RES) is a mini-generator located on a prosumer’s
premises (e.g., a solar panel). Typically, most of the electricity generated by a RES is
consumed by its owner, who may inject surplus electricity into the grid.

• Home batteries are storage appliances that allow for intentional latency between the
provision and the consumption of electricity generated or purchased by prosumers.

• A smart meter is an advanced measuring and recording device that keeps track of the
electricity flowing in both directions (from the home to the grid, and vice versa) and
that can perform two-way communications with other actors or appliances.

• A home energy management system (HMS) is a platform that consists of hardware
and software to monitor electricity consumption and production. It allows prosumers
to manually control and/or automate their household energy consumption.

• Demand information is information about the electricity requirements of prosumers,
as well as their energy consumption patterns.

• Supply information is information about the volume of electricity produced by pro-
sumers’ RES, as well as production patterns.

• Flexibility information is information about the extent to which prosumers can mod-
ify their electricity production or consumption in response to variability, expected
or otherwise.

• Smart appliances are Internet-connected appliances that connect to each other and/or
other intelligent devices in the home. They can often be accessed and controlled remotely.

• An electric vehicle (EV) is a vehicle that has an electric motor for propulsion (or two
such motors). EV owners typically also possess EV batteries and charging stations.

• An EV battery is a battery installed in an EV, which stores (and transports) electricity.
• An EV charging station is an appliance that can connect EVs to the grid to (dis)charge

electricity.

5.1.2. Representatives (A New Role in Future Electricity Markets)

Representatives are a new type of actor in the peer-to-peer electricity market. Their
role is to manage their clients’ information and physical assets (RES, home battery, smart
appliances, etc.) and to represent them in the peer-to-peer sharing market [35,114]. In
doing so, they transform consumers’ passive roles into active market participation. The
presence of representatives can therefore increase consumer involvement in peer-to-peer
electricity markets.

Representatives are expected to facilitate sharing opportunities between prosumers
and other, already established market players.

Their main objectives will be to minimize costs and increase profits for their clients
(prosumers). As representatives do not own their clients’ assets, their resources mostly
fall into categories other than physical and digital resources. Instead, representatives
may for instance possess upstream knowledge (sourcing knowledge, and knowledge
about product/service- or process-related technologies), downstream knowledge (which is
critical to customer interfaces and is related to marketing, sales, distribution, and after-sales
services), administrative (governance-related) resources, and reputable resources (brand
names, a good reputation for honest business dealings, etc.).
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5.1.3. Brokers (A New Role in Future Electricity Markets)

Like representatives, brokers take up a new role in future electricity markets [35]. They
are intermediate, (neutral) actors facilitating the trade between peers. Due to their position,
they have access to information about all parties participating in peer-to-peer electricity
trading, as well as all transactions. Their objectives are to clear the peer-to-peer market while
respecting the grid’s constraints, as well as the prosumers’ preferences.

As for representatives, brokers’ special market position is not derived from their own
physical or digital resources. Nor do they have upstream or downstream knowledge, or
brand and other common resources. Brokers’ positions mostly result from legal monopolies
or first-mover advantages, which can provide actors with an important share of the market.
Essentially, they will have access to all the information contained in a prosumer bid, such as
the amount of electricity offered, the price requested, the demand and supply bids, buyer
preferences (specific type of energy source, location, etc.), grid access points (location), and
electricity source (solar, wind, biomass, etc.).

5.1.4. Aggregators

Aggregators are actors that exist already in current markets. They provide ancillary
services to grid operators. They play an important role in balancing the electricity market
by aggregating prosumers’ flexibility and trading. Their main objective is to maximize profit
by offering ancillary services to grid operators. To achieve this, they have access to the
following information:

• Clients’ supply capacity: Information about the capacity of their clients’ electricity
supply to the grid, including supply patterns.

• Clients’ demand capacity: Information about the capacity of their clients’ electricity
demand from the grid, including demand patterns.

• Clients’ balancing capacity: Information about the flexibility of their clients, which
can be served to the grid.

5.1.5. Retailers

Retailers provide consumers with electricity. (In the case of prosumers, they also fulfill
this role when prosumers’ RES do not generate sufficient volumes of electricity). Retailers
buy electricity in bulk from generators in the wholesale market and sell it to prosumers
in the retail market. In current market settings, retailers are also obliged to buy any of the
clients’ electricity that is not traded in the P2P electricity market and still injected back to
the grid. Their main objective is to maximize profit, while ensuring that their clients’ demand
for electricity is met. Retailers have access to the following information:

• Customers’ demand information: This indicates how much electricity is consumed
by retailers’ clients over a specific period of time. This information is valuable to make
any estimates about the future demand of the market.

• Customers’ supply information: This indicates how much electricity is injected into
the grid by retailers’ clients over a specific period of time. Similarly, this information
is valuable to make any estimates about the future demand/supply of the market.

5.1.6. Distribution System Operators (DSO)

DSOs are the operating managers (and sometimes owners) of energy distribution
networks [115], operating at low and medium voltage levels. Their main objective is to
avoid congestion.

• Distribution grid infrastructure: Distribution grid refers to the final stage of the
electrical grid in which electricity is distributed to homes, industry, and other end-use
products. Distribution is the process of reducing power to safe customer-usable levels,
and delivering the electric power to the grid.

• Smart meters’ inflow information: This includes the information regarding the
amount and pattern of consumption at any smart meter. The more real-time this
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information, the more valuable it is. Modern smart meters make it possible to read the
smart meters’ information in a real-time pattern. DSO is the sole actor who has access
to this information through the smart meters installed at clients’ premises.

• Smart meters’ outflow information: Similar to the smart meters’ inflow, this includes
the information regarding the amount and pattern of electricity provisioned at any
smart meter. The more real-time this information, the more valuable it is.

• Congestion information: Congestion can be defined as violations of network con-
straints (voltage and frequency) due to high electricity demand or excess electric-
ity generation.

5.1.7. Transmission System Operators (TSOs)

A TSO is responsible for maintaining the transmission network, balancing the grid,
and charging suppliers transmission network fees based on the electricity consump-
tion/provision data of the suppliers’ customers in the grid. A TSO’s main objective is to
balance the grid. A TSO has the following valuable resources:

• Transmission grid infrastructure: Electricity transmission is the bulk movement of
electricity from a generating site, such as a power plant, to an electrical substation. The
interconnected lines that facilitate this movement are known as a transmission grid.

• Balancing information: Electricity balancing encompasses all actions and processes,
on all timelines, through which TSOs ensure, in a continuous way, the system fre-
quency remains within a predefined stability range, as set forth in the Network Code
on System Operation. It complies with the amount of reserves needed with respect to
the required quality. This includes deficit, surplus, and reserves for any time period.

• Congestion information: Transmission congestion happens when scheduled market
transactions (generation and load) result in power flow over a transmission element
that exceeds the available capacity for that element.

• Demand/supply prediction: This includes all the estimates that TSOs can have based
on the comprehensive information they receive for the balancing purposes.

5.1.8. Generators

Generators are the entities who generate electricity to meet the demand for electricity
by consumers/prosumers. Their main objective is to maximize profit by trading electricity in
the wholesale and/or balancing market. They have the following valuable resource:

• Power plant: An industrial facility for the generation of electric power. Power plants
are connected to electricity grids. Their energy sources vary widely. Most of them
burn fossil fuels (e.g., coal, oil, and natural gas). Cleaner energy sources of power
plants include nuclear power and, increasingly, renewables (e.g., solar, wind, wave,
and hydroelectric).

5.2. Opportunities for Sharing

In this section, the existing (or new) market players who would be interested in
utilizing (some of the) resources of other actors, identified in the previous section, and the
attainable benefit by accessing the resource are discussed. This part answers two questions:
who is interested in the resource? and what benefit can the interested actor gain?

5.2.1. Prosumers

• Renewable Electricity Sources (RES): Other prosumers/consumers (or representatives
on behalf of them), by accessing prosumers’ RES, can produce renewable electricity.
The owner of the produced electricity is the party with which it is shared. In a sense,
rather than trading the electricity generated by the RES, prosumers can lend/rent their
RES for a specific time period.

• Batteries: Other prosumers/consumers (or representatives on their behalf) can store elec-
tricity by accessing prosumers’ batteries. The owner of the stored electricity is the party
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with which the battery is shared. Renting out the RES and the battery in combination
should be the most beneficial for both—the owner and the renter.

• Electric vehicles (EV): Electric vehicles can be used by other prosumers in idle time.
Car sharing initiatives in a peer-to-peer manner are imaginable for this type of sharing.
Representatives can represent underutilized capacity of electricity vehicles in a more
efficient way on behalf of owners of EVs.

• EV battery: Other prosumers are interested in EV batteries as portable storage devices.
People can, for instance, sell 2kw to users living close to their work place. Rather than
feeding this energy to the grid at their home location, they can transport it with their
EV and inject it to the grid at their work locations, potentially saving on grid use fees.
Representatives can represent their clients’ EV batteries in a more efficient way.

• EV charging station: EV charging stations can be used by other prosumers in idle
times. This requires bringing the cars to the location of the station to charge them.
Other prosumers can be interested in using the EV charging stations for charging
their EVs. Representatives are also interested in expanding their service basket and
in sharing charging stations more efficiently on behalf of the owners. DSOs would
be interested as a means to help the congestion problem without occupying the
distribution grid’s capacity.

• Smart meters: People cannot share the smart meter, but it generates valuable data
to be shared. Considering the frequency of access to the smart meter data, it reveals
information that is highly valued by several actors. DSOs value this information
for billing and solving congestion problems, TSOs for balancing, and retailers for
customer consumption/production estimation purposes. Representatives can represent
this information on behalf of their clients.

• Home energy management system (HMS): As is the case for the smart meter, the data
generated by these systems are probably their most valuable output. Representatives
can use these data for participating in various markets. It is unclear how one can
benefit from sharing the system, unless a neighbor (other prosumer) could use the
system’s functionality as well. In a sense, the neighbor (or any user) could send
the data of their assets and let the home management system of another user make
intelligent decisions for them. It is yet to be seen how practical this solution is. It
might well work in apartment buildings, where several flats use only one home
management system.

• Demand information: Representatives are interested to have this information because
it enables them to better represent their clients’ demand and decide on the way to
supply (purchasing from other prosumers, purchasing from grid, using the battery
capacity, etc.). Retailers can plan their electricity provision based on forecasts based
mainly on their clients demand/supply information. DSOs can use these data to better
handle the distribution grid congestion problem. TSOs can better balance the grid by
having this information. Brokers are interested in the part of this information which
would be traded in peer-to-peer electricity markets through their channel.

• Supply Information: Representatives are interested in this information because it
enables them to better represent their clients’ supply and decide how to sell/share
(selling to other prosumers, selling to the grid, using the battery capacity to store
the produced electricity, etc.). Retailers can plan their electricity provision based on
forecasts based mainly on their clients’ demand/supply information. DSOs can use
these data to better handle the distribution grid congestion problem. TSOs can better
balance the grid by having this information. Brokers are interested in the part of
this information which would be traded in peer-to-peer electricity markets through
their channel.

• Flexibility: DSOs are interested in flexibility capacity to overcome the congestion
problem. TSOs can use this capacity as a means to balance the electricity grid. Rep-
resentatives can represent this capacity on behalf of clients to other interested parties.
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Aggregators do the same type of representation for their clients in the current electric-
ity market.

5.2.2. Representatives

As discussed in the presentation of representatives in the previous section, the type of
resources representatives own is mostly not relevant to sharing. However, representatives
(on behalf of prosumers) have access to the same valuable resources as prosumers and
facilitate sharing. What differentiates representatives’ role in sharing from prosumers is
that representatives have the aggregate capacity of their clients to share. The aggregation
of clients’ resources in the hands of a representative gives it a service basket and leverages
its position to negotiate and enter to markets that is not possible for a single prosumer
to access.

• Sellers’ supply information: This information is about the capacity for supply, and
not necessarily all the supply capacity is traded in peer-to-peer markets. The informa-
tion is useful for planning purposes. DSOs are interested in the supply information
to have a better congestion management in the distribution grid. TSOs can enhance
balancing planning by access to this information. Retailers can have plan better for their
electricity demand from generators, which later they will supply in the retail market.

• Sellers’ offered price: Access to this information helps retailers in their pricing. Retail-
ers’ pricing is in direct competition with the supply price in peer-to-peer trading market.

• Buyers’ demand information: This information is about the capacity for demand,
and not necessarily all the demanded amount is traded in the peer-to-peer market.
The information is useful for planning purposes. DSOs are interested in the demand
information to have a better congestion management in the distribution grid. TSOs
can plan better for balance through access to this information. Retailers can plan
better for their electricity demand from generators, which they will later supply in the
retail market.

• Buyers’ offered price: Access to this information helps retailers in electricity pricing.
It indicates potential customers’ willingness to pay. It is also worth mentioning that
this willingness is for the peer-to-peer market. Considering that retailers nowadays
are also offering green electricity to their customers, it would help retailers to tailor
their offering in that product segment.

• Clearance price: This is the price for complementary/substitute service of retailers. It
is expected that retailers’ pricing is directly impacted by this information.

• Total traded volume: Retailers and generators can adjust their pricing and supply by
knowing the actual traded amount of electricity in the peer-to-peer trading market.
DSOs can better manage the congestion problem in the distribution grid. TSOs can
better balance the grid by knowing this information.

Consideration: What defines the brokers’ position in the market is the type of infor-
mation that they have access to. It seems some of this information (sellers’ supply and price
information, and buyers’ demand information and offered price) are VRIN resources that,
despite the existence of other interested parties, brokers are not supposed to share.

5.2.3. Aggregators

• Clients’ supply capacity: TSOs are interested in this information for prevention of
congestion in the transmission grid.

• Clients’ demand capacity: TSOs are interested in this information for prevention of
congestion in the transmission grid.

• Clients’ balancing capacity: TSOs are interested because of the use of this capacity in
balancing of the grid.

5.2.4. Retailers

• Customers’ demand information: DSOs are interested in this information for distri-
bution grid congestion prevention. TSOs are interested because of balancing purposes.
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• Customers’ supply information: As above.

5.2.5. Distribution System Operators (DSOs)

• Distribution grid infrastructure: Prosumers are interested in the distribution grid to
receive their electricity (purchased in the retail or peer-to-peer market) through it.
Connectivity to the grid is also necessary for receiving the balancing services which
translates into the stability of the electricity stream. Representatives have the same
dependency/interest as prosumers regarding the distribution grid. The distribution
grid makes the existence of retailers’ services meaningful. This means that they can
only deliver what they sell if the client is connected to the grid.

• Smart meters’ inflow information: Retailers are interested in this information because
it reveals their customers’ consumption behavior. It is valuable for pricing and plan-
ning purposes. Representatives are also interested in this information because they
are the sellers in the peer-to-peer market. Electricity sold in the peer-to-peer market
is in competition with retailers’ offers. So it has a similar value for representatives.
Considering the level of expertise of prosumers, the required expertise to process this
information is absent in individual prosumers.

• Smart meters’ outflow information: As above.
• Congestion information: Representatives are interested in this information because

it shows where the situation is more prone to peer-to-peer trading (considering that
peer-to-peer trading of electricity may cause congestion problems in the distribution
grid). Retailers have similar interests as representatives in this information.

5.2.6. TSOs

• Transmission grid infrastructure: Generators and prosumers are already making use
of this infrastructure by using it as a transposition means for their traded electricity.

• Balancing information: Active players in the balancing market are the interested
parties. This includes retailers, aggregators, and generators. Other TSOs (neighboring
countries) are interested in these data because of the balancing purposes.

• Congestion information: Aggregators, other TSOs, and generators are interested actors in
this information. As a source of balancing solutions, this information is meaningful for
the interested actors to find where there is a good node to offer their balancing services.

• Demand/supply prediction: Active players in the balancing market are the interested
parties. This includes retailers, aggregators, and generators. Other TSOs, (neighboring)
countries, are interested in these data because for balancing purposes. DSOs are also
interested in these data because of the implications that it could have on the congestion
in the distribution grid.

5.2.7. Generators

• Power plants: Retailers are interested in the production capacity of power plants
rather than buying the electricity they produce. Retailers can keep it as a reserve
for balancing purposes. This scenario makes sense if sharing the capacity is more
beneficial for generators than selling the output electricity.

6. Analysis

6.1. Current vs. Future Opportunities for Sharing

This study was initially designed to explore sharing opportunities in future electricity
markets. Interestingly, the findings revealed several opportunities already available in
the present, which have been overlooked despite their potential for value creation and
capturing for several actors. It goes without saying that these are missed opportunities that
can be sources of value. This also resonates with the concept of increasing the exploitation
of existing resources, which is one of the cornerstones of circularity [116]. To clarify
this argument, by following the boundary conditions set for the study (i.e., a “sharing
opportunity” is a situation in which at least one actor other than the owner is interested
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in a resource), we built a matrix based on a combination of actors to highlight sharing
opportunities between every two types of actors. We also highlight the presently missed
opportunities and future opportunities for sharing. As shown in Table 2, matrix cells
present a combination of actors that make up the two axes of the matrix. Each cell lists
resources of the actor in the left column that are of interest to the actor in the top row.
We underline the items that are currently shared. The remaining items in the list are
opportunities for sharing in the future.

One of the implications of the identified sharing opportunities is that we can expect
new entrants [35] (e.g., providers of sharing platforms or other supporting services) in
electricity markets. Attractive sharing opportunities may attract these actors, which will
also lead to facilitation of trading. Among the newly introduced actors, representatives
are credible candidates to extend their activities and seize these opportunities [115]. How-
ever, privacy concerns may stand in the way of full-fledged, active participation of all
prosumers [39]. As a consequence of privacy concerns, which go beyond issues of data pro-
tection, prosumers may apply a privacy/sharing calculus, weighing sharing risks against
benefits [117]. In that calculus, the compounded physical privacy and data protection
concerns may weigh more heavily against the benefits of sharing than data protection
concerns alone would do. Those promoting sharing opportunities in electricity markets
would do well to consider not only security and data protection measures but also to
address the physical privacy concerns that may impede (some) prosumers from reaping
the benefits.

Among the existing players in the electricity market, aggregators currently more or less
undertake the combined activities of brokers and representatives [13]. A future opportunity
imaginable for aggregators is to diversify their activities to offer representative and broker
services. An interesting question that remains open is whether a single actor will play
representative, broker, and aggregators’ roles [115]. It is yet to be seen if specialization
and a division of labor, meaning distinct actors undertaking separate roles [13], is the path
forward, or if diversification would generate enough return for aggregators.
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6.2. Privacy and Data Protection Aspects of Prosumers’ Sharing Opportunities

Despite opportunities to generate additional income, promote sustainable consump-
tion, or enjoy the social activity of sharing [118], prosumers may be reluctant to share assets
due to privacy concerns [114]. Such concerns may vary, from a desire to limit access to
private spaces to discomfort with sharing information about daily behavioral patterns, or
distrust against commercial parties whose access to sensitive data may lead to price or
other market manipulation attempts. This section presents an analysis of privacy and data
protection aspects of the sharing opportunities for prosumers discussed above, as well as a
number of potential remedies.

First, a disambiguation between “privacy” and “(personal) data protection” is in order.
A comprehensive, systematically developed typology of privacy distinguishes eight basic
types: bodily, intellectual, spatial, decisional, communicational, associational, proprietary,
and behavioral privacy, with informational privacy as a ninth type that overlaps, but does
not coincide with, the eight basic types [94]. This non-exhaustive typology underscores the
importance of protecting more than merely personal information when it comes to privacy.

The distinction between different types of privacy is also a legal one. The right to
privacy was established in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), which
states that “[n]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family,
home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation”. The European
Convention for Human Rights (ECHR) of the Council of Europe also provides protection
for the right to privacy (“respect for private life, family life, home, and correspondence”)
in its Article 8. This right covers a wide range of issues in the rulings of the European
Court of Human Rights (ECtHR): bodily integrity, wiretapping, gender identification, and
unwarranted trespassing and protection against environmental nuisances, among other
issues [119]. The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union distinguishes a separate
right to the protection of personal data in its Article 16. So does the European Union’s
Charter of Fundamental Rights, which includes both the right to respect for private and
family life in Article 7 and the right to protection of personal data in Article 8. The EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulates this latter right, not the right to
private and family life.

In the context of prosumers sharing assets in the electricity market, concerns related to
physical assets are discussed here as “privacy concerns”, whereas concerns related to digital
assets are discussed as “data protection concerns”. These labels are chosen for reasons of
brevity, not to introduce a strict distinction between informational or data privacy and other
privacy concerns. Our aim is to clarify that privacy concerns do not end when (personal)
data are secure.

To be clear, this section does not deal with the situation in which prosumers are
handling other individuals’ data, i.e., the situation in which the prosumer becomes a
“controller” in terms of the GDPR. What is discussed are potential personal privacy and
data protection concerns of prosumers related to sharing their own assets.

6.3. Privacy Aspects of Sharing Prosumers’ Physical Assets

Prosumers experience privacy concerns when they fear an infringement of personal
boundaries around their bodies, intimate spaces, or personal assets. Prosumers’ physical
resources, as listed above, are likely to be found in or around their private homes, and
possibly the homes of their families. In “collaborative consumption” schemes [118], privacy
concerns about giving strangers access to zones of intimacy (which can include electric
vehicles) may affect prosumers’ willingness to share. Compared to data protection issues,
these physical privacy concerns have been understudied, but they can weigh more heavily
than concerns about the protection of personal data [117]. Among the eight basic types of
privacy distinguished by [94], five are primarily related to physical aspects: bodily, spatial,
behavioral, associational, and proprietary privacy. Each of these types is discussed below
in relation to the sharing of physical resources of prosumers in the electricity market.
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• Bodily privacy refers to the integrity of a person’s body, from excluding others from
touching one’s body to having the freedom to move one’s body [94]. Though pro-
sumers may fear infringements of their bodily privacy when allowing strangers into
their homes for the purpose of sharing smart appliances or home batteries, privacy
would not be their primary concern in this respect, which is why we shall leave bodily
privacy concerns aside in this discussion. It is, however, of no small importance to
realize that related concerns may dissuade, for instance, female prosumers who live
alone from actively participating in collaborative consumption schemes.

• Like bodily privacy, spatial privacy, particularly the privacy of the home, is a consti-
tutionally protected right around the world [94]. In some countries, “dwellings” or (in
Poland) vehicles are also protected, while the inviolability of property, of computers, or
of cell phones sometimes also falls under the protection of the private sphere. Clearly,
the need to protect intimate spaces is felt worldwide. This implies that sharing of all
physical assets mentioned in Section 5.1—renewable electricity sources, home batter-
ies, electric vehicles, EV charging stations, EV batteries, home energy management
systems, and smart appliances—can, to some extent, and depending on circumstances,
trigger spatial privacy concerns.

• Behavioral privacy has to do with excluding others from observing one’s personal
actions and behaviors [120], with systemic observation being of particular concern.
Visitors to a private space (when sharing renewable electricity sources, electric vehicles,
home or EV batteries, EV charging stations, or smart appliances) would undoubtedly
learn something of the sharing prosumer’s lifestyle, actions, and personal behavior.
However, systemic observation is unlikely to occur in the physical environment, but
is potentially of graver concern in relation to information-sharing, or information that
could be gleaned from the sharing of a home energy management system.

• Associational privacy refers to an “individuals’ interests in being free to choose who
they want to interact with: friends, associations, groups, and communities” [94].
Assuming that prosumers would voluntarily engage in collaborative consumption
schemes, associational privacy is unlikely to be affected by the choice to share in itself.
In fact, social influence plays an important role in users’ sharing decisions: “The more
the people in the sharers’ environment encourage and support their sharing, the more
frequently these users will share” [117]. Collaborative consumption therefore appears
to be rather a positive expression of associational privacy preferences.

• Proprietary privacy is about property-based interests, meaning that property can be
used to shield activity or information from others. Window curtains, locked doors, or
closed bags are examples of physical property protections. Naturally, if property is
shared, proprietary privacy is affected, but not necessarily infringed upon. Proprietary
privacy is mostly a legal issue, in that it mostly applies to situations of unreasonable
search and seizure [94], not to voluntary sharing. It is therefore less likely to be a
concern specific to collaborative consumption.

For some assets, mitigation of physical privacy concerns can be achieved by introduc-
ing “safe spaces”, away from intimate zones. For example, lighter smart appliances can be
handed over in a public space. For less mobile physical assets, it will be of utmost impor-
tance to establish trust between sharing partners, e.g., through privacy-preserving features
of sharing platforms or by introducing physical security checks, setting clear boundaries in
contracts, or introducing sharing policies [121,122].

For all five types of physical privacy concerns, there are related data protection con-
cerns. Information “leaked” about bodies, spaces, behavior, property (e.g., photos or videos
taken surreptitiously), or associations (e.g., contact lists) may be as much a concern, or even
more worrisome, to prosumers.

6.4. Data Protection Issues of Sharing Prosumers’ Digital Resources

While informational privacy is considered to be a somewhat separate type of privacy
that overlaps with the eight basic types, three of those basic types are also closely related
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to the protection of data: communicational, intellectual, and decisional privacy. These
types, and informational privacy, are discussed below in relation to the sharing of digital
resources of prosumers in the electricty market.

• Communicational privacy is also protected in all constitutions, specifically mediated
communications (or “correspondence” in the ECHR) [94] (Unmediated communi-
cation, or communication in person, is sometimes protected in the same vein, or
sometimes considered as a part of physical privacy). It refers to concerns regard-
ing conscious communication, such as sending messages on sharing platforms or
online marketplaces (potential “representatives”). Communicational privacy is af-
fected if platforms are processing communications data [122] or in case of “eavesdrop-
ping” [114].

• Intellectual and decisional privacy are two sides of the same coin: intellectual privacy
can be regarded as freedom from intrusion into the functioning of the mind, and
decisional privacy is seen as the freedom to exercise one’s mind. Prosumers sharing
smart meter data, demand and supply data, and/or flexibility information with
retailers or system operators may fear that their beliefs about prices and demand may
be manipulated by incorrectly presented or skewed information provision by larger
players in the market, affecting their ability to make effective, rational decisions in
their own best interest.

• Lastly, informational privacy concerns around P2P sharing in the electricity market
are well documented, including such risks as impersonation, data manipulation, and
individual privacy breaches leaking location or trajectory data, payment information,
or behavioral patterns to third parties [114,122]. Any kind of privacy also has an
informational aspect. At the same time, information always relates to certain aspects
of people’s physical situations, which have privacy elements beyond information.

Fortunately, there is also ample discussion regarding mitigating data protection issues,
partly due to the introduction of the GDPR, which requires that organizations processing
personal data take extensive “technical and organizational measures” to protect such data.
Technical measures can include secure authentication of parties and messages, encryp-
tion, anonymization and pseudonymization, secure channels, prosumer data aggregation,
decentralized data storage, unlinkability, multiparty computation, and zero-knowledge
proofs [114]. Organizational measures can include access controls, logging, contractual
clauses, staff privacy training, confidentiality agreements, and binding policies, to name
but a few common approaches. Figure 4 summarizes the privacy and data security aspects
of sharing prosumers’ physical assets as well as their data.

Figure 4. Privacy and data security aspects of sharing prosumers’ physical assets as well as their data.
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7. Discussion

The findings from this study suggest how prosumers’ open business models, in
decentralized market models in the electricity market, may be hindered by privacy concerns
on sharing physical assets as well as data protection issues with sharing their data.

Our results showed several sharing opportunities in electricity markets exist which are
already exploitable by prosumers for value creation and capturing in their business models.
Furthermore, all the identified opportunities have a collaborative nature through resource
sharing, which emphasizes the openness aspect of prosumers’ business models. This is in
line with previous studies’ claims [46–48] on increasing use of open business models for
exploring and exploiting external resources and knowledge. Furthermore, by identifying
sharing opportunities between dual combination of actors it provides empirical evidence
for [40,52]’s claim that open business models allow greater value capture by utilizing
a firm’s key asset, resource, or position not only in that organization’s own operations,
but also in other companies’ businesses. Previous studies [29,49] mostly take a positive
tone and focus on antecedents of open business models. Nevertheless, our analysis on
prosumers’ privacy and data protection concerns complements this strand of research by
showing barriers for implementing open business models.

Somewhat surprisingly, most of the identified sharing opportunities are already ex-
ploitable. In other words, building open business models to make use of these opportuni-
ties is not hindered by legal constraints [24] or other structural changes in the electricity
grid [123]. This sheds new light on previous studies that suggest the large-scale rollout of
P2P, CSC, and TE models, as non-stand-alone innovations, requires several co-innovations
and adoptions [13]. Furthermore, the results broaden the scope of sharing, which was
mostly focused specific devices (charging stations, batteries, etc.) in previous studies [124],
by putting prosumers as the core of discussion rather than a specific device.

Formerly, prosumers were considered passive actors in the electricity market because
they could only inject their excess electricity into distribution grids and had no negotiation
power on price setting nor on whom to sell [106,125]. As a result of the limited decisions
they could take, having a business model for active prosumer participation in the mar-
ket was deemed unnecessary. However, technology breakthroughs in the production of
high-capacity batteries, distributed renewable resources (e.g., solar panels), ease of com-
munication, and prevalence of smart devices (smart meters, home energy management
systems, etc.), as shown under actors’ resource base in our study, are expanding prosumer
control and allowing them to play a more substantial active role in future electricity mar-
kets [126,127]. This shift in prosumers’ capabilities necessitates better understanding of
their options for value generation and capturing through their business models. A clear pic-
ture is necessary for prosumers as potential active participants in future electricity markets
and for policy makers to better prioritize public resource allocation [32].

By following [128]’s guidelines for making theoretical contributions, we applied the
resource-based theory of the firm in relatively new context—the electricity market—to iden-
tify resources with sharing potential held by different existing and emerging actors. This is a
novel application for the resource-based theory to discover sharing opportunities [41]. Hence,
our study contributes to theories of the firm, in particular to the resource-based theory [128].
Furthermore, by highlighting the privacy and data protection aspects on prosumers’ sharing
of physical assets and data, as potential barriers for open business models, the study con-
tributes to open business models literature. Finally, by analyzing the differences between
privacy [44] aspects of sharing physical objects and data protection [45] issues related to
sharing prosumers’ data in electricity markets, we contend that physical privacy aspects are
too often overlooked, though they can present critical barriers to prosumer sharing.

8. Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research

This study has limitations that can be overcome in future research. Furthermore,
this study raises important questions for follow-up research. First, it would be fruitful
to pursue further research into the dynamics of prosumers’ resource transformation in
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the short run and in the long run. The intersection of open business models [29], digital
transformation [129], and dynamic capabilities [130] is another area for further research. The
study is partly based on speculations derived from case studies. A follow-up, quantitative
study (e.g., a survey) with a large sample size [131] can validate our findings. Among the
drawbacks for implementing open business models by prosumers, we focused on privacy
as well as data protection concerns. Taking other perspectives (technical, legal, etc.) to
study the factors which hinder applying open business models can contribute to theory
and practice. Broadening the scope to cover the business models as well as privacy and
security aspects of other actors is another path to follow in future studies.

It is valuable to perform an in-depth privacy analysis of identified sharing opportuni-
ties that goes beyond concerns over sharing data or the security of IT infrastructure. While
there is evidence that prosumers hesitate to participate in particular parts of the sharing
economy due to concerns about the privacy of their homes, bodies, or other aspects of
their private lives (e.g., in schemes such as Airbnb), there has been no empirical research
into prosumers’ privacy-related hesitations to participate in sharing schemes for physical
assets in the electricity market [132]. This may be partly due to the lack of existing schemes.
Although our data collection and validation did not allow for such empirical exploration of
potential concerns related to all different types of privacy, there are certainly research strate-
gies that do allow for exploration of future attitudes, e.g., using fictional methods [133]
such as “futuristic autobiographies” [134].

Last but not least, the implicit assumption in identifying opportunities for sharing in
our study, which is based on scenarios for the future [135,136], is that we can extrapolate
and speculate about the future using the knowledge that we have at present. Hence, the
possibility of disruption as the result of breakthrough innovations [137] is overlooked in
this method. These could alter the whole market. Taking into account possible sources of
disruption can be another inspiration for conducting follow-up studies.

9. Conclusions

This article explores the barriers for prosumers’ open business models due to their
critical role in decentralized modes of electricity/flexibility trading. In particular, it puts
forward privacy and data protection concerns on sharing prosumers’ physical assets and
data. This is an exploratory study that utilizes a multiple case study method to identify
existing and emerging actors in electricity markets. Furthermore, resource-based theory
is applied to identify resources of the actors under physical assets and data categories.
Objectives that different actors pursue in the electricity market are identified, and for each
identified resource, interested actors and their motivation are introduced. Accordingly, a
matrix is built by dual combination of actors, to identify what opportunities for sharing
exist between every two actors. We built on [32]’s perspective and dealt with prosumers
as firms in applying the resource-based theory and in our discussions. Identified sharing
opportunities, besides participation in the new market models for electricity/flexibility
trading, call for developing prosumers’ open business model and highlight less attended
opportunities. The study contributes to theories of the firm by applying the resource-based
view in a new context and to the business model literature by shedding light on barriers in
applying open business models.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ICTs Information and Communication Technologies
P2P Peer-to-Peer
CSC Community Self-Consumption
TE Transactive Energy
B2C Business-to-Consumer
B2B Business-to-Business
VRIN Valuable, Rare, Imperfectly imitable and Not substitutable
RES Renewable Energy Sources
EV Electric Vehicle
HMS Home energy Management System
DSO Distribution System Operator
Pro Prosumer
Rep Representative
Br Broker
Agg Aggregator
Ret Retailer
Gen Generator
TSO Transmission System Operator
RES Renewable Electricity Sources
EV Electric Vehicle
HMS Home energy Management System
UDHR Universal Declaration of Human Rights
ECHR European Convention for Human Rights
ECtHR European Court of Human Rights
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
DCOSS Distributed Computing in Sensor Systems

Appendix A. Guideline Questions for Semi-Structured Interviews

• Would you please introduce yourself and your organization?
• What are your organization’s roles in the electricity market?
• How do you describe the current electricity market (Who are actors and what are

their roles)?
• What are the main influencers on the future of electricity market?
• How do you describe the future electricity market (Who are actors and what are their

roles in next 5 to 10 years)?
• What are the constraints for P2P electricity trading?
• What are the best and worst scenarios for P2P electricity market?
• Who are the main actors and their roles in the P2P energy trading?
• Do existing trading mechanisms in electricity market need to be changed for P2P

electricity trading (How should they be in order to allow for P2P trading)?
• Which non-energy-related market mechanism is applicable for P2P electricity trading?
• What roles would your company have in the future electricity market?
• What are your organization’s objectives and business model in P2P electricity market?
• What problem is peer-to-peer is trying to solve?
• Which type of actors are trustworthy to have the critical roles in P2P, CSC, and TE

models for electricity/flexibility trading?
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Abstract: Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are heavily dependent on the use of imported fossil
fuels to address their energy needs. This has a negative impact on the environment, SIDS budgets,
and energy security. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the role of renewable energy (RE) as a
tool for energy security in SIDS. In this regard, using VOSviewer, a widely known software tool, two
bibliometric analyses were performed with a focus on the literature that explores two intertwined
issues: (i) the links between RE and energy security; and (ii) the implications of RE and energy
security in SIDS. The results from the study show that RE can help SIDS enhance their energy security
and assure long-term energy sustainability. In addition, the results show that with the reduction in
the cost of batteries in the future, they will eventually replace diesel generators. Moreover, the study
showed that renewable energy may assist SIDS in their long-term efforts to achieve food security. The
analysis discusses the major obstacles and the potential solutions for the integration of RES into the
energy generation of SIDS. The paper concludes with useful recommendations to help island nations
reduce their carbon footprint.
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1. Introduction

Energy security is commonly defined in regards to continuous energy availability and
efficiency, affordability, accessibility, sustainability, cleanliness, and reliability [1–4], and
it is often linked with sustainable policies and innovations [5,6]. Although uninterrupted
energy supply is essential for socio-economic growth and development [7], unfortunately,
many nations still struggle with the provision of sufficient and uninterrupted energy [8].
This problem is particularly evident in the Small Island Developing States (SIDS).

SIDS possess a set of characteristics that distinguishes them from other developing
countries (Table 1) and make them some of the most vulnerable countries in terms of energy
needs and security. SIDS have a population of about 61.5 million people, concentrated
mainly in the Caribbean (65%), the Pacific, Africa, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, and South
China Sea regions [9].

Table 1. Unique features of Small Island Developing States and their socio-economic and environ-
mental implications.

Features Implications

Reduced size Limited natural and financial resources
Geographical isolation Access to services that are difficult on occasions

Limited economic outputs Considerable levels of poverty

Vulnerability to climate change Higher likelihood of damages and casualties due
to extreme events and displacement of populations

Food price volatility Hardships among some groups
Dependency on fossil fuels High prices of energy

Except for Papua New Guinea and Trinidad and Tobago, most of the SIDS lack
conventional energy resources (natural gas, oil, and coal). The energy vulnerability of
SIDS relates to their net energy imports, their insularity and remoteness, their peculiar
geographic, demographic, environmental and socio-economic conditions [10,11], their
limited natural resources, thin economies, remoteness from the main trading centres, and
their high exposure to unexpected events, such as extreme weather events [12]. SIDS’
economic challenges are exacerbated by the human capital emergence that leaves in search
of improved living conditions in more developed countries [13]. Although being blessed
with abundant solar, wind, and wave energy resources, among others, RES constitute a
small share in their energy mix.

Poor socio-economic conditions and high dependence on conventional energy sources
affect the capacity of SIDS to support sustainable living as envisioned in the UN’s sustain-
able development goals (SDG). Most SIDS are unable to meet their energy requirements
independently, largely relying on the importation of fossil fuels for survival [4], which
puts pressure on SIDS’ financial resources [11] (with some exceptions such as Trinidad and
Tobago, an example of oil-exporting SIDS [14]). Half of the Pacific SIDS, for example, are
considered to be highly vulnerable to oil price shocks [4]. The high transportation cost
of conventional fuels means that the SIDS must pay higher energy prices. The costs of
electricity and other secondary energy resources are relatively higher than in non-SIDS [4].
Similarly, petroleum products are more expensive in SIDS than in nonisland parts of the
world [4]. SIDS are also subject to an irregular supply of resources. In a recent assessment
to monitor the sustainability of national energy systems, only 5 SIDS were ranked among
125 countries, and just two of these ranked among the top 50 countries in terms of energy
security [3,15].

In a study by Michalena and Hills [12], it was revealed that by renewable energy (RE)
improvement, there will be a minor increase in RE penetration, which will lead to putting
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the region below global rates of RE adoption. In another respect, there was a failure by
the governments to build up inward investment through development partners for RE
demonstration projects. Their results also show that focus on combating global climate
change has not been successful at placing RE in a local context, which contrasts with tradi-
tional Pacific communities’ strong “feeling of place” and spiritual nature. Lucas et al. [10]
claimed that among others, the SIDS are highly vulnerable to climate change impacts.
Furthermore, SIDS are among the world’s most reliant on imported petroleum goods, and
the usage of RE can assist in mitigating the economic risk associated with fossil fuel price
fluctuation. According to their study, there are six categories that put RE deployment in
islands at risk, such as (i) insufficient data for RE development, (ii) organised regulatory
frameworks, (iii) lack of financial supports, (iv) absence of human resources, (v) expensive
required facilities, and (vi) socio-cultural barriers.

In another similar study, Surroop et al. [8] stated that a fundamental worldwide
development concern is low access to modern energy services, generally known as energy
poverty. A collection of SIDS case studies that show efforts to enhance energy availability
can serve as a foundation for recommending critical electrification strategies. It is worth
mentioning that the establishment of an independent regulatory body with policymaking
and adjudicative capabilities, as well as a high degree of commitment from the government,
were highlighted as enabling factors. Furthermore, there are some potential contributors,
such as the establishment of a cost-reflective pricing structure, to the development of
electricity access in the island context. In the global aspect, the most affordable RE are solar
energy and wind power, and it is predicted by the experts that the costs will remain low for
the up-coming years [16]. Decarbonised electricity could be generated by wind and solar
energies. However, it is required to implement other technologies including energy storage,
supplemental generation, demand management, and transmission expansion to fulfil the
demands reliably.

Food scarcity, low-quality education, poor healthcare facilities and services, discrimi-
nation against women, and poor and ineffective governance have been identified as some
of the direct implications of energy insecurity [8,17]. Due to incessant power outages and
scarcity of clean cooking fuel in many SIDS, households’ resort to alternative domestic
sources, such as residues from agricultural products, charcoal, manure, and wood. The pro-
liferation of these cheap, low-efficiency fuels triggers chronic respiratory problems caused
by household air pollution (HAP) [18,19], which can also lead to death [8,20]. The African,
Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) SIDS host a significant proportion of energy-deprived people
who still rely on traditional fuels for basic daily activities including cooking and heating [8].
Water supply systems of many SIDS increasingly require a great deal of energy to power
desalination plants. Scarcity of freshwater is a major challenge, particularly in big islands
with a larger number of inhabitants and substantial water demand. This increases the
demand for energy and further stresses SIDS’ limited resources [21].

The high exposure of SIDS to climate-change-induced natural disasters, such as sea-
level rise and flooding, further affects the reliability of the electric power supply. Poor
power supply is also aggravated by the SIDS’ nonconnection to continental grids [10].
Transportation in SIDS is also dependent on energy imports. For instance, in the Pacific
SIDS, transport represents approximately 75% of the final use of imported oil [10]. Price
instability, interruptions in supply, and inefficient delivery severely affect the transportation
sector [22]. The combination of high fuel costs and limited road networks in SIDS pose
transportation and sustainable development challenges [23]. Crucial investments in infras-
tructural development are usually forfeited in the ensuing trade-off between spending on
fuel imports and societal development [24].

The electricity and transportation sectors in SIDS are highly reliant on fossil fuels,
making these sectors responsible for most of the emissions of greenhouse gases in these
countries, which contribute to global warming. Moreover, SIDS have been in the limelight
as being faced with a “moral crisis” as their combined greenhouse gases emissions are less
than 1%, but they are the first victims of global warming and suffer disproportionately
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from extreme weather conditions such as storms and floods. Their low increase exposes
them to a high risk of submergence of rising sea levels and coastal erosion. Islands such as
Tuvalu, Solomon Islands, and the Maldives are currently under threat of submersion [25].

The RE developed in SIDS are mostly hydro, solar, wind, and biomass. The poten-
tial of wind resources [26], bioenergy resources, marine energy, and geothermal energy
production [4,27] have been variously discussed, but available evidence remains scarce
thus far of the actual status of RE in SIDS and how they are being harnessed for energy
security. Studies on energy security in SIDS are still in the formative stages and are of high
relevance [3].

It is believed that RE can help SIDS significantly in achieving energy security and
reducing the import of fossil fuel, but it has been largely ignored by analysts and policy-
makers. Given the fact that most advances are moving toward a low-carbon future, RE
has the potential to accelerate SIDS’ energy transformation. Energy intensity trends have
been unpredictable over the previous decade, and for SIDS, reductions in energy usage
have not been consistent. SIDS have a wide range of initiatives, projects, and policies, and
this article provides a comprehensive overview of the current state of energy efficiency in
SIDS. Overall, while previous studies have primarily explored policy interventions and
recommendations, this study provides a more practical plan by combining institutional
arrangements and the link of RE with SIDS.

RE and energy security are widely used concepts, for which an extensive body of
literature exists. To this end, bibliometrics and co-occurrence analysis can be of help in
sketching and disentangling the current energy policies and sustainability drivers [26,28].
Even though many scholars have examined energy security research from distinct view-
points and through the application of different approaches, e.g., [29–31], few of them, such
as [32–34], have attempted to investigate the bibliometrics and co-occurrence analysis
domain of energy security research. Nevertheless, it is vital to employ an effective strategy
for analysing the existing state and upcoming trends in these domains because most study
areas are dynamic as a society, and the environments change. The results of bibliometrics
and co-occurrence analysis are thought to be more practical [35].

Certain valuable information about energy security research is revealed, allowing
researchers to continue their research. The goal of this research is to bridge the gap
between bibliometrics and co-occurrence analysis, as well as energy security research.
Given the increasing number of publications on energy security, it is necessary to provide
a comprehensive overview of the current state and future trends in the field. Using
bibliometrics and co-occurrence analysis to analyse energy security can help provide a
clearer understanding of the contribution of RE to SIDS. Accordingly, in the current study,
a bibliometric/co-occurrence analysis of “renewable energy” and “energy security” was
performed to provide an overview of the extent to which the use of RE may assist in energy
security. Therefore, the main research problem is that SIDS have poor energy security
due to their dependence on fossil fuel imports. With this problem in mind, this study
aimed to investigate the role of RE as a tool for energy security in SIDS to answer the
following questions:

(1) Can RE be used as a tool for energy security in SIDS?
(2) What are the feasible solutions and evidence-based approaches in accelerating the

acceptance of RE in order to achieve energy security in SIDS?

Towards this end, the remainder of the paper develops as follows. Section 2 explores
the methodology used for bibliometrics and co-occurrence analysis of publications focusing
on general and SIDS-focused RE and energy security—it presents a set of case studies.
Section 3 presents the results, followed by Section 4, which discusses the obstacles and the
means to address them. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Methods

In order to shed light on the prospect and deployment of RE in the SIDS, a twofold
approach was used. First, using VOSviewer, a widely known software tool, two bibliometric
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analyses were performed with a focus on the literature that explores two intertwined issues:
(i) the links between RE and energy security; and (ii) RE and energy security in SIDS. This
helped with the understanding of the thematic focus of the research in this area and with
the identification of the major studies that can inform this work. A bibliometric analysis
is performed with a focus on the literature exploring the links between RE and climate
change mitigation and energy security. Bibliometrics is a valuable set of methodologies to
track and map existing publications on a specific research issue. The outputs are suitable
for highlighting major thematic focuses and examining the previous studies’ trends [36].

To conduct the first bibliometric analysis using VOSviewer, a search for literature
at the nexus of RE and energy security was performed in the Web of Science (using the
following search string: TS = (“RE” AND “energy security”)) AND LANGUAGE: (English)
Timespan: 1900–2021. Data were collected from the following World of Science (WoS)
Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, and ESCI. The bibliometric data of 1110 articles
were downloaded and used for analysis using VOSviewer. The software can be used
to conduct different types of analyses. Here co-citation analysis was used to identify
major resources and apply co-occurrence analysis to highlight main thematic focus areas.
Co-citation shows connections between two documents that are both cited by a third
document [37]. Publications that have stronger connections with other documents have
been more influential in the development of the field.

A second bibliometric and co-occurrence analysis was performed. In this case, the
following strings were searched: TS = ((“RE” AND “energy security”) AND (“Small
Island Developing State *” OR “sids” OR “Bahrain” OR “Cabo Verde” OR “Comoros”
OR “Guinea-Bissau” OR “Maldives” OR “Mauritius” OR “Sao Tomé and Principe” OR
“Seychelles” OR “Antigua and Barbuda” OT “Bahamas” OT “Barbados” OR “Belize” OR
“Cuba” OR “Dominica” OR “Dominican Republic” OR “Grenada” OR “Guyana” OR
“Haiti” OR “Jamaica” OR “Saint Kitts and Nevis” OR “Saint Lucia” OR “Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines” OR “Suriname” OR “Trinidad and Tobago” OR “Fiji” OR “Kiribati” OR
“Marshall Islands” OR “Micronesia” OR “Nauru” OR “Palau” OR “Papua New Guinea”
OR “Samoa” OR “Solomon Islands” OR “Timor-Leste” OR “Tonga” OR “Tuvalu” OR
“Vanuatu” OR “American Samoa” OR “Anguilla” OR “Aruba” OR “Bermuda” OR “British
Virgin Islands” OR “Cayman Islands” OR “Commonwealth of Northern Marianas” OR
“Cook Islands” OR “Curacao” OR “French Polynesia” OR “Guadeloupe” OR “Guam” OR
“Martinique” OR “Montserrat” OR “New Caledonia” OR “Niue” OR “Puerto Rico” OR
“Saint Maarten” OR “Turks and Caicos Islands” OR “U.S. Virgin Islands”)). Secondly, a
case study analysis on six SIDS was performed (Figure 1).

The choice was based on: (i) the geographical distribution with a focus on main regions
where SIDS are distributed and (ii) the size diversity (very small, small, and middle-sized
SIDS). To the best of our knowledge, no studies have covered such a large sample of SIDS,
so this study is an important contribution to the literature.
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Figure 1. Locations of the sampled SIDS.

3. Results

3.1. Bibliometric Analyses

The present research examined both the overall and SIDS-focused existing scholarship
on RE and energy security. The former was investigated to obtain a broader and more
solid picture of the phenomenon, considering the larger corpus of literature. The latter was
conducted with the aim to better highlight the publications on the energy policy dynamics
related to SIDS. The results of the co-citation analysis show that the articles listed in Table 2
were more influential.

Table 2. Some influential publications in the field of energy security.

Reference Title Total Link Strength

Kruyt et al. (2009) [38] Indicators for energy security 357

Winzer (2012) [39] Conceptualizing energy security 258

Ang et al. (2015) [40] Energy security: Definitions, dimensions, and indexes 275

Sovacool and Mukherjee (2011) [41] Conceptualizing and measuring energy security: A
synthesized approach 285

Yergin (2006) [42] Ensuring Energy Security 154

Chester (2010) [43] Conceptualising energy security and making explicit
its polysemic nature 232

Asif and Muneer (2007) [44] Energy supply, its demand and security issues for
developed and emerging economies 108

Sovacool and Brown (2010) [45] Competing Dimensions of Energy Security: An
International Perspective 159

Intharak et al. (2007) [46] A Quest for Energy Security in the 21st Century 156

Sovacool et al. (2011) [47] Evaluating energy security performance from 1990 to
2010 for eighteen countries 192
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These articles, e.g., [38–42] and some other important publications, such as those by
Wang et al. [48] and Ibrahiem and Hanafy [49], have been reviewed to better understand
the major issues discussed regarding the links between RE and energy security. The term
energy security is extensively used, according to Kruyt et al. [38], but there is no agreement
on its precise interpretation. They identified four aspects of energy security, which include
energy availability, accessibility, cost, and acceptability, and categorised indicators for
energy security using this classification. There is no single perfect indication, according to
their findings, because the concept of energy security is largely context based. Applying
several signs, on the other hand, leads to a more comprehensive understanding. Due to
rising global demand, integrating these indications into a model-based scenario analysis
revealed that the currently known fossil fuels are rapidly depleting.

Energy security and RE are top-tier issues in energy policy research. As can be seen
in Table 2, the documents are listed regressively, according to their link strength. The
best performing papers of this exercise scored a link strength ranging from 357 to 192.
Interestingly, all of the studies that appeared in the co-citation analysis have been published
in the last 15 years, with the majority of them in the last 10 years, and one work in the last
5 years. The number of yearly publications is as follows: 2015: n = 1; 2012: n = 1; 2011: n = 1;
2010: n = 2; 2009: n = 1; 2007: n = 2; 2006: n = 1.

In terms of number of publications, Energy Policy has 3 publications, followed by
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews and Energy, with 2 publications each. Foreign
Affairs, Annual Reviews of Environment and Resource, and Asia Pacific Energy Research
Centre also appear with 1 document each. In terms of authorship, the most prolific author is
Benjamin K. Sovacool, who authored or was listed as the first co-author in three publications.
All the other authors obtain one publication each—either as authors or coauthors. None of
the authors displayed multiple affiliations.

In order to have more detailed information on the SIDS selected for the case study, a
bibliometric analysis was performed on the topics of RE, energy security, and small island
developing states. The words relate to all the SIDS chosen for this inquiry (n = 58).

The bibliometric search returned 19 results. All the examined papers had a spatial
focus. Three works propose regional investigations: 3 in South Asia, 1 in East Asia, 2 in
Southeast Asia, 1 in the Caribbean and Pacific, 1 in the Western Pacific Ocean, and 1 in
Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC). A total of 7 publications concerned domestic case
studies from SIDS; Fiji with 2 works and Comoros, Cape Verde, Suriname, Jamaica, and the
Maldives scoring 1 paper each. Only one publication explicitly considered SIDS broadly.
Two papers did not directly deal with SIDS, but they had language and project implications
and secondary analyses on SIDS; one paper focused on Denmark and the other on the EU.

According to the findings, the most trending topics are related to RE and specific
sources [50], energy transition [51], energy security [52], mitigation [53], aid [54], efficiency
and fuel access topics [55], consumer perception [56], sustainability and environmen-
tal preservation [57], ICT and technological innovation [58], specific projects and tech-
niques [59], economic dynamics [60], and energy regulation and policy [61]. In terms of
methodology, a wide set of techniques, including case study analysis, impact evaluation,
index construction, and principal component analysis by Argentiero and Falcone [62],
Karytsas and Choropanitis [63], Li et al. [64], and Luo et al. [65], were used as methods.

The most prolific authors were M. Mohsin and M. Dornan, with two items each.
Apart from these authors, the bibliometric analysis did not return any outstanding authors
displaying more than one publication. The paper displays the largest number of coauthors;
there are six individuals (one publication). Three works were written jointly by five scholars
(per each), and four were drafted from four researchers altogether (per researcher). An
additional 5 papers were realised by groups made of 3 coauthors, 3 were finalised by
2 scientists each, and 3 articles were published by a single author.

The number of publications on the cross-cutting topics related to RE and energy
security in SIDS reveals the newsworthiness of the tackled topic. The first publication
dates back to 2009. In 2015, 2016, 2018, and 2019, two papers are recorded each year. In
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2020, a publication peak (six records) is noticeable. The year 2021 registered one published
article to date. These figures signal an ascending trend in terms of scholarly interest from
2015, which clearly increased in 2020. For instance, Azzuni et al. [66] investigated the
impacts of transitioning from fossil fuel to a renewables-dominated energy system on
energy security in Jordan. Their results reveal that availability, affordability, environment,
health, and employment will be improved, whereas the diversity will remain unchanged.
Therefore, Jordan can reach a 100% RE system by 2050, which will improve the country’s
energy security.

The largest publication outlet was Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, with
6 articles, followed by Utilities Policy, where 2 papers were published. The remaining
items (n = 11) were collected in 11 different journals including (i) RE; (ii) Energies; (iii) Envi-
ronmental Science and Pollution Research; (iv) The Journal of Cleaner Production; (v) Ecological
Indicators; (vi) Asian Politics & Policy; (vii) Energy Economics; (viii) Energy Research & Social
Science; (ix) Energy for Sustainable Development; (x) The Journal of the Energy Institute; and
(xi) Pacific Economic Bulletin.

3.2. Co-Occurrence Analyses

The output of the analysis, for a minimum occurrence threshold of six keywords,
is shown in Figure 2, mapping the co-occurrence analysis on RE and energy security
publications. Here, node size is an indication of the keyword’s frequency of use, and the
proximity of occurrence indicates that two keywords have co-occurred more frequently. It
was found that the following are common topics as they have been used more frequently
and have higher values of link strength (top 10): sustainability, climate change, GHGs
(greenhouse gases), solar energy, wind energy, biofuels, China, biomass energy, efficiency,
and bioenergy. Sustainability is strictly intertwined with RE and energy security and is
fundamental to fostering connected issues such as energy resilience, vulnerability, and
justice [67–69]. This is also due to the polysemic nature of energy security, even though prior
scholarship, e.g., [70–72], has attempted to provide definitions and conceptualisations [42].
The achievement of energy efficiency is primarily linked to energy security and RE.

As shown in Figure 2, three major clusters can be identified in red and green—larger
clusters—and blue—a smaller cluster. The largest cluster (red colour) is mainly focused on
ecological issues—above all, the implications for climate change mitigation and environ-
mental and energy sustainability. This may indicate that different scenarios for achieving
energy security have major impacts on the progress towards achieving environmental
sustainability, greenhouse gases and climate change mitigation targets, RE consumption
and overall energy resilience, and vice-versa [73,74].

Some nonrenewable sources such as coal and natural gas can be spotted, and this may
signify their importance for achieving energy security in some regions such as ASEAN
and Europe. Additional geographical indications include China, Japan, Germany, Turkey,
and North Africa. The first two locations refer to two East Asian ascending markets for
RE, which are devoting increasing attention to energy security. Germany is a major world
and European player on these themes, whereas Turkey and North Africa are regarded as
major channels for both RE pipelines and energy security and supply. Energy security and
environmental sustainability, as demonstrated by Murshed [75], have become important
to the global policy agenda, with global economic growth strategies being reorganised to
assure the reliability of energy supply while also safeguarding environmental well-being.
However, one of the biggest obstacles to achieving these broad objectives is technological
inefficiency. The findings of the economic analyses show that ICT trade boosts RE con-
sumption, increases RE shares, reduces energy intensity, encourages the use of cleaner fuels,
and lowers carbon emissions. Furthermore, ICT reduces carbon emissions indirectly by
increasing RE usage, improving energy efficiency, and expanding access to cleaner fuels.
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Figure 2. Co-occurrence map: RE and energy security (derived from VOSviewer).

Given the strong nexus between water and energy in some contexts and the water–
energy–food nexus and their security, increasing energy security may also enhance water
security [76]. The water–energy–food nexus has emerged globally, according to Sarkodie
and Owusu [77], since the interrelation of these resources is critical to building conceptual
tools for environmental sustainability. As a result, the water–energy–food nexus supports
economic development while also enhancing life and well-being. Because of its policy
consequences, scholarly study on the water–energy–food nexus is rapidly expanding
nowadays. RE technologies have been identified as the cure for achieving environmental
sustainability. However, while fossil fuel energy technologies compete with groundwater
extraction and usage, certain renewables compete with food for land usage, requiring
cost–benefit analysis. Overall, this cluster highlights the significance of optimizing energy
systems to simultaneously achieve energy security and environmental sustainability [78].
As suggested by the cluster, institutions and decision-making processes would drive energy
system resilience to minimise sectoral uncertainty.

The second major cluster (Figure 3, green colour) can be predominantly connected to
environmental and technical topics pursuing social mandates. Smart grids and microgrids
are regarded as key energy resilience strategies for overcoming energy security, access, and
vulnerability, especially in remote and rural areas of the Global South to target economic,
social, and environmental goals [79,80]. According to Daneshvar et al. [81] and Khalil [82],
as cities are developed to become smarter, energy systems and access to them consequently
becomes an even more integral part of modern living. To become more dependable
and resilient, newer energy systems must also undergo transformations. Despite their
reliance on natural processes, solar cells and wind energy technologies remain the strongest
possibilities for new significant energy sources in smart cities. These energy sources should
continue to be the foundation of smart energy systems in the future. In reality, since their
emergence a few years ago, solar panels for practical uses in buildings have seen dramatic
price drops around the world. Some other important issues can be highlighted based on
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proximate terms in this cluster. For instance, the term “storage” is closely linked to RE
and infrastructure. This may indicate the significance of improvements in battery storage
capacity for maximising the benefits accrued from RE [83].

Figure 3. Co-occurrence map: RE and energy security in SIDS (derived from VOSviewer).

“Efficiency” is a frequently used term with strong and close connections to both RE
and energy security. This can be interpreted as the significance of efficiency improvements
for optimising the performance of RE and their contribution to energy security [84]. Three
geographical terms also appear and refer to South and Southeast Asian countries sorting
from this study’s analyses (i.e., India, Pakistan, and Indonesia). These rank in the lower
top 10 countries globally in terms of lack of access to electricity [85]. The robustness of
infrastructure investments and development policies to remove energy poverty barriers
and to enhance energy efficiency and RE distribution and generation are urgent and on
the rise.

Finally, there is a relatively smaller cluster (Figure 3, blue colour) that contains mixed
topics—mostly economic and environmental but also technical and methodological. The
group includes terms such as sustainability, sustainable energy, mitigation, economic
growth, energy demand, energy transport, and energy planning [86]. Another subgroup
can be identified with the topics of the energy mix, electricity generation, and power
generation. Two widely used techniques can be discerned, which include multicriteria
analysis and indicators. Some of the major publications in this area are focused on indicators
and multicriteria decision support systems (Table 2). These can be used to guide the
development of sustainable and RE systems that can enhance energy security [38,87,88].
Considering the broadness of the approached issues in this third cluster, and the fact that
this group only includes a unique spatial location (Malaysia), this last term is explored
through specific case studies.

Making use of VOSviewer, a co-occurrence analysis was performed with the goal to
corroborate the bibliometric outcomes discussed above, with a focus on SIDS. The term
co-occurrence analysis is, indeed, able to render indications within the leading thematic
foci and interrelations, as shown in Figure 3, following the same relations as described for
general co-occurrence between RE and energy security.

The map illustrates a number of results on the reviewed research items. It is possible to
detect two principal bulks of connections, having principal keywords “renewable energy”
(in blue) and “energy security” (in green). A third cluster (in red) finds its dominant
keyword in “climate change”. This illustrates the association between the themes on the
one hand and their presence in the literature on the other.
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3.3. Case Study Analysis

Table 3 presents some basic characteristics of the sample, as well as the share of RE in
final energy consumption. According to data from the World Bank [89], in this sample of
SIDS, the percentage of consumed energy that comes from renewable sources corresponds
to less than 20%, except for the Pacific Islands, whose values are around 30%.

Table 3. Characteristics of the studied SIDS.

Region SIDS Population (Inhab.) Area (km2) GDP (Billion USD) Renewable Energy Consumption (%
of Total Final Energy Consumption)

Caribbean
Barbados 285,719 430 4.8 2.8
Jamaica 2,890,299 10,990 14.8 16.8

Pacific Fiji 905,502 18,270 5.1 31.3
Samoa 196,440 2840 0.9 34.3

African Mauritius 1,264,613 2040 13.3 11.5
Maldives 436,330 300 4.6 1.0

Source: based on World Bank [89,90].

The Global Wind Atlas [91] and the Global Solar Atlas [92] are web-based tools to
identify potential high-wind areas for wind power generation and to display annual
average solar power potential to assist governments and investors in obtaining an initial
indication of RE potential before carrying out more detailed analysis (Table 4).

Table 4. Potential for renewable energies in the sample of SIDS.

SIDS

Wind Energy Solar Energy

Power Density a (W/m2) Wind Speed a (m/s)
Photovoltaic Electricity

Output (kWh/kWp per Year)
Direct Normal Irradiation

(kWh/m2 per Year)

Barbados 348 7.56 1663 1777
Jamaica 354 7.09 1498 1482

Fiji 404 7.0 1269 1123
Samoa 319 6.3 1501 1543

Mauritius 418 7.7 1703 1988
Maldives 113 4.6 1599 1715

a Average for the 10% windiest areas at height of 100 m. Source: based on Global Wind Atlas [91] and Global
Solar Atlas [92].

Among all RE, wind energy is one of the most promising options in many islands [25].
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) International Standard 61400-1 [93]
presents wind turbine classes according to the wind conditions of particular sites. Even
though more technical details are necessary for a formal classification, the sample of SIDS
would be classified as Wind Class III, with annual average wind speeds up to 7.5 m/s.
Another important factor presented in Table 4 is the wind power density. This indicator
represents the amount of energy available for wind turbines to convert [94]. Therefore, the
higher this value is, the better the wind generation potential tends to be.

Due to the average irradiation of approximately 1055 kWh/m2 per year, Germany
is a renowned investor in RE; therefore, photovoltaic systems are among the most used
sources [95–97]. Taking that into consideration, the results for the sample of SIDS are even
better. In these conditions, solar energy could be harnessed through solar water heaters
(SWH), solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, solar drying, and other systems [25]. According to
Kuang et al. [25], the easy implementation of SWH makes it widely used in islands, and the
installed capacity of a solar PV system is also flexible, enabling its implementation almost
anywhere with low operational costs.

The following sections present additional information regarding RES in the SIDS
sample and discuss evidence of the importance of RE for energy security.
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3.3.1. Barbados

As with many other countries, Barbados defined targets to increase the use of RE and,
consequently, improve its energy efficiency. By 2030, the country is expected to provide
65% of the total electricity demand from renewable sources, and solar energy is considered
the most viable resource to achieve this target [98]. Since 2010, the Renewable Energy Rider
programme has been contributing to the investment in solar photovoltaic systems, and
a rapid increase in solar and wind harnessing is expected for the next decade [98–100].
Following the recommendations from IRENA [101], wind and solar energies are indeed the
most favourable sources for this country.

3.3.2. Jamaica

Jamaica is an example of a large country in the Caribbean that has a huge and diversi-
fied amount of RE resources, such as geothermal energy, wind and hydropower energy,
solar energy, and biomass [101–103]. Although Jamaica is among the islands that developed
hydroelectric power more than 60 years ago, the development of its energy system since
then has been based on fossil fuels [104]. Jamaica is an exception among other islands
because it has a local refinery supplying most of its domestic petroleum needs, but this
area also depends on the import of fossil fuels, which are characterised by high energy
intensity and low energy efficiency [105]. The island had a large increase (46%) in carbon
dioxide emissions between 2000 and 2005, which represented a pressing need to invest in
RE technologies and, therefore, to increase national energy security and environmental
sustainability [106]. Jamaica’s National Energy Policy 2009–2030 acts as an important mech-
anism towards this need and one of its goals is the recognition of national energy potentials
using developing RE, increasing energy security, and decreasing the carbon footprint. In
order to ensure that, Jamaica aims to generate 30% of its energy demand from renewable
sources by 2030 [103].

3.3.3. Fiji

Like many other Pacific Islands, Fiji considerably depends on imported fossil fuels—
100% for transportation and 33% for electricity generation—which is an adverse condition
considering increasing fuel costs [107]. As presented by Kumar [108], Fiji has had many
historical events of oil supply shortage, including energy crises and war episodes, which
have also contributed to high increases in energy prices. Some progress has been observed
since the first National Energy Policy was established in 2006, but Fiji continues to fight
challenges related to rising expenditures on imported fuels and volatility risk [109]. This
represents a huge challenge for the region, given that the fluctuation in fossil fuel supply is
directly connected to national energy security and corresponding costs.

3.3.4. Samoa

Like many other SIDS, Samoa also has to deal with extreme weather events, environ-
mental degradation, and rising sea levels [110]. Considering its remoteness from large
markets, investments in RE and, consequently, in energy security are even more important.
According to information from IRENA [111] and Dornan [112], hydro and solar power
have good potentials in Samoa, followed by wind and biomass with moderate potentials.

Samoa meets a third of its power needs through renewable sources, but the rest are met
with imported diesel fuels, negatively impacting domestic energy security and prices [113].
Studies from IRENA show that besides helping to achieve a national target of 100% of
RE by 2025, increased investments in RE also contribute to being less dependent on fossil
fuels [113]. The water availability in Samoa is essential in supporting the high hydropower
potential, but solar PV and wind power must contribute as well, accounting for almost 20%
of the total electricity demand.

To help meet this local target of achieving 100% RE electricity generation by 2025,
a partnership between the government of Samoa and the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) promoted the project IMPRESS (Improving the Performance and Reli-
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ability of Renewable Energy Power System in Samoa). With the aim of supporting national
efforts in RE and a cost-effective production, the project also focuses on improving energy
efficiency and investing in biomass, biogas, solar, and wind energy systems [114,115].

3.3.5. Mauritius

Mauritius is an island nation that does not have any fossil fuel reserves; therefore, it
relies on imports of this resource and local RE sources [116]. For electricity generation, the
country imports about 77% of fuel (petroleum products) and coal, and the rest are produced
from locally available renewable energies such as biomass, hydro, wind, solar, and landfill
gas [117,118].

Mauritius has an urgent need to reduce its fossil fuel dependency, to invest more in
RE, for both economic and environmental reasons, and to deal with increased electricity
demand [117,118]. Hydroelectric power has been used for many years and corresponds
to around 4% of total electricity generated [118]. Despite its advantages, such as low
operational costs, this energy resource depends on rainfall for reaching maximum capacity,
and the country has been facing some water stress conditions.

On the other hand, solar and wind energy are among the RE sources with the highest
potential in Mauritius [119]. The local government is encouraging the use of solar energy
and main applications that include SWH and PV systems. In 2014, the first solar farm was
launched with a generation capacity of 15 MW, and one year later PV represented almost
1% of total electricity production [118,120]. When it comes to wind energy, Mauritius has
potential sites with reliable regimes for investment, and wind power is expected to reach
8% of the contribution to total electricity generation by 2025 [117].

The Mauritius Long-Term Energy Strategy 2009–2025 aims at achieving 35% of RE
electricity generation by 2025 [121], 15% more than the value from 2010 (20%). According
to Khoodaruth et al. [122], this is a limited scope, and the country has potential for more, as
it is feasible to aim for 100% RE by 2050.

3.3.6. The Maldives

The growing energy demand in the Maldives and environmental questions related
to carbon emissions are often argued as drivers for more investments in RE technologies.
Other important drivers are the financial difficulty caused by the heavy dependency on
imported fossil fuels for electricity generation and the significant technoeconomic potentials
considering RE [123].

The local government has been investing in sustainable energy and trying to overcome
all the barriers that prevent the use of RE. Through the National Energy Policy, which
discusses energy efficiency, RE, and energy security, the government set up targets for each
aspect and linked them to other national policies and to Sustainable Development Goal 7,
which focuses on energy [124]. Nevertheless, according to the Maldives’ Renewable Energy
Roadmap [125], some of these targets do not meet the most favourable economic conditions
to develop RE in the country. New targets should be considered to accelerate the transition
to a more RE system and to meet energy security needs.

4. Obstacles and the Means to Address Them

Lucas et al. [10] identified a scarcity of finance, poor human resources, costly infrastruc-
ture, socio-cultural impediments, and weak policy and regulatory frameworks as the main
challenges for SIDS. Timilsina and Shah [126] highlight the relationships between these
factors and argue that the void in technical figures, inadequate assets evaluation, and poor
local capacity hamper proper policy resolutions. Dornan [127] argues that the approach
of grid extension is not suitable for island countries, and the choice of this model is an
obstacle for the deployment of RE. Kaler et al. [128] have identified various shortcomings
such as weak institutional frameworks, poor knowledge base, limited financing, poor RE
project planning, lack of local capacity, and unreadiness for regional and international
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cooperation as obstacles to RE deployment. The main obstacles for RE deployment in SIDS
were grouped in five categories along with the major obstacles, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Main obstacles for RE deployment in SIDS.

Technical Financial Policy Market Barriers Misc.

Poor resource availability
and data gaps in

mapping RE resources
High capital costs Regulatory and

policy uncertainty
Inconsistent pricing

of energy

Environmental
constraints due to the

presence of highly
sensitive ecosystems

Inadequate infrastructure
for evacuation of

RE power

Inadequate funding
and high cost

of capital

Administrative barriers
such as slow and opaque

decision making

Continued subsidies
for fossil fuels

Poor public acceptance
and cultural barriers

Inability to absorb RE
due to inflexibility and
lack of capacity of the

electricity grid

Lack of paying
capacity for energy
services by citizens

Absence of clear goals for
RE deployment

Small market size
and lack of

structured markets

Lack of human capital
and skilled workers

Poor scalability
of projects

Lack of economies
of scale

Poorly defined roles for
government departments

and weak regulation

Asymmetrical
information and
market power

Lack of R&D

Lack of accompanying
road and transportation

infrastructure for
accessing remote sites

Poor incentives for
RE deployment

Lack of implementing
institutions with

dedicated responsibilities

Poor integration of
stakeholders in

project development

The role of international aid for promoting RE in Pacific SIDS was analysed by Kee-
ley [54], who concluded that well-structured action plans, effective regulation, and strong
financial status of utilities are essential for attracting funding. Blechinger et al. [129]
mentioned the importance of the introduction of proper regulations to accelerate the imple-
mentation of the RE potential, while Atteridge and Savvidou [130] called for strengthened
local human and institutional capacities to increase the effectiveness of aid efforts. Tim-
ilsina and Shah [126] noted that cooperation between public and private sectors could
intensify RE expansion. They also highlighted that long-term outlook and policies with
incentives are necessary to encourage investment. Lucas et al. [10] identified the technical
and financial skills that need to be developed for utilities, the private sector, government,
and financial institutions to overcome challenges. Taibi et al. [131] recommended that a
framework is important to deploy RE in Pacific Island countries and proposed a focused use
of development finance and technical cooperation. Mofor et al. [132] recommended that in-
creased technical conditions to control and preserve RE setups is essential and emphasised
capacity-building programs. Furthermore, they support local stakeholder involvement
in the development and operation of projects and regional cooperation amongst SIDS for
developing RE. Although all the above measures are essential, Michalena and Hills [12]
concluded that encouraging RE mechanisms such as energy governance has shown a
potential to contribute to the implementation of RE in PSIDS to only a certain extent.

The solution to addressing such issues needs strong, non-government-controlled
regulation. In several countries, this has already resulted in improved energy utility
performance. However, it cannot tackle investment obstacles such as lack of economies
of scale or general investment. Given the fixed costs associated with regulation, the
construction of independent regulatory bodies in extremely small countries is also likely to
be expensive, considering the possible benefits of such arrangements.

The relationship between political leaders’ judgments and technical organisations’
decisions in the energy sectors is a larger point. RE at the national level are useful pro-
grams because they drive public policy and show where the private sector’s investment
possibilities exist. Appropriate targets, on the other hand, must be backed up by advice
and data from technical institutions, which include both regulatory agencies and electricity
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producers. This need has not been satisfied by some (but not all) of SIDS’s RE objectives.
In countries where there are no low-cost RE choices, RE objectives that set a goal of gen-
erating 100% of energy from renewables refer to political decision makers acting without
(or despite) recommendations from technical bodies in the power sector. This lack of
connection between political decision making and advice from the energy sectors is likely
to be explained using targets to strengthen SIDS’ negotiating position. Political leaders
would be completely sensible in adopting such an approach.

5. Conclusions

SIDS are highly dependent on nonrenewable energy (mainly fossil fuels). The fluc-
tuating price of fossil fuels combined with the high transportation cost compromise the
energy supply in SIDS and often lead to energy insecurity. This paper considered RE as
a medium to improve energy security in SIDS and to ensure energy sustainability. The
findings show that SIDS have good potential for exploiting RE, and this offers interesting
policy options. This is especially so since some SIDS were compared with Germany, which
is a world leader when it comes to integration of RE, and it was concluded that SIDS have
a better solar regime.

This implies that SIDS can have a bigger share of RE in the energy mix. However,
there are several obstacles to the implementation of these technologies. The different
obstacles are categorised into technical aspects (lack of data on resource availability, lack
of infrastructure, and lack of smart grid to cope with the intermittency of RE), financial
aspects (high capital cost, lack of funding, lack of economies of scale, and lack of incentive),
policy aspects (inappropriate regulation and policy, poor governance and slow decision-
making process, absence of RE strategy, and lack of institutions), and market size aspects
(inconsistent energy price, subsidy on fossil fuels that make the RE cost less competitive,
small market size, and lack of market information). The other obstacles are poor public
acceptance, cultural barriers, lack of skilled human resources, and lack of research and
development. More recently, COVID-19 was added to the list.

Focusing on SIDS, this study aimed to detect and describe key publication characteris-
tics of RE and energy security. To this end, two bibliometric analyses and a co-occurrence
analysis on overall trends and SIDS figures were performed. The outcomes returned
important information on these energy topics. Despite the low numbers, one can notice
an increasing research interest in RE and energy security in SIDS. It is also possible to
ascertain selected publication characteristics, including the trendiest topics, journal col-
lection of the publications, author characteristics, and location. Additional key aspects
can be acquired from the co-occurrence analyses. In both analyses, several energy- and
environment-related topics are recurrent. Some of the most connected terms include cli-
mate change and sustainability. These data can be useful for energy policy modelling and
upcoming studies.

Based on the case studies analysed and the list of RE projects in SIDS, the authors
propose the following additional measures to overcome the existing obstacles and to
catalyse RE development in SIDS:

1. Inclusion of economic valuation of climate change mitigation in assessing RE projects;
2. Extensive resource assessment and integrated technoeconomic analysis;
3. Spatial planning for RE deployment along with simultaneous use of available land;
4. Adopting long-term RE targets while maintaining flexibility on technology;
5. Adopting a decentralised model of RE generation and distribution;
6. Development of common standards and guidelines;
7. A coordinated approach to policymaking;
8. Global cooperation for accessing innovative RE financing from private and interna-

tional funding agencies;
9. Use of fiscal instruments such as tax exemption, import duty waivers on RE equip-

ment, and long-term tax holidays;
10. Fiscal support measures such as feed-in tariffs in the short term;
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11. Capacity building through technical inputs;
12. Strengthening of the existing institutional framework.

Moreover, local stakeholder involvement and increased consultative processes are
needed to build greater support for the use of RE in SIDS.

In this study, several measures are proposed to overcome different obstacles and chal-
lenges to improve the integration of RE. If anything, the COVID-19 pandemic has reiterated
the need to further deploy RE to reduce the dependence (and costs) associated with the
use of fossil fuels. The authors propose taking the main aspects of sustainability (social,
economic, and environmental) into account while assessing RE projects in order to conduct
resource assessment, to come up with a strategy and the spatial planning for land use and
deployment of RE, to decentralise the energy system, to develop standards, regulations,
and guidelines, to come up with a coordinated policy and an institutional framework,
to provide financial support through subsidies, and to involve all the stakeholders in
different processes.

This paper is not exempt from limitations. Bibliometrics are useful tools to map
existing scholarship and dynamics. However, a comprehensive analysis of the publications
cannot be ensured. This is the case for grey literature, papers published in nonindexed
journals, and papers that are published in languages other than English, which are not
indexed in scholarly databases. In order to corroborate the preliminary tests, this work
included two bibliometric analyses and two co-occurrence analyses. Future research could
expand or differentiate the topics to focus on alternative issues and key bibliometric features
or to exploit different techniques.
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Abstract: Economic sustainability for firms of all sizes and sectors is likely to depend on some type
of online commercial activity. While technical barriers to e-commerce are not high, adaptability to
new online markets is a critical part of sustainable economic growth for many firms. The Chinese
e-commerce market has increased dramatically to become larger than that of the United States,
Europe, and Japan combined. This study explores the underlying factors that influence Chinese
online consumers’ acceptance and patronage of the online shopping platforms where those firms
must operate. Firm competition in the e-commerce platform in China is highly competitive, making
exploration of the factors that influence consumer purchase behaviour more valuable. After an
extensive qualitative focus group study, a quantitative online survey of 691 savvy Chinese online
shoppers was completed. When the data was subjected to structural equation modelling (SEM) for
analysis, it was found that a model of three factor constructs explains whether an online shopping
platform would be the preferred online shopping platform of choice. E-commerce platform preference
(EPP) can predict purchase intention (PI) and site commitment (SC). The results explain why e-
commerce platforms should address important EPP factors such as: order fulfilment and delivery
process, company image enhancers, the variety of products offered, the design of the online shopping
platform, trust of its recommendation system, and finally, awareness of the online shopping platform
itself. These findings may be of interest to e-commerce practitioners as well as those whose research
interests include e-commerce and consumer behaviour.

Keywords: economic sustainability; consumer experience; sustainable commerce; online consumer
behaviour; e-commerce platform; online purchase intention; online customer engagement

1. Introduction

1.1. Sustainability

Consideration of sustainability as a concept is not a recent phenomenon, over time
evolving into a fairly well developed theoretical paradigm that is most frequently concep-
tualized by the use of the three pillars model [1], each with a separate assessment, Triple
Bottom Line, or 3BT [2]. Separate discussions on ecological, social, and economic areas is a
simplistic view [3] and presents a challenge for those seeking empirical analysis of the three
pillars due to the inseparable and interdependent nature of factors that comprise them [4,5].
Further, there exists a lack of consensus around a precise definition of each of the pillars;
indeed, some have proposed a 4th or even more additional pillars to encompass other areas
of concern including cultural sustainability [6]. Consensus on how the model is segmented
and described may not be necessary and there is, however, a consensus on the relevance of
concern for sustainability in all three areas. Examples include ecological sustainability as
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manifested by the discussion of climate change [7], social sustainability viewed through
the lenses of inequality of global wealth distribution and the problems that arise from in-
creasing poverty [8–10], and finally, economic sustainability, which is a necessary precursor
to addressing both social and ecological sustainability related concerns [11–13].

1.2. Economic Sustainability

Economic sustainability is complicated by the shifting backdrop of global economic
trends caused in part by changing social factors [14], and ecological factors which in turn
influence business decisions [15], demonstrating the interconnectedness of the three pillars.
Another important factor in the study of economic sustainability is the rapidly changing
technologies that both drive and are driven by commercial activity. Advances in technol-
ogy as key drivers in both globalization and e-commerce have changed the commercial
landscape dramatically within a relatively few years, creating opportunities for great
successes as well as dismal failures of established firms [16,17]. Economic sustainability
for existing firms has depended in many cases upon their ability to transition to online
commerce [17,18]. Likewise, sustainable commercial growth for existing firms has often
depended on firms ability to adapt to new, and often international, markets [16,19] and
the challengers that come with the intercultural aspects of international commerce [20,21].
It is the nexus of these two trends that this study will examine, specifically e-commerce
acceptance and global expansion by an established firm.

1.3. E-Commerce

As e-commerce has matured, the direct B2C via company website model has largely
disappeared, replaced by the model where sellers and buyers connect via an online platform
such as e-bay, Craig’s List, or Amazon.com in the US, and Taobao or JD in China [22]. The
platform model provides opportunities for micro, small and medium sized firms to engage
in commerce on a competitive basis, thus creating a viable avenue for social and economic
sustainability [23].

It is within this dynamic and complex context that this study will explore consumer
preferences and behaviours in use of e-commerce platforms and EPP.

China currently has the largest e-commerce markets in the world, mostly boosted by
small and medium sized businesses (SMEs) [24,25]. In 2017, e-commerce market revenue
in China was USD 558.9 billion, and it is projected to grow to USD 1262.5 billion by 2023,
almost doubling in a six-year period [26]. E-commerce represents more than 35% of China’s
retail sales, the highest proportion in the world [27].

Against this backdrop, Weise [28] reported that Amazon China had closed its Chinese
e-commerce business. Amazon International originally entered the Chinese e-commerce
market by purchasing local online book retailer, Joyo.com, in 2004 and later changing its
name to Amazon China. As an online retailer, Amazon China was selling its own inventory
and using its own logistics network, unlike its major competitor Taobao that is owned and
operated by Alibaba. These online business models rely heavily on individual SMEs to
sell a wide variety of products and use local delivery companies to lower prices and create
delivery efficiency, which appeals to Chinese consumers’ loyalty. The Chinese market
can be complicated and it is not an easy market to operate in, due to its uncertain legal
and regulatory environment; however, Walmart China has been thriving and expanding
its business into the online domain by partnering with the second most dominant online
retailer in China, JD.com, and is now offering speedy home deliveries within hours [28].

1.4. Gap in the Literature

The objective of this paper is threefold: The first is to determine the factors that
contributed to Amazon China’s withdrawal from the Chinese market from an online
consumer’s perspective. Specifically, it is proposed that certain factors constitute and
lead to e-commerce platform preference (EPP). Second, an analysis of the effect of EPP
factors on consumers’ purchase intention (PI) and site commitment (SC) is undertaken, and
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third, whether there is a relationship between purchase intention and site commitment
is explored.

This study provides an empirical rationalization which states that the Amazon China’s
pull out and its failure to compete for online customers in China were related to funda-
mental business strategy failures in marketing, advertising, e-commerce basics, cultural
adaptation, and supply chain logistics, rather than other macro-economic or administrative
factors. To investigate why Chinese online consumers did not embrace the Amazon China
platform—unlike its counterparts in the United States, Japan, or Europe—a survey of previ-
ous e-commerce and marketing literature was done, and we used existing scales to review
these factors. New scales and constructs for a qualitative perspective employing a focus
group were developed, and the factors affecting the development of online shoppers’ EPPs
and the relationship of these preferences with online store purchase intentions, continued
site commitment for repeat business, and customer loyalty was explored and discussed.
Influencing factors include not offering a free and efficient delivery process for minimum
purchase orders and failure to launch an Amazon mobile application (app) in its most basic
design at an early stage to compete with local competitors like Taobao. The necessity of an
app is based on Chinese consumers being very mobile-oriented, with 66% of their online
purchases done on a mobile phone app [29].

The possible underlying reasons for Amazon China pulling out from the Chinese
market can be rationalized by EPP factors. These include the availability of a wide variety
of products for online purchase, awareness campaigns to draw future customers and retain
existing ones, an efficient order fulfilment and delivery process, the image of the company’s
effect on consumer purchase, the design of the online shopping platform site, and trust in
the online recommendations system of the shopping platform. Surprisingly, the price of the
products sold on the shopping platform does not contribute to EPP behaviour development
in online shoppers.

There is a gap in the literature where there is no existing EPP model that ties together
all the different variables that could potentially influence consumers’ motivation to buy
online from a specific e-commerce platform. In addition, there is little existing research
that investigates the effect of the possible motivating variables on intention to purchase
from an online platform and how these factors influence site commitment for repeat online
customers specifically, within the context of China.

2. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses

Many studies have asserted that online retail success may be dependent on factors such
as providing excellent merchandising, retailing, ease of navigation, convenience of finding
products online, ease of paying for those purchases, delivery efficiency, and enhanced
security to protect online customers [30]. This review of current literature discusses these
dimensions as well as the proposed relationships among them in relation to price, product
variety, the online shop’s site design, company image, order fulfilment and delivery process,
trust in product recommendation credibility, and promotional awareness campaigns aimed
at attracting new online customers and retaining existing ones. How these factors relate
to purchase intention (PI) from an online shopping platform and site commitment (SC)
generated for future loyal customers to the online shopping platform is explored.

2.1. Price

Price is the amount of money given in exchange for tangible or intangible products; it
also forms part of the marketing mix aimed at attracting more customers. Price influences
how the product is perceived by intended consumers [31]. E-commerce growth is affected
by several factors including the proliferation of technology, perceived security and value
proposition [32]. However, assuming such factors are equal, and that the consumers are
rational, a lower price indicates a higher quantity demand [33]. Customizing prices is
becoming more popular and in the era of e-business, this strategy is ever more impor-
tant, as it is both profitable and easy to implement [34]. Price has a direct effect on the
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benefits the consumer perceives when comparing the same product and its price among
competitors [35]. According to Gefen and Devine [36], the price, and the perceived fairness
of price [31] of products may affect consumer purchase behaviour. Online consumers
are more influenced by the price of the products than offline consumers [37]. Moreover,
due to the average living standard in China, most consumers are sensitive to the price of
products [38]. For example, price consciousness is positively correlated with consumers’
trust for purchasing certain product types, such as electronic products [39]. Further, Zhao
and Jin [40] found that some of the challenges Amazon China faced in the Chinese online
market is the price competition from its direct competitors like Taobao and JD.com. The
price war in the Chinese online marketplace placed enormous pressure on e-commerce
companies’ profits [40]. Further, the authors state that Amazon lost its competitiveness in
the Chinese online marketplace because of its excessive focus on the quality of its products,
rather than the price attractiveness aimed at its major Chinese customer base, which led to
a narrow customer segment, compared to its main competitor, Taobao [40]. Based on the
above, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1: The price of products sold on an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce
platform preference development.

2.2. Product Variety

Product variety in an online shopping context means that consumers can compare
many choices from a wide range of products sold online, enabling them to make a better
purchase decision [41]. Product variety has also been described as the availability of a wide
range of commodities available for sale in a store or online that helps customers to view
its diversity and select high-quality goods on an online shopping platform [42]. Moe [43]
reported that, by its nature, online shopping gives consumers better decision-making
opportunities, because of the availability of information on a wide variety of different
products. Thus, the availability of a variety of products to choose from motivates customers
to purchase from a specific online platform [44]. Consumers usually prefer to have more
information to make a choice on various products available for purchase on an e-commerce
site [45]. Moreover, the frequency of customers’ online shopping is positively correlated
with the variety of products offered in the online shopping store [46]. Meanwhile, Pandian,
et al. [47] found that—compared with shopping in physical retail stores—online shoppers
have a better product evaluation capability due to the variety available to them online.

The positive influence of product variety on the consumer to improve product selec-
tion in an online shopping store can possibly contribute to explaining Amazon China’s
withdrawal from the Chinese market. According to Liang et al. [48], product variety is very
important to online shoppers and it is considered to be the foremost reason to shop online.
Taobao, the Alibaba online shopping platform, has significant advantages in product vari-
ety categories offered for sale on its site, as it connects various SMEs to their end users [49].
It can therefore be said that if Amazon China’s product variety was of the same scope as
that of their major competitor Taobao, it would have had a strong competitive advantage
in the Chinese online shopping market.

H2: The product variety offering on an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce
platform preference development.

2.3. Site Awareness

Site awareness is the extent to which a site is recognized by potential customers [50].
It also refers to consumers’ ability to remember a certain website when they need a specific
product or service from that site [51]. Site awareness contributes greatly to the competitive
advantage of an e-commerce platform within the marketplace and is a vital aspect of
Chinese consumers’ selection process of an e-commerce platform when planning to pur-
chase online [52]. Furthermore, Yoon [53] found that high consumer site awareness would
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influence online shoppers’ perceived trust and satisfaction with an e-commerce website.
Additionally, site awareness is an essential purchase motive that a consumer associates
with a specific online platform [54]. A company’s site awareness is among one of the most
important factors that encourage consumers to select and evaluate the products or services
an online shopping platform offers [55]. It is for this purpose that many online platforms
provide additional external informational streams—rather than pure advertising—to attract
additional customers and to retain current consumers [56].

The selection process of a suitable online seller from among many competing ones has
become a time-consuming process for consumers; therefore, generating effective awareness
campaigns is becoming increasingly important for customer acquisition and retention [57].
Online site awareness is the process of generating useful information online in the form of
advertisement to attract new customers and retain current customers [56]. Competition
among different online shopping platforms in China’s e-commerce sector is very intense
and a few major e-commerce platforms—such as Taobao and JD.com—dominate the market;
in comparison, Amazon China had the smallest scale of this vast Chinese e-commerce
market [58]. The first big challenge for any businesses in the e-commerce domain is raising
awareness to attract customers [59]. Amazon China failed in this aspect, as it had a low
proportion of awareness and usage from Chinese online patrons [60].

H3: The site awareness of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

2.4. Site Commitment

Commitment is the intention to establish and preserve a relationship [61]. Consumer
commitment refers to establishing a relationship with a brand and keeping this relation-
ship stable with short-term sacrifices but long term advantages [62]. Site commitment
refers to shoppers establishing and maintaining a constant valued relationship with online
retailers to fulfil their purchase needs [63]. Site commitment plays an essential role in
forming and maintaining a consumer’s ongoing loyalty and obtaining their repeat business,
which further contributes to the site’s continuance in operations and future growth [64–66].
Site commitment can be influenced by many factors including post-purchase peer re-
views [67,68]. Site commitment is therefore a necessary factor that guides customers to
establishing and maintaining a relationship with an online store [69]. High site commitment
means that an online shopper can be introduced to a platform’s new products or services
with very minimal effort and with potential higher benefits [70]. For example, Park and
Kim [30] showed that site commitment can affect purchase behaviour, as there is a positive
relationship between site commitment and purchase behaviour.

H4: Site commitment to an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

2.5. Intention to Purchase

Intention refers to an unsolidified act of will or a goal that a person is working toward
to achieve [71] and purchase intention is the potential or likelihood of a user buying a
product or service [72]. Measuring the real transactional behaviour of a buyer directly
is difficult; hence, measuring purchase intention is a good substitute for real purchasing
behaviour [73]. The theory of reasoned action argues that behavioural intentions are an-
tecedents to specific behaviours of an individual [74]. Intention to purchase products or
services can be influenced by related factors such peer influence via social media inter-
actions [75], perceived brand value and community [76], word-of-mouth communication
with others of shared ethnicity [21], as well as internalized personal behaviours [77], all of
which combined can demonstrate consumers’ willingness and plans to buy a particular
product or service [78]. Therefore, intention to purchase can directly forecast the behaviour
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of a future buyer [79]. Further, the intention to purchase can directly predict the actual
purchase behaviours made by consumers [79].

H5: E-commerce platform preference for an online shopping platform has a positive effect on
intention to purchase from that platform.

H6: Intention to purchase from an online shopping platform has a positive effect on site commitment
(customer loyalty development).

2.6. Trust in Online Product Recommendations

Consumers’ intention to purchase products is based on the recommendations made by
others in the same online shopping platforms of the intended product to purchase [80]. An
online recommendation to increase sales volumes is regarded as word-of-mouth market-
ing [81]. However, Chinese online shoppers are sometimes overwhelmed with information
and their purchase behaviour can easily be influenced by any of several sources [75] and, in
particular, by an informative and fair recommendation system in the shopping platform’s
system [82]. Trust in online recommendations influences positively site commitment if
consumers have higher trust in the credibility of the online product recommendations [83].

H7: Trust in online recommendations credibility of an online shopping platform has a positive effect
on e-commerce platform preference development.

2.7. Company Image

Consumers are affected by many factors during the shopping process, including store
image, store reputation, store awareness, and product features. These factors not only affect
consumers’ perception of the quality of goods or services, but also their evaluation of the
goods or services [84]. Brand image as defined by [85] is “the set of beliefs, ideas, and
impression that a person holds regarding an object” (p. 273). Consumers acquire a series of
values related to both the product and company image; therefore, the company image is the
“sum of value” of the enterprise [86]. In fact, many consider company image as a guarantee
of quality assurance that minimizes underperformance issues in certain products [87].

Online shopping platforms’ image will affect consumers’ purchase intention to varying
degrees. For instance, a study [88] on gender role in brand image and purchase intention
found that brand image positively influenced purchase intention specially more on female
e-shoppers as it lessens the risk perception. Brand image and its associated company
image is often used by consumers as a standard to evaluate the quality of goods or services
available on the platform. Thus, company image becomes a relevant basis of judgment for
product or service selection and generates intention to purchase, eventually establishing
site commitment [89]. Further, Treacy and Wiersema [90] confirm that positive experiences
will eventually lead to a positive image.

E-commerce platform image can create loyalty in customers when they are exposed
to a particular product or service they like and having an enhanced brand image could
be a consequence of the product or service itself. The more positive the store image is,
the easier it is to gain and attract more customers by affecting their purchase intention.
The relationship between the retailer’s image and the consumer’s willingness to purchase
from that retailer is greatly intertwined relationship. For instance, if the customer has a
positive perception of the image of the online store, it will have a favourable effect on the
consumer’s online purchase intention [91].

H8: The company image of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

2.8. Site Design

An online store’s success is very often determined by the quality of the website’s de-
sign [92]. The relationship between website design and e-commerce performance has been
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thoroughly investigated. Website design reflects users’ preferences for the website’s user
interfaces, design, and navigation [93]. Moreover, creating useful data for online content
requires a full understanding of several disciplines, such as customer habits, particularly
those users who are lead users, those who may provide valuable input into the evolution of
the customer interaction [94], as well as information and data warehouse [95]. For example,
Cho and Park [96] found that e-commerce customer satisfaction was influenced by the
website design. Additionally, how content is arranged on the website is highly indicative
of how well-designed the website is [92]. When purchasing online, customers prefer to
interact through a technology interface, rather than with employees. Thus, website design
aspects are useful influencing factors of online retailers’ ability to guarantee customer
quality, satisfaction, and loyalty in the long term [97].

Similarly, efficiency and ease of order fulfilment are also crucial parts of the website’s
service quality; ease of use and a well-organized design of the different webpages con-
tribute to meeting customers’ needs for quick service, providing an excellent interaction
experience [98]. An e-commerce platform must also use seamless integrated web designs
across multiple connection platforms—such as desktops, smartphones, and tablets—where
elements such as colours, size of fonts, pictures, and other design elements should be
similar across all media to create a reconciled style in e-commerce for branding competitive-
ness [99]. In the case of Amazon China, they used to focus more on primary functions such
as displaying the products and its reviews with less colours, which looked simplistic [100].
Chinese consumers, however, want to know the current trends among their friends [75]
and other influencers [75] so they can browse using the vogue button in Taobao. Amazon
could have enriched its online platform similarly to make it more attractive for Chinese
customers [101].

Compared with the Chinese mainstream online shopping platforms like Taobao and
JD.com, Amazon China’s website design was not customized for the tastes of Chinese
online shoppers. In fact, the Amazon China platform seemed very similar to the Amazon
US platform, with no features catering to the local culture and customs that is necessary to
attract Chinese online shoppers [100].

H9: The website design of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

2.9. Order Fulfilment and Delivery

Online customers assign a lot of importance to how easily they can find products when
shopping online. Features such as a live platform comprising short videos provide online
shoppers with more accurate information about their purchases. Furthermore, providing
video content to online shoppers enables e-commerce platforms to convert browsing
customers into buying customers [102,103]. Similarly, ease of payment when making
purchases contributes to convenience, which online shoppers often name as the reason
they shop mostly online. After-sales service is another significant component that adds to
whether the company’s order fulfilment is adequate and convenient [104]. Offering after-
sales service to customers shows the company’s commitment to customers and represents
an aspect of its quality offerings to customers [105]. However, many consumers think that
after-sales service can hardly be ensured in the depersonalized world of e-commerce, which
may affect whether they prefer to purchase online [106]. Order fulfilment considerations
such as shipping costs need to be considered, as the shipping cost can increase the total
cost of the final products, which, in turn, can affect customer site commitment [107,108].
Therefore, order fulfilment comprising how customers find, evaluate, and pay for the
products and the ease of delivery and after-sales support may contribute to customers
developing a preference for a certain e-commerce website. Fulfilment was also found to
be one of the key ingredients in e-service quality adoption considerations in the e-tail
industry [109].
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H10: The order fulfilment and delivery of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on
e-commerce platform preference development.

2.10. Summary of the Hypotheses

Based on our review of the literature above, we propose to test the following hy-
potheses in the research model below. We aim to determine if the seven factors of price,
product variety, website design, company image, order fulfilment and delivery, trust in
online recommendation, and website awareness lead to the development of EPP for an
e-commerce website. We also propose that EPP could predict online purchase intention
(PI) as well as site commitment (SC) to a certain online shopping platform. Moreover, we
propose that online PI could predict the development of site commitment, which refers to
a customer buying mostly from one online store or developing customer loyalty. Table 1
presents all nine variables in the research model.

Table 1. Research Variables—Definitions.

Variable Definition

Price
Price is the amount of money required for tangible or intangible transactions, and it is also part of

the marketing mix to attract and gain more customers.

Variety
An improved ability to compare a mix of choices to a wide range of products, and eventually the

possibility to make a better purchase decision to select a product for purchase.

Purchase
intention

The likelihood of a user actually buying a product or a service.

Site awareness
Similar to brand awareness, site awareness means the extent to which potential customers

recognize a website.

Site commitment

Creating a lasting desire in future and current online buyer to maintain a valuable relationship
with an online seller or to prevent the tendency of that potential online buyer to change or move
to another online retailer, thus disrupting long-term engagement of loyalty and repeat sales with

customers for the online portal store.

Trust in site
recommendation

The willingness of a consumer to trust the product recommendations of shoppers.

Company image

How consumers perceive company image is related to branding, public relationship work,
journalism, staff, and consumers’ advocacy group. To establish a company image that meets

public expectations is crucial for market competitiveness of enterprises through spending a large
amount of money on advertising and marketing.

Site design

It is a process about platform development for generating a website through various tools and
applications in order to achieve a satisfying look that focuses on figurative elements.

Furthermore, the website designer has to consider more on their stakeholders, the target of the
platform, and attractive appeal of the design.

Order fulfilment
and delivery

How buyers process their online orders, viewing, selecting, comparing, and feeling through the
different types of product through live demos, available information, then paying for it, and

ultimately getting delivery of their purchases.

Hypothesis summary:

H1: The price of products sold on an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce
platform preference development.

H2: The product variety offering of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce
platform preference development.

H3: The site awareness of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

H4: Site commitment to an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.
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H5: E-commerce platform preference for an online shopping platform has a positive effect on
intention to purchase from that platform.

H6: Intention to purchase from an online shopping platform has a positive effect on site commitment
or customer loyalty development.

H7: Trust in online recommendations of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on
e-commerce platform preference development.

H8: The company image of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

H9: The website design of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on e-commerce platform
preference development.

H10: The order fulfilment and delivery of an online shopping platform has a positive effect on
e-commerce platform preference development.

3. Methodology

This study uses several scales that were designed, tested, and validated in previous
studies to construct an online survey that explored online shoppers’ perceptions regarding
EPP, as well as its relationship to developing intention to purchase from an e-commerce
platform and to generating continued site commitment for repeat business and continued
patronage. Three new constructs were designed to determine the outcome of focus group
feedback on factors such as order fulfilment and order processing in an online shopping
environment. The new constructs were tested to ascertain how these variables contribute
to the development of online shoppers’ preference for buying from an online platform, a
factor which we named e-commerce platform preference or EPP. Moreover, the relationship
between EPP and PI as well as the relationship between PI and SC were tested using
structural equation modelling.

3.1. Qualitative Analysis—Focus Group

A group of twenty Chinese students from an undergraduate American school of
business in China were selected as a focus group to share their preferences and experiences
when shopping online. Students were informed of the purpose of the focus group meeting
and were encouraged to share their experiences and preferences (or lack thereof) when they
shopped on the Amazon China website, compared with other Chinese online shopping
platforms. Their feedback mainly indicated that even though they fancied shopping on
Amazon China because of the implication that this company sells foreign and “authentic”
brands, they felt that essential matters that promote site commitment and customer loyalty
were not addressed on the platform, such as a wide array of products to choose from.
They found the website design to not be customized according to Chinese design styles
and colours, which affected transaction completion. Furthermore, there were more critical
issues, such as free delivery—as provided by its competitors for most purchases—not being
offered based on minimum purchases as Amazon China did.

Focus group participants also reported that Amazon China did not initially offer a
mobile app to easily complete purchases or use debit and credit cards for transactions,
whereas Taobao is a pioneer in the mobile payment app area and caused the increased
dependence of Chinese society on mobile payment. Moreover, issues such as after-sales
service or the resolution of disputes were not easily handled by Amazon China, unlike the
time-based complaint resolution process on Taobao. Live product demo videos that could
showpiece products’ key features and benefits to give the buyer the guarantee and accuracy
of their purchases were not incorporated for many products. This is also in contrast with
Taobao, who increasingly use short video product demonstrations that enhance customers’
exactitude of their purchases. Most participants in the focus group were also concerned
about the image of the company “Amazon China” as a foreign entity that was competing
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with a valued local Chinese vanguard brand with excellent company image association. We
incorporated the focus group’s findings into an online survey to obtain a complete picture
of the Chinese online consumers’ expectations from online shopping platforms. The scale
items in the fulfilment and delivery process construct, company image, and website design
were mainly adopted from this focus group’s feedback.

Some of the focus group statements described their opinion on factors they considered
to be important when shopping online during a lengthy class engagement. The following
factors were shown to have influenced their online purchase behaviour and customer
loyalty: “I buy products online because I am loyal to the company’s culture and orientation”
and “I feel proud if it is a Chinese company”. Another statement was “I buy products
from Taobao because the company Alibaba is engaged in a lot of social responsibility and
environmental programs that help Chinese society”. Another participant stated that “good
customer service and a good company reputation are important factors that influence my
online purchase decision making process”. One student clarified this statement, further
adding: “JD.com is a famous Chinese brand but had a bad reputation due to its CEO
[allegedly] misbehaving towards a female, which led me not to buy from the JD platform”.
It can therefore be said that it is not an issue of pure nationalism, but a perceived overall
company image or corporate social responsibility. For example, as a company image related
response, they chose a certain online shopping platform “because it resonated with them
due to its high social responsibility” and because of “good value and service as well as a
good company reputation”.

Considering order processing and delivery, participants stated that “comparing the
website designs of Amazon China and of Taobao, the latter seems more appealing to me
and the orientation of the website is more logical”. These statements were also made:
“It is easier to complete the transaction”, “I couldn’t understand the logic of Amazon
China website, as I was used to Taobao”, “payments were not mobile app payments”,
and “Amazon China used debit and credit cards, not very efficient, as we no longer carry
cards”. These comments indicate that the design, logical flow of the website, and ease
of paying for purchases are important measurements when shopping online. In terms of
customer service, these statements were provided: “It is very difficult to get the company to
resolve issues after the sale on Amazon China” and “returning products was not seamless
and shipping back was also cumbersome”. Regarding product evaluations, the following
statement was provided: “I could not use the customized feature of live product demos
on Amazon China, so it’s difficult to evaluate products for quick purchase”. The focus
group described payment choices, after-sales services, and product demonstrations as
important components of the online shopping experience that influence consumers’ choices
and online purchase behaviour.

3.2. Survey Questionnaire Design

To collect research data for this study, a survey was designed using constructs from
previous research as well as the focus group findings. We designed nine latent variables
which are measured by 31 observed variables. For instance, price is measured by three
questions: “Buying products on Amazon China may be more expensive than on another
online platform”. All of the variables considered were measured on a 6-point Likert scale
(1 = strongly disagree, to 6 = strongly agree). The survey was then distributed to students
from an American university in China as well as their friends and family members via
WeChat, a popular social media app in China, to reach more diverse demographics.

All of the following scales are detailed in Appendix A. Price measure scale items were
adopted from the work of [36]; product variety scale items were adopted from Clemes
et al. [110]; site awareness and site commitment items were both adopted from Park and
Kim Park and Kim [30] study; intention to purchase items were adapted from Pavlou
and Gefen [111]; and trust in product recommendation scale items were adopted from the
scale of [80], which was originally adapted from Gefen and Devine [36]. The company
image scale (four observed variables), order process and delivery scale (four observed
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variables) and website design scale (three observed variables) items were all derived from
the focus group. For instance, “I chose Amazon China because it has high company social
responsibility” is one of the questions of company image scale.

3.3. Response Rate and Sample Size Determination

Using an a priori sample size determination with an online calculator [112–114], it was
determined that the minimum sample size needed to detect effect was 226. The minimum
sample size for model structure was 144, after calculating the anticipated effect size at
0.3, desired statistical power level at 0.8, a probability level of 0.01, and factoring in nine
latent variables and 31 observed variables. The collected sample size of 691 was justified
for the structural equation modelling analysis in this study. After eight weeks of email
follow up with the target participants, 691 final usable samples were collected with the
desired demographic distribution from almost every province in China with a response
rate of 76.8%.

3.4. Data Collection Process

Before the survey was distributed, it was emailed to 50 participants as a pre-test
survey. The initial data collection goal was to find participants from different regions that
represent Chinese consumers’ behaviours when purchasing from an online platform. The
questionnaire was distributed to students on a university campus via WeChat. In addition,
to create snowball sampling for survey participation, we also asked them to send the survey
link to their friends and family members to further ensure good representation. After eight
weeks, 691 usable responses were received to the questionnaires from different age groups,
education, income, gender, and different provinces in China.

3.5. Demographic Data

The essential demographic survey information is presented in Table 2. The question-
naire instrument collected data from individual respondents with high online shopping
experience. Of the participants, 41% were male and 59% female, and almost 95% of the
respondents were from urban areas. Of these, 26% of participants were from a metropolis,
41% were from large cities, 28% were from small cities, and 5% were from a small towns
and rural areas. We can therefore confidently claim that the survey is geographically repre-
sentative of the Chinese population. Further, the participants of the three age groups 25–31,
32–38, and 39–55 were evenly distributed with 10–17% in each age group and together
representing 43% of the total study population. The millennial generation (age group 18–24)
comprised the remaining 57% of the population. Therefore, the age ranges between 18 and
55 comprise more than 99% of the survey responses and covers the majority of Chinese
internet users.

Table 2. Socio-demographic breakdown of online shoppers in this study.

Frequencies Valid %

Gender
Male 285 41

Female 406 59
Age

18–24 391 57
25–31 116 17
32–38 70 10
39–55 112 16

Above 55 2 0
Average monthly salary

¥0–¥2999 292 42
¥3000–¥4499 102 15
¥4500–¥5999 97 14
¥6000–¥7999 75 11
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Table 2. Cont.

Frequencies Valid %

¥8000–¥9999 42 6
¥10,000–¥14,999 46 7
¥15,000–¥19,999 12 2

More than ¥20,000 25 4
Education level

None 7 1
Middle school 13 2
High school 68 10

Technical school 11 2
College 118 17

Bachelor’s degree 416 60
Master’s degree 46 7

PhD degree 12 2
Online Shopping Frequency

More than one time a day 46 7
Daily 25 4

2–3 times a week 220 32
Weekly 187 27

Monthly 157 23
Rarely 56 8

Geographic residence
Metropolis 183 26
Large city 280 41

City 193 28
Town 21 3
Rural 14 2

Additionally, for more than half of the respondents, their monthly income is less
than CNY 3000 which is consistent with the fact that almost all participants are students.
Furthermore, the proportion of respondents gradually decreased to 7% as the monthly
income increase to CNY 15,000, and still, 6% of participants had a monthly income higher
than CNY 15,000. Approximately 92% of the participants shop online at least once a month,
27% shop online once a week, and nearly 7% shop more than once a day. This data indicates
that our participants have enough knowledge of shopping online.

4. Results

To test the direct and indirect relationships between the constructs, this study em-
ployed structural equation modelling [90,115]. This analysis method enabled the study
of the direct relationship among the study’s constructs (latent variables) while simultane-
ously measuring the effects of the observed variables on those latent constructs. AMOS
v24 software was used to allow multiple estimation methods and selected a maximum
likelihood as the choice of estimation method for this study. Additionally, we verified the
issue of multicollinearity, when one or more of the independent variables are highly inter-
correlated [116]. Thus, this would affect the estimates of the regression coefficients to yield
statistically significant results [117]. More importantly, multicollinearity leads to distortion
in the predictive ability of the independent variables on the dependent variables [118]. In
this study, the Tolerance and Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) were assessed to determine the
existence of significant multicollinearity issues in the independent variables. According
to [117] multicollinearity would be a concern if the VIF value is higher than 5 and tolerance
value is <0.20; notably though, other studies also cite a VIF value of 10 and above. Table 3
indicates that multicollinearity for the most variables is within the acceptable limits of
VIF values <5 and tolerance values exceeded 0.20, as suggested by [116], even though two
variables approach close to the limit. Thus, significant multicollinearity issues are not found
in the present study data. Furthermore, we examined the possibility of a Common Method
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Bias (CMB) in the research variables. To test that we followed the Harman single-factor
test in factor analysis using SPSS v25 with nine factors were extracted using the Principal
Axis Factoring, and the first factor Total Variance Explained showed 50.8% of variance,
which is slightly more than the 50% marker. Hence, taking into consideration the somewhat
presence of a common method variance, we acknowledge that this is one of the limitations
of our study.

Table 3. Multicollinearity test.

Independent Variables Tolerance VIF

Product Price 0.93 1.07
Product Variety 0.42 2.37

Site Design 0.25 4.04
Company Image 0.20 5.00

Order Fulfilment & Delivery 0.23 5.00
Site Recommendation Trust 0.30 3.39

Site Awareness 0.38 2.62
VIF: Variance Inflation Factor.

4.1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

A nine-factor measurement model with reflective scales was used to estimate the
model with a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to determine if the observed variables and
their latent factor structures fit the hypothesized model. In particular, this study employed
CFA for the next step analysis of using causal models in SEM [106]. Table 4, the CFA first
order model fit indices showed the following results in: χ2 = 1516.078, DF = 364, p = 0.001
and the Chi-squared goodness of fit is significant, which indicates poor fit to the data;
however, due to the large sample size (n = 691) it is not expected to fit. Table 4 shows
the other fit indices with an acceptable or excellent level of fit: CFI = 0.940, TLI = 0.929,
SRMR = 0.040, RMSEA = 0.068 [119]. We evaluated two CFA models. The first-order CFA
consisted of nine latent factors that showed excellent convergent and discriminant validity
measures. Table 5 lists the variables that are correlated under each latent factor and explain
only their unique latent variable and discriminant validity, which measures if the variables
correlate with other factors other than their latent variable. The average variance extracted
is a measure of convergent validity for all nine constructs, ranging between 0.706 and 0.894.
These values exceed 0.5 and are indicative of the high reliability of convergent validity
among the latent factors. Further, composite or construct reliability [120] measures the
internal consistency within a scale items ranged between 0.878 and 0.962, which exceeds 0.7
and is indicative of good inter-item reliability for the model scales [117,121]. The second-
order CFA model consisted of three first order and seven first order representative of EPP
indicators. Similarly, the second-order fit indices in Table 6 show acceptable or excellent
levels of fit: CFI = 0.920, TLI = 0.911, SRMR = 0.046, RMSEA = 0.076 [120]. Figure 1 presents
the second-order factor inter-correlations for the ten factors, with statistical significance set
at p < 0.001.

The EPP (E-commerce Platform Preference) is based on a second-order factor confir-
matory factor analysis (CFA) where the EPP is an endogenous variable and not directly
observed but emergent as a latent variable and inferred from the measured first-order
variables. The EPP second-order factor CFA was used based on theoretical model assump-
tions. We found that the second-order factor models allowed the advantage of a more
parsimonious model that higher-order factors underlie the data. Moreover, given the re-
searchers’ investigation of various factors found in prior literature (product price, variety of
products, site design, company image, order fulfilment, site trust, and site awareness) as the
underlying dimensions that may influence E-commerce Engagement, there exists the need
for empirical testing for a second-order factor which is both theoretically and statistically
acceptable and [116,122]. The researchers theorized that, individually first-order measured
indicators alone cannot explain the phenomena under investigation in the study to explain
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the influencing factors of e-commerce engagement. Therefore, the need for the inclusion of
a second-order factor which can be used to test the assumption that the correlations among
the set of the first-order factors is accounted for one or more higher order factors to further
adequately explain a priori theoretical model [123].

Table 4. First Order Model Fit Indices for Confirmatory Factor Analysis.

Model χ2 df χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR

First order 1516.078 364 4.165 0.940 0.929 0.068 0.040

Table 5. Factor Loadings and Reliability Assessment.

Constructs/Indicators Factor Loadings CR AVE CA Mean SD

Product Price -

0.900 0.749 0.833 3.429 [0.94]
Price1 0.865
Price2 0.855
Price3 0.877

Product variety -

0.878 0.706 0.787 3.178 [0.87]
Variety1 0.852
Variety2 0.848
Variety3 0.822

Site Design -

0.940 0.887 0.871 3.624 [1.02]
Design1 0.942
Design2 0.942
Design3 0.941

Company image -

0.925 0.754 0.888 3.807 [1.13]
Image1 0.910
Image2 0.908
Image3 0.840
Image4 0.812

Order Fulfilment -

0.942 0.765 0.922 3.843 [1.10]

Process2 0.905
Process1 0.895
Process4 0.875
Process3 0.875
Process5 0.820

Site Recommendation
Trust -

0.962 0.894 0.941 3.837 [1.09]Trust1 0.947
Trust2 0.947
Trust3 0.942

Intention to purchase -

0.957 0.881 0.933 3.816 [1.07]
Intention2 0.945
Intention3 0.936
Intention1 0.934

Site commitment -

0.936 0.785 0.906 4.005 [1.2]
Commitment2 0.904
Commitment3 0.898
Commitment4 0.885
Commitment1 0.856

Site awareness -

0.903 0.756 0.834 3.651 [1.10]
Awareness2 0.895
Awareness3 0.979
Awareness1 0.836

Note: AVE: Average variance extracted; CR: Composite Reliability; CA: Cronbach’s Alpha.
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Table 6. Second Order Model Fit Indices for Confirmatory Factor Analysis.

Model χ2 df χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR

Second order 1936.105 390 4.964 0.920 0.911 0.076 0.046

Figure 1. Factor Inter-correlations for the Second-Order Model.

4.2. Structural Model

The structural equation model was tested using AMOS 24 with latent factors. We used
SEM to analyse both the structural model between the latent variables and the measurement
relationships between the latent variables and their observable indicators. We used CFA
to evaluate the validity of the manifest indicators associated with the underlying latent
factors. Next, we used a multivariate analysis of the structural relationships among the
latent variables to draw conclusion [124]. Table 4 shows the model fit used to assess the
structural model to the absolute, comparative, and parsimonious fit indices to test if the
research data fits the proposed model. To test the absolute fit model, the X2 test for the
model is not significant (28) 66.44, p < 0.001, even though CHI2/DF 2.37 is less than five.
The comparative fit model GFI of 0.984 is greater than the cut-off of 0.90, AGFI 0.969, CFI
0.981, compared to the cut-off of 0.95, SRMR 0.028, and RMSEA 0.041. This shows that the
overall model fits the results of the research data.

Table 7 shows the resulting values of the hypothesis testing. This is also indicated in a
figure form in Appendix B.

Table 7. Hypothesis Test Results.

β t-Values p

EPP PI 0.890 25.696 ***
EPP SC 0.849 14.175 ***
EPP Awareness 0.821 28.247 ***
EPP Trust 0.863 28.247 ***
EPP Fulfilment 0.937 32.477 ***
EPP Image 0.910 30.876 ***
EPP Design 0.867 28.469 ***
EPP Variety 0.744 22.677 ***
PI SC 0.099 1.8970 0.058

Intention Intention1 0.905 38.466 ***
Intention Intention2 0.916 38.466 ***
Intention Intention3 0.901 36.960 ***

Commitment Commitment4 0.822 28.130 ***
Commitment Commitment3 0.870 28.131 ***
Commitment Commitment2 0.885 28.868 ***
Commitment Commitment1 0.794 24.464 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001. β = Standardized path coefficients, t-values = critical ratios; EPP = E-commerce Platform
Preference, PI = Purchase Intention, SC = Site Commitment.
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Table 8 shows the relationships among the study constructs and variables. The results
of the structural equation model analysis show that eight of the ten hypotheses are signifi-
cantly supported by the final model. E-commerce preference of a platform is influenced
by the variety of the products sold on that platform; thus, H2 is supported (β = 0.744,
t-value = 22.677, p < 0.001). The online shopping website’s aesthetic and adaptive cultural
design was also validated, supporting H3 (β = 0.867, t-value = 28.469, p < 0.001). Trust of the
recommendation system of online e-commerce platform was also validated, supporting H6
(β = 0.863, t-value = 28.247, p < 0.001), as was awareness of the online shopping platform,
and hence, H7 is accepted (β = 0.821, t-value = 28.247, p < 0.001), while order fulfilment
and delivery processes and company image significantly affect more than four factors
of developing EPP (β = 0.937, t-value = 32.477, p < 0.001 and β = 0.910, t-value = 30.876,
p < 0.001) respectively, thus supporting both H5 and H4. However, the price construct
was not statistically significant to contribute to developing EPP (β = 0.099, t-value = 1.897,
p = 0.058) because the t-value falls below z < 1.96; thus, H1—stating that price contributes to
EPP, especially when it comes to the Chinese online shoppers’ preference or lack thereof—is
not accepted. Table 8 summarizes the study hypotheses and its outcomes, and Figure 2
shows the SEM, the path coefficients, and the associated p-values.

Table 8. Hypothesis relationship with the structural model fit results.

Hypothesis Support

H1. The price of products sold on AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Not Supported
H2. The variety of products sold on AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H3. The design of the AC website is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H4. The image of AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H5. The ease of the fulfilment process on AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H6. The trust of AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H7. The awareness of AC is positively associated with e-commerce platform preference of AC Supported
H8. E-commerce preference is positively associated with AC site commitment Supported
H9. E-commerce preference is positively associated with AC intention to purchase Supported
H10. Intention to purchase on AC is positively associated with AC site commitment Not Supported

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework. Note: EPP: E-commerce Platform Preference; PI: Purchase Inten-
tion; SC: Site Commitment.

5. Discussion

This study makes both theoretical and practical contributions to the topic of the factors
that most impact online commerce platform preference sustainability from the customer
acceptance perspective.
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The purpose of this study was to discover through empirical study the factors that
affect consumers’ online shopping platform preferences. This is investigated within the
context of the maturity and vastness of the Chinese online marketplace. This study con-
tributes to the literature in how the consumers’ online shopping platform preferences
develop, in addition to understanding whether these EPP (E-commerce Platform Prefer-
ence) attitudes led to purchase intentions on an e-commerce platform, and if their EPP
had the strong influence necessary to achieve site commitment for continued customer
loyalty necessary for sustained economic activity, which is imperative for an e-commerce
site’s future business operations and existence, and more importantly, to the sustainable
commercial activity of the countless small and medium sized firms that use the platform to
connect with consumers. In contrast, previous studies in this field [125] studied the internal
organizational incentives such as e-commerce adoption influenced by top management
support, HR IT competence, and financial resources available that create e-business value
that leads to e-commerce adoption. Another study, Wang and Ahmed [126], concluded from
a macro view that e-commerce adoption is incentivized more from an external pressure,
perceived benefits, as well as organizational readiness by itself. Moreover, Thaw, et al. [127]
studied the factors that influence e-commerce adoption from the perspective of trust in
perceived privacy, security, and the trustworthiness of the vendors. Further, Abubakar,
Ilkan and Sahin [88] study looked into the effects that e-referral, eWOM (word of mouth),
and gender have on brand image and its related positive impact on purchase intentions.
While there is considerable research on e-commerce adoption, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, no research has conceptualized and studied e-commerce platform preference
motivations in association with purchase intention on the site and finally site commitment
for continuous and sustainable patronage. This study adds more to our understanding on
how e-commerce platform preference attitudes develop and its close positive associations
with purchase intention and site commitment in one single parsimonious model. The
findings in this study contribute to the understanding of what factors and characteristics
impact consumer acceptance of the e-commerce experience determined by the platform in
a sustainable site commitment.

Practical Contribution

These findings contribute to close a gap in the existing literature by establishing that
online shopping site (platform) preference is strongly and positively determined by six of
the seven essential characteristics investigated: (a) the variety of diverse items on sale, in
line with previous research [41,42]; (b) the online shopping portal’s site design in terms
of layout, colour, font, and design, similar to previous findings [30,92,93]; (c) developing
trust in the online recommendation system of the e-commerce portal similarly in line with
previous studies [80–82]; (d) ease of order fulfilment and low-cost delivery processes in
agreement with previous studies [107,108]; (e) the company’s image or brand image in
terms of its reputation within society [89–91]; and finally (f) high awareness of the online
shopping platform through the media, word of mouth, or being generally well known by
most people [51,52,56,58]. These findings are also based upon statements made during the
focus group investigation: “ . . . I didn’t even know there was an Amazon in China . . . ” or
“we have Taobao for all our online needs, why venture into another company?”

Specifically, this study found that EPP emergent factor also has a significant impact on
consumers’ intention to purchase from an online shopping platform, in this case Amazon
China, as well as site commitment for repeat purchases and customer loyalty to the same
online shopping website. Meanwhile, site commitment and online customer loyalty are not
affected by the intention to purchase alone. Customers may have the intention to purchase
from an online store, but that intention alone does not create a loyal customer. These results
show that the competitiveness and development of customer retention of an e-commerce
platform from the online shoppers’ perspective depends on those six essential factors
that generate EPP attitude (variety of products, website design, company image, order
fulfilment and delivery process, trust in the recommendation system, and raising awareness
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of the e-commerce platform). Interestingly, the price factor in our original theoretical model
was found to have no such significant influence on EPP development. This finding was
surprising and contradictory to what Zhao and Jin [40] reported, that Amazon China’s main
challenges were related to the untenable price competition with other online platforms
such as Taobao and JD.com. In fact, it was expected that, as Amazon China was mostly
offering more foreign expensive products than the local e-commerce sites, that the price
element would be a strong determinant factor for EPP. According to Kim, et al. [35], the
price of products could have a direct influence as a means of comparison among different
competitors; however, in this case, price was not a major contributor in developing EPP
behaviour that leads to PI (purchase intention) or SC (site commitment).

The effects of different variables on e-commerce preference, including product variety,
site design, company image, order fulfilment and delivery process, trust in the recom-
mendation system, and the awareness of the e-commerce platform were investigated and
found to significantly impact EPP behaviour development. Among those factors, order
fulfilment and delivery process (β = 0.937, t = 32.477, p < 0.001) was the most influential in
EPP behaviour development, compared with the other factors [38]. Company image was
the second most influential factor (β = 0.910, t = 30.876, p < 0.001). The other four variables
were also shown to have a great influence on EPP, with β-values ranging between 0.7 to 0.9,
significant t-values between 22 to 33, and p-values under 0.001. Remarkably, price was not
found to be an influential factor for Chinese consumers’ preference in terms of their interac-
tion with the Amazon China online platform (β = 0.099, t-value = 1.897, p-value = 0.058).
Prior research indicates that Chinese consumers’ price sensitiveness might be due to the av-
erage living standards in the country [38]. These contradictory findings could be explained
by changes in China since the previous research was completed, specifically that China
lately witnessed increasing living standards and income levels.

From the examination of the relationship between EPP and intention to purchase
products from an online shopping platform, it was found that intention to purchase is
strongly affected by EPP (β = 0.890, t = 25.696, p < 0.001). Further, it was found that site
commitment is also strongly influenced by EPP (β = 0.849, t = 14.175, p < 0.001). This shows
that EPP can predict both the intention to purchase products from an online shopping
platform and site commitment for sustained customer loyalty.

In terms of the relationship between intention to purchase products and site commit-
ment, it was found that site commitment is not influenced by the behaviour of developing
intention to purchase products from an online shopping platform (β = 0.099, t = 1.897,
p = 0.058). This result is quite interesting, as it can be said that if one has a PI to an on-
line shopping website, one could also develop the habit to repeatedly buy from the site
to become committed as a repeat customer; however, that is not necessarily the case, as
the Chinese e-commerce market is very competitive and diverse with many e-commerce
sites in existence. Thus, the case of Amazon China abandoning this market indicates that
the various reasons that affected the Chinese consumers’ lack of purchase intention and
site commitment to its online platform can be explained by a failure to address related
important factors, such as order fulfilment and delivery process, company image, variety of
products offered, site design of the online shopping platform, trust of its recommendation
system, and finally, a lack of awareness of the shopping platform itself. All of these factors
are highly related to developing strong EPP behaviour and later strong purchase intentions
and sustained site commitment in the form of customer loyalty.

6. Conclusions

This paper has attempted to make an advance in the understanding of the concept of
how an e-commerce platform can be sustainable—specifically in the Chinese e-commerce
market context. The emerging theme from this study is that the e-commerce platform
company’s focus should be on improving their EPP (E-commerce Platform Preference)
factors such as order fulfilment and delivery process, creating a more favourable company
image, offering a large variety of products, tailoring the website design to local cultural
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tastes and habits, building a trustworthy online recommendation system, and increasing
awareness of the e-commerce website. Furthermore, this study highlights two important
insights. First, developing PI (Purchase Intention) behaviour alone does not lead to online
shopping site commitment or customer loyalty and repeat purchasing. Second, online
site commitment is generated by EPP factors; among these factors, order fulfilment and
delivery process and the company image of the online shopping platform contribute the
most, indicating that the prioritization of these six factors should be a starting point when
practitioners design online shopping platforms.

This study is not without limitations. Although the data used in this study are based on
the consumers’ perspective, it would be more informative if combined with direct company
information, even though we acknowledge that publicly available data on Amazon China—
such as its annual report (2018), which only reports a consolidated financial statement for
the whole company—are limited. Additionally, the Chinese government regulates and
protects its burgeoning local e-commerce market heavily through licensing requirements
and other measures that may significantly limit foreign investments; thus, the extent of
government intervention was not investigated in this study. Another limitation in the
study is the presence of Common Method Bias (CMB) of 53% in the survey data, slightly
above the oft cited threshold of 50% using Harman’s Single-Factor Test. Future research
should determine how government interferences that protect the local Chinese e-commerce
platforms may tip the scales against foreign ventures. Another important angle to study
especially in the Chinese e-commerce market is the effect of company image (corporate
image) on EPP factors and its eventual site commitment aspect.
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Appendix A

Constructs Items (Anchors: Strongly Disagree/Strongly Agree) References

Price

1. Buying products on Amazon China may be more expensive than at
another online platform
2. I will probably save more money buying products at another online
shopping platform than at Amazon China
3. It may be possible to get a better discount from another online platform
than from Amazon China
4. It may be cheaper to buy products at Amazon China than at another
online platform

[36]

Product variety

1. Shopping on Amazon China offers a wide variety of products
2. I always purchase the types of products I want from Amazon China
3. I can buy the products that are not available in another online shopping
platform through Amazon China

[110]

Site commitment

1. I will not change my online shopping on Amazon China in the future.
2. I will continuously purchase products on Amazon China in the future.
3. I will recommend Amazon China to other people.
4. I will visit Amazon China first when I want to buy products.

[30]
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Constructs Items (Anchors: Strongly Disagree/Strongly Agree) References

Purchase Intention

1. With regard to the products that Amazon China sells, I would consider
buying them.
2. With regard to the products that Amazon China sells, I am likely to
buy them.
3. With regard to the products that Amazon China sells, I am willing to
buy them.

[111]

Trust in Site
recommendations

1. I think the product recommendations on Amazon China are credible.
2. I trust the product recommendations on Amazon China.
3. I believe the product recommendations on Amazon China are trustworthy.

[36,80]

Company image

1. I am a loyal customer of Amazon China.
2. I chose Amazon China because it has high company social responsibility.
3. I think Amazon China gives good value and service.
4. I think Amazon China has a good reputation.

These scales are derived
from this study’s
focus group

Website design

1. I really like the page design (layout, style, colour matching, etc.) of
Amazon China.
2. I think the design of Amazon China platform is logical.
3. I think it is quick and easy to complete a transaction on Amazon China.

These scales are derived
from this study’s
focus group

Site awareness

1. My neighbours know Amazon China very well.
2. Amazon China is very famous as an Internet shopping platform.
3. Amazon China is known through the advertising media (TV, newspaper,
Internet, etc.)

[30]

Fulfilment and
delivery processes

1. I am satisfied with the payment choices on Amazon China.
2. I am satisfied with the after-sales services (such as returns) provided by
Amazon China.
3. I am satisfied with the shipping cost of the purchases from Amazon China.
4. I would like to use the Live platform on Amazon China.

These scales are derived
from this study’s
focus group

Appendix B

Figure A1. Hypothesized structural model with all relationships at the p < 0.001 except intention to
commitment = ns.
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Abstract: This study explores the relationships among knowledge sharing, adaptability, and perfor-
mance, and furthermore seeks to address a gap in the existing literature on how those relationships
may vary between organizational sectors. Economic sustainability for firms of all sizes and sectors
is likely to depend to a large extent on the creation of a sustainable organizational culture built on
collaboration, innovation, and adaptability. The importance of knowledge management in developing
sustainable and higher functioning organizations is well accepted in the literature. Likewise, the
ability of organizations to realize competitive advantage by adapting and responding in a timely
manner to changes in the landscape is well supported. Building on previous research, this study
further examines how organizations in different sectors may experience that interaction differently.
Based on data gathered through 720 online surveys and subjected to empirical analysis, the findings
suggest that work groups that are more agile can more readily realize the benefits of a knowledge
sharing organization culture. Further, in contrast to the main body of existing literature, the findings
indicate that there is little difference in these benefits among organizations operating in different
sectors, notably, within the context of mainland China. These findings may be of interest to those
with an interest in knowledge sharing, organizational agility, organizational behavior, sustainable
organizations, collectivistic cultures, to practitioners with an interest in developing higher functioning
organizations, and to social scientists in related research areas such as cultural studies and psychology.

Keywords: organizational sustainability; social and economic sustainability; knowledge sharing;
organizational agility; organizational behavior; sustainable organizations

1. Introduction

There is consensus in the existing literature that economic sustainability is a precursor
to social sustainability and, in its absence, a constraint on ecological sustainability [1].
Likewise, there is consensus that among the factors that contribute to the success of organi-
zations, knowledge sharing and the ability to adapt quickly to changes in circumstances
are increasingly seen as essential areas of interest [2,3]. How those factors may affect
performance differently across organizational sectors is not well explored in the existing
literature. Likewise, research on knowledge sharing and organizational adaptability is
China is underrepresented.

Increasingly, work groups and teams are used by companies to perform vital tasks,
making group effectiveness strategically vital to organizations and essential for enterprises
to survive and prosper in turbulent environments [4–8]. The existing literature on the
relationships between knowledge sharing and organizational agility and organizational
performance indicates that organizations in different sectors are likely to be affected differ-
ently by these factors. The examination of how knowledge sharing and adaptability can
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affect work group performance and how that effect may vary across organizational sectors
is the aim of this study.

As researchers have sought to better understand factors which impact work group
performance, some studies have focused on factors related to group dynamics such as
cohesion [9], the influence of member behavior [10], basic processes and group compo-
sition [11], or the influence of perceived power imbalances [6]; while other studies have
paid attention to the organizational context and climate [12]. Other studies meanwhile
have focused on the influence of knowledge management systems [8], or on the impact of
transactive memory systems [13,14].

There are immense variations among the different contexts that groups operate in,
and a great diversity of functions that groups fulfill. This may partly explain the lack of
a clear conceptual definition of work group performance in the literature and a lack of
agreement among scholars about how to measure it. Some approaches taken to measure
group work performance include having stakeholders evaluate their own team’s perfor-
mance [10,13]; having managers, external to the teams, evaluate the performance of teams
under their supervision [6]; having stakeholders (such as customers and clients) assess
team performance [10]; and having a combination of team members, managers, and leaders
evaluate the team’s performance [15]. Still other scholars contend that more objective data
are required, such as sales commission [5,8].

Organizational agility (OA) has also been receiving increased attention from scholars.
There is broad consensus in the literature that OA is considered a dynamic capability or a
set of capabilities which allow organizations to respond rapidly to change and to realize
superior performance in dynamic, turbulent, and competitive contexts [16–19]. The concept
is broad and touches on multiple aspects of a firm’s strategy and operations. Various
definitions of OA are complex, overlapping in some areas and diverging in others, which
makes it challenging to establish the shared meaning of terms among different scholars
and to identify clear common themes [19].

Recent studies have paid increasing attention to mechanisms to help managers evalu-
ate needed levels of OA [18], practical methodologies to implement OA [20], the role of OA
as a moderator impacting market performance [21], the influence of talent management
on OA [22], the relationship between IT capability and OA [23], and factors that either
enable or hinder agility [16,24]. Moreover, there is a significant amount of research on
agile manufacturing [25–32] and enterprise agility [33]. The impact of OA on firm perfor-
mance is a critical concern in much of the research; however, there appears to be a gap
in the literature regarding assessing the impact of OA on work groups or teams within
larger organizations.

It is well established among scholars that knowledge is a critical resource for orga-
nizations [34,35]. Recent research has also focused on knowledge as a crucial element to
successfully formulating and implementing a firm’s purpose [36,37]. For decades, knowl-
edge management has gained traction as a scholarly discipline and as an array of man-
agement activities to effectively manage and extract value from knowledge creation and
integration [38–41]. Knowledge sharing processes are an important concern in knowledge
management, and several recent studies have attempted to define the term according to
specific knowledge sharing behaviors (KSBs) that can be measured and influenced [42–46].
One stream of research has attempted to deepen our understanding of how reward systems
impact KSBs [42,43,47,48]. Another stream of research has looked more broadly at factors
such as organizational culture [44], social norms [49–51], organizational climate [52], paths
among organizational subunits and path dependency [53,54], and perceived enjoyment of
participants [55].

Despite the growing interest in organizational agility, knowledge sharing, and group
performance, little research has attempted to integrate these streams of research to examine
the impact on group performance. More specifically, there appears to be a gap in the
existing literature on how knowledge sharing behaviors are moderated by organizational
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agility, and how that effect may vary among organizational sectors. Based on this gap, the
research questions put forward are:

RQ1: What is the relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and work group per-
formance?

RQ2: Does organizational agility have an effect on the relationship between knowledge
sharing behavior and work group performance?

RQ3: Does the mediating effect of organizational agility between knowledge sharing behav-
ior and work group performance vary by the sector of the organization?

Knowledge sharing and adaptability are important drivers of performance. How they
may affect organizations in different operating sectors differently, particularly in China,
could have substantial implications both for foreign organizations that operate in China,
and for domestic Chinese organizations.

This study contributes to the existing literature by investigating the links between
organizational agility, knowledge sharing, and work group performance and how they
may vary among organizations in different sectors.

There exists a gap in the existing literature regarding how those factors may manifest
different across organizational sectors. Additionally, research on knowledge sharing and
organizational adaptability is China is underrepresented. This study seeks to address both
of those gaps.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Economic Sustainability

Consideration of sustainability as a concept is not a recent phenomenon, but it has, in
recent years, become increasingly relevant and has evolved into a fairly well developed
theoretical paradigm, most often conceptualized by the use of the three pillars model [56]
of ecological, economic, and social sustainability. Separate discussions on ecological, social,
and economic areas is a simplistic view [57] and presents a challenge for those seeking
empirical analysis of the three pillars due to the inseparable and interdependent nature
of factors that comprise them [58,59]. There is however, a consensus on the relevance of
concern for sustainability in all three areas. Examples include ecological sustainability as
manifested by the discussion of climate change [60]; social sustainability viewed through
the lens of the inequality of global wealth distribution and the problems that arise from
poverty [61,62]; and, finally, economic sustainability, which is a necessary precursor to
addressing both social and ecological sustainability related concerns [63–66].

Economic sustainability is complicated by the shifting backdrop of global economic
interconnectivity resulting in increasingly competitive conditions for organizations oper-
ating in all organizational sectors. Economic sustainability for many firms has depended
upon their ability to leverage their intellectual capital [2], both formal such as patents and
copyrighted materials, and informal such as the knowledge and expertise accumulated by
members of the organizations [38]. Likewise, sustainable operations for many firms has
depended on their ability to adapt to changes in circumstances both internal and external
to their organizations [21,67].

It is the nexus of these two topics, knowledge sharing and adaptability, and how they
affect organizational performance and enable the sustainable operation of organizations in
different operational sectors that this study will examine.

2.2. Knowledge Sharing Behavior

Knowledge sharing behavior (KSB) is a crucial element of knowledge management
systems [42]. The origins of the concept of knowledge sharing can be found in the knowl-
edge management literature [40,41] which is related to the knowledge-based theory of the
firm [34]. Bartol and Srivastava [42] define knowledge sharing as “individuals sharing
organizationally relevant information, ideas, suggestions, and expertise with one another”
(p. 65), and Wilson et al. [68] consider sharing knowledge as one of the basic processes of
group learning along with the storage and retrieval of knowledge. Drawing on the prior
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work of Nonaka [69] and Polyanyi [70], Bartol and Srivastava explain that knowledge can
be shared explicitly or tacitly, and requires effort from the knowledge sharer. Because it
involves exchanges among individuals, knowledge sharing is considered distinct from
knowledge transfer, which generally describes intra-organizational exchanges of knowl-
edge between entities such as departments, or describes inter organizational movements of
knowledge [42]. Yang and Chen [46] provide one of the broadest definitions of knowledge
sharing and emphasize the behavioral component, describing it as a “set of behaviors about
knowledge exchange which involve the actors, knowledge content, organizational content,
appropriate media, and societal environment” (p. 96). Due to its voluntary nature and
its contribution to the effectiveness of the organization, KSB is related to organizational
citizenship behavior [45].

Methods and approaches to operationalizing and measuring KSB can vary from
study to study. In their investigation, Cabrera et al. [49] operationalized KSB according
to two types: voluntarily seeking ideas and information from co-workers, and providing
insights and ideas to co-workers. Citing the work of Davenport and Prusak [41] who
proposed evaluating KSB based on knowledge sharing activities during meetings, Hung
et al. [43] measured this behavior according to participant outcomes, which included the
number of ideas generated, the usefulness and creativity of the ideas generated, and the
perceived meeting satisfaction.

One recent stream of research has attempted to provide insights about organizational
reward systems and motivational drivers to achieve effective knowledge sharing. Con-
clusions and findings, however, have been inconsistent, particularly when it comes to the
role of extrinsic rewards. Bartol and Srivastava [42] for example, contended that monetary
rewards could be effective for encouraging KSB and predicted that rewards based on collec-
tive performance would be an appropriate and effective way to encourage cooperation and
engagement among employees. Lee and Ahn [48], however, investigated reward systems to
encourage knowledge sharing within organizations and concluded that individual-based
reward systems were more efficient than group-based ones. Hung et al. [43] evaluated
the impact of intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation on knowledge sharing, which, as ex-
plained above, was defined as participant outcomes during meetings. They concluded
that economic rewards did not lead to an increase in knowledge sharing, whereas reputa-
tional feedback, which results in employees feeling that knowledge sharing enhances their
reputation, had a significant positive effect.

Bock et al. [47] studied motivational drivers which determined individual KSB and de-
veloped a framework that considered a number of factors impacting the intention to share
knowledge, such as “anticipated extrinsic rewards, anticipated reciprocal relationships,
sense of self-worth, and three facets of organizational climate” [47]. Their findings sug-
gested that these factors, applied as antecedents to attitude and subjective norms, positively
contributed to KSB with the exception of extrinsic rewards which appeared to negatively
impact attitudes towards knowledge sharing. For example, Ipe [44] described four factors
that influence KSB: (a) the nature of the organizational knowledge; (b) the motivation of
the actors to share knowledge; (c) opportunities to share the knowledge; and (d) the culture
of the work environment. The fourth factor, organizational culture, is the most critical
because the other three factors are embedded in it. Ipe’s work built on the prior work of
Schulz [51] who examined the relationship between the production and distribution of
organizational knowledge among subunits and concluded that different learning processes
were adopted according to the nature of the knowledge, and that this, in turn, affected how
the knowledge was shared. Cabrera et al. [49] came to similar conclusions when they evalu-
ated determinants of individual engagement in knowledge sharing between organizational
subunits. Among the organizational variables assessed, normative pressures, described
as “perceptions of support from colleagues and supervisors towards knowledge sharing”
(p. 259), showed the greatest impact. This concurs with the findings of Ryu et al. [50] who
attempted to better understand factors which impacted the knowledge sharing of hospital
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physicians and concluded that subjective norms (the internalization of outside influences)
had the greatest influence on their intention to share knowledge followed by attitude.

Chen et al. [71] set out to study the impact of knowledge management systems,
organizational climate, and attitude on the intention of employees to share knowledge.
Their findings showed that attitude was the most significant factor but that knowledge
management systems self-efficacy, and organizational climate, by positively contributing
to attitude, indirectly affected knowledge sharing. Witherspoon et al. [72] assessed the
antecedents of organizational knowledge sharing, including the intentions and attitude
of the knowledge sharer, rewards for knowledge sharing, and the organizational culture.
Their findings provided support for a positive relationship between all three areas studied
and KSB; furthermore, their findings suggested it is easier to motivate employees to share
knowledge in collectivist cultures than in individualist ones.

From a different perspective, the findings of Ton et al. [73] suggest that knowledge
hiding, as opposed to knowledge sharing, also affects group performance, but in the
opposite manner. Groups in which the members are prone to hoarding behavior when it
comes to knowledge tend to perform at a lower level.

To conclude, many studies have been carried out which explore antecedents of KSB
and assess factors which positively impact KSB, but few studies have attempted to measure
the impact of KSB on other aspects of the organization or on work group performance.
There seems to be an underlying assumption in much of the research that KSB is desirable
and linked to positive organizational outcomes; however, there is little empirical research
which provides support for this assumption. Therefore, this paper sets out to explore the
extent to which organizations with a higher level of knowledge sharing behavior, are likely
to experience a higher level of performance at the work group level. Thus, hypothesis one
is put forward as

Hypothesis 1 (H1): KSB has an effect on WGP.

Likewise, based on the prior literature, it seems likely that organizations that have
heightened levels of KSB are likely to be more readily able to adapt to changes in circum-
stances. Thus, hypothesis two is put forward as

Hypothesis 2 (H2): KSB has an effect on OA.

2.3. Organizational Agility

Interest in the topic of organizational agility has been gaining attention in recent
scholarly research. While distinct from the concept of agile management practices well
known in software development [74], OA does share many aspects in common with agile
practices, including an emphasis on continuous, iterative improvement cycles; effectively
meeting clients’ needs; rapid product development; and flexibility [26,74].

Based on her analysis of 75 scholarly papers published between 1994 and 2018, Wal-
ter [19] provides the following operational definition of OA: “Organizational Agility is
a learned, permanently-available dynamic capability that can be performed to a neces-
sary degree in a quick and efficient fashion, and whenever needed in order to increase
business performance in a volatile market environment” (Walter, 2021, p. 379). Walter,
furthermore, argues that OA should be viewed as a continuum, integrated into the con-
text of the organization and its business environment, and “independent of the industry”
(p. 381). Walter identified and described the following four categories of agility: drivers
(environmental changes impacting the organization), capabilities (an organization’s ability
to handle change), enablers (tools, practices, and technology), and dimensions (parts of
the organization that must be agile to achieve OA such as management, technology, and
the workforce).

As stated in the Introduction, a substantial amount of research exists that deals with
agility in the manufacturing sector [13,33] Moreover, there have been studies which put for-
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ward practical management tools or de-scribe mechanism for achieving OA cost effectively
and in a manner coherent with the organization’s strategy [18,26,30].

Another stream of OA research has attempted to evaluate the factors which influence
OA such as company culture [16], talent management [22], and IT capability [23]. Van Oost-
erhout [24] analyzed change factors and assessed “agility gaps” (p. 132) which companies
faced in four different industry sectors; they highlighted “the existence of inflexible legacy
systems” (p. 132) as a significant perceived barrier to increased agility.

Finally, there is support in the literature for the impact of agility, including agile
manufacturing on the performance of enterprises [75,76]. Vickery et al. [77], examining the
roles of supply chain information technologies and supply chain operational initiatives in
creating agility and encouraging performance, concluded that agility acted as a mediator
related to firm performance. Another study [78] similarly showed that, particularly in
turbulent contexts, agile manufacturing increased the competitiveness of firms and led to
improved operational, financial, and market performance. Akkaya and Qaisar [21] studied
OA and its influence on market performance related to dynamic capabilities and concluded
that OA played an important moderating role.

To conclude, there is robust support in the scholarly literature for the influence of
factors such as organizational culture and/or IT capabilities on OA, as well as support for
the positive impact of OA on firm performance, including as a mediator of firm performance.
There are few studies, however, which address the role that OA plays in influencing KSB
or its impact on work group performance. Therefore, hypotheses three and four are put
forward as

Hypothesis 3 (H3): OA has an effect on WGP.

Hypothesis 4 (H4): OA has a moderating effect on the relationship between KSB and WGP.

2.4. Work Group Performance

While researchers have identified many different types of work groups,
Sundstrom et al. [79] identified basic defining characteristics of work groups which in-
clude “shared duties in an organization and interdependence in carrying them out” (p. 49).
This is similar to Edmondson’s definition of work teams [80,81]. In this paper, we do not
make a distinction between work group performance and team performance. The ability
of teams to effectively communicate both their explicit and tacit knowledge to develop
shared mental models is a key factor in determining their success [68]. As stated in the
Introduction, there does not appear to be a shared conceptual understanding among differ-
ent scholars as to exactly what work group performance (WGP) consists of; and, similar to
KSB, researchers have adopted various approaches for measuring it.

Drawing on the earlier work of Janz et al. [10], which emphasizes that team per-
formance is specific to tasks, Choi et al. [13] evaluated team performance of knowledge
workers based on the perceptions of multiple stakeholders (such as clients and customers)
of the quality of their deliverables, their effective time management, and their ability to
meet deadlines. In their study, Chung et al. [6] measured group performance by having
managers rate groups under their supervision according to four items: work quality, work
quantity, group initiative, and overall performance; Frazier and Bowler [12] similarly used
a survey tool completed by the work group supervisors who rated the overall performance
of the group. Hoegle and Gemuenden [15] measured team performance using a survey
instrument completed by team members, leaders, and managers who supervised the teams.
Iyengar et al. [8] on the other hand, citing the advice of Argote and Miron-Spektor [82],
used sales commissions as a measure of group performance, considering these data to be
more objective than self-reported measures. This study assesses the perceptions of team
members of the creativity, efficiency, effectiveness, and initiative of their own teams, as well
as the quality of the work produced.
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A significant number of studies have investigated factors that influence work group
performance, such as characteristics of the group [9,11]. Janz et al. [10] asserted that process
behaviors, such as helping, sharing, and innovating, positively impacted effectiveness but
that the relationship was affected by contextual factors such as goals, feedback, and time
pressure. Hoegle and Gemuenden [15], who developed a team work quality construct,
analyzed six factors that they predicted would contribute to effective team performance
such as communication, coordination, balanced contributions, mutual support, efforts
made by members, and group cohesion. Their findings suggested that these factors were
positively associated with team performance.

Other scholars have examined the extent to which transactive memory systems and IT
support positively impacted team performance [13,14].

Still other studies have assessed the role of voice climate [12], the impact of power
structures [6], and the effects of repository knowledge management systems [8].

The literature on this topic provides support for the impact of factors such as process
behaviors positively impacting team performance and hence contributing to organizational
sustainability. This provides a firm basis for H1 which posits a positive relationship between
KSB and WGP.

2.5. Organizational Sectors

There are several ways to categorize organizations into different sectors, depending
on the context of the discussion; categories can be based on size as measured either by
revenue, sales, or the number of employees [83]. Other categorical systems may include the
profit-nonprofit; Social Enterprise spectrum [84]; the public vs. private sector view; or the
ownership structure view of sole proprietor, partnership, corporation [85–88]. Organiza-
tional sectors can also be differentiated based on the tenure of the organization, or start-up
vs. established firms [89].

Previous research on organizational sectors has found differences between sectors
in several areas, including organizational commitment [84,90] and how organizational
effectiveness and performance are measured [91]. Other research has shown a difference
in how organizations in different sectors are affected by their approach to intellectual
capital, knowledge, and how it is used and shared [92,93]. Differences have also been
reported between conflict management styles of organizations in different sectors [94].
Of particular interest are findings in the prior research that show differences in how
organizations in different sectors can be transformed through innovation [87] as innovation
based changes in organizational behavior are closely related to knowledge sharing driven
organizational agility.

For purposes of this study, to examine the relationship between KSB, WGP, and the
effect of OA on that relationship, organizations were divided into broad sectors based on the
findings of previous research which indicated that they are likely some similarities within a
country/culture, across certain sectors [86,95,96]. It follows, then, that a comparison of the
KSB-WGP and OA relationships would likely be more meaningful between those broad
sectors of public and private sectors [90], specifically, government, manufacturing-based
private enterprise, services-based private enterprise, agriculture, healthcare, and education.

Private enterprise is divided into manufacturing and services sectors due to differing
aspects that agility is factored into in these business models [97]. The time it takes a
manufacturing firm to adapt to changes in market conditions is expected to be considerably
greater than the expectation for services firms [98].

Likewise, the agriculture sector is of interest as a separate sector because it is a unique,
large, and important part of the economic system in China [99]. Furthermore, the pro-
duction cycle is considerably different from manufacturing or services based firms [100],
meaning that both knowledge sharing, and particularly OA, may differ from other sectors
of the economy [101,102]. This is of particular relevance to this study when considering the
recent focus on the sustainability of the agriculture sector in China [103].
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In the public sector, prior research indicates that the performance of public sector or-
ganizations tend to be affected differently than profit-making organizations by information
sharing [104], and by employee learning practices which can be either formal, as structured
training, or informal as knowledge sharing behavior between employees [105].

Within the broad category of the public sector, education is unique and of special
interest as a critical factor of socioeconomic sustainability and its importance in poverty
reduction [106] and socioeconomic mobility [107–109]. Education has also been found to
play a key role as a driver of innovation-based economic development [110–113]. Education
may shape the views of future business and public leaders and thereby provide insights
into trends in leadership styles [114]. Further, education as a sector is unique because it
often straddles the line between private and public sectors [115–117]. As such, it has been
found to respond differently than other organizations to situations requiring OA [118,119],
and is therefore appropriate to consider education as separate sector.

Healthcare is of special interest because of the importance of OA in the healthcare
systems for social, and ultimately, economic sustainability during periods of health related-
crises such as the COVID pandemic that began in 2020 [120,121]. Further, similar to the
education sector, the healthcare sector may be in the public, or private sectors, and because
there is evidence that OA in the healthcare sector faces unique challenges, unlike that of
other organizational sectors [122,123].

Having established both the importance of education and healthcare, and the basis for
consideration of them as separate factors, and with these five sectors as reference points
based on the findings of prior research on related topics, it seems probable that one or more
of the constructs of KSM, WGP, and OA, as well as the interactive relationships between
them, are likely to differ between sectors thus becoming the Conceptual Framework as
indicated in Figure 1. Therefore, hypotheses five and six are put forward for testing:

Hypothesis 5 (H5): The effect of KSB on WGP will differ between OSs.

Hypothesis 6 (H6): The moderating effect of OA between KSB and WGP will differ between OSs.

Figure 1. Conceptual Model.

2.6. Conceptual Framework

To address the research questions, this study will test the hypotheses.

3. Methodology

The detailed methodology of empirical research, quantitative methods, including
Cronbach’s alpha, Principal Component Analysis, and linear regression analysis were
adopted to analyze the data. from an online survey. For this study, a regression analysis
was employed as part of the methodology for the following reasons: firstly, means of factors
were calculated to observe the performance of individual factors compared to the full scale,
and also to see the overall level, to ultimately better identify the gap and where progress
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can be made in the future; secondly, Cronbach’s alpha was applied to measure internal
consistency between a set of items, and to further investigate how closely they are related
to each other as a group, as well as to measure the scale reliability. Researchers apply this
method to assure the credibility of the data among multiple items measuring a single factor,
to finally confirm the reliability of the dataset [124].

The rationale for considering the usage of linear regression is that, compared to some
machine algorithms, it has a considerably lower time complexity [125]. Considering the
causal effect, this research requires distinct methods to conduct analysis, thus producing
precise and explicable results. An evident advantage of linear regression models is linearity,
which makes the estimation procedure simple and able to be interpreted and understood
in an accessible manner [126]. In this way, linear and similar models are widespread
in academic and quantitative research fields, including psychology, social science, and
medicine [127,128].

The three constructs of Knowledge Sharing Behavior, Organizational Agility, and
Work Group Performance were tested for validity using Cronbach’s Alpha test, hypotheses
1–3 were tested separately using simple regression analysis for R2, the unstandardized
regression coefficients (beta), t-statistics, and associated p-values.

To test H1-H3, a simple regression analysis was performed to investigate the rela-
tionships between Organizational Agility (OA) and the relationship between Knowledge
Sharing Behavior (KSB) and Work Group Performance (WGP). The dependent variable was
WGP. The independent variable was KSB. The mediator variable for the analysis was OA.

Survey Instrument and Data Collection

The instrument was adapted from surveys previously used and validated in related
research. The construct of Organizational Agility was measured through use of five ques-
tions adapted from the research of Lu and Ramamurthy [23]. The construct of Work Group
Performance was measured with five questions adapted from an instrument previously
used by Choi et al. [13], and Knowledge Sharing was measured with seven questions from
a study carried out by Oliveira et al. [129]. All construct questions in the survey were
presented with a 7-point Likert scale response.

An online survey as a data collection tool offers a variety of benefits, including wide
geographic coverage, anonymity for respondents, a decreased bias level compared to
the pressure given by in-person interviews, and, importantly, cost-saving [130]. Easily
under-stood and neutral language was used during the survey translation to facilitate the
participants’ comprehension of the material. Items in the survey from which the data were
derived for this study were, in turn, adapted from previous studies and used with minor
modification for context. The survey items used in the previous study were initially writ-ten
in English, so the survey was translated from English to Chinese. To validate the question
translation, the survey translation was checked by two native Mandarin speakers with
PhDs from Western universities and then translated back into English. This translation and
back-translation approach is a widely applied technique in cross-cultural social research to
achieve translation accuracy and credibility with minimized differences [131]. Additionally,
the survey was distributed to a pilot group of nine people for trial and adjusted according
to their feedback to assure the translation accuracy, proper length and time taken, as well
as the ease of understanding.

Previously, the survey link was shared through the social media platform WeChat, the
most widely used social network application in China. The survey was distributed via the
software application Wen Juan Xing where the data were compiled and downloaded. As
is typical in reposting behavior in social media in China [132], a snowball sampling effect
was observed.

Citizens from Zhejiang province, the emerging economic hub of southeast China,
contributed most to the sample of the study. The Wechat social media platform is widely
used in China for online surveys, customer feedback, and for posting product and service
reviews. Due to the significant market penetration by the application, nearly all smartphone
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users are familiar with the app and were therefore qualified for inclusion in the survey.
A total of 720 completed surveys were obtained through convenience sampling. The
surveys were completed over a 21-day period and participation in the survey was voluntary
and anonymous. After inspection, all surveys were determined to be valid. The survey
instrument is Appendix A.

4. Results

4.1. Sampling

The demographic detail of the sample is shown in Table 1. Among the total number of
respondents, more than half are female (n = 333, 46.3%) compared to the male respondents
(n = 292, 40.6%) while N = 95, 13% preferred not to disclose their gender or chose “other.”

Table 1. Demographics of the sample.

Variables Subcategory Frequency Percent

Gender
Male 292 40.6

Female 333 46.3
Not disclosed 95 13.2

Age

Under 20 75 10.4
20–29 120 16.7
30–35 140 19.4
36–40 131 18.2
41–45 123 17.1
45–50 65 9
51–55 44 6.1

Order than 55 22 3.1

Education

Under middle school diploma 81 11.3
Middle school diploma 178 24.7
High school diploma 117 16.3

2–3 years vocational college 125 17.4
4-year college degree 172 23.9

Graduate college degree 47 6.5

Sector

Government 124 17.2
Manufacturing 167 23.2

Services 199 27.6
Agriculture 123 17.1
Healthcare 80 11.1

Position

Middle Manager 109 15.1
Senior Manager 120 16.7

Clerical 161 22.4
Entry-level worker 109 15.1
Agriculture worker 97 13.5

Factory worker 88 12.2
Teacher 36 5

Experience

Less than 1 year 104 14.4
1–3 year 175 24.3
4–7 year 184 25.6

8–12 year 217 30.1
More than 12 years 40 5.6

The most represented age group is 30–35 (n = 140, 19.4%) but the respondents are
mostly between 20–45 which seems consistent with the working age demographic. The
lowest number of participants belong to the age group older than 55 (n = 22, 3.1%), which
makes sense as they are most likely to be retired, or not a heavily adopted group for
smartphone use.

A breakdown of the educational level, while seemingly unremarkable, serves to
confirm the applicability of the sample as representative of membership in organizations,
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and subsequently in work groups as defined for the purposes of this study. The vast
majority of respondents fall into the middle school, high school, vocational, and four-year
college categories. Most of the participants work in the services sector (n = 199, 27.6%), and
23.2% of participants work in the manufacturing sector.

The highest number of the participants work in the organization as clerical workers
(n = 161, 22.4%), and most of the respondents reported their work experience is 8~12 years
(n = 217, 30.1%). All in all, the demographic breakdown of the respondents seems as
expected, unremarkable, and also well positioned to represent the target population of
those who are part of work groups. Clarification of the work group as part of a larger
organization, or perhaps as all members of a small organization was included in the
introduction to the online survey. See Appendix A.

Additional demographic information was included in the survey but was not included
in the hypothesis development and was discarded.

4.2. Reliability Analysis

The Cronbach alpha values shown in Table 2 indicate that all the three constructs
are greater than 0.9, suggesting very good internal consistency reliability. According to
Pallant [133], Cronbach alpha values above 0.7 are considered acceptable; however, values
above 0.8 are preferable. This means that the constructs used in the research are reliable for
further analysis.

Table 2. Cronbach Results.

Constructs Cronbach Alpha N of Items

Agility 0.97 5
Performance 0.98 5

KSB 0.98 7

The Principal Component Analysis with Promax rotation was used to explore the
principal components of the KSB, WGB, and OA scales. The results of the initial analysis
revealed three components with Eigenvalues over 1, explaining 72%, 11.12%, and 8.44% of
the variance respectively. Seven items loaded on component 1(KSB), five items loaded on
component 2 (Agility), and five items loaded on component 3 (Performance) as shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. PCA Analysis.

Items
Components

Agility Performance KSB

Agility 1 0.931

Agility 2 0.936

Agility 3 0.924

Agility 4 0.970

Agility 5 0.922

Performance 1 0.947

Performance 2 0.958

Performance 3 0.847

Performance 4 0.966
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Table 3. Cont.

Items
Components

Agility Performance KSB

Performance 5 0.948

KSB 1 0.822

KSB 2 0.962

KSB 3 0.953

KSB 4 0.951

KSB 5 0.955

KSB 6 0.961

KSB 7 0.944

Each of three main components or constructs (Agility, Performance, and KSB) are
reliable. In other words, the questions used for each of the three constructs are measuring
the same thing. For example, agility has five questions. All of the five questions are
measuring agility. KSB has seven questions. All of the seven questions measure KSB. PCA
analysis also confirmed that there are three main factors. It identified three main themes
or components in the data set. Component loading table shows which items or questions
are correlated with each of the three components. For example, each of the five questions
measuring agility are highly correlated with the same component which is Agility.

4.3. Hypothesis Testing—Regression

The regression analysis was conducted for testing the formulated hypotheses H1–H3.
Table 4 shows the results of the three separate simple linear regression analyses including
the value of R2, the unstandardized regression coefficients (beta), t statistics, and associated
p-value.

Table 4. Regression Analysis.

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variable

R2 Unstandardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Impact

KSB OA 0.42 0.59 22.56 0.000 Significant
KSB WGP 0.50 0.69 26.95 0.000 Significant
OA WGP 0.45 0.71 24.15 0.000 Significant

As shown in Table 4, the impact of KSB on WGP was significant, predicting 50%
variance in the OGP. The coefficient of KSB indicates that a 1 unit increase in KSB is
associated with a 0.69-unit increase in WGP.

Thus, H1 is supported.
Confirmation of H1 indicates that those organizations with a higher level of knowledge

sharing behavior are likely to be more successful, at least to the extent that the individuals
in those organizations perceive success, and at the workgroup level in the organizations.

For H2, the analysis indicates that there was a significant impact of KSB on OA. KSB
accounted for 42% of the variability in OA. The coefficient of KSB indicates that, if KSB
increases by 1 unit, the OA score will be increased by 0.59 units.

Thus, H2 is supported.
Confirmation of H2 indicates that those organizations that are more readily able to

adapt to changes in circumstances and are more flexible in ways to react to unexpected
events are likely to be more successful at the work group level.

There is a significant impact of OA on WGP. OA accounted for 45% of the variance in
the WGP. The beta coefficient of OA suggests that a 1 unit increase in OA is associated with
a 0.71 increase in WGP.
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Thus, H3 is supported.
Confirmation of H3 indicates that those organizations that are more flexible and more

readily able to adapt to changing circumstances are more like to experience a higher level
of work group performance.

Thus, the hypotheses H1, H2, and H3 were supported and together served to combine,
strengthen, and validate prior research on the individual topics of KSB, OA, and WGP and
to present a foundation on which to build the analysis for H4 and H5.

4.4. Hypothesis Testing—Mediation

To investigate the possible mediation effect of Organizational Agility (OA) on the
relationship between Knowledge Sharing Behavior (KSB) and Work Group Performance
(WGP) as was put forth in hypothesis 4 (H4), a simple mediation analysis was performed.
The dependent variable was WGP. The independent variable was KSB. The mediator
variable for the analysis was OA. The indirect effect of KSB on WGP was statistically
significant, E = 0.23, 95% CI (0.18, 0.28). Furthermore, 67% of the relationship operates
directly and 33% of the relationship operates indirectly via OA, as shown in Table 4.

Thus, hypothesis H4 is supported.

4.5. Hypothesis Testing—Moderation

To test hypothesis 5 (H5), the possible difference in the effect of OA on the KSB-WGP
relationship between different organizational sectors, or industries, a moderation analysis
was performed. The outcome variable for the analysis was WGP. The predictor variable for
the analysis was KSB. The moderator variable evaluated for the analysis was organizational
sectors (OS).

As indicated in Table 5, the different interactions between KSB and OA were not
statistically significant. In other words, organizations in different business sectors do not
show significant differences when it comes to the relationship between KSB and WGP
which was tested by H1. As indicated in Table 5, all the p values are greater than 0.05. This
relationship does not show significant variation among different organizational sectors.

Table 5. Moderation Analysis.

Interaction Terms Coefficients SE T p

KSB-Manufacturing −0.01 0.08 −0.16 0.87
KSB-Service −0.08 0.08 −1.06 0.29

KSB-Agriculture 0.03 0.09 0.43 0.66
KSB-Healthcare −0.13 0.10 −1.28 0.19
KSB-Education −0.05 0.15 −0.36 0.71

Note: “Government” was used as reference category for comparison.

Thus, hypothesis 5 (H5), the effect of KSB on WGP will differ between OSs, is
not supported.

4.6. Hypothesis Testing—Moderated Mediation

To test H6, whether the mediation effect of OA on the relationships between KSB
and WGP was different among organizations in different sectors, a moderated mediation
analysis was performed. KSB was the predictor variable, agility as the mediator. The
outcome variable was WGP and OS was the proposed moderator.

The result shown in Table 6 indicates that the mediating effect of agility on the relation-
ship between KSB and OGP does not change significantly based on different organizational
sectors (as shown in Table 6; zero is within the confidence interval).
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Table 6. Moderation Mediation Analysis.

Index BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

Manufacturing 0.04 0.05 −0.06 0.15
Service −0.02 0.05 −0.01 0.08

Agriculture 0.09 0.06 −0.03 0.21
Healthcare −0.03 0.06 −0.16 0.09
Education −0.002 0.10 −0.21 0.19

Thus, the hypothesis (H6) that mediating effect of Agility between KSB and WGP will
differ between OSs is not supported.

4.7. Hypothesis Summary

In summary, as shown in Table 7, H1–H4 are supported by the data, while H5 and H6
are not supported. The implications and possible factors that may be instrumental in these
findings are discussed in Section 5.

Table 7. Hypothesis Summary.

Hypothesis Status

H1: KSB has an effect on WGP Accepted
H2: KSB has an effect on OA Accepted

H3: OA has an effect on WGP. Accepted
H4: OA has a mediating effect on the relationship between KSB and WGP. Accepted

H5: The effect of KSB on WGP will differ between OSs. Rejected
H6: The mediating effect of OA between KSB and WGP will differ between OSs. Rejected

5. Discussion

The results of this study contribute to the body of literature in two areas: the rela-
tionships between KSB, OA, and WGP, which serve to solidify, coalesce, and build on the
findings of prior research by validating the effect of KSB on WGP and by demonstrating the
mediating effect of OA on the relationship between KSB and WGP. Interestingly, this was
achieved by providing evidence in contrast to the findings of much of the earlier work on
the dissimilarities in organizational behavior between organizations of different sectors. It
is important to note that nearly all of the preponderance of research done in these areas was
not done in China, but rather, with few exceptions, in Western countries. It seems to follow
then, that there is a greater similarity in organizational behaviors in different organizational
sectors in China than in most other contexts. This is a major contribution of this study.

5.1. Theoretical Contribution

The contributions of this study are threefold. Firstly, by extending the previous work
on connecting and validating the relationship between KSB and WGP, and addressing the
gap in the existing literature by examining this relationship within the context of China.

Secondly, by demonstrating, empirically, the mediating effect of OA on the relationship
between KSP and WGP. While there exists, as discussed above, some related literature,
this study contributes with specificity how the effects of KSB on WGP can be increased
when there exists a simultaneous ability of the organization to respond and adapt quickly
to changes in the operational environment.

Thirdly, the rejection of H5 and H6 indicate a difference in the sample population
of this study from the data sets of the majority of the previous literature. As part of the
theoretical contribution of this study is the context of Chinese organizations, the difference
in the results can most likely be found in the context of the study. If in fact, as seems
likely, the basis of this difference is the sample, then this study presents empirical evidence
that the influence of culture is the cause. It seems that cultural collectivity, as described
by Hofstede [134], within China, is greater than expected and is a sufficiently powerful
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factor that it will overcome the differences in the relationships between KSB, WGP, and
OA that have been established in the past research conducted in a variety of other contexts
and cultures.

5.2. Managerial Implications

The practical, or managerial implications are straightforward. Those in managerial
and leadership positions within organizations located in, or operating in China, can benefit
from the implications of the findings of this study. For example, organizations can more
readily apply benchmarking in certain areas of organizational operations, to organizations
in different sectors than the one in which they operate, with confidence that the results
are generalizable across organizational sectors. Another managerial implication would be
recognizing the strength of the cultural influence on workers across all operational sectors.

Secondly, given the diverse sectors that some large organizations operate in China,
a firm may wish to apply the same processes for KS and OA across subsidiaries and
operations in different sectors, with the expectation of similar outcomes. This could
add considerable insights for both Chinese and foreign managers and leaders in those
organizations within China that have foreign managers and for Chinese organizations that
operate outside of China.

5.3. Limitations and Future Directions

Although this study examined relevant and well validated constructs, there are some
limitations that should be noted. Firstly, there was a need to examine work group perfor-
mance rather than financial performance at the macro organizational level, which may
not accurately reflect how the organizational behaviors influence differing views of perfor-
mance. The strength of this study, within the context of China, is also a weakness as the
findings on the different sectors are in contrast to much of the existing literature, which
was not based in China. Therefore, the contribution of this study’s specific findings, within
the context of China, could also be seen as a limitation as the results lack generalizability,
while calling for additional research on the topic, both within China and in other contexts.

As with most survey data, there are ways to improve the reliability of the data, both
with increased sample size and greater granularity in the sample demographics. Given the
high likelihood that there is a collectivistic, cultural component that is influential in the
findings, and given the consensus regarding the cultural changes that China has undergone
in the last two generations, it seems that a similar study that included specific examination
of the age of the respondents may reveal further insights into the effect of culture on
the findings.

6. Conclusions

Development of the hypotheses H1–H6 is well grounded in the findings of the existing
literature. As H1–H4 are supported by the data, this study adds to the literature connecting
knowledge sharing behavior to performance, and provides new evidence of how organi-
zational agility can increase the positive influence of knowledge sharing. Additionally,
this study provides a new contribution with regard to the limitations of how knowledge
sharing and agility affect performance across various organizational sectors. The rejection
of H5 and H6 indicates the presence of a factor present in this study that is in contrast
with most of the existing literature. The findings of this study present a compelling argu-
ment that the collectivist nature of organizational behavior in China is a more powerful
influential factor than in other cultural settings, resulting in less variance in the way that
organizations are affected by knowledge sharing behaviors and organizational agility than
in other cultural settings.
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Appendix A

This survey is used for a research study about agile management, work performance,
and knowledge sharing.

Participation in this survey is 100% voluntary. Your personal information and partici-
pation information will not be disclosed, anonymity and confidentiality of your information
are guaranteed. The results of this survey will not be used for any purpose other than
this study.

This survey will take about 6 min of your time. We appreciate your participation. If
you are willing to help us, please continue to complete the survey.

Please answer the following questions about your work, or job. “Our Work Team”
refers to the group of people that you work with. It could be a department of a large
company, or it could be everyone that works at a small company.

Demographics:

1. Gender

� Male
� Female
� Not say

2. Age

� Under 20
� 20~29 21–29
� 30~35 30–35
� 36~40 36–40
� 41~45 41–45
� 45~50 45–50
� 51~55 51–55
� Older than 55

3. What is your education level?

� Under middle school diploma degree
� Middle school diploma degree
� High school diploma degree
� 2~3 years Vocational College
� 4 year college degree
� Graduate College degree (Master degree or higher)

4. What business sector is your job/company in?

� Government
� Manufacturing
� Services/Banking
� Agriculture
� Hospitality/Tourism
� Healthcare
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� Education
� Retail

5. What is your job in your organization?

� Middle Manager
� Senior Manager
� Clerical
� Entry Level worker
� Agriculture worker
� Factory worker
� Teacher

6. How many years have you worked for the organization?

� Less than 1 year
� 1~3 years
� 4~7 years
� 8~12 years
� More than 12 years

For the next section, you will be asked about different variables.
Noted: These are seven-point scale questions. The higher score means the more

important or the stronger your agreement is. Your opinion is measured on the scales
from 1 to 7. From Rank 1 (Strongly Disagree) to Rank 7 (Strongly Agree), your degree of
agreement increases, and rank 4 indicates neutral.

Organizational Agility

7. Our work team fulfills demands for rapid-response and special requests needed to
reach our goals.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

8. Our work team can quickly scale up or scale down our work level to support unex-
pected changes.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

9. Whenever there is a disruption in supply chain from our suppliers, our work team
can quickly make necessary alternative arrangements.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

10. Our work team constantly looks for ways to improve our ability to reach our goals.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

11. Our work team treats chaos and changes in market conditions and as opportunities.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

Performance

12. Our Work Team comes up with new, original ideas for handling work.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

13. Our Work Team is redesigning job tasks for greater effectiveness and efficiency, even
if it isn’t required.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree
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14. Our Work Team is taking initiative and doing whatever is necessary to be successful.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

15. Our Work Team is looking for better solutions.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

16. Our Work Team is achieving a high quality of work.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

Knowledge Sharing Behavior

17. My work team usually shares knowledge about our work with each other.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

18. My work team spends a lot of time-sharing knowledge.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

19. I usually share my knowledge with the other members of my team.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

20. I often share the reports and official documents from my work with the members of
my team.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

21. I believe that other members of my work team share their knowledge with me.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

22. I believe that other members of my work team share information about our work
with me.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree

23. I always share my knowledge when asked by the members of my team.

1 strongly disagree
7 strongly agree
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Abstract: Gross domestic product (GDP) is an important index reflecting the economic development
of a region. Accurate GDP prediction of developing regions can provide technical support for
sustainable urban development and economic policy formulation. In this paper, a novel multi-factor
three-step feature selection and deep learning framework are proposed for regional GDP prediction.
The core modeling process is mainly composed of the following three steps: In Step I, the feature
crossing algorithm is used to deeply excavate hidden feature information of original datasets and
fully extract key information. In Step II, BorutaRF and Q-learning algorithms analyze the deep
correlation between extracted features and targets from two different perspectives and determine the
features with the highest quality. In Step III, selected features are used as the input of TCN (Temporal
convolutional network) to build a GDP prediction model and obtain final prediction results. Based on
the experimental analysis of three datasets, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) The proposed
three-stage feature selection method effectively improves the prediction accuracy of TCN by more
than 10%. (2) The proposed GDP prediction framework proposed in the paper has achieved better
forecasting performance than 14 benchmark models. In addition, the MAPE values of the models are
lower than 5% in all cases.

Keywords: GDP prediction; feature selection; deep learning; temporal convolutional network

1. Introduction

Regional gross domestic product (GDP) can fully reflect basic economic indicators
such as a region’s economic growth rate and changes in economic scale, which is equal
to the sum of the added value of various industries in the region [1]. It is widely used all
over the world and has become a general macroeconomic indicator to measure regional
economic conditions [2]. The effective forecasting of regional GDP in economic operation
and development can not only determine a certain degree of macroeconomic trend and
guide the healthy development of macroeconomics but also provide a crucial basis for
sustainable urban development [3]. The research on regional GDP can explore the internal
driving force of local economic growth and promote the optimization and upgrading of local
industrial structure [4]. Besides this, by predicting the regional GDP, local governments
can make more comprehensive scientific and economic choices [4]. The government can
forecast and prospect the development of the market economy so that the development
plans could be formulated according to the forecast results and decisions that are beneficial
to the local economy can be conducted [5]. The formulation of macro-control economic
policies and the adjustment of corporate development strategies all depend on accurate
forecasting of regional GDP [6].

Especially at the moment, the sudden outbreak of COVID-19 since the beginning
of 2020 had such a great impact on the operation of the world economy that the major
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economic indicators have declined significantly [5–7]. However, with the continuous
progress of production resumption, the major economic indicators (especially in China)
have shown a rebounding momentum and continual improvement [8,9]. Given the complex
world economic situation at this stage, monitoring the current state of economic operation
and forecasting the future GDP trend plays a paramount role in the overall control of the
macroeconomy and are of practical significance for the formulation of economic policies and
macro-control in the next step [10–12]. GDP prediction technology can guide the direction
of regional sustainable development in the future. Therefore, the research on this direction
can promote regional industrial upgrading and form the direction of green development.

At present, the mainstream GDP forecasting framework mainly includes statistical
models, machine learning models, and hybrid models [13]. Statistical models mainly use
multiple regression and time series modeling to construct mathematical formulas for GDP
changes. Machine learning models mainly include support vector machines, decision trees,
and so on, which establish a nonlinear mapping of input and output. Compared with these
two kinds of models, the hybrid model can effectively improve the prediction performance
of the model from data analysis, feature extraction, and nonlinear modeling by effectively
combining various components [14]. Considering the complexity of GDP prediction feature
categories, feature engineering, and deep learning are adopted in the paper to establish an
accurate multi-factor GDP prediction framework.

2. Related Works

The government forecasts the development of the market economy formulates devel-
opment plans based on the forecasting results and then makes decisions that are beneficial
to regional development [15,16]. Economic forecasting is based on historical statistics or
survey data, using scientific methods to predict the prospects of economic phenomena [17].
The GDP forecasting is based on actual data, using scientific methods and data models to
predict the future GDP value [18]. The time series forecasting methods (TSFM) are widely
used in economic forecasting, which refers to a quantitative forecasting method that sorts
the historical data of the prediction target according to the time series [19]. TSFM can
analyze the changing trend of data and establish a mathematical model for extrapolation.
Forecasting based on mathematical models and computing platforms is a commonly used
time series forecasting method. Elkhan Richard et al. proposed a novel data-driven non-
linear regression model that can effectively analyze the deep correlation between national
income, oil production capacity, and the environment [20].

In a recent GDP forecasting study, researchers proposed many models for forecasting
analysis methods. With the development of machine learning and Nonlinear modeling
technology, data-driven methods have become one of the mainstream models in GDP
forecasting [21]. Abonazel and Abd-Elftah utilized the autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) model to predict the Egyptian GDP data [22]. Wu and Chen studied
the application of a support vector machine (SVM) in a financial time series prediction of
the debt to GDP ratio index [23]. The experiment results proved the effectiveness of the
evaluation indexes. Ghanem et al. proposed a functional link artificial neural network
(FLANN) to predict electricity prices under the impact of COVID-19, which showed signifi-
cant improvement in the forecasting accuracy [24]. Elkhan Richard et al. proposed a new
nonlinear panel ARDL approach, which can effectively analyze the correlation between
economic indicators and alcohol consumption and achieve better results than traditional
algorithms [25]. Britta et al. proposed a new Nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag
framework to analyze the core correlations between income and quality wine imports,
which effectively solved the problems existing in traditional algorithms [26].

These forecasting methods have their specific characteristics. At the current stage
of GDP forecast analysis, a single predictive analysis model only reflects a part of the
information of the analysis object. To effectively improve the adaptability of single pre-
diction algorithms and the comprehensive analysis ability of GDP data, scholars use an
optimization algorithm to optimize the input features and parameters of the single neural
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network model. Yusof et al. combined artificial bee colony (ABC) with the least squares
support vector machine (LSSVM) in gold prices forecasting [27]. Long et al., utilized the
genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the key information of SVM and predicted the total
GDP data of Anhui province using the GDP data from 1989 to 2007 [28]. Guleryuz et al.
employed particle swarm optimization (PSO) with an adaptive neuro-Fuzzy inference sys-
tem (ANFIS) to predict industrial energy demand, which is affected by many economic and
social parameters [29]. The above research works proved that the heuristic algorithm-based
models outperformed the single predictors.

Although the above optimization algorithms have proved the availability in the
forecasting application, more improvements can be added to achieve better modeling
performance. The traditional time series method requires stable time series data in the
forecast model, but it has poor fitting ability to complex nonlinear systems, and the forecast
accuracy of GDP growth is not accurate enough [30]. To further improve the forecasting
accuracy for GDP growth trends, novel deep learning models are gradually investigated
and applied, which are getting better at fitting complex systems. Sa’adah and Wibowo used
two learning models for the prediction of GDP in Indonesia: the long short-term memory
(LSTM) and recurrent neural network (RNN), resulting in an accuracy of over 80% [31].
Liu et al. applied the gated recurrent unit (GRU) network in the prediction of Chinese
energy consumption [32]. In the comparison with the multiple linear regression (MLR) and
the support vector regression (SVR) models, the GRU proved the superiority of complex
nonlinear sequence data processing with lower prediction errors. In the research work of
Wang et al., the temporal convolutional network (TCN) is employed for the short-term
prediction of power system load, the TCN displayed faster speed and less storage demand
by the specific structure, which leads to the best performance compared with SVR and
LSTM [33]. It is meaningful to analyze the performance of TCN in the prediction study.
Therefore, the TCN is applied as the main predictor in the paper.

In economic forecasting, a reasonable forecast should be selected according to the
characteristics of the data and application scenarios. In the analysis of various influencing
factors of GDP, the feature cross-validation can accurately measure the effect of the proposed
model used on the actual datasets, which helps to select the suitable parameters [34,35]. The
multi-feature modeling can sort the importance of variables that affect GDP, then complete
the steps of feature extraction and feature filtering, and select important variables for
calculation [36]. Ortega-Bastida et al. used an autoencoder (AE) to simultaneously reduce
the reconstruction errors and data redundancy of the impacts with the corresponding GDP
values to guarantee precision in forecasting [37]. Nahil and Lyhyaoui proposed the kernel
principal component analysis (KPCA) to raise generalization performance and provide
effective input variables for the predictor SVR [38]. The hybrid framework performed
significantly better than the single SVR. Wang and Li utilized several feature extraction
methods, which contained variational mode decomposition, Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KLD), energy measure (EM), and sample entropy (SE) to extract the best features of raw
time-series data [39]. The experimental results showed that the feature extraction method
can optimize the predictor. Kosana et al. applied Q-learning as the selection method for
time series prediction, which could dynamically select the best approach to increase the
total model accuracy [40]. The hybrid model was regarded as the online model selection
with Q-learning (OMS-QL). Xu et al. also chose Q-learning to conduct feature selection
that outperformed other feature selection algorithms in the comparative experiments [41].
Maeda-Gutiérrez et al. combined the Boruta algorithm with a random forest algorithm as a
hybrid BorutaRF framework that contains the function of feature selection and classification
using the cross-validation strategy [42].

Based on the above literature survey, the existing excellent feature selection and
prediction framework can be summarized in Table 1.

Based on the above literature research, it is sinnvoll to research the application of
multi-feature analysis methods with the validation process to optimize the parameters in
the forecasting model. Considering the excellent feature analysis ability of feature crossing,
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BorutaRF, and Q-learning algorithm, this study proposed a new three-stage feature selection
to optimize the input of TCN and establish a multi-data-driven GDP prediction model. The
innovation and contribution of the paper are presented as follows:

(1) To comprehensively analyze various influencing factors and improve the prediction
accuracy of the traditional single-variable GDP time series prediction framework,
a multi-factor data-driven GDP prediction framework is proposed to process the
multivariate economic data. This multi-feature prediction and feature engineering is
significantly efficient for general prediction structures.

(2) With the excellent forecasting effect compared to the traditional shallow neural net-
work and recursive neural network, the TCN neural network adopted in this paper is
firstly applied in the field of GDP prediction, which can conduct analysis for complex
nonlinear data and increase the GDP prediction accuracy.

(3) A new three-stage feature selection framework is proposed in the paper. The feature
crossing algorithm could select to explore the potential features and the deep informa-
tion of the raw data. The Q-learning and BorutarRF algorithm could select features
from different aspects and guarantee the quality of TCN input. The hybrid three-stage
feature selection structure is applied firstly in GDP forecasting to improve the main
predictor TCN.

Table 1. Basic information about these GDP forecasting models.

References Published Year Feature Selection

[35] 2020 AE
[38] 2018 KPCA
[39] 2018 KLD, EM, SE
[40] 2022 Q-learning
[41] 2021 Q-learning
[42] 2021 BorutaRF

The structure of this study is listed as follows: Section 2 introduces the technical
details of deep learning and feature engineering commonly used in current mainstream
GDP forecasting models. Section 3 mainly introduces in detail the applied data information,
the proposed methods, and the total framework of the paper. In Section 4, comparative
experiments are conducted to verify the performance improvement of the proposed model.
Section 5 concludes the main contributions of this paper and prospects the research direction
of GDP prediction application.

3. Methodology

3.1. Framework of the Proposed Regional GDP Forecasting Model

The influencing factors of regional GDP are complex, and the prediction accuracy of
simple single series is not satisfactory enough under the circumstance. This paper proposes
a regional GDP forecasting method based on the integration of economic, educational,
employment, and industrial data. The accuracy of the prediction model can be improved
greatly through feature analysis of the multivariate data. Moreover, a three-step feature
selection method is proposed to better obtain the features that are helpful to GDP prediction.
TCN network can deeply explore the nonlinear relationship between features and target
prediction. In this paper, the TCN model is used to predict regional GDP in combination
with selected features. The specific model framework is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Multivariate Economic Characteristic Data

Regional economic forecasting is a typical time series forecasting problem, but it is
different from traditional single time series forecasting. The regional economy is affected
by education, industrial structure, transportation and logistics, geographical location, and
other factors. Therefore, multivariate data analysis is indispensable to realizing accurate
regional economic forecasts. In this paper, education, industry, historical economic data,
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population, and other factors that have a great impact on regional economic forecast are
taken as the prediction features. Historical information is the first place to be considered.
The historical economic information like real GDP, real consumption, and so on can reflect
quite a few laws in economic development, which is instructive for GDP forecasting [43].
Employment and population decide the purchasing power of the public and further in-
fluence the market circulation and the improvement of GDP [44]. As for education and
technology, positive education can promote employment, and science and technology
is the basement of productivity-increasing [45]. Thus, education data is also in need to
improve the accuracy of GDP prediction. Finally, industrial information is directly associ-
ated with GDP. For example, industrial output, energy consumption, the transportation
efficiency are all crucial parts of the economy [46]. The stability and accuracy of the re-
gional economic forecasting model can be greatly improved through multivariate data
fusion. As shown in Figure 2, there are 20 features, which are mainly divided into four
categories: historical economic indicators, employment and population, educational scale,
and industrial structure.

Figure 1. The core structure of the proposed GDP prediction model.

3.3. Three-Stage Feature Selection
3.3.1. Stage I: Feature Crossing

The 20-dimensional initial features used are divided into four groups according to
different domains. The degree of correlation of features within and between groups is
different, and the amount of useful information contained in the features is also different.
Directly applying feature selection is easy to cause the loss of useful information, and
the data cannot be exploited to the full [47]. Thus, feature crossing is utilized to solve
the problems. On the one hand, the different information contained in the feature can be
combined effectively by applying feature cross, which is able to improve the performance of
feature selection. On the other hand, it also allows models to learn more complex nonlinear
features. In this part, four feature crossing schemes are proposed. According to whether
features belong to the same category, different statistical aggregation or simple calculating
methods are carried out on features. Then, the new features are obtained. As shown in
Figure 3, distinguishing the feature class by color and the detailed feature crossing method
are illustrated below.
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Figure 2. Initial features for regional GDP forecasting.

Figure 3. Feature crossing strategy.

Scheme 1: Traverse features. The 20-dimensional features are added, subtracted,
multiplied, and divided.

Scheme 2: Intra-group features. If two sets of features belong to the same class, addition
and subtraction are carried on each pairwise feature; otherwise, multiply and divide.

Scheme 3: Group aggregation features. For all features that belong to the same
class, calculate the mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, and range of them to
generate new features.

Scheme 4: Intra-group feature and group aggregation features. Namely, the new
feature splicing obtained by Schemes 2 and 3.
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3.3.2. Stage II: Feature Filtering Based on Boruta-RF

Through feature crossing, the input feature dimension is greatly increased. Among all
features, some of them have no correction with the dependent variables. If all the crossed
features were taken as the inputs of the feature selection part, the efficiency would be
impacted. As a result, a feature filter method is adopted before feature selection. Boruta is
an important feature filtering algorithm proposed by M. Kursa and R. Rudnicki [48]. The
application of this method as a feature selection method belongs to filter feature selection.
Different from most feature screening methods, which aim at the maximization of the
evaluation function index or the optimization of the model loss function, this method aims
to filter out features unrelated to dependent variables and get all feature sets related to
dependent variables. Generally, it is believed that if a feature is added or deleted and the
model performance does not change, then the feature is not important. However, it is not
completely true. When the feature only has no or little effect on the improvement of model
performance, it is not necessarily irrelevant to the dependent variable. Boruta can retain all
the features related to the target value, so it is of great significance to use this algorithm as
a preliminary feature filtering algorithm for feature selection.

The core idea of Boruta is to Shuffle each feature to generate its shadow feature. The
shadow features are chaotic and do not correspond to the original samples. All the features
and shadows are utilized to train models. Then, the shadow features with the highest
importance scores are taken as the baseline, and the feature sets related to the dependent
variable are selected from the crossed features according to the baseline. The specific steps
are clarified as follows.

Step 1: shuffle each feature Xi in the feature matrix X and combine the shuffled features
and original features [49].

Xs = shuffle(X) (1)

Xn = [X; Xs] (2)

where Xs and Xn are the shadow feature matrix and newly generated feature matrix respectively.
Step 2: Train the Random Forest model using the new generated features and calculate

the average relative entropy of each feature. Then, calculate Zscore [50], which is given
below for all features including the shadow features, and take the highest Z score value of
shadow features as the baseline, named Zbase.

Zscore =
G
σG

(3)

where G is the related entropy of features, G is the mean value of G, andσG is the standard deviation.
Step 3: Set a percentage parameter perc, compare Zscore values of the crossed features

with perc•Zbase and get rid of the features whose Zscore value is lower than perc•Zbase.
In the process, Benjamini Hochberg FDR and Bonferroni are adopted to guarantee the
stability of the algorithm.

Step 4: Delete all shadow features and repeat the above steps until all features are
marked as important or unimportant.

3.3.3. Stage III: Feature Selection Based on Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a real-time learning method that focuses on online learning
and environmental feedback [51]. It is an algorithm used to describe and solve the prob-
lem that agents maximize returns or achieve specific goals through Learning strategies
during their interaction with the environment. Different from the traditional evolution-
ary algorithms, it can realize dynamic optimization and is inclusive of the error path
optimization [52]. As a classic reinforcement learning algorithm with excellent decision-
making, Q-learning is widely used in decision-making and optimization problems. In this
part, a feature selection method based on Q-learning is proposed. The filtered features are
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further screened to avoid over-fitting the model due to excessively high feature dimensions.
The specific steps are given as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the core parameters of Q-learning (the state matrix S and the action
matrix a). The state matrix S represents the selection of these features. The action matrix a
is the action to keep or leave these features [53].

S = [s1, s2, . . . , sm] (4)

a = [Δs1, Δs2, Δs3, . . . , Δsm] (5)

where sm represents the selection of these features, and sm is 0 or 1 (0 represents that the
feature is not required, and 1 represents that the feature is retained). Δsm is the action of
adding or deleting the m-th feature.

Action a: Select an action strategy according to ε-greedy.

an =

{
Action based on maxQ(S, a)(probability o f 1−ε)

Random action(probability o f ε)
(6)

ε ∈ (0, 1) (7)

where ε is the exploration probability.
Step 2: Establish the reward R, which will affect the agent’s action. In this part, the

MAPE of the TCN is taken as a reward.
Step 3: The agent performs an action based on a comprehensive analysis of the current

environment and the state S.
Step 4: Calculate the evaluation function Q and update the Q table. Based on the

reward R received from the environment, the agent updates the state and Q table by
adjusting the action of input feature changes. The calculation formula of the Q value is
shown as follows [54]:

Qn+1(Sn, an) = Qn(Sn, an) + βn(R(Sn, an) + γmaxQn(Sn+1, an+1)− Qn(Sn, an)) (8)

where a represents the agent’s behavior; S stands for the current status of an agent; R is the
immediate return; γ is the discount parameter; β represents learning speed.

Step 5: When the termination condition is met, the agent stops its action. At this point,
the state matrix S is the final selection result of model input features. Otherwise, repeat
steps 3 to 4.

3.4. TCN for Regional GDP Forecasting

TCN is a neural network model which integrates extended causal convolution and
residual connection and can be used for time series prediction [55]. TCN is composed
of multiple TCN residual blocks stacked. Each TCN residual block has an important
parameter pair (k, d) which represents the convolution kernel size and expansion coefficient
respectively [56]. The final output of the TCN residual block is the sum of the outputs of
the two paths. One path takes the input values through two levels of the same DCC and
outputs them. Firstly, the input value enters the DCC after the weight initialization of
layer 1. Then, the output is nonlinear transformed by the ReLU activation function. Finally,
the nonlinear outputs are regularized to reduce the overfitting of the model and are input
to layer 2 DCC for the same transformation again. The other path is for the input value
to reach the output directly through the one-dimensional convolution layer. The path is
RC, which is derived from the residual neural network. It can alleviate the problems of
gradient disappearance and gradient explosion existing in the deep neural network and
contribute to the construction of the deep neural network.

The core component of TCN is DCC. DCC increases the value of expansion coefficient
d based on causal convolution, thus expanding the receptive field of the network, that
is, accepting longer historical data [57]. The first is the application of causal convolution,
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which means that there is no leakage of information in the past. In the network applied in
this paper, the convolution kernel is 2, the expansion coefficient is 1, and the receptive field
is 3. And the ŷt GDP sequences are calculated from input sequences [xt − 2, xt − 1, xt] and
have nothing to do with the input sequences [xt + 1, xt + 2, ...]. Therefore, the application
of causal convolution in TCN will not give rise to information leakage. However, causal
convolution has the problem of a small receptive field. Therefore, DCC expands the network
receptive field by increasing the expansion coefficient. The receptive field of DCC in the
same layer can be expanded to 4. The extended convolution operation can be obtained by
the following equation [58]:

TCN(t) =
p−1

∑
l=0

f(l)Xt−dl (9)

where TCN(t) is the extended convolution operation, X represents the time series data, f is
the filter function, p is the length of the data, l is the element in X.

4. Case Study

4.1. GDP Dataset

The case study is the key to evaluating the performance of different GDP prediction
frameworks. In order to select valuable regional GDP data sets, based on the analysis of
GDP data in the references [59], this paper adopts the data of three Provinces in China to
construct the experimental analysis. The data comes from the National Statistical Yearbook,
which contains GDP data and other features data for each quarter from 2005 to 2021.
Table 2 gives the basic information and input features of these three data. Figures 4–6
show the temporal fluctuation characteristics of three sets of GDP data. It is necessary to
ensure the stability and robustness of the proposed model. To fully prove the stability and
validity of the GDP prediction model, the proposed model and other benchmark models
are evaluated by the ten-fold cross-validation method. In addition, ten repeated tests were
used to evaluate the performance of the model. The average value of the evaluation index
of the ten predicted results was used to analyze the effect of the model. This paper mainly
constructs the single-step forecasting model, that is, the model predicts the GDP of the
next quarter through the current moment and historical data. The key software platform
used for experiments and modeling in this paper is the Python 3.8.5 platform, mainly
using TensorFlow 2.3 to build the neural network. The Python was designed by Guido
van Rossum, who works in Google. The version of python used in this paper is 3.8.5. The
TensorFlow was created by Google open source, the version used in this paper is 2.3.

4.2. Performance Evaluation Indexes

The regression analysis index is the key to evaluating the performance of the model
proposed in this paper. To fully analyze the modeling performance of each model, three
classic indexes, which are the MAE (Mean Absolute Error), the MAPE (Mean Absolute
Percentage Error), and the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), are used in all case studies.
These indexes can be obtained by the following Equation (10) [60]:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

MAE = (
n
∑

T=1

∣∣∣∣Y(T)−�
Y(T)

∣∣∣∣)/n

MAPE = (
n
∑

T=1

∣∣∣∣(Y(T)−�
Y(T))/y(T)

∣∣∣∣)/n

RMSE =

√
(

n
∑

T=1

[
Y(T)−�

Y(T)
]2
)/n

(10)

where Y (T) represents true GDP data.
�
Y(T) represents the GDP data calculated by the

proposed model. N means the number of samples.
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Figure 4. Raw GDP Data 1.

Figure 5. Raw GDP Data 2.

Figure 6. Raw GDP Data 3.
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Table 2. Basic information about this GDP dataset.

GDP Data Data 1 Data 2 Data 3

Province Beijing Hunan Zhejiang
Minimum 102.3870 134.9570 274.6090

Mean 506.0497 592.2015 945.7440
Maximum 1034.3040 1200.0900 1878.7420

Standard derivation 256.8505 309.3011 441.7130

At the same time, it is necessary to select appropriate indicators to evaluate the perfor-
mance differences between different models. This study utilized the Promoting percentages
of the MAE (PMAE), the Promoting percentages of the MAPE (PMAPE), and the Promot-
ing percentages of the RMSE (PRMSE) to evaluate the performance differences between
different algorithms. These indexes can be obtained by the following Equation (11) [61]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
PMAE = (MAEa−MAEb)

MAEa

PMAPE = (MAPEa−MAPEb)
MAPEa

PRMSE = (RMSEa−RMSEb)
RMSEa

(11)

4.3. Contrast Experiment with Benchmark Algorithms
4.3.1. Experimental Results and Analysis of Different Predictors

To fully compare and analyze the modeling effects of different predictors and prove
the superiority of the TCN algorithm, this paper adopts TCN, GRU, LSTM, RNN, ELM,
and RBF models to construct comparative experiments. The experiment includes a classical
deep learning model and a traditional shallow neural network. Table 3 gives the regression
analysis indexes of the prediction results of these algorithms. From Table 3, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Compared with the traditional RBF and ELM algorithms, the neural network model
based on deep learning can obtain fewer error prediction results. The experimental
cases fully prove that the deep learning method can achieve satisfactory modeling
results in this field. The feasible reason is that the multi-layer deep network structure
has certain advantages in mining the deep feature information of data.

(2) Compared with the traditional RNN prediction model, other deep learning models
can achieve more satisfactory prediction results. This proves that other deep neural
networks with special structures can better resume an excellent GDP forecasting
framework. The possible reason is that the RNN model has problems such as gradient
descent and gradient disappearance, which to some extent limits the training effect of
the model and reduces the overall accuracy.

(3) Compared with GRU and LSTM, the TCN model adopted in this paper can achieve
smaller prediction errors in all cases. This fully proves the practical value and mod-
eling ability of the TCN algorithm in GDP forecasting. The feasible reason is that
the TCN algorithm fully combines the characteristics of CNN and RNN. Therefore,
TCN improves the parallel computing capability of the model while maintaining
the advantages of timing modeling, which further improves the performance of
the model.

4.3.2. Experimental Results and Analysis of Different Hybrid Models

In order to fully verify the application value of the GDP prediction model proposed in
this paper, two parts of comparative experiments are set up in this section.

Part I: To prove that the three-stage feature selection method adopted in this paper
can effectively optimize the prediction performance of the TCN algorithm, the proposed
FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN algorithm is compared with FC-BorutaRF-TCN, FC-Q-TCN, and
TCN respectively.
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Part II: To fully prove that the feature selection model based on reinforcement learning
adopted in this paper has excellent feature selection ability, the Q-learning algorithm is
compared with classical GA and PSO.

Table 3. The regression analysis indexes of several predictors.

Series Forecasting Models
MAE

(Billion Yuan)
MAPE (%)

RMSE
(Billion Yuan)

Data 1

TCN 25.2155 5.2263 34.0967
GRU 26.3096 5.4412 34.9834
LSTM 26.6932 5.4694 34.9907
RNN 27.1426 5.5086 35.0814
ELM 27.7391 5.6319 36.0643
RBF 27.6943 5.6393 35.8998

Data 2

TCN 21.2653 3.9465 28.4004
GRU 22.3954 4.0541 29.6895
LSTM 22.5898 4.1824 29.9655
RNN 23.2437 4.2517 30.4454
ELM 25.7957 5.1268 33.1268
RBF 25.3667 5.1499 32.6133

Data 3

TCN 33.9287 3.7871 50.4280
GRU 34.7236 3.9526 50.6098
LSTM 34.1358 3.9577 51.6374
RNN 35.5990 3.9983 52.2030
ELM 36.0811 4.0071 52.6383
RBF 35.8042 4.0245 52.8738

Table 4 gives the regression analysis indexes of the prediction results of these algo-
rithms. Tables 5 and 6 show the promoting percentages of FC-Borutarf-Q-TCN by other
models. Figure 7 gives the loss of different feature selection algorithms during iteration.
Table 7 shows the results of feature selection. From Tables 4–7 and Figure 7, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Compared with the single TCN model, all the hybrid models can achieve better
prediction accuracy. The experimental results fully prove the ability of the feature
engineering algorithm to optimize the prediction results of the predictor. The possible
reason is that the feature engineering algorithm deeply excavates the deep correlation
between GDP and other feature historical data and labels from two perspectives and
selects the best quality features, which effectively optimizes the modeling ability
of TCN.

(2) The prediction results of FC- BorutaRF-Q-TCN are obviously better than those of
FC-Q-TCN and FC-BorutaRF-TCN. This fully proves that the three-stage feature
selection algorithm adopted in this paper can deeply mine the feature information of
original data and achieve better results than the single feature selection algorithm. The
feasible reason is that the BorutaRF algorithm and Q-Learning algorithm fully analyze
the characteristic information obtained from the original data of the FC method and
optimize it from two different perspectives. Therefore, TCN can obtain the best input
features and establish the optimal GDP prediction model.

(3) Compared with PSO and GA, the feature selection algorithm based on reinforcement
learning adopted in this paper can obtain the best results. This fully proves the ability
of the Q-learning algorithm to analyze feature quality and make a selection. The
possible reason is that, compared with other heuristic algorithms, the reinforcement
learning algorithm improves the intelligence of the model by constantly training
agents. Therefore, Q-learning can effectively evaluate the quality of features and select
the optimal input for the TCN algorithm.

(4) Based on feature selection results, it can be found that the largest number of retained
features are historical GDP data and industrial features. In addition, the data on
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educational features and population features are less reserved. It proves that historical
GDP data and industrial features play a paramount role in the composition of regional
GDP. Based on the feature selection results, a more accurate prediction framework can
be constructed in the process of establishing a GDP prediction model in the future.

Table 4. The indexes evaluation results of several forecasting models.

Series Forecasting Models
MAE

(Billion Yuan)
MAPE (%)

RMSE
(Billion Yuan)

Data 1

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN 22.1614 4.8334 30.3021
FC-BorutaRF-PSO-TCN 23.0066 4.9145 31.6693
FC-BorutaRF-GA-TCN 22.9586 4.9517 30.5457

FC-BorutaRF-TCN 23.6087 5.1034 32.1499
FC-Q-TCN 24.1884 5.1061 33.7000

Data 2

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN 18.0778 3.3787 25.3888
FC-BorutaRF-PSO-TCN 19.8081 3.5706 26.8640
FC-BorutaRF-GA-TCN 19.8178 3.5513 26.4723

FC-BorutaRF-TCN 20.4341 3.8091 27.5156
FC-Q-TCN 20.8454 3.8084 27.0660

Data 3

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN 28.4412 3.2037 37.9007
FC-BorutaRF-PSO-TCN 30.4008 3.5108 39.4640
FC-BorutaRF-GA-TCN 30.6192 3.5527 40.7590

FC-BorutaRF-TCN 33.3320 3.6871 49.9555
FC-Q-TCN 33.3321 3.7136 49.7054

Table 5. The promoting percentages of FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN by other models.

Methods Indexes Data 1 Data 2 Data 3

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN
vs. FC-BorutaRF-TCN

PMAPE (%) 6.1304 11.5312 14.6730
PMAE (%) 5.2906 11.2993 13.1106
PRMSE (%) 5.7475 7.7294 24.1311

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN
vs. FC-Q-TCN

PMAPE (%) 8.3800 13.2768 14.6732
PMAE (%) 5.3407 11.2830 13.7306
PRMSE (%) 10.0828 6.1967 23.7493

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN
vs. TCN

PMAPE (%) 12.1120 14.9892 16.1736
PMAE (%) 7.5177 14.3874 15.4049
PRMSE (%) 11.1289 10.6041 24.8420

Table 6. The promoting percentages of the Q-learning by heuristic algorithms.

Methods Indexes Data 1 Data 2 Data 3

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN
vs. FC-BorutaRF-PSO-TCN

PMAPE (%) 3.6737 8.7353 6.4459
PMAE (%) 1.6502 5.3744 8.7473
PRMSE (%) 4.3171 5.4914 3.9613

FC-BorutaRF-Q-TCN
vs. FC-BorutaRF-GA-TCN

PMAPE (%) 3.4723 8.7800 7.1132
PMAE (%) 2.3891 4.8602 9.8235
PRMSE (%) 0.7975 4.0930 7.0127

4.4. Contrast Experiment with Existing Algorithms

To prove that the FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model proposed in this paper is an advanced
GDP forecasting model with excellent research prospects, it is compared with the four
existing models. The four existing models include the classical time series model (ARIMA),
the traditional machine learning model (SVM), and the two most advanced models (Yan’s
model [62] and Dong’s model [63]). Figures 8–10 show the MAE, MAPE, and RMSE values
of the proposed model and those of four existing models. Figures 11–13 show the prediction
results of all the comparison models. Based on Figures 8–13, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
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(1) Compared with the classical ARIMA and SVM algorithms, all the mixed models can
achieve more satisfactory prediction results. The experimental results fully prove the
practicability and effectiveness of the hybrid model in GDP forecasting. The feasible
reason is that the hybrid model effectively optimizes the input features of the GDP
forecasting model from the perspective of feature analysis and data mining, which
effectively improves the analysis and modeling capabilities of all predictors.

(2) The FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model proposed in this paper can achieve the best pre-
diction accuracy in all cases. This fully proves the stability and advance of the
FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model. First of all, the model outperforms the feature crossing
algorithm to mine potential feature information from the original data. Then, the
BorutarRF algorithm and the Q-learning algorithm screen the features obtained by
the FC algorithm from two different angles. Finally, the screened features are used as
the input of TCN to build the GDP prediction model and obtain the final prediction
results. Overall, the model further improves the prediction performance from multi-
ple perspectives. Therefore, the FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model can achieve excellent
research value in the field of GDP prediction.

Figure 7. Loss of different feature selection algorithms during iteration.

Table 7. Feature selection results.

Series Type of Feature Number of Retained Features

Data 1

Historical GDP data 4
Historical economic indexes 2

Employment and population features 1
Education 1

Industrial structure features 3

Data 2

Historical GDP data 3
Historical economic indexes 2

Employment and population features 0
Education 1

Industrial structure features 3

Data 3

Historical GDP data 4
Historical economic indexes 2

Employment and population features 1
Education 0

Industrial structure features 4
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Figure 8. MAE values of the proposed model and existing models.

Figure 9. MAPE values of the proposed model and existing models.

Figure 10. RMSE values of the proposed model and existing models.
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Figure 11. Predicted results of all algorithms (Data 1).

Figure 12. Predicted results of all algorithms (Data 2).

Figure 13. Predicted results of all algorithms (Data 3).

4.5. Discussion

Based on the above analysis of all experimental results, the following discussion and
analysis are carried out in this section:

(1) The FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model proposed in this paper can achieve the best predic-
tion accuracy in all cases. In addition, the stability and effectiveness of the model are
fully proved by the results of ten-fold cross-validation and ten repeated experiments.
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(2) Table 3 fully proves the predictive performance of TCN. Compared with other neural
networks, TCN effectively combines the parallel computation capability of CNN and
the recursive modeling capability of RNN. Therefore, TCN has achieved excellent
results in the field of GDP forecasting modeling.

(3) Based on Tables 4–7 and Figure 7, it can be found that the proposed three-stage feature
selection framework can effectively improve the prediction performance of TCN. In
addition, based on the result of feature selection, it can be seen that historical GDP
data and Industrial structure features are relatively crucial indexes affecting GDP
prediction. Education and population have relatively little impact on GDP prediction.
Therefore, the experimental results have certain help for the future government to
formulate policies and promote economic development.

(4) Figures 8–13 fully show the application prospect of the proposed model in GDP
prediction. As can be seen from Figures 8–10, the errors of the proposed FC-BorutarRF-
Q-TCN model are significantly lower than that of other existing models. In addition,
the MAPE values of the proposed model are less than 5% in all cases. In addition,
based on Figures 11–13, it can be found that the GDP prediction result of the proposed
FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model is extremely close to the real GDP data, which can prove
the strong practicality of the model in this field.

(5) GDP prediction technology can provide technical support for regional economic
development and policymaking. However, GDP prediction technology also has
some limitations. GDP is a favorable indicator of physical production, and to some
extent ignores the value of open-source products, services, free products, and other
related industries. Therefore, GDP and other modern industries should be taken into
consideration to comprehensively evaluate the regional economic level and formulate
further development policies [64].

5. Conclusions and Future Work

As a comprehensive signal of the future economic situation, GDP forecasting technol-
ogy provides technical support for national macro-economic regulation. In the paper, a
new multi-data-driven GDP prediction model based on three-stage feature selection and a
TCN network is proposed. The main contributions of this paper are summarized from the
following perspectives:

(1) Different from the traditional single-variable GDP time series forecasting framework,
this paper proposes a multi-data-driven GDP forecasting model. The model compre-
hensively considers the influence of other features on GDP and further optimizes the
prediction performance of the model.

(2) Different from the traditional shallow neural network and recursive neural network,
the TCN neural network adopted in the paper fully combines the training advantages
of CNN and the timing sequence modeling ability of RNN. Therefore, the TCN
algorithm could achieve a more excellent GDP prediction effect and is the most
important predictor.

(3) A new three-stage feature selection framework is proposed to optimize the prediction
performance of TCN. On the one hand, the framework uses the FC algorithm to further
mine the potential features of the original data and expand the deep information of
the data. On the other hand, Q-learning and BorutarRF algorithms screen features
from different angles and ensure the quality of TCN inputs. The three-stage feature
Selection framework improves TCN performance by more than 10%.

(4) The feature selection results show that historical GDP data and Industrial structure
features are relatively crucial feature data for GDP prediction modeling. The fea-
ture selection results have important reference values for the government to adjust
economic policy.

(5) In order to prove the advance and practicability of the proposed FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN
prediction framework, fourteen models used by other researchers were replicated
and compared with the model proposed in this paper. The experimental results show
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that the FC-BorutarRF-Q-TCN model is a GDP forecasting framework with excellent
research prospects. The MAPE values are all less than 5%.

The proposed multi-factor data-driven GDP prediction framework provides a mean-
ingful reference for regional economic development strategy. In the future, the model pro-
posed can be further improved from the following perspectives to enhance its practical value:

(1) The GDP prediction framework is mainly obtained through multi-factor data-driven
training. Therefore, when the amount of data increases and updates, the model also
needs to be updated and trained constantly to ensure timeliness.

(2) The model can accurately predict the change in GDP in the next quarter. Based on
the forecast results, the government makes relevant economic policies to realize the
adjustment and development of the regional economic level. In the future, it is a very
important step to formulate a reasonable sustainable development strategy based on
the GDP prediction results.

(3) GDP prediction technology provides effective technical guidance for the sustainable
development of the regional economy. Therefore, based on the research results, it can
effectively drive the upgrading of regional industries and promote green development
and sustainability in the future.

(4) GDP can effectively reflect the situation of physical production and regional economic
development. However, GDP does not fully analyze related industries such as ser-
vices, open-source products, and products provided by society for free. Therefore,
comprehensive consideration of GDP and other industries is very indispensable for
the sustainable development of the regional economy and prosperity level.
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Abstract: The purpose of energy sustainability policy is to support both economic growth and
environmental quality. With climate change accelerating, economies must reduce carbon emissions.
Low-carbon economics can balance the oft-contradictory policy aims of income growth and carbon
reduction. Carbon pricing and renewable substitutes can pave the way. This analysis probes the
dynamics of the adjustments toward the ideals of low-carbon economics through Granger causality
testing of total carbon emissions, income, nonrenewable energy consumption, and renewable power.
Cointegration regressions and a panel data vector error correction model are used to demonstrate
the aforementioned variables’ long-term balance and short-term adjustment, respectively. Two
panels of countries, namely 18 European Union and 32 Organization of Economic Co-operation
and Development countries, are investigated with 1990–2021 data. Determinants for the success of
low-carbon development and the implications of border regulations and taxation of carbon footprint
are also discussed. Economic competitiveness, as well as increases in commodity prices, would
initially emerge as interferences and then induce carbon reduction and accelerate the adoption and
development of green technology.

Keywords: innovations; renewable power; rebound effect; low-carbon economy; carbon pricing
policy; border carbon tax

1. Introduction

Since the industrial revolution, increasing amounts of carbon-based fuels have been
used, with the combustion of fossil fuels first powering factories and later providing
energy for electric power plants, transportation, and other uses. Carbon dioxide emissions
naturally accompany the burning of these fuels. The carbon dioxide concentrates in the
atmosphere and traps heat, causing climate change. This has become problematic for
worldwide economic growth, as income and carbon emissions are positively correlated.
Under the global warming emergency, strategies are required to mitigate climate change.

Nobel Laureate William Nordhaus [1] argued that carbon pricing and green technology
progress are among the most effective approaches to reducing carbon emissions; a low-
carbon economy is the goal for contemporary economic development. The contemporary
economic reality is characterized by fast growth in renewable energy and renewable
power, and carbon pricing policy variations locally within nations and expanding globally
through border carbon price adjustment. Politics is focused on pursuing a low-carbon
economy through energy transition [2]. Total carbon emissions contribute directly to the
concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide and to the effects of climate change. Total
carbon dioxide emissions is one of the key elements in climate change mitigation.

Sustainability of energy supports income and environmental quality. Energy securities
and resilience are main governmental policies. Per capita income is widely used as a proxy
to reflect the average standard of living in an economy. Researchers have affirmed the
environmental Kuznets curve hypothesis in plotting per capita carbon emissions against
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per capita income [3,4]. The slope of the environmental Kuznets curve shares the same
definition of the carbon intensity, namely the ratio of carbon emissions to income. The
decreasing slope, as well as declining carbon intensity, has exhibited decreasing amounts
of carbon emissions associated with one unit of income since the beginning of industrial-
ization [3,4]. That the technology progress since then is a driving force to this declination
verifies the insights of Nordhaus’ argument that green technology progress is among one
of the most effective approaches to reducing carbon emissions [1].

However, per capita carbon emissions cannot directly reflect the contribution of emis-
sions to atmospheric concentrations. Actual observations indicate that the total amount of
carbon emissions is rapidly increasing, and that induced effects of climate change from the
total amount of carbon emissions are extremely severe. To reflect the pursuit of sustain-
ability along the ongoing energy transition, the present study investigated the dynamics of
total carbon dioxide emissions and its nexus with aggregate income, nonrenewable energy
consumption, and renewable power.

The benign approach of carbon pricing policy, green technology development, and low-
carbon economic development might mitigate climate change. To elucidate the mechanisms
of this approach, the nexus and dynamics of key aggregate variables are investigated in
this study. The variables included in the investigation are total carbon emissions, aggregate
income, nonrenewable energy consumption, and renewable power. Their long-run relation-
ships and short-run adjustment mechanisms are investigated by estimating cointegration
equations and with a panel vector error correction model (PVECM).

Two carbon pricing measures are typically applied to reduce carbon emissions: carbon
taxation, and emissions trading schemes (ETSs). A carbon tax is a tax on carbon emissions.
With a tax, emitting carbon is no longer free, and it incentivizes firms to reduce emissions.
The second policy is an ETS. With this policy, a country sets a maximum cap for carbon
emissions, issues permits that match the cap, and restricts firms to trading emissions on
a market. The permits are tradable, and the price of permits is set to reduce emissions to
the cap level. In economic theory, these pricing systems are equivalent, although in their
empirical implementations, a carbon tax is regarded as a stringent punishment of firms and
emitters, whereas an ETS trading system allows emission flexibility.

After the climate issue drew attention and became recognized, the first international
mitigation treaty, the Kyoto protocol, was adopted in 1997. Since then, many countries
have adopted pricing measures, either carbon taxes or ETSs, in addition to developing
environmental regulations through command-and-control policy. The commitment to and
implementation of carbon taxes and ETSs can be observed at various spatial scales, such as
cities, states, countries, and regions, throughout the world.

Asen [5] published a summary report on the European Union (EU) carbon taxation
and the EU ETS. The information herein is based on Asen’s report. Europe has the world’s
highest carbon tax coverage and its largest trading system [5]. Most European countries
that levy a carbon tax are also part of the EU ETS. Finland was the first country worldwide to
introduce a carbon tax, in 1990. Most European countries have followed suit and implemented
carbon taxes, ranging from US$0.08 (Poland) to US$137 (Sweden) (USD 1 = EUR 0.84913 on
1 April 2021). All member states of the EU are part of the EU ETS. With the exception of
Switzerland, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom (UK), European countries that levy a carbon
tax are also part of the EU ETS (Switzerland has its own emissions trading system, which
has been tied to the EU ETS since January 2020. Following Brexit, the UK implemented its
own UK ETS as of January 2021).

Additionally, the EU Taxation and Customs Union announced the proposal of the
world’s first border carbon tax in 2021 [6]. An announced European Green Deal goal was
to become “climate neutral” by 2050. International trade closely links the global economy.
Hundreds of cities and private companies have already pledged to reach “net zero”—
removing carbon emissions, thus following the EU’s long-term strategy of achieving carbon
neutrality by 2050. The decrease of carbon emissions outside EU countries is, hopefully, to
be accelerated under the incentives of a border carbon tax [7].
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In addition to carbon pricing policies, a strategy that Nordhaus [1] proposed is the
development of green technology. Novel low-carbon, renewable-energy technologies, such
as hydrological, wind, and solar power, are currently being implemented. They have been
introduced on a relatively small scale but are flourishing in most developed and some
developing countries. These technologies are part of a long-term plan for low-carbon
energy development. Renewable energy is bounded by a series of challenges to address
low generation capacity, unreliability, inefficiency, enormous capital requirements, large
spaces for installation, expensive storage costs, lack of commercial viability, and pollution
generation. Research into and applications of renewable-energy technology will take time.

Renewable energy can be used to ensure local energy abundance. However, the
location of renewable energy generation is highly geographically restricted. Fortunately,
renewable energy in the form of power can be connected with a power grid and transported
without geographical restriction. Many countries aim to develop a power sector based
largely on the renewable sources provided by European Commission [8], and the number
of patents involving green energy is increasing. Carbon pricing policy and the promotion
of renewable power as incentives and substitutes are applied to pave the way toward
low-carbon economic patterns. Two questions present themselves here: whether renewable
power is the ideal potential substitute for nonrenewable energy, and whether the availability
of substitutes is the key determinant of the success of an extensive and intensive carbon
pricing policy.

The objectives of this investigation are to demonstrate the long-run balance relationship
and short-term adjustment patterns for the dynamic connections among (1) total carbon
dioxide emissions, (2) aggregate income, (3) nonrenewable energy as represented by the
sum of coal, gas, and oil consumption, and (4) renewable power. Policy implications
for carbon and border taxes are addressed. The article aimed to investigate two groups
of countries to obtain common empirical evidence. A panel of 18 countries in the EU
(EU-18) and a panel of 32 countries in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD-32) were investigated over 1990–2021. The countries of EU-18 are
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Demark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom. The United Kingdom ended its membership on 31 January 2020. The countries
of OECD-32 are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, South Korea,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the US, and the United Kingdom. Various different
new technologies have been initiated and adopted in different countries. Renewable power
is of high heterogeneity between countries. Renewable energy has gradually become an
effective source of electricity but remaining a small proportion. The EU countries are
the most devoted countries to mitigating climate change. The dynamics of the selected
variables in EU countries are of importance for climate mitigation policy. The wealthy
OECD economies were also investigated for their higher propensity to develop advanced
green technology for renewable power. Some countries overlap in the two groups. The
abundance and availability of renewable power data in these two groups are relative high
compared to other groups of less developed countries. Since common reliable data of
renewable power in the data sources are highly available after 1990, the study year starts
from 1990.

The goal of this study is to investigate linkages between total carbon emissions,
income, nonrenewable energy consumption (coal, gas, and oil consumption), and renewable
power in EU-18 and OECD-32 countries through cointegration regressions and Granger
causality based on a PVECM. Studies employing a PVECM [9–12] have focused more on
the relationship between renewable energies and income and have typically included the
income nexus and ignored the carbon emissions nexus. The goal of carbon pricing and
low-carbon development is to mitigate climate change without hindering income. Hence,
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in the present study, the nexus with carbon dioxide, as well as that with aggregate income,
are investigated.

Most renewable energies provide energy for local use. However, the variable of
renewable power is not adequately addressed in the literature [9–12]. In the context of
severe climate change effects, adjustments in carbon emissions should be investigated; thus,
renewable power is included in this study as a variable representing progress in energy
efficiency.

The study also addresses questions regarding global carbon pricing policy, as well as
the dynamics of adopting and developing energy-efficient technology, taking renewable
power as an example. The contemporaneous dynamic responses of the variables in reacting
to changes should be investigated, as should how a short-run adjustment moves back
toward the long-run cointegration equilibrium and whether deviations disturb balanced
long-run patterns.

This study also addresses the implication of rebound effects regarding energy effi-
ciency increases and the carbon leakages of an economy through international trading.
Technological progress should improve energy efficiency. However, empirical research,
such as Greening et al. [13], has reported an increase in energy consumption associated
with improvements in coal-firing efficiency. With rebound effects, a reduction in con-
sumption cannot be expected when relevant technology progresses. Improved energy
efficiency cannot reduce energy consumption if the rebound effect occurs. Questions
thus surround the reasonability of expecting climate change mitigation with a reliance on
technological progress.

Finally, carbon leakage frequently occurs in developed countries, especially in the as-
pect of consumption-based emissions [14]. These countries import and consume commodi-
ties produced (with carbon emitted) elsewhere, especially in developing or industrializing
countries [14]. How carbon border adjustment affects international competition and carbon
leakage merits investigation.

2. Literature Review

The energy driving the engine of growth is a vital component in economic develop-
ment. Issues of energy security [15–18] and the resilience to energy vulnerability [19–21]
are usually targets of concentrated policy efforts of a country, being undertaken to ensure
economic sustainability. Both non-renewable and renewable energy sources are subjects of
prudent policy and intensive research to strengthen the path of energy security to support
the economy. However, energy services are essential for sustainable development as well.
Three pillars are the foci of energy policy for sustainability: the economy, society, and the
environment. Energy generation and use are strongly linked to all elements of sustain-
able development, including the sustainability of the economy, living standards, and the
environment [22–26].

In fact, energy is one of the most important issues for human development. To review
human history, human development closely relies on energy utilization and availability [24].
Over the energy transition history [27], the early use of biofuels and animal power that im-
proved lives transformed to the present world with use of fossil fuels, electricity, and cleaner
fuels. That large amounts of fossil fuel combustion produce carbon dioxide emissions has
drawn much attention and concerns about the effects on global climate. International agree-
ments, domestic policy, and local actions have been committed to reducing these emissions.
Potential solutions to current environmental problems have been identified, along with the
development of renewable energy technologies. Innovations promote energy transitions to
the exploitation and promotion of renewable energy resources [28]. Kaygusuz [22,24,26]
argued that innovations in renewable energy use may alleviate the growing concerns over
energy security and climate change. These innovations are regarded as solutions to the
challenges of global warming in the argument of Dincer [23]. Climate policies anticipate a
transition to renewable energy, potentially achieving solutions to environmental problems
that we face today. Green transitions to renewable sources for the purpose of reducing total
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greenhouse gas emissions requires long-term potential actions for the path of sustainable
development [23]. In this regard, renewable energy and sustainable development are
intimately connected, and the innovations of renewable energy resources appear to be
some of the efficient and effective solutions [23].

Green innovations transform energy use in the energy transition [29]. Not only can
renewable energy provide a clean, flexible power source at the micro-to-medium scales [24],
but innovative technology progress has allowed electricity generated from renewable
sources, and it has huge potential to create a multitude of meaningful uses. Rather than
renewable energy, the present paper investigates the dynamic effects of electricity generated
through the renewable sources. It is believed that the conclusions and recommendations
drawn in the present study are useful for energy scientists and engineers and policy makers.

The energy transition patterns from wood to fossil fuels, and then to renewable energy
are widely addressed in the literature [30,31]. Facing global climate change and scarce
petroleum supplies, the world must switch to sustainable energy systems for the purpose
of energy security [15]. Under threat of serious climate change crises over the world,
a rapid renewable energy transition to renewable energy and renewable power provides
an opportunity and is most often met with calls for innovation. Leach [31] suggested that
human beings need a sustainable energy transition to avoid, first, a major crisis in energy
supplies and, secondly, climate change with catastrophic consequences. The paths should
be taken to ensure success in meeting these two goals of energy transition [31]. Hence,
important studies are on the nexus and the dynamics of energy uses, along the energy
transition, with income and carbon dioxide emissions. These issues are the aims that the
present research is devoted to.

Sustainability issues of energy transition to support income and to mitigate climate
change pose extraordinary challenges and opportunities for societies. With climate change
intensifying, scientists in the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) [32] warned
in the 2021 report that humanity is running out of time to limit global warming. With
spatial and temporal externalities, the problems related to climate change have a global
dimension, confront present and future generations, and are very difficult to solve [33].
The solution may require fundamental changes in consumption practices, lifestyles, tech-
nologies, infrastructures, business models, and policies. Energy transition from fossil fuels
to renewables and to renewable power is in the focus of the sustainable transition. The
present analysis makes contribution in the energy transition path towards sustainability.

Many energy transition studies focus on technical innovations [34], and many social
economic studies on energy transition are on issues of income support and energy vulnera-
bility, security, poverty, and justice [35–40]. The adaptation and initiations of renewable
energy are often addressed in the aforementioned literature. Recent renewable energy
developed in the form of renewable power that relies on much advanced feed-in grids is
an example of the current technology innovation.

The motivation for this research is the currently serious crisis of climate change,
renewable power as energy innovation technology, and ongoing policy formulation of
carbon tax border adjustment for international commodity trade, as it is proposed as
an incentive to mitigate climate change globally. There is a large body of research on
the nexus of income, energy, and carbon dioxide emissions. The dynamics and nexus
of economic growth, energy, renewable energy, carbon dioxide emissions, and carbon
intensity have been examined in a variety of contexts. Carbon dioxide emissions have been
studied in the scope of country panel groups, individual countries, and economic sectors,
with a huge variety of empirical analysis techniques. Narayan and Popp [41] studied the
nexus of income and energy consumption; Bilan et al. [42], Dogru et al. [43], and Balcilar
et al. [44] studied the nexus of economic growth, renewable energy consumption, and
carbon dioxide emissions. Dogru et al. [43] studied the OECD; Balcilar et al. [44] studied
the G7 countries; Torvanger [45] studied the manufacturing sector of the OECD; Dogru
et al. [43] studied the tourism sectors. These studies were on different economic scales,
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utilized a huge variation of different empirical analysis techniques, and reported a great
variation of findings, accordingly.

Moreover, Cary [46] studied how tariffs impact carbon intensities, carbon dioxide
emissions, and the environment under the US–China economic confrontation. Cary [46]
indicated that imposing tariffs on other nations does not reduce local carbon dioxide
emissions and would increase overall trade inefficiency. Since overall carbon dioxide
emissions do not decline over time, concerns over environmental quality and health should
be raised [46]. However, a study on carbon intensity can demonstrate the changes in
the proportional rate of carbon emissions to income, suitable for analysis on an income
basis. The present study is on the mechanisms of climate change mitigation in order
to demonstrate the dynamics to environmental sustainability. Total emissions of carbon
dioxide, as well as atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, contribute directly to climate
change. The studies of Apergis and Payne [9,10] and Armeanu et al. [11] have focused more
on the dynamics between renewable energies and income, and they found that renewable
energy has induced income increases. A complete list tabulated in the study of Armeanu
et al. [11] illustrates the previous related studies on renewable energy consumption and
economic growth. However, these three analysis ignore the carbon emissions nexus.

The threat of climate change requires an energy transition from fossil fuels towards
renewable energies and higher efficiency. The European energy transition includes a high-
level of renewable energy installations. European energy transition policy is used as one
tool to encompass both goals of climate change mitigation and economic stimulation, and as
well as reducing trade deficits and increasing employment. Creutzig et al. [47] studied the
dynamics of renewable energy, income, and carbon dioxide emissions for three categories
of relevant countries: the European countries, the European candidate countries, and the
potential European candidate countries. Creutzig et al. [47] found that (1) for the European
countries, renewable energy has an impact on the GDP, and that (2) for the candidate and
potential candidate countries for EU membership, developing affordable and effective
instruments and mechanisms to intensify energy transition to renewables is necessary
to decrease the impacts of climate change induced particularly from decreasing carbon
dioxide emissions without any reduction in economic growth.

According to Wooldridge [48], stationary or non-stationary series can be used to study
their cointegration tests, long-run relationships, and error correction mechanisms. Follow-
ing the principles of panel data analysis [48], the present study investigated the dynamics of
total carbon dioxide emissions, aggregate income, non-renewable energy consumption, and
renewable power. The variable of renewable power was used to represent the advanced
innovation of renewable energy at high energy efficiency. More specifically, through the
perspective of energy sustainability, the primary purpose of this research was to estimate
the long-run effects and short-run linkages among variables. The long-run balance of how
aggregate income and total dioxide emissions are affected by the traditional nonrenewable
energy consumption and the advanced innovations of renewable power was probed by
adopting cointegration regressions. A Cobb–Douglas functional form was investigated;
the data were investigated in their monotonic logarithm transformation [48]. The data are
available at open data sources, namely the Penn World Table (PWT10) [49], and British
Petroleum Global [50]. Then, the first step of the analysis was to take the logarithm of the
original data to test the non-stationarity of the time series and then to test for cointegration.
Each series of individual variables and their first difference were tested with panel unit root
tests, specifically, the Levin, Lin, and Chu (LLC); Im, Pesaran, and Shin (IPS); Augmented
Dickey–Fuller (ADF); and Phillips–Perron (PP) tests. After passing unit root tests, a group
test was performed on the datasets of the four variables for their cointegration.

Econometric scholars have developed panel testing methodologies to determine the
existence of cointegration. Kao [51] proposed a test for homogeneous cointegration through
pooled regression permitting for individual fixed effects. Pedroni’s method [52] tests
for heterogeneous cointegration. However, the power of these tests remains unclear,
as Gutierrez compared these two tests by using the Monte Carlo simulation method and
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reported inconclusive advantages over the test power [53]. A panel cointegration estimation
technique is applied to estimate the single equation relationship. In the literature, single
panel cointegration regression is typically estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS)
or fully modified ordinary least squares (FMOLS), as outlined by Pedroni [54], for a
heterogeneous cointegration panel, or dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS), as outlined
by Kao and Chiang [55] and Mark and Sul [56], for a homogeneous cointegration panel.
If countries are assumed to exhibit heterogeneous cointegration, accordingly the FMOLS
estimation is feasible for panel cointegration estimation, and a DOLS, developed especially
for homogenous cointegration, is not suitable. The method of FMOLS was adopted in a
series of studies [57–61], as was the method of DOLS [62–65]. The data in this investigation
were assumed to have heterogeneity, and the model of the long-run relationship was
estimated by using the FMOLS technique.

The mechanism of the short-run adjustment was probed by the method of PVECM,
which is a capable and reliable econometric technique to estimate the dynamic linkages
among variables and which has widely been applied in empirical data studies [66–85].
Granger causality can be adopted in the PVECM method by incorporating a vector of au-
toregressive model with lagged variables and the residuals of long term balance regressions.
Granger causality based on PVECM was also applied to the aforementioned analyses on
the dynamics of variables by Apergis and Payne [9,10], Armeanu et al. [11], and Creutzig
et al. [47].

The present study estimated the long-run relationships by FMOL as proposed by
Pederoni [52,54], with high heterogeneity in the variables across countries. Additionally,
the linking effects among variables were probed via the Granger causality test, based on
PVECM, by the procedures described in the literature [9–11].

In addition to parametric analysis of PVECM applied in the present study and a series
of research in the literature [86–88], research based on nonparametric techniques are used in
the analysis of climate change as well [89–97]. A combination of the two techniques has also
been applied in the literature [98,99]. In a parametric analysis, the statistical information
about the distribution of the population is known and represented based on a fixed set
of parameters. On the contrary, in a nonparametric analysis, the statistical information
about the distribution of a population is unknown, the parameters are not fixed, and it is
necessary to test the hypothesis for the population.

Nonparametric analysis is an alternative technique with its own individual appli-
cability, rather than being superior to others in all circumstances. The often-used time
varying nonparametric methods are powerful to detect structure breaks, since they allow
for flexibility in parameters over time. Nonparametric method can be used to identify
structure breaks [91–94].

Chen et al. [98] used both parametric and nonparametric methods to capture the joint
dynamics in their study, and Chen et al. [98] evidenced that parameters seemed to better
capture the changes of the impacts than the nonparametric techniques in that study.

3. Methodology

After retrieving data from reliable sources, the first step was to test for the stationarity
for the panel data series of the variables for the country groups under this investigation.
If the non-stationarity and cointegration of the data were affirmed, their cointegration
was estimated to represent their long-run equilibrium relationships, and the PVECM
was applied with Granger causality for short-run patterns to adjust toward the long-run
equilibrium relationships.

3.1. Data

This investigation demonstrated the long-run balance relationship and short-term
adjustment patterns for the dynamic connections among (1) total carbon dioxide emissions,
(2) aggregate income, (3) nonrenewable energy as represented by the sum of coal, gas, and
oil consumption, and (4) renewable power.
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The 1990–2021 raw data were retrieved from reliable open-access databases. Real
income data of the study countries were retrieved from Penn World Table, PWT10 [49],
represented by the output-side real GDP at current PPP (in mil. 2017 US$). Data for total
carbon dioxide emissions and energy variables were retrieved from the Statistical Review
of World Energy, British Petroleum Global [50]. The corresponding variable definitions
were as follows:

1. CO2MTCO2: Total carbon dioxide emissions in metric tons.
2. RGDPOPWT10: National aggregate income represented by output-side real GDP com-

piled in PWT10.
3. NRENEJ: Nonrenewable energy consumption (in ej, 1018 joules) as the sum of coal

consumption, gas consumption, and oil consumption.
4. RENPOWEREJ : Power generated from renewable energies in ej.

3.2. Long-Run Equilibrium Relationship

Two specifications were used to represent long-run cointegration relations among
the variables. The long-run relationships between the variables were estimated in terms
of carbon emissions and income as econometric specifications in Equations (1) and (2),
respectively. The coefficient demonstrates the elasticity for a 1% change in the dependent
variable to the percentage change of the independent variable, carbon emissions.

Cointegration (equilibrium) relations for carbon dioxide emissions are as follows:

LOG(CO2MTCO2)it = αi + β1LOG(RGDPOPWT10)it + β2LOG(POP)it

+β3LOG
(
COALCONSEJ

)
it + β4LOG

(
GASCONSEJ

)
it

+β5LOG
(
OILCONSEJ

)
it + β6LOG

(
RENPOWEREJ

)
it

+RESIDCO2it

(1)

Cointegration (equilibrium) relations for income are as follows:

LOG(RGDPOPWT10)it = αi + β1LOG(CO2MTCO2)it + β2LOG(POP)it

+β3LOG
(
COALCONSEJ

)
it + β4LOG

(
GASCONSEJ

)
it

+β5LOG
(
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)
it + β6LOG

(
RENPOWEREJ

)
it

+RESIDGDPit

(2)

where t = 1990, 1991, . . . , 2019; the parameter αi permits for country-specific fixed effects;
subscript i denotes the ith country in the panel; and RESID denotes the estimated residuals,
which depict deviations from the long-run relationship.

3.3. Short-Run Dynamics

The short-run dynamics in the two panels of countries were investigated using a
Granger causality test, based on PVECM. The deviations were captured by the residu-
als of the long-run cointegration regression. Then, this PVECM model was used (1) to
demonstrate Granger causality between variables, and (2) as an error correction mechanism
illustrating the long-run dynamics.

3.3.1. Vector Autoregression and Granger Causality

Granger causality tests based on vector autoregression (VAR) were adopted as the
specifications for the present study. In the VAR method, each variable has an equation
modeling its evolution over time. This study included one-period lagged (past) values
of the first difference regarding the variable itself, the other variables, and an error term
in the regression. VAR models do not require as much information regarding driving
forces as structural models with simultaneous equations do. The only information required
in a VAR model is a list of variables that can be hypothesized to affect each other over
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time. Granger “causality” does not measure cause–effect relationships but is a statistical
correlation between the current value of one variable and the past values of others (i.e.,
Granger causality does not directly imply changes in one variable causing changes in
another). Granger causality indicates the changes in one variable in response to one-period
lagged changes in itself and other variables.

Granger causality relationships were verified between the following variables: (1) total
carbon dioxide emissions, (2) aggregate income, (3) nonrenewable energy consumption
(energy use measured by the sum of coal, gas, and oil consumption), and (4) green energy
technology represented by the use of renewable power. The Granger causality model is
a time series model of first differences that includes current values on the left-hand side
and the past values of their first differences on the right-hand side. The Granger causality
relationships between variables are indicated by the magnitudes and significance of the
estimated coefficients.

3.3.2. Error Correction Mechanism

The error correction mechanism is an adjustment response to deviations from the
long-term equilibrium [48]. The adjustment is indicated by how the contemporary changes
of one variable responds to past deviations from the long-term equilibrium.

The error correction model is a time series model in first differences that also contains
an error correction term, which works to bring the (1) series back into long-run equilibrium.
This study assumed that the adjustment would occur as a response to deviations from
the long-run equilibrium levels of carbon emissions and income. The aforementioned
cointegration regression Equations (1) and (2) represent long-run balances. The forecasted
residuals of these two regressions represent the deviations of actual carbon emissions and
actual income from their balance equilibrium levels. Past values (one-period backward)
of both forecasted residuals, as the error correction terms (ECTs), were simultaneously
introduced into the Granger VAR model, which became a PVECM.

A two-step procedure was adopted. The first step was to estimate and forecast residu-
als of Equations (1) and (2) by using FMOLS for the EU and OECD countries. Subsequently,
one-period lagged values of the residuals were included simultaneously as two ECTs in the
PVECM. The estimated coefficients of ECTs demonstrate the adjustment backward (with
a negative sign) or outward (with a positive sign) to the long-run equilibrium levels of
carbon emissions and income.

3.3.3. PVECM Specification and Short-Run Dynamics

Briefly, this PVECM can demonstrate Granger causality by including the first differ-
ences of the included variables in a VAR system, as well as long-term adjustment patterns
by including ECTs. The described long-run models are estimated by FMOLS for both
panels. One-period lags of the deviation from equilibrium, represented by the error terms
of Equations (1) and (2) and denoted as RESIDCO2it−1 and RESIDGDPit−1, are introduced
into the PVECM as the ECTs. The coefficients of the ECTs reveal the dynamic adjustment
patterns toward equilibrium.

The PVECM is set by including a one-period lagged VAR system with two ECTs. The
PVECM equations are as follows:

For j = 1 (used to represent how current changes of total carbon dioxide emissions
are affected by lagged changes (lagged first difference) of all selected variables and lagged
residuals of the long-run system equilibrium),

�LOG(CO2MTCO2)it = α1j + γ11i � LOG(CO2MTCO2)it−1

+γ12i � LOG(RGDPOPWT10)it−1 + γ13i � LOG
(

NRENEJ
)

it−1

+γ14i � LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ
)

it−1 + ϕ11iRESIDCO2it−1

+ϕ12iRESIDGDPit−1 + e1it

(3)
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For j = 2 (used to represent how current changes of national aggregate income are
affected by lagged changes (lagged first difference) of all selected variables and lagged
residuals of the long-run system equilibrium),

�LOG(RGDPOPWT10)it = α2j + γ21i � LOG(CO2MTCO2)it−1
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+ϕ22iRESIDGDPit−1 + e2it

(4)

For j = 3 (used to represent how current changes of nonrenewable energy consumption
by lagged changes (lagged first difference) of all chosen variables and lagged residuals of
the long-run system equilibrium),
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(5)

For j = 4 (used to represent how current changes in renewable power are affected by
lagged changes (lagged first difference) of all selected variables and lagged residuals of the
long-run system equilibrium),
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(6)

where the notation � denotes the first difference of the variable; the subscript j denotes the
jth equations that represent the mechanism of the jth variable; and j = 1, 2, . . . , and 4.

4. Analysis

The analysis was based on aggregate country-level annual data of two panels of
countries, EU-18 and OECD-32, from 1990 to 2019. The data were investigated in their
monotonic logarithm transformation, as the original long-run relationship was specified as a
Cobb–Douglas functional form. The data were tested for their individual panel stationarity
and group cointegration. After affirmation of their non-stationarity and cointegration,
their cointegration relationships were estimated to represent their long-run equilibrium
relationships, and the PVECM was applied with Granger causality for short-run patterns
to adjust the long-run equilibrium relationships.

4.1. Data Descriptive Statistics

Data definitions are as shown in Table 1 and descriptive statistics of the raw data are
presented in the following Table 2.
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Table 1. Definitions of variables.

Variable CO2MTCO2 RGDPOPWT10 NRENEJ RENPOWEREJ

(unit) (Metric ton)
(at Current PPPs
in mil. 2017 US$)

(ej, 1018 joules) (ej, 1018 joules)

Definitions Total carbon dioxide
emissions

National aggregate
income represented by
output-side real GDP

Nonrenewable energy
consumption as the sum of

coal consumption, gas
consumption, and oil

consumption

Power generated from
renewable energies

Data source
Statistical Review of

World Energy, British
Petroleum Global

Penn World Table,
PWT10

Statistical Review of World
Energy, British Petroleum

Global

Statistical Review of
World Energy, British

Petroleum Global

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of variables as raw data (1990–2021).

Variable CO2MTCO2 RGDPOPWT10 NRENEJ RENPOWEREJ

(unit) (Metric ton)
(at Current PPPs
in mil. 2017 US$)

(ej, 1018

joules)
(ej, 1018

joules)

EU-18
Mean 204.88 856,644.10 3.01 0.12

Median 105.62 351,442.50 1.37 0.04
Maximum 1007.60 4,275,312.00 13.33 2.00
Minimum 8.03 14,869.14 0.12 0.00

SD 213.91 968,394.60 3.12 0.24

OECD-32
Mean 391.77 1,354,274.00 5.78 0.14

Median 105.62 412,131.50 1.37 0.03
Maximum 5884.15 20,595,844.00 84.88 4.37
Minimum 2.12 8453.93 0.03 0.00

SD 936.15 2,760,794.00 13.75 0.37

4.2. Testing for Non-Stationarity and Cointegration

The first step of the analysis was to take the logarithm of the original data to test the
non-stationarity of the time series and to test for cointegration.

Each series of individual variables and their first difference were tested with panel
unit root tests, including LLC, IPS, ADF, and PP tests, according to Wooldridge [48]. The
results are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The results indicated that the individual variables were
stationary in their first difference. The results for the level data were mixed, but most were
nonstationary.

Both Kao’s [51] and Pedroni’s [52] tests were applied in this study to investigate
cointegration in EU-18 (Table 3) and OECD-32 (Table 4). On the basis of the results of Kao’s
test, the variables were cointegrated, as the null of no cointegration was rejected.

A long-term equilibrium was observed for the aforementioned variables, as the hy-
pothesis of the presence of a long-run relationship was confirmed. Then, the next step was
to estimate this relationship with regressions.
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Table 3. Panel unit root and cointegration tests for EU-18 (1990–2019).

Unit Root Test LLC IPS ADF PP

VARIABLE

LOG(CO2MTCO2) −0.9871 0.4787 46.9686 46.6998
�LOG(CO2MTCO2) −18.1172 *** −19.3402 *** 340.8520 *** 344.9060 ***

LOG(RGDPOPWT10) −4.1259 *** 1.5725 30.3000 36.2469
�LOG(RGDPOPWT10) −14.6981 *** −15.3259 *** 264.6180 *** 266.9580 ***

LOG
(
NRENEJ

) −1.8735 * −0.7238 59.9732 ** 57.7107 *
�LOG

(
NRENEJ

) −18.6400 *** −19.0193 *** 333.9820 *** 341.9630 ***

LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
−1.5272 * 2.5881 46.5231 81.4785 ***

�LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
−12.9593 *** −13.3866 *** 226.8940 *** 236.2510 ***

Pedroni Residual Cointegration Test (H0: no cointegration)
within-dimension between-dimension

Statistic Weighted Statistic Statistic

Panel v-Statistic 0.45 0.17 Group
rho-Statistic 1.47

Panel rho-Statistic 1.01 0.15 Group
PP-Statistic −1.83 *

Panel PP-Statistic −0.92 −2.81 ** Group
ADF-Statistic −0.69

Panel ADF-Statistic −0.44 −2.68 **

Kao’s Residual Cointegration Test (H0: no cointegration)

ADF t-Statistic −7.79 ***
Residual variance 0.00

HAC variance 0.00

Source: Author’s computation. Notes: Data are log transformed. � denotes the first difference. * p < 0.1,
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. LLC, IPS, ADF, PP respectively denote Levin, Lin, and Chu t* stat.; Im, Pesaran, and
Shin W-stat.; ADF Fisher chi-square; and PP Fisher chi-square. LLC assumes common unit root process. IPS, ADF,
and PP assume individual unit root process. The cointegration tests have a null hypothesis of no cointegration.

Table 4. Panel unit root and cointegration tests for OECD-32 (1990–2019).

Unit Root Test LLC IPS ADF PP

VARIABLE

LOG(CO2MTCO2) 1.5822 7.5111 53.3169 *** 88.7943 ***
�LOG(CO2MTCO2) −16.1028 *** −16.7259 *** 378.8460 *** 391.5040 ***

LOG(RGDPOPWT10) −4.7802 *** 2.2249 64.4777 *** 91.1717 *
�LOG(RGDPOPWT10) −20.2455 *** −19.7584 *** 453.1790 *** 458.7350 ***

LOG
(
NRENEJ

) −7.4591 *** −3.4584 *** 138.1830 *** 187.2370 ***
�LOG

(
NRENEJ

) −24.8799 *** −25.3165 *** 587.7110 *** 596.7860 ***

LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
1.5822 7.5111 53.3169 88.7943 ***

�LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
−16.1028 *** −6.7259 *** 378.8460 *** 391.5040 ***
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Table 4. Cont.

Pedroni Residual Cointegration Test (H0: no cointegration)
within-dimension between-dimension

Statistic Weighted Statistic Statistic

Panel v-Statistic 1.98 * 1.14 Group rho-Statistic 1.20
Panel rho-Statistic 0.53 −0.27 Group PP-Statistic −3.52 ***
Panel PP-Statistic −1.68 * −3.44 *** Group ADF-Statistic −1.23

Panel ADF-Statistic −0.58 −2.42 **

Kao’s Residual Cointegration Test (H0: no cointegration)

ADF t-Statistic −7.79 ***
Residual variance 0.00

HAC variance 0.00

Source: Author’s computation. Notes: Data are log transformed. �denotes the first difference. * p < 0.1,
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. LLC, IPS, ADF, PP respectively denote Levin, Lin, and Chu t* stat.; Im, Pesaran, and
Shin W-stat.; ADF Fisher chi-square; and PP Fisher chi-square. LLC assumes common unit root process. IPS, ADF,
and PP assume individual unit root process. The cointegration tests have a null hypothesis of no cointegration.

4.3. Estimating the Long-Run Relationships

After the hypothesis of the presence of a long-run relationship among variables was
affirmed, the estimated results of Equations (1) and (2) revealed the long-run equilibrium
patterns for carbon emissions and income. A panel cointegration estimation technique
was applied to estimate the single equation relationship. In the literature, single panel
cointegration regression is typically estimated using OLS, FMOLS, or DOLS. The model of
the long-run relationship in present study was estimated by using the FMOLS technique,
as we assumed heterogeneity among countries. The estimated results of Equations (1) and
(2) are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of long-run cointegration relationship by FMOLS for EU-18 and OECD-32.

Equation (1) Equation (2)

Dependent variable : LOG(CO2MTCO2) Dependent variable : LOG(RGDPOPWT10)

Independent variables coefficient coefficient

EU-18
LOG(CO2MTCO2) - - −0.2027 *

LOG(RGDPOPWT10) −0.0244 * - -
LOG

(
NRENEJ

)
1.0366 *** 1.4247 **

LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
−0.0113 *** 0.1425 ***

R-squared 0.99 0.99
Adjusted R-squared 0.99 0.99

OECD-32
LOG(CO2MTCO2) - 0.1612

LOG(RGDPOPWT10) 0.0040 -
LOG

(
NRENEJ

)
1.0263 *** 0.2685

LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
−0.0138 *** 0.1599 ***

R-squared 0.99 0.99
Adjusted R-squared 0.99 0.99

Source: Author’s computation. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.

Carbon emission patterns emerged in the estimates of Equation (1). The findings
for the EU-18 group were as follows. (1) Weak statistical significance and a small margin
were present in the relation between income change and carbon emissions change (sig-
nificant at 10% level). A 1% income increase would reduce aggregate country-level total
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carbon emissions by 0.0244%. (2) Carbon dioxide emissions in the EU were found to be
closely connected with nonrenewable energy use. The magnitudes were large, and the
coefficient was strongly statistically significant. The empirical estimate indicated that a
1.0366% increase in carbon emissions corresponds to a 1% increase in nonrenewable energy
use in EU countries. Hence, if nonrenewable energy consumption were reduced in EU
countries, carbon emissions would be reduced accordingly. Tremendous reductions in car-
bon emissions would be achieved if EU countries could promote and maintain decreasing
trends in nonrenewable energy use. In this respect, countries face both profound challenges
and numerous opportunities. (3) A slightly negative but strongly significant margin was
reflected in the relationship between renewable power and carbon emissions. A 1% increase
in renewable power use in the EU would reduce country-level total carbon emissions by
0.0113%. The elasticity magnitude was small, but the statistical significance was quite
strong. With a sharply increasing trend in the use of renewable power, this evidence of the
relationships between renewable power and carbon emissions in the EU is welcome news.

The empirical results for the OECD-32 group were similar to those for the EU-18 group.

(1) Carbon emissions did not significantly respond to income changes in the OECD, and
as mentioned, a weak, small response was observed in the EU-18 group. The results
confirmed that carbon emissions are not substantially affected by income change.

(2) In OECD countries, the nexus between carbon emissions and nonrenewable energy
consumption had strong significance, with tremendous positive magnitude in elas-
ticity. The empirical results indicated that a 1.0263% increase in carbon emissions
corresponds in the same direction to a 1% increase in nonrenewable energy consump-
tion in the OECD.

(3) Encouraging evidence was observed in renewable power and its long-run relationship
with carbon emissions. A 1% increase in renewable power would decrease country-
level total carbon emissions by 0.0138%. Thus, renewable power can play a positive
role in reducing carbon emissions in both the EU and the OECD. Future prospects
could rely on its accelerated development and wide adoption.

Three key findings were revealed in the evidence from the estimates in Equation (2).

(1) The evidence for a long-run relation between income and carbon emissions was weak
in the EU-18 group and nonsignificant in the OECD-32 group.

(2) Nonrenewable energy consumption plays a major role in determining income for
the EU, although this role is absent in the OECD. During 1990–2019, EU-18 income
was significantly supported by nonrenewable energy consumption. By contrast,
OECD-32 income was not statistically significantly supported by nonrenewable energy
consumption. A 1% decrease in nonrenewable energy consumption would decrease
income by an average of 1.4247% in the EU-18 group, but the effect was not as strong
in the OECD group. This might suggest that the EU-18 has approached its carrying
capacity in its carbon reduction and marginal abatement cost increases with the
commitment to carbon pricing measures such as carbon taxation and its ETS, and that
the OECD countries as a whole have made less effort in carbon reductions.

(3) Renewable power demonstrated a prominent contribution to income in both panels
of countries. A 1% increase in renewable power use would increase incomes by
0.1425% and 0.1599% in the EU-18 and OECD-32 groups, respectively. The negative
relations between renewable power and carbon emissions in estimating Equation (1)
for the EU-18 and OECD-32 groups highlighted the essential role of renewable power
in climate change mitigation. In EU and OECD countries, reliance on renewable
power is growing. As mentioned, renewable energy, and therefore renewable power,
still accounts for a small percentage of overall energy usage, but the future is full of
opportunity.
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4.4. PVECM and Short-Run Dynamics

The PVECM was estimated by allowing heterogeneous intercepts and no trend in each
equation. The results revealed Granger causality between variables and adjustment to the
balance equilibrium.

4.4.1. Findings in Granger Causality Test

The estimated coefficients of the lagged variables shown in Table 6 demonstrated
short-run Granger causality. The value of the coefficient revealed the extent of the variable’s
impact in the contemporary period by 1% changes of itself (“self-causality”) and other
variables from the past. The Granger nexuses between variables are depicted in Figures 1
and 2 for the EU-18 and OECD-32 groups, respectively. The findings are summarized in
the following text.

Table 6. Granger causality (based on PVECM) for EU-18 and OECD-32 (1990–2019).

Equation Number j (j = 1) (j = 2) (j = 3) (j = 4)

Dependent variable �LOG(CO2MTCO2) �LOG(RGDPOPWT10) �LOG
(
NRENEJ

)
�LOG

(
RENPOWEREJ

)
EU-18

Short-run Granger causality

�LOG(CO2MTCO2) −0.2145 0.0515 −0.2493 1.5469 *
�LOG(RGDPOPWT10) 0.0338 0.1682 *** 0.0282 −0.2442

�LOG
(
NRENEJ

)
0.1652 0.0634 0.2102 −1.4551 *

�LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
0.0020 −0.0032 0.0027 0.1387 ***

Long-run Granger causality
error correction term (ECT)

RESIDCO2 −0.4486 *** 0.0409 −0.2235 * −1.8821 ***
RESIDGDP −0.0368 * −0.0458 *** −0.0352 * 0.2675 ***

OECD-32

Short-run Granger causality

�LOG(CO2MTCO2) −0.2026 0.1167 −0.2799 * 0.5332
�LOG(RGDPOPWT10) 0.0527 0.1626 *** 0.0419 −0.2852

�LOG
(
NRENEJ

)
0.2111 −0.0592 0.3017 * −0.4692

�LOG
(

RENPOWEREJ

)
0.0096 * 0.0055 0.0079 0.1447 ***

Long-run Granger causality
error correction term (ECT)

RESIDCO2 −0.2866 *** −0.1096 * −0.1245 * −1.1108 ***
RESIDGDP −0.0150 −0.0420 *** −0.0149 0.3718 ***

Source: Author’s computation. � denotes first difference. The t statistics are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.01,
and *** p < 0.001.

Figure 1. Granger nexus between selected variables in the EU-18.
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Figure 2. Granger nexus between selected variables in the OECD-32.

(1) None of the four variables of Granger caused the EU’s carbon emissions. However,
renewable power weakly Granger-caused the OECD’s carbon emissions.

(2) Regarding self-causality, income and renewable power has significant self-Granger
causality in the EU and OECD. Past income and renewable power each has a positive
significant influence on their current value, and the coefficient magnitudes were high.
Contemporary income responses of 0.1682% in the EU-18 and 0.1626% in the OECD
with 1% self-changes were noted in the lagged period; current renewable power
responses of 0.1387% in the EU-18 and 0.1447% in the OECD with 1% self-changes
were observed in the lagged period. Both variables exhibited strong self-Granger
causality in its evolution over time. Income growth would generate further income
growth, and green technology progress would promote further green technology
progress. Accumulation effects would result in strong increasing trends.

(3) Nonrenewable energy consumption in the OECD had weak self-Granger causality and
the EU none. Additionally, self-causality was not present for total carbon emissions
in either panel. Current changes in these two variables were not strongly influenced
by their own past changes. Past changes in total carbon emissions would not affect
current changes in total emissions. One can imagine carbon dioxide, emitted as
trash and by-products in economic activities, having no feedback mechanism for
past changes. However, the stringent carbon abatement policy in the EU has led to
downward pressure on the region’s nonrenewable energy consumption. Moreover,
no downward or upward trends were observed in the EU’s nonrenewable energy
consumption and total carbon emissions.

The lack of self-Granger causality in the EU’s nonrenewable energy consumption and
total carbon emissions during the study period merits attention. After strict carbon abate-
ment policies have eliminated most of the emissions that may be removed, policymakers
must determine what areas the EU should continue to work on.

(4) The EU’s carbon emissions significantly Granger-caused renewable power (with a
positive sign) at the 10% significance level. A 1% change in lagged nonrenewable
energy would Granger-cause 1.5469% changes in renewable power use. Furthermore,
the EU’s nonrenewable energy consumption significantly Granger-caused renewable
power (with a negative sign) at a 10% significance level. A 1% decrease in lagged
nonrenewable energy would Granger-cause a 1.4551% increase in the use of renew-
able energy. This finding affirmed that nonrenewable energy can be substituted by
renewable power in the EU. However, this substitution effect was not significant in
the OECD. Even in the EU, the substitution effect (between nonrenewable energy con-
sumption and renewable power) had significance only at the 10% level. The evidence
was statistically weak. Therefore, people have not strongly moved to use renewable
power in response to carbon emissions, particularly in the OECD.

Thus, the Granger causality (from past changes of carbon emissions to contemporary
renewable power) was not strong in the two panels of countries included in this study.
Climate mitigation policies are expected to promote the development of renewable energy
sources and thus curb the consumption of nonrenewable energy, help reduce carbon
emissions, and ultimately counter climate change. However, these outcomes are not always
realistic. In fact, renewable power would contribute to carbon emissions in the OECD with
Granger causality at the 10% significance level.
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(5) In the OECD, carbon emissions would inversely Granger-cause nonrenewable energy
consumption. The response elasticity was found to be 0.2799% in the OECD. If a 1%
increase in total carbon emissions occurred in the previous period, nonrenewable
energy use would decrease by 0.27998% in the contemporary period. However, the
effects in the EU were statistically insignificant.

Because none of the four variables Granger-caused the EU’s reductions in carbon
emissions, the EU may already be approaching its carrying capacity in carbon reduction
through the reduction of nonrenewable energy use.

4.4.2. Findings from ECT

The direction and magnitude of the error correction toward long-run equilibrium
can be indexed by the estimated coefficients of ECTs. This study included two ECTs,
RESIDCO2it−1 and RESIDGDPit−1. The estimated coefficients of these two series of lagged
residuals in PVECM captured how their deviations from the equilibria were adjusted. The
value of the coefficient revealed how much of the adjustment in the contemporary period
responded to 1% of the deviation of the actual values from their forecasted equilibrium
level; that is, the corresponding adjustment in current changes toward the long-run equilib-
rium. A negative sign demonstrates an adjustment back toward the carbon cointegration
equilibrium or toward the income cointegration equilibrium, or both. A positive sign
demonstrates an outward movement that breaks the equilibrium. Several findings were
evidence of short-run adjustments as deviations to the long-run equilibrium.

(1) According to the ECT estimates of carbon emissions in the EU-18, carbon emissions,
nonrenewable energy consumption, and renewable power will adjust to the deviations
of carbon dioxide from its long-run equilibrium. When 1% of the actual value of
carbon emissions deviated from its balanced equilibrium in a period, then the next-
period carbon emissions, nonrenewable energy, and renewable energy responded
to this deviation by −0.4486%, −0.2235%, and −1.8821%, respectively, to return the
emissions to equilibrium. The adjustment speed was quite high, especially that of
renewable power. However, the response in next-period income was statistically
insignificant.

(2) According to the ECT estimates of income in the EU-18, all variables (carbon emissions,
income, nonrenewable energy, and renewable power) significantly responded to
the income ECT, at speeds of −0.0368%, −0.0458%, and −0.0352%, and 0.2675%,
respectively, in response to a 1% deviation. The response speed of renewable power
was quite high in bringing the deviation outward from the equilibrium.

(3) According to the carbon dioxide ECT in the OECD-32, all variables significantly
responded, at speeds of −0.2866%, −0.1096%, −0.1245%, and −1.1108%, respectively,
in response to a 1% change in income ECT.

(4) In terms of the income ECT in the OECD-32, income and renewable power significantly
responded at rates of −0.0420% and 0.3718%, respectively, in response to a 1% change
of income ECT, whereas the responses of carbon emissions and nonrenewable energy
were nonsignificant. The response speed of renewable power was quite high in
bringing the deviation outward from the equilibrium.

(5) With positive significant ECTs of income, the changes of contemporary renewable
power strongly pushed outward in response to the past deviation from long-run
equilibrium in income. Renewable power could break long-run linkages of the income
to other variables in this study. Income growth would trigger the rebound effects in
renewable power. However, renewable power would bring a deviations in carbon
emissions backward to its balance equilibrium, as indicated by negative ETCs of
carbon emissions.
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5. Discussion

(1) Long-run equilibrium relationships between variables

The results regarding long-run cointegration relationships indicate that the cointe-
grated linkage of carbon dioxide and income is not strong either in the EU or the OECD.
Additionally, both renewable power and nonrenewable energy play central roles in sup-
porting income in EU countries. Most importantly, renewable power has especially strong
effects in alleviating carbon emissions and increasing income in both panels.

(2) Short-run Granger causality and equilibrium adjustment

After the long-term relationship is affirmed, the next question to be answered is how
the variables adjust in response to changes. The PVECM provided evidence. The ECT
results (Table 6) reveal that long-run adjustments statistically occur in the time series of all
the variables and bring the series back to both equilibria; renewable power is the exception.
Increases in renewable power use would be triggered by a positive deviation, as the value
for actual renewable power is greater than that of the estimated equilibrium level.

Policy intended to decrease carbon emissions must be effectively devised because a
reduction of emissions is not triggered by the variables included in the short-run PVECM
used in this study. For EU carbon emissions, short-run causality from the included variables
is not significant, and systematic adjustments are only noted in response to deviations in
the long-run equilibrium of carbon emissions and income. For OECD carbon emissions,
renewable power would mildly stimulate an increase of carbon emissions, and short-
run adjustments would occur in response to deviation in carbon emissions; however, no
significant adjustment is made in response to deviation in income equilibrium.

(3) Substitution effects between energies

Nonrenewable energy can be substituted by renewable power in the EU, while this
substitution effect is not significant in the OECD.

(4) Role of renewable power

Renewable power in the EU and OECD demonstrates a strong, significant self-Granger
causality in its evolution over time. Progress in green technology, indicated by renewable
power in this study, would promote further progress over time. Accumulation effects
would result in strong increasing trends.

Additionally, changes in contemporary renewable power strongly push deviations
outward in response to past deviations from the long-run equilibrium of carbon emissions
and income, as evidenced by the significant positive ECTs of emissions and income growth.
Renewable power is capable of breaking long-run linkages among the selected variables.
Renewable power has a lively role in its self-increase and in its response to the deviation
from the long-run equilibrium. The outbreak of renewable power would indicate rebound
effects with progress in green technology. Progress that improves energy efficiency would
readily support income increases and further increase the demand for such power.

Potential carbon reduction arising from technological progress may be reduced by the
rebound effect. Technological improvement and increases in its efficiency would increase
the consumption of energy as discussed by Greening et al. [13]. This rebound effect (the
Jevons paradox) was first proposed in 1865 in William Stanley Jevons’s book The Coal
Question [100], as he observed coal consumption in the United Kingdom soaring with
coal-fired engine efficiency improvement [13].

The modern world is experiencing the problems associated with carbon-based energy.
The problems have intensified as the world population’s increasing needs are met. Hu-
manity has long ignored the carrying capacity of the environment. Renewable energy is
said to be limitless, but negative impacts might emerge when it is used on enlarged scales.
Learning from our experiences, if it is time to develop a low-carbon economy, we should
prepare for any negative impacts.
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(5) Carbon pricing policy

Carbon pricing policies, such as carbon taxation, ETSs, and border carbon pricing
adjustment, have been proposed to place a price on carbon emissions associated with
commodities. Border carbon taxes, a measure of border carbon price adjustment, have
been proposed in regional and global economic integration. The EU has proposed a border
carbon tax that places a fee on global warming emissions embedded in goods produced
outside the EU. The policy is aimed at incentivizing a reduction in carbon emissions beyond
the EU.

According to the long-run connection patterns evidenced by Equations (1) and (2), an
increase in renewable power use would suppress carbon emissions and support income
increases. Renewable energy is limitless, and hopefully advances in technology will be
triggered and inspired when the new demand emerges.

EU income exhibits short-run Granger causality one period ahead as a response to
income changes. The same is true for the OECD. This is evidence that with an increasing
trend, wealth in EU and OECD countries grew with the increase of prior wealth and
not renewable power nor nonrenewable energy use. This is a noteworthy finding. These
countries seem to insist on pursuing year-on-year income growth. However, income usually
represents people’s physical living standards.

The pollution haven hypothesis seems to hold, with emissions triggered in heavily
industrialized developing countries. Because global production and consumption systems
are closely integrated, the EU’s border carbon pricing would be an effective remedy against
pollution havens and carbon leakage by effectively imposing prices on emissions at each
stage of supply and consumption chains. In addition to the explicated purposes of carbon
reduction and climate change mitigation, the border carbon pricing policy can greatly
increase the EU’s international competitiveness. Stringent carbon reduction schemes might
already have somewhat exhausted the carrying capacity of the EU’s reduction without
hindering its income. Implementing a border carbon pricing adjustment to drive dual
advantages is reasonable. In this scenario, the price of imported commodities would
increase. Whether the policy will lead to more application of local-made high-carbon
products is another question.

The current results reveal that the adjustment of nonrenewable energy is barely signif-
icant in its connection to the prior-period changes of the included variables in the EU and
OECD. Moreover, the long-run adjustment to deviations in income and carbon emissions
(ECT) in the EU and OECD are not strongly significant. Indeed, nonrenewable energy is
irresponsive to its own previous changes. “The dogs bark, but the caravan moves on.” This
appears to be unfortunate news for the mitigation of climate change. Persistent inertia is
evidenced in nonrenewable energy consumption.

The expansion of carbon pricing, from local or regional carbon pricing to border
adjustments to exert pricing effects on a global scale, will initially affect international
competitiveness and result in changes in local consumer prices, even if the explicit goal is
to mitigate climate change. Carbon pricing policy is also likely to have monetary effects.
No matter how high the tax rates imposed, the effects on income may be greater than those
on carbon reduction. Total carbon emissions is immovable. The current results indicate that
the short-run Granger causality is such that (1) none of the four variables Granger-causes
EU carbon emissions; and (2) renewable power even (weakly) Granger-causes OECD
carbon emissions.

Questions remain regarding the types of policy most effective in combating climate
change. An integration of current green technology into the designs of regulations would
be effective in reducing total carbon emissions and mitigating climate change. However,
recent policies of carbon pricing and the pursuit of net-zero emissions will have financial
and trade impacts.
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(6) Current carbon tax and border adjustment policy

Under current globalization and its interconnected international trade system, the
proposed EU carbon border tax is intended to provide carbon reduction incentives to
slash emissions far beyond Europe. Currently, the EU, South Korea, Singapore, Japan, and
China have country-wide carbon pricing schemes, and the United States, Canada, and
several other countries have local carbon pricing regulations. EU and OECD countries have
enjoyed benefits from carbon leakage (emission outside and consumption inside). With the
self-adjustment of renewable power continually increasing, as evidenced in the empirics
of EU-18 and OECD-32 in this study, carbon pricing policy, including local, national, and
border policy, would provide continuous and powerful reinforcement of the development
of renewable power.

Border carbon taxation increases the price of imports and exports. International
competitiveness is affected in the pursuit of explicit policy aims—climate mitigation. The
study’s finding of short-run adjustment to long-run equilibrium, occurring with respect to
income and carbon emissions, indicates that governments, for international cooperation
with global supply and demand chains, would react to increase competitiveness by seeking
to reduce carbon emissions. Governments will, hopefully, outline the necessary steps for
limiting global warming at the upcoming international climate meetings.

Taxing imported goods produced by high-carbon manufacturers could compel coun-
tries of production and the manufacturers to enact more aggressive climate rules. But is
this fair to poor nations? This question remains unanswered. Furthermore, environmental
capacity is also an important issue along with the expansion of renewable energy and
renewable power. Rebound effects are affirmed to be embedded in the development of
renewable power by their self-Granger causality. Our pursuit of income growth can trigger
the rebound effects of renewable power. As the on-going green technology progress to
meet needs of energy and pursuits of income increases, the related carrying capacity and
environmental costs should also be addressed. The effects of tariffs were proposed by
Carry [46], that tariffs would reduce trade deficits rather than promote sustainability, and
tariffs would decrease economic efficiency and have no effects on reducing domestic total
carbon dioxide emissions.

6. Conclusions

Nordhaus [1] posited that carbon pricing and green technology are the two most
effective approaches for reducing carbon dioxide emissions to mitigate climate change.
A decreasing in carbon intensity driven by the technology progress since industrial revo-
lution in the study of Stefanski [3] is consistent with the insights of Nordhaus’ argument
that green technology progress is among one of the most effective approaches to reducing
carbon emissions [1]. A low-carbon economy is the goal for contemporary economic de-
velopment. Total carbon dioxide emissions is a direct key variable in determining climate
change mitigation. Along the contemporary energy transition path, rapid technological
progress promotes renewable energy, renewable power development, and energy efficiency
boosting technology. Renewable power is promoted with high innovations, and of high
heterogeneity between countries. Various different new technologies have been initiated
and adopted in different countries. The current share of renewable energy, or renewable
power, remains lower than that of nonrenewable energy, mostly fossil fuels. Renewable
power is convenient when it is ready to feed into existing power grids. With progress in
green technology and policies of carbon pricing triggering its advances, renewable power,
as well as renewable energy, may have an opportunity to replace fossil fuels.

To probe the dynamics of key variables toward the low carbon development along
the energy transition, this study investigates the long-run relationships and short-run
linkages of total carbon emissions, aggregate output, nonrenewable energy consumption,
and renewable power with a cointegration regression and Granger causality based on the
PVECM model. The common dynamic empirics of the European Union countries and the
Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development countries are addressed.
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The Pedroni [52] heterogeneous panel cointegration tests reveal a long-run equilibrium
relationship between the variables. Several findings are revealed regarding the long-term
equilibrium and short-run adjustment linkage among variables.

Firstly, there is no strong long-term relation between aggregate income and total
carbon dioxide emissions in both groups of countries, consistent with the evidences in
the literature [101]. A negative but low significance relationship in the European Union
countries is shown in Table 5, and it indicates a reversal in the directionality of the effects
between income and total carbon dioxide emissions. The European Union countries, which
are actively working on total carbon mitigations, appear to have approached a status where
increases in income can be approached with decreasing total carbon dioxide emissions. For
the group of the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development countries, no
linkage is presented at a low significance level (p-value < 0.1). This result states a week but
bright vision for sustainable economic development of human beings to develop towards a
low-carbon economy in the European Union countries.

According to this first finding in the long-run equilibrium, the loose long-term linkages
between carbon dioxide emissions in its relationship to income, the viability of a carbon tax
border adjustment policy might not be strong, especially to reduce carbon emissions by
driven forces for the income effects of the policy. The feasible parts of the border regulation
might generate from its mandatory effects of border regulation. Cary [46] argued that
tariffs could be a viable political tool designed to reduce trade deficits rather than promote
sustainability. Extending border taxation adjustment policy would, at first, have more
effects on price changes and economic competition for the European Union countries,
definitely.

The second findings evidenced the long-run relationships of the consumption of
nonrenewable energy and carbon dioxide emissions. For European Union countries in
1990–2021, the consumption of non-renewable energy still remains its significant role in
determining income, while this role has been sloughed off in the Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development countries. The European Union countries, which are
actively working on CO2 reduction, appear to have encountered a stringent reliance on
non-renewable energy consumption to support income.

The third finding is regarding the connections of nonrenewable energy consumption
and carbon dioxide emissions. Not surprisingly, nonrenewable energy consumption per-
forms a strong intimate relation with total carbon dioxide emissions, since the combustion
of fossil fuels directly emits carbon dioxides.

The fourth finding is related to the advanced innovation of renewable energy, repre-
sented by the renewable power. Renewable power seems important in both perspectives of
supporting income and mitigating carbon dioxide emissions, in both groups of countries.
This finding can answer a fundamental question: Will green technology progress allow
us to see and to go for the dawn of mitigating climate change? Nowadays, renewable
power, and also renewable energy, is in composite a very small part in people’s energy use
in most countries. However, the vision for the future will be full of opportunities. More
investigations should be conducted on individual model countries that initiate and develop
renewable power, as well as renewable energy.

Five findings are evidenced by the estimated results of Equations (3)–(6) as probing
short-run adjustments with Granger causality tests based on a PVECM.

Firstly, strong self-causality of income and renewable power is evidenced along the
short-run adjustment, in both country groups. An increase in income or renewable power
would promote their own further increase. We can expect that spontaneous growth itself
will create a quantum leap. In addition to the aforementioned strong self-causality of
income and renewable power, some weak adjustments are evidenced at the 0.1 level. There
are two folds for the European Union countries and another two for the Organization of
Economic Co-operation and Development countries. In the European Union countries,
(1) carbon dioxide emissions weakly Granger cause renewable power, and (2) consumption
of nonrenewable energy have weak and negative effects on renewable power. In the Organi-
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zation of Economic Co-operation and Development countries, (1) renewable power weakly
Granger causes carbon dioxide emissions and (2) carbon dioxide emissions negatively,
and renewable energy consumption itself positively Granger causes nonrenewable energy
consumption. The European Union countries have actively adopted various methods to
reduce carbon emissions and have achieved remarkable results, but it is also seen from
their PVECM short-term adjustment estimates that they have been unable to adjust the
nonrenewable energy consumption that causes carbon emissions through any variables.

In the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development countries, nonrenew-
able energy consumption would still statistical weakly be Granger caused by total carbon
dioxide emissions and nonrenewable energy consumption itself. Nonrenewable energy
efficiency improvement is still possible, and renewable power is still a carbon dioxide
generator in the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development countries.

The long-run dynamics can be captured by the statistical significance of error correction
terms in Equations (3)–(6), as seen by the estimates of the error correction term in the
PVEVMs shown in Table 6. For the European Union countries, carbon dioxide emissions,
nonrenewable energy consumption, and renewable power would response to a deviation of
carbon dioxide equilibrium, while carbon dioxide emissions, income, nonrenewable energy
consumption, and renewable power would response to a deviation of income equilibrium.
For the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development countries, the carbon
dioxide emissions, income, nonrenewable energy consumption, and renewable power
would response to a deviation of carbon dioxide emission equilibrium, while income and
renewable power would respond to a deviation of income equilibrium. (1) The study on
the European Union countries evidenced that a deviation of carbon dioxide emissions from
its balanced equilibrium would move backward through adjustment of carbon dioxide
emissions, nonrenewable energy consumption, and the use of renewable power. The
adjustment speed of renewable power is especially high, and the adjustment of income is
not significant. At the same time, a deviation from income equilibrium will be adjusted
via all variables. However, the adjustment of renewable power pushes this deviation
away from the balance. (2) The study of the Organization of Economic Co-operation and
Development evidenced that deviations of carbon dioxide emissions from their equilibrium
would be brought back through the adjustment of all variables, while a deviation from
income equilibrium would only be adjusted back via income, and brought away by the
adjustment of renewable power. However, the adjustment of carbon dioxide emissions and
nonrenewable energy are insignificant.

The evidences of the aforementioned empirics indicated by income ECT in the Eu-
ropean Union and the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development affirm
that only renewable power can break down the long-run equilibrium of income. The
development of renewable power is adjusted for income supporting and expansion, rather
than combating carbon dioxide emissions and rather than alleviating climate change. Green
technology development supports income but has no effect on the reduction of domestic
total carbon dioxide emissions. This is a sad story! The approach low carbon development
through development of green technology leaves unfulfilled ideals and slogans. The ques-
tion of what is the effective policy to break down the balance of carbon dioxide emissions
for mitigating climate change remains barely answered by the development of renewable
power to combat total carbon dioxide emissions. Policy recommendations work to bind
and integrate current low carbon technology into income earnings, so as to develop pru-
dent detailed government regulations. The study of carbon intensity and energy intensity
already present declination trends due to technological innovations in the literature [2,4].
The internal reduction response effects of the enterprises and lifestyles of people would be
another important issues to be probed.

Based upon the aforementioned dynamics of the selected variables, recent policies of
carbon pricing and net-zero carbon emissions, which have intended to pursue suppressing
the persistent increase of carbon dioxide emissions for combating climate change, have
more role in terms of monetary effects rather than to increase the declination of total carbon
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dioxide emissions. As suggested by Cary [46], when it comes to extending carbon pricing
to border adjustment from various local or regional carbon pricing to take effects globally,
the effects would go to changes in international competitions and local consumption prices,
even though the explicit goal is set to mitigate climate. Overall carbon dioxide emissions do
not decline over time. The present study has evidenced a lack of connections to incentivize
their reduction with the included aggregate variables. The concerns over climate changes
should be raised.

The evidence in the present research is based on panel vector error correction model
techniques and 1990–2021 data of 18 European Union countries and 32 Organization of
Economic Co-operation and Development countries. The implementations of the study
would represent the temporal and spatial scopes of the panel data applied. Renewable
power is used to represent one advanced example of green technology progress. More
important findings might be generated from extant studies by utilizing different empirical
techniques on other economic scales by extending the research time frame. In order to find
effective ways to mitigate climate change, more research is worthwhile on the dynamics of
individual countries, on carbon intensity analysis, on the incentive effects of carbon pricing
and carbon tax border adjustment, and on carbon reduction in enterprises and lifestyles. We
would like to conclude this paper by outlining some further developments. The parametric
estimation approach, which is used in the present study, can provide estimated value of
a parameter to demonstrate the patterns for the linkages between variables. However, a
time-varying nonparametric model would be suitable to detect the structural breaks as
the changes in the parameter are captured [93]. The present study applies a parameter
technique, and the parameters are fixed over time. The present paper would conclude
further developments on the time varying techniques to detect the structure changes in the
linkages of the variables.
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Abstract: We examine and explain changes of firm innovation following the Sino–US trade frictions.
Specifically, we use the unique microdata of Chinese technology and innovation firms from 2016
to 2019 to identify the response of firm innovation to the shock of the Sino–US trade friction and
investigate the changes in firm innovation before and after the outbreak of the Sino–US trade friction.
We found that, on average, export firms significantly increased innovation after the Sino–US trade
friction. In particular, firms in the advanced manufacturing industry perform significantly better than
firms in other technical fields. To explain this phenomenon, we compare firms’ export performance
in different technical fields and conduct a detailed mechanism test. It is found that the Sino–US trade
friction has led to the export grab phenomenon in some technical fields, and the export grab effect is
the reason for the significant increase in the innovation of export firms. The direct effect of export
grab promotes the innovation of sustainable export firms, and the indirect effect of export grab leads
to an increase in innovation by reducing the threshold of the export market. We verified the direct
and indirect effects of export grab on firm innovation following the Sino–US trade frictions.

Keywords: Sino–US trade friction; export grab effect; firm innovation

1. Introduction

Innovation is a sustainable driving force for economic development [1], but the current
international economic situation poses great challenges to innovative firms. Since the
beginning of 2018, a series of adjustments of import tariffs by China and the United
States have exposed the global economy to the great risks of trade policy uncertainty [2].
According to recent advances in trade policy uncertainty literature, the elimination of trade
policy uncertainty benefits innovation [3–5]. Previous empirical studies have verified this
using Chinese data at both the firm level and industry level [6,7]. Obviously, the theory
reveals that there is an inverse linear relationship between trade policy uncertainty and
innovation, which means that the rise of trade policy uncertainty will impair innovation.
Therefore, does this indicate that the Sino–US trade frictions will damage the innovation of
Chinese firms?

We find that trade policy uncertainty literature does not explain changes in Chinese
firms’ innovation following the Sino–US trade frictions, at least in the comparatively short
term. By using the unique microdata of Chinese technology and innovation firms from 2016
to 2019, we find that export firms have significantly increased innovation after the outbreak
of the Sino–US trade friction, which is evidently not in line with the internal logic of trade
policy uncertainty literature. Further research also found that although the high-tech field
is the focus of the Sino–US trade friction, the innovation performance of export firms in the
advanced manufacturing industry shows an unusually prominent growth after the Sino–US
trade friction. However, it seems difficult for the existing literature to make a reasonable
explanation for such a phenomenon. The literature on competitive pressure in export
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markets may possibly explain this: the Sino–US trade friction intensifies the competitive
pressure of export firms facing external markets [8], and escaping the competition effect
may make such firms increase research and development (R&D) investment and innovation
activities [9–11] to obtain greater market share and profits in the future [12].

However, the dataset used in this paper fails to reveal the competitive pressure in
the export market faced by firms; in contrast, it shows that export firms in some technical
fields have exceptionally prominent export performance after the Sino–US trade friction.
For example, in the advanced manufacturing industry, which has outstanding innovation
performance after the trade friction, the annual average export volume of its firms has
increased by approximately twice as much as that before the trade friction, and the export
share of total income has also increased significantly. Obviously, these indicators are not
sufficient to help us obtain a sense of the pressure in the export market when firms are
facing adverse shocks. However, by comparing the differences in exports of firms in
different technical fields before and after the Sino–US trade friction, we find that those
technical fields that have significantly increased innovation after the Sino–US trade friction
are often accompanied by comparatively more prominent export business growth, while
exports in the technical fields that do not have increased innovation after the Sino–US trade
friction are generally not well performing and even have negative growth. Therefore, is
this a coincidence?

In fact, after the outbreak of the Sino–US trade friction, Chinese firms have an obvious
phenomenon of export grab. According to the annual statistics of China’s National Bureau
of Statistics, China’s exports increased by 7.05% in 2018. Additionally, at the press confer-
ence in December 2018, a spokesman for China’s Ministry of Commerce said that China’s
imports and exports achieved rapid growth in 2018. Empirical studies in the literature also
reveal the existence of the export grab effect of the Sino–US trade frictions. For example, Xie
and Wang [13] found that the Sino–US trade friction can promote the short-term export of
products by using monthly data at the product level. Zhang et al. [14] verified the existence
of the export grab effect of the Sino–US trade friction by using product-level custom data.
Cavallo et al. [15] compared the commodity data of importers and retailers in the United
States and found that after the Sino–US trade friction, importers increased their imports
from China in the short term and expanded their inventory as much as possible to cope
with the risk of further tariff increases in the future.

Export grab is a manifestation of the reallocation effect of the Sino–US trade friction
on export firms. By probing into the export behaviour of firms in different technical fields,
we find that firms in certain technical fields show an obvious export-grab phenomenon
after the outbreak of the Sino–US trade friction, while others do not, and they even suffer a
great export shrinkage. Theoretically, the export grab effect comes from the demand shock
in the international commodity market. Foreign buyers overdraw their future demand
to avoid the risk of future market uncertainty, resulting in a sharp rise in the demand for
Chinese products in the short term, which may have two effects. The first is the direct
effect. For firms that continue to export, due to the effect of economies of scale, the increase
in output caused by demand expansion in the short term will reduce their marginal cost,
and then the increased productivity will enable capable firms to carry out innovation
activities [16,17]. The second is called the indirect effect. The shock of foreign demand
leads to an insufficient supply of domestic sustainable exporters. As a result, export grab
reduces the threshold for domestic firms to enter the export market, which will affect firms’
entry and exit, export decision making and innovation [16]. The empirical study of this
paper verifies that the direct effect and indirect effect of export grab are the mechanism of
the increase in innovation of export firms after the Sino–US trade friction and explains the
phenomenon that export firms increase innovation after the Sino–US trade friction.

The possible contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we use unique microdata
of Chinese technology and innovation firms to provide new evidence that the Sino–US
trade friction stimulates firms’ innovation. Although previous studies have discussed trade
friction and innovation [18,19], they have not yet formed a unified conclusion. In contrast
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to these studies, we use more detailed microdata of technology and innovative firms and
take the outbreak of the Sino–US trade friction in 2018 as an exogenous shock. It is found
that, on average, export firms increase innovation after the Sino–US trade friction. Second,
we explain a new mechanism of trade friction affecting firm innovation, which is also the
most important innovation of this paper. Wei and Liu [18] believe that trade friction has a
compelling effect, which leads to an increase in firm innovation. We creatively find that the
export grab effect is the reason for the increase in export firm innovation after the Sino–US
trade friction. Third, this paper enriches the research on the relationship between exports
and firm innovation. Studies in the field of trade have shown that exports could benefit
firm innovation and technological upgrading [16,17,20,21]. We verify the significance of
exports to firm innovation again.

The structure of the rest of the text is arranged as follows after the introduction part:
the second part reviews the relevant literature; the third part introduces the empirical
design and data; the fourth part reports the empirical benchmark results, the effectiveness
test and robustness test of identification; the fifth part shows the results of the heterogeneity
test and tests the export grab mechanism; the sixth part summarizes the entire text.

2. Literature Review

Since the purpose of this article is to test the response of firm innovation to the Sino–US
trade friction, and explain the increase in firm innovation following the Sino–US trade
friction from the perspective of export grab, we arrange our literature review as follows:
We first review the relevant theories of trade friction and literatures evaluating the effects
of trade friction in Section 2.1. We then summarize the main theoretical literature on the
relationship between export and innovation in Section 2.2.

2.1. Related Economic Effects of the Sino–US Trade Frictions

The Sino–US trade friction represents the return of the United States to trade protec-
tionism [22]. Discussions on trade protectionism in international economics have a long
tradition and form a series of rich theories, but trade protectionism theories from different
periods have different policy objectives due to the different economic contexts. According
to the development context of trade protectionism theory, early mercantilism believed
that primitive wealth could be accumulated by restricting imports and expanding exports,
while List’s infant industrial protection theory believed that trade policy did not need
to restrict the import of all industries, and restrictions on agricultural products should
be relaxed, while policies should be protected for promising industries [23]. However,
when trade protection theory developed in the 1980s, technology transfer and technology
restriction became an important part of the theory [24,25]. New trade protection theory
and strategic trade protection theory believe that developed countries need to intervene
in trade behaviour and restrict the trade of high-tech products by using policies such as
technical barriers and intellectual property protection to reduce technology transfer from
developed countries to developing countries and safeguard their international competitive
advantage and interests [26,27].

However, free trade theory holds that large-scale trade frictions will hurt both sides.
Quantitative studies based on this Sino–US trade friction have also verified this point.
For example, in Chinese literature, the research of Li et al. shows that the increase in US
tariffs will damage the welfare level of both China and the United States. In addition,
the employment, import and export of the two countries will be damaged to a certain
extent [28]. Lv et al. compared the economic effects of the strategic adjustment on both
China and the United States. The study found that the Sino–US trade friction will reduce
the scale of the Sino–US trade on a large scale, especially imports of the United States
from China, which will be greatly damaged. However, compared to the United States,
China’s welfare loss will be more serious in trade frictions [29]. Cui et al. also confirmed
the above view. Furthermore, they believe that China’s retaliatory tariff will aggravate
China’s welfare loss in trade frictions [30]. In the United States, Amiti et al. studied the
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price mechanism of the impact of tariff increases on welfare in the United States and found
that tariffs in the United States increase the pricing level and mark-ups of the American
manufacturing industry and reduce the variety of products consumed by consumers, and
that retaliatory tariffs from other countries will make American consumers face serious
welfare losses [31]. Similarly, the research of Fajgelbaum et al. shows that the impact of
tariff increases in the Sino–US trade frictions will fully penetrate the United States through
the import price effect and will be absorbed by American consumers and import firms. In
general, the United States will face serious welfare losses [22]. Cavallo et al. once again
verified the price effect of tariffs on U.S. welfare with U.S. product level data. From the
analysis of Chinese and American economists, it can be found that trade frictions will
damage the overall welfare of China and the United States [15].

In addition to the macrolevel analysis of the Sino–US trade friction, the microlevel in-
vestigation in the literature also reveals that there is an obvious export grab effect following
the Sino–US trade friction. For example, Xie and Wang verified that trade frictions have the
effect of export grabbing by using monthly data at the product level, and that the Sino–US
trade frictions can promote the short-term export of products [13]. Zhang et al. verified
the existence of the export grab effect of trade friction by using data on customs products
before and after the Sino–US trade friction [14]. Moreover, data from the United States also
prove that trade frictions have an export grab effect in at least some specific industries.
Cavallo et al. found that after the Sino–US trade friction, importers have increased their
imports from China in the short term and expanded their inventory as much as possible
to cope with the risk of further tariff increases in the future. Moreover, compared with
Chinese firms exporting to the United States, American firms exporting to China have
obvious price reduction behaviour in the face of China’s retaliatory tariffs [15].

Therefore, what is the impact of trade friction on firm innovation? No clear and
unified conclusion has been reached for this problem in the literature. For example, Wei
and Liu used the data of China’s listed companies from 2003 to 2016 to measure the
trade environment uncertainty faced by firms by the number of trade frictions in the
industry and studied the relationship between trade environment uncertainty and firm
innovation [18]. The conclusion shows that trade environment uncertainty has a positive
effect on firm innovation. The greater the uncertainty of the trade environment is, the
higher the innovation of firms in the industry. In contrast, the research of Wan et al.
shows that the Sino–US trade frictions will reduce the international R&D level of Chinese
firms [19]. Therefore, the effect of trade friction on innovation is not generalized and should
be analysed in detail.

2.2. Export Grab Effect and Firm Innovation

However, the export grab induced by the Sino–US trade friction may potentially lead
to firm innovation. Although the relationship between export grab and firm innovation has
not been addressed in the literature, there have been many discussions on the relationship
between exports and innovation in the field of trade in recent years. First, exports have
a learning effect. Export firms can improve technology and promote innovation through
export learning. Many studies have verified the export learning effect [21,32,33]. On the
one hand, the export learning effect affects firm innovation through economies of scale.
Exports help in expanding firms’ production, and then the role of economies of scale can be
further brought into play, which will reduce the marginal cost of firms [20], and promote
firm performance [32], and is reflected as productivity gains [34]. Therefore, with increasing
performance, firms have an incentive to upgrade their technology, generating an export
promotion technological upgrading effect [17]. On the other hand, the export learning effect
can be improved through communication with foreign customers. This effect is particularly
obvious for export firms in developing countries. Export firms learn from customers or
competitors through export behaviour so that their productivity or technical level can be
improved [10,21,35–38]. Second, exports have a selective effect. Engaging in innovation is
conducive to increasing the productivity level of firms, allowing them to self-select in export
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markets [34,39]. Indeed, some firms that prefer to enter export markets will undertake ex
ante R&D to achieve access to export markets [40], while sustainable exporters will also
engage in innovative activities due to competitive pressures in international markets [8]
to avoid being eliminated or losing market share in competitive markets [12]. Moreover,
the shock of export demand will have a reallocation effect on export firms [11]. On the
one hand, the demand expansion in foreign markets will increase the innovation rent of
firms and stimulate the innovation investment behaviour of firms; on the other hand, the
expansion of foreign demand reduces the threshold of the export market, and new export
firms improve the competitive atmosphere of the export market, which also encourages
firms’ innovation behaviour. However, the shock of foreign demand tends to affect larger
firms at the forefront of technology and may play a smaller role in promoting the innovation
of new firms.

In fact, the phenomenon of export grabbing following the Sino–US trade friction
is a reflection of the impact of foreign demand shocks. To hedge against the risk of
further increases in future trade costs, foreign buyers overdrew future demand, which
manifested itself in a sharp short-term rise in Chinese export volumes. Based on the above
literature review, this paper theoretically argues that this will have two effects on exporters’
innovation [11,16]. The first is the direct effect. The expanded export demand reduces the
marginal cost of firms, promotes firm productivity and expands firm performance. Firms
have the ability and motivation to carry out innovation activities and upgrade technology
to obtain more market share and innovation rent in the future. The second is the indirect
effect. The shock of foreign demand will change the distribution of firms and have a
reallocation effect on domestic export firms, allowing new exporters to enter the export
market and generate an export learning effect. Exports will be reallocated to larger firms,
and innovation will converge with exporters at the technological frontier, thus leading to an
overall increase in the level of innovation among exporters. This paper uses unique data on
national technology and innovation firms from 2016 to 2019 to study the impact of the Sino–
US trade frictions on firm innovation and verifies the direct and indirect effect mechanisms
of firm innovation caused by export grabs following the Sino–US trade frictions.

3. Identification Strategy and Data

3.1. Identification Strategy

In this paper, the treatment group and the control group are divided according to
whether the firm is an exporter or not. The control group is non-exporters, and the treatment
group is exporters; that is, firms with exports in any period of the sample are defined as
export firms in all periods to identify the differential responses of firms in different groups
to the shock of the Sino–US trade friction, comparing the changes in firm innovation before
and after the Sino–US trade friction. The specific identification equation is as follows:

ln(Innovation) f it = α + β1 ∗ EXPf i ∗ Post18t + X f t ∗ β2 + Xit ∗ β3 + ν f + Yeart + ε f it (1)

where subscript f means firm, i indicates the industry to which the enterprise belongs,
and t indicates the year. The explained variable ln(Innovation) f it indicates the innovation
level of firms. The explanatory variable EXPf i ∗ Post18t is the interaction of a firm’s export
status EXPf i and the 2018 Sino–US trade friction shock variables Post18t. EXPf i takes 1 as
exporters and 0 as non-exporters. Post18t takes 1 indicates years after the outbreak of the
2018 Sino–US trade friction and takes 0 otherwise. The coefficient of primary interest to us
is β1, which measures the innovation performance difference between export firms and
non-export firms after being impacted by the Sino–US trade friction. X f t and Xit represent
the firm-level and industry-level control variables, respectively, which are used to control
the firm characteristics and industry characteristics over time; ν f is a firm-level fixed effect,
which is used to control firm heterogeneity that does not change over time; Yeart is the
year fixed effect, which is used to control the interference of time factors on identification;
and ε f it is the error term. In addition, we also cluster the standard error according to the
four-digit code of the Chinese industry.
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It should be noted that, first, we divide the treatment group and the control group
because we consider the selective effect of the export market. The Sino–US trade friction
may affect the choice of firms to enter and exit the export market. The way we divide the
treatment and control groups can fix the impact of the effect of firms entering and exiting
the export market based on the results to a certain extent. Second, although export firms
are intuitively more likely to be impacted by the Sino–US trade frictions, we cannot deny
that non-export firms are not affected during the process of the Sino–US trade frictions. In
identifying the effect of Sino–US trade friction on the innovation of exporting firms, using
non-exporting firms as a control group requires an examination of whether exporting and
non-exporting firms are comparable; therefore, we will verify in the identification validity
below that there is a parallel trend between the two after controlling for as many potential
influences as possible. Third, this paper chooses the beginning of 2018 as the shock time
node of the Sino–US trade friction because the first import tariff increase of the United
States was in January 2018; however, the “301” survey of the United States in 2017 may
have had an impact on Chinese innovative firms. Therefore, setting 2018 as the shock node
may only underestimate the effect of the Sino–US trade friction on firm innovation. In other
words, if setting 2018 as the impact node can identify the effect of the Sino–US trade friction
on firm innovation, we have reasons to believe that the real effect may be greater.

3.2. Data and Indicators

The empirical research mainly uses our unique mircodata of Chinese technology and
innovation firms. This dataset is jointly investigated and recorded by China’s National
Bureau of Statistics and China’s Ministry of Science and Technology. The respondents are
technological and innovative firms in most cities of mainland China. The variables involved
cover four categories of information: basic information of firms, economic overview of
firms, employees of firms and intellectual property rights of firms. The data cover a wide
range of industries, including many subindustries under agriculture, manufacturing and
service industries. We select subsamples of tradable sectors of the manufacturing industry
in the dataset. The sample year is 2016–2019, just two years before and after the Sino–US
trade friction in 2018, which can be used to identify the changes in firm innovation before
and after the Sino–US trade friction.

We use the logarithm of the number of intellectual property rights granted to a firm in
the current year plus one as a measure of firm innovation ln(Innovation) f it. The number
of intellectual property rights granted in the current year can more accurately measure
the innovation of a firm, which is the real output of the firms’ innovation activities. In
the robustness test, we also construct the innovation index based on the number of firms’
intellectual property applications as the explanatory variable. Moreover, we try to control
the characteristics of firms as much as possible; hence, we mainly include registered capital
(lnCapital f it), number of employees (lnEmployment f it), R&D investment (lnRDf it), angel
investment (lnAngel f it), and firm age (lnAge f it). In addition, this paper also adds the
type of firm taxpayer (Type f it), technical field (Field f it), whether it is a graduated firm
(Graduate f it), and whether it is a high-tech firm (Hightech f it) in the regression.

Considering that import competition, export demand and domestic competition may
affect firm innovation, we also control for the above potential effects at the industry level.
First, we use China’s import volume by industry (lnImportit) and import growth rate
(Imp_rateit) to control import competition. Second, we use China’s export volume by
industry (lnExportit) and export growth rate (Exp_rateit) to control the impact of changes
in export demand on firm innovation. Third, this paper uses the industry-level average
profits of scaled Chinese industrial firms (lnInd_Competitionit) as a proxy variable to
measure domestic industry competition, and it can control the effect of domestic market
competition.

Finally, we combine the above data to obtain an unbalanced panel dataset with 157,475
observation samples with a time span of 2016–2019. The descriptive statistics of the relevant
indicators are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the main variables.

Variable Mean
Standard

Error
Minimum Maximum

ln(Innovation) f it 0.280 0.626 0 7.067
EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.029 0.168 0 1

lnCapital f it 7.661 1.552 −4.605 23.49
lnEmployment f it 2.658 0.971 0 10.65

lnRDf it 2.951 3.036 0 14.86
lnAngel f it 0.433 1.743 0 14.05
lnAge f it 1.324 0.746 0 4.745
Type f it 1.350 0.477 1 2
Field f it 3.577 2.763 1 12

Graduate f it 1.755 0.430 1 2
Hightech f it 0.130 0.337 0 1
lnExportit 11.45 1.062 7.191 12.89
Exp_rateit 0.053 0.080 −0.197 0.335
lnImportit 11.05 1.095 7.455 13.06
Imp_rateit 0.052 0.129 −0.222 3.013

lnInd_Competitionit −1.854 0.565 −3.049 2.166

4. Empirical Results

4.1. Benchmark Regression Results

The benchmark regression will test the heterogeneous responses of the innovation
behaviour of export firms and non-export firms to the Sino–US trade friction, comparing
the changes in the innovation differences between export firms and non-export firms
before and after the Sino–US trade friction, and then analysing whether export firms have
strengthened innovation following the Sino–US trade friction.

The results are reported in Table 2. Column (1) only contains explanatory variables
in the regression, with individual fixed effects and time fixed effects, and the estimated
explanatory variable coefficient is 0.115, which is significant at the significance level of
1%, meaning that after the Sino–US trade friction, export firms have increased innovation
compared with non-export firms. On this basis, Column (2) adds control variables at the
firm level. Although the estimated coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is lower than Column (1),
it is still significantly positive, indicating that after the occurrence of the Sino–US trade
friction, export firms have better innovation performance than non-export firms.

Columns (3)–(5) further control the potential impact of foreign demand, import compe-
tition and domestic competition at the industry level on the basis of Column (2). Specifically,
Column (3) further adds the logarithm of the industry’s export volume and the industry’s
export growth rate to control the impact of the foreign demand shock. The estimated coeffi-
cient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, and the coefficients of industry-level
foreign demand shock variables are not significant, which shows that export demand does
not affect firm innovation. Similarly, Column (4) adds the logarithm of industry import
volume and industry import growth rate to control the impact of import industry compe-
tition. The coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, and the coefficients
of import competition variables are not significant, indicating that industry-level import
competition has not impacted firm innovation under the Sino–US trade frictions. Column
(5) further controls the potential effect of domestic competition. The estimated coefficient
of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, and the coefficient of lnInd_Competitionit
is still not significant, indicating that domestic industry competition has not had a signifi-
cant impact on firm innovation. Column (6) contains all control variables. The estimated
coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, which is in accordance with the
previous estimation results. Therefore, after controlling all potential factors affecting firm
innovation as much as possible, we find that export firms strengthen innovation after the
Sino–US trade friction more than non-export firms.
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Table 2. Benchmark regression results.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.115 *** 0.082 *** 0.086 *** 0.086 *** 0.082 *** 0.086 ***
(0.022) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.024)

lnCapital f it 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

lnEmployment f it 0.082 *** 0.082 *** 0.082 *** 0.082 *** 0.082 ***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

lnRDf it 0.024 *** 0.024 *** 0.024 *** 0.024 *** 0.024 ***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

lnAngel f it 0.012 *** 0.011 *** 0.011 *** 0.012 *** 0.011 ***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

lnAge f it 0.099 *** 0.101 *** 0.101 *** 0.099 *** 0.101 ***
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Type f it −0.035 *** −0.036 *** −0.036 *** −0.035 *** −0.036 ***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Field f it 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Graduate f it 0.036 *** 0.036 *** 0.035 *** 0.036 *** 0.036 ***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Hightech f it 0.162 *** 0.161 *** 0.161 *** 0.163 *** 0.161 ***
(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

lnExportit −0.002 −0.007
(0.007) (0.008)

Exp_rateit 0.007 −0.005
(0.054) (0.055)

lnImportit 0.006 0.009
(0.006) (0.008)

Imp_rateit 0.023 0.020
(0.025) (0.024)

lnInd_Competitionit 0.015 0.010
(0.011) (0.011)

_cons 0.295*** −0.215 *** −0.190 ** −0.282 *** −0.188 *** −0.208 **
(0.001) (0.043) (0.094) (0.080) (0.051) (0.098)

Individual FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Year FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

N 157,475 134,869 131,953 131,953 134,869 131,953
R2 0.620 0.641 0.640 0.640 0.641 0.641

Note: the dependent variable, firm innovation, is indexed by log (number of firm intellectual property granted + 1).
The independent variable is EXPf i ∗ Post18t. Column (1) contains only the independent variable. Column
(2) controls all individual control variables. Column (3) further adds the export volume and export growth rate
at the industry level to control the impact of industry-level foreign demand shocks. Column (4) further adds
industry-level import volume and import growth rate to control import competition shock. Column (5) adds
domestic industry competition to control for the impact of the domestic market competition effect. Column
(6) contains all individual and industry control variables. All regressions control both individual and year fixed
effects (FE). Standard errors are clustered at the four-digit code of the Chinese industry. ***, ** indicate significance
levels of 1% and 5%, respectively. N stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates the fitness of
the model.

In short, the benchmark regression results show that after the outbreak of the Sino–US
trade friction, export firms have increased innovation. Compared with non-exporters,
exporters have evident innovation growth after being shocked by trade frictions. Based
on the regression results in Column (6), on average, after the Sino–US trade friction,
export firms have increased by 0.086% compared with non-export firms in the innovation
measured by intellectual property rights granted. The rest of this section will verify
whether export firms and non-export firms are comparable before trade friction and verify
the robustness of the benchmark regression results.

4.2. Validation of Identification

The following methods will be used to test the effectiveness of the above identification.
The results are reported in Table 3.
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Table 3. Effectiveness test of identification.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.090 *** 0.069 ***
(0.031) (0.025)

EXPf t ∗ Post17t −0.040
(0.032)

EXPf t ∗ YR2017t 0.014
(0.023)

EXPf t ∗ YR2018t 0.099 ***
(0.026)

EXPf t ∗ YR2019t 0.107 ***
(0.030)

Control
variables yes yes yes yes

Individual FE yes yes yes yes
Year FE yes yes yes no

City * Year FE no no no yes
N 35,242 131,953 56,460 131,872
R2 0.732 0.641 0.714 0.652

Note: The placebo test in Column (1) uses the samples of two years before the shock (2016–2017) to test whether the
treatment group and the control group are comparable before trade friction. Column (2) replaces the explanatory
variable with the intersections of the export state variable and year dummy variables to test the change in
innovation difference between export firms and non-export firms over time. Column (3) regression was carried
out using only the samples of the two years before and after the shock node (2017–2018). Column (4) further adds
the city cross-year fixed effect (FE) to exclude the potential impact of time-varying city characteristics. Column
(1)-(3) control both individual and year fixed effects (FE). Standard errors are clustered at the four-digit code of the
Chinese industry. *** indicates significance levels of 1%. N stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates
the fitness of the model.

4.2.1. Placebo Test

Column (1) reports the results of a placebo test, which was conducted by using a
subsample of the two years before the occurrence of the Sino–US trade friction in 2018. The
purpose is to test whether the innovation difference between export firms and non-export
firms also changes significantly over time before the shock. In the specification, we first take
the beginning of 2017 as the node to generate a time indicator, Post17t. Then, we interact it
with export status variables to generate the placebo variable, EXPf t ∗ Post17t. We replace
the independent variable EXPf i ∗ Post18t in the benchmark regression by EXPf t ∗ Post17t,
combined with using samples from 2016 and 2017 in the regression. The result in Column
(1) shows that the estimated coefficient of EXPf t ∗ Post17t is not statistically significant,
indicating that after controlling all individual and industry control variables, the innovation
difference between export firms and non-export firms has not changed significantly in
approximately the year 2017; that is, the innovation of export firms and non-export firms is
comparable before the Sino–US trade friction.

4.2.2. More Flexible Estimates

Column (2) adopts a more flexible identification method, replacing the independent
variable in the benchmark estimation by a series of interactions of export status indicator
and year dummy. The results show that the coefficient of EXPf t ∗YR2017t is not significant,
which shows that before the Sino–US trade friction in 2018, the innovation of export firms
and non-export firms has a parallel trend, while the coefficients of both EXPf t ∗ YR2018t
and EXPf t ∗ YR2019t are significantly positive, indicating that after the Sino–US trade
friction in 2018, the innovation difference between export firms and non-export firms began
to appear. As time passes, export firms tend to have more innovation than non-export firms.

4.2.3. Two-Phase Panel Estimation

Column (3) regresses the model using samples from the years before and after the Sino–
US trade frictions (2017 and 2018). If the result is similar to the benchmark regression, we
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can then verify that the above benchmark regression results are effective to some extent. The
results show that the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive. Combined
with the result of the placebo test, it can be inferred that around the beginning of 2018,
the innovation difference between export firms and non-export firms began to increase
significantly, and export firms strengthened innovation more than non-export firms.

4.2.4. Controlling the Fixed Effect of City Cross Year

Potential time-varying city features may affect the identification. To eliminate the
influence of this factor and verify the effectiveness of the benchmark regression results,
Column (4) further replaces the year fixed effect with the city cross-time fixed effect. The
results show that the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, which shows
that the potential city characteristics over time do not interfere with the basic empirical
results of this paper.

4.3. Robustness Check

The results of robustness tests are reported in Table 4. Column (1) excludes the firms
that do not have any innovation behaviour in the sample period. Column (2) selects a sub-
sample of high-tech firms only. Column (3) controls the impact of possible tax incentives
on firm innovation. Column (4) constructs the dependent variable with the number of
intellectual property right applications and re-estimates the model.

Table 4. Robustness test.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Innovation) f it ln(Apply) f it

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.084 *** 0.086 *** 0.075 *** 0.086 ***
(0.026) (0.025) (0.023) (0.031)

Tax_Policyit −0.001 *
(0.000)

Control variables yes yes yes yes
Individual FE yes yes yes yes

Year FE yes yes yes yes
N 108,881 119,067 109,337 131,953
R2 0.623 0.640 0.650 0.674

Note: Column (1) excludes the firms without innovative behaviour and only retains the firms with innovative
behaviour. Column (2) only includes firms in high-tech industries, and Column (3) controls for the potential
impact of tax incentives on firm innovation. Column (4) replaces the explanatory variable with log (number of
intellectual property applications + 1) in the regression. All regressions control both individual and year fixed
effects (FE). Standard errors are clustered at the four-digit code of the Chinese industry. ***, * indicate significance
levels of 1% and 10%, respectively. N stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates the fitness of
the model.

4.3.1. Excluding Firms without Innovation Activity

Considering that there are some noninnovative firms in non-export firms, the average
innovation level of non-export firms is lowered, which may interfere with the identification.
To eliminate this impact, Column (1) excludes the firms that have no innovation activities
in the data within four years, that is, the firms that have no R&D investment, no intellectual
property application granted within four years, and we re-estimate the model. The result
shows that the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive. Under this
sub-sample, the basic result of this paper is robust.

4.3.2. Re-Estimating with Sub-Sample of High-Tech Firms

High-tech firms are one of the focuses of the Sino–US trade frictions. Firms in in-
dustries with high scientific and technological content are more likely to be influenced by
adverse shocks in foreign markets, which may reduce their innovation activities after trade
frictions. At the same time, firms in other industries may continue to innovate without
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obvious impact, resulting in an increase in the innovation of the whole sample on average.
Therefore, there may be opposite conclusions on the regression results of different sub-
samples. Considering those potential effects, we exclude observations in comparatively
low skill-intensive sectors, including textile, beverage, wood, etc., according to the Chinese
industry classification. Column (2) regresses the model with the sample of industries with
relatively high technology. The result shows that the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still
significantly positive, indicating that the result of this paper is robust under the high-tech
sub-sample.

4.3.3. Controlling the Impact of Tax Incentives

Preferential tax policies for firms are an important tool for the government to subsidize
firms. Specifically, the preferential tax policies for firms within the sample years may affect
the estimated results; that is, the innovation may come from the support of tax policies. To
control the impact of preferential tax policies, this paper uses the annual actual tax payment
of firms over firm income as the proxy variable of preferential tax policies. The specific
indicators of preferential tax policies for firms are as follows:

Tax_Policyit =
taxit

incomeit
. (2)

Tax_Policyit measures the degree of tax preference. taxit is the actual tax paid by the
firm in the current year, and incomeit is the total income of the firm. The larger Tax_Policyit
is, the smaller the firm will enjoy preferential tax policies, and vice versa. Column (3)
reports the regression results. The coefficient of Tax_Policyit is −0.001, which is significant
at the significance level of 10%, indicating that preferential tax policies have a positive
impact on firm innovation. On average, firms with strong tax preferential policies support
tend to have higher innovation output. However, according to the estimated coefficient,
the effect of tax policy on firm innovation is comparatively small. At the same time, after
controlling for preferential tax policies, the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly
positive, which shows that the results of this paper are robust.

4.3.4. Using the Number of Intellectual Property Applications as the Independent Variable

The number of intellectual property applications is also one of the indicators used
to measure firm innovation. Column (4) uses the logarithm of the number of intellectual
property applications plus 1 as the explanatory variable to re-estimate the model. The
results show that the coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is still significantly positive, which
shows that after the Sino–US trade friction, export firms have more intellectual property
applications than non-export firms. This result also verifies once again that the results of
this paper are robust.

5. Discussion on Heterogeneity and Mechanism

Through the previous analysis, we find that after the shock of the Sino–US trade
friction, export firms have significantly increased innovation. In this section, we divide our
sample by different technical fields to test the different performance of firm innovation after
the Sino–US trade friction. More importantly, we will explain the reasons for the increased
innovation of export firms after the Sino–US trade friction and the heterogeneity of the
impact of the Sino–US trade friction on firm innovation in different technical fields.

5.1. Technical Field Heterogeneity

We divide the sample by different technical fields, as indicated by the dataset, to
identify the heterogeneous innovation performance of export firms in different technical
fields after the impact of the Sino–US trade friction. Specifically, the survey data used in
this paper record firms’ technical fields that belong to the following 12 categories, includ-
ing: advanced manufacturing industry, modern transportation industry, biomedicine and
medical devices, new materials, electronic information, aerospace, new energy and energy
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conservation, environmental protection, geospatial space and ocean, nuclear application
technology, modern agriculture and others. This enables us to regress with sub-samples
of each technical field separately. On the one hand, it helps to deeply explore the impact
of the Sino–US trade friction on firm innovation in different technical fields. On the other
hand, it further verifies the robustness of the empirical results from the response of firms in
different fields to the Sino–US trade frictions. See Table 5 for specific test results.

Table 5. Technical field heterogeneity.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Advanced
Manufacturing

Modern
Transportation

Biomedicine
and Medical

Devices
New Material

Electronic
Information

Aerospace

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.097 *** 0.616 ** 0.102 * 0.129 * −0.013 −0.024
(0.032) (0.242) (0.061) (0.072) (0.052) (0.119)

Control variable yes yes yes yes yes yes
Individual FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

Year FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
N 50,705 998 19,829 14,079 24,699 1705
R2 0.652 0.713 0.630 0.635 0.652 0.608

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

New Energy
and Energy

Conservation

Environmental
Protection

Geospatial
Space and

Ocean

Nuclear
Application
Technology

Modern
Agriculture

Other

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.014 −0.101 0.049 0.000 −0.088 0.106
(0.142) (0.137) (0.092) (.) (0.235) (0.074)

Control variables yes yes yes yes yes yes
Individual FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

Time FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
N 4538 4278 224 105 3431 1755
R2 0.673 0.633 0.838 0.608 0.649 0.617

Note: The above table examines the impact of the Sino–US trade friction on firm innovation in different technical
fields divided according to the survey data. We arrange the order of different technical fields in the table according
to the significance of the regression coefficients. All regressions control both individual and time fixed effects (FE).
Standard errors are clustered at the four-digit code of the Chinese industry. ***, **, * indicate significance levels of
1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. N stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates the fitness of the model.

The heterogeneity test results in Table 5 mainly reflect the following characteristics:
First, the innovation performance of the advanced manufacturing industry is outstanding
after the Sino–US trade frictions. Column (1) shows that the regression coefficient of
EXPf i ∗ Post18t is significantly positive, which indicates that export firms in the advanced
manufacturing industry have significantly increased innovation than non-export firms after
the shock of the Sino–US trade friction. Comparing the results in other technical fields, it
can be found that the innovation of export firms in the advanced manufacturing industry
has increased most significantly after the impact of the Sino–US trade friction, which means
that firms’ innovation in the advanced manufacturing industry has a relatively greater
response to the Sino–US trade friction. Second, the results estimated by using samples of
the modern transportation industry, biomedicine and medical devices, and new material
technology also show that after the Sino–US trade friction, export firms have increased
innovation compared to non-export firms, but the significance of the regression coefficients
is relatively low overall. Third, the results of the sub-samples of the other eight technical
fields show that there is no significant change in the innovation difference between export
firms and non-export firms before and after the Sino–US trade friction.

Overall, the heterogeneity test results show that the innovation performance of export
firms in the advanced manufacturing industry is more prominent after being shocked by
the Sino–US trade frictions. In addition, the observed value of advanced manufacturing
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firms entering the regression is 50,705, almost one-third of the national sample. Combined
with the regression results of sub-samples in other technical fields, it can be inferred that
the innovative effect of the Sino–US trade frictions on China’s advanced manufacturing
export firms is more evident.

5.2. Export Grab Effect

We hold that after the Sino–US trade friction, the export grab behaviour of firms has
led to a significant increase in the innovation output of export firms after the shock. To
verify the mechanism of the export grab effect affecting firm innovation, we first calculate
the change in the average export situation of export firms in various technical fields from
2016 to 2019 according to the data used, compare the behaviour differences of export firms
in different technical fields after the Sino–US trade friction, and verify that the "export
grab" of firms following the Sino–US trade friction does exist from the microdata, especially
for those firms in technical fields with prominent innovation output. Then, we construct
relevant indicators to test the underlying mechanism by which export grabbing leads to
firm innovation.

Table 6 shows the changes in export performance in various technical fields in the
whole sample. After comparing the average export volume, export growth and the income
share of exports, we find that first, on average, those firms in the technical fields that have
significantly increased innovation have exceptionally prominent export performance after
the Sino–US trade friction. Taking the advanced manufacturing industry as an example,
before 2018, the average export volume remained at approximately 4600, and this index
doubled in 2018 and soared to 13,708.90 in 2019. After the trade friction, it increased by 149%
compared with that before the trade friction. At the same time, in the above heterogeneity
test, the average export volume of firms in technical fields with a significant increase in
innovation showed outstanding growth. After the trade friction, the average export volume
of firms in the modern transportation industry, biomedicine and medical devices and
new materials increased by 103%, 72% and 112%, respectively, while the average export
growth of firms in other technical fields was comparatively slow, and even negative growth.
Second, after the Sino–US trade friction, there has been a significant increase in innovative
technology, and firms in the field have more export business growth, which is reflected in
the obvious shift of firms’ business focus to the export market. The last column of Table 6
calculates the changes in firms’ average income share of exports in each technical field from
2017 to 2018. After comparing the indicators in different technical fields, we find that the
technical fields with obvious innovation increases after the Sino–US trade friction have a
relatively higher change in the income share of exports, which means that after the Sino–US
trade friction, on average, firms in these technology fields are more inclined to increase
export business. For example, in the most prominent advanced manufacturing industry, the
average income share of exports in 2018 increased by 11.01% compared with that in 2017.
Third, from the overall sample, after the Sino–US trade friction, the average export volume
of firms increased by only 5%, and the proportion of export business income decreased
by 5.89%. Obviously, those firms with negative trade growth after trade friction lowered
the average export growth rate and the income share of exports, but this does not prevent
us from seeing the existence of firms’ export-grab behaviour through the heterogeneity of
each technical field.
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Table 6. Changes in exports of various technical fields before and after the Sino–US trade friction.

Average Export Volume of Firms
(Unit: Thousand RMB)

Export
Growth

Before and
After Friction

Growth Rate

Changes of
Export-

Income Ratio
(2017–2018)2016 2017 2018 2019

1.Advanced
manufacturing 4614.58 4550.54 9120.90 13,708.90 13,664.68 149% 11.01%

2.Modern
transportation

industry
2569.67 595.88 2389.68 4045.35 3269.48 103% 4.09%

3.Biomedicine
and medical

devices
7059.88 7082.30 10,664.42 13,699.95 10,222.19 72% 6.16%

4.New material 3055.57 3957.21 6722.93 8155.40 7865.55 112% 4.90%
5.Electronic
information 62,834.50 41,128.35 13,575.33 42,553.66 −47,833.86 −46% −30.01%

6.Aerospace 8552.50 7771.81 7425.47 4570.59 −4328.25 −27% −1.45%
7.New energy

and energy
conservation

156.50 6289.41 4770.05 4034.61 2358.75 37% −5.16%

8.Environmental
protection 4246.35 2397.26 4796.42 3405.61 1558.42 23% 4.19%

All samples 13,892.59 13,010.03 9747.74 18,548.90 1394.02 5% −5.89%

Note: this table only shows the export changes of eight technical fields, as the other four technical fields are not
listed in the table due to small sample size or obvious exceptionality.

The analysis of the results in Table 6 means that export grab behaviour does exist
in some specific technical fields, and those fields happen to have outstanding innovation
performance. On the one hand, the export grab behaviour of firms is reflected in the
substantial growth of the average export volume of firms; on the other hand, it is reflected
in the increase in the proportion of export business. These indicators show that export firms
have increased their export business in the short term, and the increase is large. Although
we cannot intuitively observe the export grab behaviour of firms, the real data still enable
us to speculate that export grab behaviour does exist in some specific technical fields.

The export grab may be the reason for the increase in firm innovation in some of
the technical field, especially for advanced manufacturing industry, since the innovation
promoting effect of export has been widely discussed in the extant trade literature. The
sudden expansion in exports may benefit firm innovation through several channels as
we have stated in the literature review, including export learning effect [21,32,35], cost
reducing channel [17,20], market competition effect [9,11], reallocation effect [11,16], etc.
In the following section, we try to verify the promoting effect of export grab on firm
innovation by doing a detailed empirical test, which may explain the increase in firm
innovation following Sino–US trade friction as well as the prominent performance of firms
in advanced manufacturing industry.

5.3. Mechanism of the Export Grab Effect on Firm Innovation

In fact, the phenomenon of export grab is a manifestation of the shock of foreign de-
mand. The previous analysis also shows that the export grab phenomenon is the overdraft
of foreign demand for the future, and its purpose is to avoid the risk of rising trade costs.
Therefore, after the break of the Sino–US trade friction, foreign procurement has increased
rapidly, which is reflected in the export grab phenomenon of the Chinese firms. There
are two effects on the innovation of export firms. The first is the direct effect. The direct
effect comes from the diminishing marginal cost caused by the production expansion of
export firms after the impact of foreign demand. Therefore, firms will choose to update
their technology after obtaining a productivity advantage [16,17]. Atkeson and Burstein
believe that the ratio of a firm’s export quantity to its output can represent the impact of the
direct effect [16]. Because our data only provide information on firms’ export volume and
income, we use firms’ export income share export_rate f it to indicate the direct effect, which
can be used to reflect the changes in the proportion of the firms’ export business in the total
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business. The second is the indirect effect. The indirect effect comes from the reallocation
of domestic export firms by the impact of foreign demand. This effect will reduce the
export threshold and allocate exports to capable firms [11,20], which is manifested in the
concentration of export market share to large firms, so the innovation of large firms is
more obvious. We use the logarithm of the export volume of firms lnexport f it to measure
indirect effects.

5.3.1. Direct Effect

The direct effect of export grab on firm innovation comes from sustainable exporters.
After the impact, due to the sharp increase in foreign demand, firms need to expand
production and export relatively more products abroad in the short term, which is reflected
in the increase in the proportion of the firm’s export business. Therefore, this will reduce
the marginal cost of production, and export firms will gain the advantage of productivity.
In this case, firms will be likely to carry out innovation activities. To test the direct effect,
we eliminate the samples of firms entering and exiting the export market after the Sino–US
trade friction to fix the impact of the threshold of the export market on the results. In
Column (1) of Table 7, the benchmark model is re-estimated with new samples, and the
results show that the estimated coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is significantly positive, but
its estimated coefficient of 0.044 is not only less than the level of 0.086 in the benchmark
regression but also only 10% significant, which shows that after controlling the entry and
exit threshold of the export market, sustainable export firms still increase innovation after
the Sino–US trade friction, but the contribution of sustainable export firms to the overall
innovation of export firms after the Sino–US trade friction may be relatively small. That is,
the direct effect of export grab may be small. To further test the direct effect of export grab,
we further add export_rate f it to the regression, and the results are reported in Column (2)
of Table 7. The estimated coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is lower than it is in Column (1) and
is not significant. At the same time, the coefficient of export_rate f it is significantly positive,
which indicates that the significance of the estimated coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t has been
absorbed by the direct effect of export grab. This also means that the increase in sustainable
export firms’ innovation after the Sino–US trade friction can be explained by the direct
effect of export grab. Therefore, combined with the results of Columns (1) and (2), it can be
inferred that the direct effect of export grab is the mechanism of increasing innovation of
export firms after the Sino–US trade friction.

To further test the existence of the direct effect of export grab, we retain only the firms
that continue to export in the sample and use the method of long difference and two-stage
least squares (2SLS) to verify the relationship between export grab and firm innovation
again. The specific identification methods are as follows:

D.ln(Innovation) f i,2019–2017 = γ0 +γ1D.export_rate f i,2019–2017 +X f i,2017 ∗γ2 + θi + ε f i (3)

Among them, the explained variable, D.ln(Innovation) f i,2019–2017, is the difference be-
tween firm innovation in 2019 and 2017, and the explanatory variable, D.export_rate f i,2019–2017,
is the difference between the income share of exports of firms in 2019 and 2017. X f i,2017 is a
series of control variables at the firm and industry levels in 2017. θi is the fixed effect of the
industry, and ε f i is the residual term. The specific regression adopts the 2SLS method to
calculate the income share of exports in 2017, export_rate f i,2017, as the instrumental variable
for export_rate f i,2017.

The OLS regression results are shown in Column (3) of Table 7. The coefficient of
D.export_rate f i,2019–2017 is significantly positive, which shows that there is an obvious
positive relationship between the direct effect of export grab and firm innovation. The more
firms increase the proportion of export business after the Sino–US trade friction, the more
inclined they are to have more innovation. Column (4) further uses the 2SLS method to
estimate the model, and the results show that the coefficient of D.export_rate f i,2019–2017 is
significantly positive but slightly lower than that in Column (3). Therefore, combined with
the estimation results of other columns in Table 7, we can basically judge the existence of
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the direct effect of export grab. Export grabbing after the Sino–US trade frictions leads to
an increase in the innovation of sustainable export firms. However, from the estimated
results of this sample, the direct effect of export grab is relatively small.

Table 7. Mechanism test of the export grab effect promoting firm innovation (direct effect).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Innovation) f it D.ln(Innovation) f i,2019–2017

EXPf i ∗ Post18t 0.044 * 0.035
(0.026) (0.026)

export_rate f it 0.320 ***
(0.098)

D.export_rate f i,2019–2017 0.531 *** 0.705 **
(0.190) (0.287)

Control variables yes yes yes yes
Individual FE yes yes
Industry FE yes yes

Year FE yes yes yes yes
N 12,7396 10,4905 672 672
R2 0.638 0.649 0.062 0.060

Note: the direct effect of export grab comes from sustainable export firms. Therefore, Column (1) excludes the
samples of newly entering and exiting export firms after the Sino–US trade friction to compare the changes in
innovation of sustainable export firms before and after the friction. Column (2) further controls the variables
of the direct effect mechanism. Therefore, it is found that the increase in innovation of export firms has been
absorbed by the direct effect. Columns (3) and (4) only retain the samples of sustainable export firms and use the
long difference method to estimate the direct effect of export grab, in which Column (3) is the OLS estimation
result and Column (4) is the 2SLS estimation result. Column (1) and (2) control both individual and year fixed
effects (FE). Column (3) and (4) control both industry and year fixed effects (FE). Standard errors are clustered at
the four-digit code of the Chinese industry. ***, **, * indicate significance levels of 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. N
stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates the fitness of the model.

5.3.2. Indirect Effects

The indirect effect of export grab on the innovation of export firms comes from the
impact of foreign demand, which changes the distribution of export firms. The positive
demand shock reduces the threshold for firms to enter the export market. On the one
hand, it will lead to more new export firms entering the export market, and the export
learning effect increases firms’ innovation. On the other hand, large-scale export firms will
be allocated more export shares, and firms will be more capable of innovation. Both of
these aspects are reflected in the increase in firm export volume. We use the intersection of
the logarithm of the export volume and Post18t to represent the indirect effect mechanism
and replace it with the explanatory variable of the benchmark regression to test the indirect
effect of export grab. Its estimation coefficient represents the impact of the change in the
export market threshold on firm innovation after the Sino–US trade friction. It should
be noted that the above has verified the existence of the direct effect mechanism, and the
direct effect may be reflected in the growth of enterprise export volume. Therefore, to avoid
the interference of the direct effect of export grab on the identification of indirect effects,
we further control the direct effect, specifically, adding the income share of exports in the
regression to control the direct effects of sustainable export firms.

Table 8 shows the test results of the indirect effect mechanism of export grab to
promote firm innovation. Column (1) is the full sample regression result. The estimation
coefficient of EXPf i ∗ Post18t is significantly positive, which means that after the Sino–US
trade friction, firms with an expanded export scale have better innovation output. That is,
on average, there is an indirect effect on firm innovation. At the same time, the estimated
coefficient of the direct effect variables is also significantly positive, which once again
verifies the existence of the direct effect of export grab, but the direct effect fails to absorb
the indirect effect. To deeply verify the existence of the indirect effect mechanism and
test the heterogeneity effect of the mechanism, Columns (2)–(5) of Table 8 also report the
regression results of samples in different technical fields and select four representative
technical fields, namely, advanced manufacturing industry, modern transportation industry,
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electronic information and new energy and energy conservation. This is because the
results in Table 6 show that there is an obvious phenomenon of export grab in advanced
manufacturing and modern transportation industries, while there is an obvious trade
contraction in the fields of electronic information, new energy and energy conservation.
Comparing the regression results of these four technical fields can test the difference in
innovation between the technical fields with and without export grab, and further verify
the effect of export grab on enterprise innovation. Column (2) gives the regression results of
the advanced manufacturing sub-samples. The estimated coefficient of lnexport f it ∗ Post18t
is significantly positive, which shows that the indirect effect of export grab has an obvious
promoting effect on the innovation of export firms. Column (3) reports the sub-sample
regression results of the modern transportation industry. Therefore, under the sub-sample
of the modern transportation industry, the indirect effect of export grab has a positive
effect on the innovation of export firms. Columns (4) and (5) are the regression results of
electronic information and new energy and energy conservation sub-samples, respectively.
The estimated coefficients of lnexport f it ∗ Post18t are not significant, which shows that
there is no indirect effect of export grab in these two technical fields.

Table 8. Mechanism test of the export grab effect promoting firm innovation (indirect effect).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Total Sample
Advanced

Manufacturing

Modern
Transportation

Industry

Electronic
Information

New Energy and
Energy

Conservation
lnexport f it ∗ Post18t 0.013 *** 0.014 *** 0.091 ** 0.006 0.013

(0.003) (0.005) (0.035) (0.007) (0.022)
export_rate f it 0.258 ** 0.043 −0.762 0.443 ** 0.902

(0.100) (0.155) (0.895) (0.210) (0.714)

Control variables yes yes yes yes yes
Individual FE yes yes yes yes yes

Year FE yes yes yes yes yes
N 109,337 43,425 790 20,569 3750
R2 0.651 0.661 0.726 0.658 0.687

Note: lnexport f it is the logarithm of the firm’s export volume, which is multiplied by Post18t to form an explana-
tory variable. Column (1) is the full sample regression result, and Columns (2)–(5) are the sub sample regression
results in the fields of advanced manufacturing, modern transportation, electronic information, new energy and
energy conservation. All regressions controlled for direct effects. All regressions control both individual and
year fixed effects (FE). Standard errors are clustered at the four-digit code of the Chinese industry. ***, ** indicate
significance levels of 1% and 5%, respectively. N stands for the number of observations and R2 indicates the
fitness of the model.

Overall, the indirect effect of export grab explains the increase in innovation of export
firms after the Sino–US trade friction. Due to the shock of foreign demand, the threshold
for export firms to enter foreign markets has been reduced, which is manifested in the
allocation of export volume to large firms, and new export firms have entered the market,
which has promoted the innovation of export firms on average. By horizontally comparing
the regression results of the columns in Table 8, it can be found that the indirect effect of
export grab exists in the technical field where there is an obvious phenomenon of export
grab, and the innovation of export firms in the technical fields where there is no export
grab has not increased significantly after the Sino–US trade friction, which also verifies the
role of export grab in promoting firm innovation on one side.

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper studies the short-term impact of the Sino–US trade frictions on China’s
firm innovation. By using the unique microdata of Chinese technology and innovation
firms from 2016 to 2019, we find that the innovation of technological and innovative export
firms has, on average, increased significantly after being impacted by the Sino–US trade
friction, which contradicts the extant theoretical literature. For example, in the seminal
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work of Handley and Limão, the disappearance of trade policy uncertainty caused by
the removal of tariff will promote technical upgrading [5], so the Sino–US trade friction
will not be conducive to the growth of firm innovation, while aggravating trade policy
uncertainty. Through the in-depth investigation of firm operational data, we also exclude
the escaping competition effect induced by shocks in export market that might compel
firms to innovate [11]. Therefore, external market export pressure, as it has been discussed
in the literature [8,12], is not the reason for the increase in firm innovation in our case.

Through further study of sub-samples in different technical fields, we find that the
advanced manufacturing industry has outstanding performance after the Sino–US trade
frictions. The analysis results of the sub-samples of 12 technical fields in the sample show
that the innovation of export firms in the advanced manufacturing industry is the most
obvious in various technical fields, and the export firms in the modern transportation in-
dustry, biomedicine and medical devices, and new materials have also increased to varying
degrees after the Sino–US trade friction. To explore the reasons for the innovative growth
of export firms after the Sino–US trade friction, we conduct an in-depth investigation of the
operations of firms and find that the technical fields that have increased innovation after
the trade friction often have significant export business growth. Therefore, we speculate
that export grab is the reason for the innovation growth of export firms after the Sino–US
trade friction and test for it. Theoretically, export grab is the demand impact of foreign
markets. Export grab has direct and indirect effects on the innovation of export firms. The
direct effect is the productivity advantage brought by the decline of marginal cost after
the impact, and the indirect effect is the reallocation effect brought by the impact on the
adjustment of the threshold for firms to enter the export market. Both effects may lead to an
increase in firm innovation. We construct indicators to verify the direct effect and indirect
mechanism of export grab induced by the Sino–US trade friction on firm innovation. In line
with the present research [11,16], we once again verified the great significance of export to
firm innovation.

The limitation of this article is that we cannot test the long-term effect of the Sino–US
trade friction on firm innovation due to the short-period data we used. The phenomenon
of export grab is a relatively short response of exporters to the outbreak of the Sino–US
trade friction. The economic relationship between China and the US has not been restored,
which continues to impact on firm performance of both countries. Therefore, as the effect
of export grab gradually fades, the long-term impact of the Sino–US trade friction on firm
innovation may be different from what we have seen today.

In addition to the above long-term effect, there are some issues related to this paper
that deserve attention. First, to study the new mechanism of the Sino–US trade friction
on firm innovation. Although we have found that the export grab is a short-term channel
through which the Sino–US trade friction affects firm innovation, we believe that there
are more potential channels need to be found. Second, to study the effect of the Sino–US
trade friction on the economic activities in other countries. Since the beginning of 2018, the
Sino–US trade friction has been reallocating the international commodity market. Future
research can focus on the impact of the Sino–US trade friction on economic activities in
countries including but not limited to China and the US.
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Abstract: For developing countries, garbage classification has become an important measure to
handle the environmental pollution crisis. This empirical study examined urban and rural families’
willingness to sort and deposit garbage at fixed recycling points. We found that urban residents
demonstrated a significantly higher willingness to sort and deposit garbage at designated points
compared to rural residents. The average number of family meals per month, average monthly
household food expenditure, household cleanliness, and household crowding (spaciousness) are
significantly related to a family’s willingness to sort garbage. In terms of neighbourhood factors,
families living in neighbourhoods with property management are more likely to have a higher
willingness to sort garbage. The degree of air pollution in the neighbourhood also has an impact
on the family’s willingness to sort garbage. This study proposes that neighbourhood factors have a
non-negligible influence on a household’s willingness to sort and put garbage in designated locations.
Especially in urban neighbourhoods, the willingness of residents living in commodity housing
neighbourhoods to sort and place garbage at designated locations is significantly higher than that of
residents living in other neighbourhoods. To improve the implementation effect of the waste sorting
policy, we suggest that the configuration of neighbourhood garbage recycling services and facilities
should be improved so that people can sort garbage more conveniently.

Keywords: garbage sorting; urban garbage disposal; rural garbage disposal; willingness; family
life; neighbourhood

1. Introduction

With rapid industrialisation and urbanisation, and the resultant improvements in
people’s incomes and living standards, household garbage generation has also increased,
and the garbage composition process has increased in complexity [1]. The increase in the
volume of household garbage has brought about a series of problems related to environ-
mental pollution, public health crises, land resource occupation, and resource wastage,
which have become global challenges [2]. Since the mid to late 20th century, in response
to environmental problems caused by domestic waste, many developed countries have
begun to pay attention to and explore social policies for waste management. For example,
in Japan, which has high population density but scarce land, incineration is the most
important method of waste disposal [3]. Japanese waste management measures also in-
clude pollution prevention, recycling, and reusing. In the 1990s, Finland set a national
goal of garbage source classification and recycling. They also found that higher social
participation and classification effectiveness could reduce garbage collection costs [4]. Re-
ducing, reusing, and recycling, which are commonly referred to as the 3Rs, are regarded
as effective waste management measures [5]. For instance, since the 1990s, Sweden took
many measures to promote waste recycling activities. All Swedish citizens are required
to sort their generated waste and participate in local recycling programs [6,7]. Germany
formulated “The New German Closed Cycle Management Activity” to transform waste
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management into resource management and trigger the innovation of waste treatment
technologies to improve the recycling capacity [8]. Garbage sorting has become one of the
important requirements for sustainable development. However, the popularity of garbage
sorting in developing countries is not high [9–11]. A large amount of waste generation
had a great negative impact on developing countries’ living environment. For example,
in India, due to the lack of sufficient financial funds to build a garbage disposal system, a
large amount of garbage accumulated at the outskirts of cities [12]. Vietnam also started
a waste classification demonstration project in 2000, but it produced unsatisfactory re-
sults [13]. Furthermore, green circular economy has become the development trend of the
global economy [14,15]. On the path to sustainable development, a green lifestyle is as
important as green production and consumption. Among them, sorting domestic waste
is one of the most important green lifestyles. Garbage classification is the basis for the
establishment of a circular economy, which can also reduce environmental pollution. Waste
sorting is not only a change of lifestyle, but also an exploration of establishing a circular
economy system. Achieving green development requires extensive civic engagement [16].
To make waste sorting a widely accepted way of life requires the participation of all people.
Therefore, research on the willingness of waste classification is helpful to better understand
the micro-foundation of circular economy and sustainable society.

As the largest developing country in the world, China experienced rapid economic
growth and industrialisation and, consequently, greatly increased its waste generation
over the past decades [17]. Thus, in China, urban as well as rural areas now face great
environmental pressures. Due to the many difficulties in implementing waste classifica-
tion in China, landfilling and incineration are still the main methods of national waste
disposal [18]. Landfills have the risk of infiltration of landfill leachate, which leads to
pollution of the soil and groundwater around the landfill, which endangers the health of
residents, and it is difficult to control pollution. Garbage incineration may also lead to the
risk of heavy metal pollution in the soil and air pollution. Therefore, the implementation
of garbage classification and recycling of garbage are important measures to protect the
environment and reduce pollution. However, the promotion of waste sorting and waste
reuse in China is still relatively low. In 2000, some pilot Chinese cities, including Beijing,
Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou, and Guangzhou, attempted to promote waste sorting in
order to reduce waste generation and recycle waste sources [19]. In 2019, Shanghai and
Beijing formulated a new series of stricter domestic waste sorting management policies,
which were promoted at the neighbourhood level. In this context, many cities in China have
begun to formulate policies for the classification of household waste, requiring residents
to sort and put domestic waste in the designated place. However, because people’s long-
formed living habits are difficult to change in a short time, many cities have suspended
their garbage classification requirements after implementing garbage classification policies
for a period.

The transformation of garbage classification from “consensus” to “life habits” requires
that most people in the society are willing to carry out garbage classification. However,
what factors affect the residents’ the willingness to sort garbage? The existing research
has mainly analysed the individual’s garbage sorting behaviour from the perspective of
the individual’s socioeconomic status and cultural customs [20,21]. However, since the
disposal of domestic garbage is often the behaviour of the family, family lifestyle may affect
garbage classification. One of the main theoretical innovations of this research is to analyse
the willingness of family classification from the perspective of the family rather than the
individual. Garbage sorting is not only an individual’s behaviour, but also a family’s
behaviour. In addition, the behaviour of garbage classification may also be related to the
external environment. For example, different types of neighbourhoods provide different
garbage collection services, which may cause residents in different neighbourhoods to have
different attitudes towards garbage classification. However, there is still a lack of research
on the family’s willingness to sort waste. To fill this gap, we will analyse the influence
of family lifestyle and neighbourhood environment on family waste sorting willingness.
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Furthermore, this research will help elucidate why the promotion of waste sorting is slow
and will also provide guidance for improving the government’s intervention activities to
raise the level of urban and rural domestic waste classification in China.

2. Methods and Materials

The data used in this study were derived from the 2016 China Labor-force Dynamics
Survey (CLDS), which was conducted by the Center for Social Science Survey at Sun
Yat-sen University. The collected sample used a multistage cluster and stratified probability
sampling strategy. The CLDS included information at the community, family, and individ-
ual levels. This database was China’s first interdisciplinary, nationwide follow-up survey
on the theme of labour. The survey covered many research topics such as family lifestyles
and the neighbourhood environment. It accurately reflects the current basic conditions
of social development in China. It was highly credible to use this database to analyse
the household’s willingness to sort garbage. In this study, we used data from the family
level. After removing samples with missing values, 12,126 valid samples were included
in this study. This study mainly analysed the influence of individual social and economic
conditions on a family’s willingness to classify garbage and their willingness to deposit
garbage at designated places. The dependent variables included family willingness of
waste sorting and family willingness to place waste at designated locations. We focused on
the impact of household daily life and community living environment on household waste
sorting willingness. The family’s living habits may have an impact on the willingness
to sort garbage. For example, if a family has many members living together, they may
produce a lot of domestic waste, which may make it more difficult to classify waste, which
will negatively affect the family’s willingness to classify waste. Therefore, we selected inde-
pendent variables, such as the number of family members living together, average number
of family meals per month, average monthly household electricity consumption, average
monthly household food expenditure, household cleanliness, and household crowding,
which can reflect the daily life of the family. The degree of household cleanliness and
crowding are evaluated on a 10-point scale, where 1 means very bad or very crowded, and
10 means very clean or very spacious.

In China, different types of neighbourhoods can obtain different public services. There
is a huge gap between rural neighbourhoods and urban neighbourhoods in access to
public services. Garbage collection is one of the public services that varies significantly by
area. Urban neighbourhoods have specialised garbage disposal services, while many rural
neighbourhoods do not have regular garbage disposal services. Therefore, we compare the
willingness of residents living in different types of neighbourhoods to sort and place waste
at designated locations. We selected neighbourhood types, neighbourhood property man-
agement, the level of air pollution, the level of water pollution, the level of noise pollution,
the level of soil pollution as independent variables, which can reflect the neighbourhood
living environment. The types of neighbourhoods are divided into rural neighbourhoods
and urban neighbourhoods. Urban neighbourhoods can be further divided into commer-
cial housing neighbourhoods, old neighbourhoods, unit neighbourhoods, and security
housing neighbourhoods, shantytown neighbourhoods and others. Because the respon-
dents’ willingness to sort waste is related to their perception of environmental quality,
the data on the pollution degree of the living environment in this study come from the
respondents’ subjective judgments, which are subjective indicators. The level of pollution
(air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution, and soil pollution) is evaluated on a 4-point
scale, where 1 means very serious pollution and 4 means not serious pollution. As the
dependent variable was a dichotomous variable, this study used logistic regression models
to analyse the influencing factors on respondents’ willingness to sort waste and willingness
to place waste at designated locations.
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3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of household waste sorting willingness. Among
the respondents, those who were willing to classify their household garbage accounted
for 83.04%, while those who are not willing to classify their household garbage accounted
for only 16.96%. Most respondents were willing to deposit their household waste at the
designated collection point, and only 5.41% of respondents were unwilling to deposit
their household waste at the designated collection point. Regarding family lifestyle, the
average number of family members living together and family meals per month were
4.14 and 19.42, respectively. The average monthly household electricity consumption
and food expenditure were 137 KWH and 14,420 yuan, respectively. In terms of family
living environment, the mean values of household cleanliness and household crowd-
ing were 6.26 and 6.27, respectively. Regarding the neighbourhood living environment,
21.35% of participating families lived in neighbourhoods with property management, while
78.65% lived in neighbourhoods without property management. While 59.84% of surveyed
households were in rural neighbourhoods, 40.16% were in urban neighbourhoods. The
average evaluations of the environmental quality of the air, water, noise, and soil of the
neighbourhoods in which the interviewed households live were 3.13, 3.21, 3.20, and 3.39,
respectively. Among the four types of pollution, air pollution is the most serious, while soil
pollution is the least, probably because people perceive air quality most directly. Table 2
summarises the cross-tabulation results for willingness regarding household waste sorting
between rural and urban residents. The proportion of rural respondents who were willing
to conduct household waste sorting was significantly lower than that of urban residents
(78.39% and 89.98%, respectively). The proportion of rural residents who were willing to
deposit their household waste at designated collection points was also significantly lower
than that of urban residents (92.05% and 98.38%, respectively). Figure 1 shows the distri-
bution of household waste sorting willingness in seven types of urban neighbourhoods.
Households living in commodity housing neighbourhoods have the highest willingness
to sort garbage, reaching 93.89%, followed by living in security housing neighbourhoods
(92.74%), unit neighbourhoods (90.34%), urban shantytown neighbourhoods (90.14%), resi-
dential neighbourhood changed from a rural neighbourhood (88.09%), and old residential
neighbourhoods (86.13%).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the variables (N = 12,126).

Mean Value/Proportion

Neighbourhood types (%)

Rural neighbourhood 59.84

Urban neighbourhood 40.16

Household waste sorting willingness (%)

Willing 83.04

Unwilling 16.96

Willingness to deposit household waste at a fixed collection point (%)

Willing 94.59

Unwilling 5.41

Number of family members living together (1–18) 4.14 (SD = 2.10)

Average number of family meals per month (0–90) 19.42 (SD = 27.86)

Average monthly household electricity consumption (100 KWH) 1.37 (SD = 1.29)

Average monthly household food expenditure (1000 yuan) 14.42 (SD = 23.83)

Household cleanliness (1–10) 6.26 (SD = 1.76)
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Table 1. Cont.

Mean Value/Proportion

Household crowding (1–10) 6.27 (SD = 1.77)

Neighbourhood property management (%)

Have 21.35

Do not have 78.65

The level of air pollution (1–4) 3.13 (SD = 0.85)

The level of water pollution (1–4) 3.21 (SD = 0.79)

The level of noise pollution (1–4) 3.20 (SD = 0.85)

The level of soil pollution (1–4) 3.39 (SD = 0.69)
N is an abbreviation for Number. SD is an abbreviation for standard deviation.

Table 2. Cross-tabulation for household waste sorting willingness between rural and urban residents
(N = 12,126).

Rural Residents
Urban

Residents
Chi-

Square
p Value

Household waste sorting
willingness (%) 277.97 0.000

Willing 78.39 (N = 1568) 89.98 (N = 4382)

Unwilling 21.61 (N = 5688) 488 (N = 10.02)

Willingness to deposit
household waste at a fixed

collection point (%)
228.17 0.000

Willing 92.05 (N = 6679) 98.38 (N = 4791)

Unwilling 7.95 (N = 577) 1.62 (N = 79)
N is an abbreviation for Number.

 

Figure 1. Distribution of households’ willingness to sort garbage in different types of urban neighbourhoods.
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3.2. Regression Results for Respondents’ Waste Sorting Willingness

Table 3 shows the regression results for respondents’ waste sorting willingness. Model
1 presents the results for all samples. Compared to residents living in rural neighbourhoods,
residents living in urban neighbourhoods are more willing to sort household waste. The
following variables of family lifestyle significantly and positively affected respondents’
waste sorting willingness: average number of family meals per month, average monthly
household food expenditure, household cleanliness, and household crowding. The more
family meals and food expenditure, the more domestic waste may be generated, but the
family’s willingness to sort waste will also be higher. The cleanliness of the household can
also directly reflect the willingness of household waste sorting. In terms of neighbourhood
living environment, compared with families living in neighbourhoods with property
management, families living in neighbourhoods without property management have
relatively lower willingness to sort garbage. In addition, respondents who think that air
pollution is not serious are more likely to have a lower willingness to sort garbage. Model
2 presents the regression results for rural respondents. The more the average monthly
household food expenditure, the more likely the family will be willing to sort garbage.
The degree of household cleanliness and household crowding can also significantly affect
the household’s willingness to sort garbage. Families living in neighbourhoods without
property management have relatively lower willingness to sort garbage than those living in
neighbourhoods with property management. Respondents who think that air pollution is
not serious are more likely to have a lower willingness to sort garbage. Model 3 presents the
analysis results for urban respondents. The number of family meals per month, family food
expenditure, and house spaciousness have a positive impact on the household’s willingness
to sort garbage. Property management in the neighbourhoods will also increase residents’
willingness to sort garbage. Model 4 of Table 4 shows the results of the garbage sorting
willingness of households living in different types of urban neighbourhoods. Compared
with households living in commodity housing neighbourhoods, households living in
old residential neighbourhoods, unit neighbourhoods, and a residential neighbourhood
changed from a rural neighbourhood are more likely to have a lower willingness to sort
waste. This shows that the family willingness to sort garbage is significantly affected by
the neighbourhood environment.

Table 3. Regression results for respondents’ waste sorting willingness.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Urban neighbourhoods (ref:
rural neighbourhoods) 1.814 *** [1.577, 2.086]

Number of family members
living together 0.983 [0.961, 1.006] 0.988 [0.963, 1.014] 0.961 [0.913, 1.010]

Average number of family meals
per month 1.002 *** [1.001, 1.004] 1.002 [0.999, 1.004] 1.005 *** [1.001, 1.008]

Average monthly household
electricity consumption 0.996 [0.956, 1.039] 1.003 [0.952, 1.057] 0.976 [0.911, 1.046]

Average monthly household
food expenditure 1.005 ** [1.001, 1.009] 1.005 * [0.999, 1.010] 1.006 * [0.999, 1.012]

Household cleanliness 1.118 *** [1.077, 1.162] 1.145 *** [1.096, 1.197] 1.041 [0.967, 1.122]

Household crowding 1.082 *** [1.042, 1.123] 1.060 *** [1.014, 1.108] 1.141 *** [1.061, 1.227]

Neighbourhood property
management (ref: have) 0.779 *** [0.652, 0.930] 0.610 * [0.369, 1.007] 0.806 ** [0.662, 0.983]

The level of air pollution 0.891 *** [0.819, 0.968] 0.838 *** [0.758, 0.927] 1.013 [0.873, 1.175]

The level of water pollution 1.024 [0.945, 1.109] 1.007 [0.918, 1.104] 1.127 [0.957, 1.327]
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Table 3. Cont.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

The level of noise pollution 0.948 [0.876, 1.026] 0.922 [0.834, 1.020] 0.970 [0.852, 1.105]

The level of soil pollution 1.063 [0.968, 1.168] 1.134 ** [1.015, 1.268] 0.926 [0.777, 1.103]

Number of samples 12126 7256 4870

Log likelihood −5260.662 −3699.207 −1550.743

χ2 517.623 175.740 69.214

OR, odds ratio; CI confidence interval. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. χ2 represents the chi-square test value.

Table 4. Regression results for urban respondents’ willingness to sort waste and willingness to place waste at designated lo-
cations.

Model 4: Willingness to
Sort Waste

Model 5: Willingness to Place
Waste at Designated Locations

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Classification of urban neighbourhood (ref:
commodity housing)

Old residential neighbourhood 0.492 *** [0.371, 0.652] 0.217 *** [0.099, 0.478]

Unit neighbourhood 0.688 ** [0.511, 0.926] 0.253 *** [0.114, 0.560]

Security housing 0.942 [0.462, 1.920] 0.745 [0.093, 5.965]

Residential neighbourhood changed from a rural
neighbourhood 0.593 *** [0.417, 0.842] 0.338 ** [0.132, 0.870]

Urban shanty town 0.671 [0.367, 1.226] 0.232 ** [0.060, 0.891]

Other 0.402 *** [0.271, 0.597] 0.422 [0.124, 1.437]

Number of family members living together 0.974 [0.925, 1.026] 0.970 [0.859, 1.095]

Average number of family meals per month 1.004 ** [1.001, 1.008] 1.003 [0.995, 1.012]

Average monthly household electricity consumption 0.975 [0.910, 1.045] 0.925 [0.793, 1.079]

Average monthly household food expenditure 1.005 [0.999, 1.012] 0.999 [0.991, 1.006]

Household cleanliness 1.021 [0.947, 1.100] 1.242 ** [1.029, 1.498]

Household crowding 1.132 *** [1.052, 1.218] 1.003 [0.834, 1.207]

Neighbourhood property management (ref: have) 0.968 [0.786, 1.191] 1.624 ** [1.004, 2.627]

The level of air pollution 1.010 [0.870, 1.172] 0.803 [0.557, 1.156]

The level of water pollution 1.104 [0.937, 1.301] 1.610 ** [1.120, 2.315]

The level of noise pollution 0.978 [0.858, 1.114] 0.871 [0.631, 1.202]

The level of soil pollution 0.931 [0.782, 1.109] 1.184 [0.799, 1.756]

Number of samples 4870 4870

Log likelihood −1534.096 −379.190

χ2 102.509 49.513

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. χ2 represents the chi-square test value.

3.3. Regression Results for Willingness Regarding Deposition of Household Waste to a Fixed
Collection Point

Table 5 shows the regression results for respondents’ willingness to deposit household
waste at a fixed collection point. Model 6 presents the results for all the samples. Compared
to rural respondents, urban respondents are more willing to deposit household garbage
at a designated garbage collection point. Respondents who have more family meals each
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month are more likely to deposit their household waste at designated collection points.
Households with higher electricity consumption are also more likely to have a higher
willingness to place garbage at a fixed point. The household cleanliness and spaciousness
(crowding) can significantly reflect the family’s willingness to deposit waste at designated
collection points. Respondents who think that air pollution is not serious are more likely
to have a lower willingness to deposit waste at designated collection points, but those
who think that soil pollution is not serious are more likely to have a higher willingness to
deposit waste at designated collection points. This may be mainly because air pollution is
more easily perceived by individuals, which can directly affect people’s behaviour. Model 7
presents the results for the rural respondents. The results of Model 7 are like those of
Model 6. Model 8 presents the analysis results for urban respondents. The household
cleanliness can significantly reflect the urban family’s willingness to deposit waste at
designated collection points. Different from rural respondents, urban respondents who
think that water pollution is not serious are more likely to have a higher willingness to
deposit waste at designated collection points. To a certain extent, this shows that the
better the environmental quality, the more likely people will be to protect the environment
and avoid littering in urban areas. Model 5 of Table 4 shows that households living in
commodity housing neighbourhoods are more likely to have a higher willingness to deposit
waste at designated collection points than those living in other types of neighbourhoods
(old residential neighbourhood, unit neighbourhood, residential neighbourhood changed
from a rural neighbourhood, and urban shantytown).

Table 5. The regression results for respondents’ willingness to place waste at designated locations.

Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Urban neighbourhoods (ref:
rural neighbourhoods) 3.553 *** [2.632, 4.795]

Number of family members
living together 0.995 [0.959, 1.032] 0.996 [0.958, 1.035] 0.964 [0.856, 1.085]

Average number of family
meals per month 1.005 *** [1.001, 1.008] 1.005 ** [1.001, 1.008] 1.004 [0.996, 1.013]

Average monthly household
electricity consumption 1.086 * [0.998, 1.182] 1.122 ** [1.016, 1.239] 0.941 [0.805, 1.099]

Average monthly household
food expenditure 1.004 [0.997, 1.012] 1.007 [0.997, 1.017] 1.000 [0.991, 1.008]

Household cleanliness 1.183 *** [1.111, 1.258] 1.166 *** [1.091, 1.246] 1.275 ** [1.059, 1.536]

Household crowding 1.055 * [0.992, 1.122] 1.058 * [0.990, 1.131] 1.029 [0.858, 1.234]

Neighbourhood property
management (ref: have) 0.933 [0.637, 1.368] 0.436 [0.160, 1.190] 1.262 [0.791, 2.014]

The level of air pollution 0.679 *** [0.583, 0.791] 0.645 *** [0.544, 0.766] 0.841 [0.587, 1.206]

The level of water pollution 1.037 [0.909, 1.183] 0.994 [0.862, 1.148] 1.615 *** [1.130, 2.310]

The level of noise pollution 0.924 [0.801, 1.066] 0.930 [0.790, 1.095] 0.866 [0.628, 1.192]

The level of soil pollution 1.214 ** [1.036, 1.423] 1.221 ** [1.026, 1.453] 1.180 [0.797, 1.747]

Number of samples 12126 7256 4870

Log likelihood −2336.612 −1933.485 −389.600

χ2 429.664 161.509 28.693

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. χ2 represents the chi-square test value.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Family Lifestyle and Neighbourhood Affect the Family’s Willingness to Sort Waste

This study shows that urban residents’ willingness to classify garbage is significantly
higher than that of residents living in rural neighbourhoods. The emergence of this
phenomenon is related to the family lifestyle and the living environment of urban and rural
neighbourhoods. This study proposes that garbage classification implementation should
pay attention to the willingness of households to sort waste, because compared with the
difficulty of personal waste sorting, household waste sorting is more difficult. For example,
kitchen waste is generated in family life, which is difficult to handle in garbage classification.
Unlike other studies that focus on the influence of individual socioeconomic status on the
willingness to sort waste [22,23], we put forward that the influence of family lifestyle and
neighbourhood living environment on the household waste sorting willingness cannot be
underestimated. For instance, the results of all samples show that the more family meals
per month, the higher the household’s willingness to sort garbage, but this result is only
significant in the urban samples, and not in the rural samples. This is mainly due to the
differences in the garbage collection facilities and public service provision between urban
and rural areas. Compared with rural neighbourhoods, public service facilities in urban
neighbourhoods are better [18,24]. For example, there will be dedicated personnel to collect
and manage garbage in the neighbourhoods. Furthermore, in urban areas, systematic
garbage collection, transhipment, and disposal infrastructure have advanced over decades,
and the domestic garbage can be quickly recycled after it has been classified. However, the
government’s investment in infrastructure has been insufficient in rural areas [25–27]. The
facilities and management systems for rural households’ garbage remain underdeveloped,
and rural residents cannot access facilities or services easily. All these conditions could
result in greater difficulties regarding garbage classification implementation in rural areas.

In addition, residents’ willingness to sort waste is different between urban and rural
areas. There are also significant differences in the willingness of residents in different types
of urban neighbourhoods to sort waste. In this research, we further divide urban neighbour-
hoods into six types of neighbourhoods, including commodity housing neighbourhoods,
old residential neighbourhoods, unit neighbourhoods, security housing neighbourhoods,
residential neighbourhood changed from a rural neighbourhood, and urban shantytowns.
Among them, the commodity housing neighbourhood is a new type of market-oriented
housing that emerged in China in the 1990s [28]. Commodity housing neighbourhoods
generally have better property management. However, many scholars call such neighbour-
hoods “gated neighbourhoods” because they are often managed in a closed manner (or in
an exclusive manner) [29]. Most of the old residential neighbourhood have been standing
for a long time. The built environment of this kind of neighbourhood is quite serious.
Unit (Danwei) neighbourhood is a kind of residential neighbourhood originating from
China’s planned economy period [30]. The housing in this neighbourhood is provided by
the unit to the unit workers. However, this model of housing supply is no longer in place.
There are complex housing property rights in the unit neighbourhood, and the property
management of the neighbourhood is chaotic. The security housing neighbourhood is
built for low-income urban residents. Although this kind of neighbourhood is provided
to low-income families, most of these neighbourhoods are managed in accordance with
the commodity housing neighbourhoods, but the level of property management and the
quality of public service facilities are relatively low. The residential neighbourhoods that
changed from rural neighbourhoods generally appear in the urban fringe areas. Due to
China’s dual urban–rural land use system, the supply mode of public service facilities in
urban and rural areas is different. With the spread of urban areas, rural land was converted
into urban land after being expropriated by the local government. As a result, some rural
neighbourhoods are restructured into urban neighbourhoods. Relatively speaking, the
quality of public service facilities in these neighbourhoods is worse than those in commod-
ity housing neighbourhoods. Through comparative analysis, we found that the willingness
of residents living in commodity housing neighbourhoods to sort waste is significantly
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stronger than that of residents living in other neighbourhoods. The public service facilities
of the commodity housing neighbourhoods are complete, and garbage collection points
will be set up more scientifically and reasonably in the residential design. The residents’
willingness to sort garbage is not only affected by family living habits, but also related
to the living environment of the neighbourhood in which they live. The neighbourhood
differentiation and neighbourhood effect of the willingness to sort waste in China can
be understood from two aspects. On the one hand, there are huge differences in prop-
erty management in different types of neighbourhoods, which directly affects residents’
garbage sorting behaviour. On the other hand, this is also one of the manifestations of
the social spatial differentiation of Chinese cities. People of different socioeconomic status
and lifestyles live in different types of neighbourhoods, leading to distinct neighbourhood
differentiation in garbage sorting behaviour.

4.2. Policy Suggestion and Research Limitations

Waste sorting is one of the important ways for developing countries to achieve sus-
tainable development. However, the formation of personal waste sorting habits is a slow
process that not only needs to change the family’s living habits, but also needs to provide
more convenient public service facilities for waste sorting. First, garbage classification
must become the consensus of the society, and make garbage classification a daily habit of
everyone. Secondly, it is necessary to solve the problem of unequal garbage collection in
urban and rural neighbourhoods. Local governments should increase investments in rural
waste management systems and build the infrastructure necessary for sorting, transferring,
and disposing waste in rural areas. Third, it is necessary to address the shortcomings
of different types of urban neighbourhoods in garbage recycling and garbage disposal
management. Some neighbourhoods have arranged staff to help residents sort garbage, but
some neighbourhoods do not have such guidance. Different neighbourhood public services
will cause residents in different neighbourhoods to have different degrees of willingness
for garbage classification, which will lead to unsatisfactory implementation of the garbage
classification policy. Developing different waste sorting assistance strategies for different
types of neighbourhoods can better improve the implementation effect of waste sorting
policies. There are two main research limitations in this study. First, the results of this study
are limited by the database used. Because some neighbourhoods have not actually begun
to implement mandatory garbage classification requirements, the residents’ willingness
to sort garbage may change after the mandatory garbage classification requirements are
implemented. Second, the residents’ willingness to sort garbage is affected by many fac-
tors. Although this study proposes that the external living environment has an important
influence on the residents’ willingness to sort garbage, the residents’ living habits and
socioeconomic status may also affect their garbage classification willingness.

5. Conclusions

Garbage classification is one of the important ways to achieve sustainable development
in developing countries, but it the process of garbage sorting becoming part of people’s
way of life is a gradual one. The results of the study indicate that the family lifestyle and
neighbourhood environment have a significant correlation with a family’s willingness
to sort garbage and to put garbage in designated locations. We conclude that in China,
most people agree with the necessity of implementing garbage classification. However,
the slow promotion of garbage classification may be mainly due to the relatively low
quality of community garbage collection and management services, and the failure to
associate community garbage collection with family life. In the process of implementing
the waste sorting policy, not only must the residents’ living habits be changed, but also
more neighbourhood public service facilities must be provided for waste sorting, so that
people can more conveniently sort waste.
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Abstract: The present paper dwells on the role of green hydrogen in the transition towards climate-
neutral economies and reviews the central challenges for its emancipation as an economically viable
source of energy. The study shows that countries with a substantial share of renewables in the
energy mix, advanced natural gas pipeline infrastructure, and an advanced level of technological and
economic development have a comparative advantage for the wider utilization of hydrogen in their
national energy systems. The central conclusion of this review paper is that a green hydrogen rollout
in the developed and oil-exporting developing and emerging countries is not a risk for the rest of the
world in terms of the increasing technological disparities and conservation of underdevelopment
and concomitant socio-economic problems of the Global South. The targets anchored in Paris
Agreement, but even more in the EU Green Deal and the European Hydrogen Strategy will necessitate
a substantial rollout of RESs in developing countries, and especially in the countries of the African
Union because of the prioritization of the African continent within the energy cooperation frameworks
of the EU Green Deal and the EU Hydrogen Strategy. Hence, the green hydrogen rollout will bridge
the energy transition between Europe and Africa on the one hand, and climate and development
targets on the other.

Keywords: green hydrogen; green hydrogen value chain; developing countries; renewable energy
sources; hydrogen strategy

1. Introduction

Hydrogen (H) is the simplest, lightest, and most widespread chemical element on
earth. Hydrogen is not a source, but rather the carrier of energy. It does not exist separately
and is found in compounds with other elements [1]. It can be obtained as molecular
dihydrogen (H2) from water, biomass, and hydrocarbons [2,3]. To obtain pure hydrogen,
it must be separated from its compounds. Hydrogen production is predicated on fossil
fuels and electrolysis. Currently, hydrogen is mostly utilized in the chemical sector for
the production of ammonia and refining the hydrocracking and desulphurization of fossil
fuels [4].

Dependent on the underlying production technology of the colorless hydrogen, hydro-
gen is divided into eight categories, which are labeled by different colors. These are black,
brown, grey, turquoise, blue, yellow, pink, and green hydrogen types. The black, brown,
turquoise and blue hydrogen are based on fossil fuels. Yellow and pink hydrogen are
produced using electrolysis. The used electricity is, however, generated in nuclear power
plants. Green hydrogen is entirely electrolysis-based, whereby the required electricity
originates from solar or wind energy [4,5].

All the eight shades of hydrogen, but especially the green one offers a realistic op-
portunity for the reduction of the greenhouse gas footprints of the hard-to-abate and/or
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hard-to-electrify sectors, such as the steel industry, chemicals, long-haul transport, ship-
ping, and aviation [6,7]. In contrast to oil, natural gas, or coal-based hydrogen, only the
uptake of the green hydrogen, which is generated by electrolysis triggered by renewable
energy sources can lead to the real climate neutrality of the energy sector itself and the
above-mentioned hard-to-electrify sectors.

Electrolysis is an established technology to produce hydrogen through water and
electricity [6]. Hydrogen is easy to store and this feature makes hydrogen complementary
to solar and wind energy in the energy mix. Hence, hydrogen could be a potential solution
for the volatility and intermittence of wind and solar energy that necessitate a substantial
portion of fossil fuels, especially natural gas, as back-up energy in the energy mixes of
individual countries [8–10]. Green hydrogen can be easily stored for longer periods and
stabilize wholesale electricity prices. In addition, the storage of surplus renewable energy
could prevent zero or below-zero electricity prices and by doing so increasingly protect
renewable energy producers from losses [7].

The notion of a hydrogen economy suggested in 1970 by the U.S. electrochemist
John Bockris seemed to be a futurist vision for more than four decades [11,12]. In his
recent article on the perspectives of hydrogen, Mike Scott concludes that “Now it looks
like the future has arrived” and backs his opinion by the large-scale advances in terms
of investments in the development of hydrogen infrastructure [13]. Currently, there are
more than 170 operational hydrogen projects in 162 countries [2]. Global demand for pure
hydrogen has increased from 20 million metric tons (Mt) in 1975 to 70 Mt in 2019 [5].

On 8 December 2020, seven leading green hydrogen developers, Saudi clean energy
group ACWA Power, Australian energy project developer CWP Renewables, Chinese wind
turbine producer Envision, Italian gas group Snam, Norwegian fertilizer producer Yara, and
the energy giants Iberdrola and Ørsted launched the Green Hydrogen Catapult Initiative,
which envisages a 50-fold scale-up of the production of green hydrogen before 2026 [14].
In absolute numbers, the surge of output implies the deployment of 25 gigawatts of green
hydrogen and the reduction of the production costs of hydrogen below the threshold of
2 USD per kilogram [6]. In 2020 the global green hydrogen market had a turnover of
0.3 billion USD. Following the projections of the IEA, in the coming years, the global green
hydrogen market is going to grow at exponential rates and reach the threshold of 10 billion
USD in 2028. In 2050 hydrogen could cover 24% of global energy demand [15].

A trillion-dollar European Green Deal Package, adopted in 2019, lead to the sky-
rocketing interest of investors in green hydrogen [16]. In the subsequent EU Hydrogen
Strategy released in 2020, green hydrogen is deemed to be the key driver of the EU’s carbon
neutrality target by 2050 [17]. The hydrogen strategy of the EU is the most ambitious green
hydrogen strategy worldwide, envisaging 40 GW of green hydrogen production by 2030
(Figure 1). This strategy is in line with the national hydrogen strategies of the individual
EU member states, Austria, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and
Spain. In addition to the EU member states, Australia, Canada, Chile, Morocco, Norway,
and Spain also have recently adopted their national hydrogen strategies [18,19]. The U.S.
and Japan also adopted recently their national comprehensive renewable hydrogen plans
and a number of countries are on the verge of doing this [20].

The contemporary hydrogen production is mostly fossil-fuel-based [21]. This is grey,
carbon-intensive hydrogen. According to International Energy Agency (IEA), only 0.1%
of global hydrogen production can be attributed to water electrolysis. The inexorable
growth of global demand for renewable hydrogen leads to the reduction of electrolyzer
equipment [22]. In the past five years, the costs of electrolyzers have declined by more than
50%. According to Hydrogen Council and IEA, by 2030, green hydrogen production costs
are going to decrease significantly. Dependent on the employed scenario the cost reductions
will range between 30% and 70% [23]. This, in combination with the steadily decreasing
production costs of renewables and public support for clean energy sources, contribute to
an increasing interest in electrolytic hydrogen [24]. Analogously, hydrogen-based fuel cells
are also becoming cheaper and more durable, and secure. Fuel cell technologies enable low
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carbon transition in the transport sector and can potentially contribute to energy supply
security in remote areas [22].

Figure 1. Electrolyzer capacity targets in European hydrogen strategies, 2030. Source: IRENA (2021),
p. 26.

The central issue within the respective national hydrogen strategies is the roadmap for
the rollout of green hydrogen production capacities [25]. The reason for the pronounced
importance of the green hydrogen rollout emanates from the fact that green hydrogen
is the only zero-carbon hydrogen. Carbon capture and storage have a potential of 85–
95% [6]. Since the market for hydrogen consists of large parts of plants, which produce
conventional hydrogen as a by-product, it is necessary to initiate large-scale additions
of green hydrogen capacities if a hydrogen economy shall provide fuel for a significant
part of the national economies [26]. The major problem related to the expansion of green
hydrogen is that under free-market conditions green hydrogen is currently not competitive.
The current production costs of green hydrogen are relatively high across the entire value
chain, i.e., from electrolysis to fuel cells, and include the lack of infrastructure for transport
and storage [21]. The costs of electrolysis facilities, especially, have to decrease by 40% in
the short- and by 80% in the long term [6].

To assure the competitiveness of green hydrogen in the long-term the provision of
public support schemes is indispensable. Within the above-mentioned hydrogen strate-
gies, promotion of the explicit electrolysis capacities and cost targets occupy the central
position [6]. These schemes have been anchored in the national and regional hydrogen
strategies that the paper dwells on in Section 3. Due to the grave repercussions of the
energy transition triggered by the wider use of green hydrogen, in this paper, we envisage
the assessment of the effects of increasing hydrogen in the energy mixes of the Global
North on economic development and energy resilience of the Global South. This is the
first study, which explicitly addresses the effects of the uptake of green hydrogen on the
problems of development in the Global South.

The article proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews the global state of play of the national
hydrogen strategies and contemporary policies towards the rollout of hydrogen in the
national or regional energy mixes. Section 3 discusses the repercussions of hydrogen uptake
in the advanced economies on the economies of less developed countries. Section 4 analyzes
the national and regional hydrogen strategies. Section 5 delves into the repercussions of
these strategic roadmaps on the economies of the developing countries. Section 5 concludes.
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2. Green Hydrogen Value Chain

Green hydrogen is produced through water electrolysis, whereby electrolysis is fueled
by renewable electricity, mostly solar and wind. There are four established electrolyzer
technologies. These are alkaline, proton exchange membrane (PEM), anion exchange
membrane (AEM), and solid oxide electrolyzer cells (SOEC). The overwhelming majority
of the installed electrolysis technology is alkaline and PEM [27]. SOEC and AEM are still at
the research and development phase and are less efficient than alkaline or PEM.

Green hydrogen cannot take off without comprehensive, reasonably balanced and
at the same time sophisticated support across the energy generation value chain. Green
hydrogen is two to three times more expensive than blue hydrogen with carbon capture and
storage, which is generated from fossil fuels. The central drivers of the costs of on-site green
hydrogen production are the costs of renewable electricity, which is required to power the
electrolyzer. Additionally, harnessing hydrogen for end users is also more expensive than
using fossil fuels. For instance, hydrogen- or fuel-cell-driven vehicles are one-and-a-half to
two times more expensive than conventional fossil-fuel-driven vehicles [7,8].

The second barrier for the uptake of the green hydrogen is the lack of pipeline in-
frastructure. The gross length of global hydrogen pipelines is just 5000 kilometers. For
comparison, the length of natural gas pipelines is 3 million kilometers. Globally there are
fewer than 500 hydrogen refueling stations and more than 200,000 gasoline and diesel
refueling stations in the EU and in the US. The latest decision of the German supreme
court allowed the use of the natural gas pipelines for hydrogen. This kind of conversion
could contribute to the competitiveness of the hydrogen-based energy supply systems in
Europe [7].

The third essential barrier on the way to green hydrogen rollout is that over the
hydrogen value chain, a substantial share of energy is lost due to technical reasons. More
than 30% of energy used for electrolysis lost. In addition, the conversion of hydrogen to
ammonia leads to an up to 25% energy loss. The employment of hydrogen in fuel cells
causes further energy losses of 40–50% [7,8].

There are three production models for renewables-based hydrogen. These are full
on-site production, electricity from the power grid, and a hybrid solution (Figure 2). In
contrast to full on-site hydrogen production, connecting the electrolyzers to the power grid
would enable the counteracting of the volatility of the wind and solar energy supply and
stabilize hydrogen production.

Hence, sustainably low prices of the electricity from renewables are the prerequisite
for a successful hydrogen economy. The second precondition for the gradual development
of the hydrogen economy are reductions in the cost of electrolysis [6]. The fulfillment of
these conditions would require substantial public support. According to IRENA’s report on
public policies on green hydrogen, in order to achieve the threshold for market penetration
nations have to employ an integrated energy sector development strategy epitomized in
four pillars. These are: 1. Adopting national hydrogen strategies; 2. Formulation of policy
priorities; 3. Establishment of a governance system and enabling policies; and 4. Creation
of the system that identifies the origin of green hydrogen [8].

There are, nevertheless, no universal policies for the green hydrogen development.
The concrete public support measures for the uptake of green hydrogen depend on the
level of hydrogen sector development. To address this issue, IRENA proposed the “policy
stage” concept in the context of the electrolysis and infrastructure deployment [9]. At
the initial stage green hydrogen output is at the megawatt level; green hydrogen is used
in niches, and is not competitive with grey hydrogen. There is no substantial pipeline
infrastructure and hydrogen is transported by hydrogen tracks. The share of renewables in
the energy mix is far below its potential. This phase is termed Stage 1 or the “technology
readiness” phase.

At the second stage, economies of scale in hydrogen production come fully into their
own. Electrolyzers are at the gigawatt level and the production of renewables is cheap
and their share in the energy mix is significant. This leads to a production surplus during
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sunny and/or windy periods. Hydrogen is no more demanded only by niches. There is a
large-scale demand for hydrogen in regions with hard to decarbonize sectors. This leads to
the advancement of the hydrogen infrastructure and especially pipelines. At that stage,
the countries with a dense gas pipeline infrastructure start to convert these pipelines for
hydrogen. At the subsequent stage green hydrogen is fully comparable with grey hydrogen
and the power sector is a zero or negative emission sector. Green hydrogen continues its
expansion until the transition to a climate-neutral energy system is complete.

Figure 2. Production models. Source: IRENA (2021), p. 29.

Hence, the ideal typical transition to green hydrogen is a process, which consists of
two major phases. These are the first phase of the renewables rollout and the second stage
is the uptake of the green hydrogen economy.

As shall be shown later, application of the subsidization schemes that have been
applied to the rollout of the renewable sources, such as solar and wind energy for green
hydrogen, could lead to allocative inefficiencies epitomized in the double subsidization of
hydrogen-based electricity production.

3. Central Challenges for the Rollout of the Green Hydrogen Economy

The central problem for the rollout of green hydrogen emanates from the relatively
high production, conversion, transport, and storage costs of green hydrogen. Production
costs depend on the price of the renewable electricity, costs of electrolysis and their ca-
pacities. Green hydrogen can achieve cost-competitiveness with blue hydrogen only if
the operating hours per year exceed at least 3000 [27]. The conversion and transport costs
of hydrogen are also important drivers of hydrogen; especially with increasing distance
between the location of electrolysis and end demand site, the costs of transportation and
conversion increase linearly (Figure 3).

The employment of trucks for the transport of hydrogen makes sense only for short
distances because trucks can carry relatively small amounts of hydrogen. The carrying
capacity of trucks could be substantially increased if instead of hydrogen gas they could
transport liquified hydrogen. This, however, would require additional conversion costs,
which also have to be considered in calculations.
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Figure 3. Costs for hydrogen transport as a function of distance by selected transport mode. Source: IRENA (2021) [27].

The cheapest transportation option for hydrogen is transportation via natural gas
pipelines. Especially in the initial phases of infrastructure development and hydrogen tech-
nology proliferation long-distance hydrogen delivery plays a central role [28]. There are
two possibilities for the utilization of the natural gas pipelines for the deliveries of hydrogen.
These are hydrogen blending and the use of natural gas pipelines for pure hydrogen trans-
port [29]. Construction of the pipeline infrastructure is very capital-intensive and would
necessitate more investments than those for the construction of new gas pipelines [30].
Repurposing the existing natural gas pipeline infrastructure for the transportation of green
hydrogen is deemed to be a relatively cost-effective transport option for large amounts of hy-
drogen. This would imply only 10–25% of the greenfield cost of new pipeline construction.

Cerniauskas et al. find that 80% of natural gas pipelines can be reassigned for hydrogen
and reduce the hydrogen transportation costs by at least 60% [31].

There are three major fields of private and public investment in hydrogen. These are
investments in hydrogen infrastructure, investments in research and development, and
deployment [2].

4. Global Implications of the National Hydrogen Strategies

In 2017, Japan was the first country to propose a national hydrogen strategy and by
doing so sparked interest in hydrogen in the Asian-Pacific region. In 2019, Australia and
South Korea followed Japan’s lead in dealing with hydrogen economy development and
put forward their own national hydrogen strategies. The pioneer in Europe in terms of
hydrogen strategy was Germany, which adopted its comprehensive hydrogen strategy as
first European country to do so and pushed the EU hydrogen strategy during its presidency
of the EU Council. In Latin America Chile has been promoting hydrogen rollout perhaps
more than any other country in the world and in 2020 these policies came into their own
within the framework of the first adopted national hydrogen strategy in Latin America.
At present, there are already 13 countries and one regional integration block which have
adopted national hydrogen strategies. Besides the already-mentioned countries and the
EU, these are France, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Hungary, Canada, and the
UK. All of them adopted their national hydrogen strategies in 2020 and 2021. This was to
a large extent catalyzed by the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Glasgow
(COP26) between 31 October and 12 November 2021 [32]. Twenty further countries are
currently preparing their hydrogen strategies. The majority of the countries currently
pushing a hydrogen strategy are countries with advanced or emerging economies. There
are also more than 30 countries where political discussions are taking place, including
official statements on hydrogen economy and initial hydrogen projects.

Figure 4 is an overview map of the degree of activity in terms of hydrogen strategy
development. The map shows clearly that there is a clear gap in terms of hydrogen economy
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development between Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, and South East Asia on the
one hand and the rest of the world on the other.

Figure 4. Country activities with regards to hydrogen development policies. Source: World Energy Council, 2021 [31].

According to a report of UNEP, which was prepared a decade and half ago, due to
the financial leeway and qualified engineering staff gap, the developing world has been
unable to participate in the research, development and deployment (RDD) of hydrogen
and related technologies, and the transition to hydrogen economy will take place later
in these developing countries [1]. The geography of the adopted and planned hydrogen
strategies vindicates that this expectation was plausible. Without massive financial and
technical support for the development of the prerequisites for the hydrogen economy,
Sub-Saharan Africa, Central Asia, and South-East Europe will not be able to advance the
hydrogen economies. This could lead to even greater discrepancies between the level
of per capita income of developing and advanced nations and aggravate the problem of
poverty and undernutrition in the respective regions. As a possible solution, the experts of
UNEP recommend the large-scale support of international organizations and especially
international development agencies for the rollout of hydrogen in developing countries.

5. Green Hydrogen and Industrialization of Developing Areas

Electric power is deemed to be the central trigger and the durable driver of the “Second
Industrial Revolution” that took place the last quarter of the 19th and first decades of the
20th centuries [33]—hence, the rollout of the famous GOERLO-Plan, the first Soviet plan
for national economic recovery and modernization, which in its essence was a roadmap for
a large-scale electrification in post-revolutionary Russia, i.e., the Soviet Union. The source
of the electrification in the advanced economies was the combustion of the fossil fuels
and nuclear power. These sources are capable of delivering electricity uninterruptedly,
which is required for industrial processes. The central shortcoming of these energy sources
is their environmental risks and their negative impact on environmental quality and the
health status of human beings. In this regard, renewables offer a superior alternative to
conventional energy sources. The central shortcoming of the renewable energy sources
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(RESs) is, however, their intermittency and their inability to provide sufficient electricity
for industrial processes. This is why solar off-grid-based or solar-based electricity is mostly
utilized for the consumptive electricity needs of households. Because of inadequate storage
capacities, the surplus electricity from RESs in disproportionately sunny or windy phases
cannot be made use of. Hence, the rollout of green hydrogen in developing areas could
close this gap because there are a plenty of technical ways for hydrogen gas to store
surplus energy. In addition, hydrogen is capable of generating energy for hard-to-electrify
sectors, such as heavy industry, which is focal in terms of the rapid industrialization of the
underdeveloped areas. The central merit of hydrogen is that in contrast to solar and wind
energy projects, green hydrogen could really trigger industrial uptake in fossil-fuel-poor
developing countries, which are more vulnerable to oil and gas price spikes than the rest of
the world.

Nevertheless, the least developed areas are not capable of triggering the hydrogen
rollout without massive investments in electrolyser capacity building and a surge in
renewable energy generation. Furthermore, developing countries lack the advanced natural
gas pipeline infrastructure and sufficient stock of human capital for the development of the
hydrogen economy. In addition, developing countries, in contrast to the advanced ones,
do not have sophisticated and seasoned hydrogen strategies. These are all comparative
disadvantages of the Global South in terms of hydrogen. Their implications are the
increasing technological disparity of the energy systems of the Global North and Global
South and the aggravation of the economic underdevelopment of the developing areas.

This picture changes, nevertheless, if we consider that advanced countries, and es-
pecially Europe, cannot achieve the envisaged surge of green hydrogen in its energy mix
(up to 24 percent by the year 2050) without imports of renewable electricity or hydrogen
imports from overseas. Due to the solar and wind abundance in large parts of Africa and
Asia, Europe is interested in the large-scale rollout of RESs in developing countries. This
kind of bridging of the energy transition between advanced and developing countries is
anchored in the EU Green Deal and the European Hydrogen Strategy, whereby energy
sector cooperation with Africa and the members of the African Union has been given
priority. By supporting RESs and green hydrogen exports from Africa to the EU developing
African countries’ comparative advantage in the generation of solar and wind electricity
translates in the long-term to a comparative advantage in the production and export of
green hydrogen. This is the central explanation for the recent projections of PWC and the
Word Bank, which indicate that the African continent and large parts of the non-African
developing countries will be the potential exporters of green hydrogen and produce it with
a significant cost advantage. Hence, despite substantial comparative short-term disadvan-
tages in promoting hydrogen, especially for the fossil-fuel importing developing countries,
hydrogen could imply a substantial improvement of the trade balance and also an increase
in energy security and resilience.

In addition, the green hydrogen rollout will contribute to the food security of the
Global South. The experience of developing countries with hydrogen for the produc-
tion of fertilizers confirms this expectation. Developing countries, such as Egypt, India,
Turkey, Costa Rica, and Zimbabwe have made substantial advances in terms of their food
sovereignty due to the production of green hydrogen [22]. In 1958 India installed 106.0 MW,
Zimbabwe installed 1975 74.6 MW, and Egypt installed 1960 115.0 MW electrolyzer capaci-
ties. These and many other electrolysis-based hydrogen production projects were mostly
supported by international development institutions, in the first line the World Bank, to
support food security and the domestic production of fertilizers. The IGSAS fertilizer
project in Turkey and the Fauji fertilizer project in Pakistan the 1980s were financed by
the World Bank. As a natural-gas-abundant country, Malaysia has extensively employed
alkaline electrolyzers to fuel domestic manufacturing. The polysilicon plant Sarawak in
Indonesia exhibits the largest current 25 MW electrolyser worldwide [32].
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6. Conclusions

The central conclusion of this review is that a green hydrogen rollout in the developed
and oil-exporting developing and emerging economies is not a risk for the rest of the world
in terms of the increasing technological disparities and conservation of underdevelopment
and concomitant socioeconomic problems of the Global South. The targets, anchored in
the Paris Agreement, but even more in the EU Green Deal and the European Hydrogen
Strategy, will give positive impulses for the rollout of RESs in developing countries, and
especially in the countries of the African Union because of the prioritization of the African
continent within the energy-cooperation frameworks of the EU Green Deal and the EU
Hydrogen Strategy. Hence, the green hydrogen rollout will bridge the energy transition
between Europe and Africa on the one hand, and climate and development targets on
the other.

In addition to this long-term, bird’s eye perspective, based on the literature analysis,
it can be concluded that the countries with a sizeable share of renewables in their energy
mixes, whereby renewables are overwhelmingly sustainable without subsidies, have a cost
advantage in green hydrogen production. In addition, countries with an advanced gas
pipeline infrastructure will be able to make use of the existing natural gas pipelines for the
unfolding hydrogen infrastructure. Hence, advanced countries with large solar and wind
energy generation capacities and gas pipeline infrastructure are currently more capable of
developing green hydrogen infrastructure with amenable costs.

According to the scholars of the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program
(ESMAP) of the World Bank Group, developing areas with sizeable infrastructure for the
production of natural gas and natural-gas-pipeline networks have a comparative advantage
for the unfolding of green hydrogen. They mention explicitly Argentina, China, Europe,
the Gulf Cooperation Council countries, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, North America, and
Thailand as countries with favorable starting conditions for the unfolding of a hydrogen
economy [22].

What are the implications of the prohibitive green hydrogen costs in a number of
advanced, transition, and developing countries? Should these countries subsidize green
hydrogen despite existence of cheaper alternatives? Such a strategy does not make sense
economically and is not sustainable. Public policies in these countries must focus on the
rollout of renewable energy sources and trigger a large-scale subsidization of hydrogen at
the more advanced stages of renewable energy sector development.

Fossil-fuel-abundant developing and transition economies, on contrary, should follow
a strategy which differs from that of the oil and gas importing countries. The development
of the infrastructure for nonrenewable hydrogen and the advancement of solar and wind
parks could lead to accelerated pathways of energy transition in this group of countries
because of the complementarity of the infrastructure for green and nonrenewable hydrogen.
The same holds also for countries that rely predominantly on nuclear energy in their energy
mixes and are capable of producing pink hydrogen. The development of the infrastructure
for pink hydrogen and rising shares of renewable energy sources could serve as a fruitful
soil for surging green hydrogen in long-term energy mixes.
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Abstract: Consumers’ purchasing choices are no longer based only on economic factors but also
on ethical reasons related to environmental sustainability and food safety. However, nutritional
information on food labels is underused by consumers. Often the lack or incompleteness of infor-
mation available on the market obstructs the complex transition towards sustainable consumption
patterns. This empirical study analysed a sample of 359 consumers from an area in Southern Italy
(city of Naples) to identify homogeneous consumer clusters with respect to the assessment of the
level of consumer attention to sustainable environmental, social behaviours in daily life, and also
to safety attributes. The most important sources of information influencing the consumers’ choices,
food safety knowledge, and future purchasing behaviour were analysed. The research sample was
self-selected, and the questionnaire for the survey was administrated through a non-probability
sample from a reasoned choice. The results indicate that the ideal solution is a five-cluster partition
that confirms a good level of attention to intrinsic attributes, in particular food expiry, transparency
of food information, food traceability, and seller confidence. In addition, the research could provide
an opportunity to consider collaborative actions between policy makers and industries to increase
consumer awareness of environmental attributes.

Keywords: consumers; cluster analysis; sustainable consumption; mass media; social media

1. Introduction

The modern agri-food consumers are more inclined to make informed and conscious
purchasing decisions regarding products that favour a level of environmental, social, and
economic sustainability while not neglecting economic aspects [1,2]. Numerous studies
highlight the lack of or incomplete information available on the market that creates [3] infor-
mation asymmetry issues that obstruct the complex acquisition of sustainable consumption
patterns [4]. According to recent studies [5–7], the nutritional value of food remains a
key factor for consumers in their food purchases. Nevertheless, even when nutritional
information on food labels is comprehensive, it is underused by consumers [8,9].

The agri-food sector attaches great importance to the quality of raw materials, with
respect for and protection of the environment and human resource, involving the stake-
holders [10–12]. Consumers’ choices are also ethical choices related to the protection of the
environment and working conditions, protecting the territory and resources to be handed
over to future generations [13]. Consumers do not base their purchasing choices only on
economic motivations in relation to quality/price [14–20] but, above all, on the benefits to
the community for the development of a more environmentally friendly society. Important
international reports, such as the International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge,
Science, and Technology (IAASTD); the Climate Change Manifesto; and the Future of Food
Safety [21], highlight the link between food security and environmental sustainability.
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This connection is explained in these studies by stating that agriculture has a funda-
mental footprint on all major environmental issues [22,23]: climate change, biodiversity,
land degradation, water quality, etc. These issues present difficult development challenges
that need to be resolved because we must reduce the climate change footprint of agriculture;
we must not degrade our soil and water, which has negative effects on biodiversity. [24,25].
These major challenges can be addressed by integrating local and traditional knowledge
with institutional knowledge.

The new needs expressed by consumers and acknowledged by the actors of the
production chain and in synergy with national governments encourage the development of
increasingly articulated certification systems [26,27]. In the context of the green economy,
such products have higher costs to operate in an ecological and social way. A good digital
green marketing strategy and a good use of social media as a communication channel
are essential to communicate the value of the product and to achieve a higher level of
civic engagement [28]. The aim is to encourage the purchase of eco-friendly products and
therefore more ethical than those with only economic benefits.

This study aims to analyse the degree of awareness of a sample of 359 Italian con-
sumers regarding the adoption of sustainable behaviour in their lifestyle and attention to
food safety attributes. In addition, it analyses the consumer’s understanding of the main
sources of information and their influence on the respondent’s food safety knowledge and
future purchasing behaviour.

2. Theoretical Framework

Food has an essential role in society by influencing people’s lifestyle, health, and
habits [29] and is an essential part of socialization. Today, the consumer defined as “critical”
or “responsible” can show his or her attention to food safety, environmental protection
issues, justice, human rights, and everything related to the ethical content of commercial
activities to the production world [30,31].

In addition, the critical consumer avoids products that are dangerous to the health
or cause damage to the environment during manufacture, use, or disposal. In this con-
text, there are many events that focus on the valorisation and importance of food. For
example, Expo 2015 “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life” connected food issues with
sustainability [32–34]. This event analysed the role of food in addressing nutrition, food
production, management, and distribution as well as global and regional food governance,
promoting an international dialogue on nutrition and natural resources. Furthermore, some
studies [35,36] have supported that gastronomy can help build social relationships with
local communities by clarifying the different motivational factors that drive consumers
to choose experiences that promote a healthy lifestyle. According to Beldad and Hegner
(2018) [37], the propensity toward purchasing food safety products is higher among women
than men, as women are more willing to pay more. According to Monier-Dilhan (2018) [38],
consumers with higher levels of education are more likely to buy organic products for
health reasons, product quality, and environmental protection [39]. In accordance with pre-
vious studies, [40] the level of education is rather more relevant [41] than the age variable
in obtaining a good level of attention to food safety issues. In the field of communication,
according to Panagiotopoulos et al., (2015) [42], before digital media, food companies had
to use expensive marketing media to reach their audience with limited feedback and low
possibility of target knowledge.

Since the 2000s, digital green marketing strategies related to the optimal and
widespread use of social media to effectively promote product value have become
widely established [43,44]. However, previous studies show that employees (especially
if they are married) use social media much less and are more sceptical about this digital
evolution [45].

Academic research is developing, and related concepts are being explored, such
as the impact of such information sources on consumers’ purchasing motivations [46].
The aim is to induce consumers’ purchasing motivations towards more sustainable and
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environmentally friendly products. Based on these assumptions, agri-food systems are
seeking new levels of sustainability to respond to new levels of wellbeing to monitor the
health of the planet [47,48].

The study focuses on the following Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1: The level of consumer attention to intrinsic attributes of the product purchased

and the reasons for purchasing food products.
RQ2: The implementation of sustainable environmental and social behaviours in the

daily life of respondents.
RQ3: The most important sources of information that influence the consumer’s choices.

3. Materials and Methods

This study investigates the respondents’ level of awareness of sustainable behaviours
in their daily lives, consumers’ understanding of and attention to intrinsic attributes,
and the influence of information sources on future purchasing behaviour. To collect
information, a questionnaire was prepared for a population of 359 Italian consumers
residing in Campania (a southern Italian region), surrounding the city of Naples. The
interviews were conducted directly face-to-face during the period January–February 2021.

The research sample was self-selected; it was an exploratory study without inferential
objectives. The questionnaire was administrated through a non-probability sample from a
reasoned choice.

The final questionnaire was divided into four sections consisting of multiple-choice
questions measured on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 points. The first part investigated the safety
of food consumed while the second part the tendency to implement sustainability-oriented
behaviours in the daily lives of respondents.

In addition, the greater willingness to purchase food products when food safety-
oriented production behaviours are adopted was analysed. Lastly, which sources of
information on food, between mass media and social media, were most appreciated by
the interviewees was analysed, highlighting a possible influence of information sources
on future purchasing behaviours. Using the data from the questionnaires, a first univari-
ate exploratory analysis was elaborated (analysis of the frequency and use of synthetic
indicators), then a multivariate analysis [49], and an analysis of the main components and
cluster analysis were performed. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used as a way
of reducing dimensionality [50]. It made it possible to restrict the number of quantitative
variables into a smaller set of factors or principal components (PCs). After identifying the
key components (with PCA analysis) that influence the awareness of respondents on in-
trinsic attributes, a cluster analysis was finalized [51] to segment the statistical units [52,53].
In this scheme, the K-means approach was chosen, in which objects were divided into
separate sub-sets, and each object is part of one and the same cluster. With this analysis, an
ideal partition of 5 clusters was identified, analysed, and discussed.

4. Results

Socio-demographic characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1. The
consumers participating in this study were mostly single, employed women (57.66%),
aged between 18 and 25, with a high school diploma and a total net annual income of
10,000–20,000 €. It can be assumed that the female population is still responsible for food
purchase [54], according to the study of Beldad and Hegner (2018) [37].

The sample of respondents is “very” concerned (35.9%) about food safety standards,
with more attention paid to aspects such as food expiry (33.1%) and transparency in food
information (28.69%). Other aspects, such as food traceability (29.53%) and seller confidence
(31.5%), were only “moderately important”. From the sample interviewed, it was shown
that among the most considered purchasing motivations were the place of origin (28.69%)
and the presence of certifications (23.96%), while the method of production (28.97%) and
the method of conservation (24.79%) were of “moderate importance”. The questions in the
second part of the questionnaire investigated the use of sustainable behaviour adopted
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daily by citizens, and 28.41% stated that the habit of buying eco-labelled products is “very
important” in their daily lives. The purchase of fair-trade products and the use of eco-labels
are still niche issues, according to Monier-Dilhan (2018) [38] and Van’t Veld (2020) [39]. In
the third survey section, respondents were asked how much more they would be willing
to spend in the purchase of a product if the company adopted food safety behaviours.
Looking at the responses, 48.75% said they would be willing to spend at least 10 % more
than the average selling price for products with safety attributes; 30.92% said they would
be willing to spend at least 20% more than the average price; 25.07% stated that they would
have “moderate” willingness to spend 30% more than the average selling price.

Table 1. Socio-demographic variables of the sample.

Attributes No. Consumers Percentage of Sample

Males 152 42.34%

Females 207 57.66%

18–25 129 35.93%

26–35 75 56.82%

36–45 44 12.26%

46–55 64 17.83%

56–65 27 7.52%

>65 20 5.57%

Single/Bachelor 203 56.55%

Married 156 43.45%

Absence of school certificate 32 8.91%

Secondary school certificate 56 15.60%

Diploma 200 55.71%

Degree 65 18.11%

Postgraduate degree 6 1.67%

Student 112 31.20%

Employee 114 31.75%

Freelancer 48 13.37%

Unemployed 16 4.46%

Housewife 34 9.47%

Retired 15 4.18%

Other 20 5.57%

X ≤ €10,000 93 25.91%

€10,000 < X ≤ 20,000 136 37.88%

€20,000 < X ≤ 30,000 90 25.07%

€X > 30,000 40 11.14%
Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

The final part of the survey questions investigated on the information sources on
food safety evaluating their level of clarity and reliability. First, the information sources
with most clarity and reliability were doctors (34.54%), Ministry of Health (30.08%), and
health associations (28.69%), while the least reliable were the food blogger (32.59%) and
social media (32.59%), whose clarity and reliability were evaluated “for nothing”. Looking
at traditional media, we can see that TV (34.26%), the Internet (31.48%), and magazines
(33.43%) present a “moderate” score.
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In this fourth section of the questionnaire, the influence of information sources on
the future purchasing behaviour of the respondents was investigated. In addition, how
the reputation of food companies influences the respondents’ cultural enrichment on food
safety matters was investigated. The results showed that 30.92% of the sample buy food
safety products having been influenced by the source of information, while 33.15% are
influenced to a “moderate” extent in their purchase by the reputation of the companies, and
30.64% of the sample are “very” inclined to acquire more information about environmental
and social sustainability, according to Van’t Veld (2020) [39].

4.1. Principal Component Analysis

The sensitization of the sample on the topics of food safety and the related propensity
towards greater purchase is influenced by several variables. Therefore, the use of principal
component analysis provides an overall clearer and more immediate interpretation [50]. In
particular, the components identified can be interpreted as follows:

1. Purchasing motivations describe the consumer purchasing motivations on food prod-
ucts, such as place of origin or method of production.

2. Sustainable behaviour describes the implementation in daily life of the interviewees
whose behaviour is strongly oriented toward sustainability, for example, the purchase
of fair-trade products and the use of trademarks protecting workers.

3. Propensity to purchase describes consumer’s willingness to pay for a food safety product.
4. Attention to safety attributes is a component that describes the principal attributes

for which consumers pay more their attention, for example, food expiration and
food traceability.

5. Media sources satisfaction describes the consumers comprehension of the informative
source for a food safety product. In this component, we discuss traditional media,
such as TV, the Internet, and magazines.

6. Awareness is a component that describes if the information source is influencing the
consumer’s food safety knowledge and future buying behaviour.

7. Institutional sources satisfaction describes the consumers comprehension on the
informative source for a food safety product. In this component, we talk about
doctors, Ministry of Health, and health associations.

8. Social media satisfaction describes the consumers comprehension of the informative
source for a food safety product. In this component, we talk about social networks
and food bloggers.

The choice of the number of components occurs by considering three joint criteria:
values of community, the amount of cumulative variance explained by the factors (Table 2),
and the Eigenvalues of the components. The eight principal components thus identified
(Table 3), in fact explain 65.929% of the variance in the original variables.

Table 2. Total of the explained variance.

Total of the Explained Variance

Component
Initial Eigenvalues

Total % Variance % Variance Cumulative

1 5.443 20.936 20.936
2 2.377 9.143 30.079
3 2.135 8.213 38.292
4 1.746 6.717 45.009
5 1.696 6.522 51.531
6 1.365 5.249 56.780
7 1.250 4.809 61.589
8 1.128 4.340 65.929
9 0.862 3.314 69.244

10 0.785 3.020 72.264
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Table 2. Cont.

Total of the Explained Variance

Component
Initial Eigenvalues

Total % Variance % Variance Cumulative

11 0.698 2.683 74.947
12 0.635 2.444 77.391
13 0.610 2.347 79.738
14 0.574 2.208 81.946
15 0.510 1.962 83.907
16 0.505 1.943 85.850
17 0.505 1.941 87.792
18 0.469 1.804 89.595
19 0.434 1.669 91.264
20 0.421 1.619 92.884
21 0.386 1.486 94.370
22 0.359 1.382 95.752
23 0.318 1.222 96.974
24 0.310 1.193 98.167
25 0.299 1.151 99.318
26 0.177 0.682 100.000

Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

Table 3. The rotated component matrix.

The Rotated Component Matrix

Variables
Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Communality

Food expiry 0.132 −0.080 −0.013 0.688 0.141 0.066 0.138 −0.081 0.547
Transparency of food information 0.285 0.122 0.091 0.734 0.003 0.075 0.048 −0.083 0.658

Food traceability 0.257 0.328 0.065 0.615 −0.015 0.017 0.017 0.034 0.558
Seller confidence −0.012 0.183 0.055 0.658 0.053 0.188 −0.082 0.151 0.537

Environmental trademarks 0.209 0.737 0.038 0.073 0.079 0.031 0.151 −0.035 0.624
Fair trade 0.229 0.765 0.054 0.040 0.108 0.153 0.043 0.030 0.680

Avoid unfair brands 0.060 0.734 0.177 0.103 0.091 −0.020 0.063 0.003 0.597
Trademarks protecting workers 0.192 0.727 −0.002 0.180 −0.042 0.087 −0.012 0.122 0.623

Spending + 10% 0.089 0.028 0.787 0.116 0.055 0.178 0.073 −0.077 0.688
Spending + 20% 0.009 0.098 0.927 0.033 0.051 0.089 0.016 −0.017 0.881
Spending + 30% 0.091 0.114 0.805 0.009 0.021 −0.026 0.094 0.050 0.682

TV source satisfaction 0.014 0.109 0.073 0.044 0.793 0.177 −0.020 0.110 0.692
Internet source satisfaction −0.103 0.024 0.113 0.098 0.730 0.031 −0.049 0.284 0.650

Magazine source satisfaction 0.111 0.084 −0.043 0.036 0.800 −0.058 0.155 0.055 0.693
Doctors source satisfaction 0.042 −0.012 0.043 0.100 0.260 0.133 0.629 −0.159 0.520
Ministerial source clarity 0.035 0.090 0.097 0.017 −0.023 0.101 0.857 −0.055 0.768
Association source clarity 0.042 0.159 0.058 0.007 −0.104 −0.001 0.777 0.308 0.740

Food blogger source satisfaction −0.004 0.112 −0.055 −0.011 0.124 0.047 0.096 0.831 0.733
Social media source satisfaction 0.085 −0.037 0.009 0.006 0.281 0.005 −0.075 0.778 0.698

After info–more purchases 0.122 0.093 0.038 0.040 0.130 0.807 0.030 −0.035 0.696
After info—more reputation 0.154 0.043 0.149 0.045 0.059 0.772 0.068 0.148 0.675

After info—more environmental
and social knowledge 0.107 0.071 0.050 0.262 −0.054 0.712 0.143 −0.050 0.620
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Table 3. Cont.

The Rotated Component Matrix

Variables
Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Communality

Place of origin 0.728 0.117 0.027 0.197 0.035 0.106 0.058 −0.027 0.599
Certifications 0.786 0.170 0.112 0.043 −0.032 0.125 0.027 −0.076 0.684

Method of conservation 0.738 0.168 0.023 0.210 0.005 0.105 0.071 0.035 0.636
Method of production 0.729 0.249 0.058 0.121 0.047 0.083 −0.031 0.193 0.660

Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

The values of community explain the amounts of variance of each variable explained
by extracted factors and such values, being always greater or equal to 50% of the initial
variance, demonstrate the fact that the variables are well represented by the factors. The
scree plot constructed (Figure 1) shows a slope change at the point where the components
become negligible, demonstrating the fact that the first eight factors are explicative since
they presented an Eigenvalue greater than 1.

Figure 1. The scree plot. Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

4.2. Cluster Analysis

In this empirical survey, the ideal solution is a five-cluster partition, and Table 4
presents the final cluster centres. Having identified the key components that influence
the sensitization of the interviewees to the topics analysed, the aim of a cluster analysis
was [55] to segment the statistical units [56].
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Table 4. The final cluster centres.

Final Cluster Centres

Components
Cluster

1 2 3 4 5

1. Purchasing motivations 0.65606 −0.85465 −0.40100 0.31052 0.63766
2. Sustainable behaviour 0.31252 −0.29437 0.14175 −0.57718 0.41056
3. Propensity to purchase 0.81462 −0.03139 −0.31679 0.01042 −0.51417
4. Attention to food safety 0.20225 −0.36736 0.24880 −0.06051 0.18865

5. Media sources satisfaction 0.81769 0.07587 0.38269 −0.80027 −0.59981
6. Awareness −0.10956 −0.36072 0.79324 −0.30242 0.26063

7. Institutional sources satisfaction 0.08879 0.41438 −1.18549 0.03991 0.13734
8. Social media satisfaction −0.01540 −0.29603 0.52680 1.28354 −0.81811

Note: Values close to 1 or higher indicate that the specific component represents that group of clusters. Extremely
negative values indicate that the specific component has little or no representation in that cluster group. Source:
Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

The clusters can be described as follows:

• Cluster 1 can be defined in summary as the group of “food safety virtuous”,
represented by 20.05% of the sample (72 of 359 consumers) and characterized
mainly by component 3 (value of 0.81462). In fact, their propensity to buy food
safety products is much higher, and their motivation to buy them is considerable.
They are sustainable in their daily life and present a good level of comprehension
of information sources, such as the traditional media, while having a negative level
of social media satisfaction (−0.01540).

• Cluster 2 can be defined in summary as the group of “consumer sensitivity” to
institutional information. The propensity to purchase and the purchasing motivations
are negative in respect to all the components evaluated, especially with reference
to orientation towards sustainability. This cluster is more numerous, comprising
106 of 359 interviewees (29.52% of the sample) and is extremely far from component
3 (value of −0.03139), named propensity to purchase. The component 8 (social media
satisfaction) presents a negative value (−0.29603), while component 7 (Institutional
sources satisfaction) presents a positive value (0.41438).

• Cluster 3 can be defined as the group of “sceptical consumer”, representing 14.76%
of the sample (53 of 359 consumers) and is extremely far from component 7 (value of
−1.18549). Therefore, this means that the cluster does not trust institutional sources
for food product safety information. This clustering is the least numerous with an
elevated awareness level (component 6 with value of 0.79324) and positive social media
satisfaction (component 8 with value of 0.52680). However, there is no willingness
to pay more for a food safety product because propensity to purchase (component 3)
presents a negative value (−0.31679).

• Cluster 4 can be defined as the group of “social media consumer” since this consumer
does not pay attention to sustainability and to food safety; they choose to maintain
a motivation purchase (component 3 with a positive value) based on social media
information rather than mass media. This cluster represents 57 consumers out of
359 (14.48%) and is characterized mainly by component 8, social media satisfaction
(value of 1.28354), and it is extremely far from component 5 (media sources satisfaction
with value of −0.80027).

• Cluster 5 can be defined as the group of “distrustful consumer” since they do not see
the information source as an advantage and an opportunity to be followed. In fact,
component 3, propensity to purchase, presents a negative value. This cluster com-
prises 76 consumers out of 359 (21.16 %) and is characterized mainly by component 1
(purchasing motivations with value of 0.63766), but the most negative components
evaluated are number 8, the social media satisfaction (value of −0.81811) and compo-
nent 5 (media sources satisfaction with value of −0.59981).
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The ANOVA table shows which variables contributed the most in the identification
of the clusters. Social media satisfaction, purchasing motivations, and media sources
satisfaction are the three variables associated significantly with the clusters identified. These
are followed by institutional sources satisfaction and propensity to purchase. However,
attention to food safety and sustainable behavior are the least influential in the division of
the groups (Table 5).

Tables 6 and 7 show the composition of the cluster groups according to socio-
demographic variables. Cluster 1 composed of 72 statistic units (20.5% of the sam-
ple) and includes a concentration of unmarried females (age 18–25 years old, 32%
of the consumers). Regarding instruction, most of the sample have a diploma and
are represented by students (32% of the sample), while 43% have an income between
10,000 and 20,000 euros. This cluster presents the highest level of instruction in the
survey because the percentage of degrees and postgraduates is more than 30%. This
important information confirms the theory concerning a higher attention to food safety
based on education level, according to the study by Monier-Dilhan (2018) [38], because
cluster 1 is the most virtuous of all concerning food safety issues. In addition, it is con-
firmed that the education of women is fundamental in the sensitization and promotion
of food safety issues, according to Beldad and Hegner (2018), [37] because this cluster
presents a higher concentration of women graduates.

Table 5. ANOVA table.

ANOVA

Cluster Error

F Sig.Mean
Square

Df
Mean

Square
df

1. Purchasing motivations 38.213 4 0.580 354 65.940 0.000
2. Sustainable behaviour 11.854 4 0.877 354 13.511 0.000
3. Propensity to purchase 18.325 4 0.804 354 22.786 0.000
4. Attention to food safety 5.857 4 0.945 354 6.197 0.000

5. Media sources satisfaction 29.289 4 0.680 354 43.051 0.000
6. Awareness 14.481 4 0.848 354 17.083 0.000

7. Institutional sources
satisfaction 23.693 4 0.744 354 31.863 0.000

8. Social media satisfaction 40.137 4 0.558 354 71.961 0.000
Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

In cluster 2, composed of 106 units (29.52% of the sample), the distribution with
respect to age is the same as cluster 1, but the age class 18–25 is more numerous with
46 units (43.39% of the sample), with a good percentage of the students (40.56%) having a
diploma. This cluster has a higher concentration of young people and men (that represent
46.22% of the sample with 49 statistic units), but at same time, it has the worst instruction
level because only 11% have a degree or are postgraduates. In addition, it is also the
cluster that presents the worst incomes because only 31 units out of 106 earn more than
20,000 euros. This confirms the theory (Vlontzos et al., 2018) [57] that young people (mainly
the men) earn less than adults, do not show an interest in the food safety issues, and do
not have an increasing propensity to purchase. Therefore, this cluster is the most negative
regarding food safety attention, and it needs more sensibilisation on these issues.

In cluster 3 (N = 53), 56% of the consumers are unmarried women in the age group
between 18 and 25 years; the prevalent level of education is the diploma, while their
income is medium-high, with 44% of these consumers (24 statistic units) earning over
20,000 euros p.a.
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Table 6. Composition of cluster groups I, II and III.

Cl. I Cl. II Cl. III

72 Units
(20.05%)

106 Units
(29.52%)

53 Units
(14.76%)

Absolute
Value

Percentage
Value

Absolute
Value

Percentage
Value

Absolute
Value

Percentage
Value

Male 27 37.5 49 46.22 23 43.39

Female 45 62.5 57 53.77 30 56.60

18–25 23 32 46 43.39 21 39.62

26–35 18 25 19 17.92 10 18.86

36–45 13 18 12 11.32 9 16.98

46–55 13 18 10 9.43 8 15.09

56–65 4 5.5 10 9.43 5 9.4

>65 1 1.4 9 8.49

Single/Bachelor 44 61 66 62.26 31 58.49

Married 28 39 40 37.73 22 41.50

Without secondary
school certificate 2 2.7 13 12.26 3 5.66

Secondary school
certificate 11 15.3 10 9.43 10 18.86

Diploma 37 51 71 66.98 30 56.60

Degree 18 25.1 12 11.32 10 18.86

Postgraduate 4 5.5

Student 23 32 43 40.56 15 28.30

Employed 22 30.5 31 29.24 17 32.07

Freelancer 8 11 12 11.32 8 15.09

Unemployed 3 4 1 0.94 6 11.32

Housewife 7 9.7 6 5.66 6 11.32

Retired 1 1,3 7 6.60 0 0

Other 6 5.66 1 1.8

X ≤ 10,000 15 20.8 29 27.35 11 20.75

10,000 < X ≤ 20,000 31 43 46 43.39 18 33.96

20,000 < X ≤ 30,000 18 25 24 22.64 15 28.30

X > 30,000 8 11 7 6.6 9 16.98
Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

In fact, this is the potentially interesting cluster in food safety issues because they
present a good predisposition to sustainability behaviours and a positive attitude versus
food safety attributes. Although their incomes are very high, there is no predisposition
to increase their purchase of food safety products. This could be due to a low level of
instruction; in fact, only 18% (10 statistic unit) have a degree or are postgraduates.

Cluster 4 is composed of 52 statistic units (14.48%), mainly of female students with a
diploma. In this cluster, the percentage of married women is relevant, nearly 50%. This
group is defined as the group of “social media consumer” since they do not think that
attention to food safety is a goal to be pursued for sustainability; they choose to maintain a
motivation purchase based on social media, according to Heinonen 2011 [58]. This point is
particularly important to demonstrate that age is not a relevant variable for a good level
of attention to food safety issues, according to previous studies [40,59], confirming that
instruction level is rather more fundamental [41].

Finally, cluster 5 composed of 76 units (21.16% of the sample), including mostly
married consumers, with a percentage of 53.94 (41 units). This group is characterized
mainly by women in the age group of 18–25 years and who are prevalently employees.
This cluster shows the dissatisfaction versus the source’s information (mainly social media),
and this could confirm the theory that employees (especially if married) spend less time on
social media and so are more sceptical of this digital evolution [45]. Their motivation to
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purchase is quite solid, and their sustainable behaviour discreet, but the cluster does not
show them to be believers in the food safety information sources (media and social media)
to obtain the achievement of sustainability.

Table 7. Composition of cluster groups IV and V.

Cl. IV Cl. V

52 Units
(14.48%)

76 Units
(21.16%)

Absolute
Value

Percentage
Value

Absolute
Value

Percentage
Value

Male 23 44.23 30 39.47

Female 29 55.76 46 60.52

18–25 17 32.69 22 28.94

26–35 12 23.07 16 21.05

36–45 5 9.6 5 6.57

46–55 11 21.15 22 28.94

56–65 2 3.84 6 7.89

>65 5 9.61 5 6.57

Single/Bachelor 27 51.92 35 46.05

Married 25 48.07 41 53.94

Without secondary school
certificate 7 13.46 7 9.2

Secondary school
certificate 14 26.92 11 14.47

Diploma 19 36.53 43 56.57

Degree 12 23.07 13 17.10

Postgraduate 2 2.63

Student 15 28.84 16 21.05

Employed 12 23.07 32 42.10

Freelancer 10 19.23 10 13.15

Unemployed 4 7.69 2 2.63

Housewife 8 15.38 7 9.21

Retired 1 1.92 6 7.89

Other 2 3.84 3 3.94

X ≤ 10,000 16 30.76 22 28.94

10,000 < X ≤ 20,000 17 32.69 24 31.57

20,000 < X ≤ 30,000 15 28.84 18 23.68

X > 30,000 4 7.69 12 15.78
Source: Authors’ elaboration of data from survey.

4.3. Discussion

For three of the five cluster groups, attention to food safety has a positive value with
respect to sustainable behaviour and purchasing motivations. In addition, consumers’ level
of education (university degree or postgraduate degree), when accompanied by high levels
of earnings and employment status, increases the level of attention to the quality of food
consumption and the link between food and health, according to Monier-Dilhan (2018) [38].
Regarding the information sources, the consumers show a preference for institutional
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sources, so four out of five clusters present a positive value for this attribute, while for
social media, only two clusters out of five present a positive value. The fundamental role
is attributed to educated women (more virtuous, in the cluster 1) who present a higher
level of attention to food safety issues, preferring institutional sources to media sources,
according to Beldad and Hegner (2018) [37], and with a good propensity to purchase
food safety products. This survey reveals that the classic role of the consumer has been
surpassed and that the consumer is now seen as an active producer of corporate value.
In particular, the study by Heinonen (2011) [58] shows that consumer behavior is not
exclusively influenced by traditional marketing communications. Therefore, companies
can be expected to participate more in the activities of their target groups on social media
to understand the impact of social media on their brand and their image. However, digital
marketing in the circular economy and optimal use of social media still have a long way to
go to educate, inform, and engage consumers in sustainability. Duit and Galaz and Walker
et al., (2008) [60,61] affirm that to meet the challenges of current society, more sustainable
approaches, such as new management and governance systems, are needed, especially for
consumers who are not very active online and commonly show a low level of participation
and contribution on social media, according to Schau (2009) [62]. However, other studies
have drawn attention to the importance of social networking (Schau et al., 2009) [63]. The
negative effect of lower income on food consumption decisions, evidenced in this empirical
research, can be compensated for by food safety education. Especially for young people
(males), it is necessary to promote ad-hoc information programmes within the formal
educational processes since, according to the study by Vlontzos et al., (2018) [57], they are
the ones most influenced by the media in their purchasing decisions.

In Italy, this issue has been approached by the Ministry of Health, which, to raise the
level of food safety information among young people, proposes a link between food risk
communication and social media [43,64]. The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
risk communication guidelines mentions that social networks should inform and involve
stakeholders in communicating easy and clear messages to a wide variety of consumers. It
provides information to consumers so that they are more aware of the risks associated with
a food product. The aim is to establish confidence in risk assessment through accurate and
appropriate information. This allows consumers to choose from a variety of options that
may meet their risk criteria.

These messages are also effectively spread through “online community discussions”
that influence consumer behavioural change.

According to Heinonen (2011) [58], this can be achieved by promoting discussions
on different everyday purchasing choices and encourage consumers to ask questions and
share experiences. Relating the offer to consumers’ daily lives in this way can also promote
the food company and its image. Through consumer engagement and information sharing
on social media, it is possible to obtain real-time product reviews, inviting consumers to
share their opinions.

Information shared on social media plays a key role in improving consumer empow-
erment and knowledge in the food industry (Stefanidis et al., 2013) [65,66]. According to
Dijkmans et al., (2015) [67], companies’ engagement in the promotion of their products
through the optimal use of social media increases and facilitates the development of a
company’s corporate reputation.

Consequently, the use of social networks should be a strategic part of food risk
communication projects. The results of this empirical analysis can support the companies
in the introduction of new marketing strategies to propagate emerging food safety trends
among post-modern consumers.

5. Conclusions and Political Implications

The study confirms a good level of attention towards intrinsic attributes, especially
for all the aspects concerning food expiry, transparent food information, food traceability,
and seller confidence. Although the purchase of environmentally friendly products is
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increasing, there are still many consumers who do not use a high degree of environmental
sustainability as a purchasing parameter.

The results of this study may stimulate the strengthening of information campaigns to
increase food safety knowledge and improve awareness levels in consumer choice. More-
over, research may contribute to the understanding how social media can affect consumer
awareness of environmental and social sustainability and of intrinsic attributes to define
a business strategy. In addition, such studies could provide an opportunity to consider
collaborative actions between institutions and industries to increase consumer awareness of
environmental attributes. The work presents some limitations with reference to empirical
research: the numerosity of the samples of consumers analysed (defined with random
criteria) as well as the reference context (Naples, Italy). Possible future developments of the
research could extend the analysis of consumers over the entire Italian territory in order to
evaluate in more detail all the dynamics for the achievement of sustainable consumption
models as well as designing an empirical survey that evaluates the sensitivity to the issue
(intended as willingness to spend, role of online/offline communication channels, and so
on), showing more differences (if existing) between males and females by analysing the
level of awareness of sustainability.
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Abstract: This study aims to investigate factors contributing to healthcare waste management
practices among Libyan public hospitals. The organizational culture and structure are proposed to
have their effect upon hospital organizational units in charge of healthcare waste production by a
theoretical review to develop two main hypotheses. Hence, this study used the stratified random
sampling technique to select respondents such as top management officials, heads of departments,
and administrators who work in all the hospitals located in the south of Libya, from whom data
was collected. The data for the study was gathered via a survey questionnaire from Libyan public
hospitals in the country’s southern region. A total of 210 questionnaires were distributed and
171 usable responses were received, yielding a 70% response rate. Though the findings of the study
show some inconsistency, the two dimensions of the culture examined in this study are found to
have a positive relationship and significant influence on the management practices of health waste.
Besides, it shows the positive relationship between organizational structure and healthcare waste
management practices (HWMP). However, the findings of this study suggested that nurses and
cleaners’ practices should critically consider structure dimensions such as formalization as well as
moderating variables such as hospital location and type of services supplied on the interactions to
improve the management of healthcare waste in Libya’s public hospitals.

Keywords: organizational factors; healthcare waste management practices; public hospitals; Libya

1. Introduction

A report by the World Health Organization [1] uncovered the critical shortcomings
that need immediate attention in Libyan hospitals: scaling up hygiene standards and
healthcare waste collection and disposal, training of selected staff, technical support for
disposal of large amounts of expired drugs and strengthening and developing medical
waste management including waste segregation, collection, treatment, and disposal.

The basic assumption known by various scholars is that many organizational factors
affect healthcare waste management practice. For instance, organizational structure is
found to be a clear factor influencing healthcare waste management [2]. Similarly, the au-
thor [3] has classified organizational culture (OC) as human interaction and organizational
arrangements. Some other previous research suggests that several factors will influence
the management of healthcare waste [4]. It is essential to consider the influence of the
system components on each other to arrive at an optimal plan for the hazardous waste
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management system [5]. Our findings illustrate that OC does have a significant impact on
the adoption of HWMP. Furthermore, the authors [6] asserted that centralization may re-
duce creative solutions and impede communication between departments and the sharing
of ideas. This has a clear impact on healthcare facilities when, for example, a healthcare
facility has accumulated expired medications that must be handled. On the other hand,
a decentralized organizational structure can be more beneficial in allowing employees to
bring in full participation for the building of spontaneous processes [7].

The influence of internal and external factors such as culture and human factors on
healthcare waste management practice have been investigated by existing studies [8]; the
factors that influence HWMP among the Libyan public hospitals have been given limited
attention. Therefore, the present research is considered essential to many stakeholders
in Libya who oversee the management of waste since the last update by the authors
in their studies [9,10]. Where they recorded that all hospital surveyed in their study
were having poor waste management in terms of regulation and concerning adequate
ways to handle waste and even though waste disposal has not taken place due to lack
of awareness by employees who tend to perform all related activities without proper
safety, training, and direction. Therefore, the current research is timely in its quest to
gain insights into the development of effective healthcare waste management practices by
seeking to better understanding its antecedents and outcomes like organizational culture
and environmental condition.

The authors [11] mentioned that the main issues and challenges that affect healthcare
waste management are organizational structure and infrastructure in the National Health
Service (NHS) in Cornwall, UK. We note that their study did not concentrate on environ-
mental factors that were highlighted in previous studies. Additionally, in their study, the
waste manager and an administration assistant are responsible for observing the logistic
documents along with other Cornwall Healthcare Estates and Support Services functions.
This will result in inefficient communication to guarantee dissemination from trust man-
agement to all employees, which will also result in the manager having to communicate
with each worker from all the trusts. A study of existing authors [11] described the current
waste management by Cornwall NHS from the perspective of organizational structure and
barriers to recycling and reusable materials for the internal factors, whereas in this paper
the conceptualization is forwarded to include more multidimensional factors and approach
as presented in the later part of this study. Recently, the author [12] examined the effect
of education on compliance and waste generation in European healthcare. His findings
illustrate low compliance and education is the greatest policy affecting compliance with
proper healthcare waste handling. On the other hand, the author [9] conducted a study in
three different cities in Libya on the management of hospitals. Their findings show that
the targeted hospitals transport their containers via uncovered trolleys. Containers are
being dumped in total insanitary conditions and the final disposal practice of waste was
discarded along with massive local waste in a bare state outside of city limits. The findings,
in addition, revealed that 85% of the personnel surveyed (including managers, cleaning
staff, and environmental workers) were not trained in hospital waste management. The
situation in Libya is even worse. Data is not available on the prevalence of hepatitis B virus
(HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) among handlers
of healthcare waste [10].

The purpose of this paper is to examine the influence of organizational factors and
culture and structure on healthcare waste management practice in Libyan public hospitals.
It ought to be noted that the present research is dissimilar from the study conducted by
previous authors [10] in two main parts: First, our sample covers a more extensive area,
which includes five states in the southern region. Secondly, it focused only on internal
factors (such as transport, onsite storage, segregation, and training).

The current study’s research gap is evident in its examination of the influence of
organizational factors, namely, culture and structure, on healthcare waste management
practices in Libyan hospitals. The findings can help hospital administrators and Libyan
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policymakers by providing insights into the effects of cultural factors on waste management
practices and, as a result, finding ways to improve existing waste systems.

Thus, this paper is structured as follows. First, researchers begin by reviewing the empir-
ical and theoretical background of organizational structure and culture as factors influencing
healthcare waste management practice among Libyan hospitals. Next, the research hypothe-
ses are developed. This is followed by the methods used in the study by shedding some light
on the sampling technique used and research design. Before finally discussing implications
and future research direction, the authors discuss important findings.

2. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses Development

The criterion as the dependent variable for this study is healthcare waste management
practices whereas the predictor variables are the organizational culture and structural
factors. A discussion was then provided in the following sections on all the variables
included in this study.

2.1. Organizational Structure and Healthcare Waste Management Practices

According to the authors [13], organizational structure could show an enduring con-
figuration of activities and tasks. Organizational structure as being described in literature
refers to an organization’s internal way of relationships, communication, and authority [14].
Organizational structure is also known as the formal allocation of work policies and ad-
ministrative mechanisms for controlling and integrating work activities [15]. In short, the
organizational factors of an organization refer to how activities such as task distribution,
management, and supervision are headed for the achievement of the organization’s aims
and goals [15]. Even though the structural dimensions include the scope of centraliza-
tion, formalization, and specialization, the most studied dimensions are centralization
and formalization [16,17]. Based on the statements above, this study examined merely
centralization and formalization as the structural dimensions of the organizations among
waste management practices in Libyan hospitals.

2.2. Centralization

Centralization is defined as “the concentration of power or decision-making authority
in an organization” [18] (p. 68). According to the authors [19], centralized organizations
will enhance work alienation, which reduces friendship; as per other authors [20], it is
an important factor in employees’ willingness to assist each other [21]. Since workplace
settings involve informal and personal interactions, the resultant friendships increase
the support given and resources shared between individuals in the workplace. Scholars
agree that centralization concentrates decision making and the evaluation of activities for
improving best practices in healthcare waste management [11]. Centralization is beneficial
in that it ensures standardization, clear documentation, responsibility for best practice, and
minimizes the number of interested parties who are missing certain information or skills.
It allows individuals to take advantage of the skills of central and specialized experts while
maintaining stronger control over operations [22].

From the perspective of waste management, the body in charge practices centralization
structures in which only the authority personnel oversee the decision making and full
empowerment lies in the hands of top managers. Therefore, as a result, the benefit of
centralization is to prevent employees or their bosses from being more adaptable and
resourceful in initiating new courses of action when carrying out their job duties [23].

2.3. Formalization

Formalization describes the degree to which an organization uses rules and procedures
to specify behavior and how, where, and by whom duties are to be performed and so
reduces role ambiguity [24]. This definition has a negative insinuation because it shows that
formalization can restrict when exacting formal guidelines take over an organization [25].
Another drawback to formalization is that it increases the likelihood that a strategic process
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will be motivated by reactive instead of proactive behavior [26]. On the other hand,
formalization can increase teamwork and partnering among employees [27]. Moreover,
formalization could shape interaction structure and scope and provide helpful insights
for organizational management improvement [28]. Formalization measures the extent to
which an organization uses rules and procedures to prescribe behavior [29]. However,
the authors [30] suggested that formalization and organizational routines possess certain
similarities in the sense that they both symbolize a manner of behavior, action, procedures,
or interaction. However, they diverge in those routines that are considered a type of
implicit knowledge while formalization is explicit and systematized [31]. In many cases,
both formalization and organizational routines could go contrary to feasibility and hinder
effectiveness by driving organizational inflexibility and static and mechanistic forms and
patterns of activity. Organizational routines, according to some theorists, are rather more
dynamic systems than static objects [32]. The adopted definition of formalization in this
present research is that formalization is referred to the degree to which decisions and
working relationships are directed by formal rules and standard policies and procedures in
the management of waste healthcare facilities [28].

From the standpoint of safe healthcare handling, health waste management with
proper structure and clear rules and procedures will allow management to first ease the
circulation of properly handling the waste in which it is produced in different depart-
ments [33] and secondly reduce ambiguity [34]. Lastly, with formal procedures, employees
tend to address contingencies more effectively because they can rely on set procedures well
defined from experience that have been integrated into corporate memory [35]. So, in this
context, formalization control and regulation practices to steady and distribute consistent
programs will enable employees to follow them regularly and increase the quality of their
performance. An instance of the strong association that can exist between formalization
and waste management in published work is found in Total Quality Management (TQM)
literature. Total Quality Management means the analysis and evaluation of all the activ-
ities improved within an organization [36], so that assessment may produce ideas and
novel ways destined to be categorized in a sequence of formal records that result in the
development of the quality in the chain of medical waste management. The authors [37]
demonstrated that formalization is positively related to the quality of products or services
offered by the organization.

2.4. Organizational Culture and Medical Healthcare Management Practice

Scholars accept that organizational culture has a major impact on the lasting effective-
ness of organizations. The concept of culture has received sufficient attention only at the
beginning of the 1980s from the relevant scholars. Not many areas have been fortunate
enough to have the agreement of practitioners recognized as a critical factor shaping orga-
nizational performance. Organizational culture (OC) is an important concept in revealing
direction and leadership for managers as they look for ways to boost the effectiveness of
their organizations [38]. Studies have already reported a clear distinction between conti-
nents and countries based on definite key dimensions [39]. OC refers to shared assumptions
and the glue that holds the organization together as a source of identity and distinctive
competence [29].

Within the context of an organization, culture represents the behavior of human
beings who are a part of an organization and the meaning that people connect or attach to
their actions in the chain of medical waste management. The literature clearly states the
relationship between an organization’s culture and its management [40].

According to the authors [41], OC is the set of assumptions, values, attitudes, and
beliefs shared by people in an organization. Along with the same line, culture could also
be defined as the collective mind program which distinguishes members of one category
or group of people from another [42]. According to the author, this kind of definition
is not yet completed, but it covers what he intends to measure. However, culture, in
his sense, consists of systems of values, and values are among the building blocks of
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culture. Furthermore, culture will be characterized by specific problems arising from
the inexhaustible nature of its components. Therefore, in analyzing the cultural impact
on the behavior of the members of any sub-culture, we select the dimensions that could
most be applied to the perspective of the cultural behavior being studied. Four types of
organizational cultures have been identified in the literature, namely individualism, power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity [42].

According to the dimensions, the first two dimensions (individualism vs. collectivism
and power distance) are chosen because of their relevant values for studying the evaluation
and management of waste by the leadership style [43]. Furthermore, they had been
recorded and developed through empirical measurement, which was tested for their
validity and reliability [41]. Conversely, some other scholars mentioned that OC does
not impact organizational effectiveness directly; instead, it shapes member behavior in
an unclear uncertain world. OC helps organizations absorb information by structuring
the unknown and so contributes to the most crucial element of organizational decision
making [44]. Sharing values and belief in an organization has a great influence on waste
management [45].

The current research conceptualizes individualism vs. collectivism and power distance
as per Hofstede [42] as the two main dimensions of the MWMP, so that management can
be incorporated into an organizational memory. The entire process is conditioned by
the organizational culture, as the authors [38] identified that the values and behavioral
norms held by organizational members serve as a filter in the sense-making and meaning-
construction processes.

2.5. Individualism vs. Collectivism

The cultural dimension of Individualism-Collectivism (IC) describes the association
among members of societies as it pertains to collectivity and the individuality that exists
in each group. Individualism describes how people seek their own interests as opposed
to the group’s and so have lower loyalty levels to organizations and higher dependability
on themselves. Collectivism, on the other hand, refers to the group’s rather than the
state’s dominance, with higher levels of collaboration and loyalty for the firm and lower
competition [46]. Individualism/collectivism stands for factors which could be essential
and important in an ideal organization, such as: challenge, training, physical conditions,
and the use of skills, according to [47].

From the perspective of medical waste management, training and education programs,
for instance, must be available for all hospital staff, as proper training will enhance the
development of consciousness about health, safety, and environmental issues [10]. Fur-
thermore, the authors [48] indicated that if the understanding of medical waste disposal
methods is increased using skills and advanced technology, medical waste management
will be greatly enhanced.

2.6. Power Distance

Power distance refers to the formal way or approach in which a society or organi-
zation handles inequality and subsequently the way people build their institutions and
organizations. In addition to that, power distance is divided into parts. These are large
distances and small distances. At a large distance, an organization or society tends to accept
a hierarchical order where everybody has a space which does not need any justification.
On the other hand, in small power distances, an organization or society tends to strive
for power equalization and justification for the existence of those power inequalities [42].
An example of this dimension regarding MWMP is the classification into the administrative
and technical aspects [49]. The administrative waste management of healthcare facilities
is related to the components affecting the social system and members of the organization,
such as the rules, roles, procedures, and structures concerning communication and ex-
change between the members. The technical part of medical waste management refers to
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the operating constituent affecting the technical system. Examples of these components are
equipment as well as methods of operation utilized in their production process.

2.7. Healthcare Waste Management Practices

The author [50] proposed that by separating waste into reusable and non-reusable,
harmful and non-lethal components, healthcare waste management can drastically reduce
risks in healthcare facilities. They also suggested that the institutionalization of an active
management system can go a long way; it allows for the elimination or minimization of
undue waste manufacture, the evasion of risky substances wherever possible, preservation
of the safety of workers, use of safe waste collection and transportation methods, and
setting up a functioning waste treatment and removal system. Others, like similar stud-
ies [51], have suggested specific waste management steps that involve the proper handling,
segregation, mutilation, disinfection, storage, transportation, and final disposal of medical
waste. They argued that these are vital measures or steps that need to be undertaken
for the sake of safe and scientific medical waste management in any institution. Other
authors have advocated other methods of managing medical waste, including appropriate
techniques for disposal [52,53], an internal management system, and training program for
related personnel.

Following the World Health Organization [1], we define healthcare waste to include all
the waste generated by healthcare institutions, laboratories, and research facilities. It also
includes waste from minor or scattered sources (for example, waste generated during home
healthcare) [54]. Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework of proposed relationships in
the current study.

 
Figure 1. Theoretical framework.

Keeping this discussion in mind, the following two hypotheses (H1 and H2) are
presented, one of which was the hypothesis for organizational structure construct (H1)
followed by two sub-hypotheses H1a and H1b and the second hypothesis for organizational
culture construct (H2) followed by two sub-hypotheses H2a and H2b:

Hypothesis 1a (H1a). Organizational Structure (OS) is related to healthcare waste management
practices (HWMP) in Libyan public hospitals. Centralization is related to HWMP.

Hypothesis 1b (H1b). Organizational Structure (OS) is related to healthcare waste management
practices (HWMP) in Libyan public hospitals. Formalization is related to HWMP.

Hypothesis 2a (H2a). Organizational Culture (OC) is related to HWMP in Libyan public
hospitals. Individualism vs. collectivism is related to HWMP.
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Hypothesis 2b (H2b). Organizational Culture (OC) is related to HWMP in Libyan public
hospitals. Power distance is related to HWMP.

3. Materials and Method

3.1. Sampling

The questionnaire was distributed among the five southern states in Libya on January
20th and the survey has taken five months to complete. The population (respondents) for
the current study included different levels of healthcare waste respondents (top manage-
ment, head departments, administration, and doctors). The sample frame consists of names
and addresses of hospitals obtained from the health website of Libya (www.health.gov.ly,
accessed on 20 June 2015) where the data was published in 2010 and we were able to
access the data on 20 June 2015. We physically sent out 210 questionnaires to all selected
hospitals and received back 171, which yielded a more than 50% response rate. The internal
consistency of items in the current study was above 0.65, which is the minimum acceptance
value recommended by the author [55].

3.2. Measures and Variables

Organization culture was measured against 18 items, categorized under the two
dimensions: Individualism vs. collectivism and power distance, which were adopted
from Hofstede [42]. OC was operationalized as the shared assumptions and the glue that
holds the organization together as a source of identity and distinctive competence about
individuality, collectivism, and power distance [56,57]. The five-point Likert-like scale
extending from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” was employed and had an internal
consistency of 0.65.

The organizational structure (OS) was assessed using 14 items [58]. OS was operational-
ized as the degree to which an organization is centralized and formalized. The five-point
Likert scale was employed while assessing the internal consistency, which was 0.874.

Healthcare waste management practices were measured using 12 items, four of which
measured segregation, four items measured collection, and four items measured disposal,
as adopted [59]. The standard five-point Likert-like scale extending from “strongly dis-
agree” to “strongly agree” was employed, showing an internal consistency of 0.742.

4. Results and Discussion

An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was performed to discover the underlying
structure of the organizational structure and culture and healthcare waste management
Practice measures. During the EFA, the 14 items of the OS construct were exposed to
principal components analysis (PCA) using SPSS v20. To aid in the analysis of the two
components of the construct, namely, centralization and formalization, Varimax rotation
was carried out. The correlation matrix showed the items’ coefficients were at 0.3 or above.
The scree plot showed an obvious break after the second component and the existence of
two factors with robust loadings. The researcher then opted to retain two components
for further investigation [60]. This was strengthened by the parallel analysis showing the
eigenvalue generated from EFA stopped exceeding the random criterion value created by
parallel analysis at the third component (14 variables 171 respondents) (Tables 1–3). Factor
loadings were all acceptable for OS, OC, and HWMP ranging from 0.468 to 0.784, 0.433 to
0.749, and 0.523 to 0.793, respectively (Tables 4–6). To ensure the reliability of the scales,
internal consistency confirmation of the scales was performed by checking the Cronbach ‘s
alpha coefficient. The cut-off points for measuring the reliability for the current research is
coefficient alpha of above 0.65 as recommended by the author [55]. There was a total of
two statistical measures to assess the factorability of the data conducted through Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) to determine the measure of sampling adequacy‖ value. The value
reported was 0.887 for OC, 0.843 for OS, and 0.788 for HCWMP respectively, exceeding
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the recommended value of 0.6 [61–63]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity [64,65] is significant at
p < 0.001. Therefore, the sample size here is adequate for factor analysis for all variables.

Table 1. Factor analysis of organizational structure (Part-1).

Factor/Item Loading

1 2

Factor 1: Formalization (α * = 0.723)
b1b 0.702
b2b 0.646
b3b 0.701
b4b 0.543
b5b 0.606
b6b 0.784
b7b 0.612
b8b 0.638

Factor 2: Centralization (α = 0.825)
b1a 0.585
b3a 0.472
b4a 0.482
b5a 0.468
b6a 0.750

Eigenvalues 4.81 1.33
Percentage 37.06 10.23

KMO 0.843
Barlett’s test of sphericity 683.97

Sig. 0.000
Note: * α = Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.

Table 2. Factor analysis of organizational culture (Part-2).

Factor/Item Loading

1 2

Factor 1: Power Distance (0.695)
c1b 0.749
c2b 0.684
c3b 0.686

Factor 2: Individualism and Collectivism (0.891)
c1a 0.615
c2a 0.553
c3a 0.493
c4a 0.433
c5a 0.588
c6a 0.660
c7a 0.692
c8a 0.743
c9a 0.702

c10a 0.716
c11a 0.669
c12a 0.504
c13a 0.570
c14a 0.770

Eigenvalues 6.75 1.65
Percentage 39.71 9.72

KMO 0.887
Barlett’s test of sphericity 1195.47

Sig. 0.000
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Table 3. Factor analysis of healthcare waste management practice.

Factor/Item Loading

1 2 3

Factor 1
e10 0.523
e11 0.530
e12 0.711
e14 0.635

Factor 2
e5 0.757
e6 0.793
e7 0.725
e8 0.604

Factor 3
e1 0.704
e2 0.672
e3 0.528
e4 0.701

Eigenvalues 1.837 1.696 1.069
Percentage 31.976 14.130 8.906

KMO 0.788
Barlett’s test of sphericity 533.202

Sig. 0.000

The charts in Appendix A and Table 4 show the demographic statistics of respondents’
background at the hospitals surveyed. Out of 171 respondents who returned the completed
questionnaires, 70.7% of the participants were from the District General Hospital, while
7.0% came from teaching hospitals and 5.7% were from specialist hospitals. They held
various positions in the hospital. Most of them were heads of departments (41.1%) and
doctors (12.5%). Males made up 55.2 percent of respondents, while females made up
44.8 percent. Most of the participants had finished their tertiary education and had more
than 8 years of experience. It could also be found that most of the hospitals were old
hospitals, and they were established for more than 20 years. According to the number of
employees, most of the participants were from the hospital with 300 employees.

Table 5 presents the correlation between medical waste management practices and
structure. It was found that there was a significant relationship between both variables
(r = 0.609, p < 0.01). However, there was also an indication of the significant relation-
ship between centralization and collection (r = 0.525, p < 0.01) and disposal (r = 0.193,
p < 0.05). Another significant relationship can also be found between formalization collec-
tion (r = 0.486, p < 0.01) and disposal (r = 0.208, p < 0.01). Centralization and formalization
were found to have no significant relationship with separation. The outcomes then provide
the statistical proof to support H1 and H2.

Table 6 reveals that the OC-HWMP association was significant (r = 0.739, p < 0.01).
Another strong association appears between individualism and collection (r = 0.506,
p < 0.01) and disposal (r = 0.374, p < 0.05) and between power distance collection (r = 0.282,
p < 0.01) and disposal (r = 0.436, p < 0.01). The outcomes then provide the statistical
evidence to support HA1 (8), HA1 (9).

Table 7 shows finding from the regression analysis which examined the OS-HWMP
association. It was found that organizational structure explained 37.1 percent of MWMP
(R2 = 37.1, F = 49.03, p < 0.01). Both dimensions significantly predicted the MWMP in public
hospitals in Libya as follows: centralization (B = 0.313, t = 3.805, p < 0.01) and formalization
(B = 0.355, t = 4.316, p < 0.01).
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Table 4. Background of the respondents.

Frequency Percentage

Type of the Hospital
Teaching Hospital 11 7.0
Specialist Hospital 9 5.7

District General Hospital 111 70.7
Others 26 16.6

Position
Head of Hospital 3 1.8
Hospital Manager 8 4.8

Head of Hospital Department 69 41.1
Inflection Control Officer 11 6.5

Hospital Engineer 6 3.6
Chief Pharmacist 13 7.7
Radiation Officer 7 4.2

Senior Nursing Officer 11 6.5
Financial Controller 6 3.6

Waste Management Officer 3 1.8
Doctor 21 12.5
Others 10 6.0

Gender
Male 74 55.2

Female 60 44.8

Education
High School 5 3.6

High Diploma 49 35.8
University 83 60.6

Experience
1–3 years 17 11.4
4–7 years 32 21.5
>8 years 100 67.1

Years of Established
<10 24 14.0

10–20 15 8.8
21–30 88 51.5
31–40 43 25.1
>40 1 0.6

Number of Employees
<100 9 5.3

100–200 13 7.6
201–300 18 10.5
301–400 45 26.3
401–500 54 31.6

>500 32 18.7

Table 5. The correlation between medical waste management practices and structure.

MWNP Separation Collection Disposal
Organizational

Structure
Centralization Formalization

HMP 1
Separation 0.485 ** 1
Collection 0.643 ** 0.272 ** 1
Disposal 0.699 ** 0.319 ** 0.180 * 1
Organizational Structure 0.609 ** −0.001 0.549 ** 0.220 ** 1
Centralization 0.548 ** 0.016 0.525 ** 0.193 * 0.879 ** 1
Formalization 0.563 ** −0.013 0.486 ** 0.208 ** 0.940 ** 0.663 ** 1

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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Table 6. Relationships between waste management practices and organizational culture.

WNP Separation Collection Disposal
Organizational

Culture
Individualism and

Collectivism
Power Distance

HMP 1
Separation 0.485 ** 1
Collection 0.643 ** 0.272 ** 1
Disposal 0.699 ** 0.319 ** 0.180 * 1
Organizational Culture 0.739 ** 0.102 0.491 ** 0.414 ** 1
Individualism and
Collectivism 0.697 ** 0.086 0.506 ** 0.374 ** 0.985 ** 1

Power Distance 0.672 ** 0.130 0.282 ** 0.436 ** 0.751 ** 0.623 ** 1

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Table 7. Effect of organizational structure on medical waste management practices.

B t Sig.

Centralization 0.313 3.805 0.000
Formalization 0.355 4.316 0.000

R2 0.371
F 49.03

Sig. 0.000

Likewise, Table 8 showed the results of regression analysis that examined the OC-
HWMP association. It was found that the organizational culture explained 57.8 percent of
MWMP (R2 = 0.578, F = 113.655, p < 0.01). Both dimensions had also significantly predicted
MWMP in public hospitals in Libya as follows: individualism and collectivism (B = 0.455,
t = 7.508, p < 0.01) and power distance (B = 0.388, t = 6.018, p < 0.01).

Table 8. Effect of organizational culture on healthcare waste management practices.

B t Sig.

Individualism and Collectivism 0.455 7.058 0.000
Power Distance 0.388 6.018 0.000

R2 0.578
F 113.655

Sig. 0.000

The present study was conducted with two objectives in mind. First, it examined the
relationship between organizational structure and organizational culture and healthcare
waste management practice. In this study, organizational structure was conceptualized as
formalization and centralization. Organizational culture was conceptualized as power dis-
tance and collectivism vs. individualism. Nevertheless, the output of factor analyses shows
that segregation and collection disposal were highly correlated and were subsequently
collapsed as a dimension of safe management practice of healthcare waste. The strong
relationship between variables was addressed in the literature. The authors [11] mention
that the main challenges and issues, such as collection infrastructure, can affect waste
management through the organizational structure of the National Health Service (NHS).
Furthermore, the authors [66] argued that the differences in medical waste management
practice in terms of generation rate may be due to living habits, standards, availability
of treatment facilities, and ways to categorize wastes. A study [67] also reported that the
medical waste generation rate depends on the size and the type of the medical institution
and level of economic development. To have better practice of healthcare waste man-
agement, Libyan hospitals need to put into consideration employee training for old and
new works, provide continuous education and have a management evaluation process
for system and workers. Waste management practices were dimensional in this research:
segregation, collection, and disposal. The importance of these processes is highly reported
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in literature. For example, to have a successful program with respect to HCWMP, a good
plan must be available at the source of segregation, disinfection at the earliest opportunity,
safe handling during transportation (within or outside the premises), and eco-friendly
disposal [68]. To have an effective medical waste management strategy, it is essential to
understand current hospital practices concerning the segregation of a variety of waste cate-
gory streams [69]. In addition, the current study revealed that organizational culture has
significant influence on HWMP in Libya. This might be due to the strength of relationship
in which correlation coefficient between the two variables is (r = 739). The author [70] states
that when studying the situation in any advanced or less advanced country, it is essential
to consider the cultural beliefs, degree of awareness of health issues, and the practices and
technology during healthcare waste management. The entire process is conditioned by
organizational culture because the values and behavioral norms held by organizational
members serve as a filter in the sense-making and meaning-construction processes [71].

5. Conclusions

The present research examined the relationships between organizational culture, struc-
ture, and healthcare waste management practice among Libyan public hospitals with the
aim of assessing the relationships between organizational structure, culture, and healthcare
waste management practice among Libyan public hospitals. The population for organiza-
tional study is southern Libyan public hospitals. Simple stratified random sampling was
utilized for the hospitals selected. In addition, self-administrated structured questionnaires
were physically distributed to 210 selected hospitals in the five states, followed by phone
calls and reminders, seeking to get back positive feedback. A total of 171 respondents were
returned. The data was also analyzed using a variety of methods, including correlation,
regression, and descriptive analysis. The results of the reliability analysis showed that
all the variables were reliable for this study by checking the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient,
which held values greater than 0.65 for all variables. The regression analysis revealed that
all the variables (organizational culture and structure) significantly predicted healthcare
waste management practices in the Libyan hospitals. The results of the correlation analysis
showed that organizational culture and organizational structure have a strong impact on
HCWMP. The result of the descriptive analysis for the mean score ranged from 1.6 to 4.7,
and all the standard deviations were low, except for Q6 about segregation of waste and
Q14 about penalizing following Standard Operation Procedures (SOP) on healthcare waste,
which suggested utilizing the data. In general, the current practice of healthcare waste
management within Libyan hospitals indicates what has been previously stated: there
was an emphasis on some of the major and priority needs in Libya’s primary healthcare
structure and hospitals as per the authors [2]. These include expanding sanitation stan-
dards and healthcare waste collection, disposal, training of selected staff, technical support
for dumping significant amounts of expired drugs, creating medical waste separation,
treatment, and disposal. In another study consistent with this research, conducted by
the authors [61,62], it was determined that in most of the healthcare facilities surveyed
in Turkey, top management, managers, and senior nurses did not pay any attention to
hospital waste, due to their insufficient knowledge and the significance of medical waste
and their lack of interest. However, in examining the extent of the relationship between or-
ganizational culture, structure, and healthcare waste management practice among Libyan
public hospitals, in some recent and past studies, the focus was on type of healthcare
facilities, thereby identifying health waste management practices from a one-dimensional
approach, such as organizational structure [11], organizational culture [72], and organiza-
tional size [73]. This one–dimensional concept may have brought about outcomes on the
definition of healthcare waste management and research instruments that do not gather all
the dimensions influencing the management of healthcare waste in the context of best prac-
tices. Therefore, this study empirically established the relationship between organizational
structure, organizational culture, and healthcare waste management practice. Previous
studies have shown that certain internal and external factors of organization do influence
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best practice of healthcare waste [11,66,67]. This study will not be exhaustive enough
without examining certain organizational internal factors that have been found to influence
waste management as a best practice in previous studies. Therefore, there is a need to
assess the extent of waste management from a multidimensional approach; this study seeks
to fill the research gap created by scarcity of literature on healthcare waste management
practice factors in Libyan industry. This study therefore aims at examining the influence
of organizational structure and culture factors on healthcare waste management practices
in southern public hospitals in Libya. Based on the results and the findings, this study
succeeded in positioning the direct relationship between organizational internal factors of
organizations and healthcare waste in Libya as far as the practice management is concerned.
The method used in assessing the extent of healthcare waste management practice in this
study can be useful in ranking Libyan public hospitals according to their level of waste
management practice.

6. The Practical Implications of the Study

Practical implications of the current study are evident in that the findings can help
improve the practice of healthcare waste management among Libyan hospitals. All the
interested parties in the field of safe management of healthcare facilities, including man-
agers, medical staff, nurses, environmental officers, and waste management officers, need
to seriously give attention to factors such as organizational structure (centralization and for-
malization). For instance, previous studies [63,74] have illustrated that centralization may
reduce the original solutions and impede communication between departments and the
more regular sharing of information and ideas because of the existence of time-consuming
formal communication channels.

This may clearly be noticed when a healthcare facility has accumulated expired med-
ications that must be handled. In a similar vein with formalization, healthcare waste
management with proper structure and clear rules and procedures will allow the manage-
ment to easily handle the waste properly where it is generated from different departments,
and secondly, it will decrease ambiguity [34,75]. Lastly, with formal procedures, employees
tend to handle situations more effectively because they comprise best practices learnt
from experience and which are fused into organizational memory [35]. Furthermore, this
research plays an essential role that is important to whoever oversees medical waste man-
agement, such as the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Environment, healthcare facilities’
managers, and the lower-level staff.

To summarize, in gathering all the relevant information for this research, there are
limitations that arise from using single respondents to collect data and employing the
survey method. Thus, our future directions in this field of research should consider
multiple respondents for gathering the relevant data. Additionally, moderating variables
can be examined to increase our understanding of the relationships studied, like hospital
location and type of services offered, and the relationships between organizational factors
and medical waste management practices.
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Abstract: Beyond the immediate impositions of dealing with COVID-19, this disease represents
a severe and significant challenge confronting Pakistan’s economy. The study’s objective was to
evaluate the coronavirus epidemic’s effect on Pakistan’s economy and measures devised to mitigate
the damage done by this disease. The study research design used the elementary concept of Keynesian
theory comprising of the mapping of systematic behavior of the COVID-19 pandemic. Issues were
formally underpinned, described, and visualized through the Keynesian theory concept. The eruption
of COVID-19 has jolted the national and international economy. Pakistan is included, causing millions
of people to stay at home, lose their jobs, and suspend or end business operations. Unemployment
in Pakistan has reached nearly 25 million people, driving many towards conditions of hunger and
poverty as the major economic damage in several sectors is anticipated at around PKR 1.3 trillion.
The hardest-affected sectors comprise industries such as tourism and travel, financial markets,
entertainment, manufacturing, etc., having a devastating effect on gross domestic product (GDP). It
is mainly daily-wage earners and people running small businesses that have been seriously exploited
and subjected to a curfew-like situation. However, the Keynesian theory suggests that supportive
macroeconomic policies must restore trust, demand recovery, and provide interest-free loans to
overcome Pakistan’s currently upcoming crisis.

Keywords: COVID-19; Pakistan economy; economic scale; Keynesian theory; mitigation; economic
revival measures

1. Introduction

In recent decades, normal economic activities have become threatened and radicalized
by expanding human enterprises that are risky and imprudent [1–4]. Consequently, the
natural environment is at significant risk and impacts people’s communities [5,6]. Histori-
cally, the dangers to human wellbeing originate in people’s contact with the natural habitat
and affect it in such a way as to increase the risk and spread of infections that are difficult
to control [7]. Thus, on a global scale, the world has, at times, not resisted certain diseases
and sicknesses, known and obscure, despite the tremendous medical advances made in
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eliminating lethal organisms in the 1970s [8]. For instance, the World Bank group in China
(2020) [9] only recently described China as one of the world’s cloudiest nations due to its
vast population and despite now being very wealthy [10]. The authors [11–13] reported
that China has been susceptible to spreading diseases like African pig fever, which is highly
transmissible in the form of influenza, rabies, plague, and other zoonotic pathogens that are
potentially pandemic [14–16]. The authors [17] stated that the most probable cause of the
COVID-19 infection was the bats, which ended up being sold at a Wuhan market, where
interactions between humans and live creatures occurred. This subsequent infection spread
from China’s Hubei area and affected around 211,000 individuals by 31 December 2019 [18],
and it rapidly spread from human to human on a global scale. Previously known as the
“2019 Novel Coronavirus,” it became the infamous COVID-19 [19,20], though vaccines
have been invented to treat victims.

Nonetheless, the world’s economies have been now extensively damaged since March
2020 due to this pandemic, and the response needs to avoid a possible health catastro-
phe [21,22]. Several studies document evidence that the economic disadvantages or de-
struction associated with this epidemic are worldwide [23–28]. The epidemic’s effects go
beyond death and indisposition and have an enormous impact on economic systems with
dangerous social consequences [26]. More than 100 countries are now affected, with a fatal-
ity rate of 5.5% reported in recent weeks due to COVID-19 [29]. Due to its highly infectious
nature, governments worldwide have implemented lockdowns in various measures, which
means locking down economic activities [30]. As a result, [31] found that commercial,
industrial, and professional activities are operating at less than half their previous rates due
to restrictions on people’s movements imposed by federal, provincial, regional, state, and
local governments, which have the most impact on aggregate demand (AD) and supplies.

The Worldometer [18] evaluated that COVID-19 spread very quickly, with 248,983,180 cases,
5,040,413 deaths, and 225,552,585 recovered to date. It started in Wuhan, China, on
17 November 2019, and three weeks later, cases were reported in Japan, South Korea, and
the U.S., which declared their first instances of COVID-19. It took 42 days for the confirmed
cases to reach 100 in the U.S., while Japan and South Korea took 31 and 29 days, respectively.
Elsewhere, India had 34,320,142 confirmed cases as of 8 November 2021, while Italy had
over 4,782,802 [18]. Regarding COVID-19 issues, the U.K., the fourth most-devastated
European nation, has outpaced France. Spain has more than 5,019,255 affirmed cases and is
currently the second most infected E.U. nation. The number of cases in Germany, Russia,
Turkey, and Brazil is 4,662,011, 8,673,860, 8,121,226, and 21,835,785, respectively [18]. Mean-
while, [32,33] reported that the infection’s spread throughout the populace in different
nations occurs at different rates, much depending on the nature of social, economic, and
political variables, such as people’s responses, the density of the population, the size of
family units, etc.

Figure 1 below illustrates that the COVID-19 pandemic entered Pakistan on 26 Febru-
ary 2020, when an undergraduate returned from Iran to Karachi. By 18 March, each of
the four regions, (the two autonomous regions), and Islamabad’s government region had
reported coronavirus cases. Meanwhile, more than 1,277,160 patients were confirmed by
8 November 2021, in Pakistan. However, Punjab had the most victims, with 441,176 re-
ported, while Khyber Pakhtunkhwa suffered 178,643 casualties as of 8 November 2021.
Nonetheless, after the partial lockdown, according to the government of Pakistan’s official
portal, there are a total number of cases of 1,277,160 and 28,547 deaths. It is obvious the
cases and death rates are increasing rapidly. As a result, in order to save the country’s
economy, new strategies and policies must be implemented.
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Figure 1. Cases of coronavirus in Pakistan. Source: [34].

It is important to note that contradictions have been observed among the governments,
private-sector companies, and the public regarding the emergence of the pandemic above
worldwide. However, it is pertinent that in many sections of Pakistan, particularly the
provinces, a fierce debate has erupted concerning the impact of the coronavirus epidemic
on the nation’s economy [35,36]. Pakistan is experiencing challenges due to a lack of
resources to address the current scenario. While the coronavirus (COVID-19) is being
handled through systematic initiatives and policies, these are constrained by limited re-
sources [37]. Besides, economic uncertainty could be lessened by following other countries’
strategies, such as the authors [21] asserted in a context of uncertainty about the end of the
pandemic and complemented by economic, fiscal, and monetary policies that mitigate the
economic recession. The authors propose shifting strategies and initiatives from an indis-
criminate suppression strategy to a targeted, effective, and intelligent mitigation strategy
that minimizes the risk of human-life costs and socioeconomic costs.

The pandemic affects the world economy and creates a hazard to economic devel-
opment among low- and middle-income countries like Pakistan [38,39]. Apart from the
significant inconvenience of combating COVID-19, Pakistan, like all other countries, is
struggling to find the funds to deal with this situation [40,41]. The authors opined that
Pakistan’s economy could overcome the vast challenges, while others author [42] suggested
to come out with more advanced economic strategies and several theoretical and logical
arguments to bolster aggregate demand.

The study outcome would suggest reliable opportunities for Pakistan and highlight
the importance of international cooperation to promote cooperative and supportive macroe-
conomic policies and the benefits of joint macroeconomic actions. The critical aspect to be
developed is “a best action” plan that helps Pakistan adopt the best strategy for post-COVID
to promote better recovery development and related bilateral initiatives.

This study attempted to compute the impending Pakistani financial cost of COVID-19
under various probable situations. The objective was to offer direction to the experts and
policymakers for internationally coordinated strategy retorts to tame the case. The study
constructs the understanding obtained from gauging SARS’s economics and the influenza
epidemic’s economics [43]. The research initially sheds light on Pakistan’s different signifi-
cant sectors most affected by COVID-19. Section 3 used Keynesian theory for theoretical
support, stressing its strengths to measure the epidemic’s international cost. In Section 4,
the study development framework, like the type of policy challenges the Pakistani govern-
ment faces and the kind of policy responses the Pakistani government took to mitigate the
pandemic’s effect, is described. Section 5 discusses the study’s recommendations in several
directions. Section 6 of the article determines the main findings of the study.
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2. The Macroeconomic Effects of a Pandemic in Pakistan

Around the world, Pakistan’s economy is struggling in a severe downturn. COVID-19’s
impacts on Pakistan’s economy could result in a sharp drop in GDP growth [42], a skewed
current and fiscal balance, disrupted supply chains, and increased unemployment across
the board [37]. Several macroeconomic effects are explained in more detail below in Figure 2,
considering these issues.

Figure 2. Several macroeconomic factors that impact Pakistan’s economy. Source: author’s development.

2.1. Spillover to Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

The worldwide pandemic has resulted in national output falling by 2% below the
benchmark for the world. It is estimated that the manufacturing and technical sectors
contribute 2.5% and 1.8%, respectively, to the national GDP. Surprisingly, local administra-
tions were affected by the pandemic [10]. The global epidemic is anticipated to decrease
China’s GDP by 3.7% and Pakistan’s GDP by 4.64% [38]. Subsequently, China’s falling
GDP has had “knock-on” effects on Pakistan’s total aggregates because both countries
exchange in trade [44]. The authors [45] reports that a fall in GDP leads to a subsequent
decline in business (and capital), prompting lower manufacturing and productivity, lower
import–export, and an across-the-board reduction in families’ livelihoods, employment,
and take-home pay. The total national output in Pakistan was worth USD 320 billion in
2019 [46], and the GDP was estimated to be 0.26% of the world [47]. In Figure 3, the bar
chart estimates that GDP was expected to cause a 10% economic loss (estimated at PKR 1.1
tri.) during the last quarter (April–June 2020) of the 2020 financial year. As calculated by
PIDE, if imports and exports fell by 20% during the epidemic, a 6.64% loss was observed in
Pakistan’s GDP [48,49].

2.2. Spillover to Import and Export of Pakistan

At present, Pakistan’s imports have a 2:1 tariff restriction ratio [47], with oil accounting
for 25% of the country’s total import bill [50]. Recurring companies for individuals depen-
dent on hardware imports, metals such as iron and steel, and other substances imported
will almost certainly fail because no one wants to conduct business in the current environ-
ment [51]. Imports decreased by 16.9%, from USD 43,447 million in July–April 2018–2019
to USD 36,091 million in July–April 2019–2020 [52]. Pakistan is likely to see a decline in
imports, which would have an impact on its GDP due to a lack of available materials.

Exports are also an essential aspect of a country’s economy. World trade has dropped
by 4.6%. Various economies that now have greater than mediocre global losses of business
to the European region include China (9.8%), Hong Kong SAR, Singapore (8.5%), Cambodia
(7.4%), the Russian Federation (7.3%), Lao PDR (7.3%), Thailand (6.8%), and the Philippines
(6.4%). On the contrary, Europe, Canada, and the United States have been projected to
decrease by 4.5% [10,53]. Pakistan’s exports of textiles amount to 55% compared to fish, rice,
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wheat, sports, and mineral fuels [47]. Exports are undeniably harmed when a pandemic
occurs [51], and a 2.4% decrease means a loss of USD 19,650 million from July to April
2019–2020, compared to the previous fiscal year [52].

Figure 3. GDP of Pakistan. Source: [49].

2.3. The Effect on Remittances and Interest Rates

Remittances represented over 5% of GDP in 2019, and this applied to 66 nations,
especially the developing economies [54–57]. As indicated by the State Bank of Pakistan [58],
Pakistan’s internal settlements were down 4.4% m-o-m (monthly) by February 2020, at
USD 1824 million during the COVID-19 pandemic. During 2020, most remittances sent
to Pakistan came from the UAE (USD 388.1 million), KSA (USD 422.0 million), and the
USA (USD 333.5 million). Undeniably, these kinds of payments have been a significant
boost to Pakistan’s economy for many years, and, overall, USD 1 billion has been sent
every month over the last two decades, cresting in the 2018 financial year when settlements
were worth approximately USD 20 billion [59,60]. The World Bank group [61] noted that
sending remittances may be mainly due to the widespread shutdowns caused by COVID-19
outbreaks and that these financial settlements to Pakistan will decline [48]. Moreover, the
SBP’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) amended the benchmark interest rate in March
2020 as financing costs rose by USD 75 billion [48]. It is observed that losses amounted
to USD 150 billion during the pandemic, and, subsequently, the MPC implemented an
aggregate rate of 11.0% to combat the problem [51]. Thus, Pakistan’s economic development
in the wake of this global epidemic necessitates more scrutiny.

2.4. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Impact

Since the peak of the 2007–2008 fiscal year, FDI inflows to Pakistan have been relatively
low, decreasing from USD 4 billion in 2007 to USD 2.3 billion in 2018 [62]. Furthermore, FDI
inflows increased by 68.3 percent to USD 1.34 billion in the first six months of the 2019–2020
fiscal year (July–December 2019), compared to USD 796.8 million the previous year, owing
to the Chinese market’s dominance [45]. Nonetheless, according to [59,63], financial flows
were higher near the end of the year as the Pakistani government abandoned its year-long
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policy of allowing the rupee to weaken against the US dollar. The government’s political
vulnerability improved significantly because of the general election in July 2018.

However, the situation has changed due to the pandemic, as many governments
have taken severe measures, and Pakistan is no exception [64,65]. Additionally, necessary
financial arrangements have been made to ensure that the widespread health emergency
can be paid for [66]. As a result, flexibility is critical during emergencies, as subsidiary and
parent organizations require access to funds to operate [67,68]. Thus, FDI plays a significant
role in supporting economies but might significantly threatened by the pandemic’s effects
on FDI streams due to the worldwide lockdown.

2.5. Poverty, Unemployment, and Underemployment

According to the “Employment Trends” report published by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) in 2018, the total labor force in Pakistan stands at 63.4 million, of which
vulnerable employment was 26.41 million (41.6%). Vulnerable employment is measured as
the proportion of own-account workers and contributing family workers in total employ-
ment (poor workers generally dependent on daily wages). These workers are likely to be
the largest impacted individuals and could lose their employment due to the COVID-19
pandemic [69]. The COVID-19 epidemic, according to [48], led in millions of job losses
across the country. Because of the slowdown in the economic activity, which has placed
employment in a precarious situation, there was a significant increase in poverty and unem-
ployment [70]. According to a PIDE report, approximately 12.3 million people are expected
to face unemployment under a scenario of moderate restrictions by the government [48].
According to [71], this is a proximately 46.3% of the total vulnerable employment and
19.4% of the total employment in Pakistan. Wholesale retail trade is expected to witness
the highest layoff of 4.55 million people. Thus, the poverty rate in Pakistan could increase
from 23.4% to 44.2%.

2.6. The Effect on the Travel and Tourism Industry

The tourism industry in pre-COVID-19 times was a worldwide, huge profit-earning in-
dustry [72]. As of late 2019, people’s movements and the travel industry have been stopped
by as much as 10.4% of the worldwide GDP, and 319 million people worldwide who work
in the travel industry have lost their jobs as of late 2019 [73]. Remarkably, Pakistan is a
varied geographical area, ranging from the coastline to the high mountain slopes of the
Himalayas. Pakistan’s travel industry began in 1972, with the creation of a range of services
for different parts of the country [74,75]. However, in 2012, 46.7 million travelers went to
Pakistan, and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was 19%. During 2004–2011, the travel and tourism
industry gradually improved and reached its peak in 2019 [69]. However, the tourism in-
dustry is now largely redundant, and many people will be unemployed because COVID-19
has natural and long-lasting ramifications for social interaction and entertainment.

2.7. The Effect on the Health Sector

Pakistan’s border provinces were the first to experience the COVID-19 outbreak [66,76].
On 26 February 2020, Pakistan’s Ministry of Health reported the first case of COVID-19 in
Karachi, followed by Sindh province and Islamabad [77]. Later, a total of 98,943 confirmed
positive cases with 4960 critical mortalities and 2002 deaths were reported by 7 June 2020.
To ensure patients’ good healthcare as much as possible, Punjab and KPK allocated more
beds—955 and 856, respectively. However, [78] noted that Pakistan’s current situation is
unsatisfactory, requiring further action [79]. Other than China, the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Russia, Pakistan is a developing country that lacks the financial resources to
combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, it does not have anywhere near enough
hospitals and quarantine facilities, which are urgently needed [79]. Transmission of the
virus can only be controlled by updating and disbursing the required medical facilities. For
both arrivals and departures, Pakistan needs more screening facilities [77].
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3. Methodology

The research methods mainly included a review of previous studies, determining
Pakistan’s economic recession because of the natural disaster; determining economic key
indicators, such as GDP, imports and exports of Pakistan, interest rates, and remittances;
and determining strategies for reducing poverty and unemployment because of the disaster.
The study used a Keynesian approach to examine the impact of COVID-19 on public
health and the economic consequences of this coronavirus outbreak [80,81]. According to
the consensus, global supply chains are disrupted, and more factories will have to shut
down because of the virus. In addition to affecting the country’s overall production, this
disruption has a direct impact on the country’s aggregate demand. How can Pakistan’s
government deal with this situation through monetary and fiscal policy now that it has
been raised? Keynesian and real-business-cycle models can be used to answer this question.
COVID-19’s supply disruption was the focus of this model, which we hope will be short-
lived. A demand-driven downturn could result from the virus’ spread, opening the door to
stagnation traps set up by pessimistic animal spirits. [81].

4. Keynesian Theory and the 2020 Great Economic Recession

As a result of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) spreading over the world, the World
Health Organization (WHO) declared a worldwide pandemic. On the one hand, its effects
on public health are likely to devastate all types of economic systems. This disruption
affects aggregate demand and the overall level of manufacturing production and related
industries. Now the question is: how can Pakistan’s government cope with this situation
through monetary policy and fiscal policy? To answer this, [42] suggests that it may be
possible to solve economic breakdown for limited resources by implementing a modern
financial strategy. This study investigated the real consequences of COVID-19 on the
Pakistani economy using the Keynesian AD-AS theory, which is based on theoretical and
logical premises [80–82]. According to Keynesian theory, COVID-19 has created a scenario
in Pakistan where the supply and demand for goods and services have temporarily halted.
The spread of COVID-19 has caused a reduction in demand (for goods and services),
bringing countries on the verge of economic recession [81,82].

4.1. Coronavirus’s Impact on Aggregate Demand (A.D.)

The new Keynesian model (stripped-down version) has been used as an economic
theory standard [80]. As per the Keynesian theory, aggregate demand specifies employ-
ment and output levels. On the other hand, the concept of positive, productive growth
determines the A.D. as faster productivity growth enhances future incomes and encour-
ages the creators of goods and services to devote additional resources in the present to
investment projects [83]. Aggregate demand consists of government purchases, invest-
ment, consumption, and net exports. Anything that changes C, I, G.P., or N.X. will shift
aggregate demand.

The Keynesian theory says a recession is caused by an aggregate demand shock. At
the end of February, the Pakistan government announced a complete lockdown to stop the
virus’s spread. After the announcement, all industries, hotels, gyms, offices, and borders
were closed and restricted them from staying at home. This situation, firstly, hurts the
aggregate demand at any level of prices. This situation made Pakistanis more pessimistic
about their future survival because nobody knew when the case would become familiar.
This situation decreased their current preferred consumption; consistently, they increased
their current preferred saving.

On the other hand, the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak resulted in a long-term
decrease in productivity. The government of Pakistan shut down all industries for a
specific period. The other reason was that if the government permitted them to work,
industrialists did not want them to work because of low demand. They could not afford the
cost of production at low prices. Manufacturing and production investment are positively
connected to collective needs. Businesses invest more when they expect to get high returns
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on their investments, and the profit ratio is high when predictable demand is high. The
decreases in investment further decrease production progress and, alternatively, collective
need, and the cycle will continue. As shown in Figure 4, the coronavirus causes a temporary
decline in production because of aggregate demand shocks.

Figure 4. Impact of coronavirus on aggregate demand. Source: [83]. Note: unemployment on the
horizontal axis; productivity growth rate on the vertical axis.

Already in the grip of a recession, the situation is deteriorating, particularly with the
prospect of joblessness looming (up from 9.56 percent to 12.3 million to 18.53 million). These
downsizings will likely reduce households’ discretionary income while simultaneously
causing a demand shock across the country. This risky condition diminishes not only
local people’s disposable income but also overall estimated remittances. A drop in private
consumption expenditures of 4 to 8% is expected, affecting the country’s economic picture
and altering people’s way of life as a result.

4.2. The Supply–Demand Doomsday Cycle

The beginning of COVID-19 badly impacted the domestic and international economy.
This virus affected the demand side, and, at the same time, numerous companies were
encountering various catastrophes with a specific ratio of income losses. Predominantly,
businesses face multiple issues such as inventory-supply disturbances, termination of
international trade orders, raw material scarcity, conveyance disturbances, and much more.
Pakistan is a developing country, and small to medium industries play a vital role in
boosting the trade sector. Furthermore, many small to medium businesses are fiscally
vulnerable, with limited operations and resources. In comparison to their counterparts,
i.e., huge corporations, their sensitivity to the current economic crisis is greater [84,85].
External financial situations, including epidemic diseases, earthquakes, floods, and other
concerns, have unpleasantly impacted manufacturing activities and their existence. As
we know, China is the world’s largest export-oriented country, exporting raw materials
and delicate, heavy machinery all over the world. According to the World Bank, almost
25% of world trade is affected by China’s lockdown. Pakistan exchanged goods with
China for approximately USD 11.8 billion in the 2019 fiscal year, but this was reduced to
approximately USD 6 dollars in the current fiscal year during COVID-19 [86]. Pakistan’s
economic situation is very feeble after the four to five-month lockdown.

The Pakistan government announced a partial lockdown on May 31 to cope with
this dire economic situation, but this strategy did not effectively overcome Pakistan’s
financial woes. Companies are functioning at less than half of their usual volumes because
of the scarcity of inventory, a deficiency of labor, or limitations on people’s travel forced
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by the provincial governments, taking a toll on cumulative supply. In the lockdown,
people’s demand also reduces, and a decrease in demand reduces private investment and
productivity [87]. This pandemic has become a supply-side shock in Pakistan primarily
because the lockdown situation has directly affected the production of the goods-and-
services sector, even though some highly contact-intensive sectors cannot fulfil individuals’
private desires. Figure 5 depicts the absence of the Pakistan government, damaging
monetary and economic policy participation. Such persistent stock disorder triggers a
demand-driven decrease, triggering a supply and demand doom cycle and opening the
door to sluggishness traps aided by unenthusiastic animal spirits.

Figure 5. The supply–demand doom loop. Source: [83]. Note: unemployment on the horizontal axis;
balance of goods trade on the vertical axis.

4.3. Animal Spirits and Stagnation Traps

In times of economic stress or uncertainty, the famous British economist John May-
nard Keynes coined the term “animal spirits” to explain how people make financial deci-
sions, such as purchasing and selling assets. In both the world and Pakistani economies,
COVID-19 has left serious scars. The most prominent and most recent impact of the lock-
down has been to create difficulties in current economic developments. Sindh was the first
province to be placed under lockdown on 23 March 2020. In Pakistan, it is also a significant
economic center. The country’s most important industrial zone handled most international
trade, accounting for more than 30% of total international trade. Due to fractional lock-
down, just about 50 of Karachi’s 2700 manufacturing units were functioning on the first
working day [88]. The firms were facing many difficulties, like supply disruptions and the
unavailability of workers. According to the recent survey conducted by the Pakistan Labor
Force (2017–2018), the joblessness ratio in Pakistan was 5.8%, As for the ongoing current
economic situation and lockdown, the joblessness ratio is likely to increase by 9.5% in the
financial year 2020–2021 [89]. Small businesses, also known as self-employed individuals,
include small shop holders, domestic companies, street sellers, and others, who severely
depend on their daily business and are adversely impacted by the epidemic. According to
the currently presented data, self-employed individuals total 35.7% (2017–2018) of the total
Pakistan employment ratio [90].

Moreover, 59.6% (2019–2020) of these firms are defenseless. Furthermore, more than
87% of employment is in agriculture, a third–fourth of retail and wholesale business
employees, more than 50% of restaurant employees, and others who work in business and
real estate. The transportation and communication sectors employ more than two-fifths of
the workforce [90]. Statistics on the sector-by-sector distribution of precarious employment
in small industries are depicted in Figure 6 [91].
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Figure 6. Distribution of vulnerable employment by sector. Source: [91].

On the other hand, many large- and medium-sized businesses are experiencing severe
financial difficulties. The fabric and apparel industries, for example, have been severely
harmed because of the unexpected lockdown. More than half of Pakistan’s manufacturing
sector’s trade is in beverages, food, tobacco, and fabric; a drop in international demand for
these industries will have a significant impact on Pakistan [61].

Similarly, the current crisis in other sectors is not diverse. Most prominently, in the
blessed month of Ramadan, various industries such as fabrics, electronics, beauty, food,
and shoes, along with others, were harshly impacted. These small- and mid-sized firms are
likely to encounter liquidity crises and are severely hit by the current situation. However,
those small businesses that are still operating their units face higher costs for buying masks
to cover their faces, gloves, sanitizers, and other items to ensure their employees’ health
and shelter.

However, the above analysis indicates that Pakistan suffers disproportionately. So, the
State Bank of Pakistan adopts a zero lower-bound-constraint monetary policy to mitigate
the coronavirus’s negative impact. The situation worsens because the money supply
suddenly increases at a 7% interest rate, but the income level remains unchanged. In this
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scenario, Pakistan’s economy, which also faces a huge debt burden, subsequently faces a
depreciation of the rupee, and upsurges the hyperinflation rate by 14.56 percent [71]. Then,
Pakistan’s economy will stick in a liquescency trap, and both progress and hire rates will
be dejected auxiliaries.

Consider what might happen if Pakistani industrialists and consumers lose faith in
future efficiency growth. Due to the zero lower bound, the SBP is unable to alleviate the
corresponding reduction in demand. As a result, jobs and financial activity decrease, and
firms respond by reducing savings, negatively impacting production growth. As shown in
Figure 7, the coronavirus is widespread and can bring expectation-driven inaction traps,
specifically by flagging the economy’s evolution rudiments.

Figure 7. Animal spirits and stagnation traps. Source: [83]. Note: unemployment on the horizontal
axis; productivity growth on the vertical axis.

An unaided conservative fiscal strategy may be insufficient or fail to converse in
the loop when interest rates are near zero, as is debatably the case now. Dealing with
such a situation will therefore require helicopter money or an expansionary monetary
strategy, or both. When the economy is in a liquidity trap, helicopter money is a proposed
unconventional monetary strategy that is occasionally recommended as an alternative to
quantitative easing (QE) (when interest rates are near zero and the economy remains in
recession). Although the term “helicopter money” was coined to describe central banks
making direct payments to individuals, economists have used it to describe a variety of
policy ideas, including the “permanent” monetization of budget deficits—with the added
element of attempting to shock beliefs about future inflation or nominal GDP growth in
order to change expectations.

4.4. Stabilization Policy under Keynesian Theory during Pakistan’s Unsteady Economy

Following [85], the global economic uncertainty has triggered COVID-19, but the
illustrative exercises and theories have future effects by aggregating business models.
Hence, the method includes reviewing the previous studies of COVID-19 by following
Keynes universal philosophy of occupation, interest, and coinage to determine the economic
impact of the natural disaster on Pakistan, determining the vital economic indicators, such
as GDP, imports, exports, interest rates, remittance, poverty, and unemployment and
taking measures to reduce the economic impact by incorporating this set of factors into the
development of concepts for dealing with and managing the epidemic. However, ref. [84]
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makes evident that Keynes’s theory significantly affects reassessing business models for
overcoming economic crises.

4.4.1. Keynesian Policy Stabilization to Mitigate the Worse Effects of COVID-19

Now the query is: what strategy involvement can prevent the enchanting place’s
torpor trap? Because the policy rate is lowered due to the zero lower limit, a careful fiscal
policy could only go so far. Still, under the burden of a huge debt, there is no room for
Pakistan’s state bank to reduce the interest rate to close to zero. It is the fifth time in
four months that the State Bank of Pakistan has reduced the strategy rate (the per annum
rate given in the Performance Swap Information Table) [86]. The State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) has now lowered the policy rate by a gigantic 625 points, from the comparatively
extraordinary 13.25 pc to 7 pc, and this monetary action has shown its adverse effect. The
price rise rate has hit a record of 14.56 pc, according to data published by Pakistan’s official
statistics department (PBS). According to Keynes (1958), only one financial strategy was
ineffective in enhancing the economy—because decreasing interest rates governed it. In
a depression, interest rates were previously adjacent to zero. Economic policy can be an
influential support to transferring the economy because the outcome of an upsurge in
outlays or a decrease in taxes would be multiplied by encouraging surplus demand for
consumable goods by families.

4.4.2. Pakistan’s Fiscal Policy in the Keynesian Legacy

The Keynesian model was established during the Great Depression as economic
experts resisted elucidating the global financial failure and designing strategies to aid the
economic recovery. This pandemic also created the situation of economic recession globally.
The Pakistani government has made different fiscal changes to combat this financial crunch.

4.4.3. Increased Government Spending

Pakistan is amid a potential slump. Cash relocations and other economic measures
may have an enormous optimistic effect on the international economy. Keeping in mind
the current situation, the Pakistan government declared an aspiring financial inducement
package in March intended to provide much-required aid to the helpless customers and
firms within the realm. The USD 8 billion (PKR 1.2 trillion) aid package was designed to
prevent Pakistan from falling into a self-perpetuating cycle of financial stress and reliance
because of pre-emptive steps to curb the COVID-19 epidemic. Cash-transmission expenses
under the Ehsaas Emergency Cash program, costing USD 894 million (PKR 144 billion),
account for USD 894 million (PKR 144 billion) of the USD 8 billion economic incentive.
Though this is a praiseworthy step, additional financial growth is still taking place [92,93].

The primary objective of this money injection is to unexpectedly increase household
consumption, which immediately raises the demand for goods from the market and de-
creases the desired national saving at any level of real interest rate. As seen in Figure 8,
the market curve moves from IS1 to IS2 to the right, but this capital infusion temporarily
decreases the severity of the crisis. Other relief packages announced by the Pakistani
government include PKR 572 billion for mass transportation, urban rail, and road transport
systems; PKR 267 billion for solid waste management and storm water drainage systems;
PKR 141 billion for sewage treatment plants; PKR 92 billion for water supply projects; and
PKR 41 billion for disaster relief.

Like increasing government purchases, these fiscal stimuli eventually increase market
demand and allow industrialists to invest. It has also decreased gas charges for exports
concerned with zero-rated activities in July and August to help them recommend their
construction activities after the COVID-19-associated lockdown [94]. So, this fiscal-policy
change adjusts prices because companies encounter the developed demand at the static
price level and shift the market demand curve upward. This expansionary change raises
output and employment.
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Figure 8. An increase in government purchases. Source: [83]. Note: interest rate and employment on
the vertical axis; output on the horizontal axis.

5. Development of a Proposed Study Framework

The proposed research framework suggests focusing on the economic policies that
have prolonged the medical crisis, as well as a grouping of financial, economic, and other
systems and border cessations, self-isolation, and social connection constraints to resolve
global and monetary market disputes. As a result, the study draws a framework in Figure 9
that is portrayed graphically with the discussions.

Policy Challenges

The problems for economic experts have been one of the uses of besieged policies that
can address what are likely to be short-term anomalies in countries that can survive the
impact of the epidemic itself without forming falsifications. Experts around the world have
been left speechless by the quick shift in the condition of the global health emergency, which
appears to be evolving into an international corporate trade and economic disaster with
increasing consequences for the global economy. As the epidemic’s fiscal impact grows,
experts are focusing increasingly on remedies that, rather than longer-term considerations
like debt accretion, may address immediate monetary consequences. Because of the low
elasticity of fiscal and monetary support under conservative standards, many strategists
have restricted their capacity to respond to the current crisis, given the corresponding
recent decline in global economic development, particularly in output and trade, since the
beginning of the flu epidemic. The epidemic has an influence on international policymaking.
In the beginning, the fiscal impact of the pandemic was likely to be a temporary supply of
products as factory production stopped because workers were self-quarantined by social
contact to decrease the scope of the outbreak.

These rising financial impacts are likely to increase liquidity constraints and credit-
market constraints in international monetary markets as businesses accumulate cash,
with adverse effects on economic growth. Unlike the financial crisis of 2008–2009, lower
consumer demand, labor market issues, and a decline in company operations rather than a
dicey industry by foreign banks have contributed to commercial credit risks and potential
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bankruptcy. These undercurrents in the economy have led some viewers to inquire if these
incidents are the beginning of full-scale international monetary issues.

Figure 9. The proposed study framework for major development. Source: author’s develop-
ment (2020).

Early in 2020, economic growth in the world’s most-developed and fastest-growing
economies was modest but encouraging. Nations exceedingly reliant on trade, such as
Germany, Japan, Mexico, Canada, Italy, and South Korea, and exporters, are now reported
to be most adversely affected by the sudden decrease in economic activity because of
COVID-19. The OECD discovered that China’s manufacturing cuts had a global impact on
circulation [62]. Because of strong recoveries in a few key economies, the global economy
is expected to grow at a rate of 5.6 percent in 2021, the fastest rate of recovery in 80 years.
According to the World Bank’s June 2021 Global Economic Prospects, many emerging
markets and developing nations are still grappling with the COVID-19 pandemic and
its consequences. Despite the rebound, worldwide output will be around 2% lower by
the end of the year than it was before the pandemic. For nearly two-thirds of emerging
markets and developing nations, per capita income losses will not be recovered by 2022.
The pandemic effects have reversed poverty-reduction gains and exacerbated insecurity
and other long-standing concerns in low-income economies where vaccination has lagged.

According to a new survey, Asia’s economy could be in for a slowdown by 2020. In
addition, the development ratio in Latin America and the Middle East is expected to be
negative in 2020 [62]. These predictions are likely to be revised downward soon because of
COVID-19′s influence on international commerce, low energy and product costs, and a rise
in the dollar’s value.

Another result will be a slow rate of economic growth and a reduction in development.
Due to a drop in trade with China and low commodity prices, goods-exporting countries
are likely to see a greater decline in development than expected in previous estimates.
Simultaneously, many countries are artificially enhancing their expenditure to battle the
epidemic and will encounter a sudden decline in their income level, stressing public
finances and increasing the chances of sovereign (government) evasion.

When foreign currency is used to indicate debt obligations, deficit crescendos are
a particular concern in developing countries (such as U.S. dollars). The value of most
developing economies’ currencies has plunged since the onset of the epidemic, raising the
debt’s value in terms of native currency.

Most economies have shown a pledge to or have already instigated strategies to uplift
economies affected by the epidemic. Several decisions were made by these countries on the
sort of assistance to offer (loans versus direct payments), the amount of assistance required,
how to define resources, and the terms to be accorded to funding, if any. To combat the
crisis, several unanticipated fiscal and monetary measures have been enacted in countries
around the world. These economies are constrained by a lack of financial resources, and
the medical care system has become overburdened and unprotected in many cases.
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As the COVID-19 issue is global and all countries are affected to a great degree by
the downturn or forthcoming recession, global leaders need to overcome the COVID-19
effects swiftly and forcefully on their respective economies and their economic impact.
Thus, global action is required that will lay down a proposed framework with international
cooperative macroeconomic policies to restore confidence and to address the feasible
solution to the existing barriers of the post-COVID crisis to overcome the great recession
expected by using collective action with the following research questions:

• How do national governments negotiate and collaborate to overcome sharp drops
in income, putting a strain on their public finances, and the looming possibility of
sovereign (government) evasions and a 2021–2025 recession?

• How can Pakistan and Canada leverage global cooperation to avoid a sudden drop in
income, a strain on their public finances, and an increase in the likelihood of sovereign
(government) evasions?

6. The Future Study Recommendation

6.1. Significant Economic Development

The current critical situation demands greater attention paid to the industry, and Pak-
istan’s economic sector consists of small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The world
economy was one in which SMEs received loans to cover their inactivity periods for three
months, while special funds were allocated to the larger firms with short-term loans [95].
However, SMEs in Pakistan are facing severe financial difficulties, which are jeopardizing
their business prospects [96]. Other governments, such as France and Germany, plan to
address the panic-like situation caused by COVID-19 with a liquidity program based on
short-term refinancing schemes, accelerated payments, and tax credits [43,44,46]. Simi-
larly, the Government of Pakistan is considering offering tax relief and other packages to
compensate for the significant losses inflicted at present [42].

Therefore, Pakistan may follow other countries’ strategies to save the economy and
avoid the appalling social fallout. Interestingly, China’s economic system is to stabilize
its economy, and, as one example, Alibaba and J.D. Com’s talent-sharing program in
China has assisted in reducing the effect of the epidemic. They have recruited short-term
workers to temporarily affect businesses. Furthermore, the European Tourism Manifesto
Alliance [94,96] advocated for national governments to provide temporary assistance to the
tourism and travel industry in the form of short- and medium-term loans. This alliance has
proposed lowering or waiving travelers’ taxes [97,98]. Several companies in the U.K. now
provide online services and virtual sessions to education bodies so they can continue their
studies without interruption [99]. The Government of Pakistan and SBP are partnering to
provide relief to the industry and the wider community [51].

6.2. Policy Implications for Selected Sectors

At the start of the crisis, many economists felt constrained by the need to respond
to the catastrophe. The global synchronized slowdown in economic growth, especially
manufacturing and trade, that had preceded the viral breakout, was achieved at this time
due to the partial elasticity of the currency and fiscal sustenance under predictable criteria.
Liquidity and credit-market problems have also prompted financial analysts to deal with
supply-side restraints with a particular range of experience.

Before banking institutions give credit deferment or a financial aid system is in place,
job losses may result in missed mortgage and rent payments. Consequently, mortgage
evasion may adversely disrupt the mortgage-backed-securities sector and the accessibility
of mortgage funds, and it may have a disruptive effect on the country’s economic growth
rate. Globally, losses in the valuation of many financial markets impact the wealth of house-
holds, especially that of fixed-income retirees and those who own securities. Investors who
operate on mortgage-backed assets have reduced their holdings. In the current environ-
ment, rate-cutting markets have not always routinely handled classic policy instruments
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like monetary assistance. Such volatility raises the question of what nations should do to
fix the international economy’s weaknesses.

Although the Pakistani government has done its best, it should still take some mea-
sures to tackle this pandemic. Firstly, in this emergency, supportive macroeconomic policies
are required to restore trust and economic recovery. Enterprise tax credits should be given
so that employers can pay workers their wages and earn an income themselves. Interest-
free loans to companies may help address this situation, at least in the short term. We also
must provide masks, disinfectants, and medical equipment to manufacturers, even though
there are several downsides to doing so. Thirdly, online shopping will grow further and be
encouraged to retain social distance and prevent people from risking the spread of COVID-
19 when they leave their homes. Finally, a decline in the trade flow of textiles to China, the
U.S., and the E.U. could be of great advantage to Pakistan. It can now dictate the price,
availability, and routes of low-cost articles according to market conditions. In a nutshell,
from the Keynesian theory study, Pakistan already falls into unfavorable circumstances
that would lead to deterioration.

Despite the Pakistani government’s announcement of compensation packages for
catastrophe victims, more substantial measures are still required to get the economy back
on track once the crisis has passed. However, the suggested necessary steps are given below:

1. In this emergency, supportive macroeconomic policies are required to restore trust
and demand recovery. Hence, the enterprise tax credit may be provided to employers
for collecting wages. Interest-free loans to companies may help address the lost
income situation.

2. The healthcare industry has made a significant amount of money by mass-producing
masks, hand sanitizers, and surgical supplies in large quantities, despite its many
shortcomings. The other industry facing a recession could step forward to produce
medical equipment. Furthermore, it does not have anywhere near enough hospitals
and quarantine facilities, which are urgently needed [79,100,101]. Transmission of
the virus can only be controlled by updating and distributing the required medical
facilities. For both arrivals and departures, Pakistan needs more screening facili-
ties [77,102].

3. Online shopping can be in vogue and will grow further, keeping in mind the prevailing
unpredictable situation. In addition, the tourism industry is now largely redundant,
and many people will be unemployed because COVID-19 has natural and long-lasting
ramifications for social interaction and entertainment.

4. A decline in the textile sector’s trade flow among China, the U.S., and the E.U. can
be of great advantage to Pakistan, as Pakistan can manipulate some of the low-cost
articles according to her choice.

7. Conclusions

Countries throughout the world are undergoing economic trauma caused by a global
pandemic. Millions of people working in various industries are waiting impatiently for
COVID-19 to end and never emerge again. Simultaneously, people are trying their level
best to cope with this situation, mainly affecting the wage earners and those running small
business enterprises. Still, it cannot do so due to curfews and lockdowns. Many industries
have fallen prey to this scourge, and it means that GDP, remittances, interest rates, exports,
imports, tourism, and health cannot function properly, if at all. The Islamic Republic of
Pakistan is no exception, as it is now greatly distressed and experiencing a grave economic
crisis due to COVID-19. Pakistan is currently under negative circumstances, according
to Keynesian theory, and to avert further deterioration, the government has established
special assistance packages for the victims of this disaster. More drastic measures will be
required to get the economy back on track once the crisis has passed. Nonetheless, the fiscal
policy can be a powerful device to alter the economic condition because the increasing trend
in spending or a diminishing tendency in the taxes would be multiplied by encouraging
supplementary demand for families’ depletion of goods.
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This means that reducing COVID-19 transmission while also having a positive impact
on the environment, sustainable production, society, the economy, and worldwide preven-
tion measures can be the key objectives of future work. Thus, for the study purpose, the
methodology utilized in this exploratory study started with a review of how the COVID-19
pandemics exacerbated global health, identifying the changeable features and structural
alterations that made a difference in the built environment, and then analyzed examples of
such infections and changes to apply global new rules and regulations, identifying what
controllable strategies and anticipations emerge from rethinking sustainable production.
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Abstract: Innovation is essential for our ability to overcome global issues such as climate change,
natural resource depletion, and inequality. A central aspect of innovation is the scaling process.
While an abundance of studies on innovation scaling exist in many different disciplines, there is a
lack of shared understanding of what scaling means and how it can be successfully achieved. This
systematic literature review addresses both these issues by reviewing 147 articles on “innovation
scaling” making several contributions to research on innovations and innovation scaling. First, in
outlining the ontological differences between “diffusion” and “scaling”, clear conceptual boundaries
are established, which provide clarity and support cross-disciplinary consilience. Second, based
on the analysis of articles, eleven common modal contextual factors that influence the outcomes
of innovation scaling across contexts and disciplines are presented. Third, an initial theoretical
framework of the innovation scaling process is developed, outlining four theoretical propositions.
As a fourth contribution, the article establishes a research agenda for the future development of
innovation scaling research across many research domains.

Keywords: scaling; upscaling; scaling innovation; innovation diffusion; innovation; systematic
literature review

1. Introduction

Innovation constitutes a cross-cutting and multi-disciplinary research field [1–3] span-
ning sustainability (e.g., sustainable agriculture, green growth, the circular economy, or
sustainable urban development), smart cities, management, international development,
health, and social welfare literatures. Cross-disciplinary academic interest in the topic
stems from the fact that innovation occurs across all aspects of society and when done
successfully, may deliver new solutions that address pressing issues and/or increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of policies, products, and services [4–6].

The process of innovation is different from the process of invention [6] in that it
describes the (collective) development and implementation of new ideas [4,5,7–11]. In-
novation is generally understood as a series of steps: Following the initial inception of
novelty, ideas are then iteratively tested, refined, and socio-politically legitimated, be-
fore they are ultimately implemented [4,5]. Actors’ motivations, as well as contextual
drivers and hindrances, are central in determining the ultimate outcome of the innova-
tion process [7]. Once an innovation has been implemented, the processes of diffusion
and scaling—which both refer to the longitudinal spreading of innovations—take central
importance in determining the innovations’ wider societal impact [4,7,12–15].

Notably, in the current academic discourse, innovation scaling has received relatively
less attention than the other aspects of the innovation process (e.g., inception of novelty
or its diffusion). One field where scaling innovation is particularly popular, however, is
in sustainability studies, where scaling and innovation are viewed as key components for
sustainable management, development, and growth [16–20]. Though popular, a clear and
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widely agreed upon definition of scaling remains absent, and so too is a comprehensive
theoretical framework for understanding the entire scaling process.

For many, the concept of “scaling” revolves around the idea that there are empiri-
cal phenomena related to the spreading of innovations that are poorly captured by the
population-level perspective of diffusion, which tends to highlight a kind of passive
permeation of innovations [15,21–25]. Empirical phenomena considered as instances of
“innovation scaling”, on the other hand, tend to be characterized by proactive and strategic
actors purposefully moving innovations into new contexts and degrees of quality [26–28].
However, when scholars discuss scaling in this way, they tend to do so using relatively
shallow or idiosyncratic conceptualizations [29]. Some scholars implicitly or explicitly
understand scaling to be a process of vertical movement (“scaling up”), while others un-
derstand it as one of horizontal movement (“scaling out/wide”) or of qualitative change
(“scaling deep”) [30]. Furthermore, there lacks a common definition of what it means to
“scale” innovations. Rather, the term “scaling” is applied and used differently across differ-
ent contexts (e.g., private sector compared to public sector) and across areas of research
(e.g., social welfare compared to development, management, or public administration
research).

This lack of conceptual clarity is problematic. It obstructs the development and ex-
change of scientific knowledge about the process of innovation scaling. To help effectively
address pressing global issues through innovation, scholars must develop a systematic
understanding of how high impact innovations may be proactively scaled. To do so, one
not only has to integrate the research and knowledge that already exists across research dis-
ciplines, one also has to develop a conceptual common ground and shared research agenda
that facilitates further advancement and knowledge sharing on the topic of innovation
scaling.

In pursuit of these goals, this article presents the results of a systematic review of the
innovation scaling literature. The review utilized the PRISMA approach (Preferred Re-
porting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis) [31,32] and covered 147 research
articles. The analysis of these articles was guided by four primary research questions:

1. What does the landscape of research investigating innovation scaling look like?
2. How can innovation scaling be defined?
3. What are the key drivers and barriers of innovation scaling?
4. How can extant research be integrated into an initial overarching framework of

innovation scaling?

Fitting the multi-disciplinary relevance of the innovation scaling process, this re-
view covers articles from numerous research fields, including sustainability, development,
agriculture, management, and health studies. The innovation scaling research that has
been conducted within any one these disciplines has tended to remain largely isolated
from the others. While there are fundamental contextual differences between these dis-
ciplines, integrating their perspectives into a common framework can help to provide a
holistic lens upon the cross-cutting innovation scaling phenomenon. Moreover, where
cross-disciplinary commonalities do exist, it is possible to identify essential aspects and
building blocks that any conceptualization of innovation scaling must pay respect to and
integrate them into an initial theoretical framework.

The results of this systematic literature review facilitate several important theoretical
and practical contributions. First, this article presents a cross-disciplinary definition for
conceptualizing “innovation scaling” that builds upon extant research while also clearly
distinguishing “scaling” from the related concept of “diffusion”. In doing so, the article
offers new clarity that should aid in facilitating further systematic research and cross
disciplinary knowledge exchange relating to innovation scaling. Second, this article re-
ports on the eleven “modal contextual factors” that acted as drivers and/or barriers to the
innovation scaling process across the 147 covered research articles. Third, based on our
proposed definition and modal factors, the article develops an initial theoretical frame-
work for understanding and studying the innovation scaling process. Fourth, this article
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presents a comprehensive agenda facilitating further systematic research into this important
phenomenon.

2. Innovation Diffusion and Innovation Scaling

“Diffusion” has been identified as one of the core mechanisms in social theories
seeking to explain macro-level societal changes [23,24]. Diffusion itself is usually defined
as the longitudinal spreading of (new) “ideas, structures, and practices” [24] (p. 335)
in social systems [33,34]. Social scientists have researched the diffusion of innovations
for more than seven decades (see, e.g., [35,36] for early accounts of diffusion dynamics)
using various lenses. Two larger schools of thought may be identified and differentiated:
“rational accounts” of diffusion, and “social accounts” of diffusion [25,33].

Rational accounts of diffusion emerged from economic research and make sense of
the spreading of innovations by focusing on the benefits that innovations bring vis-à-
vis existing ideas, structures, and practices [25]. Some scholars use an evolutionary lens,
according to which individual and organizational actors who fail to adopt efficient practices
get weeded out [37,38]. Other scholars may adopt a more actor-centric lens, investigating
the rational evaluation and decision-making by potential innovation adopters [39–41].
Rational accounts have repeatedly found that the diffusion of innovations can be connected
to their (perceived) cost-effectiveness [2,23]. Accordingly, a central aspect of diffusion
processes within this school of thought are “information cascades” [42–45] that transmit
innovations and their associated utility expectations from one actor to another.

Social accounts of diffusion emerged from sociological research. In opposition to rational
accounts, social accounts emphasize the “pressure toward social conformity” [25] (p. 70)
that grows as more and more actors in a field adopt an innovation. Drawing on institutional
theory [46–49], social accounts of diffusion highlight how group pressures and bandwagon
effects may replace rational concerns as an innovation becomes increasingly adopted in a
field. These dynamics may even lead actors to adopt new ideas, structures, or practices
that are inefficient for them [21,23] simply as a means of maintaining legitimacy [50].

Both rational and social accounts of innovation diffusion tend to assume a population-
level perspective that emphasizes interorganizational conditions (information cascades or
pressures for social conformity) as the central mechanisms explaining diffusion [25]. In
both, innovation diffusion is viewed as a natural phenomenon akin to gravity: It permeates
through populations of individual and organizational actors as a passive force that may
prompt human activity but is hardly driven by it. Accordingly, much diffusion research has
been focused on measuring the speeds and rates of this force [2,15,35,36,51–53]. This has
led to the well-established insight that, “when plotted over time, the cumulative number
of adopters of an innovation approximates an S-shaped curve” [54] (p. 544).

One limitation of these perspectives on the spreading of innovations is that they
relatively discount the proactive agency and strategic decision-making of individual and
organizational actors. Human agency fits into rational and social accounts of innovation
diffusion as a reaction—i.e., an adoption decision prompted by information cascades and
conformity pressures (see also [55])—but seldom as a proactive driving force. While [38]’s
seminal review of diffusion research noted that “organized dissemination” of innovations
falls under the roof of diffusion research, this research has, in practice, paid little attention
to such a proactive and purposeful spreading of innovations by actors. Rather, such
“evangelism” for specific innovations by individual actors has been characterized as “the
reverse of diffusion” [24,56].

This article argues that in order to address pressing global issues through innovation,
scholars must develop a systematic understanding not only of how beneficial innovations
may passively diffuse through populations, but also of how strategic actors may pur-
posefully and proactively disseminate them. This phenomenon of proactive and strategic
dissemination of innovations is increasingly of interest to scholars from across academic
disciplines, where it is variously referred to using terms such as “scaling” and “upscaling”.
This article uses the term “innovation scaling” to refer to this process.
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While a cohesive definition and common conceptualization of innovation scaling has
not yet manifested, existing definitions gravitate around the understanding that strategic
and purposeful actors may indeed be a driving force behind an innovation’s movement
into new contexts and degrees of quality [26,27,30]. For example, [30] understands scaling
to be a deliberate, guided process. According to [26], scaling “is often considered to refer
to a series of processes to introduce innovations with demonstrated effectiveness through a
program delivery structure with the aim of improving coverage and equitable access to the
innovation(s)” [26] (p. 2).

Accordingly, this article views innovation scaling as complementary to diffusion (see
Table 1). Research into innovation scaling does benefit from the conceptualizations of
field-level rationality and institutional factors developed in innovation diffusion research.
At the same time, by investigating not what happens in a field (the focus of diffusion
research), but, rather, what actors do, the “agentic account” offered by innovation scaling
offers a complementary perspective that may contribute to scholars’ overall understanding
of how new ideas, structures, and practices spread. This benefit accrues in addition to
the distinct practical urgency that exists to develop a systematic understanding of how
innovations may be proactively and strategically scaled to address pressing global issues.

Table 1. The relationship between innovation diffusion and innovation scaling research. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Empirical
Phenomenon

Diffusion

Definition The longitudinal spreading of (new) ideas, structures, and practices in social systems

Research Lenses Innovation diffusion Innovation scaling

Focal Entity Populations/fields Individual and organizational
actors

Conceptualization
of Spreading

Passive permeation akin to natural force Proactively and purposefully
driven by strategic actors

Guiding Question How do innovations diffuse among populations? How do actors scale
innovations?

Schools of Thought Rational Account Social Account Agentic Account

Central Explanatory
Mechanism

Interorganizational
information cascades

Interorganizational legitimacy
pressures

Strategic actors’ ability to
drive innovation adoption

among other actors

Addressing both the theoretical and practical opportunities presented by a system-
atic review of innovation scaling research, this article now presents the methodological
approach and findings of the systematic literature review.

3. Methodological Approach

This article follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) methodological approach [31,32]. This approach presents a systematic
way of reviewing literature due to its clear step-by-step instructions that can be transpar-
ently communicated and replicated. It is widely accepted as a standard for conducting
systematic reviews due to its methodological clarity [31]. Figure 1 presents an overview of
our application of the PRISMA approach to the innovation scaling literature. The process
began with the definition of eligibility criteria that would determine the inclusion of articles
in our systematic review.
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Figure 1. The PRISMA process followed for this literature review. Source: Authors’ own elaboration,
based on PRISMA guidelines (see [32]).

3.1. Eligibility Criteria

Four criteria were used to determine whether an article was eligible to be included in
our systematic review:

Topic: To be eligible for inclusion in the review, an article had to focus on the “scaling”
(rather than “diffusion” or “adoption”) of a specific innovation or multiple innovations.

Language: To increase the accessibility of the review’s findings, only publications
written in the English language were eligible.

Publication Year: Only articles published from the year 2000 onwards were included.
Publication Type: To be eligible for inclusion, an article had to be published in a

peer-reviewed journal and be a full journal article. This means editors’ notes, research
commentaries and book reviews were excluded from the review.

Due to the limited quantity of extant research on innovation scaling, and the interdis-
ciplinary nature of this research field, this study included empirical as well as theoretical
articles in the review and did not use the field of study as an eligibility criterion.

3.2. Literature Search Strategy

To find the initial sample of articles, a search in the SCOPUS database was conducted,
searching articles’ titles, abstracts, and keywords using the following query: the word
“Scaling”, “Scaling Up”, “Scaling-Up”, “Upscaling”, or “Replication” had to be combined
with words indicating the theme of “innovation” (see Table 2).

Table 2. Search Query. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Initial Search Query.

(TITLE-ABS-KEY ((“scaling up” OR “scaling-up” OR “upscaling” OR “replication” OR “Scaling”)
AND innovation) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (“grow*” innov*”))

Note: the * is a wildcard search function. For example, using the innov* all words starting with innov are captured
(i.e., innovation, innovative, innovating).
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This initial search yielded 3985 articles. To improve the accuracy of the query, we
restricted our review to articles from this sample that had one of the following exact
keywords: “Scaling”, “Scaling Up”, “Upscaling”, “Scaling-up”, “Scale-up”, or “Innovation”
and applied the inclusion criteria noted above. This resulted in 628 remaining articles.

After this, each article’s title, keywords, and abstracts were manually reviewed for
relevance. Most articles that were removed at this stage stemmed from the natural sciences.
This led to a final sample of 143 eligible articles. An expert reviewed this list of 143 articles
and was then asked to suggest any additional articles that may have been falsely excluded.
Four additional articles were suggested, thus leading to a final sample of 147 articles. The
final list of articles can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

3.3. Coding Process

The 147 articles were coded by multiple coders using a blend of inductive and deduc-
tive coding processes. This means that the research began with a predetermined coding
scheme informed by the authors’ existing understanding of innovation scaling processes
(deduction) but used also open codes to capture aspects that were not included in extant
typologies and frameworks of innovation scaling (induction). During the process of coding,
the coding scheme was regularly and iteratively revised as new open codes emerged. This
was done until saturation was reached. In order to ensure intercoder reliability during the
initial coding, the same subset of ten articles were coded by all coders at the beginning
of the coding process. These results were then compared, and, in case of disagreements,
coders discussed and cooperatively refined the deductive codes.

The coding scheme was designed to capture different aspects of the research articles.
The codes captured basic information about the articles, such as region of the world, focus,
research methodologies. They also captured the exact definition of scaling used (articles
that did not provide a clear definition were coded as “no clear definition”), as well as
actions and behaviors of strategic actors and contextual factors that were depicted as
driving or hindering the scaling process. A factor deemed to be a driver or barrier was
coded only once per article.

The coding scheme for drivers and barriers was initially based on the typology of
innovation antecedents presented by [57] (p. 155) but further refined and extended through
the inductive part of our coding process. Relevant factors not captured by the initial
categories were coded with an “open” code, regularly reviewed, discussed, and grouped
into new categories. This process ensured that the analysis of the texts was informed by
extant knowledge of the innovation process while at the same time being able to surface
and systematize relevant aspects typically neglected in innovation scaling typologies and
frameworks. Overall, it allowed us to conceptualize eleven modal contextual factors
influencing the success of scaling projects as a driver or barrier depending on the situation.

For exploring the definitions provided by the articles, the definitions were coded and
analyzed based on [30]’s framework differentiating between “scaling out” (the expansion
of innovations to a larger group of actors), “scaling up” (the enactment of political and
legal change), and “scaling deep” (enacting deep cultural and institutional change). This
framework, which the authors became aware in the early phases of the literature review,
represents one of the first systematic attempts to present a nuanced and multi-dimensional
understanding of scaling. Due to its high relevance and wide breadth, it served as a starting
point for the coding of the definitions of scaling.

The coding scheme can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

4. Findings

In this section, we present the results of our systematic review as they correspond to
the research questions.
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4.1. Landscape of Innovation Scaling Research

The most popular journals included in the analysis were Sustainability, Agricultural
Systems, International Journal of Agricultural Sustainability, Journal of Cleaner Production,
Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions, Health Research Policy and Systems,
Globalization and Health, and BMC Health Services Research. Twenty-three journals had
two articles each included in the review, and eighty journals had only one article each
included in the review. The empirical phenomena addressed by the articles, accordingly,
were diverse, though they primarily related to health, agriculture, and development.
Combined, these areas made-up 78 percent of the included studies. Education, social
welfare, business, and public administration were represented as well, but less so.

This result shows that interest in innovation scaling is widespread and multi-disciplinary.
However, even though the topic of innovation scaling is cross-cutting, there has been
relatively less innovation scaling research in business and public administration journals.
This is particularly interesting considering that these journals have a rich history of general
innovation scholarship. A possible explanation is that innovation scaling is still a nascent
field research. This becomes clear particularly when looking at the yearly number of
publications (Figure 2). In this millennium, the first innovation scaling research was
published in 2004, but it took until 2010 for a growth trend to emerge. The vast majority of
innovation scaling research was published in the last four years.

Figure 2. Included publications by year of publishing. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Methodologically, articles were overwhelmingly qualitative, with a majority of articles
utilizing either single or multiple case studies. For the purposes of this review, these case
studies provide a large body of empirical evidence that facilitated our identification of the
eleven underlying modal contextual factors driving and/or hindering innovation scaling.
An overview of both the field of study and the methodology is provided below as Table 3.

Looking to the key sectors involved in innovation scaling, the largest share of articles
presented cases in which a mix of different sectors was involved. When only a single sector
was involved, the most common one was the public sector, followed by the private sector,
and non-profit sector. As there is a large body of literature that focuses on scaling and
social enterprises, they were given a separate code. Overall, the majority of articles present
research investigating the importance of collaboration and multi-stakeholder involvement
for the innovation scaling process.

Geographically, most research focused on Africa, followed by Europe, a Global per-
spective, Southeast Asia, North America, Asia, Oceania, South America, and then the
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Middle East. In some cases, research with multiple case studies had cases from different
geographical areas and/or the innovation itself was focused globally, see, e.g., [58].

An overview of the key sectors and the geographical regions is shown below in Table 4.

Table 3. Empirical Areas and Methods in Innovation Scaling Research. Source: Authors’ own
elaboration.

Empirical Areas Number

Health 34

Agriculture 32

International Development 49

Environmental Sustainability 19

Education 17

Social Welfare 22

Business Management 14

Public Administration 7

Methodologies

Qualitative 145

Quantitative 20

Single Case Study 49

Multiple Case Study 46

Survey 7

Systematic Reviews 11

Theory or Frameworks 11
Notes: Total number of articles is 147. Articles were double-coded if they focused on multiple fields of study or
combined multiple methods.

Table 4. Key Sectors and Regions Studied Scaling up Research. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Key Sectors Number

Cross Sectoral 62

Public Sector 31

Private Sector 13

Social Enterprises 12

Non-profit Sector 10

Regions Number

Africa 46

Europe 33

Global 26

Southeast Asia 23

North America 18
Asia 13

Oceania 6

South America 7

Middle East 1
Notes: Number of Articles (N) = 147. For sector analysis, only one code was applied per article. However,
19 articles could not be classified as a distinct sector. These are not included in this table. For the regional analysis,
in the event of multiple case studies from different countries, double codes were used. Thus, in the regional
analysis 294 regions were coded within the 147 articles.
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4.2. Definitions of Innovation Scaling

Regarding the conceptualizations and definitions of innovation scaling, somewhat
unsurprisingly—and in line with previous research conducted by [57] on innovation—
approximately 43 percent of articles did not provide a clear definition of innovation scaling.

Examining the consistency of the definitions, most definitions (61 articles) explicitly
or implicitly referred to the concept of scaling out. A much smaller proportion referred to
scaling up (19 articles). Scaling deep was referred to the least (10 articles).

Interestingly, 33 articles appeared to use the terminology for their definition incorrectly
(e.g., referring to “scaling up”, when what they were describing would more accurately
have been labelled “scaling out” [30]). This further illustrates the conceptual ambiguity
and lack of clarity that has characterized the cross-disciplinary innovation scaling literature.
Beyond the themes of expansion (i.e., scaling out), and systems change (i.e., scaling up),
we identified two additional themes in the definitions offered. The first is the consistent
reference to active and deliberate processes, which supports the above argument that
innovation scaling is distinct phenomenon from innovation diffusion. The second is the
focus on impact: When characterizing innovation scaling, many articles emphasize that
innovation scaling happens for the specific purpose of enhancing the impact of innovations.

4.3. Drivers and Barriers of Innovation Scaling

The large number of case studies present in the articles facilitated the empirically
grounded identification of eleven modal contextual factors acting either as drivers of
barriers to the success of innovation scaling. Four of these are external factors (legislative
environment; adaptation to local context; collaborations, partnerships, networks; and stake-
holder engagement), two are project factors (technical factors; and performance management
information), and five are organizational factors (financial resources; human resources; lead-
ership; risk aversion; time). Tables 5–7 present these factors along with statistics of how
common they were across the reviewed articles, and examples for how each modal factor
may either act as a driver or barrier of innovation scaling.

4.3.1. External Factors

Legislative environment. As a driver, this external factor captures governments who
were open to regulatory changes, had clear regulatory frameworks, and/or a coordinated
institutional environment. These aspects greatly facilitated the scaling up of innovations.
At the same time, this factor could act as a barrier when there was red tape, contradictory
policies and regulations, or a lack of a fitting policy arena for the innovation.

Adapting to local context. As a driver, this external factor refers to projects where there
was an emphasis on proactively engaging with local conditions, rather than taking a “one
size fits all” approach. When projects did not take local conditions into consideration, they
ended up meeting resistance in terms of uptake as well as problems in implementing the
projects altogether.

Collaboration, Partnerships, Networks. The necessity to collaborate and coordinate was
another external factor that seemed to drive scaling up when it was actively done, as it
facilitated knowledge sharing, better coordination among actors, and the dissemination of
ideas. At the same time, failure to collaborate acted as a barrier to innovation scaling by
leading to a lack of coordination.

Stakeholder Engagement. Most articles referring to stakeholder interests as a driver
concluded that engaging directly with stakeholders (e.g., ensuring training of users, intro-
ducing new products or processes) was a key driver for scaling. On the flipside, failure to
do so often led to a lack of buy in, use and/or lack of interest from local communities.
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Table 5. Scaling up Drivers and Barriers. Source: Authors’ own elaboration, project factors are based on [57].

External Factors Example Codes by Theme Total Codes

Legislative Environment

Drivers
Open to regulatory changes, clear

regulatory frameworks, coordinated
institutional environments

31

48

Barriers

Red tape, contradictory policies,
innovation lacked regulatory

understanding, “limited
institutional anchoring”

17

Adaptation to local context

Drivers

Projects willing and able to adapt to
local circumstances both regulatory

and cultural/social context (e.g.,
widening the scope of eligible

participants, engaging with local
knowledge), used to identify

potential bottlenecks/pressure
points.

38

51

Barriers

Not taking the local context (local
population constraints, legislation,

culture or social norms) into
consideration led to problems and
resistance, did not account for how

to flexibility needed to adapt the
programs.

13

Collaboration,
Partnerships, Networks

Drivers

Collaboration across stakeholders
lead to clearer visions, continuous

dialogues, learning, better
coordination, and knowledge

sharing, identifying key partners
who could help push various project

component, formal and informal
networks helped to disseminate

ideas, and/or organize many
stakeholders.

63

80

Barriers

Lack of coordination body, limited
capacity to coordinate, lack of access
to networks and partnerships, lack

of coordinated expansion

17

Stakeholder Engagement

Drivers

Training and capacity building of
users, using large scale stakeholder
engagement throughout the process,

and specifically community
engagement for introducing new

products, services or technologies.

50

64

Barriers
Lack of training, lack of buy in, no

interest, stakeholders saw no benefit,
complete lack of local involvement.

14

4.3.2. Project Factors

Technical factors. Technical factors were a driver when innovations were complemen-
tary to existing systems, or adapted to existing, accepted, standards. They were a barrier
when the innovation was too advanced for the users or when there was a general lack of
technical capacity.

Performance management information. Pilot projects, performance evaluations and the
use of performance management were seen as key drivers in scaling. They were used to
identify critical weakness of projects, and to develop more reflective learning as projects
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begin to scale. As barriers, a lack of information and performance information stalled or
derailed some projects as the implementers ran the risk duplicating errors or approaches
that may have already failed in the past.

Table 6. Scaling up Drivers and Barriers. Source: Authors’ own elaboration, project factors are based on DeVries et al. [57].

Project Factors Example Codes by Theme Total Codes

Technical Factors

Drivers
Widely accepted standards,

complementary systems, using
technology to bring the prices down.

13

30

Barriers

Too advanced technologies to be
used in the local context, lack of

technical capacity (i.e., data storage,
interoperability), user (un)

friendliness.

17

Performance Management
Information

Drivers

Evaluation reports were used as part
of a proof of concept (to gain

support), identifying critical points,
performance information use for

feedback, reflective learning,
adjusting processes.

29

40

Barriers

Lacking information about good
practice, performance information

needed to understand how the
scaling up process was happening,
how they could be improved, and

built upon.

11

4.3.3. Organizational Factors

Financial Resources. One of the most commonly identified factors influencing the
success of innovation scaling were financial resources, both in terms of projects costs of im-
plementation as well as the cost of usage for the end user. Having stable financial resources
for the entire duration of the scaling phase, including accurate budgeting forecasting, was a
critical driver. As a barrier, a lack of financial recourses became a strain to many innovation
scaling projects. These included fragmented budgets or a financial unviability of products.

Human Resources. As a driver, the capacity to hire staff and recruit the “right” people
for a particular team was identified to contribute to the success of innovation scaling
projects. In some cases, this was very much intertwined with the availability of financial
resources. As a barrier, factors such as high turnover and a lack of skills and training
resulted in projects failing to launch, or projects failing the scale effectively because the
skills were either spread too thin or were not adequate at all.

Leadership. Having political commitment for the projects scaling phase, either at the
local or national level, acted as a driver of innovation scaling. Not only did this pro-
vide legitimacy for the projects, it also often facilitated other factors such as funding and
converging regulatory frameworks. By the same token, a lack of political commitment,
especially in more hostile environments, created serious problems related to accessibility
and acceptability in the local communities. Internal to the projects themselves, clear leader-
ship skills, including adaptive leadership skills and the ability to negotiate, appeared as
critical drivers. As a barrier, a lack of leadership and management skills created leadership
vacuums, leading to projects either not realizing their intended outcomes, or not actually
being completed in the first place.
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Table 7. Scaling up Drivers and Barriers. Source: Authors’ own elaboration, project factors are based on [57].

Organizational Factors Example Codes by Theme Total Codes

Financial Resources

Drivers
Secure funding, diverse funding,

subsidized means for end users to
access the innovation

49

84

Barriers

Lack of stable funding, fragmented
budgets, no long-term funding

solutions (e.g., only “startup” funds),
financial cost for end user not viable.

35

Human Resources

Drivers

Capacity building opportunities and
training of staff, having the right

team that understand and can work
within project constraints.

38

69

Barriers High turnover, lack of staff, skills,
and training. 31

Leadership

Drivers

Senior leadership/political
commitment, general leadership,
and management skills, engaging
local leaders, adaptive leadership

38

54

Barriers Lack of leadership and management
skills, management instability 16

Risk Disposition

Drivers Reframing risks 2

10
Barriers

Professional resistance of leaders
who did not endorse the projects,

risks associated with the uncertainty
of outcomes. These uncertainties
stemmed from contextual factors

(e.g., weather, technological
reliability), but also due to lack of

consistent performance information.

8

Time

Drivers
Optimal timing, accurate time

forecasting and planning necessary
time to see results.

6

9

Barriers

Not enough time to commit to the
project, or the projects themselves

did not have enough time to
develop and adapt before their

funding ended.

3

Risk Disposition. The concept of risk disposition was primarily identified as a barrier
to scaling processes: Professional resistance of leaders, or uncertainly of outcomes, led to
hamstringing a project by leading to a lack of action. On the flipside, being able to address
these risks directly through increased stakeholder engagement and reframing was also
noted as a driver of scaling processes.

Time. The concept of time as a driver refers primarily to the ability to accurately
forecast not only each project stage, but also the ability for projects to be implemented
in a “timely manner” or at the “optimal time”. In the cases where time was perceived
as a barrier, this was mostly related to ill- planned projects (e.g., too short project cycles),
or projects that were tied to hard-to-achieve external funding deadlines. Some articles
also noted as a barrier the underestimation of the time for implementation that may occur
within project teams.

To examine the consistency of the modal contextual factors and their manifestation as
either driver of barrier, the coded segments were compared across different sectors and
regions of the world. Based on this analysis, the top three to four drivers and barriers are
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presented in Tables 8 and 9. The drivers and barriers are ordered by based on the number
of codes assigned to all articles for each respective sector/region. It is important to keep in
mind that as this is initial exploratory research, this article cannot make a statement on the
statistical significance of these observations, but future research may wish to explore this
in greater detail.

The results show that many drivers manifest in a similar fashion across sectors and
regions. For example, regardless of sector, collaboration, networking building, and adapta-
tion to local contexts were key drivers. At the same time, some clear differences do emerge
in terms of sector. For example, financial resources did not appear to be a salient driver
of scaling (3.6%) in the private sector, while it was one of the most common drivers for
non-profit (15.6%) and social enterprises (13.8%). Additionally, stakeholder engagement
and user engagement appear to be strong drivers of scaling in the private (10.7%) and
public (12.5%) sectors, but they did not appear to be as salient in the non-profit (6.3%) and
social enterprise literature (5.2%).

In terms of barriers, financial resources, human resources, and a lack of coordination
appear to be clear barriers across sectors. However, lack of stakeholder engagement
appeared as a more common barrier for the non-profit sector (15%) and social enterprises
(10.3%) compared to the public sector (5.4%) or the private sector (0%), while technical
barriers appeared to be more problematic in the public sector (10.8%) and projects that are
cross sectoral (11%) compared to the non-profit sector (5%) or social enterprises (3.4%).

Table 8. Modal Contextual Factors as Drivers and Barriers by Sector. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Sector Most common Drivers Most Common Barriers

Non-Profit
N = 10

Financial Resources
Human Resources *

Government Regulation *
Collaborations and Partnerships *

Financial Resources *
Lack of Stakeholder

Engagement *
Leadership **

Human Resources **
Lack of Collaboration **

Private
N = 13

Collaborations and Partnerships
Stakeholder Engagement *

Leadership *

Lack of Collaboration *
Government Regulations *

Financial Resources *

Public
N = 31

Stakeholder Engagement
Financial Resources *

Collaborations and Partnerships *

Financial Resources *
Leadership *

Human Resources **
Technical Resources **

Social Enterprises
N = 22

Collaborations and Partnerships *
Financial Resources *

Human Resources

Financial Resources
Lack of Stakeholder

Engagement *
Lack of Collaboration *

Leadership *
Human Resources *

Government Regulation *

Mixed Collaboration
N = 62

Collaborations and Partnerships
Financial Resources *

Stakeholder Engagement *

Human Resources *
Financial Resources *

Technical Barriers
Notes: The modal contextual factors are presented based on frequency of codes, where the top 3 most coded
modal contextual factors are presented. Some sectors may have more modal contextual factors presented because
these factors had an equal number of coded segments. * Refers to modal contextual factors with the same number
of codes. ** Refers to modal contextual factors with the same number of codes.

Examining the modal contextual factors as drivers and barriers by the most commonly
studied regions, collaboration, partnerships, networks were identified as particularly
salient (ranging from 11 to 17%). Stakeholder engagement appeared to be more salient in
cases from Asia, Southeast Asia, Africa, and Europe (ranging between 8.5% and 13.5%),
compared to North America (4.3%). Adapting to local context was more often referenced
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as a driver of scaling in North America (15.2%), Europe and Asia (both 8.5 and 8.1%),
compared to Southeast Asia (2.6%). A lack of collaboration and coordination appear to be
larger barriers in Southeast Asia (18.9%) compared to other regions (ranging from 0 to 10%).
Government regulations were particularly salient in North America (16.7%) compared to
the other regions (which ranged from 5% to 10%), financial resources were most commonly
cited as barrier in Southeast Asia (21.6%), Europe (17.3%) and Africa (12.5%) and human
resources were relatively more salient in North America (25%) and Southeast Asia (18.9%),
and Africa (15%).

Table 9. Modal Contextual Factors as Drivers and Barriers by Region. Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Region Most Coded Drivers Most Coded Barriers

Asia
N = 13 *

Collaborations and Partnerships
Stakeholder Engagement

Leadership *
Human Resources *

Lack of Stakeholder Engagement
Lack of Performance Information *

Failure to Adapt *
Time *

Lack of Collaboration *
Leadership *

Human Resources *
Technical Barriers *

Government Regulations *

Southeast Asia
N = 22

Collaborations and Partnerships
Financial Resources

Stakeholder Engagement *

Financial Resources
Lack of Collaboration *

Human Resources *

North America
N = 18

Adopting to Local Context *
Collaborations and Partnerships *

Financial Resources

Human Resources
Failure to Adapt *

Government Regulations *
Financial Resources *

Europe
N = 33

Collaborations and Partnerships
Financial Resources

Stakeholder Engagement *
Adopting to Local Context *

Leadership *

Financial Resources
Technical Barriers

Government Regulations

Africa
N = 46

Collaborations and Partnerships *
Financial Resources *

Stakeholder Engagement *

Human Resources
Financial Resources

Leadership *
Lack of Collaboration *

Notes: The themes presented based on frequency of codes, where the top 3 most coded theme is presented, some sectors may have more
themes presented as these themes had the same number of coded segments. The category ‘other’ is not included in this table. * Refers to
themes with the same number of codes. ** Refers to themes with the same number of codes. *** N, refers to the number of papers coded in
this region.

5. Discussion

Drawing on the results of this systematic literature review, it is possible to start to
develop a strong foundation for the discussion and theorization of innovation scaling.
This foundation will be elaborated in this section and become the basis of four concrete
contributions of this research. Three are discussed in this section, and the fourth is presented
in the conclusion.

The first contribution is related to the conceptual differentiation between the topics of
innovation diffusion and innovation scaling. While scaling and diffusion have often been
used as synonyms, in this article it is argued that there are clear theoretical differences be-
tween the two terms that must be considered. While the general social science phenomenon
of “diffusion” can be understood as the longitudinal spreading of (new) ideas, structures,
and practices in social systems, based on extant theory and the systematic literature review,
it is possible to differentiate between innovation diffusion and innovation scaling.

Innovation diffusion views spreading as a passive process where innovations permeate
naturally throughout a population or field. Innovation scaling views spreading as a
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proactive and deliberate process driven by individual and organizational actors. As the
results presented above show, research into the latter cuts across disciplines, is nascent but
rapidly growing, emphasizes the increasing of an innovations social impact, yet currently
lacks theoretical clarity. Drawing on extant theory and the systematic review presented
here, it is possible for this article to offer a clear baseline conceptualization of the innovation
scaling phenomenon:

Innovation scaling refers to the process of proactively, strategically, and/or deliberately
spreading an innovation. Individual and organizational actors engage in innovation scaling
in order to enhance the beneficial impact of a given innovation by replicating it.

Working from this understanding, it is possible to explore the drivers and barriers of
innovation scaling that have been identified captured by extant research. This is the second
contribution of this article. Analyzing the reported drivers and barriers, it was possible to
identify 11 modal contextual factors influencing the success of innovation scaling projects
as either drivers or barriers, and which could be further categorized into three primary
groups (external factors, project factors, organizational factors). The fact that two of the
three most commonly identified drivers appear to be inter-personal in nature highlights
that innovation scaling is characterized by a stark inter-dependency of actors. These actors
are not only the recipients of the innovations, but also employees, citizens, organizations,
regulators, and governments alike. Therefore, innovation scaling must progress utilizing a
systems perspective that considers not only the scalability of the innovation itself, but also
its impact and relevance to the population in which it is to be scaled.

Based on these insights and extant research, it is possible to derive an initial overar-
ching framework of the innovation scaling process. This is the third contribution of this
article. As described above, one of the clearest and most popular existing frameworks
for understanding innovation scaling is a typology developed by Moore et al. [30], who
distinguish three types of scaling: Scaling up, scaling deep, and scaling wide. Moore
et al. [30] argued that specific strategies and processes could be identified for each type of
scaling depending on one’s goals, but also acknowledged the cross-cutting nature of these
strategies. The approach of distinguishing between strategies for different types of scaling
can also be seen in previous models and frameworks [19], or in papers that are attempting
to develop “success strategies” for different types of scaling [17].

Based on the above analysis of how innovation scaling may be conceptualized and
how relates to the modal contextual factors, the authors of this paper would go a step
further and argue that scaling deep, scaling wide, and scaling up are indeed important, but
are best conceptualized not as distinct types of innovation scaling but rather as different
facets of the same fundamental scaling process.

To successfully scale an innovation may at one stage require the legislative environ-
ment to change (typically related to “scaling up”), and at another stage the engagement
with a wider range of stakeholders may become critical (typically related to “scaling wide”).
These appear to be less distinct types of scaling processes and rather different aspects of
the same fundamental scaling process that become salient at different points in time or in
different situations. Furthermore, it is also possible that when one engages in scaling wide,
it leads to a change in the legislative environment (scaling up) (this holds true for other
combinations as well), thus demonstrating the close linked nature of these processes.

It is also important to recognize that the relationship between these facets of innova-
tion scaling and the modal contextual factors is bilateral. The presence of modal contextual
factors affects the outcomes (ultimate success or failure) of an innovation scaling project
and leads to the enactment of specific facets of the innovation scaling process (i.e., wide,
up, out). At the same time, the enactment of these facets may in turn change the modal
contextual factors, such that they may flip from being a barrier (e.g., unsupportive legisla-
tive environment) to a driver (e.g., supportive legislative environment). Within innovation
scaling processes, modal contextual factors and facets of scaling therefore are likely to
exhibit a co-dependent dynamic in which both change across time.
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These insights facilitated the development of an initial overarching framework of
innovation scaling processes, which is presented in Figure 3. The framework proposes three
essential components of a scaling process: modal contextual factors, facets of innovation
scaling, and eventual outcomes. Each component is co-dependent on the others, both
influencing them and being influenced by them.

Explicating Figure 3, four initial propositions delineating the innovation scaling pro-
cess can be proposed:

Proposition 1—Innovation scaling is a multi-faceted process. Depending on the
specific situation, the three facets of scaling out, scaling up and scaling deep may become
enacted to differing degrees. It is possible that they become enacted to equal degrees, or
that one or two facets overshadow the others.

Proposition 2—The multi-faceted innovation scaling process both affects, and is af-
fected by, eleven modal contextual factors: financial resources, human resources, leadership,
risk disposition, time, technical factors, performance management information, legislative
environment, adaptation to local context, collaboration, and stakeholder engagement. De-
pending on the specific situation, these modal contextual factors may either act as drivers
or barriers of the scaling process.

Proposition 3—The modal contextual factors and innovation scaling facets exist in a
dynamic interplay. A specific arrangement of modal contextual factors may prompt the
enactment of a certain arrangement of innovation scaling facets, which in turn may shift
the modal contextual factors (e.g., changing one from acting as a barrier to acting as a
driver).

Proposition 4—The dynamic interplay between modal contextual factors and innova-
tion scaling facets determines the ultimate outcome of the innovation scaling process, i.e.,
whether it is a failure or success.

 
Figure 3. Scaling Innovations Theoretical Framework. Source: own elaboration based on own
analysis.

As this framework is derived from a cross-disciplinary literature review, the proposi-
tions are likely to be applicable across many domains. At the same time, further research is
needed to explore the framework in more depth, after which our initial propositions may
need to be revisited. The next section presents promising avenues for such research and
the limitations of the study.
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6. Conclusions

The concept of innovation scaling is of high interest to a wide number of disciplines.
This article sought to address the conceptual ambiguity that exists in the field using a cross
disciplinary systematic literature review. As a result of this research, four critical contribu-
tions are made to the scaling innovations literature. The first contribution outlined presents
the conceptual differences between the concepts of innovation diffusion and innovation
scaling. The second contribution identified eleven modal contextual factors that influence
the outcomes of innovation scaling. These factors were consistent across many innovation
projects, suggesting an element of universality across research domains and contexts. The
third contribution presented a framework of innovation scaling accompanied by four
theoretical propositions that emerged therefrom. The framework developed consists of
three main components: the modal contextual factors, the facets of innovation scaling, and
the outcomes. The co-dependency of these three components highlights the complexity of
the scaling process. This is by no means a finished framework—but the beginnings of a
larger research agenda in understand how innovations scale of which we invite scholars to
participate in.

In making these contributions, this systematic literature review facilitates a burgeoning
agenda for future research—this is the fourth core contribution of this article.

The theoretically and empirically grounded framework of innovation scaling points
to the multifaceted relationship between action and modal contextual factors in the scal-
ing process. Where much extant theory of innovation scaling had treated contextual
factors primarily as antecedents of the scaling process influencing outcomes (see, e.g., de
Vries [57]), the analysis presented above suggests that contextual factors exist in a dynamic
relationship with innovation scaling efforts. Overall, the findings and framework call to
attention Gidden’s [59]’s seminal structuration theory explicating the dynamic relationship
between agency (the actors doing the innovation scaling as a strategic project) and structure
(contextual factors). As such, a first line of future research is related to the theoretical un-
derstanding that contextual factors such as the legislative environment are not antecedents
but changeable modal factors. As such, new questions come into view. For example, how
do innovations that are scaled in different contexts, change modal contextual factors from
hindering their deliberate spreading to supporting it? How can strategic actors engaged
in innovation scaling projects make such changes to the modal contextual factors? Which
facets of innovation scaling are enacted as part of these processes? Answering research
questions like these will require in-depth qualitative studies utilizing process analysis
methods [60] to explicate how the scaling unfolded.

A second promising avenue for research regards the variability of innovations dur-
ing the scaling process. Extant theoretical frameworks of innovation scaling treat the
innovations themselves as unchanging. The assumption is that, as strategic actors spread
innovations into new contexts, the innovations maintain their original form and function.
However, looking to the results of this literature review—specifically the prevalence of the
external factor “adaptation to local context”—this assumption appears flawed. Indeed,
within the literature on innovation diffusion (which, as discussed above, also investigates
the spreading of innovations) it has become well established that the adoption of innova-
tions by new actors frequently also requires the adaptation of those innovations [25,61–64].
Innovation diffusion research, due to its population-level perspective, has focused on how
adopters may adapt innovations when information cascades and/or legitimacy pressures
bring those innovations to their attention. Mirroring these investigations, further empirical
and theoretical research is needed to systematically investigate and explicate how the actors
attempting to scale innovations may deliberately adapt them to make them more palatable
for the targeted audience—or in contrast, study the resistance to adaption of an innovation.
As this article demonstrates, some research is already paying explicit attention to this
factor. Accordingly, this article has sought to acknowledge the potentially central role of
adaption in the proposed framework of innovation scaling. But further research is needed
to develop a more fined grained understanding of adaption within innovation scaling
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by systematically importing more theoretical insights from innovation diffusion research
on this topic and engaging in empirical research that probes the process of deliberate
adaptation in-depth.

Despite the benefits and rigor of the PRISMA approach, several limitations should be
acknowledged. First, this research focused primarily on articles that referred directly to the
concept of “scaling”. This means that it is possible that articles outlining innovations that
scaled but were not described as such were not captured by this review. Related to this, in
the process of deciding upon the filters for this systemic review, and to reduce the sample
to a manageable number, keywords were used. As keywords are not standardized, some
relevant articles may not have been captured. While a thorough review of keywords from
well-known studies examining innovation scaling was conducted, it is still possible that
some articles were missed. This limitation was somewhat minimized by the manual review
of the final list of included articles by an expert in the field. Third, there is always a risk of
coding error. This was minimized though various coding strategies developed between the
coders. In addition, due to the transparency of the PRISMA process as well as making the
coding scheme available in the appendix, any reader can assess the internal validity of the
results presented. Fourth, as with all systematic reviews there is a threat of survivorship
bias. Articles included in this study almost all focus on successful innovations that have
been scaled up or are in the process of scaling up. Finally, by taking a multi-disciplinary
approach, we run the risk of oversimplifying the scaling processes across different domains.
While the review did show many similarities between different disciplines and areas of
innovation, any form of theoretical framework must always be critically reviewed and
applied in a case-by-case fashion.

Despite these limitations, several implications emerge from this research. For anyone
who is interested in the topic of scaling, this paper provides the most comprehensive
overview currently available in the academic literature. Thus, for future research focusing
on scaling or innovation scaling, this paper will be a key starting point in guiding this
research. Second, this paper develops a strong foundation for future cross disciplinary
research on the topic of innovation scaling. This is accomplished by setting a common vo-
cabulary and establishing clear definitions of scaling and diffusion. In doing so, this paper
offers a strong initial attempt at both enabling future researchers to establish consilience
between one another and encouraging cross-disciplinary learning. Third, by identifying
commonly occurring contextual modal factors that affect the scaling process, it is possible
to begin to develop an understanding of how each of these is likely to affect the scaling
process itself. Even more interesting, however, is that the identification of these factors
should enable the development of new strategies and approaches to innovation scaling.
Finally, the implications of our theoretical model would suggest that scaling needs to
be understood as a continually changing process, both in terms of the interdependency
regarding the type of innovation scaling (up, out, or deep), but also the contextual factors
that influence this possibility in the first place.

Beyond the theoretical and academic contributions, practitioners, too may find this
article relevant through its clarification of scaling and the identification of eleven driver
and barriers of scaling (identified as modal contextual factors) that influence the success
of scaling projects. The conceptualization of scaling as a multi-faceted process also offers
practitioners and scholars alike a new way to look at and understand how to scale a
given innovation. Situating this within the developed framework offers a new tool to
understand either why a given innovation did scale, or why the outcome of scaling did
not go as planned. Overall, this article provides a strong foundation for future theoretical
exploration and development of the concept of innovation scaling across disciplines.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/su132413528/s1, File S1: Coding Schema, File S2: Articles included within the review.
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Abstract: Iran, endowed with abundant renewable and non-renewable energy resources, particularly
non-renewable resources, faces challenges such as air pollution, climate change and energy security.
As a leading exporter and consumer of fossil fuels, it is also attempting to use renewable energy as
part of its energy mix toward energy security and sustainability. Due to its favorable geographic char-
acteristics, Iran has diverse and accessible renewable sources, which provide appropriate substitutes
to reduce dependence on fossil fuels. Therefore, this study aims to examine trends in energy demand,
policies and development of renewable energies and the causal relationship between renewable and
non-renewable energies and economic growth using two methodologies. This study first reviews the
current state of energy and energy policies and then employs Granger causality analysis to test the
relationships between the variables considered. Results showed that renewable energy technologies
currently do not have a significant and adequate role in the energy supply of Iran. To encourage
the use of renewable energy, especially in electricity production, fuel diversification policies and
development program goals were introduced in the late 2000s and early 2010s. Diversifying energy
resources is a key pillar of Iran’s new plan. In addition to solar and hydropower, biomass from
the municipal waste from large cities and other agricultural products, including fruits, can be used
to generate energy and renewable sources. While present policies indicate the incorporation of
sustainable energy sources, further efforts are needed to offset the use of fossil fuels. Moreover, the
study predicts that with the production capacity of agricultural products in 2018, approximately
4.8 billion liters of bioethanol can be obtained from crop residues and about 526 thousand tons of
biodiesel from oilseeds annually. Granger’s causality analysis also shows that there is a unidirectional
causal relationship between economic growth to renewable and non-renewable energy use. Labor
force and gross fixed capital formation cause renewable energy consumption, and nonrenewable
energy consumption causes renewable energy consumption.

Keywords: energy demand; renewable energy; biomass; energy policies

1. Introduction

The close and high relationship between production growth and energy consumption
growth in the economy refers to the dependence of the economy on energy [1]. Thus, the
economy is not only sensitive to energy supply and price shocks, but any initiative to
conserve energy can have an impact on the performance of the economy.

Iran was recognized as a country with significant oil reservoirs in the world when
it discovered the first oil well in the Middle East in 1908 at Masjid Solaiman. With the
subsequent exploration and extraction of oil reserves, the Iranian economy, like the world
economy, has increasingly become dependent on crude oil consumption and export revenue
for industrial growth. However, the dependency on oil has declined with time in Iran
as well as other countries due to the use of other energy sources, such as natural gas
and renewable energies. For example, the share of oil consumption in total final energy
demand has declined significantly from 91% in 1980 to 43% in 2018 (Figure 1). This led
to increased use of natural gas in the country, from 7% in 1980 to 56% in 2018. While oil
consumption has declined and been substituted by natural gas, the share of oil in total
consumption is still high and the use of renewable energy resources is low due to low
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production. The share of renewable energy consumption in total final energy demand
declined from 1.5% in 1980 to 0.58% in 2018 (Figure 1). This shows that the country has
not paid more attention to the generation of renewable energy sources through investment
and providing some stimulations for private investors. One reason is the abundance of oil
and gas resources and their low prices compared to their international prices. However,
the country needs to achieve the diversity of energy resources and energy security, which
are essential steps toward sustainable economic growth and social development. While
Iran is endowed with abundant natural resources, it faces insecurity about the challenges
of reducing energy resources, protecting the environment and sustainable development.
Considering the diversity of climates in different regions and the cultivation of a variety of
crops and food products, the country has a substantial potential for diversification of the
energy mix, particularly the renewable energy base. In addition to the forests of the north
and west of the country, which represent about 7% of the country’s area, Iran also has many
other products and agricultural wastes that can use to produce biofuel. Within the existing
framework of government organizations and institutions, which supervises planting,
farming, harvesting and, in some cases, distribution and research and development, efforts
to strengthen cooperation and coordination among them will facilitate the transmission
and implementation of sustainable development plans.
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Figure 1. The share of consumption of the various energy sources in total final energy demand in Iran. Source: [2].

To predict the energy mix, which includes all kinds of fossil fuel resources and avail-
able renewable options, it is necessary to take into account current and future energy
demand and key figures relating to current energy resources. This study aims to review
the status and current trends in potential resources and to investigate main policies in
Iran to suggest some solutions to help the government to achieve its sustainable energy
security goals. These suggestions can simplify the application of sustainable inventions,
and formally examines how biomass can contribute to the structure of the energy mix
in Iran.

The contribution of this study is that it investigates all kinds of energy sources in Iran
which compare to other studies that focus on renewable energy sources or specific energy.
Along with reviewing current trends and policies, it estimates the relationship between
energy demand and economic growth using an econometric model. Therefore, it makes
a significant contribution to the literature as an in-depth study of all kinds of renewable
energy sources and their policies since the late 1940s.
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The rest of the study is organized as the next section introduces the research method-
ology. Section 3 provides an overview of Iran’s current energy demand and structure.
Section 4 discusses Iran’s current energy supply situation. Section 5 looks at the current
and future state of renewable energy sources and their policies, and Section 6 summarizes
the analyses.

2. Research Method

This study uses two methodologies, a review of the current situation of energy and
energy policies in Iran and an econometric method. The review method describes the facts
and the general energy trends, particularly renewable energy, using the library research
method based on Iran’s energy statistics. The econometric method uses a Granger causality
technique to analyze the relationship between pairs of variables in the model. The data
used in this study were collected from a variety of sources, such as the energy balances of
the Ministry of Energy, documents and programs of the Plan and Budget Organization and
the Research Center of Iran’s Parliament.

Econometric Model

In the literature, many studies have investigated the relationship between energy and
economic growth. Some studies have focused on the relationship between energy demand
and industry growth in Iran, such as Mozayani et al. [3] and Charatin and Goltbar [4]. They
found a positive relationship between energy use and the growth in value-added of the
industrial and transport sectors.

According to Abdoli and Hammami [5], a 1% increase in energy consumption will
increase Iran’s economic growth by 0.548%. Furthermore, the simulated projections made
by Mirzaei and Bakri [6] show that Iran’s total energy consumption will reach 2150 million
barrels by 2025; with an annual growth rate of 4.3%, that quantity was equal to 1910 mil-
lion barrels in 2010. Ghaseminejad et al. [7] also predicted that a 1% increase in energy
consumption would lead to a 1.29% increase in long-run agricultural growth. GDP growth
also means more purchasing power and higher living standards, and ultimately poverty
reduction [8]. This condition leads to increased car ownership and demand for gasoline,
natural gas and electricity.

Furthermore, many studies applied the Granger causality technique to investigate
the relationship between energy and other variables. For example, Tugcu and Topcu [9]
introduced GDP as a function of labor, fiscal capital, energy and other variables and
estimated this function by applying some techniques such as Granger causality. Rahman
and Velayutham [10] also used this function in causality analysis but separated energy
into renewable and nonrenewable sources. Sunde [11] also performed a Granger causality
analysis between energy consumption and economic growth for the Southern Africa
Development Community. Other studies that have used economic growth as a function
of primary inputs and energy in the causality context are Aydin [12], Rahman and Abul
Kashem [13] and Akadiri et al. [14].

Therefore, based on the above literature, a Cobb–Douglass production function is
considered as a function of primary inputs, labor and capital, and energy, which can be
separated into nonrenewable and renewable energy sources.

GDP = f (LF,K,NREN, REN) (1)

where GDP is gross domestic product (IRR billion based on 2010 prices), LF denotes labor
force (1000 people), K shows capital which in this study is gross fixed capital formation
(GFKF) (USD million based on 2010 prices), NREN is the non-renewable energy (ktoe),
and REN denotes renewable energy (ktoe). The natural logarithmic form of Equation (1) is
as follows:

LGDPt = (LLFt, LGFKFt, LNRENt, LRENt) (2)
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All possible pairs of variables in Equation (2) will be estimated based on the following
equations, which have the Vector Autoregression (VAR) form.

GDPt =
p

∑
i=1

∝i LLFt−i +
q

∑
j=1

β jGDPt−j + εGDPt (3)

LLFt =
p

∑
i=1

γiLLFt−i +
q

∑
j=1

δjGDPt−j + εLFt (4)

where p and q are the maximum number of lags that each variable has taken. The reported
F statistics are the Wald statistics for the joint hypothesis, i.e., H0 : ∑

p
i=1 ∝i= 0. Causality

methods are very important in energy economics in defining whether energy conservation
policies have a negative impact on economic growth or not [15]. Engel and Granger [16]
argued that if two variables are cointegrated, there will always be a vector error correction
pattern between them. As a result, this type of model can be used to investigate the Granger
causality relationship between variables.

3. Current Energy Supply

3.1. General Overview

Many studies have investigated different aspects of the energy system in Iran [17–19].
In terms of energy supply, Figure 2 represents the main component of the primary energy
supply of various types of energy used in Iran. Natural gas has remained the largest
contributor to Iran’s total final energy consumption since 2003, followed by crude oil.
Over the past decade, the share of natural gas has increased by 61.9% from 110.8 Mtoe
(5 × 109 GJ) in 2008 to 179.3 Mtoe (3.5 × 109 GJ) in 2017. The share of oil and petroleum
products decreased by 12.3% from 87.8 Mtoe (3.9 × 109 GJ) in 2008 to 77 Mtoe (3.5 × 109 GJ)
in 2017. Interestingly, as a result of the abundance of fossil fuels in the country, the share
of renewable energy sources in the same decade increased by 131.9% from 1.17 Mtoe
(0.01 × 109 GJ) in 2008 to 2.7 Mtoe (0.12 × 109 GJ) in 2017. This may occur because of rising
world crude oil prices, high concerns about the adverse environmental effects of fossil fuels
or more use of these resources in remote areas of Iran.

 

Figure 2. Primary energy supply based on different energy sources in Iran. Source: Ministry of Energy [2].
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In spite of various oil and energy laws and regulations, there is still no integrated,
comprehensive, purposeful, long-term and coordinated study for the entire country. In
this regard, Ghasemi et al. [20] stress the design of a new energy development mechanism,
reducing political and economic risks to oil companies, establishing a system for monitoring
and evaluating national energy information and the legal mechanism for negotiations, and
finally, a specific fiduciary with the ability to pool resources to implement the strategies.

Despite several changes and revisions to energy policies in various documents, there
has been a steady trend in economic growth, albeit with some challenges. Real gross
domestic product (GDP) (at 2004 constant prices) grew on average by 4.6% from 1991
to 2001 and grew by 6.9% during the 2000s, even though remarkable negative growth
rates can be observed in some years of these two decades [21]. In subsequent years, with
the exception of negative growth rates in 2012, 2013 and 2015, real GDP growth (based
on 2011 constant prices) fluctuated between 4% (in 2011) and 6.6% (in 2016) and in 2017
reached 3.5% [21]. As Figure 3 shows, an increasing trend can be observed in the energy
demand of four major energy consumers (residential, public and commercial, industry,
transport and agriculture). Total energy consumption in 2017 was about 185.98 million
tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe; one million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) = 44.76 GJ
(GJ) [2].) (8.3 × 109 GJ), which is the most consumed in industry and transportation [2].
While over the past few decades the transport sector has contributed more to total energy
consumption than that of other sectors, the overall increase in the energy demand in
recent years occurred with the increase in the share of the industrial sector relative to the
other sectors.

Figure 3. Final energy demand in various economic sectors in Iran. Source: Ministry of Energy [2].

3.2. Crude Oil

As of March 2017, Iran’s total reserves of extractable liquid hydrocarbons, including
crude oil and gas condensate, were estimated to be 160.1 billion barrels, an increase of
2.9% from the previous year, and the country’s natural gas reserves in 2017 were estimated
at 33.3 trillion cubic meters, a decrease of 1.2% from the previous year. Besides this, in
December 2017, total international oil reserves, including crude oil and gas condensate,
were estimated at 1696.6 billion barrels [2].
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The Ministry of Petroleum’s strategies in the production and supply of crude oil in
the horizon of 2041 can be mentioned as follows: (1) increasing the recovery factor for
the country’s oil fields using over-harvesting and conservation production methods, (2)
maximum development and exploitation of all oil and gas fields, (3) the expansion of
oil and gas exploration to support the country’s oil and gas production, (4) increasing
capacity and maintaining the share of oil production in OPEC and the global market and
(5) collecting and converting the associated crude oil gases at maximum capacity, taking
into account economic and environmental considerations [22]. These strategies will be
implemented through national and international investments and partnerships. The goal
of the Ministry of Petroleum and the entire energy mix of the country is to continue efforts
to increase the country’s oil reserves and energy security. Moreover, the efforts of the
National Oil Company and the Ministry of Petroleum should be to strengthen its global
position in international markets so that it can play an important role in the international
arena under appropriate circumstances. With regards to unconventional energy sources,
scientific studies show that success in this area requires very close cooperation between
national and international companies and the training of the labor force.

Iran’s most active oil and gas exploration and production areas are located in the south
and west of the country. Most of the discovered fields are in the Zagros and the Persian
Gulf regions (southwest of the country). Fields have also been discovered or are being
explored in the north of central Iran, the south of the Caspian Sea and Kopedagh. Iran
has 20 joint oil fields with neighboring countries, including five with Iraq, four with Saudi
Arabia, one with Qatar, one with Oman, seven with the UAE, one with Turkmenistan and
one with Kuwait [23]. The country needs the local and international capital and technology
to use these enormous oil and gas resources.

The actions taken by the National Iranian Oil Company to supply crude oil to the
energy stock market are a big step towards the maximum participation of private investors
in the upstream oil and gas industries. The first shipment of Iranian light crude oil was
offered in the international energy stock exchange ring in November 2017, and according
to the plans, the gradual and regular supply of this valuable shipment of hydrocarbon was
provided in the stock exchange [24].

Iran—taking advantage of its geographic location, being among the top oil and gas
producers in the region, with the existence of a vast market for energy consumption and
long and important transport pipelines that connect the southwest of the county and
Persian Gulf (in the south) to the Caspian Sea and neighboring countries in the north,
such as Russia and Turkey, and southwest to the east—is becoming an important regional
storage and trade center, and can also use existing local resources to reduce its dependency
on foreign distillates. The capacity of crude oil, petroleum products and gas condensate
storage tanks at refineries across the country at the end of 2017 equaled 18,951, 45,058 and
5147 thousand barrels, respectively.

The country’s practical refining capacity is about 1.8 million barrels per day (bbl/d) in
the 10 largest refineries. This capacity will increase with the completion of two projects
of 0.4 million barrels per day at the Persian Gulf Star in the south and 0.2 million barrels
per day in the Kermanshah province. It is projected to increase the capacity of current
refineries by 0.5 million barrels per day or to improve the quality of their products in the
future [2].

We can conclude that Iran has a significant potential capacity for crude oil and natural
gas reserves, its transport and storage. It can increase the weak flexibility of the energy
system by constructing more transition lines and braking swap with its neighbors [25].
This makes a significant contribution to the export and transport of crude oil regionally
and internationally.

3.3. Natural Gas

As of December 2017, 22 onshore and offshore gas fields were active, including
18 onshore and four offshore gas fields [26]. The natural gas transmission system plays
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a decisive role in the supply of gas to consumers. The main components of this system
are gas transmission lines, gas pressure-raising and reducing facilities and distribution
networks [27]. At the end of 2017, more than 38.4 thousand kilometers of gas transmission
lines have been constructed and 288 turbochargers are operating in 81 gas pressure boosting
stations in the country [28].

Natural gas accounts for the largest share (88.4%) of total fuel consumption in the
country’s power plants [2]. According to the country’s energy policy, efforts have been
made to use natural gas in power plants because of ease of operation, lower maintenance
costs and less adverse environmental effects [27]. The largest consumer of natural gas is
the residential sector (39.1%), followed by industry (24.9%) and petrochemical (21.8%) [26].
The study conducted by Rezaei et al. [29] showed that Iran can become a gas hub in the
region if the internal and external facilities and barriers to the advancement of this industry
are removed. The South Pars gas field is the largest in the world. It is located at the depth
of 3000 m below the bottom of the Persian Gulf is jointly in the territorial waters of Iran and
Qatar. The area of this field is 9700 square kilometers, of which 3700 square kilometers are
in the territorial waters of Iran and the rest are in the territorial waters of Qatar [28]. The
field is mainly developed by local companies. The Iranian share of the field is 14 trillion
cubic meters of in situ gas and 18 billion barrels of gas condensate (9 billion barrels of
recoverable gas), which represents 50% of Iran’s proven natural gas reserves and 8% of
the world’s gas reserves [26]. One of the goals of the National Iranian Gas Company is
to increase the export of natural gas to regional and international markets. In this regard,
Iran has been exporting gas to neighboring countries for many years, having enough gas
for domestic consumption and export. Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Nakhchivan and
Iraq are the current markets of Iranian gas exports [27]. Iran also imports natural gas
from Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan, as well as exports to Turkey, Nakhchivan, Azerbaijan,
Armenia and Iraq [2]. The country’s natural gas imports in 2017 reached about 3.9 billion
cubic meters and its exports reached 13.2 billion cubic meters [28].

This leads us to the conclusion that natural gas is a major contributor to final energy
consumption. Natural gas is important as a stabilizer for the energy mixes, which are
dominated by renewable energies. Due to the lack of storage possibilities for renewable
energy, natural gas, as the least polluting fossil fuel, fills the gaps in the renewable energy
supply [30]. The country with high reserves from this source can be one of the world’s
leading exporters of natural gas. If the country wants to be effective in the international
natural gas market, despite the use of advanced technologies and more investment, it must
provide clear policies in this industry and try to reduce its barriers at the regional and
international levels. Hafezi et al. [31] believe that Iran needs to plan for raising production
capacity and considering return project in the short-run.

3.4. Coal

Iran’s total definite coal reserves measured by 203 mines in 2017 were 1143 million
tons with a majority of coking coal [2]. They are located in Mazandaran, Gilan, Golestan,
Kerman, Semnan, Northern Khorasan, Southern Khorasan, Razavi Khorasan, Tehran,
Alborz, West Azerbaijan and East Azerbaijan [26]. Isfahan Steel is the largest coal user in
Iran, with an annual consumption of one million tons [27]. Other coking and tar refining
units also use coal. Despite the relatively large coal resources in Iran, coal mining is
unfortunately weak and coal imports are therefore high. This is due to the lack of an
appropriate mining strategy, old mining technology, the lack of public sector support to
these mines for the equipment and modernization of machines and the use of modern
technologies [28]. These challenges have reduced the attractiveness of investment in the
mining sector, particularly in coal mines. At the same time, developed countries have
defined a clear picture for their mines and, through the adoption of strategic policies,
determine the direction of investment and development of mines and mining industries.

Due to the abundance of oil and gas resources in Iran and its general policies, there
is no desire to establish and invest in the construction of coal-fired power plants. The
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only coal-fired power plant project is underway in Tabas and its implementation and
operation have begun [2]. For this reason, from an energy perspective, coal has not been
more considered in Iran, and the main use of coking coal is attributed only to the Isfahan
steel plant, where steel and steel products are produced using the blast furnace method.
According to the National Energy Document, diversifying the country’s energy portfolio is
necessary to achieve the sustainability and development of the country’s energy structure.
Therefore, coal as an abundant and relatively reliable source with a stable price in the
country can play the most important role in achieving this goal.

We can deduce that while the country’s oil and gas resources are high, it makes no
sense to import coal from other countries with a high inventory of coal resources. Therefore,
there is a need to amend the upstream energy documents to include coal sources in these
documents in order to develop sustainable and effective policies for this industry.

3.5. Wind Enrgy

Wind energy is produced by generating electrical energy from wind or airflow, which
occurs naturally in the earth’s atmosphere, with windmills or wind turbines. Wind energy
usage in Iran goes back to windmills in 200 BC. Regarding wind energy potential, 1.3% of
Iran’s land (2.1 million hectares) has an average annual wind speed of 8 m per second and
above, which makes these areas capable of exploiting this energy source [32]. According
to the Atlas of the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Organization (SATBA), the
amount of wind energy that can be extracted in the country is estimated at 18,000 MW in
all surveyed areas [33]. Meanwhile, a total of 7801.7 MW represents the nominal capacity
of all power plants in the country in 2017. The provinces with strong wind energy potential
in the country are Gilan, Southern Khorasan (especially Doruh and Khaf regions), Sistan
and Balochistan (especially the northern region of Zabol), Semnan and Qazvin, where most
of the country’s wind farms have been built so far [26]. Zabol is the most appropriate area
for large scale wind turbine establishment [34,35]. The first large-scale wind turbine was
installed in 1994 in Manjil, Gilan Province, in two phases with generating capacities of 30
and 60 MW, which were completed in subsequent years [2]. In 2020, the farm capacity
reached 92.5 MW [33]. Another windfarm is Binalood in Khorasan Razavi Province, which
has a capacity of 28.2 MW [2].

Iran plans to increase the share of non-hydro renewable resources in its total electricity
generation capacity to 5% (about 4 GW) by 2021 [33]. Aryanpur et al. [36] argued that Iran
should increase the share of non-hydro renewables to 32% by 2050. This will not only make
it possible to use alternative gas (or liquefied petroleum gas) in other applications that
have higher economic benefits, but also contribute to improved air quality in large cities.
Wind energy not only can help Iran’s energy security, independence and climate goals
in the future, but it can also turn a serious energy supply problem into an opportunity
in the form of trade interests, technology research, exports and employment. The future
of Iran’s economy can be planned based on recognized and predictable electricity costs
because that electricity comes from indigenous energy and is free from all the security,
political, economic and environmental problems associated with oil and gas. The economic
growth and population rise show that energy demand is increasing rapidly in Iran. It is
estimated that approximately 10 million watts of energy are continually available in the
world’s wind [37] while the total installed global capacity was 60.4 GW in 2019, an increase
of 19% from 2018 [38]. Razavieh et al. [39] recommended the annual average wind energy
density of 388 W m−2 is suitable for large-scale wind.

Currently, the Ministry of Energy is offering a 20-year Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) contract for
renewable energy at rates higher than the selling price of electricity to end consumers. In
other words, for power plants with a capacity of less than 10 MW, the rate for wind energy
is IRR 7644 per kilowatt-hour, IRR 8918 per kilowatt-hour for solar and geothermal energy
and an average of IRR 6930 per kilowatt-hour for various biomass power plants [32]. In
recent years, local and foreign investors have installed approximately 350 MW of renewable
energy in Iran through the electricity purchase agreement mechanism, while several other
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energy farms with a total capacity of approximately 700 MW are in various stages of
development [32].

Figure 4 represents the trends of wind energy generation and the capacity of wind
power plants in Iran. In recent years, there has been significant growth in wind energy
production: 186 GWh in were produced in 2014, 223 GWh in 2015, 250 GWh in 2016,
308 GWh in 2017 and 320 GWh in 2018. However, that is far from what the Ministry of
Energy wants to achieve. Achieving an acceptable share of the expected target (4 GW by
2021) requires extensive research and significant operational action, and extensive research
has been conducted on various dimensions of wind energy in Iran.

 

Figure 4. Electricity generation and capacity of wind power plants from 2009 to 2010 in Iran. Source: [26].

We can conclude that Iran’s electricity capacity is high and this can help to increase the
share of wind energy in the total primary supply of energy. To achieve long-term electricity
targets, it is necessary to provide incentives to private investors and to put in place clear
and stable policies. The country’s electricity demand is growing rapidly due to economic
and population growth. Therefore, Iran must make an important decision for the future
of the country’s environment and electricity generation, particularly through the use of
renewable energy resources.

3.6. Hydroelectric Energy

With average rainfall one-third of the global average, Iran is one of the top arid and
semi-arid countries in the world [2]. Accordingly, the inadequate temporal and spatial
distribution of rainfall is perhaps the most important reason to build dams in Iran. For this
reason, hydropower cannot be considered a reliable and sustainable source of electricity
generation in the country—but hydropower plants play an effective role in controlling the
frequency of the grid.

Hydroelectric facilities in Iran are more than centers for producing renewable energy.
Hydroelectric dams also play an important role in socio-economic development, such as
irrigating agricultural fields, providing adequate water supply, especially during drought
seasons, controlling the situation during the monsoon period and the improvement of
major waterways. Currently, electricity is the only renewable energy that is commercially
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available on a large scale in Iran. The hydropower resources and potential are estimated at
26,000 MW, most of which is provided by the Karun, Karkheh and Dez rivers [40].

Hydroelectricity accounts for about 98.8% of total renewable energy in the country [27].
As of 2017, a total of 15,329.1 GWh of hydropower was generated, which has a share of 5%
of total electricity generated and 0.30% of the total energy supply in the country, while on
the global scale, hydropower contributes 16.6% of the total energy produced [28]. Table 1
shows total electricity generation and its share of total energy supply in Iran and selected
countries and regions in 2016. As can be seen, Iran derives a small portion of its electricity
from hydropower compared to other countries and regions.

Table 1. Total electricity and hydropower generation and share of hydropower in different countries
and regions in 2016 (TWh).

Country/Region Total Generation Hydropower Share (%)

Iran 308.3 15.4 5
Turkey 274.4 67.2 24.5

Pakistan 114 36.6 32.1
Europe 4941.5 823.1 16.7

Asia 9796.9 1587.9 16.2
Middle East 1147.2 21.2 1.9

United States of America 4322 292.1 6.8
World 25,082 4170 16.6

Source: [26].

The amount of electricity production by hydropower is not stable and depends on
the amount of annual rainfall. Therefore, it is used only to help the system in peak times.
Since Iran is a country with an abundance of fossil fuels, the choice of the type of power
plant seems to be based only on the primary investment and the availability of its primary
inputs, which is pointed out in some studies. For example, based on various indicators,
Manzoor and Rahimi [41] showed that Iran’s priorities for construction and investment
in electricity generation and power plants in the future include, in order, wind energy,
hydropower, photovoltaic energy, combined-cycle power plants, nuclear power plants and
thermal power plants.

4. Renewable Energy Sources

The Ministry of Energy, as the governing body, is responsible for all issues related to
electricity and renewable energies, such as developing, planning, organizing, legislating
and implementing policies and initiatives related to renewable energy. Although the
Office of New Energy was established in previous years before 1995 in the Ministry of
Energy, Iran’s New Energy Organization was established in 1995, and in 2000 it was
officially supervised by the Ministry of Energy to reduce the harmful effects of fossil fuel
used on the environment and the diversity of the country’s energy sources for sustainable
development. However, in 2016, the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Organization
was formed by integrating the New Energies Organization and the Energy Efficiency
Organization. As a result of the process of structural change that took place in 2000, green
technology was added to the ministry’s energy portfolio to reflect the growing emphasis
on sustainability and renewable energy options. As discussed earlier and summarized
in Table 2, a shift towards renewable energy is essential to meet increased demand while
maintaining environmental and energy security. Moreover, rural areas have used low
levels of renewable energy [42]. International sanctions, emphasis on the development
of conventional energies, lack of adequate government policies on the development of
renewable energy and the lack of sustainable energy security and environmental policies
are impediments to the development of renewable energy [43].
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Table 2. Potential of various types of renewable energy sources in Iran.

Renewable Energy Potential (MW)

Hydropower 26,000
Solar energy 86,198.2
Wind energy 18,000

Biomass and biogas 19.04
Geothermal energy 187

Source: [2].

4.1. Energy Diversity Policy and Other Energy Policies

Because of its diverse environment and climate, Iran is can obtain energy from a variety
of renewable sources. Unfortunately, policies and measures associated with renewable
energy sources have been neglected due to more government attention on fossil energy
fuels because of their abundance as sources of revenue and given high past investments.
As well, there was no specific program for renewable energy resources in the country’s
policy documents until the late 1990s. According to Pirasteh et al. [44], due to the low price
of energy from fossil sources in Iran, managers, civil servants, craftspeople and consumers
have little interest in the use of renewable energy sources.

Iran’s general policy, which was introduced in 2000, is the first document concerning
these types of energies. In this document, two of the twelve articles address the issue of
renewable energy sources [45]. These two articles emphasize the diversity of the country’s
energy resources with regards to environmental issues, trying to increase the share of
renewable energy with the priority of hydroelectricity and attempting to acquire technology
and technical knowledge of new energies and power plants such as wind and solar, fuel
cells and geothermal energy in the country [45]. In the law of the Fifth Five-Year Economic
Development Plan (2011–2015), only the replacement of fossil fuels and renewable energies
with firewood is sufficient and no achievable goal has been considered for it. The first
document that highlighted the achievement of a specific target for renewable energy is
the law of the Sixth Five-Year Economic Development Plan (2017–2021). It obliges the
government to increase the share of renewable and clean power plants with the priority of
nongovernmental investment (domestic and foreign investors) with the maximum use of
domestic capacity to reach at least 5% of the country’s electricity capacity by the end of the
implementation of the program law.

In 2011, the Energy Model Reform Act was endorsed. Chapter 10 and Articles 61
and 62 of this act outline the use and investment in renewable energy and nuclear energy.
Under this law, the Ministry of Energy is required to support the expansion of the use
of renewable energy sources, including wind, solar, geothermal, small-scale hydropower
plants (up to ten megawatts), marine and biomass (including agricultural and forest wastes,
municipal waste and wastewater, industrial waste, livestock waste, biogas and biomass).
To facilitate and consolidate these issues, it can do so through the relevant organization to
make a long-run contract for guaranteeing the purchase of non-governmental renewable
electricity producers. The Ministries of Energy and Petroleum are also obliged to publicly
announce the necessary supports for promoting the economical use of renewable energy
sources in separated systems from the grid, such as solar water heaters, solar baths, air
pumps, wind turbines, photovoltaic systems, gas extraction from biomass sources and
cost efficiency in supply and distribution of fossil fuels publicly announces the necessary
support. Accordingly, the Ministry of Energy has a plan to increase the production capacity
of hydropower and renewable power plants by 5% by 2021. Under this plan, a small-scale
renewable energy program has been launched to encourage the private sector to invest in
small-scale power generation projects using biomass, biogas, mini-hydroelectric, solar and
wind energy.

The impact of renewable energy policies and electricity efficiency in recent years has
resulted in the construction of 134 power plants and 4038 generators for consumers [26].
This has resulted in the generation of 5035 million kWh electricity, the reduction of 468 mil-
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lion kWh in losses in the electricity network and 3417 thousand tons of CO2 emissions
(which itself reduces the external effects of reducing CO2 emissions), and the non-emission
of 21.3 thousand tons of other local pollutants [27]. Improving energy structure and energy
efficiency in Iran can significantly reduce the level of CO2 emissions [46]. It also saves
1108 million liters of water consumption, creates 31,271 jobs and attracts IRR 143.5 trillion of
nongovernmental investments [33]. Meanwhile, SATBA has 78 power plants and 1000 gen-
erators for subscribers under construction. Figure 5 shows the share of renewable energy
capacity and electrical energy efficiency up to July 2020. The construction of these power
plants will not only create jobs and generate revenue for renewable energy businesses but
will also increase tax revenues for the government [33].

 

Figure 5. Share of renewable energy capacity and electrical energy efficiency in Iran. Source: [32].

Potential sources of renewable energy in Iran are summarized in Table 2. In high-
rainfall and mountainous regions of Iran, large rivers’ adequate water levels promote the
development of hydropower plants. Moreover, the high share of desert and arid areas,
which provides more than 300 sunny days per year, makes solar energy a suitable option
as an important source of renewable energy. Furthermore, the existence of large biomass
resources in Iran can be used to produce electricity and fuel. Although Iran ratified the
Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement, the government should seek to create clean and
sustainable fuels to not only guarantee energy security independence but also to maximize
available natural resources. Evidence has predicted energy independence in Iran by using
non-fossil fuels. For example, Aghahosseini et al. [47] showed that an energy system based
on 100% renewable resources is not a dream but is a safe and low-cost option up to 2030.

High energy losses and efforts to address this gap (for example, the use of sunlight
in buildings) have overshadowed the use of renewable energy. Waste reduction and the
use of renewable energy sources can lead to significant increases in energy efficiency
across the country’s sectors. Relatively cheap fuel prices and low private and public
investment in renewable energy production are the main factors behind the low share of
renewable energy in the total energy mix of the country. The National Renewable Energy
Policy can be introduced as an important step in increasing the investment and extraction
of renewable energy in the total energy mix. Furthermore, to increase the use of local
renewable energy sources, increasing the share of renewable energy in the composition
of electricity generation can be achieved through facilitating the growth of the renewable
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industry, ensuring the reasonable cost of renewable energy production and creating public
awareness of the importance of sustainable energy and clean technology.

4.2. Small-Scale Hydropower

Small-scale hydropower plants have received considerable attention in recent years,
particularly in Iran’s water-rich regions, because of relatively low capital and maintenance
costs. These types of dams also reduce the environmental effects of clearing land and forests
to build a reservoir of large dams. The construction of small hydropower plants is suggested
in mountain areas, because of the high costs of medium-sized electricity transmission lines,
long distances between villages and high energy losses. These kinds of dams have been
considered because of providing cost-effectiveness benefits, no environmental pollution,
long life, fast and easy installation and non-use of fossil fuels [48].

A small-scale hydroelectric dam can be defined as a facility that generates up to
10 megawatts of electricity. In 2020, about 14 small-scale hydropower plants in 10 provinces
of the country with a total generating capacity of 261 MW began to operate. Most of these
projects are located in the northern regions and the water-rich slopes of the Zagros, includ-
ing the provinces of Gilan, Mazandaran, Lorestan, Kohkiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad. Haji
Ghafouri Bukani [49] believes that including hydropower programs in the country’s energy
development programs will lead to economic prosperity in villages, increase industrial
and commercial activities in villages and prevent villagers from migrating to cities. This is
consistent with the results of the study conducted by Sovacool and Walter [50]. The reason
for this is the highly suitable zones for the construction of such power plants and their
economic and social characteristics. Therefore, to reduce the use of fossil energy sources, it
is suggested to use of this type of power plant in water-rich areas.

4.3. Solar Energy

Iran is a rich country in solar energy. The country’s priority for renewable energy
sources is solar energy, averaging 300 sunny days per year [51]. The average daily sunlight
in Iran is about 5.5 to 8.5 kWh per square meter, particularly in the central regions [19,52].
The technical potential for solar thermal energy is estimated to be 91,000 TWh [53]. July,
August and September are the months with the highest solar radiation of 1050 h, and
January, February and March have the lowest solar radiation of 500 h [52]. The installed
capacity of cumulative renewable energy sources is projected to be 2.8 GW by 2030. This
represents an investment of more than USD 2.8 trillion from 2010 to 2030 [52].

The central, southern, eastern and southeastern parts of Iran, such as the provinces of
Yazd, Kerman, South Khorasan, Zahedan and Kerman, have high solar radiation through-
out the year. Cities in the north of the country present the greatest potential for investment
in photovoltaic energy [54].

Photovoltaic (PV) systems similar to small hydroelectric power stations can meet needs
with off-grid power supply systems (electricity supply for residential houses, nomadic
tents, rural cottages) and generally meet the electrical needs of areas without a national
electricity grid. As a result of the very high cost of mass production of electricity from
photovoltaic systems, commercial supply is not yet possible. Currently, the majority of
photovoltaic users are high-income groups, representing a very small percentage of the
total population. Furthermore, to encourage the private sector collaboration to invest in
photovoltaic systems, the government announced incentives and preferential prices in 2015
and guaranteed the purchase of renewable electricity produced. The adoption of these
policies brought the private sector’s contribution to electricity production from 8.71 MW in
2015 to 300.86 MW in 2018 [33]. Solar energy has numerous applications such as cooking
and drying food, air conditioning and refrigeration, space heating and water heating, and
industrial applications, i.e., solar thermal energy generation [55,56].

The localizing of the production of photovoltaic systems, which in turn lowers end-
user prices, raising public awareness of the use of renewable energies (for traditional and
industrial applications) and government incentives can all help reduce the use of fossil
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fuels. Gorjian et al. [57] and Edalati et al. [58] state that technology, weather conditions for
photovoltaic installation, government policies and the lack of a specific roadmap are the
most significant barriers in the development of PV systems in Iran.

4.4. Biomass

Biomass is defined as all plant resources and plant residues and human biological
activities capable of generating energy. Wood, human waste, sawdust, animal waste, food
waste and wastewater are utilized for biomass. The process of converting biomass and
other renewable resources into energy is called biotechnology [59]. This energy is mostly
used for cooking, heating, lighting and electricity production. The focus of the National
Renewable Energy Policy is to emphasize the importance of transitioning to renewable
energy sources that have the least impact on the environment. In these conditions, biomass
has become a very attractive and practical option. Municipal waste that has remained from
previous years is the largest source of biomass in Iran (Table 3).

Table 3. Biomass power plants in operation in 2018.

Type of Power Plant Province Year of Operation Capacity (MW)

Extraction of methane
gas and construction of
biogas power plant to

generate electricity from
municipal waste

Razavi Khorasan 2009 0.6
Fars 2009 1.06

Tehran 2014 1.9
Tehran 2010 4
Tehran 2014 3

Total 10.56
Source: [32].

The German DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) center in 2002 es-
timated Iran’s biomass energy potential at about 3500 MW by 2050 [60]. Moreover, the
potential to generate electricity from municipal waste in Iran’s provinces is predicted
in Table 4. Since electricity generation from waste is a costly method, the government
guaranteed to buy the electricity generated by these power plants at a reasonable price to
encourage investment in this field.

Table 4. Biomass energy potential in the selected provinces in 2018.
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Source: [29].

Due to climatic diversity and water availability in most agricultural regions, over 80%
of agricultural products are agronomic products and the rest are horticultural products.
Major agricultural products in Iran include wheat (13.26%), corn (10.83%), sugarcane
(6.66%), beets (6.37%) and Lucerne (6.18%) from 16.5 million hectares of cultivated land
(14.7 million hectares of arable land and 1.8 million hectares of garden lands, i.e., 8.78%
of the total land area of Iran) [61]. The amount of waste produced from the agricultural
products will be around 24 million tons per year, taking into account the average of 30%
of the waste for these crops. Given that an average of 450 cubic meters of biogas waste
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is produced per ton [62]. About 10,800 million cubic meters of biogas from these wastes
will be produced, which is a huge source for use in simultaneous heat and power (CHP)
plants. The findings from Samadi et al. [63] showed that the total energy obtained from
agricultural waste using degassing technology was 341,290 Terajoules (TJ) and the amounts
of electricity and heat generated by this energy were 66,075 and 399,112 Terajoules (TJ),
respectively.

Finally, one of the proposed projects for the effective use of renewable energies is wind–
solar power plants, which provide higher wind energy during the wind season and higher
solar energy during the solar season [64]. The production of valuable gas for clean thermal
and electrical energy, along with many other benefits, encourages energy policymakers
to consider the construction of biomass power plants as a necessity in energy supply
policies. The Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Organization of Iran (SATBA)
plan is focusing on the participation of small and medium-sized companies to develop
innovation, knowledge and business activities to create a sustainable production system in
the high-value industry. In this regard, the government has a significant role to promote
accessibility, affordability and sustainability of energy security by preparing appropriate
renewable energy development [65]. Therefore, using a waste stream should also include
food processing waste or post-harvest agricultural residues such as fruits.

4.5. Biofuels

Biofuels are types of renewable energies derived from organic matter (living matter or
biomaterials) and, in fact, their energy content is from biomass, which can be found in the
form of liquids (bioethanol and biodiesel), solids (dry plant material) and gases (biogas).
Biofuels, such as biodiesel and bioethanol, can be used in motor vehicles due to their
high energy content and compatibility with fuel infrastructure, and therefore, are more
important [66]. The diversity of Iran’s land and climate causes the production of various
energy sources suitable for the production of liquid biofuels. The current bioethanol
sources in Iran are sugarcane molasses and sugar beet which are easily available [67].
The use of biofuels in Iran is relatively low. South Khorasan is the best place for biogas
establishment [68]. Although efforts have been made to include renewable energy sources
in electricity generation, renewable fuel transportation has not been given any priority
because of higher transportation fuel demand than electricity generation and high fuel
subsidies to the market. It is worthy to note that the removal of energy subsidies can
decline energy consumption, which in turn decreases CO2 emissions in the country [69].

Having the potential to use different types of biomass as raw materials can be very
attractive for investment and the government can use various conversion methods to fit
the needs and resources that existed in each region. Despite the progress in advanced
biofuel conversion techniques and the high potential of using different biomass due to
their abundance, currently, there is no large-scale or even small-scale production of any
type of biofuel in Iran. Therefore, we reviewed studies that have examined the potential of
producing various biofuels in the country.

Abyaz et al. [66] analyzed the use of lignocellulosic materials and suggested that
the amount of bagasse produced in seven units of the sugarcane and ancillary industries
development plan of Khuzestan during a year is equal to 231 million tons; this amount of
bagasse can produce 57,750 million liters of bioethanol annually. Hajinejad and Katooli [65]
also showed that the use of Nowruzak in the edible oil extraction industry is possible and
its residues can be used directly in the biofuels industry with an average oil content of 56%.
Nowruzak has the potential to produce 3348.8 L per hectare of biodiesel. Ghobadian [70]
also believes that there are about 17.86 million tons of agricultural residues in Iran, of which
about 5 billion liters of bioethanol can be produced annually. According to the estimated
amount of various biomass sources reported in Figure 6, such as vegetable oils (i.e., palm,
jatropha, castor, cellulose, algae), the production of bioethanol in Iran, which can be an
optimal alternative fuel for gasoline engines using alcoholic gasoline, in various ratios can
be predicted until 2026.
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Figure 6. Prospects for liquid biofuels share in Iranian transport. Source: [70].

According to Table 5, it is predicted that Iran’s potential in 2018 to produce bioethanol
from grain residues, sugar beet molasses and sugarcane as well as some fruits such as
apples, grapes and dates is about 4.827 billion liters per year.

Table 5. Biomass energy potential (ethanol) of agricultural residues in Iran in 2018.

Production
(Million Tons)

Waste
(%) *

Waste
(Million Tons)

Conversion Factor
(Liters per Ton) *

Total Bioethanol
(Billion Liters)

Wheat 13 50 6.5 400 2.6
Sugarcane
molasses 0.3 100 0.3 300 0.09

Rice 3 25 0.75 400 0.3
Barley 3 20 0.6 350 0.21
Corn 10 30 3 360 1.08

Potatoes 5 30 1.5 110 0.165
Dates 1.3 40 0.52 360 0.1872

Beet molasses 0.25 100 0.25 300 0.075
Grapes 3 30 0.9 70 0.063
Apple 2.9 30 0.87 65 0.0566
Total 42.75 15.49 4.827

* The waste percentage and conversion factor is taken from [70].

Moreover, based on the calculated made in Table 6, it is predicted that Iran’s potential
in 2018 to produce biodiesel from oilseeds residues, such as cotton, soybean, rapeseed,
sesame and corn, is about 526 thousand tons per year.

Table 6. Production potential of biodiesel from the major edible oilseeds in Iran in 2018.

Oilseeds
Area under Cultivation

(Hectares)
Production

(Tons)
Oil Content

(%) *
Returns

(Tons of Biodiesel per Year)

Cotton 70,800 165,295 20 33,059
Soy 40,327 83,303 20 16,660.6

Rapeseed 191,251 329,843 40 131,937.2
Sesame 30,017 30,649 50 15,324.5

Corn 126,971 946,021 10 94,602.1
Olive 90,000 102,648 20 20,529.6

Sunflower 10,756 11,960 50 5980
Safflower 5239 4470 32 1430.4
Almond 200,000 142,000 55 78,100
Walnut 166,000 200,000 60 120,000

Hazelnut 27,000 15,000 55 8250
Total 958,361 2,031,189 — 525,873.4

* The oil content is obtained from [71].
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Sepaskhah [72] believes that the use of fodder and sugar and starch products to
produce biogas due to the lack of organic matter in Iranian soils and the lack of water and
fodder is unreasonable. It is worthy to note that the country must not use agricultural
products for the production of bio-energies while it needs food and organic matter. If
there is agricultural waste, the first priority is its use to strengthen the organic matter of
Iranian soils. These residues can be collected and their contained energy can be extracted
with conventional and advanced technologies. Moreover, fossil fuels are finite and their
consumption harms the environment and countries must concentrate their long-run policies
and efforts on using more renewable, clean and sustainable energy sources. In addition to
these cases, as Rashidikia and Moradi [73] stated that these resources provide many national
advantages, such as (1) increasing job opportunities in rural areas, which reduces the
migration of indigenous people to cities and other regions, (2) increasing the public health of
rural communities and (3) providing new investment opportunities for indigenous people.

Finally, it can be concluded that although world oil prices are uncertain and fluc-
tuate widely over time, the fact that Iran is heavily subsidizing all types of energies for
public consumption leads to the introduction of biofuels with a slightly higher cost in
the household energy basket mix, which would be a viable option to reduce government
subsidies. In the case of sufficient production and availability of biofuels in the country,
the use of biofuels in cities requires the obligation and acceptance by the consumer. Thus,
it is necessary to increases public awareness to use renewable energies.

4.6. Geothermal

The Meshkinshahr area was introduced as the first priority for geothermal exploratory
studies and the first geothermal wells were drilled in this area in 2004 [74]. The capacity
of the project is 25 MW [2]. Since the only investor is the government in this field, it is
necessary to provide some incentives for private investors. The hot underground water
temperature of 85 ◦C is accessible in geothermal areas [75]. The geothermal heating system
is used in food production, at the tourist center, for district heating, at greenhouses and at
fish farms [75,76]. The main geothermal development barriers are lack of legislation, poor
human resources management and improper technology transfer [77].

5. Econometric Results

This section presents the estimated results of the econometric model. To reduce the
number of tables in the main text, we provided a descriptive statistics table and a stationary
table in Appendix A. The unit root results show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis
of unit roots for all variables in the model; the variables are stationary after difference 1
and they are integrated in order 1, I(1).

Another test is co-integration analysis; in this study, we used the Johansen test. The
cointegration results show that the model has one cointegrating vector (Table 7). Therefore,
we can conclude that a cointegration relationship exists among variables.

Table 8 reports the results for the Granger causality analysis. The results fail to reject
the null hypothesis that economic growth does not Granger-cause labor force and gross
fixed capital formation, but rejects it that economic growth Granger-causes non-renewable
energy and renewable energy. This means that there is unidirectional causality from
economic growth to renewable and non-renewable energy and its inverse is not correct.
These findings are consistent with the findings of the study conducted by Khoshnevis
and Shakouri [78]. Moreover, Li and Solaymani [79] argued that economic growth is the
main contributor to energy consumption in Malaysia in the short- and long-run. Razmi
et al. [80] also showed that renewable energy consumption cannot Granger-cause economic
growth in Iran. The results also cannot reject the null hypothesis that labor force does not
Granger-cause gross fixed capital formation and non-renewable energy, but rejects that
labor force Granger-causes economic growth and renewable energy. This means that there
exists a one-way causality from labor force to real GDP and from labor force to renewable
energy, which their inverses are not correct. This finding supports the results of the study
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conducted by Salmanzadeh and Fatemi [81]. Regarding the variable gross fixed capital
formation, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that gross fixed capital formation does not
Granger-cause real GDP, labor force and non-renewable energy, but it can be rejected that
gross fixed capital formation Granger-causes renewable energy. The null hypothesis fails to
reject when testing Granger causality from non-renewable energy to real GDP, labor force
and gross fixed capital formation, but does not reject runs from non-renewable energy to
renewable energy. This means that a unidirectional causality exists between non-renewable
energy and renewable energy. Finally, the null hypothesis of no renewable energy Granger-
causes real GDP, labor force, gross fixed capital formation and non-renewable energy
cannot be rejected.

Table 7. Johansen co-integration test.

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue
Trace

Statistic
0.05

Critical Value
Prob. **

None * 0.501697 78.37974 69.81889 0.0088
At most 1 0.300879 43.5524 47.85613 0.1197
At most 2 0.257474 25.65581 29.79707 0.1393

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue
Max-Eigen

Statistic
0.05

Critical Value
Prob. **

None * 0.501697 34.82734 33.87687 0.0384
At most 1 0.300879 17.8966 27.58434 0.5038
At most 2 0.257474 14.88488 21.13162 0.297

Source: estimated results. * shows rejection of null hypothesis at 5% level. ** Mackinnon-Haung-Michelis p-value.

Table 8. Results of the Granger causality test.

Null Hypothesis
F-Stat.
[Prob.]

Null Hypothesis
F-Stat.
[Prob.]

LGDP → LLF 0.563 [0.573] LNREN → LLF 1.517 [0.230]
LLF → LGDP 2.448 [0.097] *** LLF → LNREN 1.313 [0.279]

LGFKF → LGDP 0.286 [0.753] LREN → LLF 0.909 [0.410]
LGDP → LGFKF 1.303 [0.282] LLF → LREN 5.649 [0.007] *
LNREN → LGDP 1.893 [0.162] LNREN → LGFKF 0.773 [0.468]
LGDP → LNREN 2.664 [0.081] *** LGFKF → LNREN 0.588 [0.560]
LREN → LGDP 0.183 [0.834] LREN → LGFKF 1.213 [0.307]
LGDP → LREN 3.692 [0.033] ** LGFKF → LREN 3.829 [0.029] **
LGFKF → LLF 0.416 [0.662] LREN → LNREN 0.597 [0.555]
LLF → LGFKF 0.816 [0.448] LNREN → LREN 3.664 [0.034] **

*, **, *** denotes significant level at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: estimated results.

6. Conclusions

This study, using a review methodology, investigated current and future energy
demands and existing renewable energy resource policies in Iran by employing the latest
available data from the Ministry of Energy, Ministry of Petroleum and national laws
and documents. Then, using Granger causality analysis, it estimated the direction of
relationships among considered variables.

The econometric results showed that there exists a unidirectional causality relationship
between economic growth and renewable and renewable energy demand. This means
that economic growth helps the development of renewable and non-renewable energy
consumptions, but other sides are not correct. Labor force and gross fixed capital formation
do not Granger-cause non-renewable energy demand, but they cause renewable energy
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demand. Finally, renewable energy demand does not Granger-cause non-renewable energy
demand, while non-renewable energy demand Granger-causes renewable energy demand.

The study’s analyses showed that Iran can access sustainable, clean and renewable
energy sources. It is logical that fossil fuels have better and more valuable applications
than heating and lighting. Therefore, Iran has acceptable and compelling incentives to
pursue renewable and sustainable options, although it remains a leading exporter of crude
oil and is exploring and developing new oil fields. The annual cost of subsidies for energy
commodities for public consumption in 2009 was about IRR 442 thousand billion. High
fuel prices harm food prices and other macroeconomic indices, and the government should
look for better options to reduce public discontent. Although international agreements
and environmental policies, such as the Kyoto and Paris agreements, emphasize reducing
CO2 emissions and Iran is a party to some of these agreements, there is still a commitment
to reducing CO2 emissions and preparing Iran’s infrastructure for clean energy use. The
overall outlook for the future of renewable energies seems unclear, at least regarding the
effectiveness of government policies. Although some policies seem to be of particular
benefit to some people (for example, the use of solar panels in remote rural areas), the
overall prospects of these policies have been minimal. At present, renewable energy
technologies do not play an important and appropriate role in Iran’s energy supply. This
also has been experienced in another high energy resources country, i.e., Saudi Arabia [82].
The main barriers to renewable energy development in Iran include the absence of suitable
and effective government policies, international sanctions and low public awareness.

The current Iran development plan (Sixth Economic, Social and Cultural Development
Plan, 2017–2021) aims to increase the share of renewable energy sources in the electricity
generation mix to 5%. However, the evidence and data from the Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency Organization indicate a severe lag in the goal of this program.
With a closer look at the energy mix, the decision to make greater use of fossil fuels,
especially natural gas, when it is less environmentally friendly seems to contradict the goal
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as well as weakening energy security by relying
on fossil resources. The development of renewable energy sources under the guidelines
of the current Iranian program can be considered a step in the right direction, albeit a
more active position needs to be taken to develop potential renewable energies, such as
biomass. Implementation of biomass exploitation techniques under the current framework
can be facilitated in relevant government organizations such as SATBA, the Niroo Research
Institute, large city municipalities and the Agricultural Research, Education and Extension
Organization. A country with many fossil fuel resources needs appropriate policies and
guidelines for the future of renewable energy development and reduced international
barriers to the use of advanced technologies and the experiences of other countries in the
use of renewable energies. At the local level, it needs to use crude oil export revenues to
make a significant investment in various and high potential renewable energies for the
future without fossil energy resources. It is also necessary to reduce energy subsidies, raise
public awareness and offer substantial and suitable incentives to motivate private investors.
Salam and Khan [83] also showed that increasing public awareness through media is crucial
for renewable energy development in Saudi Arabia. The use of the wind–solar hybrid
plant is also suggested to generate both energies more effectively than single power plants.
The hybrid renewable energy system is also suggested by Mohammed [84] for Iraq and by
Marchenko and Solomin [85] for Russia.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Descriptive statistics.

LGDP
(IRR Billion)

LLF
(1000 People)

LGFKF
(USD Million)

LNREN
(ktoe)

LREN
(ktoe)

Mean 15.09776 9.492841 10.74469 10.78031 7.042203
Median 15.02835 9.493683 10.88931 10.95113 6.900351

Maximum 15.75293 10.0981 11.84446 12.04142 8.356657
Minimum 14.19673 8.824737 9.019639 8.690626 6.365443
Std. Dev. 0.392414 0.41071 0.739127 0.97287 0.525495

Source: estimated results.

Table A2. Results for the Unit root test.

Variable

Dickey Fuller GLS Phillips–Perron Augmented Dickey Fuller

Level
First

Difference
Level

First
Difference

Level
First

Difference

LGDP 0.104 −5.098 * −0.558 −5.098 * −0.743 −5.071 *
LLF 0.430 −2.433 ** 0.759 −4.497 * 0.170 −2.601 ***

LGFKF 0.987 −6.103 * −0.044 −6.012 * 0.110 −6.054 *
LNREN 0.849 −2.451 * 2.456 −5.496 * 3.006 −2.686 ***
LREN -0.467 −6.194 * 0.020 −5.151 * −0.473 −6.174 *

*, **, *** denotes the level of significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Source: estimated results.
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